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CHANNEL FRAME FILAMENT/TRANSISTOR TRANSFS.
Pri. 115 V 50/60 Cycles—Test Volts RMS: 1500

Type 
No.
FT-1 2.5 VCT-3A 2% 1% 2« % ’
FT-2 6.3 VCT-1.2A 2% 1'4 1% 2’4
FT-3 2.5VCT-6A 3X. Hi 2 2% 1

FT-4 fi.3 VCT-3A 3K. 1% 2 2% 1
" FT-5 2.5 VCT-10A 3% 2% 2M. 3’/. 1’4
’ FT-6 5 VCT-3A 3% 2’/. ax. 3'/. 1'4
FT-7 7.5 VCT-3A 3« 2% 2X. 3% 1’4
FT-8 6.3 VCT-8A 4 2’4 3X* 2’4

“ FT-10 24 VCT-2A 
ûr 12V-4A 4 2% 2% 3% 2’4

FT-11 24 VCT-1A 
Or 12V-2A

3« 2% 2K. 3/. 1’4

FT-12 36 VCT-1.3A 
or 18V-2.6A

4 2% 2% 3% 2’4

Taps on pri. of FT-13 & FT-14 to modify sec. nominal V, 
-6% +6%, +12%

FT-13 26 VCT-.04A 2'4 1% 1’4 1’4 li
FT-14 26 VCT-.25A 2’a 1'4 1% 2ÎÎ

DOUBLE SHELL POWER TRANSFORMERS
Type High
No. v.

DC 
ma

SV. 6.3 VCT Wt.
Fil. Fil. W D H M N Lbs.

R-101 275-0-275 50 2A 2.7A 3 2’4 3 2’4 2 2'4

R-102 350-0-350 70 3A 3A 3 2’4 3’4 2'4 2 3'4

R-103 350-0-350 90 3A 3.5A 3’4 2% 3% 2% 2’4.. 4'4

R-104 350-0-350 120 3A 5A 3’4 3’4 3% 3'4 214 5'4
R-105 385-0-385 160 3A 5A 3’4 3'4 4% 3’4 2'4 7

VERTICAL
Type High 
No. V.

SHELL POWER TRANSFORMERS
DC SV. 6.3 VCT 
ma Fil. Fil. W D H M N

Wt. 
Lbs.

R-110 300-0-300 50 2A 2.7A 2'4 2% 2 1’4 2'4
R-111 350-0-350 70 3A 3A 2’4 3% 3J4 2 2’4 3'4
R-112 350-0-350 120 3A 5A 3^ 3% 4 2'4 2K. 5'4
R-113 400-0-400 200 3A 6A 3’4 4«. j4’/, 3 3'4 8

CHANNEL FRAME FILTER REACTORS
Inductance Shown is at Rated DC ma—Test Volts RMS: 1500 

Type Induct. Resistance Dimensions, in.
No. Hys. Current Ohms W D H M Wt.

Lbs.
R-55 6 lOma 300 2% 1% 1% 2 '4
R-14 8 40ma 250 2Va IV? 1% 234 ’4
R-15 12 30ma 450 2V» l’K» 2% %
R-16 15 30ma 630 2*8 IV2 1% 2’4 ’4
R-17 20 40ma 850 3«. 1% 2 2'X. 1
R-18 8 BOma 250 3Xr 1% 2 2’X* 1

- R-19 14 lOOma 450 3*4 P/8 2^t 3?4 1’4
R-20 5 200ma 90 41/a 2V4 2% 3X* 2'4
R-21 15/3 20Qma 90 4V« 21/4 2’4 3X. 2'4
R-220 100/8 Mhy 

25/2 Mhy
2.5A 
5A

.6 

.16
3% 2 2X> 3'/. 1'4
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SX-146 Receiver
This is an amateur band receiver of advanced design em
ploying a single conversion signal path and pre-mixed 
oscillator chain to assure high order frequency stability 
and freedom from adjacent channel cross-modulation 
products. The SX-146 employs a high frequency quartz 
crystal filter and has provision for installation of two more 
crystal filters. The receiver may also be used from 2 to 30 
me, with the exception of a narrow gap at 9.0 me, with the 
connection of auxiliary oscillators. The highly stable con
version oscillator chain may be used for transceiver opera
tion of the matching HT-46 transmitter.

FREQUENCY BANDS: 3.5-4.0; 7.0-7.5; 14.0-14.5: 21.0-21.5; 
28.0-28.5; 28.5-29.0; 29.0-29.5; 29.5-30.0 me (28.0 to 28.5, 
29.0 to 30.0 requires extra crystals at users option).

SENSITIVITY: Better than 1 jiv for 20 db S/N.

TUBES AND FUNCTIONS: 6JD6 RF amplifier: 12AT7 
Signal mixer and cathode follower; 6AU6A 9 me IF ampli
fier; 12AT7 AM detector—AVC rectifier—product detector; 
12AT7 USB—LSB crystal oscillators; 6GW8 Audio ampli
fier and audio output; 6BA6 Variable frequency oscillator; 
6EA8 Crystal heterodyne oscillator and pre-mixer: Plus 
diode power supply rectifier, ANL diode and AVC gates 

. diode; *6AU6A —100 kc crystal calibrator oscillator; *Har-
►V f Bionic generator diode.

PHYSICAL DATA: Size: 5%" x 13x 11", Shipping wt., 
20 lbs.

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Frequency: Power off 
CW-upper-lower and AM; Audio gain; Band selector—3,5, 
7.0, 14, 21.0, 28.0, 28.5, 29.0, 29.5; Selectivity—0.5, 2.1, 5.0 
kc (0.5 and 5.0 kc filters optional extra); Pre-selector; RF 
gain; AVC on-off; Cal. on-off; ANL on-off; Phone set jack; 
S-meter.

REAR CHASSIS: S-meter zero adjust: Internal-External 
oscillator switch; Slave oscillator output; External oscil
lator input; Antenna socket; Speaker, ground and mute 
terminals; Grounding stud; AC power cord.

POWER REQ.: 105/125 volt-50/60 cycle AC-55 watts.

I-F SELECTIVITY: Uses a 6-pole crystal filter to obtain a 
nose-to-skirt ratio better than 1 to 1.8.

Amateur net, $269.95

Model HA-19 plug-in, 100-kc quartz calibrator available 
as accessory. Amateur net, $19.95
*Part of HA-19 calibrator.

Available in Canada from Gould

HT-46 5-band transmitter
All new from the ground up! Here’s the “new breed’’ trans
mitter that matches your SX-146 ... works independently 
or may be interconnected for transceiver operation.

FEATURES: 180 watts PEP input on SSB; 140 watts on CW; 
Frequency control independent or slaved to SX-146 re
ceiver; Upper or lower sideband via 9 me quartz filter; 
Built-in power supply; Press-to-talk or optional plug-in 
VOX; grid block for keying for CW.

FREQUENCY COVERAGE: 3.5-4.0, 7.0-7.5, 14.0-14.5, 
21.0-21.5 me and 28-30 me in four 500-kc steps. Crystal 
supplied for 28.5-29.0 me coverage. Other plug-in crystals 
at user’s option.

TUBES: 6BA6 VFO; 6EA8 Heterodyne crystal oscillator 
and mixer; 12AT7 Carrier oscillator-third audio; 12AT7 
Mic amplifier; 6EA8 9 me I-F amplifier and AALC; 6AH6 
Mixer; 12BY7 Driver; 6HF5 Power amplifier; 0A2 Reg.

FRONT PANEL CONTROLS: Frequency Tuning; Opera
tion-Off, Standby, USB, LSB, CW-Tune, Standby LSB USB; 
Microphone gain; Driver tune; Carrier level; Band selector; 
Final tune: VFO selector—Transmitter-Receiver; Dial cal,; 
Calibrate Off-On; Meter MA-RFO.

REAR APRON FUNCTIONS: AC Cord; Ground lug: Fuse; 
Key jack; VOX accessory socket; Antenna jack; Receiver 
input (for transceiver); 11 pin control socket; bias adjust.

PHYSICAL DATA: Size: 57/s" x 1314" x 11". Shipping wt., 
26*6  lbs,
HA-16 Vox Adapter, $37,95 Amateur net, $349.95

R-Sl Speaker,
4x6 inch oval speaker and attractive 24 hour clock.

amateur net $34.95

hafficraffers
Fifth and Kostner Aves., Chicago, Illinois 60624

Sales Co» Export: International Division



73, Old Man! No matter what language it comes booming in on, you’ve made a good QSO. And
you can work the best with Collins’ S/Line. One star of this com
plete fixed station is the 75S-3B, featuring sharpest selectivity on 
SSB, CW and RTTY — optional filters that give you up to three 
degrees of selectivity in CWSSB, and with a filter socket for AM— 
rejection tuning, AGC, and spinner tuning knob. Contact your 
authorized Collins distributor today. You’ll be surprised to find 
how little it costs to own the finest.
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SPACE PACKAGE

I^FFl SB-34,,.advanced space ^1 age circuits. Small size 
solves space problems at home or 
mobile ... only $395 (12V DC & 117V 
AC built-in power supply). Write for 
complete brochure.

RAYTHEON

213 E. Grand Ave.
'So. San Francisco. Calif. 94080
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So good it defies comparison

Ài]-gain's 3-element 

THUNDERBIRD
TRIBANDER MODELTH3MK2

• Delivers uncompromised full-sized 
performance on 10, 15 & 20 meters

• Takes maximum legal power
• Exclusive time-proven Beta Match
Try as you may, you just won’t find another 
three-element tribander, for 10, 15 and 20 
meters that will even begin to compare with 
Hy-Gain’s Model TH3Mk2. Some say it’s the 
individually tuned, large diameter Hy-Q 
traps that make the difference by providing 
full-sized performance on each band. Others 
say it’s the spacing of the elements on the 
14 foot boom. Still others claim it’s the ex-

elusive, time-proven Beta Matching System 
that provides the optimum gain and 
maximum F/B ratio you get with the Model 
TH3Mk2. Actually, it’s a combination of all 
of these factors plus rugged heavy gauge, 
taper-swaged seamless aluminum construc
tion...solid aluminum trap housings using 
air dielectric capacitor...weather impervious 
molded high impact cycolac insulators... 
and Hy-Gain’s over-all engineering excel
lence, that makes the Model TH3Mk2 so 
good it defies comparison. Get the best in 
3-element tribanders-get a Model TH3Mk2.

$114.95 NetModel TH3Mk2

/ Other /iq^airi Thunderbird TRIBANDERS...

Hy-Gain’s 6-element 
DX THUNDERBIRD
Provides the very ultimate 
in tribander performance. 
Takes maximum power. 24' 
boom. Exclusive Hy-Q traps 
and time-proven Beta Match. 
Model TH6DX $149.50 Net

Hy-Gain’s 3-element 
THUNDERBIRD JUNIOR
Fantastic performance in limited 
space. Takes 600 watts P.E.P. 
12' boom. Exclusive Hy-Q traps 
and Beta Match. Rotates with 
heavy duty TV rotator.
Model TH3Jr. .... $74.50 Net

Hy-Gam’s 2-element 
THUNDERBIRD
Installs most anywhere. De
livers outstanding perform
ance. Takes maximum 
power. 6' boom. Exclusive 
Hy-Q traps and time-proven 
Beta Match.
Model TH2Mk2 $74.50 Net

, Available now from your Hy-Gain distributor or write...

ain ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
8402 N.E. Highway 6 • Lincoln, Nebraska 68501



* OlUcial appointed to act temporarily In the absence of a regular official

Section Communications Managers of the ARRL Communications Department
Reports Invited. All amateurs, especially League members, are invited to report station activities on the first of each

month (for preceding month) direct, to the SCM. the administrative ARRL otlicial elected by members in each Section.
Radio club reports are also desired by SCMs for inclusion in QST. ARRL Field Organization station appointments are
available in areas shown to qualified League members. General or Conditional Class licensees or higher may be appointed
ORS. OES, OPS, 00 and OBS. Technicians may be appointed OES. OBS or V.H.F. PAM. Novices may be appointed OES.
SCMs desire application leadership posts of SEC. EC, RM and PAM where vacancies exist.

........... ....ATLANTIC DIVISION
Delaware W3IYE Roy A. Belair 415 Brighton Road Wilmington 19809
Eastern Pennsylvania W3ZRQ Allen R. Breiner 212 Race St. Tamaqua 18252
Maryland D. C. W3QA Bruce Boyd 290 Bloomsburg Ave., Apt. 6-3 Baltimore. Md, 21228
Southern New Jersey W2ZI Edward G. Kaser 19 Blackwood Drive Wllburta Gardens,

Trenton 08628
Western New York K2HUK Charles T. Hansen Warner Gulf Rd. Holland 14080
Western Pennsylvania W3NEM Robert E. Gawryla 1463 N, Allen St. State College 16801

CENTRAL DIVISION
fllinols W9PRN Edmond A. Metzger 1520 South 4th 8t. Springfield 62703
Indiana K9IVG Mrs. M. Roberta Kroullk 401 El Portal Drive Michigan City 46361
Wisconsin K9GSC Kenneth A. Ebneter 822 WanonaTrail Portage 53901

D A KOTA DIVISION
Minnesota W0TUK Herman R. Kopischke.Jr. RED 2 Janesville 56048
North Dakota W0DM Harold L. Sheets 21 Euclid Ave. Grand Forks 58201
South Dakota K0TXW Seward P. Holt Box 58 Clear Lake 57226

nRl.TA DIVISION
Arkansas K5GKN Don W. Whitney 1117 North Drive (P.O. Box311),Osceola72370
Louisiana W5PM J. Allen Swanson, Jr, RFD 1, Box 354-E ('ovington 70433
Mississippi W5EMM S. H. Hairston 2321-27th Ave. Meridian 39303
Tennessee W4UVP William A. Bcott 115 East Holston Ave. Johnson City 37601

GREAT fJAKES DIVISION
Kentucky WA4KFO Lawrence F. Jeffrey 1605 Antler Ave. owensboro 42301
Michigan W8FX Ralph P. Thetreau L'7209 W. Six MIU Road Detroit 48240
Ohio W8AL W ilson E. Weckel 1317 Logan Ave., N.W. Canton 44703

HUDSON DIVISION
Eastern New York W2EFÜ George W. Tracy 1138 North Country Ulub Drive Schenectady 12309
N. Y. U. & Long island K21DB Blaine S, Johnson 266 Cypress St. Massapequa Park, L. 1.11762
Northern New jersey W2CVW Edward F. Erickson 13 Robert Circle South Amboy U8879

MIDWEST DIVISION
Iowa W0BDZ Owen G. Hill RED Gilman
Kansas K0BXF Robert M. Summers 3045 North 72nd. Bethel 66009
Missour i W0TPK Allred E. Schwaneke Edgar Star Rte Rolla 65401
Nebraska W0GGP I rank Allen Box 272 Gering 69341

.......... NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
Connecticut W1GVT John J. iMcNassor 218 Berlin Ave. Southington 06489
Eastern Massachusetts W1ALP Frank L. Baker, Jr. 85 8olar Ave. Braintree 02185
Maine KIDY'G Herbert A. Davis RFD 1 Franklin 04634
Mew Hampshire W1SW X/K1DSA Robert Mitchell Box 137-A, RFD Chester 03036
Rhode Island K1AAV John E. Johnson 30 Fruit St. Pawtucket 02860
Vermont K1MPN E, Reginald Murray 3 Hillcrest Drive Montpelier 05601
Western Massachusetts W1BVR Percy (J. Noble 8 St. Dennis St. Westneid U1085

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
Alaska ♦ KL7DG John p. Trent 2129 Maple Ave. Anchorage 99504
Idaho W7ZNN Donald A. Crisp 3727-14th St. Lewiston 83501
Montana W7TYN Joseph A. D’Arcy 1916 Haggin Ave. Anaconda 59711
Oregon W7AJN Everett H. France 3335 S.E. 116th Ave. Portland 97266
Washington W7HMQ Everett E. Young 2217 Fifth St., S.E. Puyallup 98371

.PACIFIC DIVISION
East Bay K6LKN Richard Wilson 107 Cordova Way Concord 94521
Hawaii K.H6BZF Lw R. Wical 45-601 Lluku Rd. Kaneohe 96744
Nevada W7FBV Leonard M. Norman 652 Utah 8t. Boulder City 890Q5
Sacramento Valley WA6JDT John F, Minke, m 6230 Rio Bonito Drive Carmichael 95608
San Francisco WA6AUD Hugh Cassidy 77 Coleman Drive San Rafael 94901
Ban Joaquin Valley W6JPU Ralph Saroyan 6204 E, Townsend Ave. Fresno 93702
Banta Clara Valley W6ZKJ Jean A. Gmelin 10835 Willowbrook Way Cupertino 95014

................ ROANOKE DIVISION
North Carolina W4BNU Harnett 8. Dodd 420 West Franklin St. Salisbury 28144
South Carolina K4LNJ Clark M. Hubbard 124 Fant Lane Union 29379
Virginia W4SHJ H. J. Hopkins 8600 Hammett Ave. Norfolk 23503
West Virginia W8JM Donald B. Morris 1136 Morningstar Lane Fairmont 26554

... ___  ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
Colorado K0TTB Donald Ray Crumpton P.O. Box 223 Alamosa 81101 ”
New Mexico WA5FLG Bill Farley 1306 Spruce Alamogordo 88310
Utah W7VSS Gerald F. Warner 4765 South 275 West Ogden, 84401
Wyoming W7CQL Wayne M. Moore 142 South Montana Ave. Casper 82601

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
Alabama K4KJD William 8. Crafts Route 3. Box 233 Athens 35611
Canni Zone KZ5TT Mrs. Lillian c.bmith P.O. Box 191 Balboa
Eastern Florida K4SJH A, L. Hamel 220 N.E. 25th St. Pompano Beach 33064
(ieorgia W4RZL Howard L. Schonner P.O. Box 1902 Columbus 31902
West Indies (P.K.-V.I.) KF4DV Albert R. Crumiev, Jr. P.O. Box 10073 Gaparra Heights

Sanjuan. P.R. 00922
Western Florida W4RKH Frank M. Butler, Jr. 494 Elliott Rd. Fort Walton Beach 32548

SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION
Arizona W7FKK Floyd C. coiyar 3411 West Pierson St. Phoenix 85017
Los Angeles W6BHG LL G. Garman 3732 Chatwin Ave. Long Beach 90808
t Grange W6DEY Roy K. Maxson 1434 South Olive St. Santa Ana 92707
San Diego W6LRL Don Stansifer 4427 Pescadero San Diego 92107
Banta Baroara WA6OKN i ect) D. Hinson 1933 Coventry Court Thousand Oaks 91360

__ ... WEST GULF DIVISION ...... .....
Northern Texas W5BNG L. L. Harbin 4515 Calmount Fort Worth 76107
Oklahoma K5CAY Daniel B. Prater 1401 E. Oklahoma Ave. Enid 73701
Southern Texas W ÔAIR G. D. Jerry Bears .•>634 Eskridge St. Houston 77023

CANADIAN DIVISION
Alberta VE6TG Harry Harrold 1834-5th Ave. N. Lethbridge, Alta.
British Columbia VE7FB H. E. Savage 4553 West 12th Ave. Vancouver 8, B. U.
Manitoba VE4JT John Thomas Stacey 19 Cottonwood ores. Brandon
Maritime VE1 WB D. E. Weeks Harvey Station, N. B.
Ontario VE3NG Richard W. Roberta 170 Norton Ave. Willowdale, Toronto, Ont.
Quebec VE2OJ Jim ibev 209 Brookdale Ave. Dorval, P. Q.
Saskatchewan VE5QU Mel Miffs P.O. Box 801 Saskatoon
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NEW from International
SINGLE SIDEBAND 

9mc EXCITER-DRIVER 
50-54mc MIXER-AMPLIFIER

The SBX-9 Exciter-Driver and the SBA-50 Mixer-Amplifier 
provide the perfect combination for 50-54mc SSB operation. 
Performance, versatility and reliability are incorporated 
into this new SSB pair. A tremendous value at a low price!

Model SBX-9 : Model SBA-50

Specify frequency when ordering.

SPECIFICATIONS: o SPECIFICATIONS:
Exciter-Driver 9mc «■ Mixer-Amplifier 50-54mc
Tubes: 6BH6 Oscillator ®

12AX7 Audio X
7360 Bal Modulator X
6BA6 RF Amplifier &

Tubes: 6U8A Oscillator-Mixer
12BY7A Amplifier
6360 Linear power amplifier

Drive: Requires 9mc sideband signal
Filter: Four crystal half lattice ®

Carrier Suppression 45db min. ®
Unwanted SB Atten.40db min. ®

from SBX-9
Output: SSB single tone 10 watts 
Controls: On-Off Power

Output: Provides voltage drive for J
mixer such as SBA-50 J

PA Grid Tune 
PA Plate Tune

Controls: Carrier Balance
Microphone Gain
Test Switch 
USB-LSB Switch *

PA Load Tune
Metering Switch

Metering: Oscillator 
9mc Drive

Metering: RF output for balance *
adjust. Two sensitivity J
ranges available with »
front panel switch.

Buffer Grid 
PA Grid 
RF Out

Crystals: Three positions, uses 3rd
Misc: Relay included for push-to-talk ®

operation. Crystals for upper ®
and lower sideband included. ’
Requires high impedance microphone. 
For operation on 117 vac 60 cycle power.
$125.00

overtone 41-45mc range.
Crystal frequency = final 
frequency —9mc

Misc: Accessory socket provided for
connecting keying circuit to 
SBX-9. Comes with three crystals.

Order direct from 
International Crystal Mfg. Co.

For operation on 117 vac 60
$145.00

INTERNATIONAL

cycle power.

CRYSTAL MFCS. CO., INC.
1B NO. LEE • OKLA. CITY, OKLA. 73102
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LEAGUE, INC.,
is a noncommercial association of radio amateurs, bonded for 
the promotion of interest in amateur radio communication and 
experimentation, for the relaying of messages by radio, for the 
advancement of the radio art and of the public welfare, for the 
representation of the radio amateur in legislative matters, and for 
the maintenance of fraternalism and a high standard of conduct

It is an incorporated association without capital stock, chartered 
under the laws of Connecticut. Its affairs are governed by a Board 
of Directors, elected every two years by the general membership. 
The officers are elected or appointed by the Directors. The league 
is noncommercial and no one commercially engaged in the manu
facture, sale or rental of radio apparatus is eligible to membership 
on its board.

"Of, by and for the amateur," it numbers within its ranks practi
cally every worth-while amateur in the nation and has a history of 
glorious achievement as the standard-bearer in amateur affairs.

Inquiries regarding membership are solicited. A bona fide 
interest in amateur radio is the only essential qualification; owner
ship of a transmitting station and knowledge of the code are not 
prerequisite, although full voting membership is granted only to 
licensed amateurs.

All general correspondence should be addressed to the adminis
trative headquarters at Newington, Connecticut.

♦
 Past Presidents

HIRAM PERCY MAXIM, W1AW, 1914-1936
EUGENE C. WOODRUFF, W8CMP, 1936-1940GEORGE W. ßAllEY, W2KH, 1940-1952

GOODWIN L. DOSlAND, W0TSN, 1952-1962HERBERT HOOVER, JR. W62H, 1962-1966

Officers
President................................... ROBERT W. DENNISTON, W0NWX

Box 73, Newton, Iowa 50208
First Vice-President .... WAYLAND M. GROVES, W5NW 

¡406 West 12fh Street, Odessa, Texas 79760
Vice-Presidents ...... CHARLES G. COMPTON, W0BUO

GILBERT L. CROSSLEY, W3YA
Secretary.............................  JOHN HUNTOON, W1LVQ
Treasurer...................................................... DAVID H. HOUGHTON

225 Main St., Newington, Connecticut 06111
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“It Seems to Us...”

^0»ailESl^li7
Unity.

Not acquiesence, but unity.

Strength through unity — that’s what is 
needed.

There are some 275,000 radio amateurs in 
the United States and Canada, yet only 

about 81,000 of these are members of the 
ARRL and only about 40,000 are members of 
local radio clubs. We radio amateurs are indi
vidualists, there’s no doubt of that. (And if 
there is doubt, come and read the Hq. mail 
sometime!) But despite our many and varied 
interests and likes and dislikes, we have a 
common goal, a common hope — we want 
amateur radio to be a continuing and dynamic 
occupant of the radio spectrum.

The world grows ever more complicated. 
The garret inventor is replaced by a team of 
scientists. The airplane pilot requires a crew 
of mechanics, meteorologists, and flight con
trollers to guide him on his way. Even the 
lonely mountaineer requires at least one other 
man on the rope.

So it is with radio amateurs. We all need the 
association and support of our fellow radio 
amateurs. .80,000 of us are banded together 
in the American Radio Relay League. 40,000 
of us are banded together additionally in local 
amateur radio clubs. That’s only a fair show
ing, and it could be better. That’s the reason 
for HamQuest 67 — a cooperative program 
for clubs and the League to enlist substantially 
expanded membership, in order more effec
tively to represent and serve the growing 
needs of the amateur fraternity. It’s a program 
for greater unity in amateur radio.

Why do we need a stronger League? Why 
do we need stronger clubs? Because each of us 
alone cannot solve the many problems facing 
amateur radio, but as a united team we have 
a strong voice.

What can membership in the club do for 
you? First of all, you have the sociability and 
fraternalism of others who have the same inter
ests that you do. Some of them may have al
ready solved a problem that is bugging you. 
They get together for field days and other 
types of contests. The club probably runs a 

code and theory course from time to time. It 
has an interference committee which tackles 
local problems. It participates in local civil 
defense and emergency communications activi
ties. It provides communications for parades 
and the like. It gets special training films and 
slide shows from ARRL Hq. It receives regu
lar bulletins from League Hq. relative to the 
latest news in amateur radio, much more ex
peditiously than even QST can provide. As a 
member of a club you participate in as many 
of these activities as interest you, and you 
have a chance to be one of those who guide 
the future of the club.

What can membership in ARRL do for 
you? It brings you twelve issues of QST, which 
during the course of a year has something for 
everybody several times over. It permits you 
to nominate and vote for those fellow amateurs 
who would like to serve as directors of ARRL 
and thus guide the future of amateur radio. 
It provides you with a Technical Information 
Service, with your technical problems an
swered by members of the Hq. staff. It pro
vides you with representation before the 
Federal Communications Commission, the 
Department of Transport, and the Interna
tional Telecommunications Union, so that the 
needs and wants of amateur radio operators 
are made known to those who establish the 
national and international regulations. It 
provides you with WAC certificates and 
DXCC certificates and RCC certificates and 
WAS certificates, to acknowledge your operat
ing ability.

A campaign kit has been sent to each of 
more than 1800 clubs all over the U. S. and 
Canada. It has ammunition to be used in 
convincing non-members that they ought to 
join the League and a club. It tells all about 
the prizes that you as an individual and your 
club can earn by enlisting more members. 
If you are a member of a club and this cam
paign kit hasn’t reached you yet (it was mailed 
in late August), drop us a line and we’ll dupli
cate shipment.

The future strength of amateur radio, both 
nationally and internationally, lies in a greater 
unity — that is, in a greater membership both 
in the League and in the local clubs. That’s 
what HamQuest 67 is all about. fqffA
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League Lines . . .
Shortly after you receive this issue, ballots will be going 
to members in divisions where there has been more than one 
nominee for director or vice-director. Be sure to exercise 
your right to vote, and return the ballot promptly. Don't 
think your vote doesn't count; a recent director election 
ended in a tie and a run-off—one vote would have tipped the 
scale. (And it was still close, 12 votes, at the run-off.)
Cop McDonald, WA0NLQ, visited Hq. in August with a highly- 
interesting demonstration of his slow-scan TV setup. We 
doubt that SSTV will ever replace c.w. or sideband,"but it 
is an intriguing new mode of communication, with 6 kc. or 
less bandwidth, and we predict many hams will be using 
it in the future.
The ARRL DX Contest dates will be the first and third week
ends of February and March next year. Heard about the new 
rules try? KH6 and KL7 back to DX status, at their request 
. . . the 48 contiguous states plus VE1-VE8 and VO for DX 
multipliers per band ... a handsome trophy to DX single- 
operator continental leaders . . . PLUS elimination of 
the W/VE quota on c.w.
Quite a number of you indicated interest in a life member
ship in ARRL at $100. Such a new policy would require Board 
action, of course, and the subject will certainly be on the 
1967 meeting agenda. Gives you plenty of time to fill the 
piggy-bank, eh?
A European amateur magazine recently reported that ARRL 
had "lost 14,000 members" the past year. One guess as to 
which world traveler provided them with that misinformation !
Some associations offer participation in a group life 
insurance program at rates considerably reduced from those 
applying in individual cases. Premiums depend on age— 
e.g., for $10,000 face value, $27 annually at age 25, $88 
at age 47. If there is enough interest, the League might 
sponsor such a program. What say, gang?
How fast can you copy, "Some sages say Mississippi sissies 
are sissier than Tennessee sissies"? Explorers (High
school age Boy Scouts) attempted it at 10 w.p.m. in the 
communications and electronics events of their national 
conference in August. The code tapes, as well as some 
visual pegboard displays of problems involving resistor com
binations and equipment trouble-shooting, were conceived 
and supplied by the League as part of continuing efforts to 
interest more youngsters in amateur radio and electronics.
One management study firm says today the cost of writing a 
business letter is $2.44, up 30% from 1960. Hq. does it for 
a lot less, but the percentage increase is probably about 
the same. How much longer the League can keep operating on 
a 1960-established dues rate is a question our Board will 
have to tackle next year.
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leks?

The Necessary Bandwidth 
for C.W. Signals

BY GEORGE GRAMMER,*  W1DF

abb key clicks necessary? There are those 
/\ who contend that they are, the argument

•*-  being that at high code speeds “soft” dots 
and dashes become unreadable. The issue is 
clouded by personal preferences as to how a 
keyed signal should sound, just as there are per
sonal preferences about voice “quality”. Putting 
aside such subjective factors, the question “Are 
key clicks necessary?” can be rephrased: “flow 
much bandwidth is necessary for good code trans
mission?”

There is a long-standing answer to this last 
question. It is to be found in the international 
regulations, where the necessary bandwidth is 
specified as the keying speed in bauds multiplied 
by a factor which is 3 for circuits where the signals 
are steady, and 5 for circuits where fading is bad. 
To see how this specification affects amateur 
practice it is necessary first to review a few 
fundamental keying definitions.

Keying Speed
The building block of telegraph transmission 

is the code dement, the time duration of the 
shortest keying pulse. In International Morse 
code the shortest pulse is one dot. Since, by 
definition, the space length is equal to one dot 
length, a space is also a code element. This is 
shown in Fig. 1, where the top drawing could 
represent a d.c. circuit being keyed in a string of 
on-off dots and spaces. Such a circuit Ls shown 
in Fig. 2. If the string of dots is continuous 
and fast enough to let the meter's pointer settle 
down at an average value of current, the meter 
will read just half what it would with the key 
closed. This is because the current is off just the, 
same length of time as it is on. We can look at 
this continuously keyed circuit, therefore, as one 
in which the keyed signal is alternating about an 
a verage direct current equal to the meter reading.

Thus we have an a.c. square wave super
imposed on the average d.c. One cycle of this 

»Technical Editor, litiT.

square keying wave runs from the beginning of 
a dot through the following space to the begin
ning of the next dot. This is shown in the lower 
drawing in Fig. 1. Obviously, one cycle of the 
keying wave is equal to two code elements.

Any repetitive waveform, of whatever shape, 
can be reproduced by a collection of sine waves 
in harmonic relationship to a lowest frequency 
which is the same as the basic repetition rate of 
the waveform under consideration. This “funda
mental” sine wave is also sketched in Fig. I. 
If we are sending 25 dots per second, for exam
ple, the fundamental keying frequency is 25 
cycles per second. By adding the proper har
monics to the fundamental, the actual square
wave shape can be approached as closely as we 
like. Getting those square corners, though, takes 
very high-order harmonics - - liarmonics whose 
frequencies may be many times the fundamental 
frequency. This means that the circuit band
width has to be large compared with the funda
mental keying frequency if square-wave keying 
is to be closely approximated.

Fortunately, it isn’t necessary to use anything 
like a real square wave for good keying. It has 
long been recognized that a keying waveshape 
which contains only the third harmonic of the 
fundamental is quite sufficient for good copy. 
This is the reason for the factor 3 in the regula
tions. On this basis, a 25-cyde fundamental 
would take only a 75-cycle bandwidth. It is also 
recognized that when the signal-to-noise ratio 
is poor a somewhat .sharper keying wave is 
needed; this explains the factor 5, meaning that 
the fifth harmonic of the fundamental keying 
frequency is transmitted.

C. w. keying can he clickless — without 
signal deterioration at any sending 
speed an amateur will use.
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fig. 1—Upper: A code element is the length of the 
shortest pulse—a dot or space in International Morse 
Code. Belov/: A succession of alternating dots and spaces 
considered as an a.e. square wave superimposed on the 
average value of current or voltage. The fundamental 
sine-wave frequency for such a square wave also is shown.

Keying Speed
Transmission speed is ordinarily expressed in 

bauds rather than in cycles per second. A baud 
is one keying element per second; therefore one 
cycle per second is equal to two bauds. In Interna
tional Morse a dash is three code elements long, 
but since a dot or dash has to be followed by at 
least one space, a dot is considered to consist of 
t wo code elements and a dash to have a total of 
four. Thus

One dot = 2 code elements 
One dash — 4 “ “

Additional space
between letters = 1 code element 

Additional space
between words = 2 code elements

The letter C, for example, consists of 
Dash —1 code elements 
Dot —2 “
Dash — 4 “ “
Dot —2 “
Space — 1 “ “

making a total of 13 code elements. If it is sent 
in exactly one second, the speed is 13 bauds, and 
the fundamental keying frequency is therefore 
6.5 cycles per second.

This method of measuring keying speed is 
exact, while “words per minute” is rather 
nebulous. The w.p.m. figure is dependent on the 
selection of words of average length; several 
such selections have been made, and the resultant 
w.p.m.-per-baud factor varies from a shade 
over 1 to about 1.2. Thus a keying speed of 25 
bauds can be interpreted as something between 
25 and 30 w.p.m. More to the point, a speed 
of 50 bauds is about as fast as any amateur will 
go with hand keying, so our opening question 
boils down to this: What bandwidth is necessary 
for a speed of 50 bauds — that is, 50 to 60 
w.p.m.?

It seems reasonable to assume that no one 
would attempt such a speed, unless signals were 
good. Under such conditions the international 
regulations say that the necessary bandwidth is 
3 X 50, or 150 cycles. This is small enough to be

contained easily within the passband of the
narrowest c.w. filters used in today’s receivers.

In passing, it should be noted that the funda
mental frequency is 25 cycles when the speed is 
50 bands, so transmitting the Hurd harmonic 
along with the fundamental calls for a keying 
bandwidth of only 75 cycles. Tho extra factor of 
2, above, comes in because when the keying 
wave, which is modulation just as much as 
voice, is applied to a radio-frequency carrier 
two sets of sidebands are generated. Thus the 
radio-frequency bandwidth is twice the keying 
bandwidth.

Shaping
What we have been discussing so far is the 

necessary bandwidth for a very special case ■— an 
interminable string of dots and spaces of equal 
length. Actual code transmission consists of dots, 
dashes, and spaces — the latter of various 
lengths — and since whatever shaping is used 
will be applied to the beginnings and ends of 
dots and dashes alike, it is more appropriate 
to talk about the rise time at the beginning of 
each pulse and the decay time at the end. 
Ideally these two times would be equal. Practi
cally, they are seldom, so, although they can be 
made approximately the same by careful adjust
ment of the shaping circuits. Also, the shapes of 
t he rise and fall of amplitude differ when practical 
shaping methods are used.

There is a useful approximate formula which 
states that the bandwidth of a pulse is equal to 
1 divided by twice its rise or decay time, which
ever is smaller.1 The rise (or decay) time is defined 
as the time required for the pulse to go. from 
10 percent to 90 percent of its maximum ampli
tude. For a 75-cycle bandwidth this formula gives 
6.7 milliseconds as the rise or decay time. Alter
natively, we may consider that we have a 200- 
cycle i.f. passband available in the sharpest 
receiver, and for such a bandwidth find that the 
formula gives a rise or decay time of 5 milli
seconds.

dot ■ 
MAKER

Fig. 2 — A d.c. circuit which would generate the square 
waves shown in Fig. 1.

In other words, a rise or decay time of 5 to 7 
milliseconds is short enough for the fastest hand 
keying speeds and a signal so shaped occupies no 
more bandwidth than can be handled by the 
sharpest receiving filter. Furthermore, careful 
listening tests show that a keyed signal using 
these rise and decay times has no clicks. The 
transition from key open to key closed, while 
difficult to describe accurately in words, is a 
moderately firm thud which does not have any 
resemblance to the sharp sound that distin
guishes an unmistakable click.

* Reference Data for Radio Engineers, International Tele
phone & Telegraph Co., New York; fourth, edition, p. 512.
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Fig. 3 — A shaped dot and its relationship to closing and 
opening the key.

Weight
At a speed of 50 bauds one code element oc

cupies 20 milliseconds (1 sec. divided by 50). 
Fig. 3 shows, in a somewhat idealized way, the 
effect of shaping with 5-ms. rise and decay times. 
In this drawing it is assumed that the output 
rises to 10 percent of its maximum amplitude 1 
ms. after closing the key, and decays to 90 per
cent 1 ms. after opening the key. The effect of 
shaping is to lengthen the dot duration, overall, 
but to shorten the time during which the ampli
tude is maximum. This immediately poses an
other question: What is the effective length of 
such a dot?

An ultraconservative viewpoint would be that 
the dot length is the time during which the 
amplitude is within 1 decibel of maximum. This 
is approximately the time between the 90- 
percent amplitude points. The keying shape 
shown in the drawing would have a dot length of 
15 ms. (A to B) and a .space length of 25 ms. 
(B to C) on this basis. A more realistic assump
tion would be that a 3-db. drop would establish 
the dot and space times, in which case the dot

length is 18 ms. and the space length 22 ms.
In this drawing the dot and space lengths reach
equality when the amplitude is down 6 db.

Since reception is by ear and not by machine, 
the question of the effective dot length cannot 
be resolved with complete objectivity. There 
appears to be no actual problem in recognizing 
the dots as separate entities with shaping of 
this general order. If they seem light to some and 
heavy to others, it is easy to change the keying 
weight slightly so the dwell time differs some
what from the space time. Or the receiving oper
ator can readily apply audio clipping to a dot 
that seems short; 6 db. of clipping would make 
the dot and space times equal in this example. 
Clipping also shortens the rise and decay times 
and makes the keyed signal sound “harder”...  
which some like.

Neither of these measures increases the keying 
bandwidth. The operators at both ends of the 
circuit have a great deal of control— control that 
does nut increase the interference to stations 
trying to operate on nearby frequencies.

Keying Waveshapes
Most, if not all, shaping systems in amateur 

c.w. transmitters use the discharge of a capacitor 
to slow down the break end of a code character. 
The waveshape of the decay is superficially 
exponential, resembling the discharge of a 
capacitor through a simple resistance, but is 
considerably modified by the circuit conditions. 
However, the general effect is that the transmitter 
output decays rapidly at first and then tails off 
more and more slowly.

This curve is inverted on the make end of the 
character, rising rapidly at first and then slowly 
approaching the maximum amplitude. The criti
cal points in both shapes are the starting points, 
where the change from off to on, or from on to 
off, begins. With truly exponential curves this

(A)

Fig. 4—A—Shaped dot generated at a 46-baud rate 
with approximately 5-millisecond rise and decay times. 
Vertical lines are from a 1000-cycle signal applied to
the Z axis for timing. B—The corresponding frequency spectrum as shown by a Panoramic analyzer. Distance between 
vertical lines is 50 cycles, for a total bandwidth of 500 cycles for the entire picture. Decibel scale at the left is with 
reference to the key-down signal amplitude which was set at 0 db. in this and the spectrum plots of Fig. 6. The funda
mental-frequency components are 23 cycles on either side of the carrier frequency, which appears slightly to the left of 
the vertical zero axis. Note that the odd harmonics of 23 cycles are predominant, the even harmonics being relatively 
small. The 3rd harmonics are 20 db. down and the 5th harmonics are about 28 db. down. Higher-order harmonics are 

practically negligible. With 7-ms. rise and decay times the 5th harmonics are down 30 db.
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A typical dot waveshape with blocked-grid 
keying is shown in Fig. 4A, where the rise and 
decay times have been adjusted for approxi
mately 5 ms. at a keying rate of 46 bauds, the 
highest speed of the electronic keyer used. The 
corresponding frequency spectrum is shown in 
Fig. 4B. (If anyone doubts that a keyed signal 
consists of a carrier and sidebands this picture 
should settle the question.)

The vertical lines in the scope pattern, A, are 
the peaks of a 1000-cycle timing wave applied to 
the intensity or Z axis of the scope. The setup for 
making patterns of this type is shown in Fig. 5, 
and can easily be duplicated by anyone having 
an electronic keyer, a general-purpose oscil
loscope, and a 1000-cycle oscillator having a 
reasonably pure waveform. The vertical lines 
mark 1-millisecond intervals. Timing is essential 
with oscilloscopes of the type ordinarily found in 
amateur stations, since the '‘linear” sweep is 
usually not very linear at the 20- to 25-eycle 
sweep rate required for showing just one dot and 
its accompanying space at a 40- to 50-baud rate.

Fig. 6A shows a dot at t he same speed as Fig. 4, 
but with no shaping, and Fig. 6B is the corre
sponding frequency spectrum. This is a “hard” 
signal on both make and break, although it 
should be noted that because it, is a good square 
wave, particularly on the make side, it is less clicky 
than many signals that can be heard at almost 
any time on any band where c.w. operation is 
going on. Fig. 7 is a typical example of a clicky 
signal recorded off the air. Power-supply regula
tion accounts for the large spike on make. The 
immediately-following undulation in amplitude 
is caused by the power-supply choke; an appre
ciable length of time is required for the output Fig. 6—A — Dot with no intentional shaping; conditions

otherwise the some as in Fig. 4. There is a finite decay 
time inherent in the keying system, but the rise time is 
quite short. B—Corresponding frequency spectrum over 
a 500-cycle bandwidth; carrier frequency slightly to 
the right of the vertical zero axis. C—Same as B, but 
with the carrier set at - 0.4 to show outlying components 
not visible in B. Bandwidth to the right of the carrier is 450 
cycles. Note that the odd-harmonic components have not 

dropped to —40 db. in this range.

current to build up through it, after the initial 
“bump” has been supplied by stored-up energy 
in the filter capacitor.

Checking With a Receiver
Although a setup such as Fig. 5 is useful and 

instructive, it takes no elaborate monitoring 
equipment to arrive at a satisfactory adjustment
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thermal lag may cause I,he results to be mislead
ing. Good dummy antennas are not expensive, 
and every amateur station needs one for all types 
of transmitter testing.

The antenna should be taken off the receiver so 
there will be no overloading. Set the audio gain 
control to maximum, tune in your key-down 
signal, turn on the b.f.o., and decrease the r.f. 
gain until the signal is about S9. Make sure that 
this setting of the r.f. gain is within the linear 
control range — that is, the signal should not 
sound the least bit mushy or thin, and an in
crease or decrease in gain should change the 
audio output in proportion. Setting the audio 
and r.f. gains in this way will effectively elimi
nate any automatic gaiu control action in most 
receivers, but if there is a separate a.g.c. switch 
turn it to “off”; .you can learn nothing about 
vour keying if the receiver gain varies while the 
amplitude of the shaped character is building 
up and decaying.

After getting these receiver settings right, turn 
off the b.f.o. and switch to a.m. reception with 
the widest bandwidth available in the receiver. 
Now key your transmitter. There will be an 
increase in background noise when the key is 
down, but this is normal. (If you have hum on 
your signal it will also show up, but a properly 
filtered power supply will show none.) Listen 
carefully when the key is closed, and equally 
carefully when it is opened. If there is the slightest 
trace of a hard click, the shaping is poor and 
the signal will be taking up a wider band than it 
should. The most you should get is the previously 
mentioned fairly soft thudding sound when the 
key is closed. This may not even be present on 
break, because of the nature of the rise and decay 
curves.

After adjusting the shaping to eliminate clicks 
completely, switch on the b.f.o. again. This will 
tell you how your signal will sound to others. If it 
seems unnecessarily soft you may have gone too 
far in slowing down the rise and decay times. A 
few back and forth trials should result in clean 
keying with, no trace of click. If you are using a

Fig. 7—Scope photograph of a received signal having 
essentially no shaping. The spike at the leading edge is 
typical of poor power-supply regulation, as is also the 
immediately-following dip and rise in amplitude. The 
clicks were quite pronounced. This pattern is typical of 
many observed signals, although not by any means a 
worst case. The signal was taken from the receiver's 
i.f. amplifier (before detection) using a hand-operated 

sweep circuit to reduce the sweep time to 
the order of one second.

bug or electronic keyer, adjust the keying weight
so the dots and spaces sound about equal.

That’s all there is to it, except for one thing: If 
shaping adjustments don’t get rid of clicks you’ve 
got other troubles. Sparking at the key and 
contact bounce in a bug or keying relay are the 
most likely prospects.2 They have to be cured 
before you can begin to control your keying 
characteristics.

If the shaping job has been done properly, the 
final test is to switch in the receiver’s narrowest 
filter aud detune until the beat note just drops 
into the noise. Then switch off the b.f.o. At this 
point you should hear nothing when j'ou key the 
transmitter, even if the filter is as narrow as 200 
cycles. If anything at all is heard, the keying is 
too hard — provided, that is, that the receiver 
isn’t overloading. Overloading will show up as 
a change in background, possibly accompanied 
by clicks that actually aren't on the signal. Once 
again, let us emphasize that the receiver has to 
be operating linearly and with constant gain. If 
the gain rises 40 or 50 db. when you time your 
signal out of the passband (as it can do very 
easily if the a.g.c. is operating) you haven’t 
proved anything. The same statement goes for 
any checks you may attempt to make on another 
fellow’s signal.

Slower Speeds
Most c.w. work is at speeds ranging from 15 

to 35 w.p.m. — that is, at a rate of about 12 to 30 
bauds. Since the required bandwidth, is directly 
proportional to the baud rate, most amateurs can 
use rise and decay times considerably longer than 
5 to 7 milliseconds. On the other hand, shaping 
of this order does not produce key clicks, as we 
have said, and confines the transmitted band
width to a figure that is compatible with the 
highest c.w. selectivity ordinarily available in 
current receivers. There seems to be no need, 
therefore, to change the shaping every time the 
sending speed is changed. Once set for no clicks 
at. the highest speed at which the operator will 
send it may be left alone — provided it can be 
maintained under the variable conditions thrust 
on the keying system by changing frequency 
within a band, on going from one band to another, 
or by different transmitter loading adjustments. 
Maintaining the keying waveshape under such 
conditions is no mean feat. Some of the problems 
that come up in this connection will be discussed 
in a subsequent article. Shaping circuits them
selves are well covered in the keying chapter in 
the Handbook. |qsF- [

2 Sparking at the key contacts usually gives rise to 
clicks only within the station; although these clicks do 
not actually go out on the air with the signal they can 
obscure the real state of the shaping when the station 
receiver is used as a monitor. See Handbook chapter on 
keying.

SWITCH
TO SAFETY!
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Field-Effect Transistors
What They Are — How They Work

BY JIM GEORGE,*  W7AWH

A
 recently lntroduced semiconductor device 

called the field-effect transistor, or FET for 
■ short, combines some of the best, features of 

both the vacuum tube and the transistor. The 
FET is appealing in. new electronic circuits of 
all types and will soon be used in amateur radio 
equipment. A great deal of excitement centers 
about tliis solid-state device which acts much 
like a vacuum tube, and it is the purpose of this 
article to describe its construction and operation.

Before getting into device characteristics, let 
its quickly review some basic concepts in semi
conductors. Useful semiconductor material is 
either p-type, where holes (a hole is actually a 
place where there is no electron) are concen
trated relatively heavily, or n-type which features 
an excess of free electrons. Both the holes and 
free electrons are the current carriers in a piece 
of semiconductor, just as free electrons only are 
the current carriers in a piece of copper. As a 
memory aid, remember that the “p” in p-type 
material stands for the positive charge of the 
current, carriers tholes) and the “n” stands for 
the negative charge of the current carriers (free 
electrons) in n-type semiconductor material. 
When p-type material and n-type material are 
brought together, a p-n junction is formed as 
shown in Fig. IA.

N

p

EXCESS 
OF HOLES

N

EXCESS OF 
FREE ELECTRONS

TOTAL

I P 
LARGE HOLE MOVEMENT-------

______ _ CURRENT 
LARGE ELECTRON MOVEMENT

FORWARD BIAS
P j N

SMALL LEAKAGE 
CURRENT FLOWS

(B)

(C)

REVERSE BIAS

Fig. 1 —Action of p-n ¡unction when bios is applied.

The Junction. Diode
The resulting action of a p-n junction is well 

known. When a forward bias is applied as shown 
in Fig. IB, a large current, will flow. The total 
current is made up of the electron current plus
*‘^Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc., 5005 East 

McDowell Road, Phoenix, Ariz. 85008 

the hole current. When reverse bias (Fig. IC) 
is applied, only a small reverse current flows — 
the p-n junction acts as a diode, it is important 
to note the reverse-bias case. We know that when 
a voltage is applied to a resistive network, this 
voltage is dissipated by 1H drops until the applied 
voltage is “used up” by the sum total of all the 
voltage drops. The same principle applies to the 
case of the reverse-biased p-n junction diode. 
We have applied F volts of reverse bias and this 
voltage must b.e used up somehow in our circuit, 
the p-n junction. The resulting action is shown 
in Fig. 2, where charges are separated in a region 
close to the junction. Enough charges are moved

Fig. 2—-Reverse bias causes electrons and holes to move 
away from the p-n junction, leaving a depletion region 

(shaded area) and no current flows.

until the electric field across the junction produces 
a voltage drop which is approximately equal to 
our applied voltage. The important point here 
is that the region around the p-n junction is now 
depleted of all its holes and free electrons, thus 
there are no current carriers available. This re
gion is commonly called the “depletion region” 
and it sounds reasonable that its thickness de
pends on the magnitude of reverse voltage which 
is applied. It will be an important point in the 
operation of field-effect transistors that no cur
rent can flow in the depletion region since there 
are no current carriers in that region.

i ■ ■ ' - ” •>

The field-effect transistor, for the last few , 
>_ years a tantalizing promise of better things e 
® in semiconductor devices, is now rapidly e 
,, coming into the market at prices attrac- J 
a five to amateurs. We've already shown m 
a you one application in Walt Lange's au- " 
r: dio oscillator (July QST). Here's the 
a background story of the FET — how it's h 
; made and how it functions, and why it •; 
J will be superior to older transistor types 
is in many applications. 0
■iiniiiBiBiiiiliiBiiBiiiiBBsaiBsilSRa
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TOP
SOURCE GATE DRAIN

BOTTOM GATE

Fig. 3—The junction field-effect transistor.

The Junction FET
Field-effect transistors are divided into two 

main groups: jiuiction FETs, and insulated-gate 
FETs. We will discuss the Junction FET, or 
JFET, first. The basic JFET device is shown 
in Fig. 3.

First of all, note the location of the terminals 
where voltages can be applied. The reason for the 
terminal names will become clear later. A d.c. 
operating condition is set up by starting a current 
flow between source and drain. This current 
How is made up of free electrons since the semi
conductor is n-type in the channel, so a positive 
voltage is applied at the drain. This positive 
voltage attracts the negatively-charged free 
electrons and the current flows (Fig. 4A). The 
next step is to apply a. gate voltage of the polarity 
shown iu Fig. 4B. Note that this reverse-biases 
the gates with respect to the source, channel, and 
drain. This reverse-bias gate voltage causes a 
depletion layer to be formed which takes up

(A)

fig. 4—Operation of the JFET under applied bias. A de
pletion region (light shading) is formed, compressing the 

channel and increasing its resistance to current flow.

part of the channel, and since the electrons now 
have less volume in which to move the resistance 
is greater aud the current between source and 
drain is reduced. If we apply a large gate voltage, 
we cause the depletion regions to meet, and in 
this case the source-drain currenL is reduced 
nearly to zero. Since we changed the large source- 
drain current, with a relatively small gate-voltage, 
we have a device which acts as an amplifier.

GATE
SOURCE I DRAIN

SUBSTRATE
Fig. 5—The insulated-gate field-effect transistor.

Further, note that in the operation of the JFET,
the. gate terminal is never forward biased, be
cause if it were the source-drain current would
all be diverted through the forward-biased gate
junction diode.

The resistance between the gate terminal and 
the rest of the device is very high, since the gate 
terminal is always reverse biased, so the JFET 
has a very high input resistance. The source 
terminal is the source of current carriers, and 
they are drained out of the circuit at the drain. 
The gate open» and closes the amount of channel 
current which flows. It is seen how the operation 
of a FET closely resembles the operation of the 
vacuum tube with its high grid input impedance. 
Comparing the JFET to a vacuum tube, the 
source corresponds to the cathode, the gate to 
the grid, and the drain to the plate.

Insulated-Gate FET
The other large family which makes up field

effect transistors is the insulated-gate field-effect 
transistor, or IGFET, which is pictured sche
matically in Fig. 5. In order to set up a d.c. 
operating condition, a positive polarity is applied 
to the drain terminal. The substrate is connected 
to the source, and both are at ground potential, 
so the channel electrons are attracted to the 
positive drain and we now have a d.c. source
drain current. In order to regulate this current, 
we apply voltage to the gate contact. Note that 
the gate is insulated from the rest of the device 
by a piece of insulating glass so this is not a p-n 
junction between the gate and the device — 
thus the name insulated gate. When a negative 
gate polarity is applied, positively-charged holes 
from the p-type substrate are attracted towards 
the gate and the conducting channel is made 
more narrow; thus the source-drain current is 
reduced. When we connect a positive gate voltage, 
the holes in the substrate are repelled away, the 
conducting channel is made larger, and the 
source-drain current is increased. As can be seen, 
the IGFET is more flexible since we can apply 
either a positive or negative voltage to the gate. 
The resistance between the gate and the rest of 
the device is extremely high because they are 
separated by a layer of glass—not. as clear as 
your window glass, but it conducts just as poorly. 
Thus the IGFET has an extremely high input 
impedance. In fact, since the leakage through 
the insulating glass is generally much smaller 
than through the reverse-biased p-n gate junc
tion in the JFET, the IGFET has a much higher 
Input impedance. Typical values of for the 
IGFET are over a million megohms, while 
for the JFET ranges from megohms to over a 
thousand megohms.

Characteristic Curves
The characteristic curves for the FETs de

scribed above are shown in Figs. 6 and 7, where 
drain-source current is plotted against drain- 
source voltage for given values of the gate 
voltage. Note the similarity to the family of a 
vacuum-tube pentode as shown in Fig. 8, where
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g, &—Typical JFET characteristic curves.

plate current is plotted against plate voltage 
for varying amounts of grid voltage.

In discussing the JFET so far we have left 
both gates separate so the device can be used as 
a tetrode in mixer applications. However, the 
gates can be internally connected for triode 
applications. When using the IGFET the sub
strate is always a.c.-shorted to the source, and

N-CHANNEL IGFET 
DEPLETION MODE
3 TERMINAL
ACTIVE SUBSTRATE 
INTERNALLY CONNECTED 
TO SOURCE

N-CHANNEL JFET 
TRIODE CONNECTION 
DEPLETION MODE

P-CHANNEL JFET 
TRIODE CONNECTION 
DEPLETION MODE

N-CHANNEL IGFET 
ENHANCEMENT MODE 
4 TERMINAL 
ACTIVE SUBSTRATE 
EXTERNALLY CONNECTED

N-CHANNEL IGFET 
DEPLETION MODE
4 TERMINAL 
ACTIVE SUBSTRATE 
EXTERNALLY CONNECTED

Fig. 9—Symbols for most-commonly available 
field-effect transistors.

P-CHANNEL IGFET 
ENHANCEMENT MODE
4 TERMINAL MODE 
ACTIVE SUBSTRATE 
EXTERNALLY CONNECTED

only the insulated gate is used to control the 
current flow. This is done so that both positive 
and negative polarities can be applied to the 
device, as opposed to JFET operation where 
only one polarity can be used, because if the 
gate itself becomes forward biased the unit is 
no longer useful.

Classifications
Field-effect transistors are classed into two 

main groupings for application in circuits, en
hancement mode and depletion mode. The en
hancement-mode devices are those specifically 
constructed so that they have no channel. They 

become useful only when we apply a gate voltage 
which causes a channel to be formed. IGFETs 
can be used as enhancement-mode devices since 
both polarities can be applied to the gate without 
the gate becoming forward biased and conduct
ing current.

A depletion-mode unit corresponds to Figs. 
3 and 5 shown earlier, where a channel exists 
with no gate voltage applied. For the JFET 
we can apply a gate voltage and deplete the 
channel, causing the current to decrease. With 
the IGFET we can apply a gate voltage of 
either polarity so the device can be depleted 
(current decreased) or enhanced (current in
creased).

To sum up, a depletion-mode FET is one 
which has a channel constructed; thus it has 
a current flow for zero gate voltage. Enhance
ment-mode FETs are those which have no chan
nel, so no current flows with zero gate voltage. 
The latter type devices are especially useful in 
logic applications.

Circuit symbols approved for FETs are shown 
in Fig. 9. Both depletion-mode and enhancement
mode devices are illustrated.

Applications
Some applications for FETs are shown in 

Figs. 10 and 11. In Fig. 10 a JFET oscillator is 
pictured, and a versatile FET d.c. voltmeter 
(FETVM) is shown in Fig. 11.

The voltmeter features two Motorola 2N4221 
J FETs and offers the high input impedance 
122 megohms on all ranges in Fig. 11) of a v.t.v.m. 
but with more stability. The circuit is essentially 
a differential amplifier which works on the prin-

4T0
AAAz—~-o+ 12 V.

Fig. 10—Typical JFET crystal-oscillator circuit.
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Fig. 11—D.C. voltmeter circuit using field-effect transistor. Resistances are in ohms (K = 1000); fixed 
resistors are '/j watt. The second position of Ss is used for checking battery voltage.

Mi—0—100 microammeter.
Si—D.p.s.t. toggle.
Su—D.p.d.t.toggle.
S3—Rotary, 1 section, 1 pole, 7 positions.

Ri Re Re—Linear controls (Re and Rs are panel adjust
ments; Ri can be internal).

R«-R,i inc.—Trimming potentiometers, for internal mount
ing (Mallory MTC or equivalent).

ciple that the current through a resistance is 
directly proportional to the difference between 
(he voltages at its ends. When Ri and R^ are 
adjusted so that the voltage at the emitter of 
Q» is equal to the voltage at the emitter of Qs, 
with no input signal, the voltage difference is 
zero and no current will flow through the meter.

When the voltage at the gate, G, of Qi is raised 
to 0.3 volt the voltage across the meter circuit 
also is approximately 0.3 volt since the source 

followers and emitter followers have a voltage 
gain of approximately one. Rs is then adjusted to 
give full-scale meter deflection. The calibration 
resistors, Ry-Ri inclusive, are individually ad
justed for exactly full-scale deflection on each 
range when the maximum voltage for that range 
is applied to the input terminals through the 
range switch, S3. An accurate voltmeter should 
be used to check the applied voltage when setting 

(Coniinucd oa. page 164)
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YAGI VS. QUAD

Establishing Antenna 
Superiority Through 
Reception Reports

An artist’s sketch of the spacious antenna site of W4RBZ. The beams are mounted 80 
feet above the ground on telephone poles spaced 1 50 feet apart.

BY ROBERT E. FITZ,*  W4RBZ

after more than 30 years of hamming from 
/% a series of temporary and semipermanent 

-a A- locations, my first act upon retirement from 
the Air Force was to settle at a permanent loca
tion on a small farm in Tennessee and install a 
pair of the biggest telephone poles I could 
acquire.

The many discussions I had on the ham bands 
regarding the Yagi beam vs. the cubical quad 
led me to conclude that the ideal sport would be 
the on-the-air comparison of the two: I wanted 
to know exactly which antenna I should keep as 
the ultimate. These QSOs concerning the Yagi 
and the quad did not convince me that either 
one of them was vastly superior to the other. A 
big percentage of the quad men seemed only to 
be comparing their quads against tribanders or 
small beams that had been used in the past.

It seems to be pretty well established that at 
t.he lower heights a quad has a definite edge 
over- the Yagi. However, I was curious to know 
how the two antennas would compare when both 
were placed at a relatively high elevation.

A 20-meter 4-element commercial monoband 
beam was installed on one of the previously- 
mentioned poles. This antenna worked better 
than any antenna 1 had ever used before at any 
location. About two months later I installed a 
(-element quad, using the fiberglas arms and 
aluminum spiders available on the market. A 
coax switch was mounted on the station control

* Route t, Springfield, Tennessee 37172.

The merits of Yagis and quads have 
been expounded through the years, 
with it being a matter of opinion which 
antenna is the superior of the two. 
W1RBZ was fortunate to have enough 
time and real estate to ereet both an
tennas and make on-the-air compari
sons. Here’s what lie found out. 

panel to permit instantaneous switching from 
one antenna to the other for a rapid cross check.

At the time this article is being written, I have 
used the two antennas for about three months 
and have checked both antennas with over a 
hundred stations. Most of the stations that 1 
asked to give a comparative report were for
eign; a definite effort was made to concentrate 
on the long-haul boys.

Any good engineer or analyst could point out 
a number of weaknesses in my system of com
parison. This I will concede. I have only the 
standard test equipment available to the aver
age ham: I don’t have the capabilities for in
stalling model antennas or conducting elaborate 
laboratory teste. My only motive was to deter
mine whether a good commercial beam per
formed as well as, the same as, or better than a 
typical cubical quad installed at the same height 
at the same location by a ham of average ability 
with ordinary facilities and equipment.

First of all, a short description of the antennas 
is in order. The Yagi has a 36-foot boom and was 
adjusted strictly in accordance with the direc
tions given by the manufacturer. The quad is 
mounted on a 30-foot boom in a diamond con
figuration and was originally installed using the 
dimensions given in a previous QST article1 and 
in use by a number of hams. Both antennas 
were peaked to a fundamental frequency of 
14,220 kc.

Each antenna is on a separate telephone pole 
and the boom of each is mounted exactly 80 feet 
above ground. The Yagi is about 30 feet closer 
to the shack, and is nearer to the highway and 
power lines; however, the quad is closer to some 
tall trees about 50 feet high. Both antennas are 
raised and lowered by similar elevator-cage 
hoisting arrangements.

As mentioned earlier, the quad was originally 
installed using those element dimensions that 

1 Bergren, “The Multielement Quad," QST, May, 19S3.
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seem to be most commonly employed. During 
the first two weeks of testing there was practi
cally no difference between the antennas. Then 
the quad was lowered and completely retuned 
for maxium forward gain. This seemed to give 
t he quad an edge on some contacts.

After the quad had been in use in this condi
tion for about three weeks, one of the old an
tenna experts from the West Coast suggested 
that my quad still might not be peaked for 
maximum performance and suggested that I 
try his dimensions. This 1 did. The quad per
formance fell off noticeably. For the next 25 or 
Uli checks almost every station giving a com
parison reported either that there was no notice
able difference between the antennas or that the 
Yagi had the edge. This was most noticeable on 
the long-haul contacts. Previously, VU2CK had 
reported on several occasions that the quad had 
about a one S unit advantage; after this change, 
Karnik reported that there was no noticeable 
difference between antennas. The same was true 
with several 9M2, 9M6 and VK9 stations.

The quad was again retuned for maximum 
forward gain, and tests were resumed.

I will only cite my experience with the Yagi 
and quad installation. In general, there was 
practically no difference in signal strengths on 
the short-haul contacts, and there was seldom 
any difference on medium-haul contacts to sta
tions in Europe, Africa and the mid-Pacific. 
However, on the very-long-haul contacts to the 
Far East, Asia and the South Pacific, the quad 
had a fairly consistent 2-3-db. edge. On only a

This photograph shows some of the details of the 
quad and Yagi antennas.

few occasions was there a big difference in re
ported signal strengths; this seemed to work
both ways, with the quad being given a 2 3-S-
inut advantage in a few instances and the Yagi
given t he same advantage in a few others.

On a number of cheeks, inconsistencies in the 
reports indicated that the different angles of 
radiation of the two antennas had pronounced 
effects. For example, on one occasion a J A, DU 
and VK6 were worked in quick succession. The 
J A contact gave the quad the edge, the DU re
ported the stronger signal from the Yagi and 
the Vl<6 reported no difference in signal 
strengths. Instances of this nature occurred 
frequently.

I learned early in the game that, under ordi
nary conditions of QSB and (¿RM, one switch
over between antennas did not give a valid 
comparison; the signals from the two antennas 
were generally so close in strength that several 
checks in quick succession were necessary for 
the other station to be able to give a fair evalua
tion.

While my quad seemed to have an edge on 
long-haul contacts, there were still times, under 
the varying conditions of propagation, that the 
Yagi put out a stronger signal. The type of an
tenna in use at the “receive” end was definitely 
a factor. Shown below is a summary of my last 
100 reports, the results of which are typical of 
my experience over the past thre emonths. The 
quad was timed for maximum forward gain for 
these checks.

Number of stations asked to com
pare antennas

Number reporting no difference 
between antennas

100

38

Number reporting stronger signals 
from the Yagi 17

Number reporting stronger signats 
from the quad 45

Worthy of note is that there was never any 
reported difference on long-path contacts. This 
could be checked on only about a half dozen 
occasions, but no one reported any difference 
between antennas on the few long-path checks.

There are several factors, other than signal 
strengths at the “receive” end of the circuit, 
that must be given consideration in any final 
selection of the better of the two antennas. 
Even when tuned for maximum forward gain, 
my quad has a better front-to-back ratio; re
ceived signals were generally weaker off the 
back of the quad. The Yagi has stronger side 
lobes; a number of times, after checks with 
long-haul stations, a W station quartering off 
the side would break in to tell me that the Yagi 
appeared to be stronger during the test. This was 
also noticeable in reception. I also noted that 
during periods of heavy rain the quad had con
siderably less precipitation static.

(Continued on. page
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and GadgetsßwrfGixnmicks
I ^^LS^gg. . »fe

A 300-Ohm Standard For 
1 he 1 ransmatch

M
any radio amateurs use balanced feeders, 
and 300-oliiu twin lead is a common 
choice among these operators. Effecting an 

impedance match between the balanced trans
mission line and the antenna is difficult to do 
when one does not have a balanced-line type 
s.w.r. bridge. ¿Admittedly, a coaxial balun can be 
inserted between the 300-ohm antenna and the 
feed line so that a 75-ohm unbalanced s.w.r. 
bridge can be used, but at the lower frequencies 
a coaxial balun becomes unwieldy. A coil-type 
balun transformer can be used, but what if one 
isn’t readily available when needed?

A simple solution lies in the use of a trans- 
match and a 300-ohm noninductiye load. The 
300-ohm standard is attached to the transmatch 
in place of the antenna feed line, an s.w.r. bridge 
is connected between the transmitter and the 
transmatch, and the transmatch is adjusted for a 
1:1 s.w.r. The dial readings on tlie transmatch 
are noted and when the feed line is again con
nected to the transmatch, the matching network 
at the antenna is adjusted for a 1:1 s.w.r. with 
the transmatch dials set at the same position as 
for the 1:1 condition when tlie 300-ohm load was 
attached.

Simple? Yes, but let’s talk about the standard 
and how it’s built.

Construction
The dummy load shown in Fig. 1 will handle 

20 watts of r.f. power (sustained) and up to 50

R,-R6.eocha^Ms

The balanced 300-ohm standard.

watts for periods of 10 seconds or less. Generally, 
the station exciter can be used for the antenna 
tests, keeping the power output within the limits 
specified for the 300-ohm standard. The standard 
will present a 300-ohm impedance (non-reactivc 1 
from 1.8 to 30 Me. A deterioration in performance 
was rioted at 50 Me., resulting in an impedance 
reading of 220 ohms when the unit was tested 
on a Boonton 250-A RX meter. Hence, it is 
not recommended that the load be used as a 
standard above 30 Me.

The unit is made up from six 1-watt, 1800-ohm 
resistors. W hen parallel connected, the resistance 
becomes 300 ohms. For best accuracy, 5-per cent 
resistora should be used, but by hand-selecting 
10-per cent resistors, it should be possible to 
obtain the 300-ohm figure.

The resistors are. mounted between a pair of 
1-inch diameter copper or brass disks, and are 
spaced around the perimeters of the disks as 
shown in Fig. IB. Make certain that the body 
of each resistor is flush against the disk before 
soldering the pigtail to the disk. When soldering, 
do not overheat the assembly because this can 
change the value of the resistora.

Two E.F.Johnson binding posts are mounted 
on the lid of a small paint can (mine measures

(Continued on page 170)
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W
hile reminiscing one day with W4GCC, 
ex-5MO, about the old days of ham radio, 
the talk got around to the world of 25,00(1 
meters. That was the playground of the are trans

mitter of POZ, Nauen, the pure tone of the alter
nator of WII, New Brunswick, and several ot hers. 
That was also the world and time of the Oki 
Man's Young Squirt, when the threat of the 
Wouff Hong and the Rettysnitch was a thing to 
be reckoned with. Those were the days when 
the Young Squirt wound his 25,000-meter tuning 
coil with No. 21 wire on an oatmeal box and 
made his own tap switch, using brass machine 
.screws for contacts. Today, the spark, arc, and 
alternator transmitters are gone, but NAA, now 
transplanted from Virginia to Maine,* 1 is still 
on the air with its high-power tube transmitter, 
and the many transmitters of NSS can be 
heard day and night. The receiver described 
here was designed and built to listen in on these 
stations. This receiver does not match the per
formance of the modern superhet, but it. does 
bring in the long-wave transmissions of time sig
nals and press, and provides good code practice.

Circuit
The receiver consists essentially of three inter

related circuits — oscillator, detector, and ampli
fier. The oscillator beats with the incoming 
signal to produce an audio signal in the detector 
and at the amplifier output. To avoid the need 
for large coils aud tuning capacitors, the oscilla
tor is a free-running multivibrator with adjusts 
able emitter bias for frequency control. Using 
the values shown for /ii, t'i, Ifj, C's, and tuning 
potentiometer Rx, the tuning range is about 16 
kc. to 30 kc. Selecting different, values for C't and 
Cs will shift the range higher or lower if desired. 
Larger values reduce the frequency. The com
bination of Cl'], Cx, and assures that the 
multivibrator starts oscillating each time power 
is applied, even though potentiometer Hx may be 
set to its maximum resistance. Without this 
circuit, Q., could be cut off by the large amount 
of emitter resistance, reducing the loop gain of 
the multivibrator and preventing oscillation. 
However, when power is first, applied, capacitor 
Cx has no charge and C1Q conducts, effectively 
connecting the emitter of Qx to ground. Under 
this condition, the gain of Qi and Q-j is enough 
to start oscillation. As oscillations build up, 
('x charges positively at the junction of CIQ, 
back-biasing CR, and effectively removing Cx 
from the circuit. Detector is untuned and the 
antenna is connected to its base through
The latter serves in a limited way as an antenna 
loading coil, but is primarily an r.f. choke to keep 
out unwanted signals from local broadcasting 
stations. Capacitor shorts out any unwanted 
higher frequency signals that, are not completely 
blocked by It FCi.

The oscillator is d.c.-coupled to the base of 
detector Qx through the sensitivity control IQ and

* 2601 Lullington Drive, Winston-Salem, North Carolina.
1 Baldwin, “NAA— 1061,” Q8T, October, 1961.

Simple Transistor Unit 
Covering 16 to 30 Kc.

A V.L.F. 
Receiver

Without
T uning 
Capacitors 
or Coils

BY JOHN M. TIFFANY,*  ex-2BQK, 
2CGK, W3CQN

The completed Iv.l.f. receiver. Lengths of aluminum angle 
are used to fasten the circuit board to the end supports.

The latter are of the same material as the board.

resistor Ke,. The setting of R& determines the 
average bias level for Qx. The a.c. signal from 
the oscillator swings the base current of Qs 
through the optimum operating conditions twice 
each cycle, and causes pulses to be generated in 
the collector of Qx at the simultaneous occurrences 
of incoming signal and oscillator voltages. The 
result is an audible heterodyne signal which is 
amplified by the circuits of Capacitor C$ 
filters residual oscillator voltage.

The current drain of the receiver is 11 ma. 
at 12 volts. At this low drain, battery operation 
is practical, although a simple voltage-doubler 
rectifier and filter, supplied by a 6.3-volt filament 
transformer, is more convenient. The receiver
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AUDIO

Fig. 1—Circuit of the v.l.f. receiver. Ca
pacitances are in pf.; resistances are in 
ohms (K = 1000). Capacitors: M indicates 
mica; polarized capacitors are 15-volt 
electrolytic; others are disk ceramic or 
paper. Fixed resistors are */2  watt (closest 
standard 5 per-cent values may be substi
tuted). RFCi is a slug tuned width coil, 
inductance approximately 2 to 10 mh. 
Other component labels are for text

reference purposes.

*------ O

C5 AUDIO
>47 OUTPUT

will operate over a range of about 6 to 15 volts, 
but good headphone level is obtained with 12 
volts applied. An audio amplifier with medium 
<>r bridging input impedance can be used for 
loudspeaker reception. A single-wire antenna at

wire. Working inward from the transistors, 
the first land is for the emitter connection 
and the center land is for common negative

supply and ground.
To cut the lands, mark the pattern on the 

copper and, using a metal straightedge, score the 
copper with a sharp-pointed knife blade. Using 
the point of the knife blade, loosen a corner of

least 75 feet, long, and up to a couple of hundred 
feet long, if possible, should be used. A good 
ground is essential. CAUTION! Do not use 
power or telephone lines as an antenna.

The receiver shown in the photograph uses 
p-n-p transistors that are not available on the 
market. The transistors shown in the schematic

the copper to be stripped and pull off the un
wanted copper with long-nose pliers or the points 
of diagonal cutters. When all the unwanted 
copper is removed, polish both surfaces with fine 
sandpaper to remove rough edges. Examine the 
areas between the lands to be sure that all copper 
has been removed and that there are no shorts

are n-p-n of the G.E. economy line, and have 
characteristics suitable for this application. 
Various types of transistors have been used in 
this receiver circuit, all with good result«. If 
p-n-p transistors are used, the polarities of the 
supply voltage, diode CRi, and capacitors C-a 
and Un must be reversed.

between the lands. Drill the holes for the transis
tor leads and connect the leads to the appropriate 
lands, grasping the leads with tlaUnose pliers 
while soldering to prevent overheating the tran
sistor. In the case of Qi and Qx, the emitter lands 
are not used and the emitters are connected 
directly to the negative-voltage land. Use in-

Construction
All components, except the terminal board 

and the two controls, are mounted on a 3.1^ X *5-  
inch laminated fiber-glass, or equivalent, board. 
All copper is stripped from one side of the board 
(if both sides are cupper-clad) and the pattern of 
lands (exposed copper) is cut on the apparatus 
side as shown in Fig. 2. The lands, about Jfe 
inch wide, are used as tie points for all com
ponent leads. The six lands at each end are 
used for input and output connections and mis
cellaneous tie points. Starting at each transistor 
location and working toward the edges of the 
board, the first land is a tie point for the transistor 
base, the next for the collector, and the outer 
land is for common positive supply. The two 
outer positive supply lands are strapped by a

Fig. 2—Components are mounted on a copper-clad 
circuit board. Dark areas represent lands—the copper 
that is left after cutting the remainder away with a 
sharp knife, as described in the text. Note: The transistor 
terminal arrangement shown is for the transistors originally 
used. For the 2N3397, the holes should be in a straight 

vertical line, with approximately '/s-inch spacing.
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Bottom view showing the arrangement 
of components on the under side of 

the circuit board.

solation over the transistor leads where they 
pass over a land used for a different, circuit. 
Solder the component pigtails directly to the 
appropriate lands, using pieces of insulated 
wire for any required connections between lands 
and for leads to the terminal block and controls. 
The two controls and the antenna loading coil 
are mounted on an end strip attached to the 
board by a piece of aluminum angle, and the 
terminal strip is mounted similarly at the other 
end of the board. The layout of the components 
and the wiring is not critical and no doubt many 
variations would be equally good.

Operation
Apply power to the receiver and rotate the 

sensitivity control A point will be found 
where the background noise is loudest. Probably 
one or more of the long-wave stations will be 
heard, since it is usual to find several of them on 
t.he air. The selection of signals and their beat 

notes are controlled by the tuning potentiometer 
R^- Each time the setting of the tuning poten
tiometer is changed, the sensitivity potentiometer 
may have to be adjusted for optimum strength, 
but it will usually be somewhere near mid-scale. 
Adjusting RFCi may have some effect on the 
signal strength, depending on the length of the 
antemia, but its primary function is that, of an 
r.f. choke at. broadcast, frequencies, as mentioned 
earlier, and its effect on long-wave signals is small.

Perform ance
Using a single-wire antenna about 100 feet 

long at the writer's East-Coast location, good 
signals are received from NSS, Annapolis; NAA, 
Maine: NPG on the West Coast; and NBA, 
Canal Zone. Since there is no preselection in the 
receiver, signals at twice the oscillator frequency 
can also be heard. No interference has been 
noticed from any of the local broadcasting 
stations. }

. . . K. B. Warner editorialises about the prob
able forthcoming shortage of standard parts for 
t.he ham who builds his own. In the " good old daze, ’’ 
of course, there being no such widespread variety of 
components, most amateurs did in fact make most 
of the components. He even hints that it might be a 
good idea to stock up on a few tubes in case there 
are jobs to be done that only amateurs can do.

. . . Oakes Spalding, W1FTR, recently returned 
from a two-year cruise on the Yankee takes us on a 
marvelous trip around the world, working Ws back 
home and certain designated foreign hams. He 
visits all the classic spots, including Pitcairn Island.

Better read this one.
. . . Byron Goodman, W1JPE (now W1DX) 

has a piece on an all-band 80 watter. Built on the 
popular metallic “breadboard” of the day, there 
is a string of GAC5Gs to drive an HY30Z final. It 
can, of course, be used to drive a final large amplifier.

. . . S. Gordon Taylor, W2.JÇH describes an 
automatic line-voltage regulator, using the familiar 
filament, transformer to boost the line voltage, but 
also employing an Amperite voltage regulator tube.

. . . This month we have several pages devoted 
to the YLs. There are some familiar names, too. 
What the article is really about is the formation of 
the YLRL, Young Ladies Radio League, designed 
to cope with communication emergencies of about 
whatever nature.

. . . Ev Bnt.tey, WlUE, concludes his two-part 
article on the secrets <>f good sending. He goes into 
considerable detail in this matter of correct character 
formation, spacing, etc. The dope still applies.

— JFMWA
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V.F.O. Stability — Recap 
and Postscript

In Two Parts—Part II * *

An Examination of Some Design Principles, Old and New
BY GEORGE GRAMMER,**  WIDE

Remote Tuning
Since the change in drift characteristics with 

the physical rearrangement of the tank had been 
so pronounced, two 15-in ch pieces of RG-62/U 
cable were installed to connect the tank to the 
tube, the latter being mounted on an entirely 
separate chassis. The thought here, of course, 
was that this would entirely eliminate conducted 
heat as a factor.

There followed a series of drift runs which gave 
somewhat confusing results — sometimes the 
drift would be positive and sometimes negative. 
The drift was generally less (in one outstanding 
case, only about 50 cycles over- a 12-hour period) 
but more variable. Further checking with the 
hair dryer showed that the coax cable had a 
negative temperature coefficient of capacitance, 
while all the other tank components were posi
tive. RG-59/U was substituted and found to 
have the same characteristic, so it would appear 
to be a property of the polyethylene cable.

This offers a means for temperature-com
pensating a circuit using the remote-tuning 
principle, although it may be harder to apply 
satisfactorily than regular negative-coefficient 
capacitors unless the cable is made a part of the 
complete assembly so it heats in the same way 
each time the v.f.o. is used.

Heat Transfer — General
From the foregoing, it is clear that the direct 

solution to 99 per cent of the drift problem is to 
keep the temperature of the tank circuit as con
stant as possible, or at least to force any unavoid
able changes in temperature to occur as slowly 
as possible. The obvious way to do this is 
to keep the tank far away from heat sources. 
The entirely separate “remote-timed” tank box 
is well justified, provided some care is used in 
placing the connecting coax cables so they aren’t 
inadvertently subjected to temperature changes. 
In some cases this may be cumbersome, so in this 
v.f.o. one-chassis assembly of the r.f. section was 
attempted. The power supply, usually a potent 
source of heat, was built separately.

The finished circuit retained the coax cables so 
the tank could have maximum separation from 
the tubes, which are at the opposite end of the 
chassis. As Fig. 7 shows, the tank is in a shield box

*♦ Technical Editor, QST.
* Part I appeared in September 1966 QST. p.

Fig. 7—Tank-enclosure mounting. The shield box is set 
on half-inch pillars to minimize heat conduction from 
the chassis to the box. Ventilating holes in the box 
cover are arranged so air enters at the bottom of the 
outer side and emerges at the top left. Note that addi

tional sheet-metal screws are used to hold the 
cover firmly in place.

mounted on pillars. This allows air to circulate 
underneath, and reduces actual contact with 
the chassis to a minimum, thus cutting down 
conducted heat.9 Vetuilation of the inside of the 
tank box is provided by a series of ]4-inch holes 
along the bottom of the outside wall of the cover, 
plus an equal number in the top toward the 
opposite side. This allows air from outside the 
chassis to be drawn through.

To shield the tank box from radiated heat a 
baffle plate of bright aluminum is mounted right 
alongside the tubes so their heat is reflected 
outward from the chassis. Quarter-inch holes 
are drilled in the chassis alongside the tube 
sockets and along the bottom of the baffle plate, 
Fig. 8, to encourage air circulation upward past 
the tubes. The cover and bottom plate for the 

9 The pillars in the version shown are metal, but celotex 
insulation between the chassis and tank box also was tried, 
with no metal-to-metal contact. There was no observable 
difference between the two methods.
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entire assembly are made from open-work do-it- 
yourself aluminum.

These measures are quite effective in keeping 
the tank box cool. After several hours of opera
tion the box is still just about as cool, as judged 
by touch, as it was before power was turned on, 
although the end of the chassis on which it is 
mounted is noticeably warm and the tube end is 
even more so. Actually, the measured tempera
ture rise inside the box after a four-hour run 
averages 6 to 8 degrees F.

In this layout the conversion crystals at first 
were covered by an aluminum shield, to prevent 
possible stray coupling between the crystals and 
the output coil at the rear. This shielded space 
confined some of the chassis heat. Removing 
the shield reduced frequency drift in the crystals, 
and fortunately the shielding was found to be 
unnecessary.

Parasitic Oscillations
Lengthening the leads between the oscillator 

tube and the tank invites v.h.f. parasitic oscilla
tions when a good high-transconductance triode 
is used. In several different physical layouts used 
for this oscillator parasitics invariably were 
generated. The frequency ranged from about 
50 to 200 Me., depending on the lead lengths. 
The parasitic circuit is a simple Colpitts using 
the interelectrode capacitances to tune the grid 
and plate leads, as shown in Fig. 9. The regular 
tank capacitors are so large that they act as a 
short circuit at the end of the “line” formed by 
the leads from the tube to the tank.

Various chokes and choke-resistor combina
tions were tried in the grid and plate leads, and

Fig. 8—Heat from the tubes causes convection currents 
that draw air across the chassis and through the holes in 
the baffle plate, as well as from below the chassis through 

the holes along the chassis edge.

Fig. 9—Parasitic-oscillator circuit formed by leads from 
the grid and plate to the tank. The inductance of li is 
large enough, at v.h.f., to act as an r.f. choke. Parasitic 
oscillations are likely to occur when the leads (drawn with 

heavy lines) are an inch or more long.

although they always could be made to sup
press the parasitic after a little tinkering, the 
choke size had to be changed with each change 
in lead length. It is simpler to use resistance 
only, but since appreciable resistance is unde
sirable in either lead at the fundamental oscilla
tor frequency the lowest possible value of re
sistance should be used. ¿At the fundamental, a 
given value will be equally bad no matter where 
it is placed in the lead, but fortunately this is 
uot true at the parasitic frequency. A low re
sistance at a high-current point in a parasitic 
circuit will be equally as effective as a high 
resistance at a low-current point. The high- 
current point in this parasitic circuit is right at 
the tank capacitors, so the resistor should be 
installed there. ¿A 10-ohm carbon resistor, fa in 
Fig. 4, has been effective in several oscillator 
arrangements of this type.

It is more than likely that unsuspected v.h.f. 
parasitics exist in a great many low-frequency 
oscillators. The better the tube, the more likely 
they are to occur. Low power is no insurance 
against them. They cause erratic frequency 
changes, “hot” spots aud body capacitance 
where there shouldn’t be any, and similar ef
fects. A rectifier-type wavemeter check should 
be made on any oscillator — just to be sure.

Vibration and Mechanical Shock
It is traditional to say that an oscillator should 

be “solidly constructed, ” and if this is inter
preted to mean that the construction shouldn’t 
be flimsy, the principle is good. “Solid, ” though, 
needs qualification. A bell is solid, but it can 
vibrate like mad. “Sound deadened” perhaps 
would be a better description of what is needed. 
The construction should be such that the oscil
lator cannot “ring” mechanically.

Since metal transmits vibration very effi
ciently, it is reasonable to assunie that the vi
bration-sensitive parts should not be mounted 
on metal. Wood does not ring readily, but it is 
not a very satisfactory structural material for 
radio gear. The next best probably is a plastic 
of some sort.

Quarter-inch Plexiglas was used for mounting 
the tank components in the oscillator shown, 
and has proved quite satisfactory. Plexiglas is 
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also an insulator for heat. It slows down the 
conduction of heat from the box to the tank 
components, contributing further to making the 
temperature change, and hence the drift, very- 
slow.

The tank and plastic plate form a single unit, 
mechanically. This type of assembly is less sus
ceptible to mechanical shock than chassis mount
ing, since any movement tends to occur as a 
whole, rather than as a series of separate re
sponses. The Plexiglas plate is mounted on 
pillars at its four corners; a three-point, mount
ing theoretically might be better, but was avoided 
here because of the possible torsion effects when 
turning the variable capacitor (any twisting of 
the assembly with timing probably would result 
in backlash).

The insulating base makes it possible to avoid 
multiple ground paths, which often give rise to 
intermittent effects.10 A single ground bus can 
be used; in this oscillator, it is a half-inch wide 
strip of aluminum running from beneath the 
timing capacitor to the rear of the mounting 
plate. This strip is the only capacitor ground 
point; the rotor shaft does not touch the front of 
the box where it goes through, and an insulated 
flexible coupling is used between the shaft and 
tuning dial.

An ‘‘air-wound” coil such as Miniductor de
serves special attention. The principal problem 
is the method of mounting; the coil itself, if 
small, will have very little inertia and little 
tendency to vibrate. In this ease the. mounting 
is a strip of Plexiglas of the same thickness as 
the coil supporting strips, tiled down to make a 
snug fit and then cemented to opposite strips. 
The assembly is supported on T-i-ineh ceramic 
pillars. Experience has shown this method to 
be vibration-proof.

Ordinary chassis mounting suffices for the 
oscillator tube, since the tube has so little direct 
effect on the frequency. The triode-pentode is 
rather free from microphonic effects (none have 
been observed) because of the small and light 
elements and the short internal supporting leads, 
along with very good bracing.

If coax cables are used to connect, the tank 
to the tube it. seems better not to fasten them 
rigidly. They should be clamped together so they 
will move as a unit under shock. At one time 
the cables shown in Fig. 10 were anchored mid
way along their length, but there was less fre
quency change with both temperature and vi
bration when this support- was removed.

Finally, the shield box containing the tank 
needs firm bonding all around the meeting sur
faces of the base and cover. The box is coupled 
to the tank, especially to the coil, because of the 
electric and magnetic fields surrounding the tank 
components. Poor or intermittent, contact be
tween the metallic surfaces will affect, the fre
quency in unpredictable (and usually sporadic) 
ways. (Tse enough screws so that, the surfaces 
are everywhere firmly in contact.

•0 Such as those described by Long in the article men
tioned in footnote 7.

Fig. 10—The coax leads from the tank are clamped 
together to prevent relative movement, but are not 
otherwise connected mechanically with the chassis except 
at the ends where the electrical connections have to be 
made. This bottom view also shows the amplifier tuning 
capacitor, which is mounted on a bracket which shields it 

from the oscillators. The drive shaft is plastic rod.

With the construction shown, the oscillator 
frequency is completely free from any ordinary 
shock or vibration effects. Even dropping the 
entire v.f.o. on a hard table from a height of a 
couple of inches causes no vibration in frequency, 
although the shock sometimes is enough to jar 
the capacitor setting slightly.

The Buffer Amplifier
After taking the pains necessary to achieve 

stability in a tunable oscillator, it would be 
foolish to throw any of the stability away. Il 
can happen, when the oscillator is coupled to 
another circuit, for the reasons stated earlier.

If the buffer is to prevent any variations that 
may occur either in its own plate circuit or in 
the following stages from affecting the oscillator 
frequency, its voltage amplification must be very 
low. This is because Miller effect11 depends on 
voltage amplification. Low gain is no handicap, 
because in a conversion v.f.o. system the buffer 
should supply only a few vol ts of r.f. to the mixer. 
The buffer output circuit, t herefore can be simply 
a relatively low value of resistance — not more 
than 1000 ohms.

A second point is that the buffer should operate 
with close to its normal ('lass-A grid bias (ob
tained from a cathode resistor) and without being 
driven into grid current. With this type of oper
ation the oscillator-buffer coupling can have its 
least value — an important factor in contributing 
to freedom from buffer reaction on the oscillator 
frequency. The buffer grid-resistor value is not

11 Miller effect is the change in input resistance and reac
tance caused by feedback through the grid-plate capaci
tance. It depends on both the grid-plate capacitance and 
the actual voltage amplification, and becomes less when 
either is made smaller. It U the principal reason for using 
a pentode v\ ith the smallest available grid-plate capacitance.
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too important; a 0.1-megohm resistor was used 
in the circuit of Fig. 11, but the resistance could 
be varied over a wide range without upsetting 
things. The coupling capacitor, C$ in Fig. 4, 
should have the smallest value that will result 
in the desired buffer output voltage; a 3.3-pf. 
capacitor was used here.

The presence of grid current can be detected 
readily with the d.c. probe of a vacuum-tube 
voltmeter; there should be no d.c. voltage drop 
across the buffer grid resistor, IF,. If any such 
voltage can be detected in making the initial 
adjustments, the value of should be decreased.

In general, it is advisable to operate the buffer 
with a small value of cathode bias and low r.f. 
grid voltage rather than to avoid grid current

IN MICROFARADS ( pt.); OTHERS 
ARE IN PICOFAR AOS (pf. OR MjUfj;
RESISTANCES ARE IN OHMS;
K • 1000

+ 105 REG. +250

Fig. 11 —Buffer circuit following tunable oscillator. Re
sistors are Fs-watt composition; capacitors are disk 
ceramic, except Cis, which is silver mica. Co is the capacitor 
having the same designation shown in Fig. 4; it is unneces
sary to use two separate capacitors across the same 
feed point. Rs and Rs are decoupling resistors backed 
up by Cs and Cn; these circuits are essential for pre
venting r.f. coupling through the power-supply leads.

by increasing the cathode resistance. This mini
mizes generation of harmonics of the oscillator
frequency by the buffer tube and thus helps
reduce spurious output in a conversion system.

Vibration and shock are minor problems in a 
buffer circuit of good electrical design. Ordinary 
construction methods suffice. The important 
thing in layout is to make sure that the buffer 
plate circuit cannot “see” the driving circuit 
electrically. This is readily done, in the layout 
shown in Fig. 12, by continuing the oscillator
tank coax shields as far as possible toward the 
grid and plate prongs of the tube socket, by 
mounting disk bypass capacitors over the socket, 
to act as shields between the pentode plate and 
other elements, and by separating the “hot”

component« (the oscillator plate 
2^0 to choke, RFCi, and the buffer plate 

mixer |()aj ^¡^0^ as much. as pos- 
SM’ sible.

The Frequency Converter
Frequency conversion in a v.f.o. is much like 

frequency conversion in a receiver, aud the same 
methods can be used. The dominant factor is 
that of maintaining isolation between the tunable 
oscillator, the output circuit, and the conversion 
oscillator. A converter tube such as the 6BEG 
offers better isolation than some of the triode and 
pentode circuits used in receivers, especially in 
preventing coupling between the tunable oscil
lator and the fixed conversion oscillator.

Whatever the method of conversion, the fixed- 
frequency oscillator — usually crystal controlled 
. -should be entirely separate from the mixer. 
And even though a crystal is a pretty stable 
device, it is advisable to follow the oscillator 
with a buffer amplifier. If the mixer is a 6BE6 
it is preferable to let the crystal oscillator drive

Fig. 12—A close-up of the wiring around the tunable-oscillator/buffer socket (to the right of bent shield plate) and 
the crystal-oscillator/buffer socket in the upper left corner. The metal center post of the socket is connected to the chassis 
through a soldering lug fastened under one of the socket mounting nuts; this is the single ground point for the stage. The 
same method of grounding is used in each stage. Disk capacitors are directly over the sockets to shield the oscillator 

and buffer sections from each other.
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Fig. 1 3—Crystal-controlled conversion oscillator and buffer amplifier. Output tank capacitance includes the capaci
tance of the coax line between plate and Cis; if this lead is more than two or three inches long the capacitance of Cir 
may have to be modified to compensate. C19 should be at the mixer end of the coax line. If this and the circuits of Figs. 
4 and 11 use the same power supply, C20 is identical with Cc in Fig. 4 and C21 is the same capacitor as Cu in Fig. 11.
Cis, Cir—Silver mica.
Cm, Cis, Cis, Cis, C19, C20, C2L—Disk ceramic.
L?—Slug tuned, to resonate at crystal frequency with 

C17 and associated stray capacitances. For 
crystals in the 6- to 8.5-Mc. region a coil adjust
able from 6.7 to 15 ^h. (Miller 4406 is suitable).

the injection grid, which requires some power, 
and to apply the tunable-oscillator/buffer output 
to the signal grid. Furthermore, to stay within 
the “linear” range of conversion the mixer tube 
should be operated with the same injection volt
age that would be used in receiving — about 15 
volts of rectified injection-grid voltage across a 
22,000-ohm grid leak. The signal grid should be 
operated with Class-A bias and should not be 
driven into grid current.

The Conversion Oscillator
Fig. 13 is a practical circuit for the conversion 

oscillator and its buffer amplifier. The triode 
section of the 6USA is used as a Pierce oscillator 
operating at low plate voltage, with fight cou
pling to tho pentode section used as a buffer 
amplifier. Since it is necessary to develop appreci
able r.f. voltage for the 6BE6 injection grid, a 
tuned tank is used in the plate circuit of the 
pentode. If a wide range of crystal frequencies 
must be used for getting output in various bands, 
the crystals and buffer plate tanks can be simul
taneously switched. The L/C ratio of the buffer 
tank is not too critical, but it should be low 
enough so that the Q will be reasonably high; 
th.e tank should contribute enough selectivity to 
minimize crystal-frequency harmonics.

The amplitude of the r.f. voltage supplied to 
the injection grid can be regulated by adjustment 
of the slug in Lj. One setting will suffice for a 
group of crystals in a narrow frequency range 
such as is used in the experimental v.f.o. In the 
more usual arrangement where each amateur 
band has a single conversion crystal, individual 
coils will be needed for each band and may 
readily be adjusted for optimum output. Overall 
control of output lies in the choice of lower 

R0-R14, inc.—'A-watt composition.
St—Ceramic wafer switch; sections and positions as 

required. A 2-section switch with 6 positions is 
used in the v.f.o. pictured.

Yi—Conversion crystals, as required.

values giving higher gain. With the circuit 
constants shown, the pentode is biased to about 
7 volts and operates without grid current.

Stray Coupling
Oscillator-to-oscillator coupling may give rise 

to unanticipated effects. Note that in Fig. 12 
there is a shield between the sockets for the 
tunable-oscillator and conversion-oscillator tubes. 
This shield was not, used at first, and there was a 
small amount of coupling between the two cir
cuits. The two oscillator frequencies combined in 
the crystal circuit, causing a difference-frequency 
signal to be applied to the 6BE6 injection grid. 
As this signal was at the converter output fre
quency it was amplified and fed to the following 
stage. Even when negative grid bias beyond the 
cutoff value was applied to the 6BE6 control 
grid there was a weak residual output that could 
not be eliminated. This made it impossible to 
use break-in keying with complete effectiveness. 
Installing the shield eliminated the coupling and 
made the mixer behave normally.

While coupling of this type might not occur in 
other layouts, the possibility of its existence 
should be kept in mind, especially if rated cutoff 
bias on the signal grid of the mixer does not 
completely cut off the output.

The Mixer Plate Circuit
One of the disadvantages of the conversion 

system is that it has innumerable by-product 
output frequencies, in addition to the desired 
frequency. If these are not suppressed they may 
go on through to the antenna to result in spuri
ous radiations. The first real barrier to such fre
quencies is the mixer output circuit.

The mixer should not be asked to deliver power
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Fig. 14—Mixer and output amplifier circuit. Except for C29, all fixed capacitors are disk ceramic. Fixed resistors are 
'/2-watt composition. Cis is the capacitor having the same designation in Fig. 1 3.

C29—"Gimmick” capacitor; twisted hookup wire adjusted 
to neutralize amplifier.

Ji—Coaxial connector, chassis mounting.
C34—140-pf. variable (Millen 22140).
La—For 3-foot length of RG-62/U (app. 40 pf.) cable 

in parallel with C34:
3.5 Me.—33 turns No. 22 enam. close-wound on

1 -inch diameter plug-in form (Millen 45005).
7 Me.—14 turns No. 22, % inch long, on same 
type form.

R22—5000-ohm control, linear taper.
RFCs—750-ph. r.f. choke (Millen 34300-750).
Ti—4.5-Mc. TV sound-i.f. transformer (Miller 6270) 

loaded to 3.5-3.6 Me. by C25 and C23.

to the following stage, but only to develop 
enough r.f. voltage for exciting a high-gain 
pentode as a Class A; or ABi amplifier. This 
takes only a few volts of r.f., so the mixer plate 
circuit should be designed primarily for attenua
tion of unwanted frequencies. A double-tuned 
transformer is highly desirable.

If the band of desired frequencies is narrow, 
in terms of percentage of the center frequency of 
the band, a slightly overcoupled tuned trans
former will give sufficient band-pass effect to 
make more than initial adjustment unnecessary. 
A separate transformer for each band can readily 
be switched in as required. This method is usable 
for bandwidths up to 4 or 5 per cent of the center 
frequency. Wider bands may require a ganged 
variable capacitor to tune the transformer-..  
which has the incidental advantage that, since 
looser coupling can be used between the trans
former windings than in the bandpass case, the 
selectivity is increased.

Single-tuned circuits with capacitive coupling 
to the following stage, although less desirable, 
are simple to design and apply. They will usually 
give sufficient selectivity in transmitters where 
at least two tuned stages follow the mixer. It 
does not, really matter how the selectivity nec
essary to prevent spurious radiation is obtained 
so long as it is obtained.

A single fixed-tune bandpass circuit, Ti in 
Fig. 14, sufficed for this v.f.o. since mixer output 
was wanted only in the 3500-3650-kc. region. 
I n the more usual conversion arrangement giving 
direct output on each band, a separate mixer 

output circuit would have to be provided for 
each.

The Output Amplifier
Up to the mixer output the overriding objec

tive should be to get a signal that will be clean 
and stable under any conditions of operation, 
including keying in the mixer signal-grid circuit. 
If the v.f.o. circuits are incorporated in a com
plete transmitter, the rest of the design can go 
on from there. For a separate v.f.o. unit it is 
better to include an amplifier, partly for addi
tional selectivity to discriminate against spurious 
output frequencies, and partly to obtain enough 
power output so that coupling losses and driving 
requirements of the transmitter can be supplied.

For highest power sensitivity a video-amplifier 
pentode is the most suitable tube type, and of 
these the 12BY7A has the lowest grid-plate 
capacitance, a desirable characteristic in an r.f. 
amplifier. However, the capacitance is not low 
enough to prevent self-oscillation under all 
conditions, especially with Class ABi operation. 
The amplifier should therefore be neutralized.12 
This is easy to do when it is driven through a 

12 This rule should be applied to any high-gain pentode 
r.f. amplifier stage. We have yet to see one that would not 
go into oscillation when actually tested for it — including 
those that supposedly “required no neutralization,” The 
unneutralized ones either are tested only when heavily 
loaded, or operate as locked oscillators (or are at least 
highly regenerative), the instability being concealed by 
various means, such as keying the stage. No amplifier will 
oscillate with its plate current cut off; it may stay in lock 
with the driving source, key closed, as long as the source is 
operating.
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double-timed transformer, as shown in Fig. 14.
Since the complete v.f.o. shown here was in

tended as a crystal replacement, the amplifier 
output circuit is a parallel-tuned tank having 
part of its tank capacitance in a 3-foot length of 
RG-62/U cable. The stage can be used either as 
a straight amplifier on 3.5 Me. or as a doubler 
on 7 Me. In either case there is ample output for 
driving the crystal-oscillator tube in practically 
any transmitter, since none of these operate at 
a power level of more than a few watts. Other 
types of output circuits for these frequencies 
could be substituted, if necessary.

For regulating the drive to the transmitter’s 
ex-crystal-oscillator tube the amplifier has a 
cathode-resistor gain control, A’22. The 12BA7A 
is grid-block keyed along with the 6BE6 mixer, 
to make doubly certain that there will be no 
“leak-through” in break-in work.

Observance of the principles discussed here 
has resulted in a v.f.o. in which keying has NO 
effect on the frequency. In fact, there is not even 
a phase shift in the output of either the tunable 
oscillator or crystal oscillator when the mixer 
grid is keyed, either with or without shaping.

Final Note
After measurements had been made on the 

tunable oscillator at approximately 5 Me., curi
osity prompted replacing the tank coil with one 
that would let the circuit be tuned to about 
2500 kc. The capacitance of Ca, originally 35 
pf., was increased to 50 pf. and a new series of 
crystals in the 6-Mc. region was substituted in 
the conversion oscillator. Aside from the new 
coil and variable capacitor, uo changes were 
made in the tunable-oscillator tank constants.

The solid curves in Fig. 15 show the maximum 
and minimum limits of drift measured in seven. 
5-hour rims. The dashed curve is a single run 
which approximates the median of the two lim
iting curves. For the 5-hour period the median 
drift was about 70 cycles.

fig. 15—Typical drift curves of tunable oscillator oper
ating at approximately 2500 kc. These represent the 
extremes of performance in seven actual drift runs.

The crystals used in the conversion oscillator 
happened to have a positive frequency/tempera
ture coefficient—i.e., the frequency increased 
with temperature. The opposite was true of the 
timable oscillator. When the difference fre
quency is taken as output, as in this case, the 
two drifts add. Fig. 16 shows the results of 12-

Fig. 16—Drift in output frequency over a 1 2-hour period. 
Comparison with Fig. i 5 shows the effect of crystal

oscillator drift, which was predominant 
during the first half hour.

hour drift runs made on three occasions. The 
section to the left of the vertical dashed line 
covers the same length of time as Fig. 15. The 
effect of crystal drift is quite apparent when the 
two sets of curves are compared. The particular 
crystal used in making these rims had a total 
drift of 40 to 50 cycles. Most of it occurred in the 
first 30 minutes, after which the crystal settled 
down: the drift from then on was practically 
that of the timable oscillator alone. The effect 
of crystal drift after the first half hour is to shift 
the tunable-oscillator drift curves upward by a 
fixed amount. If the crystal aud timable oscilla
tors had both drifted in the same direction the 
total drift would have been their difference.

Using the 2.5 Me. tunable oscillator and 6-Mc. 
crystals, the output, relative to fundamental 
output, on frequencies other than the desired 
one was measured with the amplifier tuned to 
both 3.5 and 7 Me. (doubling in the latter case). 
The approximate limit of the measuring equip
ment was. SO db. The measurable outputs were 
as follows:
With output on 3.5 Me.:
Freq., kc. I)b. doion Remarks

2550 (55 Timable oscillator
4450 75 Beat product
7000 W 2nd harmonic of output

10500 59 3rd harmonic of output
12100 72 2nd harmonic of crystal 

oscillator
With output on 7 Me.:
Freq., kc. Db. down Remarks

3500 29 Fundamental
6050 59 Crystal oscillator

10500 42 3rd harmonic of 3500 kc.
12100 65 2nd harmonic of crystal 

oscillator
14000 65 2nd harmonic of output
The only ones of importance are those that

would be expected from a “ conventional" v.f.o. 
— i.e., harmonics of the desired signal. These 
are generated in the output amplifier/doubler. 
Other spurious responses are kept to negligible 
amplitude by careful adjustment of the buffer 
and mixer operating conditions and signal levels. 
The spurious output rises immediately when 
any of these stages shows grid current. ItlST—-] 
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Fig. 1—All-metal arrays for 50 and 144 Me. All parts 
of both beams can be assembled readily with ordinary 
hand tools. In this installation the two beams are fed 
from a single feed line, with a waterproofed coaxial 
switch af the top of the tower permitting selection of the 

^esired array from the operating station.

T
hough it is often said that “nobody builds 
ham gear anymore,” there are still many of 
us, especially in the v.h.f. held, who like to 
make things. Trends in home construction 

change with the years, and we build our own 
gear today for quite different, reasons from those 
that inspired amateurs of a generation ago.

Communications receivers were the first items 
in the ham station to “go commercial,” and at 
one time it, was common to buy a receiver and 
build one's transmitter. Commercially produced 
antennas were all but, unknown. As transmitters 
became .more complex, with the advent of multi
band designs and extensive TVI precautions, 
many companies went into the transmitter field, 
but. antennas were still mainly homebuilt, even 
when everything else in the ham station was 
“store-bought.” In recent, years the antenna 
business' has come on fast, removing the last 
absolute need for anyone to build a major com
ponent of his station by hand.

These developments did not remove the urge 
to build, nor the benefits to be derived from it. 
Constructional articles are still the mainstay of 
QST, and antenna information is very much in 
demands This is as it should be, for no ham 
home-work is more rewarding than experimen
tation With antennas, particularly those for 50 
Me. aud higher bands.

There are many good v.h.f. arrays on the mar
ket, but we still have to erect them — and this 
may be the hardest part of the job. Since, we’re 
going to be doing quite a bit of work on any 
antenna project, why not go the whole way and 
build the antenna, as well as erect it?

There are many different characteristics to be 
sought in v.h.f. antenna installations, and the 
chances are good that you can come up with 
something better suited to your particular needs 
if you design and build with your operating 
prefererjees and installation problems in mind. 
A full discussion of this philosophy is beyond the 
scope of a single article. Most of what we might 
say along these lines is already available in The 
Radio Amateur’s V .H.F. Man-ual, which has two 
thick chapters on antenna principles and prac
tice. Wb will be concerned here with practical 
means of doing the construction jobs. These can 
be adapted to arrays of your own design, or to 
anteuu^ we have already described elsewhere.

Materials and Methods
Finding the right components bothers some 

would-bp antenna builders, perhaps because they 
look no farther than their favorite radio store 
or mail-order catalog. Actually, antenna ma
terials are everywhere, if we do a little impro
vising. Booms can be wood or metal, in v.h.f.

* V.h.f, Editor, QUT.

Building

Your Own Arrays 

for 50 and 

1.44 Me.

V.h.f. Beam Ideas 
for the Home Constructor

BY EDWARD P. TILTON, W1HDQ*

There arc many good antennas for 
v.h.f. service on the market today, but 
there are advantages in building your 
own. The arrays described here follow 
standard practice as far as element 
lengths and spacings are concerned: the 
emphasis is on construction ideas, using 
materials that should be readily availa
ble almost anywhere. Only simple hand 
tools are needed. 
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arrays. Your local lumberyard is a good place 
to go for round or square boom stock. There 
are several examples of wood construction in the 
V.H.F. Manual, and a wood-frame 432-Mc. 
array is described in April QST.1

Many hardware stores now carry stocks of 
“do-it-yourself” aluminum, in shapes and sizes 
commonly useful around the home. Most of the 
material for the 20-element 2-meter array shown 
herewith came from a small hardware store near 
ARRL Headquarters. This is not the cheapest 
way to do the job, but the materials are clean 
and easy to work with. Even using such high- 
cost sources, you’ll probably come out saving 
money over what a comparable array would cost 
ready-made. More important, you may end up 
with a better antenna.

If you build mainly to save money, don’t 
overlook junkyards, welding shops and the like. 
For many years the writer found almost every
thing needed for v.h.f. arrays at an aluminum 
smelting works. This outfit bought surplus 
aluminum that anyone wanted to unload, and 
they often had appreciable stocks of tubing, 
angle stock, sheet metal, rod and wire — all 
available to the bargain hunter who didn’t mind 
getting his hands dirty digging it out. Prices ran 
less than half the new-stock figures, on the aver
age. Aluminum wire and rod may be found in 
welding supply places. It is straight and much 
more rigid than the soft stuff many hams buy 
as “picket wire" in garden stores.

Wholesale distributors of aluminum usually 
haye everything you’ll ever need, but some in
sist on fairly large minimum purchases. Quantity 
prices may make it desirable to pool your needs 
with antenna-building friends. The classified 
section of your telephone directory will provide 
leads, if you live in or near any major city. One 
thing is sure: if you really want to build your 
own v.h.f. antennas, there are ways to get the 
materials.

Assembly methods vary with materials avail
able. There are many ways to make antennas in 
addition to the common one of drilling the boom 
to mount the elements. Aluminum castings de
signed for element mounting are neat and easy 
to:use, but they are getting harder to find all 
the time. Simple clamps cut from sheet metal 
are easy to make, and they permit adjustment of 
element spacing in experimental lashups. They’re 
also fine for the fellow with limited machine shop 
facilities, eliminating the problem of lining up 
holes drilled in a boom.

Specific dimensions for use with popular 
tubing sizes are given under Fig. 4, but making 
clamps to fit available sizes is no problem. Our 
dimensions were arrived at by making paper 
mockups and then duplicating them in sheet 
aluminum. The basic idea is to make two U- 
shaped clamps that will hold two pieces of tubing 
together at right angles, as seen in Figs. 2 and 
3. Dimensions are not at all fussy, since the 
Clamps tend to be self-aligning. Just be sure

- “Yagi Arrays for 432 Mo.,” April, 1966, QST, page 19.

Fig. 2—.Model showing the method of mounting elements 
on the boom without drilling holes through the latter. For 
strongest permanent assembly, self-tapping screws 

should fasten the sheet-metal clamps in position.

that the sides of the “IT” are short of the actual 
diameter of the tubing to be used, so that when 
the clamps are bolted together at the corners 
they will hold the tubing members tightly. If 
both tubes are the same diameter, make two 
similar clamps. See A in Fig. 4. With differing 
diameters adjust the size of the clamps accord
ingly.

Once you have your frame or boom made up 
the way you want it, the assembly can be made 
permanent by “tacking” it together with self
tapping screws, as shown in the model, Fig. 2. 
This makes a very strong and rigid assembly, 
but we’ve had beam frames and boom-element 
combinations island up for years without this 
final precaution. Clamp assembly is fine for 
arrays that must be dismantled and carried to 
the operating site. (Field Day commit,tees take 
note.)

Large arrays used to be very heavy and cum
bersome, but experience has shown that strength 
and durability are not necessarily synonymous 
with weight. One way to keep down weight and 
wind resistance is to use telescoping elements. 
Strength is needed only near the mounting point 
of a Yagi element, so the outer portions can be 
made of smaller and lighter materials. Steps 
taken in this direction are limited mainly by 
one’s willingness to search out suitable mate
rials and do the extra work involved in fitting 
them together. If making elements of graduated 
tubing sizes is too much bother for you, the 
sizes given for the center sections of our arrays 
for 50 and 144 Me. will do a good job.
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The SO-Mc. Yagi
The 6-element 50-Mc. Yagi in Fig. 1 can be 

built easily, with little scouting for hard-to- 
find components. In element lengths and spac
ings it duplicates an array of proven performance 
that has been a standard feature of several 
ARRL publications since its erection at W1HDQ 
in 1957.2 Our new version differs from its prede
cessor only in assembly method and in the de
sign of its gamma-matching system.

The boom is just over 20 feet long, made of 
light-weight aluminum TV masting. This is 
available in several standard lengths, and has 
one end of each piece compressed to fit into the 
other end of the next. If the builder wishes to 
use two 10-foot lengths, the spacing of the two 
forward elements can be reduced slightly from 
that given in Fig. 5. Three shorter lengths may 
be cut to give the full spacing shown, with 
little waste. Steel TV masting is not recom
mended.

Fig. 3—Mockup showing clomps for assembling the 
framework of the 2-meter array. Mounting method for 

the elements is also illustrated.

The same general construction may be used 
with shorter arrays, merely by leaving off one 
or more elements starting at the forward director. 
Any number of elements up to five may be 
used without bracing of the boom, but with the 
length shown the suspension bracing is necessary 
with a light boom of this type. The exact dimen
sions of the braces are unimportant, and they 
may be fastened to the boom in several ways. 
About 2 inches at one end of the K-inch-diame- 
ter braces was hammered flat, and then fastened 
to the boom with U bolts. Holes were drilled 
in the upper ends of the braces, and these slip 
over the ends of another U clamp on the vertical 
support. Fasten this clamp in place with its 
regular nuts and then use an extra pair of nuts 
to hold the ends of the braces.

Elements can be half-inch tubing throughout, 
though in this model only the center sections, 
about 3 feet long, are this size. The end sections 
are very light thin-wall tubing of a kind com
monly used for fuel lines. Ours is 7/16-inch

2 “Six Elements on 6," October, 1957, QST, page 18. 

o.d., though Ag-inch would be preferable. The 
ends of the half-inch center sections are slotted 
with a hacksaw to a depth of about 3 inches. 
The smaller tubing is then forced inside to a 
depth of 2 inches, and clamped in place with a 
wrap-around strip of aluminum about % inch 
wide.

In the past we’ve used cast-aluminum clamps 
for mounting elements on the boom. If you can 
find these, there is nothing better, but we’ve 
had reports that they’re getting scarce. If you 
have a procurement, problem, the sheet metal 
clamps shown in the mockups, Figs. 2 and 3, will 
do the job nicely. Dimensions are given in Fig. 4 
for all the clamps used in the arrays illustrated. 
These were made of 3/64-inch sheet aluminum, 
which can be bent, easily by hand. Any heavier 
stock is good, if you have suitable bending fa
cilities. Use of self-tapping screws to hold com
ponents in alignment, as shown in Fig. 2, is 
recommended with thin clamp stock.

The lips of the clamps should be bent up
ward at right angles first. Forming the “U” is 
started by placing the tubing in a vise in a 
vertical position, and bending the clamp around 
it. The actual U shape is achieved by opening 
the vise to slightly more than the width of 
tubing-plus-clamp, placing the clamp U-down 
loosely in the vise with the tubing lying in it, 
and then tapping the tubing lightly with a 
hammer. Alignment of the holes, in the clamps 
is not fussy, and if they are drilled slightly 
larger than needed to pass the screws there 
will be no assembly problem. We used a No. 2'2 
drill and 6-32 screws. The nuts should be pulled 
up only tightly enough to hold the assembly 
firmly together.

Feed Method
The first model of our 6-element array was 

fed with a coaxial gamma match, as described

Fig 4—Dimensions of aluminum plates used to make the 
assembly clamps in the v.h.f. arrays. Sheet metal should 
be 3/64 inch or thicker. Two A-type clamps are needed 
for Joining %-inch tubes at right angles. One B and one C 
are needed to mount a ’A-inch element on a 1 'A-Inch 
boom. The "figure 8" clamp, D, made from a lA-inch 
wide strip approximately 6 inches long, is used to ground 
the coax to the boom, and keep it in a fixed position 

with respect to the driven element. 
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in all ARRL publications dealing with antennas. 
We can recommend it highly in retrospect, since 
it was still working well when the array was 
dismantled after more than 8 years’ service. It 
took some mechanical work to produce, how
ever, so we looked for something simpler. The 
new gamma method is about as simple as you 
can get: the coax is merely brought along the 
boom to the driven element, bent at right angles, 
and run out far enough to match the antenna 
impedance when fed through a 100-pf. fixed 
capacitor. The point of connection was found 
experimentally, as was the value of series ca
pacitance required. You may want to do the 
same with your array, though 20 inches and 
100 pf. should come close, if the rest of the de
sign is followed.

If you decide to do some adjusting, put an 
s.w.r. bridge in the line near the antenna. ¿An 
electrical half-wavelength away from the feed 
point is good. Move the point of connection 
along the driven element until minimum re
flected power is found. The coaxial line should 
be grounded to the boom near the point where 
the bend out to the driven element is made. 
This can be done by stripping a narrow band 
of the outer covering from the coax, and then 
fastening it to the boom with a “figure 8” 
bracket, of aluminum strip. The area of the 
coax thus exposed should be waterproofed by 
wrapping with plastic tape after the connection 
is made, and then coating the whole with Ivry- 
Ion spray. The series capacitor should be treated 
in the same manner. This is a low-impedance 
point, so don’t worry about insulation losses 
here.

The capacitor must be a type that will stand 
high r.f. currents. The centralab 8505-100N was 
designed specifically for transmitting applications 
and has more than adequate power-handling 
capabilities. A variable capacitor may be used 
if some provision is made for mounting it in 
a weatherproof container. Inexpensive plastic 
boxes intended for refrigerator use are good for 
this purpose. The voltage rating of the capacitor 
need not be high, so types with receiver spacing 
are suitable, if protected from moisture.

The array is supported on the vertical mem
ber by means of a square gusset plate of alumi
num, backed up by a plate of similar size cut 
from tempered Masonite or outdoor plywood. 

These plates are about 6 inches square. Four IT 
bolts hold the assembly together, in the man
ner of several v.h.f. arrays shown in all recent 
editions of the ARRL Handbook, Antenna Book 
or V.H.F. Manual. This plate and all hardware 
in the array should be given a coating of Ivrylon 
spray when assembly work is completed. This 
will greatly prolong the life of metal parts, par
ticularly steel items such as the U bolts and 
other handy TV antenna hardware.

The Stacked-Yagi Array for 144-Mc.
The all-metal array for the 2-meter band has 

four Yagi bays of 5 elements each, but the same 
general layout could be used with shorter bays, 
or longer ones up to about 7 elements. The 
spacing is one wavelength in the horizontal and 
vertical planes, which is optimum for bays of 
this approximate size.

The booms and frame are all ?4-inch alumi
num tubing, hardware-store stock, available in 
6- and 8-foot lengths. Four 6-foot pieces ($1.79 
each) took earn of the booms, and four 8-foot 
ones ($2.39 each) were used for the horizontal 
and vertical frame members. You can beat these 
prices by methods already outlined, but the 
availability of the do-it-yourself hardware 
stocks is universal.

The clamps made as already described are 
shown in model and drawing form. Eight are 
needed. Elements can be anything from Vs to 
J4 inch in diameter. Ours have li'-inch center 
sections of tubing, with inserts of 5/32-iuch 
aluminum wire or welding rod. Any stiff wire, 
tubing or rod stock could be used for the entire 
element. We used this combination for several 
reasons: it makes for exceptional strength, we 
had some of both but not enough of either for 
the entire array, aud the inserts provided a con
venient means of adjusting the element lengths. 
We will not bother with the various dimensions 
involved, other than the overall element lengths 
finally arrived at by experiment. See. Fig. 6. 
The elements are run through the boom, and 
held in place by self-tapping screws, as seen in 
the mockup, Fig. 3. Aluminum screws for this 
purpose can be bought at the hardware store, 
and we recommend them over steel. They stay 
in place, and they won’t rust.

The phasing system is shown at the right of 
Fig. 6. A universal stub at the central feedpoint

Fig. 5—-Element lengths and spacings in 
the 50-Mc. Yagi array. For a 20-foot 
boom, shorten spacings between Ds and 
Ds and Ds and Ö4 by 3 and 4 inches, re- 
spectiveiy. Lengths given are for optimum 

performance between 50 and 51 Me.
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Fig. 6—Principal dimensions of the 144-Mc. array. Element lengths and spacings are given at the left. The supporting 
structure is sketched in the center. Details of the phasing harness and matching section are shown at the right. Imped- 

' ances need not be known, since it is necessary only to adjust the position of the short and the point of connection of the 
balun for the frequency range most commonly worked. Dimensions of the fanned-out sections at the ends of the phasing 

harness are not critical, so long as all are the same size.

provides a simple means of matching without 
having to know the impedances involved. The 
phasing sections are fanned out. near the point 
where they connect, to each driven element. 
Here again, there is no precise dimension; just 
make the spacings and the triangular matching 
sections all the same. Be certain that a clean 
and permanently-tight connection is made to 
the driven element.

Phasing lines can be any balanced line, and 
most builders may prefer common TV open
wire line, either half-inch or one-inch spaced. 
We tried a different idea, and used ordinary 
zip-cord from the electrical counter of the hard
ware store. We strung this on homemade spread
ers cut from ?-g-mch wooden dowel, drilled to 
give about inch spacing. The insulation on 
the zip-cord lasts well out of doors, and the wire 
is strong, yet flexible. Time will tell how it 
stands up, but it can be replaced easily if it 
doesn’t. We have an idea that it. will do all right.

Star lugs were soldered to the ends of the 
phasing lines to bolt to clips that, wrap around 
the driven elements. The junction of the zip
cord and the lug was wrapped with plastic tape, 
and sprayed with Krylon. The wood-dowel 
spreaders were also sprayed. The line is sup
ported at several points, using TV-type insu
lated standoffs which wrap around the appro
priate dowel spreaders in the line. At this writing 
the antenna has been up in the wind at W1HDQ 
for about four months, and nothing has shown 
any sign of coming loose yet. The antenna has 
been used in heavy rain, with little apparent, 
change in operating characteristics. Insensitivity 
to bad weather was a quality we. hoped for with 
this unusual phasing system.

The element, lengths given are for maximum 
performance in the bottom megacycle of the 
band. If you want the beam to be most effective 
above 145 Me. it would be desirable to shorten 
all elements by J4 inch for each megacycle 
higher. Element lengths are not, as critical as 
most people think, provided that the short, and 
points of balun connection on the matching 
stub are adjusted for zero reflected power at the 

center frequency you select. We made a single 
5-element Vagi as a preliminary to the 4-bay 
system, and adjusted it, carefully for optimum 
performance between 144.5 and 145 Me. We 
found only a discernible difference in forward 
gain from 141.0 to nearly 147 Me., when we re
adjusted the matching stub for each frequency 
change. Both gain and front-to-back ratio 
dropped off markedly above 147.

It was interesting to note that the frequencies 
of optimum gain and front-to-back (they’re not 
the same) moved down about 500 kc. with the 
stacked system, compared with the single Yagi. 
Presumably this was the result of coupling be
tween bays, and the introduction of more metal 
in the field of the array. The element, lengths 
given are corrected for the 4-bav system. The 
single 5-element would have J4 inch more per 
element for peak performance over the same 
frequency range.

We put up this 4-bay array at W1IIDQ after 
several years of working with a single 24-foot 
Yagi cut. for the first megacycle of the band. 
.Results with the new beam are at, least as good 
on the peak frequency, and very much better at. 
any spot, above 145, than with the sharply-tuned 
single bay. This is not surprising; a long Yagi is 
fine where you don’t worry about sharp fre
quency response, and particularly if you have 
limited ability to support, ati array that runs 
much above the top of your tower, but some
thing with more driven elements and an appre
ciable frontal area is a better all-around antenna.

How much gain? We’d prefer not,to say, for 
we know our limitations in gain measurement. 
We can make reasonable comparisons, however, 
and the 4-bay system was very close to (> db. 
better than the single 5-element.. A gain of 9 db. 
is a reasonable assumption for a 5-element 
Yagi, so 14 to 15 db. is a good honest figure for 
the 20-element. More important than tossing 
decibels around is the observation that this 
array is giving us consistent results in scatter 
work out to 450 miles or so. W8KAY, Akron, 
Ohio, is heard regularly on his skeds with New

(Continued on page 170)
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A Transmateh For Balanced and 

Unbalanced Lines
Getting Rid of Your Harmonic Problem

BY LEWIS G. McCOY,*  W1ICP

D
uring 1965, over 7000 Novices received 
notices from ARRL Official Observers who 
had noted defects in the Novices’ signals. 

Most of these notices cautioned the Novices 
that they were radiating a second harmonic of 
their 80-meter signal. A large number of these 
Novices were also cited by the FCC for har
monic radiation.

Certainly every Novice wants to have a clean 
signal, one with no spurious radiations. A new
comer, starting out in amateur radio, has to 
acquire considerable “know how” to put a clean 
signal on the air and this includes getting rid of 
harmonies. In this article, we'll tell you the 
“why” and “how”.

Many amateurs are inclined to blame the 
manufacturer if his transmitter radiates a har

* Beginner and Novice Editor

monic. This is unfair because a manufacturer 
has uu way of knowing how the amateur is going 
to use the equipment after he purchases the rig. 
It is quite possible that the same transmitter 
could be used on two different types of antenna 
systems and radiate a harmonic on one system 
and not, on the other. The best, approach to the 
problem is to assume that a harmonic or harmon
ics will be radiated by your transmitter and that 
something must, be done to prevent this from hap
pening.

Usually the reason we have harmonic radiation 
from a transmitter is because of insufficient selec
tivity between the linai amplifier stage and the 
antenna. Installing additional circuits will at
tenuate any harmonics to the point where they 
would be no problem. In our opinion, the best 
approach for cleaning up this-problem is to in-

This view shows the 80/40- 
meter coil with the shorting 
clips in place for 40-meter 
operation. The exact amount 
of coil to be shorted for 
40 will have to be found by 
experiment but it will be ap
proximately 8 turns on each 
side. Try for a condition that 
produces a match with Cs 
near maximum capacitance 
and the antenna clips A and B, 
as far out on the coil from the 

link as possible.
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BALANCED

UNBALANCED

Fig. 1 —At A is the transmatch circuit for balanced feed lines 
and at B, for coaxial lines.

stall a transmatch between the transmitter and 
antenna. A transmatch, in addition to providing 
the required selectivity for harmonic attenua
tion, has other important features.

Nearly all transmitters are designed to work 
into 50- to 70-ohm loads. On the other hand, very 
few antenna systems will present such a load 
across an amateur band and, what complicates 
the problem, many transmitters have no adjust
ments in the amplifier to cope with loads other 
than .50 ohms. For such a transmitter to work at. 
full efficiency the load must be 50-ohms. A trans- 
match takes care of this problem because it can 
be considered a “matching” circuit in that it 
takes the unknown load on its output side and 
makes it a 50-ohm load on the input side.

Another important advantage iu using a trans
match is to provide additional selectivity for 
your receiver. In many instances, a nearby broad
cast station will cause severe cross-modulation 
in a communications receiver, particularly to 
80-meter reception. If you don’t know what 
cross-modulation is it can best be described as a 
mess of confusing “garbage” across the band. 
The signal you want to copy, instead of being 
clean, is hashed up by the strong nearby broad
cast signal (or any strong local signal for that 
matter). The transmatch usually will provide 
enough selectivity to keep the strong signal from 
cross-modulating. Don’t misunderstand, this 
won’t get rid of another local ham signal in the 
same band but it will help on strong local signals 
that are o.utside the band you are listening to.

Still another feature of a transmatch is that it 
provides harmonic attenuation in the TV range 
in addition to taking care of the lower-frequency 
harmonics. Also, if you must use a low-pass 
filter for maximum TVI harmonic attenuation, 
such a filter should be installed in coax line that 
has a very low standing-wave ratio so that the 
low-pass filter components won’t be damaged by 

excessive voltages. The transmatch will provide 
a section of coax line with a low s.w.r., that por
tion between the transmitter and transmatch. 
All in all, one should see the desirability of using 
a transmatch. The transmatch described in this 
article can be used for unbalanced lines (coaxial) 
or for balanced lines (open-wire or Twin-Lead).

Transmatch and Unbalanced Lines
Fig. 1A is the basic circuit for a transmatch 

used with balanced lines, and Fig. IB is for un
balanced or coaxial lines. Fig. 2 is the circuit 
diagram of the working unit.

Until recently, and by recently we mean the 
last few years, transmatches were not used with 
coaxial antenna-feed lines. The main reason for. 
not using a transmatch was simply that coax is 
a line that should be matched in its character
istic impedance — or at least if it is not matched, 
the standing wave ratio should be kept as low 
as possible. Operating coax line with a high 
s.w.r. causes excessive losses in the line. How
ever, transmitters and transceivers in recent 
years have come on the market without any pro
visions in their tank circuits to handle loads 
other than 50 ohms. When the s.w.r. is greater 
than 1 to 1, the load on the transmitter is some
thing other than 50 ohms, and in many instances, 
it. becomes impossible to load the final amplifier. 
A transmatch makes it possible and, in addition,

335

Fig. 2—Circuit diagram of the transmatch. Balanced feed
ers should be attached to A and B.

Ci—335 pf. variable (Millen 19335 or equivalent).
Cx—200 pf. dual variable, 0.077-inch air gap for 1 k.w. 

(Millen 16200), 0.022-inch air gap for 150 watts 
and less (Millen 28200).

Ji, Ja—Coax chassis fitting, SO-239.
Li, La—See Fig. 3 and text.

even though a multiband coaxial-fed antenna is 
used, the transmatch will take care of the ever- 
preseut harmonic problem. These are the reasons 
for using a transmatch in a coaxial-fed antenna 
system.

On the other hand, balanced lines such as open
wire or a good grade of 300-ohm twin lead are not 
lossy lines and they can be operated with a rela
tively high s.w.r. without any appreciable loss 
in efficiency. In the case of a high s.w.r. we are 
faced with the problem of matching a load that 
is quite far removed from 50 ohms. The trans
matchwill do just that because it is an adjustable 
matching device.

Getting the Parts
It is becoming more and more difficult to find 

dealers who handle a wide range of useful ama-
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CUT WIRE AND UNWIND '/? TURN

Fig. 3—Details for making the 80/40-meter coil. The 
20-meter coil consists of 2 turns for It and 6 turns for 
Li (3 turns on either side of Li). Details for the 15/10- 
meter coil are given in the text. The coils are mounted on 
Millen type 40305 plugs and the socket is Millen type 
41305. Coil stock is Polyphase PIC type 1778, 3-inch 

diameter, 6 turns per inch, No. 1 2 solid wire.

teur components, even among the larger mail
order houses. With the exception of the coil 
stock, all the components used in this trans- 
match are made by the Millen Co.1 The coil 
stock is manufactured by Polyphase Inst rument 
Co. and if your local distributor doesn’t stock 
the coil material you can write the- company2 
and they'll tell you where, you can buy it.

1 If you cannot obtain the parts from your distributor 
they can be purchased direct from Millen Co» Write to 
James Millen Manufacturing Co., Attn. Wade Cawood, 
W1KRD. Malden 48. Mass.

2 Polyphase Instrument Co,, Att. Tom Consalvi, East 
Fourth St., Bridgeport. Pa. 19405.

We’ve specified two types of capacitors for C«. 
The larger spacing will handle one kilowatt 
with most loads that, will be encountered, while 
the smaller-spaced unit will handle up to 150 
watts. There isn’t enough difference in price 
between large and small eoil stock, except size, 
so the builder is just a»s well off using the larger- 
size coil material for all power levels.

Construction
The Irausmatch is built on an aluminum 

chassis 3 X 8 X 12 inches, although any size 
chassis that will hold the components can be used. 
The dual variable, Ct, is mounted on top the 
chassis and C'i, the link capacitor, below deck. 
Mount the coil socket at least inches behind 
U- so that the coil stock doesn’t short to the 
metal frame at the rear of the capacitor. The 
coil socket is mounted on •hi-inch-high isolant.ite 
stand-offs, and 1 !fj-inch-high standoffs are used 
for the feeder tap leads. A permanent connection 
is made from one of these standoffs to «Ts, the 
coax connector mounted on the rear of the chassis.

Three plug-in coils are required to cover the 
3.5- through 28-Mc. bands, one serves for 80 and 
4.0, another for 20, and a third takes cure of 
15 and 10 meters. A single length of the coil 
stock listed in Fig. 3 is all that is needed for the 
80/40 and 20-meter coils. Coil stock is not used 
for the .15/10 coil.

Refer to Fig. 3 for details of the coil construc
tion.. This drawing shows how to make the two 
coils, Li and ¿2, from a section of the coil stock.

This shows the placement of Ci 
and also the three coils. Al
though the center pin of the 
coil sockets is not used for a 
connection, the "joined" por
tion on each side of the link 
(the two Li sections) are sol
dered together and then con
nected to the center pin. This 
provides additional support to 

the coil assembly.
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This shows the set up for use with a coax-fed antenna. 
The clip on the standoff on the right is tapped onto G. 

The other clip is clipped back on itself.

from reaching the antenna. Also, if at all possible,
connect a good earth ground to the transmateh.
It will work without one but, if you can, put in
a ground connection.

Let’s take the case of coax-to-coax, a coax-fed 
antenna. Connect the feeder to Jo, tune up the 
rig on the desired band, and feed enough power 
through the s.w.r. bridge to get a full-scale 
reading with the s.w.r. meter switched to read 
forward power. Next, take the tap lead con
nected to the Ji inner conductor and tap onto 
Li on either side of the link. It doesn’t make 
any difference which side you tap on, but for a 
start put it on close to the link. Switch the s.w.r. 
bridge to read reflected power and then adjust 
C'l aud Ci for a minimum reading of the s.w.r. 
meter. What you are shooting for is a reading of 
zero for reflected versus full-scale forward. This 
would indicate a 1 t.o 1 match and the transmitter 
would “see” a 50-ohm load. Also, you'll find 
several tap points with the tap lead that will 
give a match, but the one you want is with the 
tap as far out from the link, towards the outside 
end of Li, as possible.

For balanced feeders, connect the feeders to 
the two stand-off insulators and the tap leads 
to Li on either side of the link. Also, if you 
happen to have two antennas, one with coax 
feed, don’t leave the coax line connected to J? 
when using the balanced feeders.

The coil shown is the 80/40 combination and 
construction of the 20-meter unit is similar.

No. 12 solid wire is used to make the 15/10- 
meter coil. La consists of 4 turns, 3 inches in 
diameter, with the 1 turns spaced over 
inches. Li is a single turn of No. 12, 2 inches in 
diameter, mounted in the center of La.

The 5-prong coil plugs have a nickel coating 
which should be filed off the ends of the prongs 
in order to get a good solder connection.

Tune-Up and Adjustments
In order to properly adjust a transmateh an 

s.w.r. indicator is a big help. Just recently in 
QST® a combination wavemeter and s.w.r. indi
cator was described. This is a very simple unit 
to make, and in addition to helping you adjust 
your transmateh, it will show you if you are on 
the correct, band or not. Many newcomers make 
the mistake of tuning up their rigs on what they 
think is the correct band but actually end up 
outside the band. The unit mentioned, the Wave
bridge, will help prevent this.

Fig. 4 shows a typical station arrangement for 
connecting the different units together. If a 
low-pass filter is required it can be installed im
mediately after the transmitter if au antenna 
change-over relay is used. If a diode or tube-type 
t..r. switch is used, the low-pass filter should be 
installed after the t.r. switch as these devices 
are known to cause harmonic TVI and you would 
want to prevent harmonics from such a device

3 McCoy, “The Wavebridge.” QST, .inly, 1966. This 
issue of QST is available at ARRL Headquarters for 60 
vents.

Fig. 4—This is a typical arrangement of units for a station 
installation. Coax line connecting the units together can 

be 50- or 70-ohm, depending on the s.w.r. 
bridge impedance.

TO 
REC.

Using the s.w.r. bridge the same way as with 
coax feeders, shoot for zero reading on reflected 
versus full-scale forward. Also, as with the coax 
tap, keep the taps as far out from the link as 
possible. The laps should be equally spaced 
from the link; in other words if one tap is 
turns from the link, the other one also should be 
5)'2 turns. If it is impossible to get a match it 
means that the load presented by the feeders is 
so reactive the transmateh cannot handle it. 
You can try adding some feeder length (or 
shortening the feeders) as this will present a 
different load and may well bring it within the 
range. However, this will only happen in extreme 
wises as the transmateh will handle a wide range 
of loads.

As we said at the beginning, a transmateh 
will keep you out of trouble and improve the 
operation of your station. Build one and learn 
how to use it. 515
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^Recent Equipment
To «acquaint you with, the technical features of current ojnateu^gecan

The Knight-Kit 
TR-106 Transceiver

T
he TR-106 is a 6-meter transceiver kit cover
ing 50 to 52 Me. The transmitter portion uses 
the familiar 2E26 at an input power of 15 watts. 

The receiver portion is dual conversion, with a 
crystal-controlled converter featuring a nuvistor 
r.f. amplifier in the front end. The transceiver 
contains a built-in spot switch, push-to-talk 
control, a.c. and d.c. power supplies, multiple- 
position crystal switch, internal speaker, and 
provisions for a matching v.f.o.

Top-chassis view of the TR-106. The converter chassis is 
the small box atthe rear of the main chassis. The transistors 

for the inverter are mounted on the back panel.

Transmitter
Fig. 1 shows a block diagram of the transmitter 

with the receiver components at the top and the 
transmitter components at the bottom. The 
Colpitis oscillator, t'g, uses 8-Mc. crystals in the 
grid circuit. The plate circuit is tuned to the 
third harmonic. The resonant frequency of tliis 
circuit is controlled by the mult control on the 
front panel. In the next stage, I'«, the 24-Mc. 
signal is doubled to the output frequency. The 
plate circuit of the doubler uses an inductively- 
coupled double-tuned circuit. This stage is stag
ger tuned to obtain a 2-megacycle bandwidth. 
The final, Voperates straight through at 50 Me. 
using a combination of grid-leak and cathode 
bias. The latter protects the tube if grid drive is 

lost. The output circuit is a pi network designed 
to work into an impedance of 30 to 90 ohms. 
Transmitter tune-up is merely a matter of tuning 
all stages for maximum output. A combination S 
meter and peak-reading r.f. voltmeter is provided 
for this purpose. Transmitter alignment requires 
(not furnished) a dummy load and 3 crystals.

Receiver
The receiver uses a crystal-controlled con

verter which is factory wired and aligned. 
Installation of the converter requires two bolts 
and soldering of four wires. A six-meter signal 
at the converter input is mixed with the signal 
from the crystal oscillator to obtain an output 
of 15.6 to 17-6 Me. which is fed to the second 
mixer, Fja. The local oscillator, Fib, is coupled 
to the mixer by interelectrode capacitance, 
producing a signal at 1650 kc. This signal is fed 
to a two-stage i.f. amplifier, F» and F.i, which 
uses three double-tuned circuits. The amplified 
signal is then detected by F4, and at this point 
the a.g.c. bias is obtained and applied to the i.f. 
amplifiers. Also combined in F4 is a series-gate 
noise limiter activated by a switch on the rear 
panel. The detected output is fed to the a.f.

The bottom view of the TR-106 showing the wiring harness. 
The transmitter is in the center, the receiver on the left, 

the audio on the right.
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PREWIRED A.F POWER
CONVERTER 2nd MIXER I.E AMR I.EAMR DET./ANL. A.E AMP AMR/MOD.

amplifier, Kga, the a.f. power amplifier, Fs, 
and finally to the speaker. Low-impedance ear
phones may be used at the iron Impanel jack, 
thus muting the speaker. The remaining half of 
Fs serves as a microphone preamplifier which 
feeds Fba- The modulator is designed for 300 to 
3000 c.p.s. frequency response.

A note of interest, for the home constructor 
concerns the mounting of the a.f. power ampli
fier. To lower overall cabinet, height the socket 
for this tube is mounted below the chassis level 
using metal spacers. This also gives added 
ventilation to the amplifier circuit components as 
well as the tube.

Three complete turns of the receiver tuning 
knob are required to cover 50 to 52 Me. Dial 
markings are every 100 kc., with special marks 
for the 49.980-Mc. MARS frequency and 50.0 
to 50.1 Me. for the c.w. portion of the band. To 
align the receiver two v.t.v.m.s and a 1650-kc. 
r.f. source are needed for the i.f. section. One 
v.t.v.m. is used to monitor the a.g.c. bias, and 
the other is used across the speaker for a more 
accurate output indication than using your ear. 
EighFmegacycle crystals can be used to align the 
r.f. section. No adjustment of the converter 
should be needed or attempted.

This and That
A spotting switch is located on the iron t panel; 

this switch removes the B plus from the doubler 
and final tubes. The signal from the remaining 
si age is sufficient for spotting the crystal or v.f.o. 
frequency.

Power for the transceiver is supplied by a 
voltage-doubler circuit using a special trans
former. For a.c. the transformer functions as a 
normal step-up. For 12-volt d.c. operation the 
transformer and two transistors function as an 
inverter. Two power cords are supplied, one 
the standard a.c. type, and the d.c. cord which 
is supplied with a cigar-lighter plug. Changing 
power cords automatically switches the correct 
fuse into the circuit.

Transmit-receive switching can be controlled 
from the front panel or by a p.t.t. switch on the 
noise-canceling microphone supplied.

The circuits used are standard types with 
most of the wiring accomplished through a 
harness. The use of the harness cuts wiring time 
in half. The kit is packaged so that all parts are 
right at hand. — W1DEJ

Knight-Kit TR-106 Transceiver
Height : 51/4 inches.
Width: 131/4 inches.
Depth: 11 inches.
Power Requirements:

110-130 volts a.c., 90 watts receive, 
105 watts transmit.

12-15 voits d.c., 6.8 amp. receive, 8.1 
amp. transmit.

Price Class : $140.
Manufacturer: Allied Radio, Chicago, 

Illinois.

The Knight-Kit V-107 V.F.O.
The Knight-Kit V-107 is a v.f.o. with 8-Mc. 

output for transmitters in the 6- and 2-meter 
bands. The actual output is from 8 to 8.22 Me. 
i'l4f-148 Me.) for 2 meters or 8.333 to 8.666 Me. 
(50-52 Me.) for 6 meters. The v.f.o. must be 
recalibrated each time the band is changed. To 

do this, the set screw holding the dial in place 
must be loosened and the dial rotated 180 degrees 
and the set screw tightened. The coil and capac
itor used to determine the high and low ends of 
the band, respectively, are then adjusted for 
correct dial calibration.
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Top view of the V-107 v.f.o.

The circuit is a standard Clapp oscillator using 
a variable capacitor in the grid circuit of a 
12DK6. The plate coil is slug tuned to obtain

maximum drive to the transmitter. No multiply
ing is done in the v.f.o. The usual precautions
are taken to obtain goorl stability. No power
supply is included since the matching transceivers
have sockets for the v.f.o. power plug.

A neon indicator is used in the B plus line to 
show when power is on. Bower is controlled by the 
operate/standby switch on the front panel.

The circuit is designed to operate at low 
power to keep heating effects to a minimum. A 
voltage regulator tube is used in the screen 
circuit.

The cabinet, matches the TR-106 and TR-10S 
transceivers. - IT 1DEJ

Knight-Kit V-107 V.F.O.
Height: 5y2 inches.
Width: f54s inches.
Depth: 6M, inches.
Power Requirements: 200 volt d.c. al 30 

ma. and 12.6 volts at 0.15 amp.
Price Class: $20.
Manufacturer: Allied Radio, Chicago, 

Illinois.

The Parks 432-3 Converter

BIG news in 432-Mc. circles in recent months 
has been the development of inexpensive 

transistors that are capable of beating anything 
but a parametric amplifier when it comes to 
weak-signal u.h.f. reception. Here is a erystal-

The oscillator-multiplier stages are on the circuit board at 
the left. R.f. and mixer circuits are on a silver-plated brass 

plate, lower right, with the mixer side showing.

controlled 432-Mc. converter that uses some of 
them to provide outstanding performance.

At first glance the Parks 432-3 Converter 
seems to have very little inside its shiny black 
and silver box, but closer examination shows 
that there is plenty for the job at hand. Transis
tors and diodes throughout, and neatly-designed 
line circuits for the u.h.f. stages, result in tliis 
air of seeming simplicity. To eyes accustomed to 
vacuum-tube devices for this frequency range 
the layout is almost devoid of parts and wiring, 
but the performance exceeds the best obtainable 
with tubes.

The r.f. amplifier and mixer transistors are 
TINMOSs or (is, or possibly others of the TI 
u.hX series, so long as they meet the manufac
turer's specifications for noise figure: 4 db. or 
better. The oscillator and first multiplier stages 
also use. transistors, and two crystal diodes in 
parallel multiply to the injection frequency. 
The converter tested has a 67.333-Mc. crystal 
multiplying to 404 Me., for an If. output fre
quency of 2S.0 Me. and for a signal frequency of
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Looking at the opposite side of the converter shows the 
r.f. amplifier components at the upper left, and the 

power supply in the foreground.

432.0 Mc. Other intermediate frequencies from 
26 to 52 Mc. are available on order.

The r.f. and mixer stages are mounted on 
opposite sides of a silver-plated brass plate. The 
injection stages are on a laminated circuit board, 
the smaller of the two assemblies, running the 
long way of the converter. A small solid-state 
zener-regulated power supply occupies one end 
of the base plate. AU r.f. circuits are silver- 
plated, and tuned with miniature air trimmers, 
accessible only from inside the box. The only 
controls brought out of the converter are the 
tuning screws for the slugs in the crystal oscil
lator and i.f. output coils.

The box is the shiny black insulating material 
which is familiar to all users of Parks v.h.f. and 
u.h.f. gear. It contrasts nicely with the grey- 
white of the aluminum base plate. Input and 
output connectors are BNC fittings.

Performance
Everyone wants a number that he can quote 

for receiver noise figure, preferably stated in 
tenths of a decibel. W e do not go for such figures, 
for like most amateurs, we do not have the equip
ment. necessary for accurate noise figure measure
ment. We are able, however, to make quite 
accurate comparisons, and on this basis the 432-3 
Converter shows up very well indeed. In ability 
to detect, very weak signals it was at least equal 
to the best we’ve yet seen, including average 
ham-type parametric amplifiers, adjusted to their 
peak performance.

Noise figure remains substantially constant 
over a range of 430 to 436 Me., without repeak
ing of the front-end circuitry. The i.f. output 
circuit is fairly selective, however, with the re
sult. that the gain drops off markedly in cover
ing more than about 500 kc. This is of no con
cern to most operators as nearly all weak-signal 
work is done in a narrow segment of the band, 
starting at 432 Mc. The mixer output circuit 
peaking affects only gain, and it can be repeaked 
casually for maximum response anywhere in 

the band. The r.f. circuits may also be repeaked 
for parts of the band other than that near 432 
Me., but this should not. be necessary in the 
430-to-436 region.

Use of a high starting frequency (67.333 Mc. 
for 28-Mc. i.f.) results in less in the way of 
spurious response trouble than would be en
countered with a lower crystal frequency and 
more multiplier stages. In a test at W1HDQ, 
where three u.h.f. TV stations and several 
v.h.f. TV and f.m. stations are within a few 
miles, the Parks 432-3 Converter showed far 
less trouble with TV birdies than does the con
verter regularly used. The latter has an injec
tion string starting at 21.222 Me., and a high-Q 
tank circuit is used in the antenna line to keep 
TV blips down to level where weak 432-Mc. 
signals can be copied. This should not be taken 
to mean that the Parks Converter is free of such 
troubles. It may need coaxial-tank help in con
gested areas, depending on frequencies used by 
nearby stations in the v.h.f. or u.h.f. ranges. 
The tuned circuits in the converter will not pro
vide a high degree of rejection of unwanted fre
quencies. —■ W1HDQ

Parks 432-3 U.h.f. Converter
Heigh t: 2% inches, including connec

tors.
Width: 7 inches.
Depth: 5^4 inches.
Weight: 2 pounds.
Power Requirement: 115 volts a.e.
Price Class: $55.
Manufacturer: Parks Electronics Lab, 

Route 2, Box 35, Beaverton. Oregon.

IMPORTANT NOTICE
Important postal changes in handling second- 

class mail matter are now in effect. Please advise 
us direct of any change of address. Four weeks 
notice is required to effect change of address. When 
notifying please give old as well as new address and 
your eiy code. Your promptness will help you, the 
postal service and us. Thanks.
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NARROW-BAND TV USING PSEUDO
RANDOM DOT SCAN

Technical Editor, QST:
Various experiments in narrow-band television 

performed recently at the Polytechnic Institute of 
Brooklyn indicate that a more efficient narrow-band 
TV system is possible than the systems which have 
appeared in QST to date.1 Of particular interest are 
experiments with 2-kc. and 8-kc. bandwidth systems, 
including on-the-air testing of the 8-kc. system.

There are three main considerations in a narrow
hand TV system: bandwidth, resolution and flicker. 
The bandwidth of a television system is given by the 
formula

8 - FN/2

where B — bandwidth, F — frame rate and N = the 
number of elements per frame. This indicates that 
to decrease the bandwidth without losing resolution 
(i.e., without reducing jV) , we must reduce the frame 
rate. Unfortunately, reducing the frame rate 
increases the. flicker. Even with a long-persistence 
phosphor, the flicker associated with a linear scan 
is disturbing at frame rates below 15 c.p.s.

However, we can use a frame rate of less than 2 
c.p.s. and still avoid flicker by using a pseudo-random 
dot scan. Instead of scanning linearly, we break up 
the field into dots and scan them in a manner which 
appears random to the eye. Fortunately, we can 
produce a scan pattern which appears random with a 
few bistable multivibrators.

In the 2-kc. system constructed at Poly tech, the 
scan is produced completely by square waves that 
are generated by bistables (11 are used). This pro
duces a picture 32 elements wide and 64 elements 
high, a total of 2048 elements. The frame rate is 
1.875 c.p.s. (60 c.p.s. divided by 32). The picture 
has the same number of elements as a 0.6 X 0.8-inch 
section of a New York Times photograph. The scan 
characteristics are shown in the table below.

COARSE SCAN

Frequency of
Square Wave 

c.p.s.
1920
960
480
240
120
60
30
15
7.5
3.75
1.875

Direction
Amplitude, Elements 

Peak-to-Peak
Vertical 32
Horizontal 16
Vertical 16
Horizontal 8
Vertical 8
Horizontal 4
Vertical 4
Horizontal 2
Vertical 2
Horizontal 1
Vertical 1

This system is even easier to synchronize than a 
linear scan. The upper-left-corner element is sent as 
a large negative (black) pulse. This is detected at the 
receiver and used to reset the receiver bistables to 
the transmitter bistables. A weak (30 db. down) sine 
wave at 1920 c.p.s. is added to the video signal. In 
the receiver, a 3840-c.p.s. clock is driven by a high-Q

1 Macdonald, “A Slow-Scan Vidicon Camera," QST 
June, July, August, 1965.

BLANKING
Rg. 1.

tank tuned to the 1920-c.p.s. component of the 
video signal. The 3840-c.p.s. signal is divided by the 
chain of bistables to produce the square waves for 
scanning.

In the 8-kc. system a linear coarse scan and a 
pseudo-random fine scan are used. This done by 
using 1.875 frames per second and 16 fields per frame. 
Each field contains 512 dots. Each field is displaced 
slightly from the preceding one, so that it appears 
as if we have 512 dots moving in a pseudo-random 
scan. The total number of picture elements is 
512 X 16 ~ 8192. This provides plenty of detail to 
recognize a face, and will also reproduce motion if it 
is not too fast. The dots are formed by using a 960- 
c.p.s. staircase waveform (see Fig. 1) for the vertical 
sweep. The staircase waveform has 16 steps. A 
15,360-c.p.s. square wave is used to blank the beam 
as it moves between the dots. A 30-c.p.s. sawtooth 
is used for the horizonai deflection. To produce the 
pseudo-random scan (see Fig. 2) square waves of 
15 c.p.s. and 3.75 c.p.s. are added to the vertical

PSEUDO-RANDOM SCAN 
PATTERN

2 ELEMENTS 
P-P

2 ELEMENTS
(B)

1 ELEMENT 
P-P
1 ELEMENT 
P-P

ruwinnfim VERTICAL 
15 C.P.S.

I I I I Hl I i ! HORIZONTAL
I I---- 1 I___ I L__ J I—I, 7.5 C.P.S.

PSEUDO-RANDOM SCAN VOLTAGE 
Rg. 2.

VERTICAL
3.75 C.P.S, 
HORIZONTAL 
1.675 C.P.S.
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square waves are added to the horizontal deflection. 
Four synchronizing signals are needed in this system, 
two io synchronize the coarse scan sweep, one to 
synchronize the pseudo-random scan and one to 
synchronize the blanking.

On-the-air tests of this system indicate it would 
be a good system for amateur television. The use of 
the long-persistence phosphor and pseudo-random 
scan integrates out noise.

If we cut all sweep and blanking frequencies in 
half we get a system with a bandwidth of only 4 kc. 
Such a signal could be transmitted by a single-side
band partly-suppressed-carrier system and would 
take up no more room than a conventional a.m. 
phone signal.

Circuit details of systems used at Polytech can be 
obtained from Professor S. Deutsch, Polytechnic 
Institute of Brooklyn, 333 Jay St., Brooklyn, 
New York, N. Y. 11201. — Raymond Simpson, 
WASPYX, SS Carlisle Place, Merrick, New York 
11560.

LOW-PRICED PREMIUM TRANSISTORS 
FOR AMATEUR APPLICATIONS

Technical Editor, QST:
Selecting the best transistor for an amateur 

project was once a simple matter; only a few types 
were within the ham's budget. Today 2N numbers 
have progressed well beyond 3000 and the builder 
faces an almost bewildering selection. This problem 
is further complicated liecause manufacturers are 
slow to discontinue outmoded types; these are often 
sold in kits of transistors for experimenters or as 
“all-purpose” replacements, and frequently ap
pear in circuits published for amateur construction.

The accompanying list of transistors represents 
some of the best buys currently available. Many 

amateurs are already familiar with the 2N404 and 
2N706. Several u.h.f. designs in QST have sug
gested the 2N3478 as a possible substitute for the 
high-priced 2N2857. Many of these transistors 
would have been considered “exotic" as recently 
as two years ago. The 2N2102, for example, is one 
of the most versatile transistors available.

Voltage, current, and power dissipation are 
maximum ratings. Gain-bandwidth (g.b.w.) is the 
frequency at which a video amplifier would have 
unity gain. However, in a tuned circuit considerable 
gain may still be obtained at this frequency. Note in 
particular that the high-voltage ratings of some of 
these transistors do not imply that they cannot be 
used in low-voltage circuits ; the 2N2102 would be
have (except for polarity) just like the 2N404 as a 
low-voltage audio amplifier. This is quite unlike 
the vacuum-tube case, where full gain depends 
strongly on plate voltage.

The Texas Instruments 2N3819 is the first low- 
priced field-effect transistor; its low noise and low- 
intermodulation characteristics make it ideal for 
receiver front ends.

The 2N404 and 2N1970 are germanium transis
tors; all the rest are silicon types. Silicon transistors, 
by virtue of their low reverse saturation currents, 
are much more stable against thermal runaway. 
This is important, for example, in mobile equipment
subject to temperature extremes, and in hi-fi output 
stages where germanium transistor designs often 
had to resort to protective diodes and even thermal 
circuit breakers. Moreover, germanium power tran
sistors have high-frequency limitations, and con
siderable feedback is necessary to get full audio
frequency response in hi-fi apptications. — Jon B. 
Hagen, W7URZ/6, Route t, Box 93-G, Del Mar, 
California.

Transistor Table

Type Manufacturer Use and Ratings Price

2N404 GE, RCA, TI audio, digital, general-purpose, low-level use, 
150 mw., 25 v. $.47

2N706 GE, RCA, SYL, TI rd. osc., am., switching, 300 mw., 25 v., 
200 Mo. g.b.w. $.99

2N3640 Fairchild r.f. osc., amp., video amp., J) watt, 12 v., 
600 Me. g.b.w. $.75

2N3646 Fairchild r.f. osc., amp., video amp., % watt, 40 vM 
400 Me. g.b.w. $.70

2N2102 RCA rd. osc., amp., video amp., (low noise) 5 watts, 
120 v„ 60 Me. $1.41

2N3053 RCA similar to 2N2102. 5 watts, 60 v., 100 Me. 
g.b.w. $.99

2N3478 RCA rd. osc., amp., video amp., (low noise) 30 v., 
900 Me. g.b.w., noise fig., 5 db. at 470 Mo. $2.06

2N3819 TI field-effect transistor, 200 mw., 25 v., g«> = 5000 
micromhos, noise fig., 2.5 dbm. at 100 Me. about $3.00

40264

40313

RCA power transistor, rd. amp., 4 watts, 300 v., 
50 ma., 25 Me. g.b.w. $1.21

RCA power transistor, 35 watts, 300 v., 2 amp. $2.23

40251 RCA power transistor, 29 watts, 40 v., 15 amp. «2.89

40250 RCA power transistor, 29 watts, 40 v., 4 amp. $1.57

2N1970 Motorola power transistor, 150 watts, 100 v., 15 amp. $2.35
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STATION DESIGN FOR DX
Part II— Economics of Station Design and Construction

BY PAUL D. ROCKWELL,*  W3AFM

I
n the pursuit of amateur -radio, dollar limita
tions are always present. What is the most 
practical allocation of available funds? Let 

us first illustrate an analytical approach to this 
question from the standpoint of effective DX- 
radiated power (DX e.r.p.). Assume 20-meter 
operation, flat terrain, no voice modulator, and 
optimum radiation angle of 1®. As a frame of 
reference, 0-db. will be taken for 100 watts c.w. 
input, 30-foot tower height, and 10-foot Yagi 
boom-length.

Fig. 3 — Transmitter power costs.

Transmitter power costs rim about as shown 
on Fig. 3. The costs include driver, but exclude 
v.f.o. The curve would have to be. shaded upward 
for first-class features, and downward for some 
home constructors. Make your own curve, if you 
prefer. What is being shown on this and the 
following curves is a design technique— not a 
universally applicable set of data. What is 
important to note, in this example, is that the 
last db. (from 780 to 1000 watts) costs 8100.

Now consider antenna costs. Fig. 4 presents 
these for Yagis. The db. gain values are relative 
to a half-wave dipole, same height and foreground. 
The next db. beyond 30-foot boom length costs 
$200. Stacking two beams, which gives 3-db. gain 
at the expense of 40-foot additional tower height 
is attractive beyond about 30-foot boom length. 
However, this introduces the problem of rotating 
both beams without interfering with guys. The 
Telrex Big,Bertha solves tliis by rotating a self- 
supporting tower. Such a tower, 112 feet high, 
equipped with antennas and accessories, costs 
over $15,000 in place.

Now tower height. Fig. 5 presents costs, 
based on $10 per foot for ordinary lattice tower, 
guys, anchors and foundations. Erection costs are 
*5800 Hillbume Way, Chevy Chase. Md. 20015

added, beyond 40-foot height, up to $400 for the 
150-foot height. No allowance is included for 
rotator, indicator, insurance, etc. Gains are 
related to t.he assumed ideal of 1° takeoff angle 
by use of the image-antenna geometric construc
tion. Analysis by the indicated technique shows 
that, to a close approximation, DX e.r.p. at 1° 
increases as the square of tower height. That is, 
each time the tower height is doubled, 6-db. 
improvement is appreciated. Because DX signals 
often arrive (and should be transmitted) at 
angles considerably above 1°, this figure must 
be weighted downward. Fig. 5 has been con
structed on the basis of linear relation between 
e.r.p. and tower height — 3-db. improvement 
for each doubling of height. This agrees fairly 
well with UtJaut’s results for very high effective 
heights.

The concept being developed is: Cost per db. 
for the last db. of improvement which can be 
handled economically. Suppose we can afford 
$200 for the last db. By examination of the 
curves, we see immediately we should run 1-kw. 
input, for in this department the last db. costs 
only $100. W e choose from Figure 4 a boom length 
of 40 feet. Tower height per Figure 5 is 75 feet. 
Total cost, adding the corresponding ordinates of 
Figures 3, 4, and 5 is $1980.00.

Perhaps tliis cost, exceeds our means. Maybe we 
can afford only $50 for the last db. in each of the 
three departments principally affecting DX 
effective radiated power (DX e.r.p.). On this

Cl a 5 4 5 6
GAIN RELATIVE TO IO-FOOT BOOM, IN O.B.

& COSTS IN PARENTHESES ARE USED FOR APPORTIONMENT 
PURPOSES IN CONSTRUCTION OF FIG. 6, TOTAL COSTS IN 
ALL CASES ARE TAKEN FROM THE LEFT ORDINATE,

Fig. 4 — Antenna costs. '
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DX E.R.P. GAIN, RELATIVE TO 3O-TOOT HEIGHT

If $2000 are available, parameters are: Power,
1 kw.; Boom, 40 feet; Tower, 75 feet. Gain rela
tive to the reference installation is 17.2 db.

Fig. 7 presents compatible equipment com
plements with regard only for DX e.r.p. — no 
allowance for concurrent receiving advantages. 
This represents a more conventionally accepted 
approach. In effect, transmitter power is given 
greater initial emphasis. These db. are cheap and 
more convenient than antenna/tower db., but 
do not bring corresponding receiving advantages. 
After the legal power limit is reached, optimiza
tion proceeds much as on Figure 6. For $500, 
read off: Power, 275 watts; Boom, 26 feet: Tower, 
44 feet: Relative gain, 7.3 db. For $2000: Power, 
1 kw.; Boom, 40 feet; Tower, 75 feet: Relative 
gain, 17.2 db.

Economically, c.w. telegraphy gives by far the 
most DX per dollar. Not only is this true because 
more DX stations are available by c.w., but also 
because of greater efficiency, expressed in db. 
as follows 17:
G.w.............................................. 0 db.
D.s.b. a.m., order-wire quality. +17 db. required 
S.s.b. order-wire quality...........+14 db. required

S.s.b. DXers will nearly all aver that the table 
above should be corrected to read “11 db.” 
instead of “14 db” for s.s.b.

Fig. 5 — Tower Costs.

basis, we choose 150 watts, 23-foot boom, and 
40-foot towel' height. Total cost is $350.00.

Once the concept is understood, curves may be 
developed to fit the individual situation, and 
to take into account all sorts of other variables: 
cable losses, fixed costs for auxiliaries, commer
cial increments of sizes, nested-rhombics-plus- 
real-estate versus Yagis, etc.

An important consideration, so far excluded 
in order to simplify the discussion, 
fact that antenna db. work both 
send and receive. Appraisal of antenna 
and tower costs for DX e.r.p. should 
therefore be weighted, so as to allocate a 
share of these costs to the receiving ad
vantage. A reasonable factor is one-half. 
That is, the dollar values of ordinates of 
Figs. 4 and 5 can be cut in half, for eco
nomic optimization of design with respect 
to DX e.r.p. only. On this basis, Fig. 6 
shows optimum combinations as a func
tion of funds available. The figure is 
constructed by assuming various dollars- 
per-last-db. values, and connecting the 
resultant values by curves. Of course the 
optimization differs somewhat from the 
$50/db. and $200/db. examples above, 
because the receiving components of 
costs have been broken out separately.

For example, suppose $500 are avail
able for the relevant parts of the station. 
Refer to “Total Cost” on Fig. 6 at 
$500. Draw a line straight up. Para
meters are: Power, 150 watts: Boom, 27
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feet; Tower, 50 feet. Guin relative to the 
reference installationis 5.3 db.
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After reading this, it is fair to ask: “What does 
a db. in DX e.r.p. really buy, after all, in terms 
of DX capability?” The answer is that, other 
things being equal, it. buys a lot. Six db. buy, 
competitively, a decisive advantage.

So far, system-design trade-offs have been 
discussed. The matter of constructional alterna
tives is also important in station economics. The 
remainder of this month’s text is on mis
cellaneous antenna-construction comments. An-

17 "MedianBignalPower Required for Reception of Radio 
Transmissions in the Presence of Noise,” Technical Report 
5, U.S. Army Radio Propagation Agency, .lune, 1961.
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Fig. 6 — Compatible equipment complements (with allowance for 
receiver advantage).
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tenna mounts are frequently the major 
item of home built equipment.

First, re antenna towers. There are 
fine products on the market. These 
firms also sell the numerous necessary 
and desirable accessories: brackets, 
clamps, clips, anchors, winches, guys, 
and even gin poles. Only a small per
centage of DXers use these products, 
because the majority (a) can’t, afford 
them, and/or (b) home and neighbor
hood considerations won't permit them. 
Speaking in generalized terms, short, 
of all-out optimum performance, a 
practical and almost universally ap
plicable construction is to use tele
scoping pipe sizes, side-supported to 
t.he house, with a hand-winch for run
ning the antenna up and down. This is 
what is done at W3AFM. Some par
ticulars follow.

The cheapest and most universally 
available mast structural element is 
water pipe. It comes in 21-foot lengths. 
It should be ordered black, unthreaded.
Local suppliers usually deliver. Prices run 
about $10.0(1 a length, depending on weight. 
Figure 12(5 to 2l>fi a pound, depending on 
discounts, location etc. Sizes are confusing, be
cause they are based on nominal i.d. of the 
standard weight. “Extra strong” and “double 
extra strong” are of the same material, but 
smaller i.d. (same o.d., to match fittings) for 
greater wall thickness. Some examples are given
in the table below, in which “XXH” means
“double extra heavy”:

Wall
Size o.d. i.d. Thickness Weight

(in.) Type (in.) (in.) (in.) (Ibs./ft.)
IM Std 1.900 1.610 0.145 2,72

XII 1.900 1.500 0.200 3.63
xxn 1.900 1.40Û 0.400 6,41

2 Std 2.375 2.067 0.154 3.65
:kh 2.375 1.939 0.218 5.04
XXH 2.375 1.503 0.436 9.03

2M Sul 2.875 2.469 0.203 5,79
XH 2.875 2.323 0.276 7.66

3 Std 3.500 3.068 0.216 7.58
3M Std 4.000 3.548 0.226 9.11

Many Yagis are made to mount on 1 J^-inch 
pipe. Speaking in generalities, and depending on 
prevalent winds, antenna, etc., 16 feet of unsup
ported height (Le., 16 feet above guy attachment 
or last bracket) can be good design, whereas 20 
feet, can be risky. It is wise, if using water pipe, 
to telescope sections, in such a way that the top 
10 feet are single-wall, next 10 feet double-wall, 
next ] foot, triple-wall, etc.

Steel much better than water-pipe iron exists. 
Chrome-molybdenum electrowcld or seamless 
AISI 4142, heat-treated to 180 k.p.s.i. looks, great 
— but costs ten times as much per pound and 
seems almost impossible to get. in less than mill 
lots.

A popular mast in the Northeast, is Diamond 
“E” (1020 cold-drawn steel) 2 inches o.d. by 0.25- 
inch wall X 20 feet long, selling for about $60.00. 
So far as known, one of these has never folded.

O.B. ADVANTAGE RELATIVE tO REFERENCE MINIMAL 
DX INSTALLATION

Rg. 7—Compatible equipment complements (DX e.r.p. 
optimization!.

Aluminum alloys have a modulus one-third that 
of steel. This can make them very willowy, unless 
kept short, and thick-walled.

In the best installations, the mast or top tubu
lar-section of the antenna-mount, projects only 
a few feet, above the main steel-lattice tower. 
The rotator is then a few feet below the top of 
this tower. Sometimes, for reasons previously 
mentioned, a lattice tower is not practical. In 
such cases, the pipe mast, is extended down to the 
ground, and the rotator mounted near the ground. 
Such an antenna support is commonly clamped, 
loosely so the antenna can be. turned, to the side 
of a house. When this is done, it is important to 
spread the stress on the house structure. This is 
done by angle-iron, channels, or wooden mem
bers, coupled typically by 14 inch threaded bolts 
all the way through, for example, the attic walls. 
At W3AFM, a vertical 2 inch X 6 inch X 12 foot 
plank is bolted to the side of the house, with 
2 inch X 4 inch X 6 foot lateral stress-spreaders 
horizontally inside the attic wall. The strongest 
wood commonly stocked is oak. Clear white oak, 
unfinished, and suitably stained, is used. The 
vertical plank is attached by four J4 inch bolts, 
and projects 4 feet above the peak of the roof. 
Three husky electrical clamps attach the mast 
to this plank. The second 21 foot pipe section up 
from the ground is slotted to fit over a W inch 
dowel in the lowermost 21 foot pipe section: 
so the antenna may be lowered to a height reach
able from the roof by first raising it a few inches, 
then lowering the disengaged part to the ground.

Such a load requires work advantage. Boat 
winches, available from Sears or Ward’s at 
about $25.00, are well suited to this purpose. 
.Half-inch polyethylene boat, rope is a good value.

It can, be dangerous and expensive to economize 
on small hardware fittings: eyebolts, U-bolta, 
clamps and the like. Items stocked at Sears, 

(Continued on page ide)
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“QSL ... Solid Copy
BY JOHN G. TROSTER,*  W6ISQ

“WB6BB0 de KH6FIIA. Hr SET msg . . .
NR 1 TEST EMERGENCY KHtlFHA CK 14 KAILUA 
HAWAII 1700Z OCT 1 F.E. HANDY ARRL NEW 

INGTON CONN THIS IS TEST MESSAGE STOP 
ADVISE ARRIVAL TIME RED CROSS RE PRE 
SENTATIVE STOP ARL SEVEN R. 0. DAME 
kh6fha

“ ‘KH6FHA de WB6BBO . . . QSL . . . 
solid copy . . . get it right out . . . 73.’Cheesh, 
for a emergency message, that fella sure sent a 
awful lot of mistakes aud extrastraineous stuff. 
A course, he was going about 45 w.p.m. so 1 
might of missed a letter now and again. But in a 
emergency, there ain’t time to slow down and 
worry about all them dits ... I always say . . . 
yeah. Boy, if Mr. Handy ever saw how this 
thing arrived . . . Whhheeew! Guess I’d better 
fix it up a bit! Everybody knows it’s only a 
test, soooo don't need that part. And who needs 
the ‘ck’ and ‘QTH’? . . . change the time to 
local . . . and everybody knows Handy, sooo 
. . . and tighten up the text a bit ..."

“W9BRD de WB6BB0. QTC 1 Conn.”
“WB6BB0 de W9BRD. Just leaving for a 

football game, but can shoot it through to
night . . . QRV.”

‘‘Good enough . . . (yeah, anything's okay 
just so’s I can get it off my Back!) Guess I’d 
better crank up the keyer wide open. If it’s a 
emergency message, ya gotta send it fast . . . 
dit.ditditittttttt

KH6fHA 7 AM OCT 1 HANDY TEST XBAY
PLEASE ADVISE ARRIVAL BED CROSS REPRE 
SENTATIVE XRAY ARRL 7 DAME KHOFIIA

“WB6BB0 de W9BRD . . . QSL . . . solid 
copy. Get it out tonight after the victory cele- 

.bration . . . rah rah rah . ..”***..  .
“Oooops, forgot that one for Handy. That 

victory celebration last .night . . . too sweet 
and too late . . .00000. Hmmmmmm, must 
be a ‘SET’ message. Guess it’s that time of year. 
Oughta make up a ‘number’ and ‘QTH.’ And 
I’d better fix that ‘date’ . . . sombody’d get 
mad if they knew I kept it a day! And what’s 
Handy’s first name? . . . and the state. Ooooh, 
this text, needs work . . . much too sloppy. And 
who needs a ‘signature’ in a emergency? Okay.! 
W2ISQ de W9BRD. One for Conn.’ ”

NR 1 KHGFHA HAWAII 7 AM OCT 2 FRANKLIN

HANDY CONNECTICUT TEST MSG X ADVISE 
ARK KC HEP AT ARRL X 73

‘“W9BRD de W2ISQ.’QSL . . . solid copy! 
. . . Boy, Mr Handy would really go into oscil
lation if he saw what came through! Wow! If 
I sent this to W1AW like this . . . why, why 
they’d tear up my ORS! Better fix it. Lessee, it 
needs a ‘precedance’ . . . look up KH6FHA’s 
QTH in the book . . . make the time‘zulu!’ . . 

* 45 Laurel Ave. Atherton, Calif.

and date! . . eeeee . . . can’t be Oct 2 in 
Hywiiee yet . . . or maybe it’s Oct 3? . . . oh 
well, back up one just in case ... it shouldn’t 
arrive before it’s sent. Aaaand, Mr. Handy’s 
kinda sticky about using a complete address . . . 
and his name ain’t what it says here . . . it's 
ahhhhh . . . oh well, use initials. Annnnd . - . 
this text . . .wow. Really gotta work this over. 
This is a test message . . . use ‘stops’ . . . spell 
out words . . . and that RC fella just can't be 
arriving at ARRL . . . must be arrival in KHG. 
Sure. And that ‘ARRLx73’ . . . hmmmmm 
. . . don’t make sense. No time for pleasantries 
in emergencies. Maybe it’s a numbered message 
. . . like‘ ARL 73’ . . . but there’s no message 
number ‘73.’ Ahhhhh, yes . . . gotta be ‘ ARL 7.' 
Aaaand, ‘signature’ ? ? ? Hmmm . . . must 
be KII6FHA. Get his name in the book. .And 
now the ‘ck’ . . . much better now.
‘W1AW de W2ISQ . . . SET tfc for u.’

“W2ISQ de W1AW QRV ...****...
QSL . . . wl fone FEU immediately.”

“Mr. Handy, this is the operator at W1AW. 
Just received a SET message for you from

“Good. Read it to me please and I’ll check 
it against the original we sent to KH6FHA to 
use in the test.”

“Here it is . . .
NR 1 TEST EMERGENCY KH6fHA CK 14 KAILUA 
HAWAII 1700Z OCT 1 F. B. HANDY ABRL NEW 

INGTON CONN THIS IS TEST MESSAGE STOP 
ADVISE ARRIVAL TIME RED CROSS REPRE 
SENTATIVE STOP ARL SEVEN R. O. DAME 
KHfii’HA

“Astounding . . . perfect . . . absolutely 
letter perfect. A little late but absolutely remark
able. We can’t do this well around here with 
our office memos! Must be extraordinary oper
ators who handled this. Would you please send 
a tracer. Get the calls of all stations who handled 
that message. We must commend each of them 
publicly in “Operating News.” After all, this is 
the solid copy accuracy and attention to duty 
and detail we’ve been striving for all these years.”
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97-73 — or Bust!
In Two Parts — Part I

BY DAVID A. LIEN,*  WA6YMY, ex W4PAI, W0ZSR

S
ay, OM, I got an “Official Observers Coopera
tive Report" in the mail today, and he sez 
my signal is f.m.ing. How does the signal 

sound to you?”
“Looks O.K. on my scope here. I don’t see 

any f.m.”
“Well, . . . guess the OO must have copied 

the wrong call or something. I’ve never had f.m. 
problems here before — that I know of anyway. 
Thanx fer the check, OM.”

Sounds familiar doesn’t it? Just, another on- 
the-air signal check. But did you catch the 
probable error in the conclusion drawn as a result 
of this “check”? Unwanted frequency mod illa
tion of a signal is easily detected by simply turn
ing on the receiver b.f.o. and noting if the beat 
note between the incoming carrier and the b.f.o. 
varies with modulation. F.m. however is NOT 
readily seen on a scope of t.he quality usually 
found outside a laboratory, thus the merits of this 
test are hi considerable doubt.

Step number one following receipt of an OO, 
Cooperative Report is: Confirm that the problem 
indicated does (or does not) exist, by monitoring 
your own signaLAVith only your station receiver 
as a testing device, and the knowledge of how to 
use it, you can discover all sorts of things about 
your own signal. Add an inexpensive scope (and 
the knowledge of how to use it correctly I and 
you're really in the amateur signal analyzing 
business. But . . . let’s start at the beginning.

Who is an OO?
ARRL Official Observers are hams, just like 

those found in the rest of the fraternity, differing 
iu only the following ways: They have a sincere 
desire to be of aid to the amateur service, and 
have so indicated. They have been as carefully 
screened as is possible in a strictly volunteer 
no-pay organization, with effort, made to screen 
out the amateur vigilante, those with grudges 
to bear against certain segments of the fraternity, 
and those whose sincerity in wishing to aid is 
doubtful. And perhaps most important, the OO 
must be technically competent. Part of the 
screening (by local SCM. and Hq.) is a written 
paper covering theory as applicable to signal

* 7866 Airlane Ave., Los Angeles, Cal. 90045

I got an Official Observers Cooperative Report in the mail 
today!

monitoring, with emphasis on the pitfalls which 
may cause incorrect conclusions to be drawn 
about a signal under observation.

The average OO loves to ham, and the time he 
gives to observing is completely gratis. This time 
must be subtracted from the normal time he 
has available for ragchewing, DXing, construc
tion, contests, or whatever he prefers. Likewise, 
the time he spends personally assisting notice 
recipients in finding their troubles, both on the 
telephone and in person, is time which he willingly 
gives additionally.

As an impaid volunteer, he helps keep the 
bands clean by looking for signals which are 
deteriorating in quality. By catching these signals 
before they are caught by observant FCC moni
tors, fellow hams are spared FCC citations. 
FCC citations are not just figments of someone's 
imagination. They are really being issued, In 
quantity, but most recipients are too embarrassed 
to acknowledge a citation to fellow hams. I have 
one framed and hung on the wall as a reminder of 
my close scrape with the FCC a few years ago, 
during sweepstakes. No Official Observer got to 
me first, to point out that my v.f.o. had decided 
to become a happy wanderer.

There are some gross misunderstandings afield. 
An Official Observer does not. have the authority 
to “cite” anyone for anything. The “Official 
Observer Cooperative Reports” are just what 

J The purpose of this article is to assist hams tcho have received OO Cooperative Signal J 
■ Discrepancy Notices in achieving compliance with the Technical Standards of the FCC ■ 
B Rules and Regulations. Particular attention is given to those technical violations covered ■ 
J by section 97.73. This is not a step by step *'solder  the 3 wires found on pin 7” article, but J 
■ one that will help you (1) confirm tha t the trouble docs (or does not) indeed exist, (2) locate ■ 
* the probable cause of the trouble, and (3) poin t out the right direction to follow in curing it. ■ 2 trmed with this knowledge, you should be able to take advantage of the OO’s signal report, J 
■ and return your signal to one in wh ich you can take pride. s■ ■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■«■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a
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(heir title indicates, and are in the best Amateur 
tradition of self-policing and mutual assistance. 
The OO’s obligations are of the same order of 
magnitude as his authority. He owes you only as 
much as the next ham, although he is probably 
willing to help you considerably more. Since 
lus responsibility ends with the mailing of a 
discrepancy notice, the final responsibility for 
the quality of your signal rests with you.

The Hams Response
People in general are funny (guess the radio/TV 

program by the same name proved that), but 
when it comes to their favorite hobby it becomes 
especially evident. Hams are not at all unlike 
owners of TV sets who hit. the ceiling when told 
that, there may be something wrong with their 
expensive “pride and joy.” Having sent out 
nearly a thousand 00 Cooperative report« in the 
last several years, and having kept close track 
of the responses offered to these reports, here is 
how the reactions seem to fall:

Group A: This group, a large one, realizing 
that component deterioration is quite normal 
and is to he expected, will check out the report, 
perhaps contact the cognizant 00 for assistance, 
find the trouble, repair it, aud perhaps send a 
“TNX” letter or QSL to the assisting OO. (One 
drawer here is stuffed with them).

Group B: This group throws the card away, 
having made only a feeble attempt (or no attempt 
at all) to investigate the report.

Group C: This group, a small but vocal one, 
doubts or pretends to doubt the integrity, 
veracity or competence of the Observer, and 
calls or writes and wants to argue, or compare 
technical credentials. It often develops that good 
test equipment is on hand, but is either not 
being used correctly or not, being used at all. 
The biggest problem this group seems afflicted 
with is a bruised ego.

Group D: This tiny group (0.3 of 1% of the 
attempts to be of help here), for reasons best 
known to psychiatrists, fly into a rage with per
haps the reaction . . I ain’t got no time for 
the ARRL or anyone associated with . . . etc.”

Looking at this breakdown, it would appear 
that, amateurs react pretty much as one would 
expect the general populace to react, under simi
lar circumstances: Group A: The good guys, con
scientious, aggressive, not. content to have any-

OOs are hams just like those found in the rest of the 
fraternity.

thing but the best signal possible, quick to in
vestigate any report (from any source) that their 
signal may be deteriorating, and determined to 
fix it. Group B: More good guys, but for reasons 
unknown, not. motivated to carry a report through 
to its conclusion. Probable reasons include lack of 
self confidence to investigate the problem; or, 
having investigated it by inadequate on-the-air 
checks, decision that the signal can’t be too bad; 
or forgetfulness: or laziness; or in some few 
eases, maybe just don’t care. Group C; In many 
cases, here are victims of the great volume of 
electronic misinformation that permeates some 
of the bands. This group, having overcome a 
bruised ego, would doggedly pursue the trouble 
until found. Group 1): As a certain percentage 
of the population is made up of “kooks,” it’s 
understandable that a few get ham licenses.

An OO does not have the authority to cite anyone 
for anything.

Brass Tacks
Enough background information. Let’s get 

down to brass tacks and examine some common 
technical problems. Let’s assume (for our first 
example) — you’ve received an OO “Cooperative 
Report” that indicates your signal was chirping. 
This is one of the many technical violations cov
ered by section 97.73).

As stated at the beginning, the first step in 
bringing a report to a satisfactory conclusion is 
to confirm that, the problem indicated does (or 
does not.) exist, by monitoring your mm signal. 
This may be done by listening to yourself on 
your own receiver, or by trading stations with 
a ham a few miles away and listening to your 
signal on his receiver. The “strictly amateur” 
way (and not, in the sense in which we like to use 
the phrase) to check out, your signal is to get, on 
the air and get some “reports.” This method is 
notoriously unreliable. Consider for a moment 
the value of S-meter reports. They are more of a 
joke than a tool, and the same holds true of most 
other on-the-air reports. Getting on the air to 
check your signal is the last step in a repair job, 
not the first. The “professional” way to go 
about analyzing your signal is to eliminate the 
vagaries of the atmosphere and the operator on 
the other end.

Listening to Yourself
One of the popular myths or half-truths that 

is heard on the bands is that “if the transmitter 
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and receiver are too close to each other, the re
ceiver will give false readings.” As stated, this is 
wrong. A normally well-shielded receiver, in the 
proximity of a. normally well-shielded trans
mitter, willfimction normally. What is important 
is that the amount of r.f. from the transmitter 
which reaches the receiver's antenna terminals 
must be limited. If the r.f. at these terminals 
is such that the 8 meter reads less than 89 with 
the r.f. gain up full and the antenna trimmer or 
preselector peaked for maximum, the receiver 
will monitor your own signal as well as any other 
incoming signal. As an engineer I’ve operated 
100-kw. transmitters into dummy loads and 
monitored the signal with receivers and spectrum 
analyzers in the same room, without overloading. 
This monitoring technique is standard operating 
practice.

Listen to yourself.

Listening to yourself requires a few simple 
accessories. To listen to a phone signal you will 
need headphones. A dummy load should be used 
on the transmitter for extensive testing, but you 
will want to make a brief test using the antenna, 
if for no other reason than to exclude i t from con
sideration as a source of the trouble. (Remember 
what section 97.73 says about excessive on-the- 
air tuning and testing, though). It will be neces
sary to bypass the receiver mute terminals, in 
order that the receiver remain on during the trans
missions. Last, but not least, you must control 
the amount of r.f. that reaches the receiver an
tenna terminals.

With low-power transmitters it Ls normally 
sufficient, to disconnect the antenna from the. 
receiver. ¿At higher power levels it may be neces
sary to short the antenna terminals together with 
a short wire, if this does not reduce the signal 
level below S9, it will be necessary to improve 
the shielding of the transmitter. If you are using 
a legitimate resistive load (not light bulbs) you 
should have no trouble keeping the r.f. level be
low the point of receiver overload. If .you find 
you are so well shielded that you don’t get enough 
r.f. to the receiver for reliable monitoring (how 
sweet that is) connect enough wire to the an
tenna terminal to bring the signal level up to 
S6 or 87.

Having so equipped your receiver for the task, 
you are ready to monitor your own signal. If 
you have only a transceiver, borrow a receiver 
from the ham who keeps borrowing your multi
meter.

Chirp
To quote from the keying chapter of the ARRL 

Handbank, “Chirp is an easy thing to detect if 
you know how to listen for it, although it is amaz
ing how some operators will listen to a signal and 
say it has no chirp when it actually has.” “The 
least satisfactory way (to determine whether or 
not it exists) is to ask another ham on the air 
how your keying sounds, although this seems 
to be a very popular method. ... In many 
eases they don't actually know what to look for 
or how to describe any aberrations they may 
observe.” Thus the importance of checking your 
own signal.

Load up the transmitter on the band which 
was noted on the OO signal report, and tune in 
the signal on your receiver. Adjust the b.f.o so 
that a low-frequency beat note is heard (a few 
hundred cycles or less). Key the transmitter on 
and oft’ slowly, listening for a change in pitch in 
beat note between the first and last part of the 
pulse. If the chirp is severe, it will be noted during 
the first few cycles of the c.w. pulse. If the chirp 
is less severe it may take several tenths of a sec
ond for an appreciable frequency shift to occur. 
In a properly-operating transmitter, there should 
be no shift in frequency between the first part of 
the pulse and the end of it.

Adjust the b.f.o. to the other side of your 
signal. If the chirp was down in frequency before, 
it will now be upward. Listen to your signal both 
ways, as some people can hear the chirp bet ter 
one way than the other.

Having ascertained that the transmitter is 
chirping, how do we fix it? First, we have to 
recognize the cause of chirp. Chirp is caused by 
some electrical change in the oscillator circuit, 
be it a crystal oscillator or a v.f.o, The most 
common cause of a change in frequency is a 
change in oscillator tube screen or plate voltage. 
As the key is depressed, causing the final tube 
to draw large amounts of plate current, the 
power supply voltage drops, and if this drop in 
voltage is allowed to be reflected back to the 
oscillator tube, the oscillator frequency will 
change, or “chirp.”

The first place to look for trouble in any piece 
of malfunctioning electronics gear is the tubes. 
If you understand how a tube tester works, and 
what it can and cannot do, it is a powerful 
trouble-shooting tool. Without taking space here 
to cover the details of operation of the several 
kinds of tube testers in use, and the virtues and 
demerits of each, let the following suffice: if a 
tube tester says a tube is bad, it probably is. 
If the tester says the tube is good, it may be.

If your transmitter is more than several years 
old, chances are good (or bad) that the electro
lytic capacitors in the power-supply filter have 
started to deteriorate, and their filtering ability 
has decreased. This in turn affects the regulation 
of the power supply. If chirp is still noticeable 
after having provided the rig with good tubes, 
look to the filter capacitors.

Another source of potential trouble is the 
(Continued on page 15 4)
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Or, Why Not Address Them Right in the First Place?

BY LOUISE RAMSEY MOREAU,*  WB6BBO

O
ne of these years there is going to be a 
night when the entire Traffic Fraternity 
will rise in a moment of solemn, ceremonial 

silence at their stations, turn to the calendar, 
put a red circle around the date, and preserve 
it forever as the most amazing night in all 
traffic history — the night that every .message 
had a complete address. This eventful night will 
be followed by a second, equally rare one, when 
no service message went through the nets with 
that 120-year-old letter group (IBA in the text, 
meaning: “Give Better Address.”

The average amateur is very careful to send 
“name & QTH” when requesting a QSL for his 
collection for a certain certificate. When he 
writes to the companies regarding equipment, 
he makes sure the address is complete. When he 
writes to his friends, he sees to it that the full 
name, house number, street, town and zip 
code are included. He wouldn’t think of sending a 
letter addressed to The Meyers Family, Babcock 
Boulevard, Pittsburgh, Penna. Nor would he 
dream of wasting an airmail special-delivery 
stamp on a letter addressed: Carolyn, % Martha 
Nicholson, Columbus, Ohio. And, if it were even

* 1036 E. Boston St., Altadena, Calif. 91001

suggested that, a letter be addressed to Thomas 
Martin, 2116 Evergreen Street, California, USA., 
he would write the idea off as coming from 
someone with an awful lot of stamps to waste 
because the Post Office has a nice rubber stamp 
in purple ink that reads “insufficient address” 
that they apply before they shoot it back to him.

If a letter is worth sending at all, it is worth 
sending with an accurate address, or back it 
comes.

The same is true with radiograms that keep 
the traffic nets going. Yet night after night, the 
messages come through the system, arrive at a 
terminal station for delivery, and, the following 
night, the traffic net version of that, purple 
stamp, Please GBA, follows the reverse route 
of the message to the station of origin.

So often the zeal to demonstrate this facility 
of our public service causes us to sacrifice 
accuracy for show. A neighbor is about to visit 
a friend in another city and lists the arrival date 
and time, but can’t remember the .full address 
so the message starts on the section net. to 
“The Meyers Family AA Babcock Blvd A A 
Pittsburgh Penna.” A. Priority message regarding 
a very important event ends up delayed because 
the address is to “Carolyn AA % Martha 
Nicholson AA Columbus Ohio.” An Amateur 
friend decides to go on vacation, and off go 
messages addressed to “WA6XXX/3 A A Balti
more Md.”

The experienced members of the traffic nets 
are amply supplied with all sorts of aids to 
route traffic. Their desks sag under post office 
directories, call books, telephone directories, 
maps, city directories, street guides, but it would 
take the combined services of a crystal ball, 
ouija board and a fortune teller to route these 
messages to their destination. The Meyers Family 
will never get the news of the impending arrival, 
Carolyn is unaware of her well wishers as she is 
crowned queen of the prom, and, unless

(Continued on gage 104)
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Hints and Kinks 
_____ For the Experimente

NEON LAMPS

4LlTTLE-known source of small neon bulbs 
for use as r.f. indicators and pilot lights cau 

be found in defunct flourescent-hght starters. 
— Kenneth G. Kopp, WAJHAA

V.H.F.-U.H.F. SIGNAL SOURCE

W
hile checking a 432-Mc. converter, I dis
covered that the simple one-transistor 
crystal test oscillator described by W3GKP in 

the “Hints & Kinks” column of QST for Febru
ary 1965 makes a very potent v.h.f.-u.h.f. signal 
generator if a reasonably good v.h.f. transistor 
is employed. Using a 2N706 and an 8-Mc. crystal, 
strong harmonics in the 420-Mc. band were 
obtained. (Since the -2N706 is an n-p-n tran
sistor, the battery polarity of the original circuit 
must be reversed as the test, oscillator was de
signed for p-n-p types. ) Harmonics in the desired 
range may be enhanced by connecting the 
oscillator output to an antenna which is resonant 
at. the desired frequency. With quarter-wave 
whips on both t.he oscillator and a 432-Mc. 
low-noise converter, the signal was easily detected 
when the antennas were twenty feet apart, and 
was considerably over S9 with an antenna sepa
ration of a couple of feet. This simple oscillator 
compares favorably in signal strength and sta
bility to a complicated signal generator using 
a 72-Mc. crystal, two good u.h.f. transistors and 
a diode multiplier. —Gerald R. Lappin, (Kill'QZ

ADAPTER FOR MIKES WITHOUT
P.T.T. SWITCH

H
aving recently purchased a Heath HW-12, 

and not, owning a microphone with push-to- 
talk control, I had to build an adapter for use 

between my mike and the mike jack on the 
HW-12. The circuit shown in Fig. 1 enables the 
operator to use to control the transceiver in 
the same fashion as would result from a p.t.t. 
switch on the microphone. By placing 6'2 in the 
“off" position and activating the circuit with 
Si, normal VOX operation results.

The adapter is built in a 1% X 2J4 X Sc
inch Minibox. Terminals 1, 2 and 3 are connected 
to a 12-inch length of 2-couductor shielded mike 
cable which is terminated with a microphone 
plug that mates with the mike jack on t.he equip
ment. used. An Amphenol 80MC2M plug is 
used with the author’s HW-12. can be selected 
to match the existing plug on the operator’s 
mike. Si is a s.p.s.t. toggle switch; Sa is a d.p.s.t. 
toggle. — Norm Bradshaw, W1DJV/W8EEF

voxo i

MICROPHONE nv---- °'tV,NPUT p! IL 

r~r~T

!
----—-O MICROPHONE

2 
r—---- O RELAY CONTROL

Fig. 1—W8EEF’s microphone adapter.

QUICKIE ANTENNA FOR 2 METERS
* low-cost 2-meter mobile antenna can be made 
A from a Millen 37001 high-voltage connector 
and a 19-inch length of small-diameter brass 
rod, such as brass welding rod, as shown in Fig. 2, 
Once the whip has been soldered to the male 
connector, epoxy cement can be used to fill the 
top of the cap, making the unit quite rugged. 
The antenna can be mounted any place on the 
oar and will be weatherproof as long as a rubber 
gasket, is placed between the Millen fitting and 
the car body. This scheme is particularly useful 
for center-roof installations. Brass screws are 
recommended for securing the mount so that 
rust will not form. When desired, the antenna 
can be unscrewed from its mount and stored 
inside the car. — IV1CER

19 ; whip made

----- f comi small 
diameter brass rod

Fill wiih epoxy 
cement otter "

solder ina

Fig. 2—Details of simple 2-meter mobile antenna.
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Fig. 3—(A) Typical diode multiplier circuit. (B) Modified multiplier circuit for increased harmonic output.
C,—Button mica, standoff or feedthrough ceramic. Ri—Bias resistor, value determined experimentally.
L1-C2—Tuned circuit, set to desired harmonic.

IMPROVING OUTPUT FROM 
DIODE MULTIPLIERS

A diode multiplier can be made to produce 
considerably more harmonic output if it is 

biased, as shown in Fig. 3. This is particularly 
effective when the order of frequency multipli
cation required is high, as it frequently is in 
converters for 22o Me. and higher bands. For 
example, the 220-Mc. converter in the Handbook 
requires quadrupling from 51.5 to 206 Me.

Particular attention should be paid to the by
pass capacitor Ci; preferably it should be a 
button mica, standoff or feedthrough ceramic 
type. The tuned circuit, Zq C-x, should have 
high Q at the desired frequency to discriminate 
against unwanted multiples of the driving fre
quency as much as possible.

.....Frank Greene, K5IQL 
(Several factors determine whether biasing a 
multiplier diode will increase the. level of a 
particular harmonic. Important considerations 
include the amount of drive available, the value 
of the bias resistor, the order of frequency multi
plication, the type of mixer and the method of 
mixer injection. The usefulness of diode multi
plier bias in any circuit is best determined em
pirically. — Editor.)

MINIATURE TOROID CORES

W
ith the advent of r.f. transistor circuitry, 
the small toroid coil and transformei' have 
come into great favor due to the toroid’s high 

coefficient of coupling, low losses and high perme
ability. However, miniature toroid cores are 
sometimes difficult to find.

A good source of suitable cores, both ferrite 
and powdered iron, is the threaded slug with a 
hexagonal hole .through it, intended for use in 
an inductively-tuned coil. As shown in Fig. 4, 
these sg inch long by Ji inch diameter cores 
make excellent coil forms. The coils can be wound 
bitilar, and since only a few turns are needed, 
fine wire can be used without significantly re
ducing the Q.

Although permeabilities vary greatly with 
different materials, the threaded cores usually 
fall into two general categories: the ferrites, 
which are dark gray in color and are quite shiny, 
and the powdered irons, which are lighter in 
color and dull in texture. The ferrites are good 
to about 2 Me., while some of the powdered 

irons are usable to several hundred Me. Formulas 
for approximate inductance using the J<-inch 
diameter by % inch long forms are:

L = 0.652V2 (for ferrite)
L = O.O22V2 (for powdered iron) 

where L = Inductance in microhenrys.
N = Number of turns.

— Dan Tomcik, K8ZQE

Fig. 4—(A) Threaded core as removed from slug-tuned 
coil. (B) Miniature core with bifilar-wound coils.

ANOTHER METHOD OF FORMING 
VINYL CABLE LACING

A hint by K0PQW on fashioning cable lacing, 
described in the seventh edition of Hints 

And Kinks, although relatively simple to employ, 
has several disadvantages. The lacing can be
come undone easily by vibration and cannot be 
used readily for harnessed wires that bend at 
sharp angles. Furthermore, if the cable consists 
of parallel-oriented wires, which is the usual 
case, there will be a tendency for individual wires 
to pop out of the slit.

A method I have used for years overcomes 
these objections and also utilizes the. vinyl 
jacket, from coaxial cable. Instead of splitting 
the jacket longitudinally, I cut the vinyl covering 
with a knife placed at an angle to the length 
of the cable. The cable is simultaneously pulled 
and twisted with the left hand in such a way as 
to make a spiral cut in the jacket. The cable 
can be kept in the correct position by a simple 
jig consisting of a board and three nails while 
the knife is held by the right hand. Removing 
the vinyl spiral from the coax and wrapping it 
around the new cable completes the operation. 
For that “professional look,” the ends of the 
spiral may be trimmed with a pair of scissors 
and secured with a couple of turns of Ji-iu ch 
black vinvl electrical tape. - Erling It. Jacobsen, 
K4OJY/9
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COMPILED BY ELLEN WHITE,* W1YYM

R
ecapping the 1966 ARRL International 

DX Competition, of the second and fourth 
weekends of February and March, high

lights the poor second weekend c.w. conditions 
and the tremendous 10-meter phone opening 
the March 12-13 weekend. Once again entries 
show the result of generally improved conditions, 
with 1811 logs received, both modes, from W/VE 
and DX stations in 121 countries, up 6.5% from 
1965.

After compiling the myriad bits and pieces 
that, make up this report there seems hardly 
anything else left to say! Comments and sugges
tions from hundreds of participants tliis year, 
however, paved the way for the changes that 
will take place in the 1967 Test. Let’s get word 
of the following changes around, particularly to 
the DX stations you regularly work. For 1967: 
the first and third weekends of February and 
March will be the dates, KII6 and KL7 stations 
will count as DX, no quota for either phone or 
c.w. W/VE stations, multipliers for DX stations 
will change from “call areas” to the 48 con
tinental United States plus VO and VEI-VE8, 
and a handsome plaque will be presented to the 
highest single operator phone and c.w. DX 
station in each continent.

This years’ certificate awards are scheduled for 
October 14 mailing. _______________

* Asst. Communications Mgr., ARRL.

The Clubs
It was another big year for the competitive- 

minded club group. The gavel-winning Frankford 
Radio Club wound up with an incredible 18,- 
668,219 points, almost 9 million ahead of their 
1965 mark. In addition to their savvy single 
operators, about 5.6 million points of their aggre
gate is due to some first-rate multioperator per
formances. Although the Potomac Valley Radio 
Club had six fewer eutries than their previous 
DX Competition effort, they scored four and a 
half million more points, a rough 300-K/member! 
The Northern California DX Club turned to, 
taking third place well ahead of the balance of 
the pack reaching for that five-million mark. 
On c.w., K6ERV was keyed by W6BHY while 
K6ERV did the honors himself on phone. The 
Niagara Frontier DX Association did not com
pete as a group in the 1965 Test but did this 
year for two million points, c.w. award to 
K2GXI and phono to W2SSC. Other fine gains 
were registered by the Rochester DX Associa
tion almost, doubling their previous effort and 
the Connecticut Wireless Association almost 
quadrupling last year’s score.

Your club’s score didn’t appear? The basic 
requirements for appearing in this club tabula
tion are: your club must be an ARRL-aifiliate, 
we must receive a “secretary’s letter” itemizing 
your club activity in this competition, and we 
must receive the indicated logs as entries in the 
competition.

SOAPBOX
“I hereby retire my aspirin bottle, coffee- cup and extra

large ashtray till the phone test next year.”. KS/CT. 
“My first phone contest in 35 years of operating and an 
enjoyable experience.” - WSBIP. "How the mighty have 
fallen.”-- W3HCR. “Lots of fun as usual but we have a lot 
to learn with more than one phone rig going.” - W3WJD, 
“Conditions improving every year. The ten-meter phone 
opening sparked up the last day's activity.”— W3TLN. 
“I learned that antenna height is a prerequisite in this 
MDC area.”—■ WSBWZ. “.A-mazed to work so many sta
tions using 100 watts on phone!”-“ ir3i'F*9.  “More pile
ups on 10 than on 20.”.  WA.3CGE. “Best phone contest 
in five years.”—K3CBW. “On 21 Me. on March 12, 
K3EST worked 54 JAs, a BV and an 11L9 between 22X8-

When it comes to operating, VP5AR (K5LMJ) has that 
contest "know-how.” Tony’s c.w. score of almost 400-K 
includes 1852 contacts in 30 hours while his phone 40-hour 
endeavorfotalled close to 1700 two-ways for over 360-K.
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2335Z. It was bedlam!”— WOTSK. “Worked a 9V1 for 
phone DXCC #305.” — WARIZS. “My first DX test and 
I worked 43 new ones.” — WB&QY0, “ Nicest phone sur
prises were working the Falklands on 10: and on 40, after a 
long struggle attempting to read a weak one, found it to 
be EP3AKI. Good to be back after a 3-year absence.” — 
KVGXI. ‘‘Really tickled to make WAC on 15 phone. 
Next year we plan an all-out effort on 15 phone to make 
the box score or bust!” W2TAB. “There is room here 
for improvement on a few small items such as transmitter, 
receiver, transceive capability, TVI reduction, antennas, 
kids (3), wanting to sit on my lap simultaneously while 
I'm operating, scheduling of out-of-town relatives on con
test weekend, and XYL tolerance of ham radio in general 
and contesting in particular. It must be terrible to become 
so good, so well-organized, and equipped, that you be- 
come stagnant.” — K3KM0.
“WOW!” — KJCT. “I changed bands 51 times. Next 

year at least one more final.’’“ irSATIFC. “Picked up a 
number of new c.w. countries with just a wire, half hang
ing out of a window and the other half indoors.” — W3CBF. 
“Kudos to ZD8AR for making so many contacts in those 
fantastic pileups and to HA1KSA who seems to have 
the best receiver and/or ears in Europe.”.~ IVASKZV/S. 
“This 2-transmitter stuff is interesting. With luck, next 
year we’ll have 3 c.w. stations going.” — W3W JD. “ Who 
says 1 don’t know the code.” — W3ECR. “New logging 
system is line.”'—W3GRF. “The use of a second re
ceiver proved a boon in pileups.” — W3AFM. "Please, 
please, please exhort the DX to send the call of the station 
being worked at the end of the transmission on 40 and 80. 
Strong locals and long callers clobber the first part of the 
transmission.” — K2DCA. “Nice surprise on 80 c.w. 
working KM6CE VK2EO and 7G1A on the first call.” 
....WASUJM. “ Wasted a lot of time listening to T-5/T-8C 
calls only to find they were IT. S. stations.” — W A^GHW. 
*• You QRX while the guy works 30 stations in a row with
out signing his call. Then comes the call and you worked 
him before. This is what happiness is NOT!” W2QQ. 
“Hooray for the new reporting format.”. - W3L0E.
“The 6-element beam up 70 feet really made a differ

ence.”— IVA9HJM. “Many stations missed out on that 
10-meter phone opening.” — K9PPX. “Hope I’ll be able 
to enter for another 50 years.” — W9E\VC. “Trans
ceivers a problem.”. W9GIL. “The bands were sure 
dead Monday.” — W9YT.
“Congratulations to WB2PXZ/VP9 for all of his oper

ating time signing a cal1 like that every QSU," — W9IRH. 
“The excellent operating abilities of most DX stations 
continue to amaze me.” — W9FNX. “We have a beagle 
dog named Fonzo. He is only 5 months old and got into 
everything. He would jump on the desk and lick our faces, 
sit on our hand or on the bug . . . take a nap on our lap 
while we tried to operate or sleep on top of us while we 
tried to catnap.” — K90TB. “15 meters and South Amer
ica saved the day.” — K.9VQK. “My last and best effort 
from W9. Hope to have a bigger and better setup next 
year from W4.” - W9QYW. “Next year TU be in from 
Florida as W4JDR with those big quads back in opera
tion.” — W9ICD. “The DX test and University tests 
don‘t mix, as I found out Monday morning.” —- K9ZMS, 
opr. W9YT.

“ My 100 watts the first half did as well as 500 watts the 
2nd weekend.”. - WA0HWZ. “Phone courtesy far supe
rior to last year.”--" W0RRW. “Surprised at the number 
of W6s who think they are W0s when the DX called 0s 
only, hi! Glad to hand out the South Dakota multiplier.” 
— K0CER.

From top to bottom an array of the world’s classiest con
test pros: HK0AS topping the six-hundred thousand 
mark and close to 3000 code exchanges; VK2EO (keyed 
by W9WNV/VK2ADY) in a fabulous performance for 
Oceania and the best dupe sheet kept by anyone in the 
test (well over 600-K for 78 hours); CR6AI top c.w. in 
Angola, over 220-K points in a 4-band operation (John’s 
antennas include 3-element arrays for 14-21~28 Me., 
plus a dipole for 40); YV1 DP with almost 3000 exchanges 

for 629-K c.w. points (Gregorio uses a 
trap beam and vertical).
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“Why don’t more hams use 15 c.w. other than contest 
times?WA0MKB, opr. W0YC. “Phone weekends 
superior to c.w. Best operators ZD8AR HK3RQ PY2SO 
CP5EZ HK0AI VP5AR and KG1CX. A salute to a fine 
gentleman, W0BLZ.” — K.0CER.
“My first 15-meter phone contact was XW8AZ, long 

path, exemplifying the great openings on hoth 15 and 10. 
Old 20 should be getting a much needed rest now.” — 
W5AJY. “I worked hard and it paid off, I enjoyed every 
minute.” — W5KC. “My country ¿100, 7G1A.”—> 
W ASSAM. “Being a math major I have come up with a 
new formula. The proof is obvious, just ask anyone after the 
DX test (people with shiny new equipment disregard). 
Lt -b Oa 4- W — P. Little time, plus old age, plus hur
ricane weather equals PHEFFF (low score.)”—• KSMDX.
“This contest is still the high point of the year.” — 

W5GFT. “W5CKY too tough! Just wait till next year!” 
—*KSRF.T.  “The XYL made rue paint the house the 2nd 
weekend.”-— WASEHC.
“I hope I've put Kentucky on the ham map.” —- Wj- 

BCV. “Imagine what conditions will be like next year.” 

W8TWA/8. Ulaaaalp—■ W1YYM.) “JA1DSW completed 
my 75-meter s.s.b. WAC.”-.W8DGP. “The contest pro
vided hours of pure enjoyment plus a chance to check equip
ment and antennas under heavy competi tian.” — K.80 VK. 
“Made DXCC for the first time in a contest.” — W8NG0. 
“Worked my first VK on 40 phone.”—• K.8AXG, “Boy 
am I tired.” — WA8LE0.
“For the first time in ten years 1 didn’t work or even 

hear G4CP or JA1VX. I hope their absence is only tem
porary because I consider them tops in the class when it 
comes to contest operating.” W8UCT.
“Best multiplier yet on 80.” — W8FGX. “Biggest thrill 

was beating out the west coast to KMfiCE on 7 Mc.” - 
W A8DX A. “ My log will give you a little practice before 
W8FGX's arrives. What, an operator he is!” — W8GQ.U. 
“Once in a big pile-up on KG GIG on 20, CR4BB called 
CQ Test zero beat. You can imagine the chaos that fol
lowed.” — WA8MQE. “Merely listening is an interesting 
experience and something of an education in propagation, 
etc." — W8AJIT.
“Our friends to the south fielded the 10-meter calls in
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Contest regulars (L-R) Washington’s W7MX participating in both modes, W1BPW edged out of the E. Mass. c.w. award 
in one of the closest battles this test and K5ABV one of the c.w. So. Texas competitors.

fine style.”—■WA'ZOJD. “I never knew there were so 
many DLs!” — WB2MDH. “Fine phone activity,” —

“A special award should go to the XYLs of con
test operators for their help and patience in putting up 
with those lost weekends.” — K2DGT. “ Mo laughs at my 
low score, it took me 30 years to get around to entering 
one of these contests! ” — W2KJR. “ Much impressed with 
increasing phone activity this year. W2VCZ had to be off 
on a space shot the second weekend and decided to leave 
his effort as is,” K2HLB, “ Don’t know how many 
OOTs do this anymore, I’ve been in almost every DX 
contest and still get. a kick out of it. That Sunday opening 
on IU phone was a real thrill.” — W2I U V.
“Could improve tuy c.w. score if 1 gave up the com 

cob.’’ — W2MEL. “Murphy’s Law never fails.” — W2H0. 
“My only claim to glory in this one was a good start 
(CR9AH) and a good finish (KG6IG).”— W2RFT. “This 
may be the last big year for 80.” — WA2IILH. “ Have 
you noticed how the number of 7 Me. countries seems to 
closely follow the number of 21 Me. countries in every 
multiband contest over the years?”—- K2DGT. “Biggest 
c.w. thrill was working VK2GW on 80 at 1000Z. Enjoyed 
working PJ5ME on 10-80.” ■— WB2F0N. “ LTugghh.” - • 
WA2EFN. “With the same equipment 1 can’t figure out 
why my score keeps going up and shows no signs of leveling 
off.”.  W211UG. “Terrific to see ten open and also have 
eighty in fine-shape.” — W2NEP.
“ First DX Contest in 30 years of operating. Next year 

Kansas mil kill ’em.”- ' W0YUQ. “Hard to work through 
the east and west coast on 20 phone.” — W0GNX. “ After 
section awards in other contest, 1 thought I would give 
this one a try. Whew, what a shock! The competition in 
this one makes the SS and FD seem like child’s play. The 
bent contest I've ever been tn.” — K0SCM.
“New forms a real help.” — W0FDL. ‘‘Best op. PY1- 

MCC, best signal ZD8AR on 40.” — WfiMA, upr. 
W0YL “Biggest thrill on c.w. wag working OD5LX for a 
new country and have him say FIRST KANSAS-FIRST 
KANSAS, pse QSL! Two CR4s in one hour—'unbeliev
able.” - K0BHM.

“ Never again a phone contest without something better 
than dipoles.”. WiBGD. “Sick most of the 2nd phone 
weekend. Hats off to Roger, W1JYH.” — K1HW. 
“Never worked so many new countries in such a short 
time.”- « WA1E0X. “Good opportunity to check on the 
effectiveness and characteristics of my groundplane as 
conditions changed by the hour.” — Wl TKG. “ Best signal 
overall; KP4CKU 7 Me., VP2KJ 28 Me. There should be 
a special award for VP2KR with 30 watts on 40 phone.” 
— \V1B VP. “My first contest and I had a wonderful time, 
see you again in 1967.” — KiOBT. “A great opening on 
ten phone the last Sunday afternoon and it-seemed as if 
every single W was on, with only about 20 DX stations to 
go around.” —• W AGOJ M, opr. KlCTQ.
“Best o.w. QSO was long-path with FB8WW.”-- 

K1ZVU. “Worked JT1AG on 20, but never heard a .FA.” 
—1 W1ECIL “ First weekend conditions fantastic. Hard to 
leave that 250-K score as is for the PJ5ME stint.”.  
W1BGD. “Conditions on the whole good, although 15 
c.w. disappointing the second weekend." —• Wl IFF. “Gad, 
almost dropped my teeth when I heard 5A3TX for the 
first real east-west opening on 10. CR4BB absolutely 
pinned the meter up there.” — K1ZND. “My first compe

tition and I must say that the spirit of competitiveness is 
not realized fully until one actually participates in such a 
test. WOW!”. WA1APY. “World’s best contest, bar 
none.” — W1EVT. “E. Mass, competition is getting to 
be like down W3-way.-It mnkes for great fun competing 
with local friends.” — K1DIR. “Spent more, time on top 
of the tower than in the station” —EICON. “ZD8AR 
must be the DX versión of W3MSK. Conditions unbeliev
ably good on all bands.” - KiYKT. “Quite a change 
from the First Trans-Atlantic Test back in the spark days. 
Any way it is just as interesting but a bit more QRM, hi! ” 
— W1BQL, “ A bout with mononeucleosis kept me at 
home instead of on a DX trip to Bermuda.” — W1NJL. 
“Conditions in the first, section poor for 161), the second 
section—WORSE! W1BB. “Biggest thrill, the VKs 
on 4Í).” — W7UXP /1. “Forty was the bomb. EU very loud 
from just before sunset ami VK2EO audible here four 
hours after sunrise!”— WA6OJM, opr. K1CTQ. “Hope 
to see more Vermont activity in 1967.”-.FVllFFE. 
“Drove 600 miles for this one.” — IF1AFK.
“Excellent conditions here iu the Aleutians during the 

2nd weekend. Good timing — immediately following this, 
conditions were unbelievably poor.” — KL7FMM. “What 
a mess!”— WA7ABW. “Not in the contest for a high 
score, just looking for #298, 299, 300 —• then sanity.” — 
W7DLR. “QH2AM and DJ6QT were 40 db. over 9 here 
on 40 meters and 1 couldn’t touch them. The ten-meter 
opening on the last day was tremendous.”—Kl'UTlV/7. 
“My new 5-L 20-meter homebrew beam on a 48-foot 
boom up 100 hundred feet works like a bomb.” — K7V AL. 
“Good openings to Europe on 20 the last day of the test 
and a total of 19 new countries wvrkedl” — K7YBZ.
“I’ll never know how FL8RA popped tlirough all that 

QRM, my rarest DX to date,” — KL7FMM. “Amazed 
at the lack of Oregon competition — quite a change from 
my Los Angeles QTH.” — WA7ANB/WA0A YU. “A 
real feeling of competition, seldom found in other contests. 
My greatest thrill was working HI8XAL on 7 Me.” — 
W A7CGR. “Transceivers not flexible enough for c.w,” 
W7ACC/7. “Getting too old for this sort of thing and 
don’t know if I can last through another.” - FF7.HX. 
“Standing in line behind the high-powered stations cooled

TOP TEN W/VE High Scorers 

Under 150 Waits Only
C.W. Phone

VE2NV....... 353,292 W8LXU....... 98.640
W4BRB...... 316.707 WA9HJM......97,536
K2QIL....... 200,208 WA8MCR.. . . . .67,980
K1ZND ...... 181,608 VE3BIIS....... 63,012
WB2G0N..... 142,760 W8ECA........ 51,030
W4WYJ... . . 136,431 K4KZZ........ 46,800
W2HUG... . .130,824 WA5LOB.......41,612
WB2FIT.....114,432 W1EJE........ 34,272
WA4CGA...... 99,000 W3BYX....... 33.441
W3ISE.. . ......97,101 VE3DAM ...... 32,550
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On the left,the crew manning LUI DAY during the c.w. portion of the test for a resounding 585-K (L-R, LU8s DIG DAY 
DQ DKG). This contest-minded group feels any idea of shortening the affair is nothing less than criminal! An interesting 
sidelight,three of the operators celebrated birthdays during the test! YU3BC (seated YU3s LC LB and standing YU3BC) 
presented a flawlessly typed log recording an Impeccable 66-hour performance. Station equipment included a home

brew transceiver plus separate receiver, the antenna in use was a Vee.

my final score considerably.’*™'  WA7BDF.
“I would like to see Hawaii and Alaska as separate from 

the II. 8. and I am in favor of abolishing the quota system 
on c.w.” KH6IJ (See .you in the pileups. Nose!) “ KHfi/- 
KL7 should be DKI Most DX stations are beaming mam- 
land U.S.A, and can't hear Hawaii or Alaska. 1 expanded 
my pipeline to include Australia.”— WOPAN/KHG. 
“The name of this contest should be the ARRL Annual 
Frustration Contest. Anyway, mucho fun.” — W A6JDT. 
“Keep contest two weekends.”—• WGWR, “Only one 
weekend but FS7RT was worth it.”.  W8ZKM. “Near 
the end of the contest, KA7AB called me on 15 and said 
“Why didn’t you answer me? 1 called you for a half hour 
un 10! ’ You guessed it, 1 needed JA/KA on 10.**  — K6OHJ.
“Is there any truth to the rumor that you contest- 

checking people spend the rest of the year working with 
archeologists figuring out hieroglyphics?” — KgLRN. 
“Best. 20-meter EU signal as HMGB.IM, WOW. Rest VK 
VK2EO fall bands), best Cl, GI3OQR on 2u.” - WGEOU. 
“Trying for 100 on one band but conditions rough. Made 
05 which included CR3AD. a new one.” WGQNZ. 
“ This year I was determined to break 100-K. I spent almost 
as much time chasing down man-made QRN as I did oper
ating.”—■ir4<?H’,Ar. “Best time I’ve had since before 
joining the Navv.”— WB6FCE, opr. K6NCG. “My best 
score to date, but. still not good enough for $CV.”— 
WdirX. “51 band changes in 51 hours. No wonder band
switches wear out!” -- WGCUF. “Best test in years.” — 
K6H0R. “Received the same report as W6AM on 40 
from RM1BB, 599. Finally completed WAC on 80, 40 and 
15.”— W6KHS. “Worked 12 new ones to bring my fi
rn on ths total to fifi. Hard work from, this QTH with just 
100 watts input. I’m only 14 and my parents thought I 
was crazy to spend two whole weekends listening to dots 
and dashes.”—’ WR6KRW. “A very rewarding and in
teresting experience operating a first-class station from a 
first-class location.” — WgRGG, opr. K60HJ.
“Best operator, VP5AR.” — WA4TLI. “The phnne 

section was much more strenuous than c.w.” — K4FVL. 
“ Hadtostayclosetohometogreetthestork.” — KoB’UB’’. 
opr. K^GG. “Biggest kick was having 10 phone open up.” 
— W4WBC.
“Missed my chance to be a millionaire, so near and 

yet. su far.”— W4KFC. “One of these contests the real 
BEA (mv XYL) and I will multi-op., but with 4 jr. opera
tors ranging from 2^ year-old-twins to the oldest at 9, 

she is too QRL.”—WA4iti'K, opr. W4BFA. “Don’t 
you feel a pang for WR2PXZ/VP9?” - W4ZSH. “Looks 
like I can hold my own on 80. but on all other bands I’m 
just another Indian.”—W4DVT. “Pleased to QSO 
HP1IE and HJ8XAL on 6 bands, also 9V1LP on 5 bands 
(we missed him on 160).” — “This contest gets
to be more fun each year. For example, we almost matte 
DXCC on 20 in the first 24 hours. The skill level of the 
younger operators increases markedly each year.” -- 
W4EXV. “I was a winner for West Virginia in. 1934. how 
about one more for this year? My vote for the most out
standing signal on 40, 20 and 15 was HK0AI. Best opera
tor« were HK0AI, OA4PF aud PY2SO.” — W8AZD.

“ My first real effort on sideband.” - ■ KoSTL. “ My 
first experience in the phone scramble. I had a great, time.” 
-- W7NPU.
“CO2BO’s ‘090’ sounded like 2-KW.” — K0 VFN 

“Largest score I’ve ever made. A great c.w. contest with 
bigger pileups than in previous years." ■— W7NPU. 
“ YJ1DL made my 102nd country.” — K70XB.
“Worked G2PL again after working him for the first 

time 30 years ago. He was my first G back in 1936.” —• 
W4CYC, “Ten meters was terrific for EU. High points: 
Working GW3NWV 10-80. hearing ZS9G call me on 10 
working KW6E.T on 80, ET3AC on 40.”— WA4PXP, 
“Most fun of any contest ever. Worked 3 new ones and. 
worked Asians like never before. You can bet I’ll be in this 
one every chance I can get.” - • W4FRO. “We skipped 
the 2nd weekend in order to begin planning for next year's 
multioperator station. Our first real try and we found 
much in need of change. This call is now kaput, hereafter 
Im W4ET0 (33% shorter on c.w.!).” —- WA4NGO.
“Great operating practice by ZD8AR.”—WA4YDR. 

“Stood the strain fairly well for my 70-years young. Had a 
lot of fun."—W^HUE. “Good contest but inadequate 
foreign participation. Biggest thrill was working two Gs 
on 160 with my QRP 25-watter. Entered my first ARRL 
DX Test in 1933 and the pileups get bigger every year.” 
— W4BGO. "These were my finest hours.”—IV4BRB. 
“Could you recommend some pills which would Rend the 
XYL on a trip or something?” — K4BQE. "Sure enjoyed 
seeing what I could do with my 40 watts and groundplane 
against all the KWs and hogs.” — WA4SDK.
"You sure pulled a boo-boo on your new forms.”-- 

W7ENA {TriTlTl'l} “Phone conditions above average, 
particularly the second weekend, making the best phone 
contest in my experience." •— WGTTA. “I’ve never worked 
a European during a phone contest on any band.” 
KGKA. “ Poor conditions to Europe. VP2KY my #300.” — 
K6JLC.

W0BLZ has won the South Dakota c.w. competition for 15 
of the past 17 years. This year "Duke” used an SX-101, 
HT-32 and T-Bolt feeding either 4-L on 20, a tribander or 

phased verticals on 40. (Photo by K0CER)

QST for



On the left, three of the four VEs responsible for an almost-half million phone points from the Caymans at ZF1 BP are 
* (L—R) VE3RX VE3CJ and VE2BK. Absent from the photo is VE8AA a vacationing volunteer reported to be a whiz of an

operator averaging 100 QSOs an hour for 6 hours. This is the "line up” responsible for that March c.w. spectacular by 
P J5ME. (L-R) W2ADE W9GVZ Wl BGD PJ2ME Wl TCJ Wl DYE Wl BIH. The 48-hour operation averaged 98 QSOs/- 

hour. Best signals; VE1ZZ on 80, W1EVT and WA6SBO on 40, W4BGO on 15 and W6RW on 10.

Minimum
Number of 
Countries 30 50 80 00 15

Minimum
Number of 
Countries 30 50 80 60 15

Minimum 
Number of 
Countries 30 50 80 60 15

Minimum
Number of
Countries 30 50 80 60 15

Band 75 40 20 15 10 Band 75 40 20 15 10 Band 75 40 20 15 10 Band 75 40 20 15 10
W1AW*
W1BIH 
KICSQ 
W1FJJ
KIHVV
W1JYH 
WIRF 
W1YRC
K2CHQ 
WA2CYQ
W2DAJ
W2EXH
W2FFQ
W2GKZ
K2GXI
K2HLB
K2IML 
WA2IZS 
K2LWR
WB2MDH
WB2MFX 
WA20JD*  
W2PDB
W2QWS
W2TQR
W3AZD
W3BES
W3BGN
W3BIP
K3BNS
W3BWZ 
WA3EPT*  
W3EQA 
W30HM
W3GRF
W3GRS 
W3HHK 
K3JCT
W3L0E

33

35

53

80

96

106

87
96

99

85

88

103

60
70

63
74
69

68
62

60
75
61

67

70
70
61

67

65

67

69
84

16
17
17
17
25
16

24

18

26

1.8
22

16

21
18
21

25
31
26
20
19
20
26
15
20
28
26
28
26
29

W3MVB
W3MWC»
KSNHL
K3PSW
W3TLN
K3TPL
W3VEQ
W3WJD*
K4AQQ
WA4ARV
W4BCV 
W4BFA 
W4BW
K4CG
WA«»
W4Cw 1 
W41||L| 
K4E^^ 
ttiFH 

K1kB"
K4MSK
WA4NG0*
WA4PXP
K4RZK
WA4WA0
K4WJT
K4YYL
K1ZJF
WA5ALB
W5AJY
WA5AVL»
W5BRR
W5EHR
W5EQT/5*
WA5GLC*
W51PH
K5JZY
W5KC
W5KTR

36

49

30

1

90 

83

104
86

92
83

100

i

87 
81
86

85 
95

79 
70

64 
71
78
99 
76
74
80
72
80

[ 

|86

80
93

71

68

68
69

74 
65
76

19
20
29
16
31
16

28
25
17
29
24
28
20

1
18
18
52

22

29
17
29
28
20
21
30
23
18
38
28
38

W5LUJ
W5LXX
W5LZZ
WA5NVY
W50DH
W50GS
W5PTG
K5QMC
K5STL
W6BSY
K6ERV
W6GRX/6
WA6HAE*
K6H0R o 11
WB8MZX
W6NJU
K6ÜHJ«
W6SIA
W6UMI*
W6VUW
W6WB
W6WX
W6YMV
KH6IJ
W7ATV
W7AYY
K7UDV/7
K8AXG
WA8DAU
W8DGP
W8ECA
W8EDU*
W8FYR

1 1

85

88

66

62

■

61
74

66

O'? n t

21
23
22
27
32
21
18
28
24
35
27
29
20
36
i* 7
25
23
29
16
18
15
31
19
28
26
29
31
20
23
16
20
16
19
15
24

16
23

W8LXU 
WA8MCR 
W8NG0*
K8TIG*
W8TWA/8
W8WT
W8WU0
K8YRN 
W9AQW 
W9EWC
W9G1L 
WA9HJM 
W9IRH
W9JCZ
WA9PBW*
W9WGQ
W9YT*
K9ZBI
K9JZV 
W9ZTD
W0CÜ
W0DSP*  
W0FDL
K0FLJ 
WA0HXW’
W0IYH 
WA0KXZ*  
W0LBB
W0LBS 
VE1AFY
VE1PL
VE2ANK
VE6GX*
VE6MF
VE7AAA
VE7PV

93

98

93
100
80
83
87
81

104

73
63

60
61
67

80

70

62
74

70

20
19
18
17
21
19
16
22
16
27
20
15
18
26
17

2°
19
21
19

16
23
17

20
20
26

W3MSK* 50 71 133 109 35 WÄ5L0B 17 WA8HXR 15 * Multi-operator Station.
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CLUB SCORES’

I W6BHY, opr.

Agareaate Entries CW, Winner Phone winner
Frankford Radio Club.................................................. 18,658,219 75 W3BES K3NHL
Potomac Valiev Radio dub....................................... 14.221,043 41 W4KFC W4BVV
Northern California DX Club................................. 4.632,464 50 K6ERV1 K6ERV
Niagara Frontier DX Assn. (N. Y j........................ 2,003,528 ay K2GXI W2SSC
Rochester DX Asan. IN. Y.).................................. .. 1.725,476 15 WB2MEK WB2MFX
Connecticut Wireless Assn...................... ............. 1,720,481 14 W1ECH W1BIH
Suffolk County Radio Club (N. Y.),. .............. 804.975 9 W2GKZ W2GKZ
Miami Valley Amateur Radio (iontest Society. ,, 642.927 10 W8Z.TM WRFYR
Louisville's Active Radio operators (Ky.)....... 523.361 6 W4BCV W4BCV
< >rder of Boiled Owls of < thio. . - - . .. . 277.859 4 W8ZCQ
West Park Radlops (Ohio)....................................... .. 218,848 9 WRAJW wswúótr
Limestone Amateur Radio Club (Ala.)............. ...... 51,963 5 W4LHW

“Thanks a lot. for sponsoring such an f.b. whow!” —- 
IYBRCY. “Surprised at the results of only using an all- 
band vertical.’ —KOGJD/6. “Worked DL1JW for a 
DX-Test WAC.” — WA6KHK. “Surprised to work ZD8- 
AR on 4(1.” — WB6KTL. “My first DX test aud I made 
up for my poor score with all the fun I had.” — WB6MPE. 
“Don’t let the WB6 call fool you. I can remember when 
the contest lasted two weeks. As W2FBS I worked DX 
from the East for years.” •••— WB6LZI.
“Overheard on 15 meters, HK3RQ saying ‘f cannot 

copy a.m.. go away.’”- - WAKTR. “Now 1 know why 
I’m a confirmed c.w. man.” — W-50GS.
“American operator’s impatience and crudeness was 

evident, as usual.”. - W5LUJ. “ P.I5ME and ZD8AR 
were my only 5-banders.” - K5RXG. “Hey. this is more 
fun than courting.” — W ASKYY. “I wouldn’t have be
lieved that a VK0 could ever have come in here 599. It 
happened during the test when VK0MI came through one 
wight for about 2 hours.” • K5LMG. “The last c.w. sec
tion was terrible here in Texas.” — W&BRR. “Murphy’s 
Law worked overtime in the first half. Wrapped up beam 
coax lines, tore up lines and broke, joint between the prop 
pitch and beam support mast. Hauled it down in the mid
dle of the night and lost 1/ hours of choice operating 
time.” — - WAZD. “Conditions fine to AF and SA but 
punk to EU/Asia. .After the pile-ups on the lower bands, 
it was nice to work CR4BB CR6A1 7G1A ZD8AR and 
VR2DK all on the tirst call on 28 Me.”.- K5ABV. “DX 
statior just aren’t signing their calls often enough.”—- 
WAN'.}. “I hate ‘breakers’, ‘tailend Charlies’ and ab
breviated ‘call boys’. Let’s play by the rules.” —- W5WQN.
“My first try from VE1 and improvement over past ef

forts as VE2UX, VE3FL0 and VE2UI. There were few 
surprises except what I worked with the vertical on 40, the 
wonderful opening to the far east over the North on the 
night of March 12-13 and the brief 10-meter opening to 
Gdand late on Sunday afternoon.” VEiPh, “I could 
write a book. Two new ones, worked my first XL on 75 
s.s.b., VKs coming in fine L-path the first weekend, topped 
off hy the arrival of twin daughters on March 13.” —• 
VE&AN K. "VE2AYH’s operating ability varies inversely 
as the level in. the Smirnoff bottle.”VE2BA.W, “An
tenna height increase on 20 paid off in 70% score improve
ment.” — VE3BHS. “ For information concerning WAVE/-

WACAN write the Nortown ARC. Box 356. Toronto 1, 
Ontario. Canada.”— VE3EVZ. “Rules are excellent.” 
VE3DEU. “Picked up ten new ones, though 10 and 15 
meters were poor here in Winnipeg.” - VE4SD. “Condi
tions best since 1960 at this QTH.” - YE6MF. “W sta
tions will still call me even though W/VE contacts do not 
count.”. - VE7PV.
“Conditions in my part of the country were disappoint

ing. 1 think I’ve pushed my 150 watts far enough.” •••— 
VEHNV. “My first crack at this single-operator and sure 
enjoyed myself.”-— VE3DFM. “What a beautiful RAT 
RACE!” — VE3DKB. “In a period of one hour I worked 
5 continents on 80, but never heard a single EH during 
the whole test.” —- VE7BDJ.

C.W. HIGHLIGHTS
A Tp appearance made 293 con testers ex-
A tremely happy. Thanks to some snappy operating by 

CR4BB in this and recent tests, the once-rare Cape Verde 
Islands are not.-so-rare. Tomaz almost doubled his 1965 
QSO figure. His few 599 7 Me. reports went to W61TA. 
K3MBF, WB2APF, W0BLZ. W6ANN, WA2OJD, K4YYL, 
K1ZVU, and just a few others. Reliable CR6AI put in a 
4-band appearance for well over 1300 exchanges. John too 
found those W6ITA 10-meter signals a potent 599. In his 
first ARRL contest, CR6EI particularly was looking for 
Wyoming, to no avail. CR7IZ found band conditions fair- 
to-good on 20 and 15 with 10 a nice surprise. Ru felt his 
QSO rate would have been higher but for the QRM from 
some of the chaps who didn’t understand that he couldn't 
QSO them more than one at a time. Though pressed for 
time, ELSD found conditions very good topping 120-K 
and planning bigger things next year. ZD5M hopes he. 
gave some of the gang a new one and was happy to meet 
lots of old friends. Des comments on the outstanding sig
nals of W3MSK. Many comments were received concern
ing the fabulous Ascension Island performance by the 
ZD8AR craw. With 100 watts input, the operators (ZD8s 
BU RD WZ J) turned in an outstanding performance 
from Africa joining the select “millionaire’s duh.” Their 
5-band performance recorded 263 exchanges on 80, 881 
on 40, 1394 on 20, 1313 on 15 aud 367 on 10. 3-element 
beams were used on 10-15-20 plus a groundplane for 40 
and a vee and longwire. A superlative performance! ZS1O

On the distaff side, some of the finest YL operators in the world (L-R) PY2SO leading some of the toughest c.w. com
petition anywhere—those savvy Brazilian operators. Sonia’s 61-hour effort on five bands topped 600-K by a con
siderable margin. OH5SM shows a fine phone sum of 449 exchanges on 20 and 15 meters (Carola runs 500 watts 
p.e.p. to a homebrew linear and uses a quad on 20 and 3-L on 1 5). YVUK/5 with a one-weekend 132-K phone per

formance to lead Venezuela and UA9PO, Anna Glotova, one of the fine c.w. operators in Novosibirsk 
and a Champion of the U.S.S.R.



reported a very short opening on 10 with great storms 
following the opening of the bands, lie reports that he 
made F.B.T.O.C. twice. (Any interpreters in our read
ing audience?) 5ASTX found, all in all, it was another 
enjoyable contest. He says he had a bit of a problem con
vincing several stations that he wasn’t an HA. Carl says 
this was his last one from Libya since he planned to be on 
his way back to the U.S.A. as this report was being pre
pared. 606 BW topped 1,200 exchanges on 80-40-20-15. 
Bee says his first 35 contacts yielded 11 different call 
areas and he then had to work 378 additional stations be
fore getting a new multiplier. He found QRN on 80 20 db 
over 89. Best, signal reports on that band (569) sent to 
W4KXV and W3MSK. Bee thanks all participants for the 
QSOs and their courtesy ... a reminder too to QSL via 
W4HKJ. 7G1A turned in, a superb single operator per
formance from the Republic of Guinea with better results 
on 40 and 20 and best of all on 15. Josef topped 2200 
QSOs for close to a half-million points. oGlFQ experienced 
the worst of all problems, restriction of 9G1 operating 
privileges just after the first c.w. weekend.

IN VIEW

A CT A The HL9US crew (WA2SPL WA6FWE 
/kOlZY KL7ELD VVA3ERL K8ZXP K9UNY K6- 
ETM and K3RIX) found signals the first weekend much 
stronger. HM5BF was a welcome addition to the c.w. 
ranks with his 445 two-way». Kim runs 1U0 watts input 
to an 811 and used 2 element quads for 20 and 15 and 
verticals for the lower hands. JA1IBX, leading his coun
try both modes, went well over the thousand contact fig
ure on c.w. in a total of 52 hours. His printing is a veritable 
comfort to the contest checking crew — completely legi
ble! His one-QSO success on 10 was a 2-way with K6ERV. 
Another superb c.w. endeavor from Japan was presented 
by JA1CIB with close to 130-K. Takeo's big band was 
also 20 with good reports to 575 thereon. Many fine JA 
c.w. logs were received and welcomed. Top Asiatic Russian 
score was UA0KZB, single-operated at Petropavlovsk on 
the Kamchatka Peninsula. Vlad worked 883 stations to 
take- top country honors. His only antenna was a grouud- 
plane. Among many UA9/UA0 logs is one from UASPC), 
an active YL from Novosibirsk and a Champion of the 
IJ.S.S.R. A fabulous multioperator score by the UA&KFG 
crew of UA0EH UW0s FM FK and UA0KFK added up 
to 278-K and hundreds of QSOs on 4 bands. Their best 
band was 20, almost 1000 contacts. VS6BJ reports the 
non-cuntest JAs a problem, plus the specialty of the day, 
Radio Peking on 40. Maurice reports that the “wolf” 
howl of the west coast was wonderful. Ranga, VU2GW, 
found it fun working some of the old timers and top DXers 
and plans another go next year. 9VtLP's comments could 
fill a page. Bob says that every year W4KFC comes up 
with another first for him in the ARRL c.w. test. This 
year he was his first east coast station ever worked in a 
contest on 15 meters. This was his first year to make 5- 
band QSOs (W«RW 160 through 15 the February week
end). In what he considers an outstanding feat for the 
east coast, W4BVV managed to make it on 80 through 10. 
His biggest thrill was late the second night of the March 
weekend when after vainly trying to make it on 10 with

Over 300 QSOs/band — DX

80 40 20 15 to
OR4BB 312
CR6AI 491, 500
WL2D 366
ZD8AR* 884 1394 1313 367
5A3TX 391 552
6O6BW 662 413
7G1A 578 540 684
9Q5RD 30«
HLBUS* 430
JA1CG 350
.IAHBX 328 642
KG6IG* 598
UA0KFG* 377 984
UA0KZB 529
CT1OI 311
DJ2YC 511
I) J5BV 530
DL1RK 524
DI Ji VP 427
DL7BQ 447
HM4WP1, 424
EI9J 700
F8VJ & 578
G2QT ■ ■ 437
G2RO ■ 449
< 13SSO* ■ 333 1178 309
GI3OQR ■ ^D3 1153 403
GM3GUJ* ■ a 372
GW3JI Nr 513
HA1KSA ^352
HA1SD 360
HA5KDQ* 497
HR9JG 525 •447
HNT 1064
LA1H 664
LA9HC 579
OTHAA* 401
OH 2AM* 885
OTI3AH* 673
0K1VK 329
OK3OM * 1 401
ON4X'G ■ 1 ■ ■ 44.4
OZ1W ■■ ■■ 330
OZ3FL uM 589
PA0GMU ■ 395
PA0LOU w W 721
PA0XPQ ■ ■ 388
SM5CCE 662
SM5TW 319
SM6BJI* 1400
UB5WJ 403
UP2KNP* 788
W1BCD* 491
YU3BC* 342 556 380
FG7XX 363 385
H18XAL 620 1016 950 917
HK0AI 354 1050 984
HP1BR 456
HP HE 372 333 «77 711 327
KP4BBN 641 421
KP4BJN «44 700
WA4MFS/KP4 337
KV4CK «65
KZ5JF 402 419 316
PJ5ME* 459 785 1804 1173
VP5AR 336 533 486 418
VP6PJ 367
WB2PXZ/VP9* 385 111) 896
XE1AX 391
KE2AAG 329 -
XE0AL 659 1246 977 748
KM6CE 357
VK2E0 798 93« 548
VK2GW 44« 3K4 339
VK3APJ 415 573 378
VK3AXK. 396
ZL1DV 466
ZL1HW 490 450
CE1AD 585 1130
HK3BAE 595 492
UK3RQ 610 1010 1143
LUI DAY* 414 «54 1131 319
LU5AES 303
OA4PE 595 812 317
PY1MCC 492 «02
PY1NO 427 399
l’Y2BGL 808 389
PY2SO 474 1293 780
PY7AKQ 487 320 562
YV1 DP 32« 308 986 818 515
* Multi-operator station.
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W6RW, he heard a wee small signal as from outer space 
calling. It turned out to be W2GWE for Bob’s first W- 
contact on 10 in 3M years in Singapore. GWE was fol
lowed by W4BVV, W3MSK and W4KXV before the 
opening gave out.

Over 300 QSOs/Band — DX

75 40 20 15 to
ET3AC 831
ZS6NM 330 '
9L1JW 735
9Q5FV 574
EP3AM 320
JA1IBX 669
JA8AA 630
KA7AB Ml 479 308
OJ18X 522
DJ5BV 470 392
DJ5HN 327
DJ6QT 950 433
DJ0LDA 508
DL1LK 568 532
DL4LG 1071
DLBVP 550
EA4DO 709
F28Y I H 629
F3KW ■ ■ 382
G2QT ■ ■ 309
G3SVH* H 750 721
G3UML ■ ■ 501. 388
GB2DX* ■ ■ 1186 507
«W3NWV* 524 520
HBAF 1755
Î1CAQ 923
HOGE* 305
I0FGM* JI 1157
OH2AM* ** 1043
OH5SM ■ ■ 366
0K1MP H ■ 796
OZ3SK ■ ■ 766
OZ9SL *Jß 604 711
8M6DLL* F 953 484
SM7CRW 482
UA2KBD* 553
UB5WJ 351
11P2OK 461
YU3BC* ■ 425
4U1ITV JIdl- 307 348
CO8RA* ■ 337
FG7XL V■ 933 1005 310
HI8XAL ■ ■ 790 772
HP1JC ■ w 318 382 448
KP4BFF* 633 763
KP4CKU 439 1210 1129 394
WA4MFS/KP4 330 431
KV4CF 1100 749
OX3 J V ■ ■ 650
TG8CJ I 991
VP2AC ■ 510
VP2KY* 1 ■ 429
VP5AR 1 478 800
XE2JZ 1 425 349
YN3KM ■i 316
ZF1BP* 547 1062 376
6Y5OF 364 390
KG6APD 328
VK2AAH/P* 333
VK2APK 407
VK2FU* 457
ZL1HW 356
CE6EZ 577 337
HC1RT 309 905 594
HK3RQ 921 809 335
HK4KL 880 1141
OA1W 306 360
PJ2CR 458 613 417
PJ3CD 795 913
PY2BJO 518 795 328
ZP9AY 455
* Multi-operator Station.

J7TT DL1RK enjoyed the test and hopes it will bring 
him nearer several awards. Klaus didn’t hear a 

single Nevada, the last state he needs for WAS. He hints 
he operates regularly around 14,030 from 14-1800Z. He 
commends the operating skills and discipline of the W/VE 
group. DL1QT found good conditions on 40-20 and 15 
and hopes for better luck next year with a beam. DL&VP 
also needs Nevada. Hans found better phone conditions 
this year than the c.w. section. DJ^YG soloed on 20 meters 
with most QSOs to W2 (104) and W6 (94). DL1TA found 
second weekend conditions shocking, the worst ever ex
perienced in a contest. DM2ATD comments that this is 
the fastest DX contest. DEGWD needs Nevada. E19J 
operated five bands to top the two-hundred thousand mark. 
His multipliers included 8 on IGO. In his 22nd test, F8VJ 
again found the going interesting. Lucien could not make 
it on 10 although he heard W4KFC, W3BES, W3GRF, etc. 
We all look forward to his participation in 1967. Another 
old-timer, F^PO, at 72 years of age, found time to operate 
four bands for over 400 exchanges. P9OE always finds 
this a very fine contest for c.w. operators. F8TQ found 
the lower bands good though poor on 20 and absolutely 
“shut” on 15 and 10. The ubiquitous GSRO led England 
with 877 two-ways. G2QT found 80 disappointing though 
10 briefly opening for the first time since the I960 contest. 
GGVC hopes to round up a few of the crew next year to 
run multioperator. G8HLW says that awful gale in Eng
land on the last day must have blown all the signals off of 
21 Mc. — it blew the top off of his vertical! The resound
ing results of G8SSO (G2RT, G3s CNW MSV NHF 
PEOP PYX, G8VX and G8s FF KG) filled all spots on the 
summary sheet with fine results. Best band 2U (1178,080*)  
then 40, 15, 80, 10 and even 4 contacts on 160. The crew 
found the test as enjoyable as ever with first-rate conditions 
in February. GI3OQR with close to 400-K put in his first 
appearance on 160 working a number of his old friends on 
that band. Dick found both weekends enjoyable and says 
‘cuagn next year.’ GM%HCZ'b question “Are there any 
stations active in Nevada? ’’ begins to have a familiar ring. 
HA1KSA failed to top his previous record due to that 
giant sunspot prior to the second weekend. Nonetheless 
Fred topped 1000 exchanges. ilNT's certificate-winning 
performance netted 1459 two-ways for well over the 200-K 
mark. DJGSPs LX-pedition was a popular c.w. tidbit for 
67 of the alert ones. The OHs turned out in good numbers 
despite particularly pour conditions in their area the 
second weekend. Good multioperator performances from 
Finland were topped by the 0118 AM group for 1053 c.w. 
two-ways. ON^NM reports those pileups much fun and 
will return next year. OZ8FL asks us to try one year to 
arrange the c.w. section without sunspots and with condi
tions the same as on phone. OZ1LO hopes to have antennas 
up for the higher bands for next year. OZ7G stayed on 
21 Mc. for 122 exchanges. If the army permits, OZdDX 
plans more activity in the next one. If conditions had been 
better, PA0LOU would have spent more than 60 hours. 
Lou’s new TH-3 helped greatly on 20 and 15. He reports 
finally managing to make a few 160-meter contacts al
though just two W3s heard him. He called, unsuccessfully, 
Wis B.B HGT, W2GGE, W4s etc. Final score, 153-K with 
over une thousand exchanges. PA0XPQ'*  funniest experi
ence was hearing the ZD8AR crew’ work W/VE stations 
one a minute on ten meters w'hile the band was completely 
dead there. SM5CGE joins the rest of the EV stations 
commenting on the poor second-weekend conditions. 
Watch out for SM5BTS! Rune i« planning a V-beam 
aimed U.S.A, for next year. The SM6BJI operators 
(8M6s BJI AOE CKV DLL) had hoped to reach the 
2U00-QSO figure but 21 Mc. failed to open the second 
weekend. In spite of conditions, 8P5AHL found it a real 
pleasure to work the stateside crew. In his last test from 
the continent, SY0WAA found 21 Mc. the lifesaver in 
his area with 7 Me. holding its own and 20 poor. UB5WJ 
stuck to twenty meters and managed to snag 103 W /VEs 
in 18 areas — fipasibo George! The UP2KNP crew offer 
their thanks for a nice test, with four bands worth of ex
changes. Look for their effort in 1967. The savvy YUSBC 
team (YU3s BG LB LC) keyed 1377 exchanges for well 
over 200-K. with good results on 80-40-20-15.

1\T A COQBO was the single-operator DX sensation 
I ’ this test with his almost-million pointer. Jan is 
an old pro at this business, recording an eye-opening 6- 
band 86-hour performance. At the time of this writing
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JA1IBX operated both sections of the test emerging 
with fop phone and top c.w. for Japan. Nob runs 100 
watts input on both modes and uses a groundplane for 

80 and 40 and quads for 20, 15 and 10,

Jan iex-OK3MM) planned to return to Czechoslovakia. 
Another ex-OK, GM^BL (ex-OKlAOT) provided Cuban 
interest, working 1465 on 5 bands. FG7XX, an ever- 
popular multiplier, made 154 W/VEs happy on 80 meters. 
Maurice had various problems, but nevertheless turned in 
a fine 40-hour performance. HI8XAL’& customary top- 
notch performance itemized 31 exchanges on 160, over 
600 on 80, over 1000 on 40, close to 900 on both 20 and 15, 
and almost 100 on 10—an almost-million pointer. Work 
kept HP1IE very QRL but Pete still found time for almost 
600-K worth of points. He notes this year the caliber of 
operation was really clean with his dupes way down from 
the customary percentage. A nice turn out from the KP4s 
this year, led by K.P4BJM with over 400-K. The top DX 
score this year, the multioperator performance by PJ5ME 
(Wls BGD BIH DYE TCJ, W2ADE, W9GVZ and 
PJ2ME) drew raves from the faithful. This Connecticut 
Wireless Ass’n.-sponsored 48-hour expedition wound up 
with well over 1.1 million points. The fellows ran two sta
tions, using a quad for 20-15-10 and an inverted vee for 
80-40. W1BGD sums it up nicely with one sentence. 
“Many thanks to all those who worked us only once on 
each bund.” The KE0AL crew turned in an almost 900-K 
sum with activity on all 6 bands. 160 provided them with 
a pleasant surprise. Although they never did work the 
east coast, they heard W2EQS W3MSK W4BVV and 
others. W6RW was their only 6-bander.
TA KG6APD reports the most unlikely DX conditions 

seen on Guam for the, past six months. VK2E0 (op. 
W9WNV/VK2ADY, put in a 78-hour 600-K topper from 
Oceania. Don comments: “Conditions to the east coast on 
10 and 15 discouraging, worked W6RW on 160 though I 
heard W1BB W3MSK and W4KFC f.b„ even 10 meters 
produced 71 exchanges in 7 areas.” VK3APJ found that 
the W-operators generally were very good, not enough 
activity from VE/VO and KL7 and making the report 
nut a chore. VKUGW’s breakdown clearly illustrates the 
pipeline between W6 and VK. World-traveler VKsVN 
spent the second weekend overseas and was limited as tn 
time the first session. Using a beam (for the first time) 
netted Morrie twice as many contacts as during the pre
vious year’s 9-hour period. VK5K0 met his personal goal 
in making contacts on all six bands. 7 Ale. specialist 
VK^QK worked 275 in 14 areas. Old Blue, VK9WE, had 
his problems too. A power failure in February (just as he 
was getting going) was attributed to a snake getting across 
the high voltage lines, blacking out most of Port Moresby. 
YJ1DL operated four bands for 309 exchanges (183 <»f 
these with the sixth call areal). Reliable ZL1HW presented 
excellent activity working 984 participants. ZL&PM was 
glad to hear so many new stations. He comments that 
there are just too many double contacts and that the DX 
countries must rely upon the W/VEs to avoid these. (We 
try to make it easy for W'/VEs by furnishing a record 
sheet which will be required by all phone and c.w. W/VEs 
in 1967).
Q A CEUAD’s biggest band was 15, with over 1100 
O/Y exchanges. CE6EF made 35 times his previous 
score and finds the discipline of the W-hams superb. 
HK3RQ enjoyed the test and will try to do better next 
year. Bill says look for HK3BAE, a real comer. HK3BAE, 
in his first ARRL c.w. contest (licensed just 8 months) 
turned in a fine score, well over 200-K. After using a 
manual key the first weekend he rapidly acquired an elec
tronic one in time for the second period! One of the out
standing multioperator S.A. scores was that of LUtDAY 
(keyed by LUI DAY LU2DKG and LU8s DLK DQ). 
With 100 watts input on 5 bands they amassed 2583 two- 
ways for close to 600-K. OA4PF found discipline extraor
dinarily good. He completed his WAS with a Vermont 
contact. He looks for more of a challenge in the next test 
which we hope will be furnished by the rules changes. 
PY^SO almost tripled her score over the past year and 
»says. “Wow, this was fun.” Sonia writes, as well as oper
ates, in top-notch fashion. Some of her comments: “Only

one KL7, where are they hiding? V01AW is never able to 
have his QSOs fast, what with everyone asking him to 
look for them on this, or that band, W1EVT my first 
U.S.A, for my 3.5 Me. WAG ... a thrill working opera
tors like him, W1ECH (with welcomed honest reports), 
W4KFC, W9I0P and others on five bands.” Sonia puts 
in a justifiable plug for her patient OM Joe, PY2CQ. True 
to her predictions PY activity was superb, with a 343-K 
score by PY2BGL, PY7AKQ. wiui 275-K. and big totals 
by PYtMGC PY1N0 etc. YV1DP, as always with a tre
mendous performance came close to 3000 exchanges in 
70 hours, and an absolutely superbly presented log. 9Y4VU 
felt his new prefix accounted for his bigger score.

PHONE HIGHLIGHTS
A Tp CR6HG may have begged his pardon for his sub- 

mission but 450 neatly typed exchanges made 
«coring a breeze at Hq. Thanks to W1RF, CR7PR sub
mitted a brief extract of 21. Me.- a.m. operation which in
cluded (natch!) W1RF and the neverfail W3MSK. ETS- 
AC’s big band. 20 meters, included 831 two-ways. The 
contest staff urgently request him to use a better grade of 
carbon paper in 19671 Just a few received VQ9EF credit 
due to the loss of their original log. John says that their 
maids clean up just too well at the Satellite Tracking Sta
tion! ZSffNM stuck to 15 meters, working more sixes than 
threes. Thank? to K9RNQ for forwarding along the 9L1JW 
information and credit for 737! (Of these, 733 were on 15 
meters.) 9Q6PV'*  36-K summary and log shows many 
many repeats reminding us all that the burden of keeping 
track of previous QSOs must be upon the W/VE. How 
about it, fellas?
A QT A U*  S. Ambassador to Iran, EPSAM, is an old 
Akjlil pro COI1test game having activated
many rare countries in past competitions. Hank’s first 8 
contacts included 3 KH6s, 3 KL7s and 2 VE8s. His re
freshing reporting indicated most everybody was reada
bility 4. Just a few notable exceptions included a 5-9 for 
K2HLB. The. crew manning HL9US found band conditions 
not too great. Their 501 exchanges were due to the efforts 
of WA2SPL, WA3ERL, K8ZXP, K9UNY, K6ETM 
and K3RIX. Thanks from Hq. particularly go to the 
group’s activity manager WA2SPL (HL9TM). JAlIBX’s 
1(16-K-pIus phone resume is a wow of a phone effort for 
Asia. His sole QSO on 7 Me. records VV3MSK, who else? 
KA7AB (K1KTH) topped 100-K,s.s.b. John’s first test 
abroad was faster and more fun for him than the SS. His 
best hour recorded 97 exchanges. Next year he plans a 
winning effort on c.w. for Asia. JA1CG had sideband
exciter trouble 10 times during the test. Murphysan sure 
get« around! JA5BJM notes 20 watts p.e.p. for his input 
on 40 and 15, with 47 exchanges and 9 multipliers — f.b. 
Shizuo! 4^4^^ waxed at great length on the merits nf 
states being used as multipliers for the DX contingent. 
(Great minds run alike, Bill; it’s on the books for 1967!) 
LpTT GT1IW found his first contest lots of fun. He*s  
L.J AJ looking forward to next year and Wyoming. 
DJ6QT topped his 1965 effort. Walter found 80-meter 
activity as good as last year but no openings to the west 
coast. In between contest weekends he built a ground 
plane and with it found good conditions to mid and far 
west, in his first ARRL contest, DL4LG tallied 1071 ex
changes on 20 and over 200 on 15, quite a respectable first 
go! DL4NS found the 2nd phone weekend by far better 
with 15 wide open. His only 10 meter contact was with 
WA4PXP. DL6VP thanks all U. 8. and Canadian hams 
for a fine time. He enjoys working the states and has made 
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over 3000 U.S.A. QSOs. Next year DL6JJ plans to be 
more successful with a 6-L tribander! Among EA^DO's 
one-thousand-plus contest QSOs were 181 on 75. Young 
G3UML entered his first ARRL contest and won for Eng
land. A key to his abilities, however, is Ins career of SWL- 
ing, since before 1959. On the morning of March 13 he 
found 40 in fine shape producing his first W6s on that 
band. On that afternoon 15 exploded with activity and 
in 3 hours he moved frequency just twice . . . just a 
matter of sorting out the pile-ups! Laurie still needs Ne
vada and Wyoming for his WAS. G2QT comments that 
many stations have their VOX delay Set too short making 
the operator talk too quickly and leading to many mis
read calls. The crew at GBSDX upped their previous year's 
performance with a 5-band effort by G3s JOG KFX TUZ 
and G5AAM/WA6ZTQ. G3s NLY PLD and SVH, manning 
G3SVH, reported local TVI and some unusual neighbor 
retaliation. They report one neighbor revved up a 2-atroke 
motorcycle against the shack wall for about an hour while 
another neighbor amused himself by hammering on a 
large piece of corrugated sheet iron! GW3s DIX and NWV 
continue to be impressed by the considerable operating 
skill and courtesy of IT. S. stations. HBAF's walloping 
363-K total includes the big band (20 meters.) with 1755 
exchanges . . . almost 50 exchanges an hour for a 44-hour 
«tint . . . and an impeccable report. HCAQ. specialized 
on 20 meters for a 923-QSO total. 10FQM, with 242-K 
vocal honors by Ils BER LOK GAD and ZSQ reminds 
prospective QSLers that ULCK does the honors. LA9UC 
joins dozens of other DXers in a plea for a Nevada QSO. 
LA9OI, frequent operator at LA1H, always enjoys a con
test. Olav soon will be radio-operating aboard a ship. 
Conditions didn’t favor Norway, report LA1EE and LA3JJ, 
operators of LA1K. They look for a change in their antenna 
.system dudng the fall and better results next year. O&3- 
EGL's highlights were his first transatlantic 40-meter 
phone exchanges, thanks to K2GXI and W3MSK. OH6SA1 
reports that the OM and older children took care of the 
baby so she could take part in the test. Carola reports a 
fine time all 449 QSOs. The. 0H2AM crew type well in 
addition to operating well. OH2s BC BH BQ SB and QV 
talked up 1282 contacts running the two .stations. WOW, 
OZ9SL wants log forms for 1967, 1968, 1969 ... I Guess 
that 200-K score is just a warm-up. Enthusiastic OZ3KE 
enjoys this affair but reports QSL results only average 50%. 
Just think, says 0Z7DX. if my dipoles favored the U. S. 
instead of the North Foie. Perennial PAO LOU regret« no 
s.s.b. gear for 40 aud 75. He i*  .sorry about that! SM7CR IF 
says he QSLs 100% (including 741 in the test) and sure 
hopes all W and VE stations will do thesame. The SM6DLL 
crew (SM6s AOE BJI GKV DLL) report unstable condi
tions. Saturday mornings on 75 and 40 nice but Sunday 
mornings poor. They heard all America south of Florida 
but the only U. S. stations even heard occasionally were 
W3s MSK or WJD. SV1BL reports the 21 Me. opening 
from 1410-1900Z March 13 a very good one.

|VI A Monique operating FG7XL found both 20- and 
-L ’ 15-meter conditions excellent both weekends with 
10 meters good March 13. Her 2551 QSO-total covers 
5 bands of operation for well over a half-million points. 
A delightful surprise was the appearance of FS7RT, the 
renowned W6ITH. Reg topped the 2100-QSO figure with 
multipliers on 6 bands, including a Florida phone contact 
on 160! RI8XAL spent most of the second phone week
end putting up antennas for 40 and 80 for the 2nd c.w. 
weekend. Under 21 hours at the mike for 1746 two-ways. 
Fred says please send a brand-new Wouff-Hong to the 
guy who, after receiving the usual 59000 exchange, said 
“That's a pretty good signal for no power.” KP^CKU 
topped 1100 contacts on two bands for an overall sum of 
.3335 exchanges, over 790-K. Radiators included a tri
bander up 35 feet plus an inverted vee for 75 and 40. 
The KP^BFF group (K3SBF. WA5BGW and K0KYE) 
did an interesting break-down of contacts in call areas on 
all bands. Best area on 10 was W6. on 15 W4, on 20 W2, 
and on 40 W8. The fellows operated the station during 
off-duty military hours and worked all states and prov
inces except VE8 and VO. KV4CF must have writer’s 
cramp recopying those 2000-plus contacts (a signed legible 
copy is sufficient fellows ... a clean carbon, or photo
copies, acceptable). 0X.3JV wishes Ws would realize that 
the DX portion of 75 is not only 3780-3800. Jorgen says 
that in most countries it goes all the way from 3600-3800. 
TG8C.T found the contest experience must, enjoyable with 
15 the be«t band for stateside contacts. Juan finds dupli
cate contacts a problem with over 1W0 exchanges! 16- 
and 17-year-old TI2AAC and TI2KR multioperated 
TI2AAC with fine results, 168-K. The Caribbean-west 
coast path on 10 was proved out by VP2KR doing very 
’.veil indeed though, recovering from the flu. ex-VP7GC 
now VP5RS was a popular Turks/Caicos multiplier 
though getting set up quite late. Chuck plans bigger goings 
rt«.riy«ar. YNlTP's best area on ten was (ditto) California, 
for 42 two-ways. In fact, Tomas had his best success into 
that area on 21 also. The Canadian contingent ably man
ning ZF1BP (VE2BK, VE3s CJ RX and VE8AA) put in 
it relaxed 38 hours for an almost-half-million-pointer. Their 
BIG band was 1.5 with 1062 contacts. Though new to 
amateur radio, 6Y.5OF presented a first-class able per
formance to the tune of 206,115. Vic is looking for a real 
breakthrough on 28 Me. next year. 6Y5RS enjoyed the 
2nd weekend better from Jamaica than the 1st one at 
home VE3BS. He says he felt more wanted, hi!
¿A KGeAPD would like to have «pent more time in the 
'■ test. Bill made schedules on 10 but the path proved 
fruitless. K0OAZ K4DRD and WA1FDW were pleased 
to operate KJGDA providing a Johnston island multiplier 
for 380 participants. QSL say they via WA6OET, They 
found 112 to talk with on 28 M„ in ten call areas. VK3ATN 
promises to enter more seriously one uf these years. I K^LT 
found QRN a particular problem on 7 and 3.5 Me. VK3- 
ARX vehemently declaims that one cannot win using a

DX-pedition phases of VP2KY (operated by W0s IIC QUU for 152,703 phone points from Anguilla) include; loading 
the 51 -ft. ketch, erecting the antennas atop the highest hill (213 ft.) with that view towards mainland U. S. A. and operat
ing from the inside of an abandoned police training barracks. Besides talking up almost 900 contacts, the crew stayed 

on to give some happy Novices their first Anguilla QSO.
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First-class antennas in use by top phone contestants (L-R); K2GXI top W.N.Y. using 3-L on 40,5 on 20,5 on 15 and 6-L 
on 10; W4BCV tops for Kentucky with a tri-bander at 51 ft., 3-L on 1 5 at 37 ft., 5-L for 20 at 115 ft. and 2 L 40 at 
125 ft. plus a quarter-wave 80-meter vertical; VE7PV with a quarter of a million points from B.C. showing his 3-L 

20-meter antenna up 80 feet, fan now has a 15-meter Yagi above this one.

transceiver. Rick stayed on 20 for 312 QSOs. VKSFU 
feels single-band classification might be an inducement for 
those not equipped for all-band operation. ‘The charts 
lierein point things this way Gil. Your 457 exchanges show 
nicely thereon!). VK&DJ's sole 10-meter phone exchange 
was with W6ITA. WAKG's sojourn at VR1Z was more 
than popuiar for 700 of the faithful. Nice going Lloyd!
Q A CE6EZ found 20-15-10 outstandingly good. Ralf 
OZA. heard mostly WQs with their ruck-crashing 9-plus 
signals. What he liked best was the discipline shown by 
the W-crew. His 2nd-weekend-only stint ran up 903 ex
changes. CE8s CG and CM took turns banding out ex
changes on 3 bands from I’unta Arenas. HCITH says ten 
meters was wild and KL7A1Z made his day; 50 an hour 
or better for about 40 hours fur well oyer h)0-K. HC1RT 
was a close runner-up down in Ecuador with almost 400-K 
and a 5-band 30-hour effort. (Just wait till conditions are 
good . . . Ed.) fat l°g showed 15 his major
band with 1141 exchanges—'his entire 2396 listing im
peccably typed. Contest knowledgeable HKxRQ found 
conditions pourer than last year. Bill congratulates the 
“ WB” gang with doing a superb job with rigs and mikes, 
as good as, or better than, the older participants. Final 
score for about 35 hours, 478-K. 0A7AX found his first 
DX test very enjoyable. Even with the fantastic pileups, 
PJ2CR found it possible to make many many contacts 
with a transceiver in the American phone band. His cus
tomary good effort produced 32G-K . . . best band 15 
meters. A nice showing too on 10-417 QSOs. P.J3CD down 
in Curacao commented on the good conditions, particu
larly on 15. Many of us had the pleasure of meeting Jonas 
earlier this year on a visit to the U.S.A. Hooray, PYSBJO 
found his Nevada for WAS and doubled his previous score 
. . . big things planned with a rhombic under construc
tion. ZP9AY does his contesting the hard way. His loca
tion is without commercial power and Robert uses a gas 
engine and alternator. 678 exchanges are particularly meri
torious under those conditions.

Disqualifications
The calls listed in this paragraph are all deemed ineligible 

for score listings or awards. In each case disqualification 
was under contest rule 14 in view of non-observance of 
FCC rules as reported by at least two accredited Official 
Observers, or by a single FCC citation. Such violations’ 
as out; of band operation, key clicks, spurious emissions, 
etc. were the basis for these disqualifications. C.w, — 
K2LWR, W3EYF, K3NVC, W3ZQ, W'GCLZ, WA6EPQ, 
W6NJU, WA6UUS, W7BTH. W7MVC, WA0GQL 
WA0HGY. W0KER and WA0MWZ. Phone—’ W3EVW, 
KS6B0 (WWNV.opr.).

Thirty-Second ARRL

International DX Competition
Operator of the station tirst listed in each section and 

country is winner for that area. . . . The multiplier used 
by each station in determining score is given with the score 
- in. the ease of U.S.-Canada this is the total of the coun

tries worked on each frequency-band used; in the case of 
non-W/K/K116/KL7/VE/VO entries it is the total of the 
U.S.-Cauadian districts worked on each. baud. , . . The 
total number of contacts is listed next. . . . The letters A, 
B, and C approximate the input to the final stage at each 
station; A indicates power up to and including 150 watts; 
B indicates over 150 watts, up to aud including 500 watts; 
C- indicates over 500 watts. . . . The total operating time 
to the nearest hour is given for each station and is the last 
figure following the score. . . . Examples of listings: 
K3NHL. . . . 517,536-288-599-C-76, or final score 517,536 
multiplier 288, 599 contacts; power over 500 watts; total 
operating time 76 hours. . . . Stations manned by more 
than one operator are grouped in order of score following 
single-operator listings in each section or country tabula
tion: calls or numbers of participants at multi-operator 
stations are listed in parentheses. . . . Ln sections or coun
tries where three or mure multiple-operator entries appear, 
the top-scoring -station is being awarded a certificate. 
An asterisk denotes a Hq. staff member, not eligible fut 
an award.

C.W. SCORES
ATLANTIC DIVISION

Delaware
«3NxlL 517,536-288-599- 0-76 
W3DHD 131,262-167-262- 045 
K3VSV 675- 15- 15- A-10

Eastern Pennsylvania
W3BES 690.120-324-710- 075 
W3MFW 664.620-33O72-AO81 
K3JCT 618.150-325-634-AO79 
W3MWC 564,573-307-616- (1-72 
W3GHM 428,536-274-522- Ç- - 
W3NUH 417.381-263-529- í’-ñn 
W3HHK 411,069-269-527- (’-50 
W3KFQ 389,550-215-5311- 0-70 
W3B1P 310,905-235-441- (4-6(1 
W3HHA 306,360-230-444- (’-65 
W3GRS 291,081-254-382- 032 
W3KÜF ¿78,842-214-435- 050 
W3EQ.A 231,600-200-387- 043 
K3JH 179,789-178-340- (4-51 
W3KT 169,650-171-325- 0- -
W3EVW 136,245-155-293- O -

W3CGS 121,635-153-265- ('-44 
W3BN (lUTEJopr.)

99,396-132-251- 027 
W318E 97,104-136-238- A-47

W31NH 84,942-143-198- (1-15
W3PN 76,230-121-630- (1-18
W3QMZ 65,637-117-187- 085
K3EUR 49,914- 94-177- A- -
K3HTZ 47,700-106-150- A-50 
W3BYX 46,992- 88-178- B-28
W3OAA 42.966- 93-154- B-22
W3CBF 40,950- 91-150- B-32
K3BNS 36,729- 80-153- 023
W3CGB 33,660- 85-132- 027
WA2KZV/3

29.580- 85-116- A-25
W3QLW 29,187-669-141- B-35
K3JGJ 22,509- 61-123- 024
WA3CUO/3

21.828- 68-107- A-31
W3AEQ(WA8BJD.oi>r.)

21,384- 66-108-AC-17
W3IZI 17,493- 49419- A-21
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W3NM 16,995- 55-105- (M2 
W3DBX 15,372- 61- 84- B- -
W3GHD 10,434- 47- 74- B- -
K1RFB 5814- 38- 51- B-25
W3NCW 1734- 17- 34- A-10
W3YUW 507- 13-' 13- C- 6
K3ZOL 216- 8- 9- A- 2
W3WJD (4 oprs.)

1,269,216-416-1017- 0-96
W3BGN (W3s BGN YBW) 

908,276-361-841- 0-79
W3WPG (K3WJV, W3sSQX

WPG) 699,783-329-709- C-90
K3MBF (K3s JLI WZ MBF)

503,565-295-569- C-75
W3GF1S (K3s YOV YUA, 

W3GHS)
413,766-254-543- 0-78

W3ECR <W3s ECR RRV)
340,860-247-460- C-47

K3WNT (K3s VIA WNT)
5220- 30- 59- A-39

Maryland-D. C.
W3GRF 817,950-350-781-BC- - 
W3EKN 482,257-277-598- 070 
WS MSR 437,493-251-581-AC-86 
W3MCG 399.MS-249-535-AC-59 
W3MFJ 328,925-223-492- 0-60 
W3MVB 274,776-214-430- C-42 
W3QQL 307,339-183-379- B-59 
K3JYZ/3 132,345-173-255- 0-33 
W3AFM 124,993-121-345- 0-66 
W3AXW 57,615-U5-167-AC-36 
W3EPR 31,734- 86-123- C-23 
W3FBE 21,840- 65-112- B-17 
W3RNY 20,709- 59-117- C-18 
W3ZNB 15,912- 68- 78- C- -
K3WUW 12.936- 56- 77- B-24
WA3EEQ 9333- 51- 61-BC-5I 
W3LMZ 8880- 18- 63- A-12
K3QDD 4743- 31- 51- C- 8
WA3CRA 27- 3- 3- A- 2
W3MSK (6 oprs. 1

1,723-120-476-1208-AC-96 
WA3EPT (8 oprs.)

529.248-296-596-AC-96

SoulÀerii Xew Jersey
K2DCA 605-115-315-641-AO-77 
WB2AFG 570,090-310-615- 0-61 
K2Q1L 200,208-172-388- A-60 
W2GGL 132,132-154-286-AO-53 
W2QDY 102,816-126-272- B- - 
W2DAJ 96,624-132-244- 0-27 
W2QKJ 66.330-110-201- C-56 
K2B0 42,228- 92-153- B-20 
K2CFR 40,950-105-130- B-2! 
K20EA 38,592- 96-134- A-10
K2AGU 32,784- 79-139- 0-21
WA2IZS 21,525- 75-109- C- -
WB2MRA 23,808- 62-128- B-43 
WA2KIZ 4386- 34- 43- A-10
W2EBW 1620- 20- 27- B- 7
W2HAZ 672- 14- 16- A- 4
WA2HSP 12- 2- 2- A- - 
WA2BLV (WA2sBLV WLN)

380,034-258-491- «

DIVISION LEADERS

c. W. Phone

Single Operator M ultioperator Single Operator Muliioperator
W3GRF W3MSK Atlantic K2GXI W3MSK
W9I0P K90TB Central W9EWG W9YT
W0BLZ W0IVZ Dakota WA 0KDI W0IVZ
W5CKY Delta W5AJY
W8FOX W8UM Great Lakes W4BCV W8NGO
W2V.IN WB2MDH If udeon K2HLB W2SKE
W0FDL WA0HXW Midu'est W0CU WA0KXZ
W1EVT W1.AW New England WUYR W1AW
W7SFA Northwestern K7TJDV/7 KL7EKT
K6ERV W6UMI Paeiiic K6ERV KRonj
W4KFC W4BVV Roanoke W4BW W4KFC
K5STL Rocky Mountain W0GAA W0YDM
W4HÜE W4ZYQ Southeastern WA.4PXP WA4NG0
W6ITA W6RW South western W6ÏTA .....
W5BRR »'est Gulf W5KTR WA5AVL
VE1RB VE6GX Canadian VE1PL VEßGX

K2AA/2 (4 oprs.i
20,088- 72- 93-AB- -

irastern New York
WB2MFX 525,402-289-606- 0-83
W2SSC 278,460-210-442- 0-47 
WA2UJM 230,811-203-379- B-90 
WB2CON 142,760-166-287- A-62
W2WX 126.768-152-280- B-60 
WA2HUV 125,400-152-275-BC-31 
K2INP 119.970-155-258- C- -

K3MBF, one of the potent c.w. multioperators in Eastern 
Pennsylvania, produced a half million of those FRC club 
points. Shown is K3MBF who was aided by K3s JU UZ. 
The major antenna at K3MBF is a 4-L 20-meter rotary on 
a I 30-ft. self-supporting tower accounting for 107 coun

tries on that band.

W2FXA 100,440-135-248- C-22 
WB2PGM 53,802- 98-183- C-25 
W2SAW 46,197- 87-177- (‘-25 
WA2GHW 44,800- 83-180- C-40 
W2BJH 41,325- 95-145- < ‘-25 
K2TQC 31,833- 81-131- B-12 
WA2NFY 26,492- 74-123- B-40 
W2PHT 23,310- 70-111- A-42
W2QQ 22,572- 76- 99- C-15
W2D0D 22,561- 77- 99- C- 8
K2OUS 21,810- 70-104- <’-30
K2LAF 20,700- 60-115- C-17
WB2HZH 20,306- 71- 96- A-32
W2PDB 17,088- 64- 89- C-10
WA2PCW 14,691- 59- 83-AB-24 
K2KNV 13,167- 55- 77- C-10
W2VXA 12,116- 52- 78- B-37
W2RPP 10,650- 50- 71- A-19
WOBEI 4104- 36- 38- B-10
WA2JBV 3456. 32- 36- C- -
W2UVB 3450- 23- 50- C- 4
WA20IL 234- 9- 9- A- 6

WB2PCP 102- 6- 6- A-10
W2TAB (K2BFF, WA2RJZ)

131,930-158-279- 0-80
Wr.4ern Pennsylvania

W3L0E 731,400-345-712- 0-82
W3VEQ 217,728-189-385- 0-76
K3KMO 186,339-179-347- B-48
K3ZMH 54,282-109-166-60-27
WA3EIN 15.582- 49-106- B-30
W3VK 363- 11- 11- A- 6

CENTRAL DIVISION
Illinois

W9IRH
W9JGV 
WA9KQU
W9UX
W9WI0 
W9EFB 
WA9MFX 
WA9HJM
WA9LMY
WA9KQS 
W9BZW 
W9MZP 
W9DGK 
K9DWG 
W9KMN 
W9FNX 
W9EVX 
WA9MWA 
K9YRA

188,916-182-346- C-44 
169.812-159-356- 0-69
80,682-119-226- C-50 
74,613-119-209-BC- - 
39,897- 93-143- C-12 
38130- 82-155- C-30 
28,050-85-111- B-42 
24,921- 71-117- A-3« 
16.320- 64- 85- B- - 
13 050- 58- 75- C-20

8208- 48- 57- C-33 
«348- 46- 46- 0- - 
6Û42- 38- 53- A-18 
4968- 36- 46- B-10 
3420- 30- 38- C- 9 
2340- 26- 30- C- 8 
2040- 24- 29- A- 9
270- 9- 10- A- 9
147- 7- 7- B- 5

K0OTB (KOs BGL OTB)
220,800-200-368- (M?

K9YHB (K9RHY, WA9EJD)
86,016-112-256- C-24
Indiana

W9I0P 696.837-327-717- C-85
W9LKI 79,380-126-210- B- -
WA9ITB 54,510-115-158- B-35
K9VQK 15,996- 62- 86- A-38
K9FIC 63(1- 14- Í5- A- 5
WA9KDC 468. 12- 13- A- 7
W9ACS 108- 6- 6- B- 2

ifisamsin
W9EWC GV9AQW, opr.)

514,878-287-598- C-75
W9GTL 313,941-227-461-
W9QYW 301,644-228-441- 0-67
W9VZP 217,086-194-373- C-67
W9ICD 197,208-198-332- C-75
W9YT (K9ZMS, opr.i

138,060-156-295- ( -52
W9KXK 108,504-137-264- C-45
W9NW 89,010-138-215- B-10
W90W «4,974- 98-221- C- -
W9SCZ 54,315- 85-213- B-52
K9KKD 40,248- 86-156- C-43
W9IHN 35,334- 78-151- H- -
K9YBC 21,507- 67-107- B-20
WA9JDK 1083- 19- 19- B- 6
WA9AQE 546- 13- 14- B-10
WA9PBW (K9s FWF IBI) 

•1~_ •! «ï

DAKOTA DIVISION
Ninneseta

WA0KDI 39,897- 93-143- ( W 
W0AIH 16,461- 59- 93- <L 5 
W0YC(WA0MKB,opr.>

6U48- 36- 56- H-18 
W0RXL 4410- 35- 42-ABG-23 
W0KUI 27- 3. 3- H-5
WA0KQU 3- 1- I- B- 1
W0IVZ(W0sISJIVJ)

34,104- 87-131- C-26
South- Dakota

W0BLZ 63,345-103-205- C- - 
K0CER 28.413- 77-123- <’-15 
WA0CJI 3567- 29- 41- B-16

DELTA DIVISION
Arkansas

K5TYW 69,469-127-183- C-M
W5GFT 12,150- 54- 75- B-35
WA5KUD 300- 10- 10- B- 3

Louisiana
W5KC 235,476-211-372-AC-50
W5BUK 46.80C-104-I50- C-30
WA5EAM 8640- 45- 64- B- »
W5M0Q 4830- 35- 46- C-17

Mississippi
W5CKY 379,316-266-476- C-60
K5RFJ 313,782-241-434- C-65
W5MÜG 112,140-110-267- C-15
W50ER 18,837- 63-101- - -
WA5EHC 9225- 45- 69- A-28

Tennessee
WA4CGA 99,000-150-221- A-43
K4SXD 77,625-125-207- A-41
W4ZWZ 9720- 45- 72- B-49
K4QZV 4092- 32- 44- A-12

GBEAT LAKES 
DIVISION

Reniucku
W4BCV 261,294-214-407- (M0
W4MPV .^6,547-103-183- (M5
K4RZK 20,679- 61-113- 0-36
WA4ZIR .1242- 18- 23- B- 6

Michigan
W8VSK 445.775-275-541-RC-62
W8TTPI 209.223-189-369-RO-59
WRVPC 108,360-140-258- 0-50
W8EW 71.568-112-213-AC-29
W8NDG 45,441- 99-153- 0-26
WA88JS 41,310- 90-155- C-28
KSERO 19,341- 63-110- 0-52
W8TJQ 19,158- 62-103- A-24
K8ZVF 9027- 51- 59- C-16
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W8DS0 3780- 28- 45- B- 6
W8TBZ 2760- 24- 39- B-27
W8SCU 1710- 1Ö- 3ü- C- 4
WA8OSL 540- 12- 15- B-10
W8UM16 oprs.')

595,077-301-659-AC-9Ù
K8UDJ (5 opr« j

229,482-209-366- (’-78
W8DU8 (K8ZQE, W& CRD D US) 

134,541-151-297- C-46
WA8GUF (WA8s GLY GUF)

88,968-132-225- C-43

Ohio
W8FGX 711.480-33O-720-AC-85
W87M 228,744-216-353- < ’-50 
W8ZCQ 203,130-1X3-370- (M2 
WA8DXA 153,974-167-309- B-75 
W8GQU 148,797-167-297- C-69 
W8CJN 144,495-169-285- B- - 
WA8FDL 79.650-118-225- B-42 
WA8MQE 57,552-109-177- C-38 
W8NPF 53,530-101-178- C-46 
W8KMD 53,268- 92-193- C-38 
WA8CIA 52,116- 86-202- B-62 
WA8FAE 38,364- 92-139- B-35 
W8YGR 38,223- 93-137- B-16 
WA8NAZ 34,710- 89-130- B-21 
W8AJW 33,019- 89-124- A- - 
WA8KPO 30,843- 69-149- C-23 
WXKC 28,416- 74-128- C-33 
W8Y1T 26.334- 77-114-G-15 
W8OKF 25.308- 57-148- C-25 
WA8MCR 21,780- 66-110- A-28 
W8ELE 20,577- 57-122- (’-29 
W8FDC 20,340- 60-113- B-50 
W8DWP 17.304- 56-103- B-32 
W8GMK 11,457- 57- 67- B-15
K8ZXM 11,400- 50- 76- A-27
WRGüC 8742- 47- 62- A- -
WA8FCH 7200- 40- 60- A-13
WA8ADJ 6120- 40- 51-AB- -
K8BPX/8 4128- 32- 43- C- 6
K8PYD 3534- 31- 38- C-15
W8KMF 3075- 25- 41- B- 6
W8PCS 2883- 31- 31- B- 6
W8IBX 884- 17- 18-AB- -
K8BSM 588- 14- 14- A- 2
K8PXD 363- 11- 11- ('- 6
W8VDF/8 243- y- 9- A- 9 
WA8ETX 213- 9- 9- A- 2 
W8EDU (WA2U6G, OA ZA,

WA8LEQ}
61,936-112-185- C-70

HUDSON DIVISION
Eastern New York

WA2OJD 408,720-260-524- <M8 
W2MEL 394,970-254-522- t '-70 
W2HO 327,141-223-489- ("M6 
W2RFT 267,120-212-420- C-58 
W2HSZ 229,800-200-383- B-50 
K2AJA 145,425-175-277-BCMX 
W2LWI ! Í6.313-I37-282-AC-42 
W2A WF 102,108-127-268- (M4 
WA2HLH 85,932-126-228- A-60
W2VIR 17,160-55-104- C-- .
W2KFB 16,640- 65- 86- C-20
W21P 1020- 17- 20- B- -
W2APH 900- 15- 20- B- 6

N.Y.C.-L. I.
WB2CKS 533,986-291-618- 0-74 
W2PCJ 523,844-298-586- 0-66 
W2GGE 520.806-286-607- 0-66 
K2DGT 502.680-284-590-AC-93 
W2LXK 464,304-272-575-00-70 
K2CHQ 36A220-255-483-AC-58 
W2IRV 291,720-220-442- B-53 
WB2CZZ 278.756-227-412- B-68 
W2GKZ 228,552-214-356- C-22
WB2F0N 189,888-172-368- 0-62 
W2WZ .151,179-161-313- C-24 
W2YCW 139,278-167-278- C-23 
W2SUC 111,249-141-263- C-29 
W2RDD 104,520-134-260- 0-24 
W2 A YJ 101,835-155-219- C-20 
W2ZKQ 94.392-114-276- C-50 
W2GK W’ 72,846-114-213- B-34 
WA2UWA 72,324-123-196- B-W 
W2EXH 65,076-116-187- C- - 
W2AZS 54,054- 91-198- (.MO 
W2ZV 35,112- 88-133- A-40
WA2GLÜ ÍWA2EFN, opra

19,950- 70- 95- C- - 
WB2CKO 17,400- 58-100- B-20

W2CKR 14,996- 46-110- B-22
K2KD 13,020- 62- 70- A—
W2DUS 10,965- 43- 85- A-12
WB2.DF 10,812- 53- 68- A- 8
W2EQG 9660- 46- 70- B-16
WB2QKS 8184- 44- 53- B-5
K2QOU 8004- 46- 59- B-15
WA2TGL 7155- 45- 54- B- 6
W2BOT 5940- 33- 60- B- 6
WB2PBA 5355- 35- 51- A-15
WB2QGA 5181- 33- 54- B-W
WB2FAJ 4902- 38- 43- B- 6
W2JB 4620- 35- 44- A-13
WA2EFN 3672- 34- 36- (’- 2
W2HAE 3(160- 30- 34- B- -
W2ASE 1728- 18-32- (-15
W2OBU 1035- 15- 23- B- 4
WB2JOX 560- 14- 14- A- 7
WB2FOV 507- 13- 13- C- 2
WB2PCF 216- 8- 9- B- 2
WB2EZG 175- 5- 12- A- 6
W2RPZ 75- 5- 5- B- 4
W2MDH GVB2S MDH MVA) 

62,328-106-196- (’-48
WA2LQO ( 2s 1YK MFY.

W2QUV) 40,803- 87-159- ('-37

Northern Neu Jersey
W2VJN 538.986-313-579- (MR 
W2HUG 130,824-158-276- A-50 
WB2FIT 114,432-149-256- A-55 
W2HZY 108,624-124-292- (M6 
W2IWP 88,312-133-22 L A-54 
WB2OHK 72,352-112-216- C-2x 
W2NEP 6M86-13L170^A-35 
W2KHT 66,066-121-182- B-40 
WA2HIU 46,332- 99-156- B-51 
W2HL 45.736- 99-154- (‘-18 
K2DNL 43,710- 94-155- B-26 
WB2NZTT 43,065- 87-165- A-50 
WB2PYN 30,420- 78-130- A- - 
W2EHN 29,376- 88-144- B-30 
WB2GGO 20,724- 66-1UÔ- A-38
WB2NYN 5472- 38- 48- 8-20
W2C1Y 5307- 29- 61- B-12
WB2JID 540- 12- 15- A- I
W2MNW 90- 5- 6- B- 4

MIDWEST DIVISION
Iowa

W0FDL 235,458-206-381- C-66 
W0IYH 196,596-172-381- C-64 
W0HNA 50.67G-W3-164-AC-42 
W0YI (W0EMA, opr. ?

42.224- 91-156-ABC-32 
W0EQN 32.163- 71-151- C-18
W0KHL 29,889- 81-123- C- -
W0BSY ¿7,216- 81-112- 0-25
K0FLJ ¿0,394- 66-103- B-23
W0DCP 6192- 43- 48- C-10
WA0IJS/0 3024- ¿8- 36- A-40
WA0FWN 2604- 28- 31- B-16
WA0KXJ 504- 12- 14- A- 8
W0LBS 297- 9- 11- C- 1
WA0KIR 3- 1- 1- A- 1

The message is ciear at W8UM,the University of Michigan 
Amateur Radio Club, top Great Lakes Division multi- 
operator c.w. at almost 600-K. Operators shown are 

WA8CZH, W8s CQN FAW aided by K8MFO and 
KP4s BJD BJU.

W A0HXW 4 (oprs.)
29,250- 78-125- C-W

Kansas
WOINH 95,760-144-222- C-05
K0BHM 69,006-106-217- (M3

Missouri
W0TDR 183,488-188-327- C-72
W0OAW 98,421-159-207- C-70
W0GNX 67,881-121-187- C-59
W0CVZ 47,430- 93-170- B-57
W0GAX 14,760- 60- 83- B-26 
WA0FVI 13,104- 56- 78- A-50 
K0JPJ 8448- 44- 64- C-15 
K0JPL 4032- 32- 42- B- 7 
WA0AJV 3627- 31- 39- A- - 
K0YIP 1260- 20- 21- A- 6 
WA0JNF 216- .< 9- A-24 
WA0NOH 75- 5- 5- A-26

NEW ENGLAND 
DIVISION

Connecticut
K1ZVU 456,960-265-576- C-71
W1ECH* 361,560-262-460- B-60
W1BÜD* 249,402-211-394- ('-30
W1B1H 247,200-200-415- C-31
WIWY 212,100-202-350- ( M3
K1ZND 181,608-184-329- Á-48
W1TX 178,992-176-339-A(M6
W1FTX 128,205-165-259- B-34
W1WW 115,560-120-321- CM8
WTAH «5,852-124-261-00-55
W1DIT 65,637-117-189-BCM0
KILMS 7>1,392- 88496- A-50
K1HTV 43,200-100-144- A-17
W1CNU 42,588- 91-156- A-28
WA1APY 36,696- 88-139- (M6
WA1DJG 35,424- 82-146- B-35
WIDE? 12,972- 47- 99- B-35
WA1FHU 11,970- 57- 70- A-34
W1BDI* 9045- 45- 67-AC- 9
KJWJB 6627- 47- 53- B-30
W1RZG 3192- 28- 38- (> 9
W1NJM* 1701- 21- 27-BC- 2
WtJMY* 1512- 21- 24- C- -
K1QPN 741- 13- 19- B- 4
WA1CYT 730. {5- 1.6- A- 4
K1DPB 432- 12- 12- A- 5
WA1CQW 18- 2- 3- A- 6
WIAW m Wl’R, K2BJE)

296,262-218-453- 0-80

Eastern Massachusetts
W1EVT 792.272-340-782-BC-86 
W1BPW 780,880-344-764nAC-74
RIDIR 630.864-312-674-BC-77
WUYH 617,862-313-658- C-54
W1FJJ 341,880-259-44(5*  C-44
W1WLZ 304,425-225-451- <M6
K1CDN 241,068-213-379- C-72
K1YKT 2O4,001-193-355-AB-55
W1EHT 102,108-127-268- B-46
W1CT 94.804-137-236- B-48
W1MÛ 79,785-135-197- B-31

WA1UTN 45,032-104-145- CM#
K1TLJ 36,267- 77-157- B-22
W1BQL 32,228- 70-142-BC-W
W1CSP 22,248- 72-103- A-15
W1NJL 19,557- 53-123- A- -
WA1BYA 7548- 37- 68- A-22
W1PLJ 6678- 42- 53- B-20
W1BB 759- 11- 23- A- 6

Maine
K1RQE 264,168-216-409- 0-53 
W7UXP/1 169,150-170-344- 036
W1DE0 117,045-153-261- (M/ 
W5NGG/1 39.840- 83-160- C-22 
K1GAX 6885- 45- 51- C- 9
W1EM 4212- 27- 52- B-ll

New Hampshire
K1NBN 173,628-182-318- O - 
W1DYE 42,594- 93-153- A-15 
KlCTQlWAßOJM.opr.l

3X.700- 86-150- B-19
W1PEG 29,336- 76-129- B-50 
W1SWX 10,971- 53- 69- B-19
WA1CBP 8064- 48- 56- A-18
K2EPP/1 68X2- 37- 62- A-29
K1IIK 2448- 24- 34- A- 4

Rhode Island
W1GUG 249,900-196-425- B-65 
K1LPL 65,163-107-203- ( '-20
W1YRC 41,676- 92-151- C-W
K2KMF/1 29,631- 83-119- B-26
WIAGP 22,422- 74-103- A-27
W1H1J 10,293- 47- 73- B-14
WA1FCC 6201- 39- 53- B-16
W1AWE 5472- 32- 57- O 7
WA1FDB 351- 9- 13- A-12

Vermont
W1WTE 115,056-141-272- B-48 
W1AYK 25,380- 60-141- C-12 
W1WFZ 23,184- 69-112- A-20 
W1FPS 18,117-61-99- B-23

BMtern Massachusetts
W1E0B 262,080-210-417- (MR 
W1EZD 178,500-175-340- C-54 
W1UUK (54.448-157-328- B-50 
WIC0Î 49,470- 97-170- B-33 
W1CKD 21,284- 79-132- B-45

NORTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

Alaska
KL7FMM 3140- 2ÍI- 54- B-12
KL7EWP ¿772- 21- 44-

Idaho
A-20

K7CPC 4836- 31- 54-

Montana
A-22

W7QB 1425- 19- 25-

Oregon
A- 6

WA7ANB 26,928- «MS2-ACM3
WA7ABW 22.230- 65-114- (M0
WA7CGR 7560- 36- 70- A-lß
W7ACC/7 1440- 15- 32- B-10
W7JRI 1419- 11- 43- A-14
K7STK 2280- 20- 38-

Washinaton
o -

W7SFA 214.263-179-399- (^53
W7MX 80,598-115-236- (M5
W7RGL 33,210- 824X5- (Ml
W7MH 31,968- 72-148- B-30
W7VR0 26,496- 64-138- C-20
K7WQD 16,014- 51-106- B-55
K7QXL 13,818- 49- 94- B-36
W7IPX 5070- 26- 65- B-27
W7WKB 2440- 20- 41- B-30
WA7BDF 1710- 19- 30- B-19

PR.CÏFLC DIVISION
East Bay

W6LDD 263.862-214-411- C-72 
WA6UFW (WA6VAT, oprj

90,090-130-231- (MO 
W6B8Y 70,485- 27-185- C- - 
WA6IVN 55,728-108-172- C- - 
K6LRN 20.280- 65-104-BC-24
W6AW 7665- 35- 73- B-24
W6KEK 4350- 29- 50-BC- 8
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W6FLT 3675- 25- 49- C-15 
\V6YLL(W QOWÏLL)

3900- 26- 50-AB-U

Hawaii
KH6IJ 27,750- 74-125- <>24
KH6FRL 9348- 38- 82- (>25 
KH6FTE 9143- 41- 76-AB- - 
W0PAN/KH6

4941- 27- 61- B-19
KUfiFON 825- 11- 4J5- A- 5

Nevada
W7VITT 3588- 26- 46- B- 6

Sacramento Valley
W6GRX 217,168-196-370- C-70 
W6EOU 89,914-122-247-B>70 
W6Ö1A 77,172-118-218- B-50 
W6ONZ 27,075- 95- 95- >37
WA6JDT 5310- 30- 59- A-27
K6DQB 2925- 25- 39- A-1.4

•S'm Franeisco
W6WB 188.616-174-362- C- - 
WA6IVM 115479-141-273- >55
W6ERS 86,580-130-222« C-80 
K6NCG CVRfiFCE.opr.i 

71,955-117-205- >67
K6IXS 31,710-70-151- >26 
K6ANP 22,878- 62-123- (>24
WA6DJT 7056- 42- 56- B-17
VVB6CMA 1422- 22- 67- B-21

Suu Joaquin Valley
W6U.T 170,8.50-170-335- 0-80
W6KTW 160,776-174-308-BC-66
W6WWD 18,786- 62-101- >15

Santa Clara Valley
K6ERV (W6BHY, opr.)

370.500-247-500- 0-85 
\V6 WX 325,108-238-456- ( ’-74 
W6OI7F 182,196-189-322- (’-51 
W6H0C 153,576-158-324- (M7 
WB6CEP 120,498-151-266- C-70 
K6H0R 114,972-143-268- >40 
K6 A LH 88,375-125-236- C-72 
1V6B.TH 86,688-126-230- > - 
W6FYM 64,975-115-189- (’-32 
WÀ6YMX 63,612-114-186- >42 
1VA6NYK 61.632-107-192- 0-57 
W6KHS 55,278-111-166- R-41 
W6RFF 29,526- 74-133- ('-30 
W6GQK (W6SR1, opr.)

29,016- 78-124- >26 
WB6LEI 22,035- 65-113- A-35 
W6ATO 16,380- 52-105- >21 
WB6KRW 14,382- 51- 94- A-40

W9!OP’s Central Division c.w. score Is an eye-opener, 
almost 700-K topping Indiana with one of the high single
operator code performances this test. Larry worked 
different 125 countries over-all in a 5-band performance 

producing 327 multipliers and 717 exchanges.

W6QDE 12,495- 49- 85- >14
WA6TQK 10.191- 43- 79- A- -
OVVR 6264-36-58- >11 
W6BVB 4371- 31- 47- A- 9
W6QBY 3828- 29- 44- > 9
W6CLM 3225- 25- 44- >32
WA6PMK 2475- 25- 33- > -
WB6KMV 2337- 19- 41- A-17
K6OZV 2220- 20- 37- <> -
K6VTC 720- 18- 40- C- 4
WO 108- 1- 9- > -
W6UMI (W6UMT, WA6SID

204,088-191-352- C- -

W4BVV was manned solo during the phone test to top 
Virginia with 869,799 and multioperated by 6 of the 
PVRC crew for V/z million c.w. points, in front of Tom 
are 4 S-lines and a KWM-2. The short rack to the left
contains control units, beam indicators etc. and the large

rack to the left houses four separate 4-1000Z finals.

K60HI < K60HJ, W6RGG.
WA6QGW)

191,862-187-342- >64 
K6LY Í7 oprs.)

177.671-173-343- >86 
WA4FISM/6 (K4ETD,

WA4HSM oprs.)
180- 5- 12- A-26

ROANOKE DIVISION
North Carolina

W40MW 76,614-113-226- R-39
K4ADT 39,900- 95-140- B-26
WA4MQW 29,250- 78-129- A-41
WA4UXU 6156- 38- 54- A-12

South. Carolina
K4YYL 385,140-245-524- 073
K4 WJT 1 46.169-149-327- >47 
WA4IKU 273,762-227-402- >35 
WA4VZK 9900- 50- 66- B-20 
WN4YZC 504- 12- 14- A- -

Virginia
W4KFC 9<600-381-867-A>70
IV4BFA (WA4RPK. opr.’

438,126-274-533- 0-68
W4ZSH 146,685-165-298- >20

W4DVT 145,512-172-282- >57 
W4CQI Î 30.746-154-283- B-38 
\V4YGY 123.120-144-285- B-20 
W4GF 122.706-153-269-  AC-27 
K4CG (KSWnW.opr.)

101.430-147-230- >38 
W4RKV 76,680-120-213- >39
W4WBC 67,374-114-197- B-36
W4ZM 63,180-117-180- >15
W4DKU 52,884-113-186-AC-16
W4YZC 46,620-105-148- (.’-15
W4WSF 10,656- 48- 74- >10
W4CRW 7200- 40- 60- A-30
W A4 VAI 5610- 34- 55- C-26
W4KMB 4851- 33- 49- B-14
W4NXE 1026- 18- 19- B-16
W4BVV (6 oprs.)

1,512,448-448-1126-AC-96 
W4KXV (8 oprs. )

!,357.433-427-1061-A>96
Virginia

W8AZD 56,448- 96-196- R-44
WA8QYK 2054- 26- 27- A- -
K8UZX 960- 16- 20- > 3
W8BKK 75- 5- 5- A- 3

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
DIVISION

Colorado
K0VFN 41.322- 97-142- >38
W0JKA 8184- 44- 62- A-36

Neto Mexico
K5STL 116.208-144-269- >53
W5VWD 74,052-121-204- >50
W50DJ 51.410- 97-178- C-96
W8BZY/5 89,336- 88-149- (> -
W5HMT 8235- 45- 61- Ç- 9

rt-ah
W7NPU 104,520-134-260- >62 
K70XB 3102- 18- 63- >10

Wyoming
W7PS0 26,670- 70-127- >40
\V7GGG 1026- 18- 19- B- -

SOUTHEASTERN 
DIVISION

.UnMma
K4NMN 71.37O-122-196-AB-4O
W4KVC 58.824-114-172- >32
K4EDF 38,280- 83-145- >40

W4LHW 28,755- 71-135- <>27
W4NML 8280- 46- 60-AC-19
WA4YDR 864- 16- 18-AB- 7
K4KJD 210- 7- 10- > 3

Eastern Florida
W4HÜE 487,760-280-581- 0-76 
W4BG0 485,248-272-599-A>78 
W4BRB 316,707-229-468- A-8Ö 
W4H0S 247,293-213-387-ABC-68 
WA4PXP 223.713-201-373- 0-59 
W4WY.J 136,431-163-279- A-37 
W4WHK 124.476-16L253-AB-50 
WA4ÏJH 51,345-105-163-AB-33 
K4RQE 51,150-110-155- A-22
W4EIÊ 45,288-102-148- 038
W4BYB 37,074- 74-167- A-52
W4MTE 22,356- 69-W8- A-40
WA4SDK 5700- 3X- 50- A-25
K4QIJ 1764- 21- 28- B- -
K4ZD 1122- 17- 22- O~
W4EE0 3on- 10- 10- > 4
WB4CAP 75- 5- 5- A-12
W4ZYQ/W ZYQZYS)

302,967-229-443- 0-76

Georgia
K4EZ 391. ,560-251-52O-BC-69
W4DXI 321.836-244-442-AC-76
WA4EPM 9555- 49- 65- A-23

Western Florida
K40A 125,268-146-286- >53

SOUTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

Arizona
W7IMA 118,692-157-252- B-34
W7ATV 86,496-136-212- (’-41
W7AYY 36,024- 79-152- >12
W7ENA 16,530- 58- 95- A-11
WA7BOA 1425- 19- 25- B- 6
W7UTTU 432- 12- 12- A-l 1

Lo*  Angeles
W6ITA 501,389-286-583- >80 
W6NIX (W6AJJ,oprJ

190.920-185-344- >84
K6KA 188.672-17M58- >70 
W6PQT 117,025-151-259- (Wl 
W6LDA 116,328-148-262- >35 
WIC 89,652-124-242- >34 
W6VNJ 61,236-108-189- - - 
W6NKR 50,700-100-169- >20 
WRNEX 16,906-94-167- >36 
W6RCV 42,861- 91-157- (’-32 
W6APH 34,263- 81-141- >53 
WB6EUZ 37,296- 84-148- R-35 
K0GJD/6 29,484- 78-126- B-25 
W6KPC 28,125- 75-125- >60 
W6PRI 21,321- 69-103- >40 
WA6KHK 20.220- 60-113- A-38 
K6Y YQ 16,095- 53-105- >34 
W60NG 14,946- 53- 94- R-40
W6ANB 12,495- 49-85- >23 
WB6CN0 6765- 41- 55- A-18
WB6KIL 6372- 36- 59- A-20
W4SAT/6 3861- 27- 48- A-25
W6IBD 3483- 27- 43- -
W6AM/6 12- 2- 2- C- 1
W6RW (8 oprs.)

934,235-379-825-A>96

Orange
K6HZP 132,312-149-296- >60 
K6CYX 70,983- 99-242- >38 
WA6TLL 43.407- 91-519- A-51
WB6RTJ 12.015-45-89- >19 
W6HJ 6696- 36- 62- C-25
WWNR 6660- 37- 60- B-23
WB6MPE 2457- 21- 39- A- -
W6ANN (WfisANN DFY)

270,756-218-414- >75

San Diego
WB6LZI 1.42,188-164-289- >42
W6CHV 80.892-126-214- B-53
W6KNE ¿9.748- 74-134- 0-24
VVA6DMN 11,421- 47- 81- B-22
K6CNV 5100- 34- 50- A-15

Santa Barbara
W6UT<S 102,258-138-247- ( M8 
W6PQW 53,016- 94-188- > - 
1VA6OJM 39,411- 87-151- B-27 
WB6UV 32,417- 77-141- B-40
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African activity was evidenced by (L-R): 5A3TX with almost 200-K c.w. and an additional nice phone log, 9G1FQ top 
Ghana aw. who finds this event always enjoyable and 9Q5FV, top Republic of Congo phone.

W6JTA (W6JTA, WA6QDA, 
WB6PGK)

61.692-106-194- 0-60

WEST GULF 
DIVISION

Northern Texas
W50GS 251,664-214-392- 0-70
W5LU J .167,007-179-311- 0-70
K5BXG 105,111-153-229- 0-60
K5QMC 71,955-117-2O5-BC-24 
WA5JMK 47,595- 95-167- U-37 
WA6JS1 29,868- 76-131- B- - 
W5VLF 5586- 38- 49- A-17 
WA5KYY 3813- 31- 41-AB-20 
W5M8G 714- 14- 17- A- 6

Oklahoma
K5LMG 39,330-90-146- 0-55 
W4BKI/5 25,272- 72-117- 0-53 
K5JVF 19,314- 58-111- B-40

Southern Texas
W5BRR 391,090-259-504- C-87
K5JZY 249.48O-216-385-BC-60
TOZD 214.890-190-377-BC-66
TOUT 96,744-139-132- 0-30
K5ABV 81,606-134-203- A-41
TOLZG 63,283-121-175- C-18
W5MC0 62,586-114-183- C-46
W5WQN 12,844- 52- 85- C-33
WA5AUZ 4590- 34- 45- C-32
W ASM UP 27- 3- 3- A-22

CANADIAN 
DIVISION

Maritime
VE1RB 363,490-223-550- C-51
VO1 AW 109,434-122-305- A-41
VEIZZ 41,949- 79-177- U-68
VE1WP 24,705- 61-140- A-16
VE1EK 11,850- 50- 79- A-13

Quebec
VE2NV 353,292-236-499- A-75
VE2AYÜ 153.990-145-354-AB-64
VE2WA 144,900-161-300- 0- -
VE2CK 3564- 27- 44- B- -
VE2JD 1800- 20- 30- 0- -

Ontario
VE3EÖ 123,120-144-285- C- -
VE3DBB 77,589-111-233- B- 5
VE3DFM 62.100- 92-225- A-33
VE3FID 56,307-137-137- 023
VE3DKB 21,452- 62-1.16- B-39
VE3DUB 243- 9- 9- A- 4

Saskatchewan
VE5PM 24,340- 71-110- B- -

Alberta
VE6AKV 7215- 37- 65- B-21
VR6GX (5 oprs.)

56,289- 87-129- C-38

British Columbia
VE7BDJ 55,200- 96-193- 0-55
VE7CE 36.720? 80-154- 0-24

Yukon —N. W.T.
VE8BB 20,832- 56-125-AB-30

AFRICA
Portuguese Guinea 

CR3AD 21,096- 24-293- A--

Capp Verde Islands 
CR4BB 195,975-65-1005» A-49

Angola
CR6AI 220,304-56-1315- B-57
CR6EI 71,250- 50-475» A-40
CR6HG 21,321- 23-309- B- -

Mozambique
CR7IZ 1.3,608- 21-189- A- -

Liberia 
EL2D 120,204- 53-756- A-21

(Uhiopiu 
mo 1764- 12- 4.8- A- -

Swaziland 
ZD5M 1485- II- 45- A- -

Ascension Island
ZD8AR (4 oprs. )

1,090,758-86-4251- A- -

South Africa 
29,160- 42-235- A- 9 

513- 9- 19- A- -

Libya
195,858-54-1210- A- -

Nigeria 
23,436- 31-252- A- -

Somali lìepubl ic
6O6BW 155.493-44-1226-AC-29

Republic of G uinea 
7G1A 183.114-73-2220- A- -

ZS6FN 
ZS1O

5A3TX

5N2AAF

Ghana
9G1FQ 82.115- 47-585- 0-26

Republic of the Congo
9Q5RD 20,097- 21-319- A- -
9Q5PA 5364- 12-149- A- 4

ASIA
Iran

EP3AM 23,328- 36-216- B-36
Korea

HM5BF 48,060- 36-445- A- -
HL9US (multiopr j

53,070- 29-610- A- -

Lebanon

Japan
J Al IB X 160,504-52-1069- A-52
JA1OIB 129,438- 51-846- A- -
JA1CG 56,203- 37-512- A-36
JA1DFQ 31,328- 32-333- A-27
JA8SW 20,944- 22-319- A-72
JA1LWI 6272- 14-151- A- -
.IA2CPD 5628- 14-135- A-24
.1A8GR 5343- 13-137- A-19
JA7BJL 3926- 13-101- A-43
JA7CVB 2010- 15- 45- A-10
JA2CUS 1908- 12- 53- A- -
JA2XI 960- 8- 40- A- -
.IA2BNN 400- 5- 27- A- -
JA8CCZ 72- 3- 8- A- -
JA2CPK/1 27- 3- 3- A-12

Bonin A Volcano Islands
KG6IG (K3HPS, WA4YLP) 

126,420- 43-980- 0-39

OD5LX .18,009- 23-263- A-ll
Asiatic Russian S. F. S. II.

UA0KZB 84,768- 32-883- B- - 
UA0KZD 21,024- 22-363- B- -
I.JA0KCÜ 15,181- 17-298- B- - 
ÜW01X 14,307- 19-251- A- -
UA0KZD 13,923- 21-221- B- -

UW0IW 9027- 17-177- A- - 
1.TA0TR 4488- 11-136- A-12
1.IA0DT 1560- 10- 52- A- -
UA9MR 1218- 14- 20- A- -
UA0AG 828- 12- 23- B- -
IJA9MX 486- 9- 18- A- -
UA9PO 234- 6- 13- A- -
UW90S 216- 8- 9- A- -
UA0GF 153- 3- 17- B- -
UA0KFG (4 nprs.)

277,704-56-1704- B-96 
UA0KCA (3 oprs.)

13,419- 21-213- B- - 
UA9KUA (3 oprs.)

7650- 17-150- B- - 
UA9KTE (2 oprs.)

1683- 11- 51- B- - 
Turkoman

UH8DH 72- 3- 8- A- -
Kazakh

UL7RN 1353- 11- 41- A- -
ffL7CQ 918- 9- 34- B- -

Hong Kong
VS6B.T 1896- 8- 1!)- A- -

India
VU2GW 1071- 9- 41- A- 4

Singapore
9V1LP 70,560- 48- 500-A-40
9V1MT 612- 6- 34- A- -

EUROPE
Portugal

CT10I 64,476- 36-597- A-50
(T1SQ 7392» 28- 89- B- 7

Germany
DJ5BV 178,002-58-1046- B-66 
DL1RK 108,100-46-784-A-45 
DM4WPL 93,312- 48-648- B- - 
DT.7BQ 55,242- 33-558- B- - 
DI 8OM 42.180- 37-388- A- - 
DL1QT 37,872- 48-263- B-23 
DUVP 28,050- 22-430- B-35 
DJ2YC 27,270- 18-511- B- - 
DL4LG 22,050- 25-294- B-13 
DL1TA 6840- 19-120-AB- 8
DL3CM 4731- 19- 83- B- -
DM2ATD 4560- 19- 80- B- -
DL6WD 3348- 18- 62- B- -
DJ6HE 2244- 11- 68- B- 7
DI.1JC 424- 8- 18- A- - 
DM2BBE 225- 5- 15- A- -
DL0JA (7 oprs.)

34,221- 33-347- B-38 
Spain

EA3KT 43,622- 34-432- A-50
EA2DT 13,450- 25-182- A-ll
EA3NA 7038- 23-104- A- -
EA2CR 6165- 15-137- A--

Republic of Ireland
EI9J 200,187-59-1134- A-34
EI5F 1.6,375- 25-220- A-18

France
F8VJ 161,512-52-1038- A-44
F9ZF 90.850- 46-665- A-40
F8CS 65,106- 43-504- A- -
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G3SS0 (8 oprs.)

F2PO 57,546- 46-422- A- -
FSOP 50,280- 40-419- A- -
F90E 22,464- 26-229- A- -
F8TQ 11,840- 20-198- A.-12
F8TM 10,802- 31-114- A- -
F5NG 8064- 14-192- A-ll
F2G0 3570- 10-119- A- -
F5EF 3195- 15- 71- A- -
F8SF 3- 1- 1. A- -

England
G2R0 138,701- 53-877- A-51
G2QT 117,600- 50-784- A—
G2DC 95,472- 52-612- A- -
G3APN 44,550- 55-271- A-40
GOVC 31,008- 34-304- A-32
GSKSH 8208- 36-228- A- 8
G3HLW 6800- 25- 91- A- -
G2AJB 3840- 20- 64- A-12

414,060-67-2060- A-95
Northern Ireland

GI30QR 367,072-64-201(5- A-62
Scotland

GM2HCZ 34,020-30-378- A-21 
GM3JDR 14,208- 16-296- A- - 
GM3GTJJ (GM3s GUJ UBK)

63,843- 39-549- A-96
Wales

GW3JI 137,000- 50-916- A-- 
GW3ITZ (4 oprs.)

58.8C0- 36-545- A-96 
hungary

HA1KSA 163,080-54-1027- B-60 
HA1SD 52.299- 39-447- A-32
HA5DJ 41,144- 37-377- A- -
HA1KVM 37,476- 36-347- A--
HA1VA 4182- 17- 82- A- -
HA1ZH 3318- 14- 79- A- -
HA5KQD (HA5s DI EK KDQ)

111,390- 47-797- B-47
Switzerland

HB9JG 227,563-59-1288- B- - 
HB9KC 85,536- 44-6 48-AB-28 
HB9DX 68,166- 42-541- B- - 
HB9RX (HB9s ADJ RX)

54,432- 36-507- B-39 
Italy

TINT 218.850-50-1459- B-49 
I1LAO 137,853- 51-918- A--
I1AV 36,371- 37-337- A- -
I IKE 33,785- 29-420-AB-19
I1PPI 31,581- 29-365- A-24
1T1AGA 30,600-34-303- A-46 
UHL 6688- 19-118- A- -

Norway
LA9HC 96.360- 40-803- A-35
LA1H (LA90I opr.)

65.568- 32-705- A-35 
LA5HE 22,828- 26-293- A- -
LA2Q 9056- 16-189- A-49
LA7H 8100- 18-150- A- -
IA8PF 2805- 11- 85- A--
LA IK (5 oprs. J

54,450- 30-605- A-91

Jan Mayen
LA6XF/P 3009- 17- 51- A- -

Luxembourg
DJ6ST/LX 2814- 14- «7- A- -

Bulgaria
LZ1KAA (6 oprs.)

49,440- 32-575- B-73

DX CONTINENTAL CHAMPIONS
C.W. Phone

Single Operator Multioperator Single Operator M ultioperator
7G1A ZD8AR .4 frira. ET3AC
JA1IBX UA0KFG .4 nia JA1IBX
GI3OQR G3SSO Europe I1BAF GB2UX
CO2BO PJ5ME N. A. KP4CKU ZF1BP
VK2EO KGBICx Oceania VR1Z KJ0DA
HK3RQ LU IDA Y 8. A. HK4KL ....

LZ1KKZ (3 oprs.)
15,720- 20-263- B- - 
Finland

OH1XX 65,310- 35-633- R- -
OH2FB 11.220- 17-220- B-34
QH3MF 5778- 18-107- A- -
OH5VT 2310- 14- 56- A-15
OH2BF.E 957- H- 29- R- -
OH2YL 371- 7- 18- B- -
UH6VR 357- 7- 17- A- -
OH5UX 165- 5- 11- B- -
0H2AM (7 oprs.»

149,904-48-1053- B- - 
OH2TI (5 oprs.)

104,841-33-1059- B- - 
OH3AH (6 oprs.)

60.117- 29-691- B-85

For a serious contester there seems hardly a better spot 
in the world than the Caribbean. CO2BO ’proved this 
point the c.w. weekends in a first-rate performance for 
close to a million c.w. points. Jan ran 90 watts input and 
operated all bands with homebrew transmitters (6146s) 

crystal controlled. Recognize that old OK3MM style?

Denmark
OZ3FL 100,674- 42-799- A- -

ÛH1AA (oHls VT WK)
22,800- 19-101- B-18

Czechoslovakia
OK3CCC 33,300- 30-370- A- -
OK1VK 30.156- 28-359- B- -
0K1AHZ 21,780- 33-220- A--
0K30M 19,248- 16-401- B-27
0K2P0 17,024- 19-300- A--
UK1AF0 7335- 15-163- B- -
OK2DB 6045- 13-155- R- -
OK1AEZ 4845. 19. 85- A- -
OK1UK 4485- 13-115- B- -
DK1KDT 2604- 14- 62- A- -
OK3KGI 2568- 8-107- A- -
(JK1AJR 2310- 10- 73- A- -
OK1AES 2046- 11- 62- A- -
OK2ABU I960- 14- 47- B- -
ÛK3CED 1776- 8- 74- A- -
OK2QX 1080- 8- 45- A- -
OK2BC1 513- 9- 19- B- -
OK1AOX 450- 6- 25- A- -
OKI EDO 180- •• 15- A- 

Belgium
ON4XG 92,619- 41-753- A-35
0N4NM 40,194- 29-462- A- -

Faroe, islands
OY6FRA (mulüopr.t

18,333- 21-291- A- -

OZ1W 51.012- 39-436- A-40
OZILO 40,494- 34-397- A-52
OZ7X 22.194- 27-274- A-46
OZ4UN 8910- 18-165- A- -
OZ7G 3660- 10-366- A- -
OZ8E 3486- 14-83- A--
OZ7BG 1776- 16- 37- B- -
OZ4DX 972- 9- 36- A- -
OZ3F1 756- 12- 21- A- -
OZ5DX 330- 5- 22- B- -

Netherlands
PA0LOV 153.250-50-1043- A-60
PA0XPQ 72,696- 39-623- A-42 
PA0GMU 40,977- 29-479- A- -
PA0FLX 18,720- 32-196- A- -
PA0WAC 10.164- 22-154- A- -
PA0VB 4920- 20- 82- A- -

Poland

Sweden
SM5CCE 66,528- 33-693- B-32
SM5TW 12,291- 37-381- B- -
BM5CEU 10,149- 17-199- B- -
SM51W 8944-26- I15-B-21
SM5BNX 7776- 18-144- B- -
SL6BH (SM7CUY opr.)

5355- 17-105- A- -
8M7DVF 4452- 14-106- B- -
BM3CJD 4368- 14-104- A- -
SM5BT8 300«. 16- 64- R- -
SM5ALJ 2592- 12- 72- B- -
BM5BRL 1521- 13- 39- A- -
SM7TV 1342- 11- 41- A- -
SM6CMR 616- 8- 26- A- -
SM5BDS 75. §. 5. B- -
8M6RJI (4 oprs.)

253,980-51-1663- B-60

SP8KBM (SP8s AJE ARY)
7054- 19-122- A- -

SP7HX 17.538- 38-417- B- -
8P6AKK 11,995- 37-393- A-35
SP6AAT 24.480- 30-275- B-12
BP8MJ 18,270- 30-203- B- -
8P6AKY 13.296- lf>279- A- -
SP5AHL 11,730- 23-170- A-35
SP5ADZ 6900- 25- 92- A- -
SP6SO 2520- 12- 70- A- -
SP6TP 1620- 10- 54- B- -
SP9AMA 522- 6- 29- A- -
SP3AOT 456. 8- 19- A- -

Dodecanese.
8V0WF 3- 1- 1- A- 1

Greece
SV0WAA 26,622- 29-308- A-24 

Iceland
TF3AB 4320- 18- 80- A- -

European Russian S. F. S. R,
UA1ZW 9027- 17-177- A- -
UA6XQ 1190- 10- 40- A- -
UA1BW 744- 8- 31- A- -
UW3C8 384- 8-16- A- -
UA1KCR 336- 8- 14- A- -
UA3KRO 300- 5- 20- A- -
RAIMA 231- 7- U- B- -
UA1YY 198- 6- U- A- -
UW3BX 180- 5- 12- A- -
UA1SP 144- 3- 16- A- -
UA4ZA 180- 5- 12- A- -
IJA1NA 40- 2. 7- B- -
ÏIA4AZ 27- 1- 9- A- -
UA6KAF (2

UA1KUA (2

UA3KA0 (.2

UA1KUZ (3

oprs.)
41,013- 49-279- A- - 
oprs.)
28.455- 21-451- B- - 
oprs. i

5355- 15-119- B- - 
oprs.)

2706- 11- 82- A- -
Kaliningradsk

UA2KAW (LIA2s BO CA CD)
29.634- 22-449- B- - 

UA2KAP (3 oprsJ
5187- 13-131- A- -

Ukraine
HB5WJ 21,762- 18-403 A-20
UB5HN 480- 8- 20 A- -
UB5TR 415- 13- 29- B- -
UT5KKL 255- 5- 17- A- -
UT5HP 24- 2- 4- A- -
UB5KFF (3 oprs.)

7722- 26- 99- A- - 
UB5KHQ (3 oprs. )

3444- 14- 82- A- - 
ÜB5ARTEK (3 oprs J

782- 8- 33- B- - 
UB5KGL (3 oprs.j

390- 5- 26- B- -
White Russian 8. F. 8. R,

UC2AW 7776- 18-144- A- -
UO2WP 2460- 10- Ky- A- -
UC2KMZ iS oprs.)

3105- 15- 69- A- -
Azerbuijan

UD6BZ 1845- 15- 41- A- -
Georgia

UF6LA 1728- 12- 48- A- -
1JF6HK 105- 5- 7- A- -
UF6KAF (UF6sGEGM) 

24.186- 29-278- B- -
Lithuania

UP2PT 6474- 13-166- R- -
UP2KDA 2178- II- 66- A- -
UP2KNP (5 oprs. )

98,064- 36-908- B- -
VP2KBA (2 oprs.)

19,080- 24-265- B- -
Latvia

UQ2HO 1980- 11- 60- A- -
UQ2GQ 1728- 8- 72- A- -
UQ2MK 255- 5- 17- B- -

YO3KSD(YO3s AAJ GU)
6318- 26- 8L A- -

3432- 13- 88- A- -

UR2L0
Estonia

1395- 15- 99- B- -
UR2BU 1234- IL 38- B- -

Y08DD
Rumania
15.057- 21-243- B- -

Y03R0 3861- 11-117- A- -
YO3JW 3180- 10-106- A- -
YO3CR 2604- 14- 62- B- -
YO7VS 1914- 9- 72- Ä- -
YO3RF 792- 12- 22- B- -
YO9HH 711- 9-27- A- -
YO5LN 330- 5- 22- A- -
Y05K0L 115- 5- 8- A- -
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A half-million points c.w. and even more on phone were 
registered by Los Angeles top single operator W6ITA. 
The 5-L on 20, 4-L on 10 and 15 and 3-L on 40 (plus an 
80-meter dipole) produced fabulous reports seen in 

hundreds of DX logs received for this test.

YUUOP 840- 8- 35- A- -
YD3BC (YU3s BC LB LC) 

213,512-52-1377- B-66
YU1BCD (4 oprs.)

112,894- 47-832- B-96
YtTIEXY (2 oprs.)

61,308- 39-537- A- -

I. T. U„ Geneva
4U11TU (4 oprs.)

31,976- 28-385- C-15

NORTH AMERICA
Cuba

CO2B0 978,924-97-3364- A-86
CM2BL 263,700-60-1465- B- -

Guadeloupe
FG7XX 214,272-64-1116- A-40

Dominican liepublic
HI8XAL 972,290-110-3627- C-58

Han Andres A" Proridencia
HK0AI 609,606-71-2862- B-

Panama
HP1IE 569,322-78-2433- A-65
HP1BR 23,256-17- 456- B-20
HP1AC 6660-20- 111- A- -

Puerto Hico
KP43JM 419,040-72-1960- B- -
KP4BBN 306.068-68-1515- 0-45
WA4MFS/KP4

67,824-36- 628- A-14

Virgin Islands
KV4CK 184,800-55-1120-

Canal Zone
B- -

KZ5FX
KZ5JF

682,560-80-2851-
331,062-69-1608-

C-54
A-54

Sint Maarten
PJ5ME (7 oprs.)

1,167,714-87-4474- A-48

Coita Rica
TI2KR (TI2s CJH KR) 

34,476-39- 295- B- -

St. Kitts, Nevis
VP2KR 61,053-47- 433- A-19

Turks and Caicos Islands 
VP5AB 394,476-71-1852- A-30

Barbados
VP6PJ 140,508-54- 868- A-17 

Bermudas
WB2PXZ/VP9 (5 oprs.) 

362,565-63-1943- A-96

Mexico
XE2AAG 100,150-50- 676- A-37 
XE1AX 85,520-40- 718- B-ll 
XE2DD 32.400-36- 300- A-13 
XE0.AL (12 oprs.)

867,396-86-3362-AB-96
Nicaragua

YNTAA 119,190-58- 685- A- ~
YN8BF 9288-24- 129- A- -

Cayman Islands
ZF1XX 2052-19- 36- A- 1

OCEANIA
New Caledonia

PK8AH 16,215-23- 235- A- 8 9Y4VU 60,108-42- 490- A-24

Guam
KG6APD 20,010-23- 290- C-10

Midway Island
KM6CE (K7RSM opr.) 

157,950-54- 975- B-45

Australia
VK2E0 (VK2ADY/WWNV

opr.) 606,771-81-2497- A-78 
VK3APJ 295,745-66-1497- A- - 
YK2GW 242,580-65-1244- AMB 
VK3AXK 123,921- 49-843- A-4Z 
VK2VN 69,972-49- 476- A-10
VK5K0 31,650-50- 241- A-16
VK2QK 11,550-14- 275- A- -
VK3XB 6222-17- 122- A- -
VK3KS 11)80-10- 36- A- -

Papua
VK9WE 1872-12- 52- A- 3
VK9TB 16- 2- 3- A- 1

Fiji
VR2DK 44,268-42- 356- A-10

New Hebrides
Y.T1DL 25,029-27- 309- A- -

New Penland
ZL1HW 129,668-44- 984- A- -
ZL3II 108,000-50- 720- A-37
ZLIDV 74,052-33- 748- A -■
ZL2PM 56,595-35- 539- A.-18
ZL1AMQ 28,080-27- 347- A- -
ZL1QW 6072-22- 92- A- 8

SOUTH AMERICA
Chile

CEI AD 390,060-66-1974- B- -
CE6EF 6384-99- 112-AB- 9
CE3AG 3822-14- 91- A- 2

Botina
CP3CD 10,416-14- 248- A- -

Uruguay
CX10P 39,560-43- 308- A- -
CXIFB 8910-30- 99- A- -

Colombia
HK3RQ 714,680-74-3220- C-54
HK3BAE 209,952-54-1296- B-45
HK3ASJ 39,350-25- 539- A- -

Argentina
LÜ3DSI 69,462-34- 681- A. -
LU5AES 57,482-41- 534- A- -
LU8BAJ 44,100-35- 420- B. -
LU1DAY (4 oprs.)

585,352-76-2583. A.90

Peru
OA4PF 376.788-68-1847- B. -

Brazil
PY2SO 620,475-75-2838-ABC-61 
PY2BGL 343,125-75-1525- C-57
PY7AKQ 274.700-59-1552- A-50
PY1MC0 213,573-61-1332- 034 
PY1NO 152.496-54- 948- A-84 
PYIBLG 76,222-46- 554- B-48 
PY7AEE 39,270-42- 310- A- -

F enc.zue.la
YV1DP 629,415-71-2955- B-70
YV1OB 41.240-40- 345- B-12

Trinidad

PHONE SCORES
ATLANTIC DIVISION

Delaware.
K3NHL 567,378-266-711- C-83 
K3NYG 44,121- 77-I9I-ABC-30

Pastern Pennsylvania
TOBES 523,146-247-708- C-75 
K3JCT 405,544-224-602- C-76 
W3BGN 313,296-214-488- C-39 
TOWPG 284,040-180-526- C-93 
K3TPL 282,576-203-404- 0.68 
KSBNS 199,470-161-413- Ci-47 
TOEQA 1.55,344-14M,56- 040 
W3GRS 123,669-151-273- C-23 
W3HHK 113,766-134-283- 0-34 
TOCGS 109,620-126-290- 0-49 
WSNOH 99,099-121-273- C-35 
W3GHM 86,652-116-249- C, - 
K3PSW 71,173-103-231-' C-44
W3BIP 62.037-113-183- 0-40
W3QMZ 52,488- 81-216- C-36
W3NM 50.797- 79-215- 025
W3KT 48.804- 83-196- O -
W3BYX 33,441- 71-517- A-30
W3IIZF 32,472- 88-123- C-26
W3KDF 31,968- 74-144- 0-20
W3C,HD 15.399- 59- 87- B- 6
W.3QLW 6300- «5- 60- B-16
TOECR 3744- 32- 39- B- 3
W31ZI 396- 11- 12- A- 3
W3WJD (4 oprs.)

1,112,576-328-1132- 0-96 
W3MWC (K3JLI, TOMWC)

378,336-221-563- ORO 
W3GHS (W3GHS, K3YUA)

34,656- 76-152- C-20 
K3MBF (K3s UZ MBF)

11,616- 44- 88- C- 7
W3KFQ (K3JGF, W3KFQ) 

7956- 34- 78- C- 8

Maryland-D. C.
W3AZD 511,104-242-704- 0-70 
W3TLN 393.714-207-634- C-61 
W3BWZ 264.153-191-461-AB-70 
W3GRF 218,940-164-445- C- - 
W3MCG 178,200-165-360-ABC-58 
W3MVB 99,960-119-280- 0-43
W3AXW 40,992- 96-143-AC-42
K3KME 36.984- 92-134- B-48
W3FYS 31,72.5-75-141- -
W3ZNB 16,512- 64- 86- B-14
WA3CGE 12.267- 47- 87- B-17
K3CBW 11,376- 24- 45- 0-22
K3WUW 7620- 44- 55- B-32
K30TH 1920- 20- 32- B- -
TOMSK (7 oprs.)

2,290-092-398-1918- C-96 
WA3EPT (8 oprs.)

225,090-183-410- C-96 
K3LCH (KSsJYZLCH)

30,396- 68-149- B-19
K3JYZ/3(K3sJYZLCB)

22,464- 64-117- 020 
K3QDD (K3s OAE QDC QDD)

5918-34-58- 0 8

•Southern New Jersey
WA2IZS 222,894-174-427- C- - 
W2DAJ 157,680-146-:;iiO. B-35 
K2PZF 67,164-116-103- 0-38 
W2QKJ 64,701- 91-237- -
W2QDY 51,030- 81-210- B- - 
W ZEWR 3'2,943- 79-139- C-72 
WB2QY0 25.272- 52-162- B-39 
W20RA 15.552- 54- 96- A-19
K2AÜÜ 6642- 41- ,54- C-10
TOSDO 3018- 24- 23- C-10
K20EA 1512- 21- 24- A- 4

WA2HSP 240- 8- 10- A- -
K2AA/2 (4 oprs. )

44,100- 98-150- A- -

iTestern New York
K2GXI 621,432-274-756- C-88
WB2MFX 471,040-230-683- U-84
K2LWR 206.409-160-430- C-67
W2QWS 197,334-171-386- C-60
WA2WVL 140,118-121-386- 0-60
WA2UJM 125,934-139-302- B-75
K21ML 122.411-167-250- C-28
VV2TQR 105,616-112-315- C-30
IVZSb’C 103,152-112-307- 0-33
W2PDB 41,400- 92-150- C-27
WA2CYQ 41,208- 68-202- B-24
W2FXA 38,595- 83-155- 0-20
W2FZJ 29,430- 90-109- C-18
WA2E0Q 15,975- 71- 75- B- -
WB2CON 15,732- 57- 92-AB-20
W2SNI 14,151- 53- 89- C-30
W211Y 7134- 41- 58- C-16
K2INP 1980- 20- 33- 0-4
WB2PGM 1794- 23- 26- C-8
K2KNV 969- 17- 19- C-6
K2TQC 702- 13- 18- B-2
WA20IL 297- 9- 11- B-6
WA2JBV 189- 7- 9- O-8
W2TAB (4 oprs.)

9165- 47- 65- B-13

Western Pennsylvania
VV3LOE 562,888-284-662- 0-82
W3VEQ 194,880-145-448- 0-74
K.3KM0 103,194-126-273- B-40

CENTRAL DIVISION
Illinois

W9JCV 261,600-200-436- C- -
K9ZBI 98,736-136-242- B-43
WA9HJM 97,536-126-254- A-63
W9IRH 90,768-122-248- C-32
K9PPX 81,396-114-238- B-33
WA9KQU 70,278-106-221- C-40
K9ZJV 63,828-108-197- C-62
W9WGQ 56,709-100-189- B- -
WÔBZW 20 805- 73- 95- C-46
W9MZP h8m- 40- 77- C-21
W9WKÜ 4290- 26- 55- C- -
K91DQ 3045- 29- 35- C-15
WA90IT 855- 15- 19- A-14
VVWÏ0
K9BJM f2

714- 14- 17- 
oprs.)

3960- 33- 40-

Indiana

C- 4

C- 7

W9AQW 118,272-154-256- B-51
W9ZTD 81,774-118-231- C-25
WA9CYV 32,400- 60-180- C-47
WA9BX0 1584- 22- 24-BC-10

Wisconsin
W9EWC 309,168-226-456- C-60
W9GÏL 170,232-164-346- ( h -
W9KXK 45,390-89-170- B-32
K9YBC 1560- 20- 26- B-5
W9YT (K9ZMS, WA9s CBP 

QMPi 88,920-130-228- C-60
WA9PBW (K9IBI, WA4GBM) 

7656- 44- 58- C-U
K9FWF/9 (K9FWF, WA9BZY) 

432- 12- 12- 5

DAKOTA DIVISION
Minnesota

WA0KDI 46,926- 99-158- B-49
W01JM 15.930- 59- 90- A-29
WA1H1VZ 6000- 40- 50-AB-20
WA0KEQ 3807- 27- 47- B-ll
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W0IVZ (WBs ISJ IVZ YDX) 
06,430-110-171- U-88

North'DakoUi
W0RRW 22,572- 86-114- C-20
W0CAQ ¡4,952- 56- 89- B-14
WA0GQI 1820- 20- 22- A- 6

tívuth Dakota
K0CER 37,191- 77-161- C-20
WA0CPX 8370- 45- 52- A-26

DELTA DIVISION
Arkansas

W5QKZ 5394- 31- 58- - 6
W5RTT 36- 3- 4- B- 4 

Louisiana
W5AJY 186,069-169-367- C-50
W5KC 158,256-157-336-BC-50
W5ODH 83,634-106-263- C-58
WA5GLC 21,200- 80-130- B-35
W5LXX 21,507- 67-110- A-24
WA5EAM 11,808- 48- 82- B-12

Mississippi
K5MDX 84,546-122-23 l-AB-26 
1V5OER 25,461- 6M23-

Tennsssee
TWJSK 20,412- 54-126- 0-35

GREAT LAKES 
DIVISION

Kentucky
W4BCV 500.181-253-659- C-80
K4RZK 55,212- 86-214- C-36
W4NWT 1095- 35- 49- B- -
WA4ZIR 12- 2- 2- B- 1

Michigan
W8TWA/8166,815-165-337- C-84
W8DGP 140,760-170-276- (Ml
W8BXY »0,243-111-271- C-42
K8OVK 87,264-108-270- C-51
W8WT 70,596-106-222- 0-46
VVA8RSL 7304- 44- 56- 0-16
WA8CZH 900- 15- 20- A- 2
W8NG0 ( W8s CLR NGO UNA)

503,388-237-708- B-90
K8ÏIG (6 oprs.J

194,910M78-365-AB-65
WA8GUF (4 oprs.)

U3,850-138-276-AC-86
WA8PMI (WA8s PJZ PMI)

2450- 25- 33- A-24

( )hio
W8FYR 156,894-158-331- <M6
KsAXG 129,630-149-290- B-51
K8YKN 129,360-154-280- C-47
WA8HXR 104,118-134-259- B-55
W8LXÜ 98,640-137-240- A-50
W8WC 50,925- 97-175- CM8
W8WH0 71,595-111-215- C-36
WA8MCR 67,980-103-220- A-23
W8ECA 51,030- 81-210- A-42
WA8MQP 17,124- 81-187- B-35
WA8NAZ 35,532- 84-141- B-21
WA8LE0 32,175- 75-143- A-27
W8BF 26.220- 76-115- CM 4
W8CFG 23,004- 71-108-AB-22
W8KYY 20,178- 59-114- B-22
W8IJZ 18,762- 53-118- C-33
K8ÏBQ 18.126- 53-114- B-42
WA8KP0 16,068- 52-103- C-20
W8NPF 15,930- 59- 90- C-25
WA8DNT 11,439- 41- 93- A-13
K8B8M 11,169- 51- 73- A-16
WA8HAX 10,374- 38- 91- A-19
WSYGR 10,140- 52- 65- B- 8
K8DWQ 11,094- 43- 86- (.M2
W8ÍBX 7560- 40- 63- AMI
W8CHX 7056- 42- 56- CM 6
WA8FCH 6480- 40- 54- A- 9
W8ZJM 5880- 40- 49- A-5
W8DWP 3276- 26- 42- A-21
WA8ETX 624- 13- 16- A- -
WSA.TW 27- 3- 3- A- -
K8PYD 12- 2- 2- C- 1
K8PXD 3- 1- 1- U- 1
W8EDU (4 oprs.)

44,856- 89-169- (M6

HUDSON DIVISION
Eastern New York

K20IX 28,677- 79-121- B-14

W4BRB, one of the low-power champs with over 300-K 
c.w. in Eastern Florida. Gene’s maximum input was 120 
watts using a 32V-1, plus a modified AT-1 for 160 and a 
75A-2 to supplement a superlative pair of ears. He says 

these were his "finest hours.”

K2AJA 756- 14- 18-AC- 2
W2V1R 624- 13- 16- C- -
W2SKE/2 (K2UYG, \V2s HVC

SEE) 384,336-204-628- 0-54
WA2OJD ( WA2s OJD TTF 

UKS) 156,000-160-325- B-49

N.Y.C.-L.I.
WB2MDH 187.461-159-392- C-48
W2WZ 181,440-160-378- Ci-53
W2EXH 180.624-106-568- C- -
W2GKZ 178,284-166-358- ( ’- -
K2DGT 148,248-142-348- C-65
WB2FON 142.128-144-329- C-60
K2CHQ 127,296-144-296- B-50
VV2FSK 46,440- 86-180- C-30
WB20KS 41,580-110-126- UM 7
W2KJR H.168- 83-166- C-20
1VB2RM 21.723- 67-123- A-24
K2Q0U 19,620- 60-109- B-26
W2AZS 11,952- 48- 83- C-21
WA2UWA 11.040- 46- 80- B-10
W2PCJ 1992- 32- 52- C- 7
W2AYJ 3366- 33- 34- C- 3
WA2EFN 3132- 29- 36- U- 3
\VB2FOV 2880- 30- 32- C- 4
WB2FAJ 816- 16- 17- B- 4
WB2MJD 360- 10- 12- A- 3
WA2FQG i(WA2FQG, WB2CK0)

71,280- 99-240- B-30
WA2LQO (K1YRB K2s IYK

UAT) 2850- 25- 38- C-10

Northern New Jersey
K2HLB (W2VCZ, oprj

317,781-201-527- C-36
W2FFQ 91,410-120-254- B-60
W2JSX 66,435-103-215- B-24
W2AGM 48,576- 88-184- C-40
W2IUV 35.520- 80-148- A-23
WB2KQC 6688- 38- 59- A- -
WB2OHK 6549- 37- 59- C- 7
WB2VFT 6156- 36- 57- A-24
WB2QGB 4557- 31- 49- (% 7
W2MNW 855- 15- 19- Â-2Ó
W2HL 756- 14- 18- C- 2

MIDWEST DIVISION
Iowa

W0LBS 188,046-186-337- C-60
W0IYH 72.885-113-215- (M3
W0FDL 71.955-117-205- C-48
K0FLJ 12,100- 55- 74- 4-18
WA0FWN 4350- 29- SO- A--
WA01RP 3219- 29- 37- B-23
WA0K.RL 1.482- 19- 26- A- 9
W0KER 1254- 19- 22-
WA0HXW (4 oprs.)

28,440- 79-120-
W0DSP (W0DSP, WA0IJS)

17,940- 65- 92-

B- 6

C-21

0-16

Kansas
K0BHM 24,276- 68-119- 0-33
W0YUQ iö.008- 58- 92- B-19

Missouri
1V0CU 208,653-157-443- (L -
W0LBB 85,278-122-233- C-56
W0GNX 41,571- 93-1.19- B-47
K01FL 7881- 37- 70 A- 8
VVA0AJV 
K0YIP

6360- 40- 53- A-10
3534- 31- 38- A- 9

K0JPJ 213- 7- 9- C- 4
K0JPL 243- 9- 9- B- 2
WA0KXZ (4 oprsJ

122,925-149-275-
Nebraska

C-96

K0SCM 77,910-106-245- CM3
WA0MOB 30,240- 80-127- C-28
VV01ZR 2376- 24- 33- B-24
WA0HGÌ' 1449- 21- 23- B-11

NEW ENGLAND 
DIVISION

WA1APY (WAls AHQ APY) ’
20,679- 61-113- U-27

Connecticut
WIBIH 162.498-159-341- CM8
W1BGD* 84.750-125-226- B-60
WA1DJG 5100- 34- 51- A-24
WA1EJB 2604- 28- 31- C-12
W1JMY*  144- 6- «- B- -
W1AW (4 oprs.)

144,102-146-329- 0-88

Eastern Massachusetts
W1JYH 509.010-235-722- CM5
K1HVV 361,884-212-569- C- -
K1SCQ 68,400- 80-285- C-45
W1FJ.J 96,744-139-232- C-30
WA1CTN 44,436- 92-161- C-28
W1EJE 34.272- 68-168- A-17
WAIEOX 12,096- 36-112- A-30
W1TKG 7140-35-68- A-14
W1BVP 5439- 37- 49- A-26
W1PLJ 3750- 25- 50- B-14
KlTQW 3612- 28- 43- U- 8
W1M0 2938- 26- 38- B- -

Maine
K1RQE 279.840-176-530- CM3
W7ÜXP/1 137.013-109-419- C-38
W1FDL 11.055- 55- 71- B- -

New Hampshire.
K1OBT 96.513-104-310- B-33
K1NBN 71,820-114-210- B- -
K1CTQ (WA60JM, opr.)

49,128- 92-178- B-25
Ithode Island

W1YRC 86.760-120-241- 0-25
KH18J 82,026-98-2R2- C-42
WIGOG 10,836- 43- 84- B-11
W1AWE 9X40- 41- 80- B-16
K2KMF/1 1035- 15- 23- A- 3

Western Massachusetts
WIRE 163,898-161-348- C-40
W1FAB 45,360- 90-168-AC-46

NORTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

Alaska
KL7FMM 7140- 20-119- B-13 
KL7EFT<4 oprs J

26.334- 57-154- C-21

Montana
W7RLL 27,900- 50-186- CM3

Oregon
W7RVM 972Ó- 40- 81- B-20
WA7ABW 7980- 38- 70- C-10
K7STK 5487- 31- 59- C- 8
W7DLR 5481- 29- 63- C-12
WA7CGR 152- 4- 13- A- 4
W7BTH 75- 5- 5- B- 1

Washington
K7UDV/7 243.036-172-471- (MS
K7VAL 101.664- 98-356- (M4
K7QWI 91.887-109-281- C-65 
W7MX 10,449- 43- 81- Ci-21
W7MH 6324- 34- 62- A-21
K7YDZ 3525- 25- 47- 13-24

PACIFIC DIVISION
East Bau

W6LDD 68,526- 94-243- (M2
W6PQW 44.943- 71-211- R- -
1VA6VUS 12.282- 58-243- (M5
W6BSY 38,376- 82-156- CM5
WA6HAE ( W6RGG. WA6HAE»

124.488.133-312- B-96

Hawaii
KH6U 94,860- 85-372- C-36 
KH6FRL 35.750- 55-218- 0-55 
W0PAN/KÏÏ6

31,506- 59-178- A-36 
KH6FQB 21,996- 47-156- B- -

Nevada
W7K0I 5032- 34- 50- 0-22

Sacramento Valley
W6SIA 53,568- 96-186- B-36
1V6GVM 51,975- 77-225- C- -
WA6JDT 792- 11- 24- A-12
WB6MZX(W2OVB, WB6MZX) 

4773- 37- 43- B-15

San Francisco
W6WB 54.684- 93-196- C- -
W6ERS 10,535- 43- 82- C-40
K6IX8 2304- 16- 48- C- 9
WA6AUD 2016-21-32- R-H

San Joaquin Valley
W6MMH 561- II- 17- B-14

Santa Clara Vnlley
K0ERV 304,395-195-521- C-70 
W6WX 264,060-180-489- 0-74 
W6VUW 90,843-107-283- (Ml 
W6CUF 28,992- 64-151- C-17 
WYM 18,939- 59-107- C-24 
K6UXV 10,395- 45- 77- R-27
W6LV 5358- 38- 47- B-17
K6ALH 6300- 35- 60- (MO
W6ZKM 5952- 32- 62- C-20
W6VVR 5168- 34- 51- fl-25
K6H0R 4183-34-41- B-10
K6LY (WA5FRL. opr.)

2057- 17- 41- C- 4
W6HÜÜ 1620- IS- 30- C- 3
W6QBY 1302- U-31- C-4
K6OZV 336- 8- 14- C- -
W6JKJ 45- 3- 5- G- -
K6OH.F (W6BHY, K6OHJ)

159,192-212-722- (M4 
W6UMÏ, (WA6S11, W6UMI)

210.330-171-410- C- -

ROANOKE DIVISION
North Carolina

WA4TLI 88,128-108-272- (MO
K4KZZ 46.800-100-156- A-36
WA4KWC 120- 5- 8- A- 3

South Cirolina
K4M.SK 261.855-165-529- C-55
K4YYL 247,923-163-507- (MI
K4WJT 156,021-131-397- B-50
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Virginia
W4BVV 869,799-29L997-A>79 
W4BFA (WA4RPK. opr.)

436,821-217-673- C-66 
KUQQ 373,032-198-628- C-65 
W4NJF 267,273-17L52Lß>58 
K4CG (K31VW, opr.)

72,594-109-222- C-37 
W4JVU 15,675- 55- 95-AC-26
W4DKU 8250- 50- 55-AC- 8
W4GF 8184- 44- 63-AB-W
W4WBC 5772- 37- 52- 0- 8
W4ZM 3645- 27- 45- B- 3
K4PRT 3078- 27- 38- B- 6
W4W8F 396- 11- 12- B- 3
W4KFC (W1FRR, W4KFC)

7560- 45- 56- A- 5

Pmt Virginia
WA8DAU 113,664-128-296- B-52 
WA8A1N 18.786- 94-173- B-40
K8UZX 1638- 21- 26- > 3
W4VVW8 684- 12- 19- B-3
WA8QY K 3- 1- 1- A- -

ROCKY MOUNTAIN 
DIVISION

Colorado
W0GAA 85.995.105-273-A 0-57
W0YDM (W0YDM, WAOs 1MX 

lOR) 168.276-148.379- >77

New Mexico
K5STL 72.468-122-198- B-50 
W8BZY/5 4128- 32. 43- 0- - 
W5EQT/5 (K5CLV, W5EQT)

111.580-140-267- B-78

Utah
W7NPU 55,803- 89-209- 0-56
W7LEB 14,700- 50- 98- B-12

Wyoming
W7PS0 1056- 16- 22- > 3

SOUTHEASTERN 
DIVISION

Alabama
WA4GC8 253,602-193-438- 0-64 
WA4WA0 99,665-155-215- B-33
W4CYC 14,745- 95-157- >22
W4HA 31,257- 69-151- B-20 
WW 22,509- 61-123- >21
K4KJD 297- 9- 11- 0- 3 
WA4GNK 192- 8. 8- A- 2

Eastern Florida
VVA4PXP 661.380-292-755- ('-81 
W4FR.0 159,768-168-317- >55
W4ÜR K 66,240-115-192- C-51 
WA411O 13,500- 45-100- >23
W4EEO 630- (4- 15- >10
K4RQE 108- 6- 6- A. 1
WA4NG0 (5 oprs j

450.720.240-626- 0-48

Georgia
WA4ARV 252.324-172-489- B-75- 
K4EZ 65.712-111-199- B- -
WA4TWQ 21,708- 67-108- B- 5

Western Florida
K4ZJF 245,520-186-440- C-6

SOUTHWESTERN 
DIVISION

Arizona
W7AYY 27,522- 66-139- C16
W7ATV 8364- 4L 68- C-18
W7ENA 216- 8- 9- A- 2

Santa Barbara

Los A ngeles
W6ITA 576.675-233-825- >82
W6LDA 148,212-138-358- >47
K6KA 100,233-111-316- >80
W6NJU' 48,804- 98-166- >48
W6PQT 20.178- 57-12L >16
W6ANB 13,677- 47- 97- >21
W6RCV K436- 37. 76- B-17
WB6LCS 56W- 34- 55- B-24
WB6URB 535.5- 35- 5L A-12
K6JIC 444fL 26- 57- 0- 7
W6NKR 2160- 20- 36-

Orange
> 6

W6LCX 123,816-134-308- >64
W6VMV 90,420-110-274- C-8«
W6RKP 88,822- 89-334- . —
WB6UJU 20.340- 60-121-

San Diegv
>96

O6GGI 1275- 12- 25- B- 9

W6GRX/6 90,384-112-269- >53
WA6EVP 7720- 40- «3- >13
WB6LIV 4020- 30- 46- B-12

WEST GULF 
DIVISION

Northern Texas
W5KTR 265,359-197-450- C-70
W5OGS 140,343-163-287- B-65
WA5ALB 109,032-132-276- >33
WA5NVY 76,560-116-220- C-43
W5LUJ 63,690-110-193- > - VE2ANK 211,680-160-441- >50

K5QMC 58,656-104-188- B-70 
M5PTG 40,128- 88-152- CM2
WA5.ISI 34,935- 85-137- B- -
W5IPH 27,594- 73-126- >16
K5BXG/5 3861- 33- 39- B- 8
W5MSG - 12« 2- 2« A- 2
WA5AVL (WA5s AUS AVL)

196,416-176-372- >96
Oklahoma

WA5LOB 4L612-10M38- A-34 
WA5HT3 35,757- 87-137- B-30 
W5EHR 19,998- 66-1OL A-24

Southern Texas
K5JZY 230,958-182-423-A>68
W5LZZ 75.516-116-217- B-42 
W5LJT 20,928- 64-W9- >14 
W5BRR 18,297- 57-107- C-W 
WA5IPM 4860- 30- 54- A-lI

TOP TEN
Single-Operator DX

C. IF. Phone

CO2BO . .978.924 KP4CKU .. . .790.395
H1KXAL.. - . . .072,290 FS7RT........... .642,300
HK3RQ .. . .714.080 HK4KL..... .560,664
YV1 DP. , , . . . -f>29,415 FG7XL... .. . 542,724
KZ5FX. . . . . . 082,560 HK3RQ........ . 178,000
PY2SO . . - . .620,475 HU1TH .... .420,003
HK0AI........ .609,606 PY2BJO........ . W0,554
VK2EO. . , .606,771 HClRT...... ,395.541
HUH E......... . .599,322 H BA F ......... .362,691
7G1A........... ...483,114 VPSAR.......... .362,043

W5R0 3906- 31- 42- R- ■
W5EDX 588- 14- 14- B- -

CANADIAN 
DIVISION

Maritime
VE1PL 309,206-206-501- >65
VE1AFY 173,808-136-426- >41
VE1NV 90,889- 97-313- >55

Quebec

ŸL, OVER44EARD IN A 
IO-METER PILE-UP

VE2WA 120,960-140-288- B- -
VE2JD 31,062- «2-167- > - 
VE2CK 5655- 29- 65- A-10 
VE2BAW (5 oprs. I

78.498- 98-267- B-73

Ontario
VE3UX 218,772-177-412- >56
VE3ER 87,670-110-271- CMS
VE3B1ÏB 63,012-89-236- A-26
VE3OAM. 32.550- 70-155- AM3
VE3BS 25.728- 64-136- ,4-17
VE3EVZ 10,707- 43- 83- B-11
VE3DEU 2484- 23-36- A-11
VE3BSJ 585- 13- 15- A- -
VE3AEV 60- 4- 5- A- 3

Manitoba
VE4SD 50,778- 91-186- >54

Saskatchewan
VE5DP 18,060- 60-101- A-38
VE5GF 2964- 26- 38- B-12

Alberta
VE6MF 63.609- 91-233- C-42
VE6BR 59.940- 90-222- C-45
WIN 11,745- 45- 87- > -
VE6AKO 10,578- 4L 86- B-30
VE6GN 8820- 42- 70- B-12
VE6GX (8 oprs.)

116.466-118-329- (M0

British Columbia
VE7PV 221.850-150-493- R- - 
VE7AAA 48.843- 8L2ÜL 0-48 
VE7BDJ 648- 12- 18- B- 3

Yakon-NW.T.
VE8BB 26,880- 64-140- B-44

AFRICA
Angola

CR6HG 52,650-39- 450- B- -
CR6HF 27- 3- J- B- 7

Mozambique.
CR7FR 75- 5- 5- A- -

Ethiopia
ET3AC 96,390-35- 918- A- -

Seychelles
VQ1W 195- 5- 13- A- -

Swaziland
ZD5R 38,892-28-463- A- -

Snath Africa
ZS6FN 24.651-33- 249- A- 8
ZS6NM 11.880-12-330- A--

Libya
5A3TX 15.980-20- 267- A-20

Nigeria
5N2AAF 17,850-25- 238- A--

Sierra Leone
9M.1W 39,798-18- 737- A-20
9MHX 26,901-21- 427- B- -

liepublic of the Congo
9Q5FV 35,760-20- 597- A-42

ASIA
Iran

EP3AM 44,544-32- 464- B-36

In an excellent “first-try” in an ARRL contest, 15-year-old 
G3UML took top phone honors for England. Laurie scored 
137,664 points and almost 1000 contacts. He found 
75 particularly good although there appeared to be a 

scarcity of W/VE stations on that band.
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VE1PL, top Canadian phone with over 300-K, feels the 
test is about the only time to say hello to friends each 

year. Sort of like sending Christmas cards!

OT W2IUV has been a regular in DX contests for most 
of his 42 years of hamming. Chas, got a particular thrill 

out of that Sunday opening on 10-phone.

Korea
HM5BF 16.254-21- 258- A- - 
HL9US (6 oprs.)

48,096-32-501- A- -
Japan

JA1IBX 102,256-44- 777- A-42 
KA7AB 101.205-39- 865-AB-28 
JA8AA 35.872-19- 630- C- -
JA8CKC 35,700-34- 351- A-26
.IAICG 26,610-30- 301- A-25
JA2BAY 6501-11- 198- B-24
JA1RJU 5616-13- 144- A- -
.IA1DDZ 4650-10- 155- A- -
JA7DY 4257-11- 129- A- -
.IA0BLU 3456- 9- 128- A- -
JA5BJM 1260- 9- 47- A-14
JA8AIP 864- 9- 32- A-U
JA8GR 810- 5- 54- A- 5
JAHTE 405- 9- 15- A- -
JA1PAH 322- 7- 16- A- -
JA1KPA 180- 5- 12- A- 3

Lebanon
0D5BZ 69,597-33- 703-. A-25

Asiatic Russim S.F.S.R.
ITA0KKB 15.390-19- 270- B- -

Rong Kong
VS6AJ (OZ78M. opr.)

12- 4- L A- -

Israel
4X4FV 3564-11- 108- A- -

EUROPE
Portugal

CTHW 14.904-23-316-ABC-13 
CT1SQ 2244-17- 44- A-2
CT1BB 2160- 9- 80- B- -

Germany
DJ6QT 284,160-60-1580- B-66
DLILK 192,132-54-1186- B- -
DJ5BV 176,073-57-1037- B-60
DL4LG 126,621-33-1279- B-28
DJ0LDA 83,196-36- 772- B-38
DJ5HN 50,406-31- 542- A- -
DL4NS 43,065-29- 496- B-46
DL6VP 42,050-25- 562- B-26
DJ1SX 28,804-19- 522- B-28
DJ8YQ 5967-17- 117- A-15
DL9HC 5472-16- 114- B-14
DLlTA 3213- 7- 153-AB- 9
DL6JJ 2196-12- 61- B- -
DJ9MH 1464- 8- 63- A- -
DM3XED 1950-10- 65- A--
DL3RA 1344-14- 32- A- -

Spain
EA4GZ 142,545-43-1105- A- - 
BA2EL 10,992-16- 229- B- -
M4D0 (2 oprs.)

173,826-54-1075- A-84
France

F3KW 65,205-35- 621- A- -
E2SY 35,853-19- 629- A- -

England
G3HML 137,664-48- 956- A-51 
G2QT 88,215-45- 609- A- - 
GB2DXC4 oprs.)

305.816-56-1823- B-88
G3SVH iG3s NLY PLD SVH)

210,936-47-1496- B-42

GW3WV (GW3s DIX WV) 
192,780-54-1190- C-64

Hungary
HA5KBB (3 oprs.)

11,220-17- 220- 0- -

As he promised after the last test, I1BAF had a new 
antenna ready for this one. Mino used a 5-element wide
spaced array atop a home-built 1 OO-foot tower. On the 
other bands: dipoles 80-foot up for 40 and 75, and 3 
elements 60-foot up for 15 meters. Final results an 

outstanding two-thousand plus contacts.

Switzerland
HB9DX 2760-10- 92- B- - 
HB9RX (HB9s ADJ RX)

882- 9- 33- B- 3
Italy

UBAF 363,691-57-2121- B-44 
11LA0 28,928-32- 303- A- -
11 KE 1800- 8- 75-AB- -
I0FGM i4 oprs.)

241,733-53-1521- B-52
UCAQ ills CAQ CZW)

55,180-20- 923- B-22
I1CGE ills CGE FLD)

44,190-30- 495- B-16 
Norway

LA9HC 26,892-27- 332- A-35

LA1H (LA90I opr.)
9456-16- 199- B-16 

LA5HE 4752-18- 88-AB- ~
ÌA4ZB 1806-14- 43- Ä- -
LA4LG 1584-11- 48- A- 2
LA1K ILA 1EE 3JJ)

29,568-28- 352-AB-92
Austria

OE2EGL 165,120-43-1280- A- -

Finland
OH2TI (0H5SE opr.)

82,068-28- 977- B- - 
0H5SM 32,475-25- 449- R- -
0H2WI 31,475-25- 420- B- -
OH2CP 4230-10- 141- B- -
OH8OS 3068-13- 79- A- 5
0H2AM (5 oprs.).

157,686-41-1282- B- -
Aland Islands

OH0NI
OH0NJ

1215-15- 27- B- - 
120- 4- 10- A- -

Cgechoslomkia
0K1MP 117.219-41- 953- B-43
0K1AHZ 2340-13- 60- A- -

0N8UA
ON4ZU

Belgium
17.651-19- 310- A-22

5976-12- 166- R- -

OZ9SL 
OZ3SK 
OZ3Y 
0Z3KE 
0Z7DX 
0Z7HM 
OZ1RH
OZ7BG 
OZ3FI

Denmark
206,100-50-1374- A-32 

70,383-29- 809- A- - 
34,254-33- 346- A-20 
24,702-23- 358- A-18 

2522-13- 65- A- 8 
1323- 9- 49- A- -
336- 7- 16- B- - 
165- 5- 11- A- -

3- 1- 1- A- -

Netherlands
PA0EEM 68,727-31- 739- A- - 
PA0DEC 27,950-26- 459- A-18 
PA0LOU 17,472-29. 227- H-1Ó 
PA0XPQ 8778-22- 133- A-15

.Sweden
SM7CBW 68,758-31. 741- B- -
SL6BH (SM7CUY opr.)

38,970-30- 433- A- - 
SM5WT 6345-15- U1- B- -
BM8ALJ 81- 3- 9- B. -
SM6DLL (4 oprs.i

197,280-48-1370- B- - 
Poland

SP7HX 4545-15- 101- B- -
Gnm

SV1BL 8532-12- 237- A- 7

SV0WF
Dodecanese

4004-11- 122- C- -

European Russian S.F.S.R, 
UA1IG 5130-15- 114- B- -
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UW3BJ ¿170-10- 77- B- 4
UA3KAG 483- 7- 23- B- -
UASK AO 27- »- 3- B- -

Kaliningradsk
(JA2KBD (3 oprs.)

31,521-19- 553- A- -
Ukraine

UB5WJ 20,880-20- 351- A-15
UB5FG 545- 7- 2«- A- -
UB5ARTEKI2oprs,) 

306- B- 17- B- -
IFMIe Russian S.P.S.R.

UC2BF 714- 7- 34- A- -

Lithuania
UP20K 33,534-23- 486- B- -

Yugoslavia
YU3BC (YU3sBCLBLC) 

108,231-43- 839- B-60

Cyprus
ZC4RM 6864-10- 144- A-24

I.T.U., Geneva
4U1ITU (4 oprs.)

34,350-25- 469- C-22

NORTH AMERICA
Cuba

CO2FA 32,487-39. 279- A- -
CO8RA (2 oprs.)

84,456-51- 552- A-33

Guadeloupe
FG7XL 542.724-71-2551-AC-60

Saint Martin
FS7RT 642,300-100-2141- A--

Dominican Republic
HI8XAL 340,470-65-1746-BC-23

Panama
HP1JC 332,280-78-1420-AB-37

Guantanamo Ray •

Puerto Rico
KP4CKU 790,395-79-3335- B- - 
WA4MFS/KP4

88,725-35- 845- A-39
KP4BFF (K3SBF, WA5BGW,

K0KYE)
399.924-69-1932-AB-52

Virgin Islands
KV4CF 357,222-58-2053- A-35

Canal Zone
KZ5FX 65,415-49- 450-BC-16

Greenland, 
OX3JY 118,266-46- 857- B-40

HM5BF (shown with his XYL HM5BG) submitted winning 
logs for both test modes. Kim runs 100 watts input to a 
homebrew 811 transmitter and uses quads on 20 and 15, 

verticals on the lower bands.

Guatemala
TG8CJ 244,776-56-1457- A-44

Costa Rica
TI2AAC (TI2s AAC KR) 

168,012-52-1077- B- -

Antigua
VP2AO 35,397-23- 521- A-15

Anguilla
VP2KY (W0s IIC QUII?

152,703-57- 893- A-44

St. Kills, Nevis
VP2KR 67,056-44- 509- A-29

Turks & Caicos Islands
YP5AR 362,043-60-1747- A-40
VP5RS 10,080-20- 168- A- -

Mexico
XE2JZ 182,195- 65-936- A-29

Nicaragua
YN3KM 102,771-57- 601- B-24
YN1TP 52,632-34- 516- B-40
YN3FP 48,060-45- 356- C- -

Cayman Islands
ZF1BP (4 oprs.)

494,361-78-2115- A-38

Jamaica
6Y5OF 206,115-65-1057- A-39
6Y5BS 134,520-57- 791- A-24

OCEANIA -
Guam

KG6APD 36.738-26- 471- C-16

Johnston Island
KJ6DA (WA1FDW, KIDRD. 

K0OAZ) 46,740-41- 380- B-19

Midway Island
WA0GFS/KM6

3318-14- 79- C. i

Australia
VK2APK 59,394-38- 521- A- -
VK3ATN 49,248-48- 342- A-10
VK4LT 33,048-36- 306- A- -
VK2WD 27,693-51- 181- A-17
VK3ARX 15,912-17- 312- A-13
VK3ZR 9135-29- 105- A- -
VK3XB 1485-11- 45- A- -
VK3AWI/T’ 414- 6- 23- A- -

Check Logs: (CJP.) W1FDL W1.IKB WB2BTV W2EGIWB20DI 
W2PXL W3BVO W3NNL K4BD W4JUK W6DQZ WB6IUH 
W6P1Z W7LNG KL7P1 WSEGR W8FEM W8FLX WWM 
KURIL K0HR VE4MF VO2AI 0X2FD DJ2RE DM2CEL 
DM2RY0 DM4BO EtBF F3TZ HK3AD0 LA4LG 0H1SH OH3YH 
OH0NI OK1ALG OKlALZ OKI OK OKI US OK2BZR 0K2KLI 
OK2KUS OK3DEG OK3KA8 OK3XW OZ4H PY2BKO SM5BXT 
SM5DFM SP2IU 8P6AZY SP9ZW/6 IIA1ZM/MM UC2AR 
XE1KD rosei ZE3J.) ZL1HY 9V1MT; ¡PHONE) W1DEP 
WB2QKS W4DS W4HOS WA4TXD W4LYJ W6EÜF WB6IUH 
B7LNG W8EGR 1V8PC8 W9MG W9UAZ K0H1L K0IIR VOIAW 
VO2A1 VE2DYB VE3EWE CP8AB DL1RO DJ2RE KP4AXM 
OH1BH OH2AF OK1FV OK3KGI OZ3FI ¡JM5BFJ BM5BUT 
8M5CAK SM5IC SM5MC SM6AEK.

VK3KS 120- 5- 8- A- -
VK2FU (2 oprs.)

23,307-17- 457- A-29
VK3AAH/P (VK2s AAH BG

19,608-19- 344- A- -

Papua
VK9DJ 8262-17- 162- A- -

Gilbert Islands
VR1Z 71,400-34- 700- A- -

New Zealand
ZL1HW 56,250-32- 586- A- -
ZL1AGO 7236-12- 201- A- -
ZL4BO 4872-14- 116- A- -

SOUTH AMERICA
Chile

CE6EZ 115,986-39- 993- 0-46
CE8CG 47,040-35- 448- B-33
CE8CM 23,670-30- 263- B- 7

Ecuador
HC1TH 420,003-69-2029- B-40
HC1RT 395,541-71-1857- C-31

Colombia
HK4KL 560,664-78-2396- B- -
HK3RQ 47S.000-73-2186-ABC-35
HK3AYA 7425-15- 165- A- -

Peru
0A1W 208,824-66-1056- C-26
OA7AX 27,180-30- 302-BC-14

Netherlands Antilles
PJ2CR 326,000-68-1600- A- -
PJ3CD 239,355-45-1773- A--

Brasil
PY2BJO 400.554-77-1734- B- -
PY3BAÜ 68,770-46- 507-AU-17
PY2BÜO 720-10- 24- C- 1

Venezuela
YV1IK/5 132,328-56- 788- B- -

Paraguay
ZP9AY 54,702-27- 678- A-23

Trinidad
9Y4VU 231- 7- 11- A- -

On the left, 6Y5OF, 
just newly licensed and 
top Jamaica phone 
with over 2OO-K. On 
the right, KP4CKU 
(now W9JOE) one of 
the big test scores 
almost 800-K phone 
with 3335 vocal two- 

ways.
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Armed Forces Day —1966
Communication Test Results

T
he annual Armed Forces Day communication 
tests conducted by the Departments of the 
Army, Navy and Air Force on 21 May 1966, suc- 
cessfully demonstrated to the world the close part

nership and mutual respect enjoyed between U. S. 
radio amateurs and the U.’S. Department of De
fense.

This year several military radio stations partici
pated in the communication tests which included 
military-to-amateur crossband operations and re
ceiving contests for both c.w. and RTTY modes of 
operation.

Crossband Results
Military radio stations WAR, NSS, NPG and 

AIR had a combined total of 7008 QSOs during 
the twelve hours and forty-five minutes devoted 
to the military-to-amateur crossband portion of 
the communication tests. Commemorative QSL 
curds have been mailed to all contacts that could 
be identified in. the Spring 1966 issue of tlie CalWook-. 
Any amateur who has not received a QSL card 
confirming his contact should address a request 
for clarification to the Armed Forces Day Contest, 
Room 5A522, The Pentagon, Washington, D, C. 
20315. This request must include the amateur’s 
cull sign, the station worked, time of contact and 
the frequency utilized by the military station.

C. W. Receiving Contest Results
There were 482 perfect entries for the 25-w.p.m. 

c.w. broadcast message originated by the Secretary 
of Defense. The complete text of the 25-word-per 
minute International Morse Code message is printed 
below and followed by the call signs or names of 
individuals who received a Certificate of Merit for 
submitting a perfect contest enry:

THE 17th ANNUAL OBSERVANCE OF ARMED FORCES 
DAY AFFORDS ME THE OPPORTUNITY TO EXTEND MY 
BEST WISHES AND PERSONAL THANKS TO ALL AMA
TEUR RADIO OPERATORS PD WITHOUT YOUR HELP 
AND DEDICATION DASH YOUR TRAINING AND PREPA

RATION DASH THE RELAY OF MESSAGES ON MARS 
AND AMATEUR CIRCUITS TO AND FROM OUR MILITARY 
FORCES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD AND ESPECIALLY
IN VIET NAM WOULD NOT BE POSSIBLE PD THE THOU
SANDS OF MESSAGES HANDLED EACH MONTH BY THE
MILITARY AFFILIATE RADIO SYSTEM AND AMATEUR 
radio operators across the country contrib
utes IMMEASURABLY TO THE MORALE OF OUR MEN
OVERSEAS AND BRINGS THEM A LITTLE CLOSER TO 
HOME PD YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN PERFORMING 
THIS SERVICE REFLECT CREDIT UPON THE ENTIRE 
AMATEUR RADIO FRATERNITY SGD ROBERT S MC
NAMARA C'MM SECRETARY OF DEFENSE.”

C.W. Certificate Winners:
K1AAA. WÌAU. W1BDI, W1RGW. WA1BKQ, 
WA1DUK, WA1DWE. WA1DYZ, W1ÉCH, W1FJJ, 
WA1FWQ, W1GBB. W1HJP, K1KGF. WlLZL. 
W1MCG, KI NOW. W10FY, W10MN, K1PLP. K1QZV, 
WtRXP, K1RYP, K1TFF, W1TO. W1UPG. WÏWPR, 
KIYSD, W1ZLX, K1ZND, W1ZYÖ, W2BVE, W2BXW, 
W2CLQ. WA2CKL. W2DBQ, K2EQP, W2G0R, W2G0N, 
W2HGY. WA2HLH, WA2H8P, WR2UZY. K2JÛA, 
W2JZG, WA2KIP, W2KLD, WB2UIF. W2LRW, 
W2LYH. WA2NOC. W2NEP, WA2NGP, W2NVB, 
W2OE, WA2OQV. WA2OWQ, W2PVY, K2QDG, WB2QZ. 
W2RJ, W2RN. W2B.UK. W2RUZ, WA2SÀB, WB2SCK, 
K2SEN, W2SKX, WB2SLI, K2SSX, WB2SXX. W2TUK, 
R2UBG, K2UGZ, W2ÜK, W2URP, WA2UPC. W2VEH. 
VVA2VSQ, WA2VYS, W2Y.TS, K2YQK, W2ZMK, 
W2ZTJX, WA2ZPR, WA2ZQH, WA3AHK, W3BFF, 
WA3GGE, K3EAT. W3ECP, WA3EEQ, W3E0V, 
WA3FKC. WA3G. K3GMA, KkGOH. W3GRB, W3HC, 
K.3HNP, VE3IA, W3JRV, W3KSQ, W3LBC,
W3MCG. K3MQE, K.3NAS, K3PZTT, K3WTK, W.3ZLP, 
W3ZN, K4AO, K4Â8U. KP4ATS, W4BBZ. W4HP, 
A4BWR. W4BXV. W4CCC. KG4CG, WA4C.TV. 
WA4CTD, K4DNZ, DL4DX, W4EFV. WA4E.HT, 
W4FRO, WA4ÜOC, W4H08, W4JRA. WA4.TWV. K4JXG, 
W4KIS. W4KV0, WA4LUO, W4LY. W4RUIW. W4MKU, 
K4MXZ, W4NET. DL4NK, W4NPG, W4NTE. W4NWK, 
W4NZP, W40SC, W40ZB, W4PED. WA4PWF, K4QWQ, 
W4RQB. WA4RPU, W4RXY. W4SCF, WA4UBX, 
W4UHA. K4URA, W4UUL WA4UYT, K4UYY. W4VDY, 
WA4VPÓ, WA4YYZ. W4WHF. W4W.TK, WA4WKL, 
WA4YDR, K4ZSX. W4ZY. W5AIR, W.5AJG, W5AQN, 
W5ARK, WA5BNK, K5CAT, W5CCF, WA5CZR,

Some of the personnel who 
manned military radio stations 
during the Armed Forces Day 
Communication Tests. Shown 
(I. to r.) are Sgt. O'Leary, 
W4DIN, K31MG, Sp4 Dingle, 
Sgt. Reasons, W4YNZ, Sgt. 
Eardley, Sgt. Atterson, 
K3LMM, W4LWG and (seated) 

WA4UOY.
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W5EGX, W5EJV, DL5E0, W5EWF, W5FBJ. WA5FHM, 
W5FIW, W5GKV. W5GRT, WA5GVB. DL5HH, W5IDZ, 
K5JGZ, WAS,TMK. W5JPC, W5JWL, WA5KOI, K5LKI, 
K5MCM, W5NE0. WA.5NOM, WA5NUT, KSOKR, 
WA5PAE, K5PEV, K5QVJ1. W5RCF, W5RTZ, W5SGA, 
K5URS. W5UY, W5ZU, W6AAH, W6AAQ, WBRADY, 
WßAEE, WA6AEL, WbAJJ, KB6AO, W6ASH. W6AW, 
W6A WP, KHöAX, WßAXV. KbBC'.T, KHfiBGW. WOBGX, 
W6BHG, K6BPX, W6BVB, WA6BYZ. WGCBX, W6CJB, 
WGCKU, WRGLB, K6DCF, W6DDB, WßDHX. KöDLY, 
WBfiDRY, W6DVD, K6DYX, KtiEÀ, W6EEH, W6ELT, 
WßENA, K6EPT, WB6ERT, XiHßETB, WßEY, WßFB, 
WBFHX, WßFLW, WAßFPM. KH6FX, WGFYM, 
W6FYW, W6FZC, WßGC, W6GEB. WbGUQ, WB6IAO, 
WBID, WßXDY, WAßIGY, K6IMJ, W61Q, WBGIRJ, 
WBIZJ, WGJF, W6KF, WB6KGG, WBBKYT, WABKZI, 
K6LJ, WßLMC, K6MHW, WßMMG, WßMXO. KöNCG, 
WBNRK, WB6NXK. WßOJW, WBßÜZX, WWPCP, 
KßPRN. K6PWD, W6PYN, W6QIL, WßQNV, W6QQ, 
K6QXP, VVfiRDK, W6RFF, WbRXT. W6SAW, K6SXIZ, 
KBTWE, WßTZK, WAßTZT, WA6VGE, WA6VHL, 
W6VPC, W6WAW, wbwpf, wbwxju. wwxy, 
KöYKG, K6ZYY, W7BAJ, WA7BEV, K7BPR, W7CBB, 
WCZY, W7DIE, W7DKB, W7ESV. K7EXT, W7FOS, 
W7GVG, W7HNA, K7IGV, K7IWD, W7IZE. W7JMH, 
W7JX, W7KEG, W7K0I, W7KQV, K7KYG, W7LPM, 
W7MAE, W7MCU, W7MME, W7NGW, W7QUM, 
W7RBE, W7SMR, W7TCQ, K7UCJ, K7VKR, K7WSW, 
W7YAQ, W7YKG, K7ZMR. W8BEK. W8BTW. K8COU, 
WA8CYT. W8DJD, WA8DXS. K8EKG. W8FFK, 
WA8FTK, W8GMX, K8HKU, W8H8W, W8IJV, W8JBQ, 
K8KEM, K8KIR, WA8KKD, WA8KPO, WA8LBR, 
W8LEX, W8NHM, WA8NYC, WA8OBF, WA8ÛHX, 
W8OMY, W8QLJ. W8QMI, W8QQK. K8RKE. W8RLR. 
K8RMY. W8SQÙ, W8SSL, W8TZO, W8VMP. W8VPC, 
K8VWN, W8VZ. W8WVL, W8WXM. K9AHII, W9BIN. 
WHBRY, W9CBE, W9CF, W9CHD, WA9DHI. W9DJX. 
W9EGR, W9FFD, W9FKH, W9GOX, KaGDF, W9XITO, 
W9IDO. K9ÏZD, W9JCK, WA9LAE, WA9NFO, K9OJJ, 
WN9QDM, W9SUF. W9UA, W9UBA. K9UQN, W9VHD, 
W9VUD, K9YRL. W9ZEN, K9ZPZ, W0AXH, W0ASY, 
K0BLH. K0BR8, WA0CND. K0EEN, W0FA, W0FD.1, 
W0FWD, W0GNS, W0GRW, W0GTK. W0JAP, W0JHY. 
K0JPJ, W0KIK, W0LJO, W0LQK, K0MDS, K0OAL, 
K0ODF. K0OKQ, W0TDH, W0WI1E, K0WMD, 
W0WWI. W0ZGB
AMSTER, Z. M„ Jr. ANT2, USN; ARCHER, F. O., 
Sr. RMC, USN(Ret); ALYSWORTH, R. X,.; BABB, J. 
W„ RM1, USN; BEAUPRE II, A. Z., RMC fSS), USN; 
BELL, J. L., RM2, USN; BEWSON, Ralph E.; BOHNS. 
R. L„ RMC(SS), USN; BROTHERMAN, J. O„ RM1. 
USN; CLIFFORD, J. P.. RMI. U8NR: COLYAR, Floyd 
C.; DANIELS, Frank, Jr.; DAWS, J. F„ RMC. USN; 
FERGUSEN, D. P.; FREEMAN, C. P., RM1. GATES. 
J. L.J HERSEY, G. G„ WM, USN; HINKEL, J.; 
HYLEN, Walter M.; KELLY. T. J„ Jr., RM2(8S), USN; 
KNIGHT, W. P., RM2. USN; KORNS, John M.; 
KULEMC, Daniel E.; MATHENY, Ralph E.; MAX
WELL, James A.: PANNOZZO, Jr., D„ RM3, USNR; 
RAIN, C. F.. RM2, USN; ROGERS, R. F„ RM2, USN; 
SENICAL, R. L.. RMCISS), USN; SHERMAN, J. N„ Jr. 
RM1, USN; SHOTWELL. G. M.. RM2, USN: SMITH, 
H. J.; STEFFEN. Albert W.; STEWART, J. E.. RMC, 
USN; SYRIAC. R. R.. RMI. USN; TOEWS. Nathan E.; 
WALSH. John G.; WATERMAN, J. T„ RM2. USN; 
WATKINS. J. D.. RM3, USN; WHITE, C. J„ Jr.; 
IT8NRTC Fort McHenry, Baltimore, Maryland; XTSS 
CHARLES R. WARE (DD-865)

RTTY Receiving Contest Results
There were 541 perfect entries for the GO w.p.m. 

RTTY broadcast messase originated by the Secre
tary of Defense. The complete text of the 60 word 
per minute radioteletypewriter message is printed 
below followed by the call signs or names of the 
successful participants who received a Certificate 
of Merit for submitting a perfect contest entry:

“l TAKE THE Ol’POKTONITY AFFORDED MB BY THE 
17th annual observance of armed forces day 
TO EXTEND MY PERSONAL THANKS AND BEST WISHES 
TO ALL AMATEUR RADIO OPERATORS. IT 18 WITH

A well-deserved coffee break during the Armed Forces 
Day Communication Tests. Shown (I. to r.) are W4DIN 

W3ECP, K4KNV, W4YNZ and J. R. Johnson.

YOUR HELP AND DEDICATION----YOUR PREPARATION 
AND TRAINING----THAT RELAY OF MORALE MESSAGES 
ON MARS AND AMATEUR NETWORKS TO AND FROM 
1)8 MILITARY FORCES THROUGHOUT THE WORLD AND 
ESPECIALLY IN VIET NAM IS POSSIBLE. AMATEUR 
RADIO OPERATORS ACROSS THE COUNTRY AND THE 
MILITARY AFFILIATE RADIO SYSTEM ABE HANDLING 
THOUSANDS OF MESSAGES EACH MONTH. THIS CON
TRIBUTES IMMEASURABLY TO THE MORALE OF THE 
MEN AND WOMEN IN OUR MILITARY FORCES AND 
BRINGS THEM A LITTLE CLOSER TO HOME. I CON
GRATULATE YOU ON YOUR ACCOMPLISHMENTS IN 
PERFORMING THIS SERVICE. THE AMATEUR AND 
MARS OPERATORS INVOLVED IN THIS ACTIVITY RE
FLECT CREDIT UPON THE ENTIRE AMATEUR RADIO 
FRATERNITY SGD ROBERT S MCNAMARA, SECRETARY 
OF defense”

RTTY Certificate Winners:
K1AAA, K1CLF, W1EFF. WA1FWQ, W1GKJ, K1GZII, 
JA1GZY, W1IIJP, K1I0W, W1K0T, W1MCG, K1OCS, 
WlOMN, KXOOZ, W1OQC, K1PLP. W1QP, KlYZG, 
W1ZJL, W1ZL8, K2AGI. W2BLV, W2BVE. W2BXW, 
WB2CTU, WA2CUB, WA2EMB, WB2FYB, WB2FYW, 
W2GOB, VV2GQN, WA2GTH. WA2HDP, K2IF, W2JAV, 
WB2JRU, WA2JSW, K2JTU, W2KCX, W2KLD, K2LEQ, 
WA2LKF, W2LUW, K2MZP, W2NCA, W2NVB, W2OAP, 
K2OWC, K20WD, WA2QEB. WA2QMC, W2RGO, 
K2RJF, W2R0B. K2ROI, WA28AB. K2SBD. K2SEV, 
W2SUH, WB28XO, K2T8N, K2VRK, K2VTB, WA2VYS. 
W2ZBS, WA3BBI, W3BFF, K3BHK, K3BIG, WA3BZO, 
VE3CM, W3CR0. W3ÜJZ, W3DNN, W3EOV, WN3EYQ, 
K3GWX. K3GYS, W3HXD, W3.IRV, K3LMM, K3LTI, 
W3MHD, W3NNV, W3NSI, K3RCM, K3RHO, K3RTR, 
K3SYM. K3UMJ, K3UWJ, K3UWL, W3VXV, K3WAL, 
K3WGK, W3YPI, W3ZN, K3ZUG, W3ZVJ, W4AAD, 
K4ACZ, W4ADN, W4AMY. K tANJ. WA4AQG, K4AWB, 
W4AWY, W4AZT, W4BWR, WN4CCM. KG4CG, 
WA4CJV, W4CVQ, WA4DPQ, WA4DQE, K1DSI, 
K4EPM. WA4EPZ, WA4EVU, K4FPW, W4FR, K4FVO, 
WA4FZD, W4GJY, K4GLQ, W4GMT, WA4GOC, 
K4GXJ, K4GXO, WA4HCI, W4HHH, K4HTM, W4HNF, 
W4HT, W4TJA, W4XMZ, W41RZ, W4ISF, W4IU, 
WA4IUU, W4IYT, WA4JOF, W4JWG, K4JXG, WIKIS, 
WA4KNO, W4KR, W4LDB, W4LPR, W4MDS, W4MIIS, 
WA4MZZ.DL4NK, W4NTE, W4NTK, W4NWK.K4PGV, 
WA4QKQ, K4QOK. WA4RAXX, W4SCF, W4SKX, 
WA4SSB, WA4TFF, WA4UDB, W4UHA, K4UMK, 
WA4UYT, W4VBD, K4VDM. W4VEY. WA4VYZ, 
WA4WND, W4WPX, W4YBT, W4YLO, W4YSÜ. W4ZAG, 
W4ZBA, K4ZBG, W4ZXI, W5AJG, W5ANH, W5ARK, 
K5AYX, W5BÓT, WA5BPM, K5BQA, WA5CON. 
wscun, KSDKR, WA5EIB, W5EJV. K3EPO, WSFCP, 
W5GMM, W5GRT, K5GRV, W5HFN, W5IDZ, W5IFH, 

(Continued on page 17^)
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Announcing 21st Annual ARRL Simulated 
Emergency Test

October 8-9, 1966

S
ome of yon, tuning casually across the band 

during the Oct. 8-9 weekend, looking for DX 
or a ragchew, may come across a flurry of mes
sage-handling activity with some of the same 

frantic aspects as the SS or Field Day. Some 
will sigh or snort and say “Another one of those 
blankety-blank ARRL contests!” But you won’t, 
be included in this group, because having read 
this you’ll know what it’s all about.

No siree, the SET is not a contest. True, it 
does call for points and score, but nobody is 
competing with anybody and the purpose of the 
score is to make a contribution to the national 
total to see if we can better our last year’s total, 
and to see if yon can beat your last year's score. 
The only competition that exists is between 
sections, and we don’t make too much of a point 
of this.

What It Is All About
The SET has two principal objectives. One is 

to give our organized amateur public service

NATIONAL CALLING AND 
EMERGENCY FREQUENCIES (kc.)
During the SET, all NCEFs will be 

operated on a full-time basis, from 1900 
GMT Oct. 8 to 0600 GMT Oct. 10, just 
as though this was a period of actual emer
gency. The following are the most-used 
frequencies:

3550 7100
3875 7250

Other NCEFs which can be used during 
the SET are:

14,050 28,100
14,225 29,640
21,050 50,550
21,400 145,350

The procedure: In case of simulated 
emergency, call “TEST QRRR” on one 
of the c.w. NCEFs, or “CQ Test Emer
gency” on one of the phone_NCEFs. When 
contact is made, move off the frequency 
to handle any traffic.

For clearing regular traffic, call CQ 
followed by the destination of your traffic. 
When contact is made, move off the fre
quency to clear it.

Do not call CQ or make any but a real 
emergency call on any of the NCEFs dur
ing the first five minutes of any hour! 

setup a gruelling annual test, loading it to the 
limit to see how it performs under duress and 
get some idea when and where it breaks down 
and why. This part of the test is strictly intro
spective. The other part is just the opposite; 
it's a public demonstration of our capabilities, a 
showing of our wares to the agencies we serve, 
and in general a “brag” session.

Which of the two is the more important? Who 
can say? If we have something worth showing, 
it’s a mighty good thing to make the most of 
the opportunity to show it. Thus, the 'nest- 
organized ARPSC groups will want to make 
much of the public relations aspect of the SET. 
On the other hand, organizations that are just 
getting started or are otherwise somewhat shaky 
may prefer to conduct their sessions in private 
until they achieve enough efficiency to want to 
do some public bragging.

Scope of Test
The Amateur Radio Public Service Corps has 

three branches. Principally for natural disaster 
and other peacetime emergency communications 
is the Amateur Radio Emergency Corps, 
(AREC) the oldest and largest, in point of 
numbers, of the three branches. For civil defense 
and possible wartime communications is the 
youngest of the three branches, the Radio Ama
teur Civil Emergency Service (RACES). Then, 
since both AREC and RACES are organized 
mostly on a local basis, for medium and long 
haul communications we have the National 
Traffic System (NTS). Each branch has its own 
function to perform, each has the duty and 
responsibility of coordinating its activities with 
the other two branches, and each will receive 
a thorough testing in the SET. A few salient 
details about the operation of each .might be 
in order.

AREC Role
This will be nothing new for the 1200-odd 

emergency coordinators of the AREC; it has 
been happening to them every year since 1946. 
The procedure is to spring a test drill of some 
kind on the unsuspecting AREC members, go 
through certain motions, originate certain mes
sages to be. put on NTS, and make a full report 
to the SEC and headquarters on the results, 
including the point score. Some ECs plan the 
SET far in advance, some even letting the AREC 
members in on it so the turnout will be maximum 
for publicity purposes. Others pull it as a com
plete surprise. Somewhere in between these two 

(Continued on page 160)
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Section Emergency Coordinators of the Amateur Radio Emergency Corps
The Section Emergency Coordinator is appointed by the SCM to take charge of the promotion of the Amateur Radio 

Emergency Corps organization throughout the Section. He acts as the SCM’s executive in the furthering of provisions for 
emergency amateur radio communications in every community likely to suffer in case of a communications emergency. 
One of the duties of the SEC is to recommend the appointment of Emergency Coordinators for the various communities 
in his Section. Does your town have an EC? If not, recommend the name of a likely prospect to the SEC. The SEC invites
your questions concerning the status of the AREC in your Section

ATLANTIC DIVISION _
Delaware K3NYG John L. Penrod Eagle Nest Road, RFD 1, Townsend 19734

Blackbird
Eastern Pennsylvania W3ELI George S. Van Dyke. Jr. 4607 Convent Ave. Philadelphia 19114
Maryl&nd-D.C. W3CVE Conan W. B. Barger 7512 Foster St., 8.E. District Heights 20028
Southern New Jersey W2BZJ Walter H. Grover, Jr. P.O. Box 212 Pennington 08534
Western New York W2RÜF Clara Reger 435 Best St. Buffalo 14208
Western Pennsylvania K3KMO Al Brogdon RD 1. Box 390-A State College 16801

CENTRAI. DIVISION
Illinois W9RYU Harry J. Studer 705 Hillcrest Rd. Milan 61264
Indiana K9WET Ralph L. Piercy RFD 1. Walton 46994
Wisconsin K9ZPP Bernard E. Tower 6921 W. Bennett St. Milwaukee 53219

DAKOTA DIVISION . _
Minnesota WA0IEF Gary Q. Hanson 719 North 18th Ave., E. Duluth 55812
North Dakota WA0AYL David E, Beach Apt. 7. 1116-19th Ave.. S. Grand Forks. 58201
South Dakota W0SCT lister R. Lauritzen R. 3, Box 32 Centerville 57014

DEI.TA DIVISION
Arkansas WA5KTX/ Don Corley c/o Ark. Baptist Medical Little Rock 72202

WA5ORE Center. (3th & Wolf Sts.
Louisiana K5KQG Daniel J, Babin 217 Bellaire Drive Houma 70360
Mississippi W5JDF Charles R. Boone 1111 Mobley St. Columbia 39429
Tennessee K4RCT Harry A. Phi'lips 960 Bonnie St- Memphis 38122

-GREAT LAKES DIVISION _____
Kentucky W4OYI George S. Wilson, III 2114 Kobin Rd. Owensboro 42301
Michigan K3GOU Donald R. Van Sickle 20925 Westpointe Court Southfield 48076
Ohio W8HNP Arlington A. Garn 5034 Oak Ridge Dr. Toledo 43623

...... HUDSON DIVISION
Eastern New York W2KGC William L. Stahl Shirley Ave. Fishkill 12524
N.1\C. & Lung island K2OVN John », Brandau 1659 East 46th St. Brooklyn 11234

Towaco 07082Northern New Jersey K2ZFI John W. Banke Main Rd., Box 177
-MIDWEST DIVISION

Iowa K0BRE Verlin B. Howley 
Norman Stackhouse

1008 So. Third St. Fairfield 52556
Kansas KwEMB 

W0BUL
1409 Willow Rd. Newton 67114

Missouri Charles O. Gosch 711 South Oakland Webb City 64870
Nebraska K0JXN Larry Abbott Abbott Ranch Almeria 68711

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
Connecticut WIPRT John R. Barber 19 Bidwell Parkway Bloomfield O6002
Eastern Massachusetts W1AOG Donald F. Guptill 17 Park St. Ct. Medford 02155
Maine K1Q1G CHIT Stowers 38 West St. Fairfield. 04937
New Hampshire WIALE/ 

W1TNO
Edward F. Everett RFD 4. Concord 03301

Rhode Island W1YNE Gordon F. Fox 151 Whipple Road Esmond 02917
Vermont W1V8A Harry A. Preston. Jr. Box 26 Charlotte 05445

’ Western Massachusetts Kl I JU C. Norman peauor 139 Cooley St. Springfield 01128
_______NORTHWESTERN DIVISION

Alaska 
Idaho 
Montana W7RZY Harry Roylance P.O. Box 621 Harlowton 59036
Oregon W7AJN Everett France 3335 S.E. 116th Ave. Portland 97266
Washington W7UWT Ravmond H. McCausland 2812 Hayton St. Bremerton 98310

. _ PACIFIC DIVISION .. . ___
East Bay WA6OLF Jack Palmatier 4135 Porter st. Oakland 94619
Hawaii K.H6CCL Ernest J. Kurlansky 

L. L. “Mike” Blain 
Donald F. Stromsted

748 Kii St.
560 Cherry St.

Honolulu 96821
Nevada WA7BEU Boulder City 89005
Sacramento Valley WB6BWB 6435 Orange Ave., Apt. 14A Sacramento 95823
San Francisco 
Ban Joaquin Valley

W6KZF BUI Ray 52 Matilda Ave. Mill Valley 94941
Banta Clara Valley WA6HVN Harold L. Whitfield 3148 Jenkins San Jose 95118

North Carolina
...... ROANOKE DIVISION

W4MFK James W. Botsford P.O. Box 452 Hillsborough 27278
South Carolina WA4ECJ Richard H. Miller 403 Hancock St, 

2012 Rockingham St.
Beaufort 29902

Virginia K4LMB Ethel M. Smith McLean 22101
West Virginia W8SSA E. K. Chambers P.O. Box 62 Bluefield 24701

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION ____ ___
Colorado WoSIN Charles M. Cotterrel 430 South Swadley St. Denver 80228
New Mexico KÖHTT William Heiland 61 Jsleta Drive Whiterock
Utah W7WKF McCarroll Petersen 4815 Yorktown Drive Salt Lake City 84117
Wyoming W7YWE Frederick L. Hildebrand P.O. Box 143 Douglas 82633

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
Alabama W4NML William C. Gann 2115 Brookline Dr. Huntsville 35805
Canal Zone KZßMV Marvin G. Flynn Box 1087 Albrook AFB
Eastern Florida W4IYT Andrew C. Clark 41 Lenape Drive Miami Springs 33166
< Georgia W4DDY W. Homer Connell 2608 Apricot Lane Augusta 30904
West indies ( P.R.-V.L) 
Western Florida W4MLE George L. Thurston 2116 Gibbs Drive Tallahassee 32303

SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION ... .... ........
Arizona K7NTY George Mezev P.O. Box 73 Sun City 85361
Los Angeles W1KUX/6 Wallace R. Calkins 814 E, Cameron Ave. West Covina 91790
Orange W6WRJ Ralph E. Alexander 12621 Red Hill Ave. Tustin 92680
San Diego W6SK J. D. Campbell 3235 Idlewild San Diego 92117
Santa Barbara WB6NDP Bob Weaver 5575 Somerset Drive Santa Barbara 93105

. . WEST GULF DIVISION
Northern Texas W5PYJ James M. Cotten 208 East Oak Weatherford 76086
Oklahoma K5DLP William B. Pierce 901 Bell Ave. Lawton 73501
Southern Texas K5QQG E. Wayne Smith 1601 Ruth Ave. Houston 77004

___ CANADIAN DIVISION ... ................
Alberta VE6FK Don Sutherland 444—25th Ave., N.E. Calgary
British Columbia VE7FB Harold E, Savage 4553 West 12th Ave. Vancouver 8
Manitoba VE4OL John H. BeU. Jr. 

F. R. Eraser
453 Rita St. Winnipeg 12

Maritime VEIHJ 12 Albert St, Dartmouth, N. S.
Ontario VE3EUM Harry Walker 956 Lakeshore Rd. Burlington
Quebec VE2ABV Ken Ransom 30 Ninth Ave. Roxboro
Saskatchewan VE5CU W. H. Parker 1008-1 Oth St., E. Saskatoon
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CONDUCTED BY GEORGE HART,* W1NJM

Thoughts on RACES in ARPSC

S' omeonb recently, when advised that studies 
are being conducted regarding the inclusion 

of RACES in ARPSC, remarked: “What’s head
quarters up to this time?”

What headquarters is “ up to,” tins time as all 
the time, is finding what steps are necessary to 
implement Board of Directors’ decisions — in 
t his case the order to include RACES in ARPSC. 
One thing obvious is that we cannot formally 
“adopt” RACES, because it’s not ours to adopt. 
AREC and NTS, the other two divisions of 
ARPSC, were originated, sponsored and devel
oped by ARRL. Administration is in the hands 
of officials appointed by elected heads or by 
the ARRL communication*  manager. While 
ARRL was instrumental in the formation of 
RACES and more than a little responsible for 
the form and shape it took, its active sponsor
ship and its entire administration has been in 
the hands of civil defense at various levels, its 
regulation in the hands of FCC, and its adminis
tration in the hands of radio officers appointed 
by civil defense directors and certified to FCC.

Thus, the dilemma: How can RACES be a 
part of ARPSC as AREC and NTS are, under 
these circumstances?

The solution? There is no simple one. But 
what we can do is extend our best cooperation 
and coordination and recognition to RACES as 
a part of the League's public service, program. 
Since this has always been our intention, what 
we can aim for now is an expansion of this co
ordination and recognition by including RACES 
in all ARPSC activities as a part and parcel of 
ARPSC, to the extent this is possible.

We have heard it said that AREC and RACES 
are being “merged.” This is a favorite word, 
these days, with big business mergers going on 
till around us: what it usually means is that one 
corporation is swallowing another in order to 
diversify products, or to extend an empire. 
The inclusion of RACES as a part of ARPSC 
does not at, this time constitute a “merger” of 
RACES and AREC. Both AREC and RACES 
will continue to exist as separate parts of ARPSC 
— as the Emergency Division and the Civil De
fense Division respectively. ECs will continue to 
direct the efforts of AREC groups tinder guide
lines set down by SECs and headquarters. 
RACES radio officers (ROs) will continue to 
operate RACES at its various levels, tinder 
guidelines set down by state and federal civil 
defense; we couldn’t change this if we wanted 
to — at least, not at present. The principal 

* National Emergency Coordinator,

difference will be that RACES is now considered 
an official part of the ARPSC family.

Now, the next question is, how will this change 
be in evidence? The principal evidence of it will 
be in the official inclusion of RACES in ail 
ARPSC activities. In the forthcoming SET, 
RACES ROs are being asked to participate in 
the same status of ARRL ECs, and we are dili
gently at work trying to get a mailing list of 
ROs so we can communicate with them. The 
proposed ARPSC emblem and decal will be 
modified to include RACES. The League’s 
Public Service Communications Manual will be 
modified, next printing, to show the three divi
sions of AR.PSC, instead of two. The ARPSC 
slide collection will be modified, as soon as pos
sible, to show the new order of things. These 
steps we can surely take. What others are ap
propriate will come from further study.

Tn August QST’ii editorial you will have noted 
that plans are being made for amateur radio to 
serve in the event of a national emergency. How 
much, if at all, such plans will affect any of the 
above we do not know at the present time. 
Meanwhile, RACES is a part of ARPSC but it 
is not being “merged” with AREC (except as 
found desirable at local level), and practical 
operations are pretty much as before. — W1NJM.

Diary of the AREC
Tornados and Kansas are old friends. Each year, the 

state, is visited by hundreds, some of which just knock at 
the door while others really raise tlie roof. From June 7 
through 12, an untold number danced their way through

On May 7, AREC members (I. to r.) K2PBE, WB2GCN 
and WB2UEX were part of the crew from Glens Falls 
who provided communication for the annual White Water 
Derby. The clocks were used to keep the official race 
time and the crew relayed time signals to race officials 

(see Diary of the AREC for details).
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the state, giving AREC members plenty to do. The typical 
tornado is accompanied by heavy rain and hail. In tins 
case, it was reported that the hail was as big as golf balls 
in some areas.
W0FRC, EC Topeka, sent us a detailed report of tlie 

activities of the. Kansas Storm Net’s operation for part of 
the emergency. He took over as NCS at 2005 CST, June 7, 
at which time all stations reported no sighting of any 
tornadic activity, although there was evidence of severe 
weather in the area. Fifteen minutes later, K0ATB re
ported storm warnings for southeast Kansas. WA0EHA 
reported a tornado, unconfirmed, east of Russell and a 
strong storm cell in the north central part of the state. 
K0BDP reported lightning all around his area while 
K0KED advised that the AREC in Salina was on watch. 
K0MZZ, EC Salina, informs us that at the request of the 
chief of police, fifteen mobile units were sent into the field 
to watch for any funnels. After four hours of waiting and 
looking, no tornados were sighted and the mobile units 
were called back.

All through thé night, reports from the Storm. Net con
tinued to pour in regarding the location of storm cells and 
tornados, hail and rainfall amounts, wind speeds, any 
power outages and loss of telephone service. Thirty-two 
stations checked into the net, to make reports, handle tra
fic for their local areas and receive any warnings issued by 
the weather bureau. By 0100 CST, storm activity declined 
to a point where the net’s operation was unnecessary.
W0FRC received a report of tornado activity in Topeka 

on June 8 at 2030 CST. He drove to Topeka where he was 
instructed by W0QNI to report to the Red Cross head
quarters for instructions. For the next 10 hours, W0FRC 
gave first aid to the injured and helped them to hospitals. 
On June 9, he assisted in locating missing persons, relaying 
the information and receiving instructions from Red Cross 
headquarters.
K0MZZ took W0HIJ’s bus, with radio equipment and 

5-kw. generator to Topeka where he aided the communi
cation effort in the ffisaster area. He and W0QNI were on 
the air from Friday night, June 10, to Sunday afternoon.

On July 19, W1 WK J /mobile came upon an accident 
involving a truck and a car at the intersection uf Pine 
Street and Post Oak Road in Bellaire, Texas. He had just 
initiated contact with VV5SVL/mobile in Houston. An 
immediate clearing of several interfering stations on or 
near the frequency was accomplished and emergency 
traffic passed to W5SVL who telephoned the police and 
fire departments for aid. Help arrived within five min
utes after the message had been delivered and the injured 
parties taken to the hospital.
On July 22, W1WKJ/mobile again came upon the scene 

of an accident, again involving a truck und car at the 
intersection of Interstate 410 and 10. Two women and an 
infant were injured and required immediate first aid which 
W1WKJ administered (he’s a doctor). A distress call was 
attempted, without success; although several QSO*  were 
in progress, no one acknowledged WKJ’s call. Luckily, a 
motorcycle policeman arrived and was able to call for an 
ambulance using his two-way radio. The lesson learned by 
W1WKJ was to try the NCEFs in time of emergency and 
the lesson each amateur should learn is to keep his ears 
open at all times for any possible emergency call. 
— Wi WKJ/5.

On July 26, VElKK/mobile was at the scene of an acci
dent on the St. Leonards-Campbelltown highway in which 
a man was killed and another injured. He sent emergency 
traffic to VE1YU for the Royal Canadian Mounted Police. 
An RCMP officer came to VElYU’s home for the traffic, 
scene of the accident was located in extremely hilly territory 
aud the police were unable to maintain communication 
using their v.h.f. system. VE2WM and VEls FQ PX AJC 
assisted in the relaying of traffic. — VE1 WB, SCM Mari
time.

On the morning of August 4, VE2BWS was on his way 
to work when he heard from a newscast that three children 
were lost in the woods of Sainte Marguerite du lac Masson 
and had not been seen since the previous evening. VE2BWS 
gave a general call on the local emergency net- fre< juency 
and was answered by VE2AKM, who in turn called the 
SEC, VE2ABV. VE2ANH, EC for Montreal, was called 
at work and while he was driving home, started getting a

One of the tornados that struck Topeka, Kans., on June 8, 
really tore up the city. W0IPV, who took the photo, notes 
that W0KOL was mobile on the spot where the twister is 
now. A few minutes earlier, he spotted the funnel and 
decided it was high time to get going (I don’t blame him, 

do you?). See the Diary of the AREC for details.

search team organized. Shortly thereafter, VE2AUU, 
Canadian NEC, joined the crew.

Walkie-talkies, supplied by VE2AUU, were distributed 
and coinmunication was established with VE2AKM. 
Montreal, and VE2BMS who went with the search party, 
and who. at one time, was the only communication fink 
between the organization point and the search party.
The next morning, the children were found safe and 

sound by a provincial police helicopter. — VE^ANH, EC 
Montreal-Laval, Que.

Alerted by K0CEV, on May 11, the PHD Net was acti
vated with W0AMO, K0IQS and WA0FLL standing by 
for any tornado activity in or around Clay County, Mo. 
Reports had been received that a storm cell was in the 
vicinity, but no tornados struck the area. — W A0FLL, 
PAM Miwruri.

AREC members in Alexandria, Va., were asked to pro- 
vide communication for a rowing regatta on the Potomac 
River, the competition being between two local high school 
rowing teams on Apr. 9. W3JSL located himself at the 
Woodrow Wilson Bridge starting point, W3DHQ und 
WB4CSO at the half way point, W4KVG stayed at the 
end of the pier to relay the judges’ decision. K4SUM was up 
on the boat club deck so he could relay information to the 
publie address announcer, while K4BAV was aboard the 
judges’ boat, relaying all decisions and checking on the 
progress of the boats through the course and relaying same 
to the judges.— W4JXD, EC Alexandria, Va.

The Augusta and Richmond Co.. Ga., AREC furni.shed 
communications for the movie crew making the dub movie 
of the 1966 Masters Golf Tournament at the Augusta Na
tional Golf Course on Apr. 4-H. Sixteen 2-meter walkie- 
talkies operating on 146.94 Me. were used, a base station 
was set up in the tournament headquarters and the director 
of the film was furnished an operator whorelayed instructions 
to operators assigned to six camera crews, one sound man 
and two mobile units assigned to move crews from place 
to place on the course.
No formal traffic was handled but each operator gained 

valuable experience in voice communications and net disci
pline. Each man learned the value of transmitting only 
when required to and to remember details of information 
received without writing it down. — W^DDY, EC Rich
mond Co., Ga.

On May 21-22, amateurs in Wayne Co., Mich., pro
vided communication for two parades, one in Detroit and 
the other in Ecorse. Two-meter f.m. rigs and walkie-talkies 
were used to coordinate the divisions of both parades. 
Base stations were set up at the starting and finishing 
points aud mobiles placed within the parade itself to en-
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N.Y.C.-L.I., N.N.J., E. Pa., W. Pa., Del., Ala., E. Fla.,
Ga.. N.C., Miss.. N. Alex.,. Okla., S. Tex., Orange, S.F..
S.V., Hawaii, Mont.. Nev., Ore., Wash., Wyp„ Mich.,
Ohio, Colo., Mo., S. Dak., Ont., Alan., Sask., Alta., B.C.
Good work, men. Keep those reports coming in.

able all divisions to move along at the proper speed with
out any tie-ups or large gaps. — W8MPD, EC Wayne Co., 
Mich.

Members of the Glens Falls Area, N. Y.. AREC again 
provided communications for the annual White Water 
Derby, a canoe and kayak race held in the upper reaches 
of the. Hudson River. On May 7, the novice and giant 
slaloms were held, and amateurs provided such information 
as timing and starting signals, and last minute entries and 
cancellations of participating teams. Stations were set up 
at the starting line and one at each finishing point. As per 
last year, the operation went smoothly and the assistance 
of the crew was greatly appreciated by the racing officials. 
—■ K2A YQ, EC Glens Falls, N. Y.

For the fourth year in a row, AREC members in Harris 
Co.. Tex., provided communication for the gathering of 
election results in that county. An election was held on 
May 7, and with 289 precincts to report, some will be late 
and information may be inaccurate. Election officials re
quested K5HXR (ÉC) and his crew to gather election 
results and relay same to election headquarters. Local 
radio and. t.v. stations were also kept abreast of the results 
via amateur radio and periodically made announcements 
to the general public that this information was relayed 
via amateur radio. A total of 19 amateurs participated in 
this operation. — K5HXR, EC Harris Co,, Texas.

AREC members of Monroe Co., Mich., provided com
munication for a civic undertaking to clean debris from 
Sterling State Park in Monroe. This took place on May 14, 
shortly after the Lake Erie flood when the park was under 
water.
The activity started at 0900, with WA8MTX activated 

in the Red Cross building, and mobile units were <Ü8- 
patched tu the park where telephone service was not avail
able. Command traffic was handled throughout the day 
for Red Cross and other agencies. AREC operators kept 
close watch for any accidents since much heavy equipment 
was being used and, in some cases, by untrained persons. 
— W8NDM, EC Monroe Co., Mich.

Forty-five SEC reports were received for June, represent
ing 17,973 AREC members. This is 4 more SEC reports 
and 656 more AREC members. We still seem to be having 
trouble getting those reports. How about it, fellows! Those 
Sections reporting are: Conn., E. Mass., N.Y.C.-L.I., 
N.N.J., S.N.J., E. Pa., W. Pa., Del., Ala.. E. Fla.. Ga., 
Ky„ N.C., Tenn., W. Fla., Ark., Miss., N. Alex., Okla., 
S, Tex., E. Bay, Orange, Los A., S.F., S.V., Hawaii, Mont,, 
Nev., Ore., Utah, Wash., Wyo., Alich., Ohio, W. Va„ Ind., 
Colo., Kans., Mo., S. Dak., Ont., Man., Sask., Alta., B.C.
At the- half way mark for 1966, 280 SEC reports have 

been received from 59 different Sections. This represents 
an increase of 33 reports and 9 Sections over last year. 
Those Sections at the 100% mark so far are: E. Mass.,

At the Empire Slow Speed Net picnic held on July 9 at 
the QTH of W2JMZ, net manager WA2VYS took this 
photo of some of the crew present. Standing (I. to r.) 
WB2IFN, W2ANV, WB2QYZ, W2THE, W2JMZ, W2LYG. 

Kneeling (L to r.) WB2GAL, WA2VYT, WB2HZY.

RACES News
On June 19, seven members of the RACES unit of the 

Amateur Radio Club of Jackson Co., Mo,, went mobile to 
the Rotary Camp for Handicapped Children. A base sta

tion was set up at the camp and four 
mobile unite took the children, one at 
a time, for a trip around a lake. During 
the trip, the children talked with each 
other and with the children back at 
camp via amateur radio. As an out
come, other clubs in the area are in
vestigating the possibilities of providing 
similar services to camps in their area

National Traffic System
Elsewhere in this issue you will find the announcement 

of the annual Simulated Emergency Test- (Oct 8-9). NTS 
leadership officials have already received full information 
on the part the system will play in the exercise. We now 
wish to acquaint you NTSers with some of the details and 
urge your participation.
The function of NTS in the SET, as always, will be to 

relay traffic expeditiously from place to place — from any
place to any other place, whether origin and destination be 
within the confines of a Section, Region, Area or between 
Areas. We call it a “simulated” emergency, but there are 
limits beyond which simulation cannot go. For example, 
we cannot simulate the tension and electric excitement and 
the chaos winch would accompany a real emergency; nor 
can we simulate the dedication and extra effort that would 
undoubtedly accompany it. Therefore, since we cannot 
simulate these, we are not trying to do so. NTS will not 
operate, officially 21 hours per day for the full two days of 
the test, as it undoubtedly would if the real thing occurred. 
It wall operate during a scheduled period for eight hours on 
Saturday (Oct. 8) and Sunday (Oct 9). or sixteen hours 
in all. No NTSers (except a few TCUers) will be required 
to “bum the midnight oil,” as they would in a real emer
gency.
This is the third year that NTS has been included ac

tively and intensively in the SET. The first year it was 
pretty shaky. Last year was a great improvement. This 
year we hope and confidently expect that NTS will take 
its rightful place as the principal means of message relay 
for the other two divisions — AREC and RACES. But 
it’s going to take some doing, and your participation is re
quired. Reserve this weekend for this purpose.. If you had 
other plans, cancel 'em!
NTS operation will commence at 1900 GMT in the 

East and terminate at (1600 GMT in the Pacific. During 
this period, six complete cycles of NTS operation will have 
been completed. While the above spread of time is eleven 
hours, in any one NTS Area the operation will last only 
eight hours — that is, in Eastern Area it will be 1900-0300, 
in Central 2000-0100 aud in Pacific 2200-0600.
How do we get six cycles into eight hours? Well, it ain’t 

easy, and it means, in effect, continuous operation of all 
categories of NTS nets down through Sectiofl, including 
TCC, for four hours in each Area.
How do we get that way? Well, the system will operate 

in overlapping cycles this year. We start with Section nets 
in the Eastern Area at 1900, then Region nets at 1930 and 
the Area Net at 2000. While the Area net is meeting, the 
second cycle starts, with Section nets meeting at 2ÓU0. 
At 2100, a third cycle starts while the first and second 
cycles are still in operation, and at this time all three 
cycles are operating simultaneously, although in different 
parts of the cycle. Each cycle, as it is completed, repeats 
itself. Thus, at 0100 the second session of the first cycle ends 
and simultaneous operation of all three cycles no longer 
exists; only the second and third cycles are still operating. 
At 0200 the second session of the second cycle ends, and 
only the third cycle, remains in operation. At 0300 this 
cycle ends and NTS operation ceases in the Eastern Area.

In the Central Area, of course, NTS operation com
mences an hour later, and in the Pacific Area three hours 
later, but the same pattern is followed. This procedure is 
repeated both days of the SET, Oct. 8 and 9.
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« — WR1WR. KC. M Mar

Confused? We don’t blame you. Like most NTS opera
tion, it is basically simple once you get the hang of it, but 
difficult to explain in words when you are dealing with 
different time zones and the unfamiliarity of simultane
ously-operated cycles of the system. You don’t have to 
understand how it works, although it is helpful if you do, 
so please give the above another reading. Follows herewith 
a rundown of the meeting times of all nets at Section level 
aud above in each of the three Areas, for both days; pick 
your level and your Area and prepare to lend a hand. All 
times are GMT.

Eastern Area: Section nets at 1900, 2000, 2100, 2130, 
2200. 2230, 2300, 2330, 0000, 0030, 0130, 0230. Region 
nets at 1930, 2030, 2100, 2130, 2200, 2230, 2300, 2330, 
0000, 0030, 0100, 0200. Area nets at 2000, 2100, 2200, 
2300, 0000, 0100.

Central Area: Section nets at 2000, 2100, 2200, 2230, 
2300, 2330, 0000, 0030, 0100, 0130, 0230. 0330. Region 
nets at 2030, 2130, 2200, 2230, 2300, 2330, 0000, 0030 
0100, 0130, 0200, 0300. Area nets at 2100, 2200, 2300, 
0000, 0100, 0200.

Pacific Area: Section nets at 2200, 2300, 0000, 0030, 
0100, 0130, 0200, 0230, 0300, 0330, 0430, 0530. Region 
nets at 2230, 2330, 0000, 0030, 0100, 0130, 0200, 0230, 
0300, 0330, 0400, 0500.
Most of you will get this before the SET date, and thus 

be able to participate effectively and intelligently. A few 
will not get it until after the SET date, in which case it 
will be an explanation to what went on, in ease you were 
confused. Hope to see all you NTSers in there doing your 
bit for amateur radio and NTS. — W1NJM.

WB6BBO was present (with her camera) at the summer 
meeting of the Eight Ball Traffic Net. From left to right, 
we have K6MDD, PAM and manager of the 8 Ball net; 

W6BHG, SCM Los Angeles and WB6JFO, 
SoCal Six manager.

June report:

Net
Ses
sions Traffic Rate

Aver
age

EAN........-...31
CAN. ..........31
PAN...........31
1RN...........62
2RN........ . ..59.
3RN....  .....62
4RN. .......... ¿9
RN5...........  .62
RN6.... .......62
RN7......   ....,31
8RN............ .62
9RN.... .......31
TEN.......... 62
ECN......... .29
Sections2. ..... 1868
TCC Eastern. .. 1248
TCC Central. . .,93s 
TCC Pacific. ... 1243

1151 
1041
1566 
296 
419 
493
430 
797
1593 
466 
402
474
766
85 

9832
495 
569
899

.891 
,861
1.122 
.225 
.696 
.364 
.305 
.347 
.968
.481 
970
.738 
.566 
.172

37.1
33.5 
.50.5
4.8
0.8

8.0
7.3
12.8
25.6
15.0
6.5

15.3
12.3
2.9
5.3

Represen- 
talion (%)

94.6 
WO
88.2
92.2
99.7
99.5
88.4
93.0 
WO
49.61
88.8
96.01
69.8
65.61

Summary.... 2542 21,744
Records......1918 20,658

PAN
1.267 15.2

RN6/CAN 
JOO

1 Representation based on one or less sessions per day.
sSection/Local nets reporting (64): OZK (Ark.); ALTA- 

SSB (Alta.); QFN FMTN WFPN GN (Fla.); CPN (Conn.); 
Iowa 75; MDDS (Md.-Del-D.C.): WSN (Wash.); WPA 
PTTN EPAEPTN (Pa.); VSBN VSBNL VN VSN (Va.); 
QIN (Ind.); NJN NJEPTN (N.J.); BUN (Utah); BN- 
OSSBN (Ohio); NCN NCNL NCSSB THEN (N.C.); 
EMNN (E. Mass.); PHD MOTTN (Mo.); NTTN (Tex.); 
VTNH (Vt-N.H.); 1LN (IU.); GBN (Ont.); OQN (Ont.- 
Que.); PTN SGN (Ma); MSN MJN (Minn.); SCN SVN 
SoCal 6 (CaL); LAN (La.); QMN Wolverine (Mich.); 
TN TPN TSSBN ETPN (Tenn.); AENB AEND AENH 
AENM AENO AENP(e) AENP(l) AENR AENT (Ala.); 
WSBN (Wis.); RISPN (R.I.); NYCLIPN NYCLIVHF 
NLI NLS (N.Y.C.-L.L).
3 TCC functions not counted as net sessions.
Well, we have some more new records. Conditions have 

been fairly good during the summer, except when thunder
storms have plagued the nets. Yuu haven’t lived until you 
try handling a TCC sked on 80 meters when signals are 
8-5 and the static crashes are S-9.
W9DYG and WA5JOL have produced an interesting 

CAN bulletin. Well, CAN now has two years of 100% 
representation. W6VNQ submits his first PAN report, 
noting that summer QRN is taking its toll (the Rate and 
Average figures sure don't back it up, tho). W1EFW is 
proud of the 1RN crew for the fine representation this 
month. In between murder stories, which seem to be a 
regular feature in WA2GQZ’b newspaper, Joe continues

to run 2RN in fine style. The only problem he is faced with 
is trying to get 100% reporting of all net sessions. K3MV0 
is gratified at the new faces appearing on 3RN. Silent 
W48HJ seems to be following the Roosevelt philosophy 
(speak softly and carry a big stick). K5IBZ plans to hold 
a meeting of RN5 personnel at the North Alabama Ham
fest in August. A closed meeting is planned for the morn
ing and a general ARPSC meeting for the afternoon. RN6 
is being bolstered by the tremendous amounts of traffic 
going to and coming from Viet Nam. K7JHA notes that 
in some respects July was an improvement over June, but 
the QRN really hurt the rate department. Representation 
seems to be a serious problem in Montana, VE5 and KL7. 
W9QLW and others are planning to be at the Muskegon 
convention on Oct. 21-22 and hone to see lots of traffic 
men there. W0LGG reports traffic and representation about 
average despite the warm weather and vacations. VE3BZB 
made good use of his vacation in VE1, trying to stir up 
some activity for ECN.

Transcontinental Corps: W3EML had to go back to 
1963 to find a month comparable with July. Station D 
had the highest percentage of failures because of vacations 
and no replacements. Poor conditions are hurting the 
Station F schedule according to W4ZJY/9. Dave is still 
having trouble getting reports, but this should settle down 
now that he has permanently relocated. W0HXB/4 and 
WA9NFS w'ere recipients of TCC certificates. W7DZX 
is having his troubles on the west coast with poor condi
tions, vacations and some sleepy east coasters who can’t 
keep awake for the late skeds.

July report:
Funo- % Sue- Out-of-Net

Area tiens cessful Traffic Traffic
Eastern 124 80.7 1351 495
Central 93 70.9 1183 569
Pacific 124 70.9 1798 899
Summary 341 74.8 4332 1963

TCC roster: Eastern Area ( W3EML, Dir.) — Wls BGD 
EFW NJM, K1ZND, GVH SEI, K2SSX, WA£s BLV 
UFI UPC, W&to AEJ DXM, WSs EML NEM, KSe FHR 
MVO, DVT ZM, K4LJK, \V8s CUT RYP, K8s 
KMQ NJW QKY, W0OHJ. Central Area (W4ZJY/9, Dir.) 
— WJ¿ OGG ZJY/9, IPA^TPB WWT, W5GHP, 
CXY DYG HRY KQB VAY ZYK, WAPs BWY IZR 
NFS, K9DHN/K0S A EM GSY, W0HXB/4, WA0IAW.

Net reports:
Net Sessions Check-ins Traffic
Interstate SSB 20 478 991
Mich. 6 Tfc. 26 88
Mike Farad 30 474 508
North American SSB 26 530 701
7290 39 1180 643
HBN 31 435 581

«
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Happeniri^^ the Month

CANADIAN CENTENNIAL CALLS
Canadian Amateurs will have the option, in 

1967, of using the prefix 3C in place of VE and 
3B in place of VO, to call attention to the 
hundredth anniversary of Canada as a nation. No 
special application or endorsement of the licenses 
will be necessary, nor will it be essential to con
tinue using the 3C/3B call throughout the year. 
Under the scheme, VE3XXX could simply de
cide to use 3C3XXX during calendar year 1967 
and just begin doing so!

Andy Devine, WB6RER, well-known to old radio fans and 
two generations of movie-goers for his gravel voice, 
introduces Sandra Watkins, '‘Miss Orange County“ at 
the Southwestern Division convention, while General 

Chairman Syd Cullum, WA6NJZ, looks on.

TEMPORARY TRAFFIC WITH 4U1ITU
A third-party message agreement has been 

renewed by the Department of State with the 
headquarters of the International Telecommuni
cations Union, permitting the handling of such 
traffic between U.S. stations and HJHTU in 
Geneva only. The agreement is temporary, and 
is expected to terminate on March 1, 1967.

Bill Nelson, WA6FQG, right, accepts the Cover Plaque 
Award from ARRL Southwestern Division Director Howard 
F. Shepherd, Jr. W6QJW at the division convention in 
May. The Board of Directors had chosen Bill's article on 
electrical interference as the best in the April issue.

FAMILY OPERATING PRIVILEGE DENIED
The Federal Communications Commission has 

denied, a petition, RM 972, by Nathan Gold, 
K1MIA, that the amateur rules be amended to 
allow operation of an amateur station by unli
censed members of the family. Petitioner had 
asked that the privilege be restricted to voice 
operations above 28.5 Me., 50-watts input or less, 
crystal controlled and to communications only 
with the licensee operating mobile.

MORE AMATEUR RADIO WEEKS
California’s Governor Edmund G. Brown 

declared Amateur Radio Week in California to 
coincide with ARRL’s Founders Week com
memorating the birthday September 2 of Hiram 
Percy Maxim. In issuing his statement, the 
Governor said :

“These citizens perform numerous acts of 
public service, including the relay of communi
cations during times of emergency — fire, flood 
and earthquake—until normal public utility 
services are restored.”

Governor William A. Egan of Alaska pro
claimed the week of June 20-26, 1966 as Amateur 
Radio Week in the biggest state. In addition to 
the emergency facet, the governor touched on 
amateur fraternalism and everyday public 
services.

CB REQUEST ON CALLS DENIED
A citizens-band operator in the Bronx a short 

time ago had petitioned FCC to grant continuity 
of call signs iu the Citizens Radio Service, 
RM-960. The Commission lias denied the re
quest, citing its earlier decision in Docket 14,843. 
At that time the Commission pointed out that
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some 300,000 UB calls had been issued before 
automatic data processing had been installed. To 
provide continuity of call, all of these license 
records would first have to: be transferred to the 
machine, at »sta not warranted by the benefits.

We can think of few places better for an amateur radio 
station than the Space Needle at Seattle, and few places 
where we'd be more anxious to let others do the climbing. 
Seattle amateurs have it both ways-—they were invited 
to put an amateur station at the 520-foot level of the 
Needle, and its manager, a mountain climber named 
Warren Saunders, volunteered to hitch the antenna 
to the top of the structure, 607 feet above the ground. 
The Space Needle Amateur Radio Club has been formed 
with some thirty members, led by W7GWA, president; 
K7VCD, vice president; W7HLP, secretary and W7CJL, 
treasurer. The club meets in the Needle the first Monday 

of each month at 8:30 P.M.

FAMILY MEMBERSHIP
For families where two or more members are 

interested in amateur radio and the League, the 
ARRL By-laws now provide that, after one in
dividual has become a member of the League at 
the regular dues rate ($5 in the U.S., $5.25 in 
Canada) additional members of that family may 
join the League for a special dues rate of $1, with 
all rights and privileges appropriate to the grade 
of membership held, except the receipt of addi
tional copies of QST, subject to these conditions:

1. There must be an immediate family rela
tionship — i.e., husband or wife, brother or sister, 
father or mother, son or daughter.

2. All Family Membership must be concurrent 
— i.e. expire in the same month.

3. The initial membership fee is the standard 
$5 in the U.S., $5.25 in Canada, plus $1 for each 
additional family member.

FCC DENIES POWER REDUCTION
Some time ago Robert II. Mitchell, WA2VAF 

proposed to FCC in RM-519 that the amateur 
rules be amended to provide that, effective 
January 1, 1966, the maximum power input to 
au amateur transmitter shall be 500 watts: 
effective January 1, 196S, 250 watts; and effective 
January 1, 1970, 125 watts. He based his request 
on “ever-increasing crowding of the amateur 
bands, and the fact that technological progress 
has moved beyond the 1 kw. power need. The 
state of the art will be improved by the necessity 
of finding better ways to establish and maintain 
amateur contacts than by sheer power.”

The Commission in denying the petition 
pointed out that the power difference would really 
have little effect on mutual interference between 
amateurs. IhST—|

®r. Hatorence 31. ©unit,
CijarlesS HI. IBobe, M0HIXC

We are sorry to report this month the deaths of 
two prominent radio amateurs identified with the 
League.

Dr. Lawrence J. Dunn W2LP/W2CLA, passed 
away in July. First licensed in 1912, he was 
president of the Radio Club of Brooklyn in 1922 
and helped establish other clubs in the Metro
politan area. When the ARRL Board of Directors 
established a new Hudson Division effective 
January 1, 1925, he was chosen as its first direc
tor. He had much to do with the growth of the 
Army Amateur Radio System, having served as 
chief radio aide to the Chief Signal Officer in the 
mid-twenties.

Charles M. Bove, W0MXC, ARRL vice direc
tor from the Dakota Division since January 
1964, died in August at the age of 66. He was a 
founding member, past vice president, past 
secretary and past director of the Minneapolis 
Radio Club and has been trustee of its station 
W0CKF since 1946. He was Section Communica
tions Manager for the state of Minnesota from 
1951 to 1957.

Roanoke Division amateurs presented P. Lanier Anderson, 
W4M WH, with a plaque honoring him for his 14 years of 
service as director from the division. The presentation was 

made at the Roanoke convention by Joseph 
Galeski, W4IMP, at left.
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QST continues its series on amateur 
radio in various countries of the world, 
u’itb particular reference to regulations. 
The article on Israel presented here was 
written by Philip Ai. Kane, 4X4UO. 
Phil, a U.S. amateur holding the calls 
W'6VQA1 and K2ASP, expects to be 
operating on 10, 15 and 20 meters from 
Israel until next summer, when he plans 
to return to New York.

ISRAELI AMATEUR RADIO
The Israel Amateur Radio Club1 is tiie organ

ization of amateurs, potential amateurs, and 
SWLs in Israel. At the present time, there are 
about 450 licensed amateurs in the country', and 
approximately 1000 members of the IARC. The 
Club has a general meeting in May of each year, 
for the purpose of reviewing the year’s events in 
Amateur Radio in the country, to award prizes 
for various contests held during the year, and to 
elect the executive board. This board, composed 
of seven members, is responsible for the guidance 
and operation of the club during the year. In 
addition, the IARC has very recently started a 
program similar to the ARRL OO Corps to “self
police” the bands. The IARC supports a number 
of clubs in cooperation with youth groups and the 
military. A monthly journal (in Hebrew), HaGal 
(the wave) is sent to IARC members.

Licensing
Licensing and regulatory matters are handled 

by the Frequency, License, and Legislation Sec
tion of the Engineering Services, Ministry of 
Posts. Three classes of amateur license are issued: 
Grade “C” (Novice), Grade “B” (General), and 
Grade “A” (Advanced). Each grade requires a 
code test in International Morse (code groups 
and English clear text) and a suitable theory and 
practice examination. The Grade “C” examina
tion is written, while at present the other exami
nations are conducted orally by a panel of 
examiners. Each class of license is renewable 
on a biennual basis, and nominal fees are charged 
for the operator’s certificate, station license, 
and renewals.

1 More information on the organization of, and mem
bership in, the LARC may be obtained from the Secretary, 
(ARC, P.O. Box 4Û99, Tel Aviv, Israel. This address, too, 
is the correct address for the QSL Bureau.

Gall signs are issued to licensees to reflect the 
grade of the license. Grade “ A ” and Grade “ B ” 
licensees receive the standard “two-letter” call 
while Grade “C” licensees receive three-letter 
call signs beginning with N. When they advance 
in grade, the N is dropped. A call sign once issued 
is not reissued to anyone else, even if the license 
is not renewed. True mobile operation (“mobile- 
in-motion”) is denoted by a suffix of /M, mari
time mobile by /MM, and portable operation 
(“fixed-portable” or “mobile-at-rest”) by /4. 
Gall signs for club stations are two- or three-letter 
call signs from the series starting with II or 
with Q.

In the past, the call signs for Israeli stations 
were issued from the 4X4 series. At present, this 
series is exhausted, and new call signs will be 
issued from Israel’s 4Z4 series.

Operation
Grade “C” operators are limited to crystal- 

controlled c.w. operation, 10-watt maximum plate 
power input, in portions of the 40-meter and 
15-meter bands only.

Grade “B” operators are permitted to operate 
in all bands with maximum power input of 75 
watts (a.m. or c.w.). S.s.b. operation is permitted 
with maximtun output of 200 watts p.e.p.

Grade “A” operators are permitted to operate 
in all bands with maximum power input of 500 
watts (a.m. or c.w. ). S.s.b. operation is permitted 
with maximum output of 1333 watts p.e.p.

In Israel, talking into the microphone of a 
'phone station has been considered as “operating 
the station.” This is permitted only to licensed 
amateurs, of any grade, tmder the control of the 
station licensee. The one exception to this rule 
is the club station, where any bona-fide member 
of the club may operate the station in the 
presence of the station trustee.

Third-party traffic is permitted at the present 
time only with the U.S. Curiously, third-party 
traffic is prohibited between Israeli stations!

The great bulk of arnateurs-in-the-making lies 
in the clubs. Club stations are set up primarily 
for training purposes by such organizations as 
Army units, technical schools, city youth depart
ments, etc. They are, in general, not used for 
“spare-time-operating” by licensed amateurs 
(except of course the trustee!).

Reciprocity
Any licensed amateur visiting Israel is eligible 

to act as “second operator” at an Israeli station 
under the control of the station licensee. He may,
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also, receive a Grade “ C ” license of his own with 
no farther examination. In addition, for higher 
grade of licenses, full or partial credit may be 
given for examinations taken in other countries.

At present, formal reciprocal operating agree
ments are in effect with the U.S. aud with the 
U.K. U.S. General Glass amateurs visiting Israel 
are eligible to receive a permit for Grade “B” 
operation for up to three months. If operation 
beyond that time is desired, the amateur may 
be required to take a suitable test in radio theory, 
credit being given for the U.S. code test.

Similarly, U.S. Extra Class amateurs are 
eligible to receive a permit for Grade “A” 
operation for up to three months. After that 
time, they may be required to take a test in 
radio theory, credit again being given for the 
U.S. code test.

U.S. Extra Class amateurs and Canadian 
Advanced amateurs are eligible for Grade “B” 
privileges without limit to time or examination.

Foreign amateurs intending to apply for 
operating privileges or a station license here 
should contact the Ministry of Posts, Engineer
ing Services, P.O. Box 850, Tel Aviv, Israel. 
The offices are located at the Shalom Tower 
Building, Tel Aviv.

It is preferred that the applicant contact the 
Ministry directly rather than work through 
individual amateurs or groups here, since in any 
event personal contact is required for the pro
cessing of forms and payments.

It may be mentioned here that when a foreign 
amateur brings radio equipment to the country, 
(including 100-miliwatt “CB” walkie-talkies), it 
will be held at. Customs until a release from the 
Ministry is obtained. This will be granted only 
after the amateur has secured suitable operating 
permits or a station license.

You might call this, taken at ON4UB, "Presidential Row." 
Left to right, G2BVN, president, Radio Society of 
Great Britain,- W0NWX, president, ARRL; PA0DD, 
president, Vereniging voor Experimenteel Radio Onder- 
zoek in Nederland; ON4AK, president. Union Belge des 
Radioamateurs; F8BO, vice president, Reseau des Emet
teurs Français and DL1QK, president, Deutscher Amateur 

Radio Club (Photo courtesy of ON4VY)

It should also be noted that amateurs applying 
for station licenses or permits should be prepared 
to submit a copy of their “home” license, and 
at least one copy of the schematic diagram of the 
transmitter. This should be presented only when 
the forms are filled out, and should not be sent 
with preliminary inquiries.

Miscellaneous
Unfortunately, I can’t say anything about 

amateur public service work — there isn’t any. 
The Civil Defense and disaster communications 
are in Government hands, and amateurs have 
no part in that. It should be noted that many of 
the army communications people are themselves 
hams. Since third-party traffic is forbidden in the 
country (except as noted above), message traffic 
is also out.

Amateur radio, then, is a purely personal hobby 
— except that it provides the trained manpower 
pool for industry and the military. —

The C.C.LR. -(International Radio Con
sultative Committee} is a technical- 
study arm of the International Tele
communications Union. At its Xlth 
Plenary Assembly in Oslo in July, 
A. Prose Walker, W3BMXIW4CXA, 
made the following statement on behalf 
of the U.S. delegation.

I have asked for the floor at, this time, Mr. 
President, to express the sentiments of the United 
States delegation to you, personally, on a matter 
which has been most pleasantly received by our 
delegation, and I am sure, by many other delega
tions as well. The subject of my remarks is the 
authorization and establishment of Amateur 
Radio Station, LA1ITU, during the period of this 
Xlth Plenary Assembly of the C.C.I.R.

If you will permit me, Sir, I would like to make 
some observations concerning amateur radio 
and its relation to the expanding period of tech
nology throughout the world. I venture the 
opinion that a significant number of delegates 
here at this conference, received their initial 
exposure in the field of electronics through the 
medium of amateur radio. Initially, amateurs 
were influential in opening the possibilities for 
long distance communication via the high 
frequencies, after having pioneered in the area 
of the spectrum which administrations then found 
too valuable not to utilize for the benefit of all 
their people.

All of us here know the history of the develop
ment of radio communications and the con
tinued experimentation and development by 
amateurs, which although mostly unheralded, 
has been of significant value. Countless advances 
iu theory, techniques and equipment have been 
contributions of either an amateur or those who 
received their early stimulus and training in that
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medium. Today with the vastly more complex 
science of communications, we still find amateurs 
keeping abreast of developments and maintaining 
the pace laid down by large national laboratories 
and developmental organizations in our respec
tive countries. Even satellite communication does 
not daunt the amateur, and in the near future 
Oscar IV will be in orbit enabling amateurs 
throughout the world again to communicate on 
v.h.f. by means of an orbiting satellite. A chron
icle of all these events and their significance wotdd 
take entirely too much time.

Allow me to say in a personal vein, that it has 
been most gratifying to meet face-to-face here 
in Norway and at this conference, fellow amateurs 
with whom I have communicated over tlie past 
thirty years or more. 1 learned here tliat a 
member of the delegation of Portugal was for
merly the licensee of CR5AR on Sao Thome 
Island, whose QSL card is in the files of my own 
station; that my good friend Mr. Ivanov of the 
Soviet delegation was formerly EU9BU and that 
in many other delegations, active and former 
amateurs are included amongst them. Through 
amateur radio at station LA1ITU, many dele
gates were able to communicate with their 
families at home, in an informal atmosphere, 
with gratifying results.

There is, without question, a close correlation 
between the sponsorship and encouragement of 
amateur radio in countries of the world, and the 
technological advancement of those countries. 
If I might offer a suggestion to all countries 
represented here at this conference, it is tliat 
they encourage to the utmost the participation 
of their technically inclined students in amateur 
radio. For I’m sure they would find a bright new 
zeal and thirst for learning in the communications 
field, by application of technical knowledge to 
equipment they build and operate themselves.

Mr. President, amateurs throughout the world 
will experience a thrill and pride, upon learning 
that the newly elected Director of the C.C.I.R., 
Mr. Ilerbstreit, also Ls an active radio amateur, 
W0IIN. I am equally certain tliat in the years to 
come he will continue his interest, and activity, 
although he will be surrounded by all our prob
lems and their most satisfactory solutions.

Therefore, Mr. President, I tender you per
sonally our thanks and gratitude for your wisdom 
and appreciation of amateur radio, in your ap
proving the establishment of station LA1ITÙ. 
Nearly 2000 contacts have been made with 
approximately 85 countries, in all continents of 
the world. Our gratitude also is expressed to the 
Norwegian Radio Relay League, whose members 
have spared no effort to facilitate the success of 
the station in cooperation with your administra
tion, and to make us all feel welcome here in your 
beautiful country. Lt was with sadness that we 
learned of the sudden death of the President of 
the- Norwegian Radio Relay League, Mr. Per 
Gunderson, who was present in this hall at the 
opening ceremonies.

Although I speak only on behalf of our Delega
tion, 1 know that all delegations and amateurs

everywhere will join me in this salute to you,
Sir, and in wishing you the best of fife's pleasures
and time to enjoy them all.

I would appreciate having my remarks included 
in the minutes of this session of the Plenary 
Assembly.

Thank you, Sir.

CHILEAN PRESIDENT THANKS 
AMATEURS

John Hellyer, CE30X, several months ago 
made contact with a number of U.S. stations, 
seeking a special form of Mood plasma to aid a 
7-vear-old boy suffering from hemophilia . and 
infection. The plasma was found and flown to 
Chile by Navy jet (additional details and photo, 
June QST, pages 67 and 69), and at last report 
the youngster was in fairly good shape.

DM John has received the following message, 
translated from the Spanish:

Esteemed Friend:
Some time ago, I noted in the press that 

you, as a radio amateur, had obtained concen
trated plasma which a child suffering from 
hemophilia had needed for an. operation.

1 want to thank you for tftis action of yours 
which has done so much good for a. child of our 
country, and to congratulate you in the most 
cordial way for such a noble hobby, which can 
render such useful services to our nations . . .

1 beg you to congratulate and thank the radio 
amateurs of the United States, through whose 
participation it was possible to obtain this help.

With affectionate regards, 
Eduardo Frei, 
President, 
Republic of Chile

LONDON EXHIBITION
Tlie international Radio Communications 

Exhibition will be held October 26 to 20 at the 
Seymour Hall, London, W.l. The Radio Societj’ 
of Great Britain will hold a reception for foreign 
visitors at 1930 Friday October 28.

Amateurs expecting to attend the Exhibition 
should get in touch in advance with R. F. Stevens, 
president of RSGB, 2S Little Russell Street, 
London, W.C. 1. The phone number is HOLburn

YUGOSLAVIAN ANNIVERSARY AWARD
As part of its 20th Anniversary celebration, the 

Savez Radioamaiera Jugoslavijc (SRJ) is issuing 
a Jubilee Award for working YU stations, as 
below, between January 1 and December 31, 
1066. Europeans need 20 contacts, ¡Asians, 
Africans and North Americans 5 contacts, and 
South American and Oceanean stations 3 con
tacts. All bands and modes may be used, but 
each YU can be counted only once. A list of 
claimed contacts with log data, certified by two 
licensed amateurs, should be sent with 5 Inter
national Reply Coupons to SRJ .Awards Man
ager, Box 48, Beograd, Yugoslavia.
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Correspondence 
From Members-

The publishers of QST assume no responsibility for statements made herein by correspondents.

DX CONTEST QUOTAS
C I congratulate the decision of the contest com
mittee to eliminate quotas in the c.w. ARRL DX 
contest. You can’t know how delighted I am that 
quotas have gone the way of outdoor plumbing, 
iceboxes with real ice and hand-crank starters— I 
.never got the hang of changing hands so I could 
count to six. I appreciate the courage it took to 
make such a decision — my heartiest congratula
tions to your fine staff . . . Fred Caposmla, 
WSIWC, Baldwin, New York.

FREELOADERS — PRO AND CON
. . . ARRL should immediately adopt a policy 

of free service for League members only. No one 
should be refused aid, but all non-members should 
be charged a nominal fee of not less than S53.OO for 
such services as certificates, answers to technical 
problems, etc. This action will either result in an 
increase in League membership or a reduction in the 
work load of the Headquarters staff. Either way, 
we win.

It will cause a lot of anguished screaming from the 
freeloaders and no doubt some of our soft headed 
members will object, but who cares? Why should 
the ARRL membership be required to pay the 
freight for the entire amateur radio fraternity?

Don’t let the softies sway .you, gentlemen. They 
will be the first to howl if the League finds it neces
sary to raise the dues in order to cover the cost of 
the League's present policy of free service to all radio 
amateurs.— Mick Morrow, WPBWV, Loleta, Cali
fornia.

C. . . . One possible solution would be to charge 
$1.00 for anything they ask from the League except 
things such as the Handbook, License Manual, etc. 
If they’ were making use of the ARRL by requesting 
assistance they will soon find out that it does not 
prove economical, aud if they cared anything for the 
League they would then become members. This 
policy could hurt those non-members that find it 
hard to obtain the membership dues, but are the 
members to suffer because of the non-members 
putting our organization into financial jeopardy? ■—■ 
Bill Morris, IVAoMCF, Bl Paso, Texas.

<L ARRL and QST have, as a result of non-partisan, 
non-political, helpful, good-for-the-order attitudes 
in their work, gained a high order of respect and 
support from all radio amateurs. I have participated 
in the benefits of ‘‘ham radio” for 35 years, not 
always as a member of ARRL, and not always in 
agreement with them. The thing that finally’ won 
me over as a dues-paying member, however, was its 
unselfish, honest endeavor to serve the interests of 
amateur radio generally, not for only those- willing 
(or able) to contribute to the cause. I could see no 
discrimination in services rendered to paying and 
non-paying licensees, so long as the state of the art 
was furthered. It was ARRL’s ability’ to stand above 
the pecuniary level in its administration and repre

sentation of the entire amateur fraternity that 
finally won my admiration and respect. The mag
netism of this image did the trick. Also, maintaining 
this position in view of commercial pressures to the 
contrary impressed me as quite an accomplishment. 
But then, isn’t “ non-commereialism ” a basic precept 
of amateur radio? . . .

It is understandable in present society that such 
an idea as ‘‘free loading” could come up for mention 
at a board meeting, but I’m surprised it rated a 
discussion. I’m of the opiuion that a non-discrimina- 
tory policy regarding non-members could be one 
of your best morale and membership boosters. A 
few non-members may abuse the privilege. It is 
better they be out than in the organization. I doubt 
anything much closer to mandatory membership 
would help. I would like to think that League 
membership was influenced more by obvious excel
lence of its work toward its declared purpose than 
by threats to reduce service standards or to increase 
the tab. Certainly the stature of ARRL will suffer 
less with the former. — Norman S. Mien, W0HOZ, 
Independence, Missouri.

<[ . . . The League is a long-time leader in pro
viding help and guidance for any amateur needing it. 
The League awards are the most worthwhile avail
able— let’s keep them off the ‘‘market” . . .— 
lien Flagg, WSOQH. Cedarrille, Michigan.

MEMBERSHIP DUES
I read in QST that ARRL went for a loss money

wise this y’ear. This problem likely could be solved 
by increasing dues or getting more members.

Everyone, including the League, should stress to 
all hams, members or not, that without an organiza
tion of some type, amateur radio’s future would be 
very’ dim. By having all hams possible support an 
organization, the ham fraternity’s voice would be 
much stronger to all, including FCC and government 
officials.

I think one of the League's aims should be io 
recruit new members and get present members to do 
the same. A strong and active organization will win 
influence and have more ‘‘say-so:” without one — 
...nothing.— William ll. Bradford, 17A7AI/I7, 
St. Murray, Utah,

[Editob's Note: WA7AUW hit the nail on the head 
in. his final paragraph. Right now, the League 
and local radio clubs are in the middle of HamQuest 
67, a campaign to bring in new members on the 
national and local level. There are prizes for the 
clubs and their “salesmen," too. If your club hasn’t 
started on the program yet, write to Hq. for a 
HamQuest 67 kit.|

<1 Most scientific societies are having some difficulty 
meeting financial obligations due to increased costs. 
I belong to four societies and all of them (except 
ARRL) have had to raise their membership fees in 
the past two years. — .Tamai B. Gillespie, W4LQC/- 
WSBK.K, Nashville, Tennessee.
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A PLEA FOR UNITY
C I am writing about an article I read in June 73 
Magazine dealing with ARRL . . . This matter is 
not only childish but becoming rather annoying.

After all, what is amateur radio becoming when 
radio journals are taking up more and more of 
the room we pay for to punch below the belt and 
tear down the opposing magazine instead of what we 
amateurs are interested in? I can only say that if 
ARRL wasted some 3 4« pages to tear down 73, CQ 
or any other journal, like 73 did, I would be rather 
doubtful as to the sincerity of the League —■ as I am 
with 73. I am sure all journals and organizations 
have a few faults, most of them only in the minds 
of some readers . . . What I am trying to say is 
that a single copy of a journal made to please all is 
almost impossible because of the world we live in 
today we all have different ideas and viewpoints.
... If we are to survive, ... we should work 

together as one . . . Let's stop tearing down other 
organizations and weakening amateur radio. As can 
be proved by past history, nations can not withstand 
a war nor are they as strong if they are fighting 
among themselves. This holds true with us in the 
battle to keep amateur radio good, organized and 
honorable — let’s keep together. — Devcrn Dean, 
WA3AHB, APO, New York, New York.

QZZ
C. I heartily endorse the suggestion, by K9CZV 
(QST August) that QZZ? be added to the Q-sigued 
list. The abbreviated question: “Is anyone using this 
frequency?” not only lends an air of courtesy to our 
hamming but will help reduce unintentional c.w. 
QRM. QZZ would mean "This frequency is in use."

We need this in c.w. operation. —■ David P. Shafer, 
ir/.lA’, Glen Allen, Virginia.

<[ The suggestion . . . seems to be a good one, be
cause conditions are such, at times, that signals from 
the distant station are not too strong and con
sequently are likely to be overlooked . . . William 
Q. Gerlach, W6BG, Oakland, California.

HERTZ VS. CYCLES
<£ Never have I felt more strongly about something 
as I do about the recent change by some mags to the 
use of Hertz for cycles. This is the most disgusting 
thing that has happened in recent years. I have 
never written to anyone before, but this is too much. 
May I call upon other amateurs to rally against this 
change? 1 am most pleased that QST has not as yet 
adopted the use of tliis term.

Long live “cycles per second.” — George Gallic, 
KoKOC, Notrces, Texas.

C. I agree with the Paul Harris letter, page 48, 
August QST. Here is one vote for the Federal regu
latory agencies, and QST, letting “cycles per 
second” stand. — Henry Morrison, Jr., W0BBW, 
St. Paul, Minnesota.

C, Congrats on your “ Hurts” stand. Let me add one 
QRP voice in support. You may have to join ’em, 
but let’s drag our feet as hard as we can. — Harry 
E. Adams, W9JX, Spencer, Indiana.

([ . . . I have a suggestion for the eycle-Hertz con
troversy. I am with, I believe, the majority who feel 
that this was an unnecessary and unbeneficial 
change. I hope that it will be repealed. But if it is 

not, then why not have the ARRL lead the crusade 
for a new abbreviation for Hertz? kHz is a cumber
some thing to. type, so lets use the small letter “c" 
as the abbreviation for Hertz. Then kiloHertz 
becomes kc, MegaHertz becomes Mc, etc. Why not? 
If they ean change traditions, why can't we? — 
Gary Huff, K9AUB, Springfield, Illinois.

<[ . . . Why must we in the U.S. and other English- 
speaking countries, and also in all countries speaking 
French, Spanish and Portuguese — and all these 
add up to quite a number of people — obsolete a 
perfectly good self-explanatory term in favor of 
something that until very recently was known only 
in a few continental European countries?

Hertz does not mean a thing to us — it would be 
about the same to decree, that from now on we will 
have to call radio “Popov” and television shall be 
known as “Nipkov,” according to the names of 
their Russian "inventors.”

So — why Hertz? — Ulo Vilms, WBGBNS, Pac- 
oima, California.

<T It is difficult to quarrel with, the use of the terms 
"cycle” and "cycles per second” us elaborated by 
G3GFN, provided one remembers that these are two 
separate, distinct, technical terms with different 
meanings.

If we then look farther up the page, we read” . . . 
drift is less than 3 kilocycles . . "Major calibra
tion marks at 1-megacycle intervals,” "... at 
every 21)0 kilocycle point. . .

This is current jargon and it is just possible that 
many readers will be unaware that each and every 
one of these should read cycles per second. Or, better 
still, Hz.

The excellent reasons for using volt, weber, max
well, and such units are that they are single words 
that do not translate into other words with other 
abbreviations and contractions in other languages.

1 say the use of Hertz is a worthwhile and long 
overdue reform. — Walter H. Anderson, VE3AAZ, 
Toronto 12, Ontario.

RUDENESS
How many amateurs would barge into a room 

where two people are talking and interrupt them at 
top voice? Few, I daresay. Yet this sort of consumate 
rudeness is in evidence every day on the hambands, 
both phone and c.w. Do some amateurs just ignore 
common manners when they sit down at their rigs?

As a DX station, for the nonce, I find increasing 
difficulty in properly finishing even the shortest 
QSOs without having the station at the other end, 
who may be only a S3 or S4, smothered by stations 
calling me without having the decency to wait for 
either me or the other fellow to finish our QSO. 
Is life all that short?

This complaint is a common one in this part of the 
world and certainly is one reason that many stations 
in this area are less active than they might otherwise 
be. Sometimes it seems that trying to finish a QSO 
just “ain’t worth the trouble.”

Several of us have developed a sort of counterac
tion: Whenever possible we note the calls of the 
persistent, long-winded “breakers” so that we may 
studiously ignore them, even after our hashed-up 
QSO is finished and we’re ready to work another.

This isn’t the best answer to the problem, of 
course. Just a bit of common politeness on the part of 
all concerned will go a long way toward making our 
hobby enjoyable to the fullest. —■ Robert E. Franklin. 
HQaCZ, APO New York, New York.
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California—The Fifth Greater Bay Area Hamfest 
will be held at the Edgewater Hotel off Nimitz Freeway 
in Oakland, California on October 22 and 23. Write Box 
113, Hayward California for details.

Illinois — The Chicago Area Teleprinter Society will 
hold its twelfth annual “CHI-RTTY” meeting and dinner 
un Sunday, October 2, in Meeting Room 7 of McCormick 
Place, Chicago, preceding the National Electronics Con
ference. No admission is charged for the meeting. Further 
information may be obtained from Robert Paculat, W9JBT, 
1327 N. Hamlin Ave., Chicago, 111. 60651.

Indiana — The 5th Annual Hamfest of the Hoosier Hills 
Ham Club will be held on Sunday October 9 at Spring 
Mill State Park, Mitchell, Indiana, in the village near the 
old mill. There will be entertainment for the ladies, play
ground for the children, picnic area, plenty of parking 
space, swap shop, eyeball QSOs, free donuts and coffee and 
many other activities. Bring the family and enjoy the beauty 
spot of scenic Southern Indiana. S.s.b. dinner at 1900 EST, 
Saturday night, October 8 at the Spring Mill Inn. Communi
cations will be on 3.910 and 50.4 Me. For more information 
write The Hoosier Hills Ham Club, Inc., P.O. Box 375, 
Bedford, Indiana 47421.

Kentucky — Louisville Ham Kenvention date is October 
15. Technical forums, exhibits, banquet and giant indoor 
trade-o-rama (bring your goodies). Ladies program (advance 
registration only). Details from P.O. Box 20U94, Louisville, 
Ky. 40220.

New Hampshire—The Manchester Radio Club will 
hold their Annual Banquet on October 22. For time, place,

etc., and other information, contact WA1DZX at P.O.
Box 661, Manchester, New Hampshire 03105.

New York — The Annual Fall Banquet of the Finger 
Lakes Chapter of the QCWA in central New York will be 
held on Saturday evening, October 22, at the White Ele
phant Restaurant in Canastota, N. Y„ one mile from 
Thruway Exit 34. The social hour will commence at 6:30 
p.m. and aprime rib roast beef dinner will be served promptly 
at 7:30 p.m. Ladies are invited. Featured speaker will be 
F. E. Handy, W1BDI. Tickets are $5.00 and include meal, 
gratuities, tax, etc. Reservations are expected and should 
be made with Donald L. Farrell, WA2WEE, 207 Seneca 
St., Chittenango, N.Y. 13037.
New York—12th Annual Syracuse V.h.f. Roundup, 

October 8, at Dellemort’s Country Manor, Cleveland, 
N. Y. Registration 86.00 in advance, 87.00 at the door, 
starts at 10 a.m. Send remittance to James Stewart, 
K2PKK, 268 Hopper Road, Syracuse, N. Y. 13207. DeUe- 
mort’s Manor is on the north shore of Oneida Lake.

Pennsylvania — The Tri-State Sideband Dinner, Pitts
burgh Area, will be held October 29 at John Garneau’s. 
Smorgasbord. Monroeville, Penna. 7:00 p.m, C. J. Tirk, 
W3KTP, Turtle Creek, Penna 15145 will supply additional 
details upon request.

South Carolina — The Rock Hill Hamfest is scheduled 
for the middle of October.

Texas — The Brownfield Free Swapfest is October 29 
and 30 this year.

Washington — The Puget Sound Council of ARCs will 
hold their Fifth Annual Banquet, October 23 at Waller 
Road Grange Hall, Tacoma.

ARRL HUDSON DIVISON CONVENTION
Tarrytown, N. Y. October 15—16, 1966

Amateurs in the Northeast will have a unique 
opportunity this year to enjoy a “big-city” 
convention without having to put up with all 
t he disadvantages of the city location.

The 1966 ARRL Hudson Division Convention 
is being held at the Hilton Inn, Tarry town, N. Y., 
just south of exit 9 on the New York Thruway 
near the Tappan Zee Bridge. The site is therefore 
easy to reach by car, and is served by convenient 
train schedules both from New York City and 
from Albany. The World’s Fair station, K2US, 
will provide talk-in on 2, 6, 10 and 75 meters.

ARRL President Robert W. Denniston, 
W0NWX, will be on hand, along with technical 
speakers from ARRL Hq. and from industry. 
Technical displays, manned by men from the 
top amateur equipment companies, will be open 
to all from 9:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. on Saturday and 
9:30 to 5 on Sunday. Talks and forums will be 
held on public relations, the Amateur Radio 
Public Service Corps, Military Affiliate Radio 
System, DX, s.s.b., traffic, antennas, mobile 
operations, the YLRL, getting started in amateur 
radio and an idea exchange for clubs.

Jean Shepherd, K2ORS, famous in the metro
politan area as star performer of WOR-Radio, 
will headline entertainment at the Saturday 
Night banquet. Banquet seating is limited, so 
early reservations are wise.

Advance registrations are $3.00 and banquet 
tickets are $8.00. At the door, registrations will 

be $4.00, and banquet tickets, if any remain, 
will be $9.00. Tickets can be obtained from 
ARRL Convention, Post Office Box 112, Flat
bush Station, Brooklyn, N. Y., 11226.

Motel registration requests go direct to the 
Hilton Inn, 455 South Broadway, Tarrytown. 
N. Y. (mentioning the amateur convention) or 
through your local Hilton hostelry. Rates are 
$14 single, $18 double.

GREAT LAKES DIVISION CONVENTION

Muskegon, Michigan October 21-22
The Great Lakes Division ARRL Convention 

will be held Friday and Saturday, October 21 and 
22, at the L. C. Walker Arena, Muskegon, Michi
gan, under the auspices of the Muskegon Area 

(Continued on -page 168)

COMING A.R.R.L. CONVENTIONS

October 15-16 — Hudson Division, Tar
rytown, New York

October 21-22 -— Great Lakes Division, 
Muskegon, Michigan

January 21-22, 1967 — Florida State, 
Miami

April 22-23, 1967 — New England Divi
sion, Swampscott, Massachusetts

July 1—3, 1967 — ARRL National, Mont
real, Quebec

Prospective convention sponsors are. urged to check 
with ARRL Hq. to avoid possible, date conflicts.
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A Noise-Silencing I.F. Circuit for 
Superhet Receivers

An Effective Method of Coping With Auto Ignition and Other 
Electrical Interference in GW. and 'Phone Reception

8y James J. Lamb*

THE problem of noire interfirmec from 
rJcctneal equipment in radio reception is one tiiat become*  increasingly a>-'itn a«

we expand our use ui the radio spectrum farther in addition to the on«- which is ♦ be snhjwt nf this 
in tius high and ultra-high frequencies and. article, deienntions oi M-vnal others will be
simultaneously, elcetricai upùpnumt capable of causing 
interference become*  more 
widcly used. It is not so long 
ugo that tlic only hind of QRN 
which really bothered was just plain natural static. Hut 
now, at least on our higher 
irixT.ui’iicin«, th« interference 
from atmuspherte*  is fwne- tieslly neligihle, white that 
from automobile ignition and nil burner system’, domestic 
and industrial equipment in 
mhuite variety, is really dis- 
a»trotu. Admittedly this kind 
nt interference is controllable ■it the source—pnivided all 
the manufacturers and all the 
vsers of the offending device*  i mild be persundrd forthwith 
to taku the necersary »taps 
with, the individual crpitp- inent«. This utopian state may 
.Kime day arrive, of course, 
but what about the tamedwto situation? Is there anything 
like n generally applteabln shot In the aria that we
individindly can give our receiver*  to immunize them, more nr jess, fmm 
the electrical noise vpidemic? We now believe that at least several more or les*  effective solu- j »ions nn? not just possible but, better still, have 

: been developed to the practical stage. These are 
nvdhuds applicable to our present- system of ■•nmmtmiciition with amplitude modulated wave*  

uhd adaptable as »upplemvnta to cutrng type’ 
of nH’oivi rs, to be used within th>- receiver itself 
without ci>rnptom«mg its nmiuiil ch.iracten.stic?.

found m this and recent, issues nf Q$TJ Truly, a.‘ are getting wilnnwhcn-. ___  
• TechnirM Editor. QST.iTtmmpsoa, "r>»termr uircuis Fur ’IMiM’u Soft" tnUrfrrtne»," April, 193M Hull, “A New Rarmving wiM.ni r .t tte Ijitrw-ftigh Frutteuciee." Nor. »nd Dec- HISS! KoNtHim, “Output Limit«»," ihir «»me: nod Th">o|«--n, ‘'interior Circuit For ‘Phone." th» «mu«. 

one cm»!?, Such disturbance» are jpiireiallv non-uniform in ampli
tude and in duration, tethough 
frequently of high amplitude relative to the radio signal, and 
may result in receiver noise out
put ot a "plunky” character. 
.Still another tvpe of more ot less cijnimuti interference ia that 
jwculiar to old and faulty 
incandescent lamps. But these 
types usually represent the dy
ing rattle of sick equipment and 
(■¡■j shortly with it*  demise. The degree to which ttifise 
imsoeliannoi.i*  interferences cm be cdenci'd in the receiver de
pends on their wave form. If in 
tlm form of short-time discrete puiscs, then they iirn pH-st 
readily handled: if In the torm 
vi u more or less solid envelope, then they arc less tractable. 
Intertcreuw effect« of all types, 
however, nave been found reducible bv the syjste-m descnlied, 
tire aauumt of reduction ranging up to practically 
total elimination for Ignition uoise, «hek» and 
«anular types.

In new of the <-fianicteri*tically  ultra-short 
duration and relatively large separation ot the

«.-metrical pulses principally responsible for noise interference, it might be wondered how they can 
bv 30 deviwtating in effect- The electrical pulses 
individually may he of less than one-thousandth 
second duration, a« previously nientioned, and in n typical case- may occur 120 times per sttnntL

J'Hß StiENCER An.tFTFR UNIT FOR USE WiTH STANDARD 
SUPERHET RECEIVERS, AS DESCRIBED AT THE iNB ,OF THIS 

.ARTICLE
t i»» !,ft M HrAl. troubetl around the diode eouplint namfoimer, are the 

0J7 noUeiunpiiAer. th« fL7 ij. nleneer-ampiifier and the 6H& nolw reatfut. 
Th« knob on the tide contrail the none threihoid ndjumns mbter.

(tut the ear i’ supposed to fie faaensibU to «nmistl-» «•al impulse» »o widely separated and of suen 
dwrt duration. Obviously something it oreiirrtn j 
b. in<res»e the •-ffective length of each pui«e 
before it readies our car*  oa to give it a character it did not iiave originally. Due 

eteiirent of the receiving system which 
ri-rtmniy is capable of neconiplwliing tldscbange In character U th«Mephona 
u-iwver <>r loud speaker. By its very 
iiahire it responds with a rewriremting 
emrek or n inion« to the shortest high- 
mnplitude impulse, vibrating nt some 
natural period of ita own long after the 
original electrical jolt. Then also the 
¡nd«?« c;m |>o given appreciably in- 
or. ic-.vd meetrieal duration in audio
frequency circuits ami own in radio- frequenr-v stage*  of tlic. receiver. Tliis is 
ohprcially likely if their amplitude be- 
e-.iire*  sutheient to drive, a gnd positive 
ii« anv rd. or audio stage. When this 
nrniw, grid current representing the 
rectified envelope <>f the puiso How» 
thruiigh the input return circuit of the ninfcted stage, which may include crsistance-cspacitanre networks of rela
tively large time constant in addition to 
the «mpiing cwuita and bias soiirw.
This pres ns« to the secondary effects 

of cross-modulation and blocking.
With r.f, or i.f. circuite of high selectivity and 

low drerement, particularly with a crystal filter, 
stock equitation, from high-amplitude pulses 
results in prolonged wave train*  ot relatively 
«uisll damping, in a typical instance, spark

February, 1936 February, 1936

post» ctrtnAçTKnisTics asp imsr-rS 
• 'F KLitonrir,«. rwFUiTxiiENcB

show up >>n the nscilfngmjih a*  distinctly sepa
rated and more or 105» uniform pulses, each of extremely »hort duration ionc-thi>usir>dt|i ree.uul 
or h-s«.. Itefnre. they ruin intelligible hb ption, 
»bey may have art amplitude a» great as twice 

that of tlie desired signal. But bmre often than not their ampli
tude runs ¿ii or mom time» that 
of rhe desired «ignal, so that Wiry fuu mcit uM-rioad circuits ufrtrn 
grid« positive' end rausi< »ovuiid- 
nry eflret» which di.-mnnd sp'cwl 
i-otisiiU>ratl(>n.a>i will hoexplmnrd fiirtlicr on. The itiain pulse of 
miuiH ■bnritrnn may he neeoni- jxioieil by suli’Khary “wiu.-ikers.' 
«a when. the smirk occurs with ♦¡iucvi-ji. mams supply. The om- 
iiiureseut auk« ignition pui-m, 
Iv.iWiy.-i'. ¡s characteristically 
Henn ami relatively free from 
‘•whiskers.”The eommututor-type inter- ference is ron«idcmblv more 
•.-‘.uupiicuted m form. A d.c reru*  
motor give*  proiumeut pulse*  
of commutation frequency, more 
• •t l. v« imiiorm in amplitude, 
with tm almost »olid intervening “whfeker'’accomjionimeutof con- 
sidenibty »nvdlnr but n»n-utuform 
uiliplitwle. A wrii'S «uinviirsnl.i i„.iliir operating on a.c. U«. llm 
Ciimmutatton-fn-quetiev pulses 
su(h-i iiujio.Msf on n *u)>piy-fre-  
nnonry eonuKmont inml the 
• wIusRimx" »a well), making tire picture still mon- i-orupli-x. lr> both c;im^, the principal noise 
roiDputieiil fii'au! 1« the eominu- tlltion-trequcnry rnttte, tal«d in 
witli biiih from the "wIiGkem. .As emaptired to the spatk-gnp 
ty|ie- Altu'li Ims etfectiv« Vallie 
reiitivdy small c<..iuj»«nsi to 
amplitude, the e«.ih’tnutator-tvpe mti-rferenci- >« of more w-hrt wav«» i'jrui and liu*  greater errectivn 
value in proportion to it» peak amplitude. Amplitude ojx-r.ited

dcrclopmcnt, it appears that ordinary electrical 
dUturtauiw? .meet the receive! circuit» as highly damped wave*  and in»v be elassihed generally os 
of too tei-re types, uno i*  the "pistol shut'' or 
"uiacbnu- gun'' »anety. usually resulting from a 
spatk discharge aeruM a gap. ignition systems, 
bgbt switches, key clicks, power leaks, ■‘violet toy" gadgets and tho like art’ «mmmoti Miami's, 
i nc other is tire "liash" type nkatiticd with d.c. 
and a.c. series motors.The disturtuLnc.s of the first (spark-gap) tvpe

limttmg aud «dencing svstem» 
accordingly find it much inuu-difficult to handle, 
f ortunately interference of this type is consider
ably tee? prevalent ttmu the jump-spark type: 
utid, unlike the uinchinc-gun variety, it is elteet- ively disposed of by selective circuits such us ttio 
LL crystal filter,fe.idi.'.s those two main types. Several others 
which we liavc encotmtered also might be ch-si- 
bed, Home have characteristic*  not unlike natural 
static—that trom a faulty hlgh-tcnrion trans
former which was litivmg uifenutl trouble being 

interferancf« ware tram« of approximately g, 
tliousmuith-arcomi duration with aafniight trati»- loniw-courded two-*t.iKe  i.t, supcrlu't hare been

ohwrred to inomire In over one.htmdroihh cvCulid duration with thecm still filter so itoUed ill. 
Jn c.w, reception with the receiver*  beat oscillator on, the- aural «'fleet on «wltotnng in thn 
crystal 1» conversion of niachinc-gnn rattling to 
continuous "pinging’' »ml ntigitig at beat-note froquerie.j— imni which ttic »ign.il eiinnot be 
distingBieluil.With these eteirn'toristira anil fwiiiliarUtes of the most common types oi teeetrirol interterem-n 
iu mind, it. appem- entirely ri-nnmiuble ttait 
s-jmething in the nature of eliminating their 
s treets ste,«i(«l be possible, Tlmv mi- inherently of 
»iu.i t. duration until prolonged in etioct by soma 
element of the receiving system, ihcy grixnully 
cause nn|v objectionable background »0 tena as their finipiituffe «toes not e»ce.*d  the desired 
Signal aniphtiMe nt the output ot the receiver. 
Advantage ot these cliiirueteristics liavn Ikm-o 
taken in devising output limiting eipuit« of VurmtlS type*.  Ki&al of which are «Jescribed 
ehvw here tn this fwuc. But these can only cut <4 
the peaks of interference which extend above the 
desired-signal level In amplitudca and leave the «■wnicr circuits of the receiver without protection 
from the secondary effects of orerlonding. Why 
not go farther? Whv not try to bring the ainph- • fidn of the interference below the dc’irC’.l-S’gnid 
level, and do the job in a» ewiier circuit of the Kvnvee before the stag«.-» tuust stiAe-'pttlite to

Wire not amplify the noire peaks extending above 
the desired signal amplitude nt radio frequency, rectify them and use the rectified voltage to 

control the gam of a subsequent 
Hulm-frrqneiicy stage, automatic colly and instantaneously?

•ms «1LEXCTB mnevrr
The essential circuit of a typical 

eraniple «f this method of noise 
peuk sitericing applied in the i.f. auiuhtier ui a superhet is shown in Fig. i, the receiver 
being the metal-tube superbet «l«crih<-d in the JU-'JA A-K.B.U 
HantUej,/!:. Tlua receiver originally 
UM'«! »1 sejKuate n.v.c. amplifier 
and rectifier, which section wa» adapted to serve M the hmso amplifier and rectifier in the pres
ent arrangement. The same si- 
lencer rirenit is, of course, rau!-- 
ffy n«f;q.tabie to other avfu-rhi.'t designs.

A« shown in the diagnun, tLa «■-rntnii girds of tbe noise amplifier 
and MMond i.f. amplifier are fed ia 
parallel from the secondary of th*  
conrentional tuned i.f. trans
former. Th" output circuit of tha noise amplifier is coupled to the 

h.dJ-wnre dirxte niffw rectifier by mean*  of trans- 
fm-uicr Tt, which i*  al«» tuned to the intermediate frequency te.’ifi kc. in this casci, rhe catliodrw of 
both th<? noire amplifier and noire rectifier oru vi.nnretcff to tire umv-ible contact on the resistor 
ii-i so ttuit the control gruí of the noire amplifier*  arul the di.ulv pinte» nf the rectifier can be biased 
ni'cntim with n-sp'-et t«> the cathodes of these 
tu'i«-*.  I'iiis hi.a« determines the input amplitude 
(!t wlimlt wtlfieation start*  in the diode, firing normally ret *•  that nHmn begins for noire 
teak*  ••»tending ata-w the desired signal level. For 'piiunc nwptxm with automatic gam con- 
tn.I, th« bin« developed in the a.v.e. circuit of 
tin- n-eeivcr >’ also applied to the riiutrol grid of the noise amplifier, augraenting the hv..<i bias 
•lm,-.laj>«l across and automatically main
taining the proper noise threshold level over the rant'«.- of signal strength normally encountered 
with fading.

Tho rectified noire voltage developed acrosa the diode load resistor is applied to the No. 3 
gna af the 0L7, biasing this gnd negative ia 
proportion to the amplitude of the nomo pulsa 
mid. occL-Hingiy, reducing the gain of this i.f. 
stage for tho iX componente <>f the «ame iiois« 
pulse on tho gnd of the iX amplifier tube. The 
object is. in effect, to make the noise commit 
suicide in the final iX stage by partly or wholly 
blocking this amplifier «.taring the noise puteé,

i
iI
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Thr ainplillcr t« n!><> <lis.-d,|«i[ corre“ii<indingiy for 
tin- <kMrrd «ignnl, uf «mirre, but (he tim« i*  s«> 

flint iu> tiiiitiblc gap w cbrecnnbto. Por ;■ iiutinn««, with spark pube« ««««ining l‘h> ttnws 
I: per «incorici and rach pulsa lasting as long ns onn- f- tliouvamllli second, nnly nvery I2»th «ycte is |<>xt 
!f ut n signul modulai ion frequcncy of HHH) pyrtM 

pir mviuuI, This reqnirvx n snudi timo Constant 
and trcedom irom instability in stlcnring action. t rfcnianduig »ut onlv proiwr ein’ilit pnnstnnts bqt 

i «liso tubami suitalffe charactcristicx.

Tt’ot" ANnmu'vir n-m'iiks .
Tn rntiu-r cxpcrwiite with Up. silencer eirmif before Um* mi-lal type fulxn indicated in (lie. dm- 

grains wvre inirodiiei d. varitmx combination!» of glass types w< n-. u>ed. Oue combination was a 
<>H~ pritfodi’-dinde in thi- noise utn|ifif(i'r-rc«ttitor . 
Fretilin and a GAT pentagrid as Up i.f. siir-ucrr- 
amphipr. tin: rii'hhtd noise- voltage being ap
plied to th« No, 1 grid of the latter. Fair siutcm v.t' obtained witli tliis combination, but not without a tendency to instability mid reduced 
g.un in Up GA" ns ait intermediate nmphitor. Ap[*ah'iitiy  their wits considerable, internal 
«»pacitivc eoitpling between the pentode and 
«liodo seetioius nt the <>ii7, allowing mote fundu- 
niental r.f. tn reach Um diode land circuit than w.w desirable. As a iurther complication, mastd- 
ciabie i.f. coupling thiough the F»A7 wn» i-i idviit even when (he Xu. i gnd was biased suflvienUv 
negative to rut olf the plat« «.'»irrHit. Roth of 
these factors handicapped ih« silencing action, 
although tin’ results obtained showed the principle to Im*. m>iw;iJ.

With the. newer types made available in the 
inetal tube Im«, those pioblcms net« ¿ukud. Tlie (>U(i dno-diodi' jH'rmitted «epanition of tin» 
functions <>t iiui.se nmplilicr nnd rectifier iu different. ohvelMpes and. more important, tin*  f>f,7 was 
ideally adapt cd (<> use its tin: i.f. stlenfter-ampliticr. With this tube, tnil normal amplifier gain is ob
tained, its »No. i grid's variable-mn characteristic 
pimnfs cmiveiitloiu^i automatic and tnnnuaf 
gum control, and its No. 3 grid is rxceitfntly 
sailed to Uie nm*<  ^d«n«tng action. It« internal shielding is such lint there is practically no i f. 
output when Uie No, 3 grid is biased to cut olf 
tiie plate current mid there is m« abnormal tend
ency to instability. \Vhiteae<imbmationpontod«- 

'dinde (2B7 or (>1571 might he used for the noise 
amplifier-rectifier, no other type ns suitable ns 

jlm 1,1.7 1ms lie< ii found for the i.f. silencer« 
amplifier. It is tu be noted also that a sharp cul-ofT 
fU7 is used us du- noise amplifier, rather tluui a 
tunable-mu type tube. The. siiarp ent-off type-' lias been Immd considerablv more effective tn 
this jsisitinn, giving more decisive threshold 
ai.lion. hi Klass types, a 37 ur tK'ti would.Im 
aiteniahvc» (“ the id“.

Apart fiotli the tubes, the circuit of tlur silencer 
seriiun is nut i-perialiy ndjcal. U-itisidcrabli» 
tolernneo is permissible m bins ¿nd «wn voltage V.dues, and even in the diode loud and output 
filti'iing network, \ariatunis ure tilso piMiblt- in 
the method asrd to «Ct the nmse threshold bins. 
Alternative tn biasing both the i:>.« amplifier 
»nd n etitier by tin «'«mimon cathode reswtur h'n, 
biasing only inn or the other bins iu.i n tried. 
Hiwn r, the <*omhinati>>ii  shown Iul- been found 
r,i give the most satisfactory tlu-isledd setting. 
Noti; tjiftt a small livd resistance i- ti-c'l tn th'.*  
s utliodr nf the uoise amplifier. Fliii1 give« th<*  (47 
ti »iiuiU tujmmutu bias with ihiitbresh-dd adjust- 
incut at xi ni 'ground', «> that it- gnd will not bo operated at zero Puts.

<'t ft variety oi resistance and capneit.we combinations turd m the di<'i|i> load and stknemg- 
grid cireuit, those specified with l ie. t gpiM-m to be a*  «iiitaiilc as nii>. Kcxistaiiee bf between 
llHh'Jmt and 2.>y,tnnj ohms for /f-j satisfies re. 
quiremviits, with the lower value preferred a*  
giving the smaller time rmistant. Capacitance» (‘«i und Cj» also are fairlv tolerant us to value, the 
largest capacitance permitted by time cuustant 
ronsidcratimis being desirable for best ri. filtering. Home tolerance in tfm inductance of U.F.t'.. 
the.silencing circuit blb.T'de.Ae, alsoi»aUo»abJi'< 
lit no cose should this inductance be no large ns to 
ahoet the imr consUmt npprvembh-. Resmiailt rmniimations Wet- nl»> tried for tllterillK in this 
vireuit. but won' fmmd tu cause instability,

'Ivptcul M'lUge Miluvs m Um rtremt, meiison-d to ground with 233-volt U supply ami Uie r.f. 
uutn contrui set at maximum are as follows, <>L7 
s< teen. Uli volts; tiJ7screen, vl) vuiU, til.“ cathoile. X votf-. bl hi cathode, normal operating setting of 
Itu, ti volt», «1.7 silencer grid 'No, 3-, peak vol
tage aero-s it,, ureessiiiv to block ainpl I her, ap- prmimalelv 1« veils It is tn he imtiii that tins 
blocking vilt-agc is iiuled by the cathode-inns drop 
m-rnss /fsof the «1.7and the manual gain control, 
the diode loud resistor being returned tn ground. Tests indinit.e that this eomwetiou gives better 
action in genepd than return of the diode load 
resistor directly to the (il.7 catlmde.

Although the usual type of i f. doublc-tiini'il 
input transformer is satislactorv for Tf. the single- tuned full-wave diode tvpc transformer is i-s. 
si ntint foi 7’# This transformer should have rel
atively pH>r selectivitv i.low effective Q>, the un
tuned serimdarv being closely coopted to th« 
primary. The full-wave diode reel ¡her circuit is an 
es ential katun:. it mmim!»-« the fundamental 
i.f. eomnonent in Um load circuit and simplifies 
the problem of keeping this Undesirable r.f. vol
tage from reaching the silencing gnd of the CL“. 
The full-wave arrangement also insures rectlficu« 
lion of Che maximum half-eydc of i.f. noise, wliich is likely tn Jm u»«w mmetricnl at the 
recti'icr input.

ret-nu reíos asp oemiATio.
.V” uiiusttaf constructional features have tu rn 

found nccrwiry in Uie several applications of this silencer sy siem to conventional su]K*rbet  receivers, 
A plioingrnpli «!«» Ilm layout <>f the silmcvr rcetjon am) seeund detector of mm receiver in ‘Ah'udi it is used. ¡Completoconstructional detatts 
of this receiver nm given tn the 193« A.R lt-L. ¿/andhtui^Ciiapteriirvi u,;. I’he only extra shield
ing beneath tlie base w a bailie sejxuating the 
noise amnlitier-rectitmr from the i.f. ninjhticr- nkneer ami second iL-iiietvf.sot kvt-x amt wiring. 
I’leeautimw-dicnild he taken, of mnree, to prevent - 
c w, beat i."« ill:itiir r,f. output from getting mtn the noise slicin'« r circuit. Vsual gooJ dcsigu.jiiU • 
take Cure of this.

After the circuit connections iuivu Utam proved 
by ohmmeter and voltage tests, and with the other receiver circuits iii rromud alignment, the " silencer section is ready for adjustment. The sec
ondary of the input transformer I j will Im tuned 
tn i.f. resonance using second detector output or 
tnnliiE meter peak indication. The remaining tuning adjustment is that uf the hutse rectifier 
cmtphng translomier J\. Iksonaucnnt this trans- 
lonner wilt be indicated by peak reading of a d.c. Vohnu-ter ci'iim-i'ied across the diodo load re
sistor A'-, mi a test signal tuned in with the n<>is« 
threshold adjustment ‘Kul set at minimum rc- 
nwlanrc. ' »peration of the silencer circuit will 
the» bo indicated by complete blinking of the 
output wlu.h n moderate-strength Signal is tuned 
in witli Hu at Uns sumo setting, Backing olí on 
.ion will allow tin: signal to como through in Hut mal fashion. The adjustment of 7‘4 should be 
iiwie prixmly, U nt> d.c. vultim-ter is available, 
this trnnsfornwr van be tuned for Miréswuw noise 
output irom the reei'iver, using a buzzer, spark ci>ii or similar uuhe sour««

in operation it will he found that the most 
meet IVO si tting of the threshold adjustment Ru will vary with diiierent settings of the manna 
7.1. gain control- Fur c.w‘. reception 'a-v.e. uO) 
it bos been found desirable to set liu for a cutu 
foriabh*  no-signal nm«1 kvcl nnd then to adjus 
the manual r.f. gain to aeeomnirnlntc the signal in normal fashion. Extremelv strong sígnala mt catiMi sdotming of the ri-ctviT, naturally, if th 
r.f- gam is set too ¡ugh. A few imimtrs' vx|K'rirnc 
iill suffice to make the «qwiaior farmhar witF 

the proper combination, however. 'Fhe setting' 
lire not especially critical and the silencer ae- 
Hiully eperatm as an etfoelivc signa) limiter

i tu cmisidcrablc range of amplituih’, an inri- Jj'llhil feature wht<-h is <>f no little niH tn itself. 
1'tider extremely bad rmise «Ondltions, es(HCia|lv 
when receiving a weak signal, rinse adjustment oi 
the threshold control will give tint beat signal- 
jioisc ratio.

irinFoUMASTK IHTt

Si! m i US Silrw»r bn

'’n'raii | <í»í|t» tairet Cholle-
Mh« Mricr

hn.lins j taiptilmre Rrailmx Amplitaric

‘npsiAr.m«..,. 3'1 ! Ay JM'E—•' O- X if r j if.
Sm«n AJme. ... i»r. U as«. n.9
Xn#'Sirnl < ' is 0.17 n «

pntcrali-ly ao Jb)

In phone reception with a.v.e., the manual r.f. 
gain adjustment trmy be left at iU normal aeUmg 
and the threshold control set for best signal-noise 
ratio, A single setting of tliis control will aerve 
for a wide rongc of signal strengths, since tlm 
noise ampliners grid is tied tnlo tlie fc.vx. cir
cuit so that the threshold point is maintained 
proper over a considerable range of signal amplitude, even with rapid fading.

PEHFOUMANCE CHUCKS
Kot»« interference bring what it is, so variable' «characterand inconsistent, it is difficult to give 

ynerully applicable qualitative di'-mption oi quantitative data on tlie jsTf'inmuau «if this 
vdencer system. A great inmiv tests lave I"'*'»  inadc on various kinds of inletferencr with re- 
eeption of all kinds of signals throiiuimut tlie Ire «luency range liom »q me- to ths*  broadcast Kind 
In every case it has been po«i1i|« tu bring tin 
noise amplitude down U> or below th*'  maximum 
signal amplitude nt the receiver's output. Most of 
these (I’sta have been made using a "Model T" 
spark cml in the Mme room with the receiver. 
Usually right «n the operating table, and typical 
results obtained with tins set-up are sniumarizcd 
in the accompanying table. Without the silencer, 
the interference irom this noise source was w> 
grout that ail signals were compktely unintelli
gible and the audio circuits of the receiver were ..verloadM «v>m With the r.f. gum reduced for 
strmic signals and the audio control adjusted tor’ 
ho more than normal hmd speaker nr jwadsK volume <.n> tlie signal. With th«' silmci-r in opera
tion, it is possible in every case to bring the-out- 
put IKiliw «¡own to a level wliich permitted itl- 
ti'lligiblc reci'ption of any signal above the 
receiver's normal sensitivity level,

i jiartiriilarfy helpful feature aiding 'phone ii-r-rptimi is the protection <<> a.v.e. iqa-ration 
¡lUonled by th« «ih.ncrer. Hy taking "Ut th« lioi-c peaks ahead of the *i-«-m til ilelrrior, where a.v.c. 
wlitteatian tKifiiinUy lukih plar<-. the neim 
pnkit mv prevented from taking control ot tlie gam be building up high bins voltaite m th« iiitvs- 
sinlv slow acting a.v.e. circuit. Provide«) tim 
mxM' amplitude is not so grant as (» ov“iluiid tlie. 
gnd circuit ul ’he i f ntnpltlu-r mm <l«'Ve|op a v.e-. 
inns fr»n> irebticd gnd current through the titter
ing amt iIuhIc load rrsisUumes, Uns protection is 
prm'tiraliv compiet«'.

Whi'ii th«' -ili'iieing is applie«! to the final i.f. 
siaio- of a ritigk-Mgiml receiver with Ute crystal 
.iit<-r operating ahead of it. the behavior is <>m- 
s‘- >«r«-A .i.tierent. If th« noise interferon«-«' Witriuu. ’>'«• -ilonCer is of suthcieul amplitude to 

«'insc the crystal to “ping” «with the c w. heat- 
«■-»illator oiif. Uic Hiktm'r will be considerably 
jess elfcctive—kxs «•thrtivi' wifi« crystal tn than 
with it out of circuit. The «'xplanatiun tor this 
wax given ruther in this article; namely, the low sP'crement ot the crystal circuit increases th« 
•Inratiun of the noise wave trains. This is m-t ;i 
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Y The twin problems of interfering signals and non-signalling 
> typ^ of noise have always plagued receiver designers. In the

VWJs a concentrated attack led to the single-signal receiver g 
fQST Classic, August, 19661 and to the Lamb Noise Silencer. 
Here is the original silencer article complete, from February £ 

3 1936 QST, along with the title page of a follow-up in the 
Z April 1936 issue. 4
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’ fault of the crystal. It results from th« very prop» erty of the crystal which gives it desirable high 
SA'leetivitv. Nor is it the fault of the silencer circuit. It still tries to perform its function but ii 
handicapped by the increased duration oi th« noise pulses. The two devices arc simply in the 
wrong relative positions. The silencer should bo ahead of the crystalfiltcr, permitting it to give its 
full benefit and to protect the crystal from shock 
excitation by high-amplitmle noise pulses. reii<’«t 
tlie crystal must work in a low -level stage ot tho 
uf. circuit and «in«« th«' now rectifier requires 
ft Itiirly high level of noise voltage for M'fcetivq <>]X'iation, an additional i f. stage <>f low gain b««- 
fW'wn tho first defector and en-stnl hirer should 
be used fur th«? i.t. ulleueer.ittnpltlier; and ml' 
ivi'litimiut stage of kw selectivity and fairly high g.-un should lu' put in ahead of the noise rectifier. 
Tliis might seem like undue clabm'atmn of the re- 
eeivei- cn'iitls; but if it means the differenci' iws. 
tween n«i reception and «uecnsful reception, 
which i*  an intmitc «hirerem.«:, thmi it is well 
worth while.

AnAl'TIVO THE SlU&CEIl « Ilu t’tT
An adnptiT unit suitable for superhet re««iwrs 

Using it two-stage i.f. amplifier and having at least 
om*  r f, stage ahead -if the first detector is dia- gratninol in Fig, 2 ami illustrated by top mid 
bottom views. It is connected mt«« the i.f. circuit by th«,, »ube-ba«' plug which replaces the 5S 
or <>fW> weand i.f. tube, nnd by tlie grid-cap Ica«X 
which eonncctx t<> th«» senomi ¡.f. transformer 
griit clip. The shielded grid and plate lends slinubt 
he as short !WjM'rmisai)>i««, The circuit otherwise is the Mime ax that of Fig. 1. th« «Ji«»!« input Imns- 
iormci, t\, being tunable to the receiver's mtcr- iwdiate frequency.

With the connections mml«, the adjustment 
procedure is identical with tliat outlined for the 
other dreuit-not overlooking retuning «if th« 
twond i.f. fransfornwr in the receiver which is nm-sxitatisl by the increased capacitance i.,f th«» 

gnd lead and the. input of the two imhe- unit. tubes ni jxuallel.
N.. tremble with Instability or id. OKcillatimi 

xInmM hi» ejq>eriimi i-rl if the ri'Cnicr Whs stable in tlu: first pkt««. If there is such instaiiility, 
)mii'ev<-l', silencingaetrnn k unlikely. When 
ri cejxTr and sileucm- circuit are properly ctmrdl- 
natul, silencing performance, in accordance With 
tluit previously described should result.

More Developments in the Noise-Silencing 
I.F. Circuit

Noiseless Reception with Crystal-Type S.S, Receivers— 
Circuits For Single I.F. Stage Types 

By James J. Lamb,*  WlAL

ETERI’ user of a crystal-lifter SJ?. receiver 
ia familiar with the drastic reduction in 
background noise 

and ordinary eli'Ctrical 
interference racket which 
can be obtained with th«- 
crvatal switched in circuit, 
Hy measure, this improve
ment in signal-noise volt
age ratio rana to ten time*  
and higher (20 db or 
more), aa compared with 
the straight two-stage i.f. 
noise ratio in typical 
superhets. But every user 
of such a receiver is also 
familiar with the apparent 
failure of the crystal filter 
to maintain thia performance under conditions of 
extraordinary electrical interference—the kind 
that seta the crystal to “pinging'*  and makesthe 

•‘Fsebnleal Editor.

signal lose its identity eempletely. The crys
tal la highly effective in cutting down back
ground net's« such u tube hiss, motor 
“hash,” and even '‘machine-gun" type in
terference such m automobile ignition inter*  
ference of relatively late amplitude. Thia it 
accomplishes by virtue of straightforward 
circuit selectivity. But. when interference 
of large amplitude relative to the signal level • 
is encountered, the Mgh-eelectivity circuit 
appears to undergo a radical change in 
character. Let the. ignition system of the oil 
bumer in the basement start up, or a hard
working bus pass immediately in front nf 
the house, and all la lost but tlie noise-

The explanation of what happens under 
such conditions was given in the first article 
on the noise aleneer development in Febru
ary OST.*  Shock excitation of the low- 
decrement crystal circuit remilta in pro
longed wave trains of relatively small damp, 
ing. These are of intermediate frequency, oi 
course, and pass on to the second detector 
where they beat with the c.w. oscillator 
viltagc to give audio output which rounds 
almost aa if an actual c.w. carrier with some 
weird kind nf modulation were being re- 
ceivM- With aufticiently small time interval

between the interference putees <«ay one-nun- 
* i.»inb, "A Noue^iteoring I.F. Circuit,” QST, F«t- 1W8»

SILENCE«

w
F7G. I—POSSIBLE METHODS OF ADAPTING THI 
SILENCER entcurr TO RECEIVERS HAVING ONI 

OR TWO LF. STAGES

dredth second or lev), the individual wan traisa 
actually overlap, and really cause a ecotinuoiia
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Sixth World-Wide RTTY Sweepstakes
October 22-24, 1966

This is a competition between stations throughout the 
world to determine their ability to exchange messages via 
two-way radio teleprinter.

1) Test period 0200 GMT Oct. 22 to 0200 GMT Oct. 24.
2) Bands used will be 3.5, 7, 14, 21 and 28 Mcs.
3) Points: All two-way contacts with stations in ones 

own zone will receive two points. Two-way contacts with 
stations outside ones own zone will receive the points stated 
in the exchange points table.

4) Stations may not be contacted more than once on 
any one band. Additional contacts may be made with the 
station on different bands.

5) A multiplier of one is given for each country con

tacted, including your own. The same country may not bo 
claimed again on a different band.

6) Scoring: Total exchange points times the number of 
countries worked equals final score.

7) The ARRL Country List will be used, (KL7, KII6 
and VO will be considered as separate countries:)

8) Messages will consist of message number, RST, time 
in GMT, zone number and country.

9) Logs must contain band, number, times, calls, zones, 
countries and exchange points claimed.

10) Certificates will be awarded the ten highest scorers.
11) Logs and score sheets should be received by RTTY, 

Inc., 372 Warren Way, Arcadia, California 91007, by 
November 30, 1966. |q&T-—{

EXCHANGE POINTS TABLE

CORRESPONDENT zone

0 c 
8
k
□

ríTio

a

22

20

18
22
20
25
30
36

39

«7:
21 :

25
Jt 
2?

25 
’29 
.29
22 
’22

16 
23 
25

16 
16
12 
16 
23
24 
30
30 
12 
14 
16
19 
20 
19
19 
25

18
21
28
28
30
26
28

2S„ . 
X?
31

33 ■;
34

39 
.35

.36
25
29

26
30
28
35
35
40
50
50 
25
47

29 
27
21
32
37
39
32

24
37
33
40
43
35

36

33
40

39 
.40 
.47
44 
15

21
28
33
36

32
29
35
35
42
48
50

8 
12 
18 
22 
25 
27 
19 
21 
23 
26 
26 
22 
26 
33 
37 
32 
34 
30 
40 
38 
44 
52 
44 
20 
40 
21 
28 
26 
33 
40

20 
24
25 
18
20 
22 
26
26 
24
35 
32 
38 
33 
35

41
40
45
54 
46
22

37 52
6|20

44
14

19
27
24
31
38
39
42

27
29
31
34
33
29
34
40
47
40
40
33
46
42
49 
47
38 
17
32
28
36
30
37 
44
43 
48

7 1 S to 11 12 I3 14 IS 11 17 11 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 21 29 30 31 32 33 34 35 36 37 31 31 40

22 20 25 30 36 37 39 21 22 19 20 17 11 25 29 29 22 22 16 28 25 31 39 35 14 36 25 29 34 39 40 47 44 15
16 12 16 23 24 30 30 12 14 16 19 20 19 19 25 31 26 30 28 35 35 40 50 50 25 47 14 21 21 28 33 36 37 6
13 14 18 21 28 28 30 26 28 27 29 27 21 32 37 39 32 31 24 37 33 40 43 35 11 32 29 35 35 42 48 50 52 20
IQ 8 12 18 22 25 27 19 21 23 26 26 22 26 33 37 32 34 30 40 38 44 52 44 20 40 21 28 26 33 40 41 44 14

9 6 10 17 20 24 25 18 20 22 26 26 24 35 32 38 33 35 31 41 40 45 54 46 22 41 19 27 24 31 38 39 42 13
4 7 10 12 19 19 21 27 29 31 34 33 29 34 40 46 40 40 33 46 42 49 47 38 17 32 28 36 30 37 44 43 48 22
2 4 6 8 15 15 17 26 29 31 35 36 33 33 40 47 42 44 38 50 46 53 49 40 22 34 26 34 26 33 40 38 44 22
4 2 t. 11 15 18 19 22 24 27 31 32 30 29 35 42 38 42 37 47 46 51 54 44 24 38 21 30 23 30 38 36 41 13
6 5 2 8 10 14 15 23 25 29 33 35 34 29 35 43 41 45 41 50 50 55 52 45 28 38 21 30 20 27 35 32 38 21
8 11 8 2 £ 7 9 31 33 37 41 43 41 36 42 51 49 52 45 58 52 54 44 37 28 31 28 36 24 29 38 31 38 29

15 15 10 9 2 9 7 26 28 33 36 41 43 30 34 42 45 51 52 49 55 49 42 41 37 35 22 29 16 20 28 23 29 27
15 18 14 7 9 2 3 35 37 41 45 49 48 39 42 49 53 58 50 52 52 48 37 33 32 27 31 37 34 27 33 27 33 34
17 19 15 9 7 3 2 33 35 40 43 48 49 37 39 46 50 56 53 50 52 46 34 34 35 29 29 34 21 24 30 24 30 34
26 22 23 31 26 35 33 2 3 6 10 14 18 7 14 21 19 25 27 27 30 32 42 49 34 55 5 10 15 19 21 26 26 6
29 24 25 33 28 37 35 3 2 5 9 13 18 6 11 18 17 23 27 25 29 30 39 47 36 54 6 7 15 18 19 25 24 8
31 27 29 37 33 41 40 6 5 2 4 8 13 6 10 15 12 18 22 21 24 26 36 42 33 49 10 9 20 21 21 27 25 9
35 31 33 41 36 45 43 10 9 4 2 5 12 7 8 12 8 14 19 17 20 22 32 38 32 45 14 10 22 22 20 27 '23 12
36 32 35 43 41 49 48 14 13 8 5 2 7 12 12 12 6 11 14 15 16 20 30 35 29 40 13 15 27 28 24 ,31 27 14
33 30 34 41 43 48 49 18 18 13 12 7 2 18 19 16 10 10 9 16 15 20 30 32 21 36 23 21 33 34 30 38 33 16
33 29 29 26 30 39 37 7 6 6 7 12 18 2 6 14 14 20 26 21 26 25 34 43 39 49 8 3 15 16 15 22 20 12
40 35 35 42 34 42 3$ 14 '1 10 8 12 19 6 2 9 11 17 24 16 21 20 28 37 40 43 14 6 18 16 11 19 15 19
46 42 43 51 42 49 46 21 16 15 12 12 16 14 9 2 6 10 18 17 13 11 21 29 36 35 22 14 26 22 15 22 16 24
42 38 41 49 45 53 50 19 17 12 8 6 10 14 11 6 2 6 13 8 12 14 24 30 31 37 22 16 29 26 21 28 22 20
44 42 45 52 51 58 56 25 23 18 14 11 10 20 17 10 6 2 8 6 6 10 20 24 26 30 28 22 35 33 25 32 25 25
38 37 41 45 52 50 53 27 27 22 19 14 9 26 24 18 13 8 2 13 9 15 23 30 18 27 32 28 41 40 33 40 33 25
50 47 50 50 49 52 50 27 25 21 17 15 16 21 16 7 8 6 13 2 6 5 16 22 31 29 29 21 33 29 21 27 20 29
46 46 50 52 55 52 52 30 29 24 20 16 15 26 21 13 12 6 9 6 2 7 15 18 25 25 34 27 40 35 27 32 26 30
53 51 55 54 49 48 46 32 30 26 22 20 20 25 20 11 14 10 15 5 7 2 10 17 31 24 34 25 36 30 22 26 19 34
49 54 52 44 42 37 37 42 39 36 32 30 30 34 28 21 24 20 23 16 15 10 2 9 15 32 42 33 39 31 24 24 20 44
40 44 45 37 41 33 34 49 47 42 38 45 32 43 37 29 30 24 30 22 18 17 9 2 24 7 51 42 17 40 33 32 29 48
22 24 28 28 37 32 35 34 36 33 32 29 21 39 40 36 31 26 19 31 25 31 15 24 2 22 39 42 46 53 52 56 51 28
34 38 38 31 35 27 29 55 54 49 45 40 36 49 43 35 37 30 27 29 25 24 32 7 22 2 57 48 47 42 38 34 33 50
26 21 21 28 22 31 29 A 10 14 18 23 8 14 22 22 28 32 29 34 34 42 51 39 57 2 9 10 14 18 22 23 10
34 30 30 36 29 37 34 10 7 9 10 15 21 3 6 14 16 22 28 21 27 25 33 42 42 48 9 2 13 12 12 18 16 16
26 23 20 24 16 34 21 15 15 20 22 27 33 15 18 26 29 35 41 33 40 36 39 47 46 47 10 13 7 15 15 19 20
33 30 27 29 20 27 24 19 18 21 22 28 34 16 16 22 26 33 40 29 35 30 31 40 53 42 14 12 7 9 8 6 11 24
40 38 35 38 28 33 30 21 19 21 20 24 30 15 11 15 21 25 33 21 27 22 24 33 52 38 18 12 15 8 2 7 5 28
38 36 32 31 23 27 24 26 25 27 27 31 38 22 19 22 28 32 40 27 32 26 24 32 56 34 22 18 15 8 7 2 6 32
44 41 38 38 29 33 30 26 24 25 23 27 33 20 15 16 22 25 33 20 26 19 20 29 51 33 23 16 19 11 5 6 2 32
22 18 21 29 27 34 34 6 8 9 12 14 16 12 19 24 20 25 25 29 30 34 44 48 28 50 10 16 20 24 28 32 32 2

SURPLUS TO PRINTERS

July QST “Operating News” carried an item 
indicating procedures under which excess Western 
Union machines, that could be useful for amateur 
radio RTTY work, may be distributed to ama
teurs. Frank White, W3PYW, ARRL-WU coor
dinator, indicates the decentralization of distribu
tion to each WU district. Certified amateur radio 
club organizations in each district will establish 
their priorities for clubs or individuals, a cus
tomary criterion being whether the interested 

party has a working terminal unit ready to use. 
The names of the amateur radio organizations 
certified to arrange distribution of surplus WU 
machines as they become available, and the 
individual address of the WU district to contact 
can be obtained by sending a self-addressed 
stamped envelope to the American Radio Relay 
League, 225 Main Street, Newington, Connecti
cut 06111. Ask for the “surplus WU printer infor
mation sheet.”
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iiy How's DX?
CONDUCTED BY ROD NEWKIRK,*  W9BRD

How:
One point does stand out over the years in the 

matter of newcomers to amateur radio — their real 
exposure and the effective planting of the ham virus 
comes with a visit to the shack of an already licensed 
friend or acquaintance. Ham magazines, booklets 
and promotional pieces seem to have had little 
'Hrect effect. It is the personal approach which has 
produced results.

— Editorial, Feb. '66 QST

Our musings here last month touched on FCC 
regs Part 97, snbpart A, 97.1 (e). You know, that 
chunk about amateur radio’s unique position in 
the promotion of international good will at the 
personal level. We stressed that no other radio 
service licenses ordinary folk to sit around the 
house chewing the short-wave rag with other 
ordinary folk beyond the seas, just for the fun 
of it.

That’s important: just for the fun of it. It’s 
vital because that’s why almost every one of us 
became a ham in the first place: just for the 
potential fun of it. DX hounds aren't originally 
seized with a zeal to serve humanity as wireless 
ambassadors of good will, any more than would- 
be traffic men run down to get their tickets with 
a burning intention of serving in RACES and 
NTS. Desire for such service comes later as an 
amateur matures, a precious distilled by-product 
of the fun product.

This should be pointed up from time to time 
because there are some among us who, deeply 
concerned about hamming’s “image”, espouse 
the idea that our chosen avocational pursuit 
should be painted as some sort of grimly serious 
uonhobby chock full of nonfun. Nonsense. Let 
there be no mistake, especially among prospective 
amateurs. Ham radio — DX, traffic, experi
mentation or what have you — is a hobby and 
it is fun!

That is the image sought by could-be would-be 
amateurs. We’ve got to make them say to 
themselves, “This hamming thing looks like 
great sport— I want in!” For if this overriding 
invitational image ever tarnishes to the point 
of casual uuattractiveness we can kiss those 
other treasured derivative images good-bye.

Consider controversial Citizens Band radio. 
Most of the CBers we encounter aren’t engrossed 
in it as the wireless tool it was intended to be. 
They see it instead as a shining example of 
instant fun. And they will accept the greater 
challenge of amateur radio only on like appeal.

Hamdom’s DXers are advantageously situated 
to promote a regeneratively healthy amateur 
radio. Get some of those colorful juicy QSLs 
back up on the shack walls where they belong, 
*7862-B West Lawrence Ave., Chicago, III. 60656.

make the place look like a happy ham station 
again, and invite some prospects over for adven
turous chats with the antipodes. Stir in an extra 
dash of that old ham spirit. You’ll soon convince 
some VIPs, future amateurs, that 27-Mc. 
Brand-X DX, by comparison, is greasy kid stuff.

What:
How you like our New Sound? Sharp, eh? Lots of lively 

DX noise all the way up through 28 Mc. as those sunspot 
numbers creep up and up. True, this will give 160, 80 and 
40 meters a more slippery grip on the DX stick but that’s 
the price of propagational progress. Early seasonal returns 
are fragmentary but the trend is already obvious. For 
example, take . . .
1 O c.wM no longer just a blank spot on a DX man’s 

dial, where WAs 1CUN 2VFA, WB4CAP and 
G3IDG die the radiotelegraphs of CRs 6AI 1800 GMT, 
6EI 11, 6HH 16, 6JJ 7IZ 10-18, CX10P 20, EL2D, F9VN/ 
FC 11, GD3TIU. HI8XAL, HK3AAE, I1IZ, KV4CT 
17, OA4KF, OD5AP, PYs 1CKV 20, 2BGL 18, 5ASN 
19-20, 7AKQ 19, UA2KAP, UP2KNS, VK4YP. YO2BM, 
YV3DM (160) 22, ZB2AM 17, ZC4s GB 16-19, JU 9-17, 
PC 16, TX, ZDs 7IP 15-16. 7RII 16, 8AR, 4X4HK 17, 
7Q7RM 16, 7X2AH 11, 9Hls AB 11, AI 19, 9J2s IE MM 
17, WR 17-19, 9Q5s HD 20 and LJ 17-19. That number in 
parentheses, incidentally, is kc, above the lower band 
erige. Ten-meter quantity’s still down, of course, but there’s 
some quality in there.
1 O phone comes to life for K1ZJA, WAs 2VFA 4QBX 
Av 4WIP 9MQI, WB4CAP and G3IDG with CE3JM*  
(580) 23, CX4DE*  ¿3, FG7XT*  22, G3SJ/CT3 20, 
IIP3RL*  23, KP4CQC*  23, KS6s BO BT, KZ5s BE*  21, 
GL*  21. JW*  (650) 20-23, NH, LUs 1DTL (557), 2DJB*  
19, 3AAT 20, 6ACU*  23, 8DAF (600), PY2CDS 20. 
TG9EP (600), TI2CRC, VKs 2ADÉ*  (480) 2, 3AMK 
(620) 1-2, 3AVY*  3BG (600) 1, 3VL*  (480) 1, VPs 2GLE 
(625), 2KJ 2KQ*  23, 2KR 9FB (625). XEs 1CK (625), 
UP 1JP 3AB, YN4JAB*  (665) 22, YVs 1BL (581), 1PF 
(578), 3KX (600), ZC4s KF 19, MO 19, ZD7RH, 4X4s 
HF 16, IH 18, 6Y5OF (611) 17, 9J2DT 20 and 9Y4VS*  
20, the asterisks blinking for non-s.s.b. signals. Looks as 
though a DXer should keep some straight-a.m. handy for 
10 meters, at least until the sideband set moves in solidly.
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1 C c.w. approaches its prime if the reports of “How's” 
lv correspondents Ws 1CNÜ 3JZJ/9, Ks IZJA sm, 
WAs I CUN 3AZI 3GGV 4YDR HDW 7BOA 7B0B 
8MGD DAQE 9MQI 9NXH «KIR 0KYB, WBs 2LBJ 
2LDX 2UHZ 6KIL and 6NXK are indicative: GEs IRV 
«MB 2. 2CR Gib 19, «MIAR, CN8s BF BU FB FF 22, 
CO2BB (50) 19, CP2BH (4), CRs 6AL (5) 18, 6CK 6DX 
(47), 6EI (30) 9, 61IH 6LA8 7IZ (80) 17, 9AH, CTls 
GE IX 11, GX1JM, DM4PL (Bl). EA8s BG (10) 17, 
ER FF 12-14, EL2s AU AK 1) GO) 9, FD (70), J K GO) 
18, Y, EP2BQ (35) 3, ET3GB/mm. F5EC/FC (50) 22-23, 
FG7s XQ XT (108), XX G3>, FH8CD, FL8MC GO) 
2-3, FR7ZD, GG3UFE 10, HAs 4KYB (50) 22. 5DA 
5DJ (40) 22, 5KFR 0IIR (25) 21, HCIMF (5) 18, numerous 
HKs, JAs 1KHP 1PZG IRKI 1SJO 1TIIL 1UTQ 1VWP 
IWNR 2GNR (45) 20, 2IAU 2YBG 3HCJ 3KVU 4CEA 
5AGR7CUA 8BXC 8QR 9BFW 0YAN. KG6AAY 10-12, 
KV4CX, KZ5GL (05), LUs 1DEN (47) 18. 3EX (50) 
21, 501, LX2UW 10, LZls BE (31) 21, BT (2), MP4s 
BDF GO) 11, BEU (35) 9. OAls NV (42) 22, QN (50) 
19. QZ UO, OD5s EÉ GO), EF (50) l(i, EJ, scads of OEs, 
OKGBI/mm GO) 19, OX3s RS GO) 20, UD, OYs 2H 2J 
311 (30) 17, 4R (50) 18, PJ3CG 20, PZls GJ CP, a dozen 
or more PYs. many SPs. SU1DL, SV1CX (20), TF2WJS 
22, TL8SW, TT8ÁF (25) 12, UAs 9WS 0KZB (50) 22, 
UB5ES (82) 18. UC2ÓM (50) 18, UL7PF, UM8IE (80) 
20, UQ2b HQ KCT (27), ÚW3DR GO) 18, VK9s CJ 4, 
GM, VPs 1LP 19, 1WS 2AR (60) 18, 2AZ (30) 18, 6AK 
(30), 6BX 6PJ (20) 20. 9BP (28) 22, VQ9HB (95) 18. 
VRs 2DK (10) 9, 6TC (li0> 21-22, VSs 6FK <3«) 12. 
9AJC (90) 12, 9ATH, VU2» JA (35) 3-lH, TZ. WP4CPL 
(IGO) 23, XE1AAG 20, YO3JW (50) 21, YUs 2RAK 
(30) 21, 3NP (55) 20, YV5s A AG (50) 20, Bill Gs)) 22, 
ZB2s A 23, AM (11), ZC4s PC (80) 18, TX (63s 19, ZD8s

VP2AC’s 521 contacts in the ’66 ARRL DX Contest won him 
the Anguilla radiotelephone championship. Gerald is a 
writer-photog for the Antigua Star when not busy chasing 

rare ones. (Photo via Wl YYM)

BJ (80). J (82) 21, RH SKI GO) Is, WZ (20) 22, ZEs 1AA 
IAS (45) 17-18, 8JV <S0) 9, ZLs 1HY IRK 318 G5). 
4UIITU 16, 4X4s UK NWP, 5H3JJ G5> 12, 5Z4JD 
(100) 20, 6O6BW (30) 20, 6Y5BB (80) 22, 7Q7LC (50) 
15-16. 7X2WW G8) 16, 9Gls FQ FY, 9H1AM GO) 19, 
9.12s GJ (45) 19, IE (90) 18. JC 1«, WR (85) 18, 9L1TL, 
9Q5s JR GO) IB, LJ (30) (4-17. LF (50) 18, QR (501 21, 
Wls LK (72) 13. LP (150) 18, MT (11) 17, MX (30) 
19, NT and 9Y4VU.
IC phone is almost S.R.O. attain, Ws 2DY 8YGR, 
J-'-3 KIZJA. WAs 4QBX 4WIP 1YDR 6DVV 8GGN 
8MGD 0KYB, WBs 2LBJ 2LDX 0KIL tiNXK and lis
tener P.Kilrov huddling with CEs 1DD 6EZ (410), CO7.IB*  
20, CN8FF (350), CPs LAG >405), 1EG ÍKK 1EN 18. 
1EO (410) 4, 8AB 0, 8BC (358), CRs 5GA (115) 10, 6BX 
(345) 17, OHG (350) 12-17. 7GF (375) 14, CTls GE*  
ó. J.I (350) 18. KT (375) 18. CXs IBS 0, 2ÁAW (395) 0. 
SAÁW G10), DUls Al’ 11-12. FB 14. EP2BQ 15-17.

EL2R (377) 21, ET3s GB/m (350) 18, RB 15, Wit <3901 
20. FB8WW (350) 11-12, FG7XL (365), FH8CD, FK8AB 
(330) 4, FL8MC 15-18, FO8BR*  0, FR7ZD (385) 13. 
GCs 2XU <350) 18. 811T (350) 20, GD3RFK, HA5DU 
(415) 21, HCs 2JN*  23. 8FN GOO), His 4ARM (390) 22, 
8NZT 18, 8NZT (368) 0, 8XJG <370) 20. HK0AI (3«5> 
21. HRs 1JMF (390) 15, 1MN (390) 22, 5LB 2, HZlAB 
(385) IB, JAs 6CMI (391) 11, 9JX, Ks 2DET/KV4 (3461, 
5HWH/VP5 (349) 19, 6ERU/KB6 (385) 4, KG4s AN 
GOO), BQ (410) 22, CX (380) i), KR6s CF 11-12, DO 17, 
KS4s CB (402) 10, CO GOO) I, KV4s CX (352) 12, ES 
(395) 0. KX6EA. KZ5s CD (390), OJ G10), EX LI (4001 
21, RW GIO), SO (385), LU2s AV*  JV*  22-1, MP4» 
BBA*  (187) 18, TBM 14-15, OAs 4.1 3. 4UO*  21, 5AO 
19-21, 5AQ (356), 5C 7Z 22, OD5s BZ (395) 20, EE, 
PYs ÍCJP (390) 20. 2JI (375) 0, SV0WU (420) 21, TG9OP 
(3901 22. TI2s J11 (360), RO (373) 19, TL8SW 12. TU2AM, 
VKs 1JL 6XX 6, VPs 2AP (388). 2DC (300) 17, 2GLE 
(348) 20, 2KD (350) 0, 2LS*  0, 2NS 2, 3YG (380) 21-22, 
5AR 11, 5RS 0, 6ÁQ (300) 2, VQ9EF (380) 17, VR6TC 
G00) 22, VS9s AJO (395) 13. OU 10. W8TNC/KW6 
G00) 1, XEs 1HIIM 3ME 1, XW8s AL IB, BJ 12. YNls 
JAD 1-2, KE*  22, RS*  23, YO9CN (345) 20. YSls DSE 
(350) 22, GEC (373), JAV (385) 1, THM (355), YVs 1BL 
GOO), 5BÜP» 5CEY (380), ZC4s CI ON (370) 18, ZDs 
7RH (340) 16-19, 8.1 (320), 8SKI 21, 8WZ (361), ZL2s 
ASJ*  BE 23, TB, ZPs SDH (370) 0, WAY (370), ZS8L 
G03) 15-17, 4Uls ITU G10) 22, SU (383) 18. 5A1TI (385) 
23. 5H3JR (420) 20, 5N2s AAW (383) 17, ÁAX (340) 17. 
5R8AS (380) 16, 5Z4JW (365) 22. 6Ols AU 18. GB (350> 
18, PF <366, 20, 6Y5BB 21, 7Q7PS (36D 18-19, 9G1» 
FL FR RW 17, 9H1A 21, 9J2GR, 9Ms 2GJ 16-17, 2LO 
(410) 16, 2OV (380) 14, IMT 16, BAP GOO) 16, 6MQ 
12, 9Q5s OZ 21, DL 19, FM 18. FV (360) ÍH. RC, 9U5DP 
(358) 20, 9V1S CN 13, DO (350) 14, MX (396) IB, MY 
GOO) 18. NM 14, 9X5s AV (415) 21-22 and WM 18, tlie 
stars for rare non-s.s.b.ers.
1 C Novice action intensifies. WNs 2UIY 2UVD 5NTT 
A'-' 08AZ and 7FLR gobble up GM1AR (100) 23-0, COs 
2EJ 6AH, CX1JM (100) 1-2, FG7XT (115) 20-21. FO8B.1 
(126) 0-1, Gs 3JYP 6AH, HA1SD, HRls JAP (140) 20-21, 
SAP, I1IZ, JAs 1IDY ILPZ (129) 20-21, 1PLF 1RKW 
6BZI 7BMT 7CDU 7CDV 0BDY, K0RAX/KL7 on 
Shemya, KA2DJ, KH6» FQY FST, KL7s AIZ FPX, 
KX6BQ (102) 0, KZ5s CBN EX (115) 22-23, IKN (120) 
22-23. OWN (130) 23-0, LUs 5OI (101) 23-0, 8OI, PYs 
1CGU 1CLG 2BBO (115) 21-22. 2BVL 2PU (120) 23-33. 
2SO, 5ASN 5AUC (131) 23-0, SSI5BNX, SP3AIJ, VKs 
2EW 3ABA 3APJ, VR2DK (12B) 0-1, XEs 1AAG 1ZV 
2HN, YVs 2HO/1 5BOA, WB2PXZ/VP9, WP4CPG 
(120) 22-23, WV4EY, ZD8WK, ZLs 2RC 3FX 3.10 
and 6Y5JB.
/IO Novice doings in the DX line are the snappiest in 
nr»/ months. WNs 2UVD BSAZ and 7FLR ducked those 
SWBC slopbuekets to the tune of KH6s BRA FQY (172) 
8-9, FRI (170) 4, KL7FJK (170) 5, KP4AQL (1(54) 10-1.1, 
KS4CC <161) 8-9. WH6s FQW (171) 7-8, FST (171) 7-8, 
GAE (174) 8-9, GBC (178) 10-11, GBQ (171) 8-11, WL7s 
FNV (172) 10-11, FOT (160) 7-8, FPG (176) 8-9, FPX 
(155) 7-8, WN7FHZ/KL7 (170) 5, WP4CÓZ (107), XE2s 
COS LF (181) 21-22,' LLP (170) 19-20. PYW and. last hut 
hardly least, VK3APN (175) 7-10,

c.w. sport among five-year licensees takes the 
upbeat again, W7AYC. Ks IZJA 3FKU, WAs 8GGN 

0FRM, WBs 2LDX 2TGA BNXK and s.w.l. C. Dumavich 
listing the presence of GE0AC (10) 7, CO2BB (5) 4, CR6EI 
(10) 5-6, ÜM2ANG, EA8EY (7) 7, HAIKYB G>, HI7NRC 
(20) 5, HH9DL (4) 5-6, HKs 3ASJ (5) 6, 1EX (51 6. 
HR5LB (11) 6, IT1AGA, KL7EWY (100) 2, LUls HDZ 
ill) 6, ZG, LZ2s AW (31), KHN, OA4VE (2) II, OH1XX, 
OKs 1NB (8) 3, 3CEG (1), PYs 1NEW 7AEW, SP5XA 
Í10) 3, UF6LA (20) 4, UL7s AF (10) 5. MD (5) 22, UT5PX, 
VKs7SM (14) 8, 9GC (W) 10-11, 9SM (100) H, VPs 5FH 
(2) 3, 6AK (12) 20. 7EA (11) 6, 9BP G) 7. 9BP (20) 8 
9WB (30) 7. VR2DK (14) 8, XE2TW (170) 22. YÓ6AW, 
YS2OB. YV2AH, ZB2AR, mm (20) 2. ZDs 7IP (5) 8. 8.1 
(14) 8, ZL2BW (14) 7, ZS5AAC (10) 0, 5R8AL (G H, 
9G1FY (6) 0. 9Y4s AR 8 and LT 7______ On 10 phone 
WA8GGN aud friends account for GM3RFR 22, HÍ8XAL 
KH6FQG, KJ6BZ (201) 4, PY4ND G5) 22. VKs JAVA 
GOi 21, 21D 2UG 3AVA, UW9AF (45) 22, ZLs 2WX 3RV 
and 9M2DW, all monosidebanders.
QYY c.w. starts the season conservatively, feeding 
OU GO2BO, GM3TNT, DL1RK, VR4ED, ZL4IE and 
6Y5BB to KIZJA and WA8MCQ_______HI8LC 21. 
YV5s BP.T and BTS hold the fort on 75 phone. Retreating 
static levels should reveal plenty of sideband DX readv 
for another bang-up season just off the low edge of our U.S. 
phone segment.
1 ¿»O is a big question mark at tliis stage of the solar 
JUv cycle but W1BB and L8-Mc. associates are 
optimistic. Stew says, “Conditions probably won't be a» 
good as last year but. there should be some excellent DX 
worked. Remember, there was DX on 160 during tlie last 
sunspot maximum!” WIBB underscores this opinion hy 
reporting contact with the 600-watter of CX3BII in June 
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for what looks like the U.S.A.-Uruguay topband first. 
Eastern W/K/VE/VOs worked Europe sporadically 
through midsummer on 1.8 Me., so keep those long-wires 
taut, OMs.

No space for 20 this month but next “How’s” we’ll check 
14-Mc. DX developments described bv (phone) Ws IBGD 
2DY 3HNK 3LE 8QXQ 8YGR. K1ZJA, WAs 3GGV 
4QBX 4YDR 6BSO/1 8GGN, WBs 2LDX 2UFN 4AYD 
and Mr. Kilroy; (c.wj Ws 1APU IBGD ICNU 3HNK 
8QXQ 8YGR, Ks 1ZJA 5VTA 8OQL 0DEQ, WAs 1CYT 
3GGV 4YDR 5EQA 6BSO/1 6SLU 7BOA 7BOB 8GGN 
9MQI 9NXH, WBs 2LDX 2NLH 2UHZ 4AYD 6MTB 
6NXK, VE2DCW and tuner R. Wilcox, plus additional 
correspondents still due to report Jeevesward. Yonr turn 
to feed kitty?

Where:
EUROPE—W3LE. LA5HE and VERON’S D Xpress 

point out prefix changes in Norway’s farflung outposts. 
LA/p stations on Jan Mayen becomes J Xs, suffixes remain

ing the same. Recent actives include J Xs 2IK 4WH 5AK 
5CI and 6XF. ¡Spitsbergen takes the JW label, so former 
LA3NI now is JW3NI. Norwegian antarctic possessions, 
Bouvet isle, etc., adopt the 3Y prefix W3LE
also notes that those ON8U- signals come from Yanks in 
Belgium ______ _ W2GHK, in the Long Island DX Asso
ciation organ, reports that DXpedition of the Month 
QSLing for DJ6QT/LX, LAiEE/p and 3A0EB got under 
way in AugustDL5LN supplies a revised Yanks- 
in-Germany bureau address: DL4/DL5 QSL Bureau, % 
MARS Radio Stn., Hq. 93rd Sig. Bn„ APO, New York, 
N.Y., 08175 ______ FRA’s 0Y7ML says OYs 2G 3BB 
and 711 are not legit. New OYs include 2YL 3H 7J 8YL 
and yIM, the YLs being just that L)L7FT’s
Balearics EA6AR QSOs took place April 4-23, 1966. 
EA6AR contacts on other dates should be confirmed 
through the regular licensee ... . . ... SVTBA complains 
about unauthorized use of his call and other pirate activity 
over Athens way.

HEREABOUTS — All hail our QSLers of the Month: 
CN8FF, CR6DX, CT1LL, CXs IJM 2CN, EA8EN, 
FG7XK, FP8CK, FY7YG. Gs 3O1Z 6KQ. GCs 5ACH/- 

W6KG 8HT, GD5ACH/W6KG. HA5DQ, HC8FN, 
HI8WSR, HK3RQ, HL9TH, HM5BG, IT1AGA. KG6s 
AIG IF LT, KS4CC, OD5EE, ON5DS, PY5ASN. SV0s 
WF WU, UA0LS, UW0s IK IX, VE1ASJ/1, VKs 2PX 
3AXK 3TL 6RS 9CJ, VPs 1LP 2KJ 2LS, VQ8AX. VRs 
2ER 4CR 6TC, W5VWU/KS6. WA4EJU/KS4, XE1FFU, 
XW8AZ, YU1NHH, ZL2A WT, 5A3TX, 5H3JR, 5N2AAX, 
5W1AZ, 9G1FU, 9H1AK and 9Y 4LT, as well as QSL aides 
Ws 2CTN 2SNM 3KT 4ECI 4TAJ 6KTE 6UNP and 
WA4KXC, all nominated bv “How’s” reporters Ws 1CSP 
4VZD 8QXQ 8YGR, Ks 1AFC 1ZJA 9WDY, WAs 2HIU 
1QBX 4YDR 7B0A 7B0B 8GGN 9NXH, WBs 2NLH 
and 6NXK for outstanding QSL promptitude. Anyone 
omitted from this accolade? “Elpl DL7FT needs
assistance toward QSLs from CR9AI, VP6s GT HR, 
VQ8BS; W4WRG hunts hints on EL8X, FK8AT, LU8DQ, 
VP6BW, ZB2BB, ZD8AR; W8GQU is stumped over 
CR3AD, XZ2ZZ; W8QXQ needs nudging on CE3RE ’55, 
5A2TZ '56; and K8OQL will settle for scoop on VP8GQ 
and ZD8SH pasteboards. Any word on these birds?
W3HNK and WB2LDX offer QSL managerial assistance 
to any overseas DXer(s) in bona-fide need of such help 
.. .  . _ “Those wishing QSLs for QSOs with OX5BA 
on July 12-17, I960, should apply to my home address,” 
advises K4HAV. “Unless s.a.s.e. — self-addressed envelopes 
with stamps — are supplied I’ll QSL via bureaus.” . .... .
"QSLs for 1IH9DL QSOs made by visitors W8s LUZ and 
LXU on July 7-10, 1966, should be sent to P.O. Box 13, 
Dayton, Ohm, 45359,” declare W8LUZ and WA8GGN 

WA9HFU has some back-issue CullbnakR he'd 
like to deliver to overseas stations yearning for same. 
Any candidates? XE1NE-XE1PNE points out
that when a Mexican amateur changes QTH his mail is 
not automatically forwarded. This is rough on DXers 
at both ends.
ASIA — “I have the logs for BV1USA and will soon 
i\. have those of BV1USF,” notifies K7KPM. “I’ve made 
arrangements to continue receiving mail at (the address 
in the listings to follow] until I leave Taiwan, probably 
next March. After that I will have to ship the records to 
someone in the States. Self-addressed stamped envelopes 
are appreciated.” “Finally got some QSLs to
take care of my 600-QSO backlog,” cheers KA7AB, mailing 
out the first 450 WB2MFX learns, "As of mid-July
MP4BEU was some 2000 cards behind but Alec says he does 
intend to QSL 100 per cent. Says he just spends too much 
time on the air.” Don’t knock off, OC —perhaps some 
W/K/VE could help solve that pasteboard problem.
AFRICA — "I’m QSL manager for ZD8SKI for QSOs 
x\. after May 23, 1966,” states WA5KGW. "For earlier 
contacts cards should be sent to Al Klapetzky, RCA/MTP, 
Ascension Island, Box 4036, Patrick AFB, Fla.. 32925, 
s.a.s.e. required for direct reply. ’ KGCY'G says

CO8RA, assisted by a fellow DX bug, worked 552 W/K/ 
VE/VO radiophones in ARRL’s 1966 DX Competition. Rod, 
licensed since 1935, uses a homespun 140-watter and 

HQ-110 in Santiago. (Photo via W1 YYM)

QSLs for CT3AR and 3A0DX work by WB6CIY were to 
hit the mails by mid-September . LIDXA’s DX
Bulletin has it that printshop delay held up FB8ZZ QSLs 
via manager FR7ZD, also that W1BPM holds logs for 
TLSSW’s TT8 travels.

OCEANIA- VK0MI’s QSL tender, G. Johnston, 3
Inglis St., Newton, Hobart, Tasmania, writes W1WP0 

of ARRL’s DXCC Desk: "To keep things moving here we 
usually hold outbound cards only for a month or so after 
QSOs, replying direct to cards including International 
Reply Coupons. After the month elapses the remainder, 
usually a hundred or so, go out via the bureaus route, 
QSLing is 100 per cent for sure. Col’s successor on Mac
quarie, due in December, may retain the VK0MI call and 
I may continue as QSL manager.” . _ ..... _ K3SWW/KG6 
now QSLs Stateside stations only on receipt of their cards, 
w.a.s.e. appreciated. Conrad regrets this policy became 
necessary in financial self-defense after he passed the 
6000-QSL mark. He urges W/K/VEs to keep self-addressed 
stamped envelopes on file with their local ARRL QSL Man
agers ZL2AON, formerly VR2EL, records, "I
operated from Tarawa atoll, Gilbert & Ellice group, as 
VR1L on June 3-6, 1964. All QSLs received have been 
answered but there are about 250 on hand waiting to be 
claimed. I’d like to (dear my files — s.a.s.e. appreciated.” 
. ______“Due to my transfer to Honolulu, the Wake 
Islands QSL bureau is taken over by KW6EJ,” declares 
KH6C0Y via W1ECH.
QOUTH AMERICA —9Y4LT tells W1ECH, "Cards 
0 for all 9Yls/VP4s will be accepted at my address.” 
Les’s latest QTH appears in the rundown upcoming 
W1LVQ learns that the LU2CN-LU6CN Gang handles 
QSLing for LUIs ZA, So. Orkneys, and ZC, Deception isle, 
dispatching via bureaus in the absence of IRCs , _ . _ . _ 
FG7XL will be back at the task of handling FY7YL’» 
QSLs this month after a vacation in France. The Tendrons 
write WIWPO, "This wall not be an easy job because 
records are damaged. FG7XL QSLing also was delayed 
by our homeland visit.” Here we go with the
month’s itemized suggestions, cautioning that the specifica
tions are necessarily neither "official”, complete nor ac
curate. . . .
ex-BVls USA USF, H. Epley (K7KPM). % Taiwan 

A.R.C., Box 8, USARSCAT, APO, San Francisco. Calif., 
96263

GT3AR (via K6CYG)
DJOPC (to K8ITH)
DL4BF (via WA4WKL)
EA8FE. A. Jiminez. Box 860, Las Palmas, Canary Islands 
EL2AT (via W4NJF)
F0BU (to HB9UD)
FOCH/FC (via HB9TL)
FK8AC, F. Franchette, Box 104. Noumea, New Caledonia 
FY7YM, P.O. Box 63, Laurent, French Guiana 
G3OIZ (via WA4KXC)
G3TYL/W9, D. Kerslake, RR5, Oriole Dr., Melody Acres, 
Warsaw, Ind., 46580

GC3s POI/p SHZ/p (via W2CTN)
GM3FZW/m (to G3FZW)
GW3DZJ (via W3HNK) 
HB0AGH (to HB9AGH) 
HB0UP (to HB9UP) 
HB0XCO/m (via DL4/DL5 QSL Bureau; see preceding 

text)
HG1CV, A. Cajaio, P.O. Box 289, Quito, Ecuador
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HH9DL (see preceding text)
HLlNM/mm/TR8-W6NMC/mm (via KLMZU)
UARI/M1 (via 1TZJG)
UAV/M1 (to II AV)
I1GRO/ML (to GN5GA)
IDIIDA (via I1SMN)
IPls CSG GAI (to X1CSG, 1TIGAD
JX5HE (to LA5HE: see preceding text)
K3SBF/KP4 (via WA4WKL)
K7NKN/KM6, Dr. U. Bruch, Box 15, VSNAVSTA, FPO, 
San Francisco, Calif., 96640

KA81IC, Box 120, APO, San Francisco, Calif., 96519
KC6GK, Koror, Palau, W,C,L, 969 10
KG6AQA, P.O. Box 445, Agana, Guam
KH6CH/K.W6, Y. Arakaki, Box 365, Wake Islands
KJ6DB (via KH6E0Q)
LAlEE/p (via W2GHK)
LU1HDZ, Li. Tosiani, Box 574, Cordoba, Argentina
LUls ZA ZG (see preceding text)
LU5HG, CC-17, Villa Dolores. Cordoba, Argentina
LX3NF (to DL9NF)
MP4BEÙ, A. CaJrncross, P.O. Box 138, Bahrein, Bahrein 

Islands (or via RSGB)
MP4BGA (via VE1AKZ)
OK4BI/mm (via CAV, attn. OK1BD
OX5BA (to K4HAV; see preceding text)
PA6AA (via VERON)
PA9GU (to PJ2C.U)
PA0COE (via W3HNK)
PXls IE JS (to F9s IE JS)
PY3BTQ, R. Sayago, t)0 Andradas St., Livramcnto, RS, 

Brazil
PYOXA (via W4ECI)
ST2BSD; P.O. Box 303, Khartoum, Sudan
Tis 2RO 8BJH/2 (via W14KXC)
UA9OH, V, Simonov, Box 183, Novosibirsk, U.SÄR.
VE8NO (via WA4KXC)
VK8ÏIA, II. Andersson. P.O. Box 1418, Darwin, Australia
VK9JK, Fr. J. Knoebd, Fatima College, Banz, W.H.D., 

T.N.G.
CX-VR1L-VR2EL, Sgt. Harding, AGF (ZL2AON), % 

Sgts. Mess, RNZAF Base, Ohakea, N. Z.
VR1S, P. Dunbar, P.O. Box 288. General P.O., Suva, Fiji
VR2DK (via W2CTN)
W5VWU/KS6 (via W5ITJ)
W8DGP/KX7, E. Cunningham, % Gen. Elec. Co., APO, 

Seattle. Wash., 98736
W9QQR/M1 (to W9QQR)
WA1GIV/OA4 (via W1MD)
XE1AAG, A. Melgarejo, Box 518, Vera Cruz, Ver., Mexico
XE1EEI, R. Corcuera, Box 197, Guadalajara, Jal., Mexico
XEls NE PNE, A Calleja, P.O. Box 2807, Mexico 1, D.F., 
Mexico

XE3PI, P.O. Box 329, Merida, Vue., Mexico
YA1DAN, E. Daniel, USAID, APO, New York, N. Y., 
09668

YS1HKE, Box 726, San Salvador, EI Salvador
YS1VST, P.O. Box 585, San Salvador, El Salvador
YS2DJE, Rev. D. McLeod, AI. M., Aptdo. 173, Santa 
Ana, El Salvador

YS2JS, J. Guerra, Box 125, Santa, Ana, EL Salvador
YV5BPJ (via WA4KXC)
YV5BZJ/6, Box 73, Puerto Ordaz, Venezuela
ZB2AX, Yaame Foundation, P.O. Box 2025, Castro Valley, 

Calif.
ZD8CN (via K8CNQ)
ZD8SK.I (via WA5KGW; see preceding text)

4X4HT/p, operated in one of Israel’s rarer biblical re
gions, was a springtime DXcursionary enterprise by (left 
to right) 4X4$ MZ on 7 Me., MT on 144 Me., and SK on 
3.5 Me. The area, ancient site of the Macedonian city of 
Marissa (now Tel Maresha), is not only bleak end weather

beaten but is frequented by extremely unfriendly tribes.
(Photo via W2IWP)

ZF1GG (via VE4DQ)
3A0DX (via K6CYG)
3A0EB (via W2GTTK)
4X4XL (to K8ITID
5A3TT, D. Hutchin. 58th Air Rescue Sqdn., Box 2113, 
APO. New York, N. Y., 03231

ex-5As 3TX 5TR (via W3HNK)
6Y5GH. Box 100, Kingston 10, Jamaica
6Y5W, 2c Highland Dr., Kingston 8, Jamaica
7X0AII (via ARA)
9Q5RH, APO, New York, N. Y.. 09662
9X5SA, A. Staley, B.P. 28, Kigali, Rwanda
9X5WM, Box 302, Kigali, Rwanda
9Y4LT, L. Thomas, Los-Iros Rd., Erin, So., Trinidad, 
W. I.

The preceding is offered by donors Ws 1APU IBGD 10NU 
1CSP 1ECH 1LVQ 1MD 1WPO IYYM 2APH 2DY 
3LE 7UVR 8QXQ, Ks 5VTA 0DEQ, WAs 1CYT 2YBR 
4QBX 4YDR 6BSO/1 HUW 7BOA 7BOB 8GGN. WBs 
2MFX2NLH 2UFV 6NXK. WN7FLR, P. Kilroy, Colum
bus Amateur Radio Association C'.-l (W8ZCQ),
DARC’s bX-MB (DLs 1EP 3RK), OX Club of Puerto 
Rico DXer (KP4RK), Far East Auxiliary Radio League 
News (KA2LL), Florida DX Club /)X Lieport. (W4MVB), 
FRA Froyskir Radio Amairar (OY7ML), Japan DX 
Radio Club Bulletin (JAIDM), Long Island DX Associa
tion b X Bulletin (WB21ÍXD), Newark News Radio Club 
Bulletin (L. Waite, 39 llannum St,, Ballston Spa.Ñ. Y.), 
North Eastern DX Association bX Bulletin (K1IMP), 
Northern California DX Club bXer (Box 608, Menlo 
Park, Calif., 91025) and VERON’s DXpres« (PA0s FX 
LOU TO VDV WWP). Good goin\ gang!

Whence:
A SIA — ARSI (India) and RSC (Ceylon) invite your par- 
j Y ticipation in the 3rd VU2/4S7 DX Contest to be held 
(c.w.) from Ü600 GMT October 15th to 0600 the 10th, 
and (phone’ October 29th-30th, same times. The cus
tomary RS- or RST001, RST002, etc., serials will be ex
changed, everybody working everybody. Non-VU2/4S7s 
earn 2 points for each QSO with a VÜ2/4S7 per band, 1 
point per contact per band with stations in the rest of the 
world. Logs showing date, GMT, calls of stations worked, 
band, serials swapped (separate tabulations for each band) 
accompanied by a summary sheet indicating your own call, 
name, address, equipment description, total score and a 
signed declaration that rules and regulations were observed, 
must be mailed no iater than November 30. 1966, to ARSI 
Contest Committee. P.O. Box 534., New Delhi 1, India, 
to qualify for possible certification of meritorious perform
ance. Single-band categories will also be acknowledged.

W6KG and WB6QEP, those revolvin’ Colvins, now follow 
Pacific and European DXpeditionary stops with a DXten- 
sive African tour. In the past year Lloyd and Iris, under 
Yasme Foundation auspices, have scored more than 30,000 
QSOs as KG6SZ, KC6SZ, KG6SZ/KC6, W6KG/KG6, 
KX6SZ, VR1Z, GD5ACH/W6KG, GD5ACI/WB6QEP, 

GC5ACH/W6KG, GC5ACI/WB6QEP and ZB2AX.
(Photo by M. Kelly via G2DC)
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Good long-haulin’! . _ . _ . _ "The Chinese (Taiwan) 
government has prohibited amateur operation by foreign 
nationals,” notifies K7KPM on the scene. “This includes 
\mericans, so BVlUS-stations are now nonexistent.” Tem
porarily, we hope W0AICX’s summer transworld
tour included reciprocal operation as EP2BF/W0AICX 
plus visits -with EP3AAI, JAls CO YL and other promi
nent Asian amateurs WA6SB0/ says Kabul’s
YA1JG is hard to hear on 20 sideband due to antenna 
• lifficulties W3LE ran into ex-JTls AA and YL
at the Czech embassy in Washington. They’re OKls KW 
and KX back home .... ARRL’s W1YYM credits 
UA90H with naming his new son in the ham tradition: 
Maxim Oriental addenda via aforementioned
clubs and groups: MP4TB0 may be back from his U.K. 
furlough by now. . . . FEARL hears that YLs run about 
one in ten among Russia’s 15,000 amateurs. . . . J As 
now’ can run up to 500 watts of c.w. on 1907,5-1912.5 kc., 
an extension of their old 160-meter spot frequency allo
cation.
\FRICA— W6NMC, one of amateur radio’s original 
lx DXpeditionary wanderers, joins the trek to Africa. 
WA8GGN finds Myron warming up as 9L1NAI/TR8 w’ith 
intentions of hitting more rare regions out that w'ay 
CROCK tells K8OQL he hunts North Americans on 14,001 
kc. at 2030-2330 GMT .......  9X5SA’s KWM-2 and 
dipole pep up the low c.w. edge of 20 around 2UUU GMT. 
His antenna is only ten feet high but that 9X5 prefix means 
an automatic 45 db. of usable gain KGCYG says
WB6CIY collected 1827 QSOs as CT3AR in July, followed 
by 1421 contacts as 3A0DX ZD8SKI haunts
21,375 kc. or so at 2000-2400 GMT but WA5KGW says 
Ski’s work schedule makes for irregular on-the-air days 
......  CR6s GO and GQ feel that VK2ADY/VK0 
(W9WNV) paid insufficient attention to Africa’s DXers 
from Heard. Sure is hard to satisfy everybody 
Ex-5A3TX visited W3HNK in July and now signs W3- 
YLU/4 at Langley AFB. _ . _ . ™ African oddments courtesy 
the clubs press: G5AAM/WA6ZIQ may hit the Azores 
and/or Madeira shortly. . . . W4BPD hints at an early 
Indian Ocean encore, CR7GF and VQ9HB likewise. VQ9s 
BG and TC intend more island-hoppin' thereabouts, too.

/ OCEANIA notes via VK9JK (K3SSA): "Plenty of New
Guinea activity on 20 s.s.b. by VK9s AG BW GN 

GW JK MK and NT. VK9LF uses straight a.m. and 
VK9TG may be back early next year. Some 40-meter 
activity Sunday mornings but I’m busy at that time. 
There soon should be more New Guinea stations active. 
VK9s BAI and BN will help DJ dispense Papua QSOs. 
VK9s DR and XI continue very active on Christmas isle, 
VK9RH is heard occasionally from Norfolk island but 
Cocos-Keeling and Nauru are quiet.” W0GTA, in
Indonesia, was licensed as W0GTA/8F4 for European 
QSOs in August, a healthy DX sign, indeed W3LE
understands that FW8RC will leave Wallis by late Janu
ary _______ KB6s GY and CZ keep Canton cornin'. The 
former likes c.w. while the latter fires s.s.b. on 20, 15 and 
10 meters. KB6CZ also gives 2l-Mc. Novices a c.w. treat 
at 03Q0-0430 GMT now and then 9M8RS reports,
" Little activity from Sarawak in general but I’m frequently 
available at 1200-1400 GAIT on 14,010-14,060-kc. c.w. or 
14,180-14,220-kc. single-sideband with an SB-400 driving 
homebrew grounded-grid 813s, an 888A receiver and ground- 
plane.” VE3DU tells W1BDI of Hq. that London (Ont.) 
A.R.C.’s summer auction resulted in an HR-160 being 
shipped to 9M8RY of Kuching. Ex-9M8EB helped carry 
the ball on this play ___ ___ZL2AON says W/Ks still 
roll into New Zealand on 75-meter sideband. Watch for 
George's replies at U500-0800 GMT off the low edge 
. „ .___K3SWW/KG6, noting much improved 14-Mc. 
conditions Statesward, still seeks Vt. and Wyo. on s.s.b. 
and/or c.w.__ ____U.S. Sixes really thunder into Mac
quarie island, according to VK0MI. High-pressure VK0^ 
-hunters hold down Col’s own DXCC total but that’s the 
price of being rare , ~ .___WA8GGN finds ex-KR6AIM 
about to turn on W3HEO/0 in Ft. Leavenworth 
Don’t forget NZART’s gala VK/ZL-Oceania DX Test on 
the first two week ends of this month as detailed last (¿ST.

(EUROPE — Italian hams, apparently seized with DX- 
Jj peditionary fevers, swarm at! over the Adriatic.

ID1IDA, for example, was operated by the Radio Club of 
Ravenna atop an offshore oil tower in late June for 12U0 
QSOs on 3.5 through 132 Me., c.w., a.m. and s.s.b.
Regarding our June reciprocity salute, G3TYL/W9 points 
out that GAI8XX/ W2 couldn’t work GM8XX under pres
ent British rules because the licensee has to be at the home 
station when it’s on the air. (Quick, Jeeves, think of some
thing.) [Okay, Boss — Mrs. McTavish becomes GM8XYL. 
.Jeeves] . _ _____ Mr. V. Terehov, 14B, Apt. 25, Enthusi
asts St., Chelyabinsk 22, U.S.S.R., desires correspondence 
with a fellow radio engineer on our side of the curtain. 
You’ll have to read Russian, though, at least to start with 
, October 22nd-23rd will be Wales Activity Week 
End, according to GW3DZJ and K1YZ W. G W sidewinders 
are to congregate on 14,120, 14,230, 21,390, 21,420 and 
28,550 kc., QSLs guaranteed Reminder: There’s 

the International OK DX Contest slated for the 13th of 
next month, a c.w.-only affair, specs due in November 
QST _______ WB2JWB says DAI2CZL, QRT for comple
tion of army service, is eager to get back to his newly 
homebrewed triband s.s.b. transceiver. Sig formerly signed 
DM4YPL________G3s POI SHZ and colleagues lugged a
large layout to the Channels for DXpeditionary work as 
G(J3s POl/p and SHZ/p in August and September. QSOs 
from 1.8 through 1296 Ale. were planned, according to 
WA2YBR _______ WA2HIU says a Warren county con
tact would give IT1AGA Worked All New Jersey creden
tials. Gius scans 7- through 28-AIc. c.w. ranges at 1300- 
1600 and 2200-0200 GAIT_____ PA6AA was an August 
exiting installation fostered by Holland’s VERON . _ . _ . _ 
Check with I1PEG for data on a Carta Alorgana certifica
tion sponsored by Reggio (Calabria) Ils.
ITEREABOUTS — Ks 2LRE. 3GAT 5OZL, WAs 2NPV 
JLJL and 4KJR help keep the Voice of Adak, KL7AIZ, 
loud and clear in the foggy Aleutians. Club prez K2LRE 
writes, "KL7AIZ has been club station of the U.S, Naval 
Communication Station since 1951. Amateur radio is ex
tremely important to morale up here where there is no 
civilian population and plenty of bat! weather.” KL7AIZ’s 
prime activity, of course, is traffic work on 20 phone 
. ™ _ Old "How’s’’ hand W8QXQ makes a DX come
back after a nine-year layoff split between college and 
Navy duties Our Gripe of the Alonth comes from
WA8GGN who suggests fifty jabs of the Wouff Hong for 
the DXer who calls stations or CQs 20 or 30 times, signs 
hiR own call twice or thrice, listens for a few seconds, then 
starts all over. Yeesh! K9WDY hears it’s awfully
easy to slip into the CQ-DX habit so he’s offering a ten- 
buck reward to anyone who ever catches him at it. That 
should do it WA6SLU, while refueling with KGs
TBW and YZJ at a local Chinese-style eatery, dug this tip

KA7AB, in this year’s ARRL DX Test, turned in the second 
highest phone score among Yanks in Japan. You’ll find 
John equally adept at c.w., especially favoring 20 and 

15 meters. (Photo via W1YYM)

out of his fortune cookie: “A message from a distance is 
soon to be received.” George wonders if this clinches his 
VS5JC QSL. (For you, Boss, it would be a pinkie from 
Grand Island. — Jeeves], (You’re terribly yakky this 
month, Jeeves.) W9NN bounces back from vaca
tion travels eager to swell his 40-meter countries total, 
now a substantial 231 There’s an almost unused
NCX-5, NCL-2000 and Telrex beam at Camp Tuto, near 
Greenland’s Thule AFB, ready to go as OX5BA. K4HAV. 
dropped in and ran off a Hock of 14-Mc. c.w. and s.s.b. 
QSOs in mid-July, receiving many “First OX!” comments 
. - ____ Now localisms, more or Jess, via the club grape
vine: W9WNV and K1IAIP rocked St. Peter and Paul as 
PY0XA in August with other rare stops in store. Don’s 
Heard appearance in July as VK2ADY/VK0 chopped up 
the NCDXC meeting in San Bruno. Took only seconds to 
read the minutes, . . . VP8s AM and HY, So. Georgia, 
and IQ, Falklands, keep the 20-c.w. gang gasping. . . . 
W4AIVB, in Florida DX Club’s DX Report, re-emphasizes 
that DXpeditioners should be sure that their operating 
permission comes from proper authorities (see p. 9, June 
’66 QS'D. . . . Ex-CO2QH now signs WB4DLA. . . . 
W8ZCQ resumes duties as DX columnist aboard Columbus 
A.R.A.’s C ARAacupe. . . . Watch for Northern Califor
nia DX Club's W6TI radiating DX bulletins on 14,002 kc. 
at 1600 GAIT Sundays, 0100 Mondays, W6RGG as emcee. 
NCDXC’s top DX hounds in order: W6s AM GPB CYV 
KEV LDD HOC BSY, K6VVA, W6s UJ and WX; on 
phone it’s W6s AAI LCF, K6s VVA ERV, W6s BSY UMI 
WX VUW, K6s OHJ and DXAI. IHEq
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CONDUCTED BY SAM HARRIS,* W1FZJ

VK3ATN-K6MYC Moonbounce

R
iy, VK3ATN, reports the .August moon- 

bounce skeds with K6MYC were almost a 
duplicate of the July efforts. Signals from 
K6MYC were slightly down on the average al

though the peaks were somewhat higher. No 
reception by K6MYC so far. In an effort to 
facilitate finding his signals, VK3ATN will in the 
future answer on the frequency where he hears 
signals. For example, if (when) he hears K6MYC 
he will zero beat the frequency he is receiving the 
signals on. This will, of course, be Mike’s original 
frequency plus the doppler shift. (With the moon 
rising and only 4 degrees above the horizon, the 
doppler shift would be around 400 cycles at 
VK3ATN’s end of the path.)

VK3ATN’s signals as received by K6MYC 
will be coming from a kileaving” moon and will 
be shifted down in frequency. This narrows the 
searching area down to less than a 200 cycle slice 
just above the original transmitting frequency, 
which is available for calibration purposes. 
Hopefully this technique will produce results 
during the September 7 to 11 schedules and 
future tests.

Overseas V.H.F.
It has been a good month for us in that we have 

received a number of reports from DX stations con
cerning their rigs and activities. Hiroshi Kato, 
JA4AKL writes: “I am running very small trans
mitter on 50 Me. because of TVI. The final is a 
6BA6 running 2.5 watts with output about 1 watt. 
Antenna is 8-meters high folded dipole. We ex
perience E skip around 1100 to 1200 JST, 1700 to 
1800 JST and 2301) JST. When Sporadic-E layer 
conditions are good we can work many distant 
stations in JA. JAls and JA0s are about 600 kilo
meters from Kuse Town and I worked 24 of them 
during June. In 1962 I worked JA8RY. (1200 kilo
meters) with this same rig on a.m.” Many thanks 
OM for the fine report.

JA4AKL also tells us that many mobile stations 
are active on 51-Mc. f.m. and 144.48-Mc. f.m. both 
frequencies being JA net frequencies. JA4YAM, a 
club station is operating 435-Mc. TV and is Japan’s 
first amateur-TV station. V.h.f. records in Japan 
stand as follows:
50 Me. JA6FR to PY3BW 1958-3-23 19810 kilo

meters
144 Me. JA2QY/2 to JA5YAW/5 1962-9-2 463 

kilometers
435 Me. JA1DGF to JA1FEE 1966-5-8 52 kilo

meters
A report from SV1AB in Greece relates that he 

began meteor-scatter work on 144 Me. in August of 
1965 running 120 watts in and a 13-eIement Yagi. 
Contacts were made with OK2WCG, HG2RD. 
DM2BEL, HP2QN and UA1DZ (2520 km.'tln

* P.O. Box 1738. Arecibo. Puerto Rico 00613

This 96-element array on 432.6 Me. is operated by 
EI2W at his QTH, Sandyford Co., Dublin. Harry also 
operates on two meters and holds the present European 
record on this band with a 1387-mile QSO with the 
University of Belgrade amateur radio station, YU1EXY.

EI2W worked 37 States during the
1957-58 openings on 50 Me.

January 1966 he raised power to 650 watts and has 
since worked OE6AP and SP2RO. Future projects 
are 432-Mc. moonbounce, with a 16-foot dish, polar 
mount and a pair of 4X25OBs which he hopes to 
have on the air by the end of the summer.

ZB2VHF writes that he is operating 144 Me. from 
the top of Gibraltar (1400 feet above sea level!) 
using a Heath HW20, 10 watts into a J-beam 8X8 
slot. He is definitely on the air on Tuesday and 
Friday evenings from 2000 to 2300Z and other 
evenings when v.h.f. conditions are good. Frequency 
is 144.091 Me. on a.m. or c.w. When not in QSO the 
beam will be north and the auto keyer will be on 
c.w. calling “CQ de ZB2VHF”, transmitting the 
2nd, 4th and 6th ten-minute intervals after the 
hour and listening the 1st, 3rd and 5th ten-minute 
intervals. Skeds are welcome. Al is also licensed to 
work 50 and 70 Me. To date stations worked on 144 
Me. from ZB2VHF include three in Spain, one in 
Portugal and six in Morocco. A final note from Al 
sez that he is listening on 14.1 Me. for ZB2AP 
calls and hopes to make v.h.f. skeds via that band.

Word received from HG2RD tells us that he has 
worked 18 countries in Europe on 144 Me. and 
would like to work some American stations via 
moonbounce. Transmitter runs 1.5-kw. input: 
receiver is a parametric amplifier and 417A con
verter and antenna is an 11-element quad Yagi. 
Anyone interested in 144-Mc. moonbounce skeds 
with Andy should write Andrew Koroknay, P.O. 
Box 147, Veszprcm. Hungary.

From Brazil, PY2CSS writes that he is an engi
neering student and operates 50.1 Me. with 50 watts 
and a 4-olement Yagi. “The 432-Mc. antenna is
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2 X 16 element« with reflector, receptor uses 
3-6AM4RF, 6C4—intermediate frequencies, and 
two 6.VG oscillators.**  Ricardo also runs 4(H) watts 
input on 144 Me. and is interested in moonbounce 
work.

The following is from a letter written by KL7FAV 
to W5WAX: ‘‘The gear here on 50 Me. consists of 
a homebrew transmitter, circa 1956 ARRL Hand
book, modified to pi output. This uses 2-5763s and 
a 6146 in the final, running 630 volts and 21U ma. 
The receiver consists of an RME VF-152-A converter 
into a 7 Me. ARC 5. The beam is 6 elements about 
24 feet long and it sure works. It is only 15 feet high 
and is right down in the big trees. I’m the only one 
in Ketchikan on six meters and stick to c.w. on that. 
band.I operate on 146.76-Mc. f.m.most of the time.”

Syracuse V.H.F. Roundup
Don’t miss it! For chills, thrills aud excitement 

you just can’t miss the v.h.f. “Do” of the year at. 
Syracuse, New York on October 8. The chills appear 
when you start talking about those large antennas 
you are going to build out in the snow this winter. 
The thrills make their appearance when you discover 
the things that have happened and those yet to come 
on the v.h.f. bands, as recounted by W1HDQ, 
W21MU and W3SDZ. The excitement shows up 
just as soon as the first two v.h.f.ers make their 
appearance on the scene.

Ontario 420-Mc. Trophy
To stimulate interest in 420-Mc. work in the 

Province of Ontario, VE3MR has provided a 
handsome trophy to be awarded to the high-scoring 
420-Mc. operator in Ontario, in each of the three 
ARRL v.h.f. contests. Rules governing the competi
tion are as follows:

The Ontario 420-Mc. Trophy

It is open to any Ontario licensed amateur. There 
is no power limit except that prescribed in the 
amateur license. Only two-way contacts in the 
420-Mc. band will count (no cross-band). Work 
must be by a single operator (no multiple-operator 
category). Logs listing contacts made in the 420-Mc. 
band (and these contacts only) should be sent to 
Martin Rosenthal, VE3MR, Electro Sonic Ltd., 543 
Yonge Street, Toronto 5, Ontario, and must be 
postmarked no later than two weeks following the 
conclusion of the particular contest involved. The 
winner will receive the trophy, with his call en

graved on it, as soon as possible after the contest,
and will be allowed to keep it until one week prior
to the next contest, when it must be returned to
the donor.

ORS Note of the Month
KoIQL’s OES reports for June, July and August 

supplemented by two interim “letter reports” spin 
a tale of 144-Mc. tropo, Es and m.s. activity of 
considerable interest as follows: “First I caught 
some Eb on 144 Me. on June 21st. Around 2130 GMT 
the m.u.f. was getting high and f.m. radio stations 
in New Jersey were coming in on 100 Me. I called 
CQ from time to time and around 2200 I heard 
an a.m. station in QSO. He signed with what I 
understood as ‘WA2EXK this is K2MWN.’ At 
2221 I heard W3RUE but did not get the cull. 
After a QRZ by both of us I got through to him 
that I was K5IQL. He came back with: ‘Is that. 
New Mexico?’. (Seems all of the boys still associate 
the call sign with rare DX!) When I told him I was 
in Oklahoma he replied that he needed that one 
also. Reports were Q3 to Q4 with peaks to S7 or 8. 
After several minutes of short transmissions and 
listening, I lost him completely. At 2230 W8KAY 
was heard 5-7-9 calling CQ WSW. After about 30 
seconds of short calls he came back to me on phone 
with a report of Q3 to 4 with peaks around 7 or 8. 
QSB on this contact was less pronounced but he 
faded down and out at about 2235 GMT.

“About 10 days earlier the conditions were as 
good or better to the Carolinas but no amateur 
signals were heard. These contacts on the 21st were 
of a surprisingly short distance considering that 
100-Mc. skip was in from New Jersey. No doubt that 
signals from New England would have been much, 
more solid. It was not surprising that the first station 
heard was the K2.

“I enjoyed a trip to California and the V.H.F. 
Conference at Santa Barbara. The antenna measur
ing party had few surprises. There was but one 
commercially-built array there, and it was brought 
mainly for the purpose of checking the matching 
system.” The Ed Tilton Yagi proved to be the 
hottest single item! One by Don Roberts, W6PUZ, 
measured about 12.5 db. gain. Another by W6BUR 
was somewhat less, due, I believe, to an improperly 
made balun.”

144 Me. and Up
K1YON, K6HIJ and WA9HUV are all enthu

siastic members of the 1220-Mc. band and each 
one doubles on another of the v.h.f. bands. Ted, 
K1Y0N, works continuously on attempts to 
extend his range on 1220 Me. and doubles on 220 
Me. with an 11-element Yagi at 60 feet. Contacts 
with WB2CNK on 220 have produced good results. 
Dick, K6HIJ, has designed a new solid-state con
verter for 1296 Me. and fabrication of the cavities 
has been started. Second band for Dick is 144 Me. 
where a net has been organized on 145.54 Me. in 
hopes of encouraging v.h.f. activity. WA9HUV, 
Norm, reports lots of activity on 1296 in his area, 
and recently increased his own output power to 
three watts and added a 7768 preamp with intentions 
of replacing the preamp (come winter) with a 
paramp. A 7-foot dish at 50 feet is the present 
project at WA9HUV with hopes running high for 
contacts with Toledo and Sandusky on 1296 Me. 
432 Me. is the other band operated by Norm and 
he sez the opening of July 17 was noteworthy for 
him because of his contact via s.s.b. with K2LGJ. 
VE3AIB, VE3EZC and VE3DSE were also worked 
at that time.
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Recently we received a copy of just one pace from 
the jog of W2RHQ (Syracuse, N.Y.) for 432-Mc. 
operation. It makes interesting reading. 17 stations 
were worked and not one of them in the U.S.A., 
all being either VE2 or VE3 with the nearest station 
more than 75 miles and the farthest about 225 miles. 
Charlie runs 25 watts output n.b.f.m. and c.w. to 
u 64-element collinear and is using a 6AM4 con
verter. Frequency is 4.31.998 and he’d like skeds 
south from Syracuse.

"Fantastic opening on 4.32 to Virginia and 
northern New Jersey on July 71,” so sez K4SUM 
in Alexandria. Virginia. Joe heard the following 
stations with stronger than Q5 S9 reports: 
W2BLV, W3CGV, WA2EMB, WB2EGZ, W3MMV 
and WB2I0E. In his own area W.3RE, W4UBY, 
W3NG, W4API and K4SUM were active during 
this opening. July 24 and 25 also proved good on 
432 Me. when Joe worked W1AJR in Rhode Island 
via a.m.

Encouraging results reported by K7ICW re his 
skeds with California stations on 432 Me. On July 10 
signals were heard from W6DQJ (403 watts into 
a 16-element collinear 25 feet high). Signals were 10 
db. below the noise level but call signs were definitely 
identified. On the 17th, signals from K7ICW (20 
watts to a 44-element quad Yagi) were heard by 
K6HAA who was using a 32-element collinear on 
the ground at a 5800-foot elevation.

On the 31st, W6QUK (25 watts') was heard by 
K7ICW. OES report from W8CVQ also mentions 
good conditions on 432 Mo. on July 10 when good 
signals were heard from 125 to 200 miles. Walt also 
sez that extended tropo signals were heard on 144 
Me. during July particularly on July 10 and 13.

Up in Minnesota, W0TCK has raised his 32-ele
ment extended colinear up to 60 feet for 432 Me. 
and is beamed on South Dakota with high hopes 
for a contact with W0BJV. From recent reports we 
understand that the number of converts to amateur 
TV is still slowlv growing. Amotiv the new addicts 
are WB2RVE, W6ORS, W0YMG and WA0DEA.

.Regular skeds are held between K8ZES and 
K8TKC on 220 Me. on Monday, Thursday and 
Saturday nights at 2130 EST. K8TKC in Detroit 
runs 2% watts out from a converted 522 and his 
signals are always readable in Galion. All comers 
are welcome to call in on this sked. W9OVL tells 
us that there are about 75 stations in the Chicago 
area with 220-Mc. equipment. Signals are moni
tored on Monday, Wednesday and Friday nights 
at 8:00 p.m. EST. Ben also sez that phone DX east 
to Cleveland and Cincinnati and west to Omaha and 
Kansas City has been worked in openings.

The Perseids meteor shower, Aug. 10-14, main
tained its reputation as the top shower of the year 
for 2-meter DX men. Contacts reported to date are 
listed below, with heard reports identified as 
such. Where an asterisk is shown a new state for 
the reporting operator was involved.

WJAZK, Chichester, N.H. — WA0FDY, St. 
Paul,*  and W0LER, Minneapolis, Minn.; W0NXF, 
Lincoln, Neb. ;*  W9MAL, Peoria, Ill. Heard W5RCI, 
W0BFB, W5UGO.

K1BKK, Barre, 17. — W4WNH, Germantown, 
Ky.; W4AWS, Orlando, and W4CKB, Lake Placid, 
Fla.; W9WDD, East Alton, Ill.

W1JSM, Waltham. Mass. — W0LER, W9IFA, 
Uarrolton, Ill.

W4CKB, Lake Placid, Fla. — W1MEH, Easton, 
Conn.; W8Q0H, Cincinnati, Ohio;*  K9UIF, Ho
bart,*  and W9BRN, Liberty Center, Indiana; 
K1BKK, Barre, Vt.;*  W4ZCM, Rock Hill, S.C.; 
W2AZL, Holmdel, N.J.*

KaTQP, Tijeras, N. Met. — WGGDO, Rio Linda, 
and K6HAA, Redlands, Cal.; W0EOZ, Jamestown, 
N. Dak.;*  W0NXF. Heard W0BFB, W4TLV, 
W5UGO

W0NXF, Lincoln, Neb. — W1AZK, K2HLA, 
Cutchogue, L.I.; W6GDO, W4WNH, W0WYZ, 
Denver, and W0EYE, .Boulder, Colo, (tropo); 
W2AZL, K5TQP.

KtABR, Cranston, H.l. — WINOS, Cary, N.C.
WB2FXB, White. Plains, N.Y.— W4WNH,*  

W4AWS,*  W9MAL*  K9UIF*  and W0BFB, 
Mitchellville, Iowa.*

WjF.l, iitchmond, Fa. — W0LER.*
K4IXC, Melbourne, Fla. — WA0FDY,*  W0EMS. 

Omaha, Neb. ;*  and K1WHT, KI WHS and K1HTV, 
all Connecticut.*

We hear from Marty, K1OYB. that he has moved 
to a new QTH near San Francisco, California, and 
that Joe, K1MTJ (also of Maine), is now working 
in New Jersey. This means that for those who need 
Maine on 144 Me. it might turn out to be difficult. 
However, Marty suggests that if anyone would like 
to make m.s. skeds with Maine they can let him 
know, through his callbook address, and he might 
be able to have K1RQE or others run his rig during 
his absence.

Good conditions on 144 Me. seem to have been 
the thing during July. K1FJM noted same on a 
number of occasions during the month with July 22. 
2.3 and 24 bringing in excellent signals from the 
entire area of 2 land and a few from 3 land. Pete 
worked W.3BSV on the 22nd making his state tot;il 
now 10. WB2QMP and WN2UVB brought their 
states worked up to 9 during July and Gene 
(WN2UVB) worked all nine during July with 5 
watts and 11 elements up at 30 feet. K2HLA and 
K4SUM both report exceptionally good conditions 
on 144 Me. on July 23 and 21 from Maine to South 
Carolina. Dick worked W4VHH (South Carolina) 
for a new state. Practically all 144-Mc. OES reports 
for the month of July noted very good conditions 
throughout the mouth with exceptionally good con
ditions on several occasions. WA2ZPD, W8FZ, 
W8PT, W9FBC, and WA9JFM picked July 17 
as being the best night on 144 Me. with many states 
and call areas being heard and worked. W8PT gave 
us the only report of aurora during July having 
heard it on the 7th and 8th. Jack had visitors, was 
unable to get on the air. On twelve different evenings 
during the month of July W9FBC noted good condi
tions on 144 during which he worked Illinois, 
Michigan, Indiana, Wisconsin, Ohio, and Minnesota, 
and heard New York and Kentucky. "A pretty 
good month”, sez Maury. The band broke loose 
for WA9.TFM on July 18 when stations in New 
York, Ohio, Pennsylvania and Kentucky were get
ting into Wisconsin loud aud clear. Culmination of 
activity that eve.iing ended with a contact between 
WA9JFM and W0NXF in Nebraska.

K7NII also caught Nebraska (W0NXF) for a 
new state on two meters on July 38 during the 
Aquarids meteor shower. “The nights of July 11 
;md 15 could have produced some nice contacts on 
two meters if anyone had been around”; so sez 
WA0HMZ who heard only one station in St. Louis.

From California, WB6KAP brings his states 
worked total up to 8. On July 27 Vic had a 144-Mc. 
contact with K6QKL/a.m. enroute to Honolulu, a 
distance of 1440 miles. It’s an interesting long-haul 
contact but aeronautical mobile contacts are not 
admissible for distance or states-worked claims. 
The contact between W0ENC and WB6KAP last 
August is still the only known 144-Mc. contact 
between California and South Dakota.
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Although W9G JJ has been on two meters for only 
a short time he has already had his taste of hearing 
DX on that band. Jack sez that Michigan, Indiana 
and Illinois are heard regularly at his QTH in 
Milwaukee but he was surprised to find that W0DQ1 
is also heard regularly. On July 18 Missouri, Iowa 
and Minnesota were heard and on the 19th New 
York State was “in" for more than an hour accord
ing to Jack’s report. He is using a “Sidewinder" 
and 8 elements at 12 feet so hasn't worked too much, 
but it probably won’t be long now.

K0EMO upped his states worked during July and 
is now in the “box” with 15 states worked on 144 
Me. Gene runs (50-watts s.s.b. and c.w. to 17 ele
ments up at 40 feet. K5IQL writes us that every 
night at 0315 GMT K5WXZ calls CQ NE for five 
minutes on 144 Me. At 0320 GMT W8QOH calls 
CQ SW for three minutes. On August 3 Frank 
(K5IQL) received W8QOH solid 5-3-9 for more 
than two minutes with the signal very steady except 
for a few loud pings.

SO Ma.
Another report of trans-Pacific contact on 50 Me. 

has been received. WA8NBN tells us that on June 6 
of this year he worked K6ODV/.KH6 in Honolulu 
at. 50.23 Me. Rod was using a TX 62 with 60 watts 
and an NC300, with a six-element beam at 60 feet. 
The KH6 was using a home-brew 4-1000 at a kw. 
and 6 elements and an SP600. Reports were 5/9 in 
Ohio and 30 over- 9 in Hawaii. On that same date, 
Rod worked a number of stations in California and 
on June 25 worked CO2GS.

Comments concerning the six-meter band have 
certainly been varied and give us a glimpse as to 
just how changeable the band is in different areas. 
“July could have been a lot better,” from WB2PYZ 
who caught four openings. "Six-meter band very 
quiet this past month,” from K3LLR with two 
openings. “Six meters showed a decrease in the 
number of sporadic-/? openings but an increase of 
good groundwave,” from WA3BKP. "Some band 
openings on six meters," from WA8KRH. Next in 
line is Tennessee and K4KYL who caught six 
openings during which 11 states were heard or 
worked. On the other hand K8AQA sez: "Skip 
conditions occurred throughout the entire month 
with five call areas heard.” “During the month of 
July sporadic E was very good once again with 
the band open every day throughout the mouth,” 
WA8FTA. (Both of these 8s are in Michigan.) 
"This time of .year six-meter openings are too 
numerous to mention,” from K0JWN. Out in 
California WB6IZF noted ten days of sporadic E 
with nine states heard including such fair ones as 
Montana, Utah, New Mexico and Idaho.

K7ICW reports: "Six meters was open for E. for 
a total of 18 days during July and on six of these 
days it was open for double hop. KP4BCN was 
heard ragchewing with another KP4 on the 9th. 
Heard VP7DD on three separate openings on the 
9th working California. Only one opening noted to 
the first call area on the 13th when I worked 
K1PBD.” WA8JYR (W. Va.) and W8CVQ (Michi
gan) agree that "Six meters has continued to be 
open almost every day.” Pete (WA8JYR) sez that 
by the 4th of July he had already heard all call 
areas that month; and Walt (W8CVQ) sez that 
for him the openings were chiefly to the east and 
gulf coast states and the near mountain states to the 
west. Other reports received from California, Illi
nois, Louisiana, Michigan, Nebraska and Pennsyl
vania reveal that many OES stations observed 
from one to four openings during the month of July.

The antennas in use by Rex, W5RCI. On top is the 144-Mc. 
23'/2-foot long Yagi. Stretched out below is the new 

1 28-element collinear 432-Mc. antenna.

It looks as though the place to have been during 
July 1966 might have been Cicero, Illinois. That is 
the QTH of WA9FIH and he noted 21 days of 
Sporadic E during July and either heard or worked 
27 States plus VE2, VE3 and VP7.

Ed Tilton, W1IIDQ, reports that six meters was 
open several times during the first ten days of 
August, "winding up what surely must be one 
of the best E. seasons on record. Openings have 
often been of long duration with areas affected 
being geographically very large. Seems to have 
been an unusual amount of double hop reported 
also.” W1H0Y/KP4 has ringed July 21 in red to 
mark her first contact with VP7DD, after several 
years of trying from Medfield, Mass, with no luck.

An interesting report received from VE2AIO: 
"The six metre E, openings are on the wane here, 
although 1 got back on the band on June 12, the 
nine-day cycle with peak openings on consecutive 
27 days has been running true to form. There have 
been many more of the. type of openings this year 
where the 800 to 1200 mile QRM is low and even 
spotty but double hop is evident. On July 13 there 
was a path possibility into the northern part of 
South America from here, but no signals, since Illi
nois and Minnesota were better copy at times on a 
due south-beam heading. That is about at right 
angles to the great circle heading. However, no 4- or 
5-land signals were heard during this period.”

"It would seem that the curse of practical jokers 
or pirates has appeared on six. On July 25 at 2312 
GMT an a.m. phone appeared at 50.013 calling CQ 
and signing DU1MY, beam here at 280 true, signal 
about 4 by 4. Called him to no avail. He moved up 
into the American phone band later and built up to 
S9. Eventually he worked a W3 and stated the 
QTH as Manila P.I. He faded out at about 0020 
GMT. Now I have had my share of pirates on the 
lower bands but can’t help but wonder about this 
one. It may be wishful thinking, but he did not 
have the same general QSB pattern as the Illinois 
signals heard via one hop Es at the time.” Signing 
DU1MY on 5.388 Me. Anyone else hear or work 
him? The W3 was W3BWU, Pittsburgh, who 
logged the station. He was suspicious of the nature 
of the station also.
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• Msuo dppa/iaiHA.
Omega Multirange 
Panel-Meter Kit

The Omega MX-10 is a multirange panel-meter 
kit specifically designed for amateur transmitter 

applications. MX-10 consists of a 0-1 milliammeter, 
a d.p.d.t. slide switch, a o-contact terminal strip, 
three resistors, two disk-ceramic bypass capacitors, 
assorted hardware and an instruction sheet. Meter 
sensitivity is 1000 ohms per volt and t.he internal 
resistance of the meter is 1500 ohms. A 1-megohm 
multiplier resistor, included in the kit, provides a 
0- to 1000-volt range for measuring plate or screen 
voltage. Scales of 0 to 200 ma. and 0 to 500 ma. are 
made available, respectively, by 7.5-ohm and 3-ohm 
shunt resistors. The d.p.d.t. switch, contained in 
the MX-10, limits operation of the meter to two of 
the three ranges mentioned above. The instruction 
sheet lists multiplier and shunt resistors for addi
tional current and voltage ranges; of course, for this 
purpose more resistors and a multiposition switch 
must be obtained. Details are given in the instruc
tion sheet for installing the meter and several 
sample circuits are shown.

The meter must be mounted on a nonmagnetic 
panel or chassis; a 2!^-inch hole is required. No screw

holes are necessary as the meter is held in place with 
a (T-shaped bracket. Three scales are painted on the 
meter face: a 0- to 1000-volt range in black and 0- 
to 200-ma and 0- to 500-ma. ranges in blue. Meter 
accuracy is plus and minus 5 per cent of full scale.

Meter kit MX-10 is in the ®10.00 price class and 
is available from Omega Electronics Company, 
10463 Roselle Street. San Diego, California 92121.

— W1YDS

Millen No-String Illuminated 
Slide-Rule Dial

The James Millen No. 1UU37 dial assembly shown 
in the photograph incorporates many innovations 

iu dial construction. Instead of moving the pointer 
with a string, which is the usual practice, the pointer 
is driven by a flexible but non-elastic molded gear- 
driven rack constrained within a multiblot extruded 
aluminum channel. This method of construction, 
along with an anti-parallax shaped pointer, permit« 
the dial to be accurately read and reset. The rack 
ia driven by a plastic gear whch is molded around 
the outer edge of a friction drive mechanism. Zero 
backlash is achieved between the gear and the 
rack by employing a very slightly different pitch on 
the driving gear than on the driven rack. This is 
made possible because of the flexibility of the teeth 
on the molded rack. Teflon bearings are used 
throughout the unit, eliminating the need for any 
lubrication. Zero-set. is accomplished by moving the 
plastic dial face to the left or the right bywthe adjust
ment of a screw head that has an off-center shaft.

The drive mechanism has an 11 to 1 reduction 
ratio; it takes 5 H turns of the 2 H-iuch black tuning 
knob to turn the 1-^-inch diameter output shaft 
180 degrees. Tuning is rather stiff, but this can be 
an advantage. Once the dial is set, it stays put. 
Little care is necessary in selecting a free-turning 
capacitor to be used with the dial, as the tuning 
mechanism is capable of handling almost, any 
torque requirement likely to be encountered.

The dial face has five scales; one scale is marked 
from 0 tn 100 and the other four are blank, bbj 
inches of pointer travel cover the calibrated dial 
area. Six 6-32 tapped holes as well as six No. 25 
holes arc provided on the back plate of the dial 
mechanism for mounting whatever is to be driven 
by the dial. Five 6-32 tapped holes are available 
on the front of the assembly for attaching the dial 
to u panel; however, only three holes need be em
ployed for secure mounting, the user having his 
choice. Behind-the-panel space measuring 8^ X 6 
X ls4 inches is necessary for the installation. Three 
No. 25 holes must be drilled in the panel to mate 
with the dial mounting holes, along with a H-inch 
hole to clear the tuning shaft and a 2*4  inch by 7’w 
inch cutout to expose the dial face. A black bezel 
with a clear plastic window is furnished to till the 
cutout. The escutcheon is held in place hy bending 
its 7 flexible tabs over the edge of the hole. Outside 
dimensions of the bezel are 8 by inches.

Two lampholders with mating translucent pilot 
light« are included with the dial as well as drilling 
templates aud instructions for mounting the mecha
nism. Also provided are a flexible coupling for the 
output shaft and three 6-32 mounting screws. The 
model 10037 dial is in t.he $11.00 price class and it 
is available from the James Millen Manufacturing 
Company, Inc., 150 Exchange Street, Malden, 
Massachusetts 02148.

— IV1 YDS
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CONDUCTED BY JEAN PEACOR,* K1UV

"The Lady That’s Known as Lou”

O
n many occasions you have read news of
Louise Ramsey Moreau, WB6BBO-W3WRE 

on QST’s pages. Her outstanding contributions 
to the amateur radio world have been many. It is 
indeed a pleasure to now introduce Louise to 
all as the new YL Editor for QST.

August 1953 was the memorable month in 
which Louise and her OM, Bill, WB6BBL/ 
W3WRC first became licensed as Novices in 
Philadelphia. Amateur radio was to be Bill’s 
hobby at the start, but Lou soon joined him 
in learning code for she had suddenly discovered 
(hat all the women heard on their receivers were 
not ‘‘just wives,” but licensed operators. Lou 
joined Bill in studying, and both passed the 
exams.

Traffic hounds everywhere know of Lou's 
capabilities in this field. As W3VVRE she was 
active on the Western Penn. Net, 3rd Region 
Net, Eastern Area Net, and Transcontinental 
Corps. She also served the area as Emergency 
Coordinator for Cambria County, later as Section 
Emergency Coordinator (AREC) West. Penn. 
Section, and as State Net Control for Penn. State 
c.w. RACES Net.

Since moving to California in 1962, Lou has 
been active on the Southern Calif. Net (SON), 
Pacific Area Net, S Ball Traffic Net (v.h.f.), 
Salvation Army Disaster Communications Net, 
and has served as manager of the 6th Region 
Net since 1963.

Lou’s official appointments include Official 
Relay Station, Official Phone Station, Route 
Manager, National Traffic System Manager. 
She was awarded ARRL’s Public Service Award 
for her assistance during the Alaskan Earth
quake emergency, is an A-l Operator, and has 
earned the Traffic Bronze Medallion (it’s rare 
when the BPL listing does not include her call).

Her antique collection of telegraph keys 
and equipment is also well known as she now 
has over one hundred keys in the collection. 
The earliest dates back to 1X50.

For the past three years, Lou has been working 
with W4MLE on the about to be published 
The Radio Amateur's Operating Manual (see 
Sept. 1966 QST, page 10). She has also con
tributed several articles to QST in the past, and 
received Honorable Mention for her ARRL 
Golden Anniversary Essay Contest article.

Lou was a member of the Oonemaugh Valley
* VL Editor, QST, Please send all news notes to 

WB6BBO’s home address: 1036 East Boston St., Altadena 
Calif. 91001

QSTs new YL Editor—Louise Ramsey 
Moreau, WB6BBO/W3WRE.

Amateur Radio Club in Johnstown, Penn., and 
is presently affiliated with ARRL, YLRL, 
LA-YLRC, Ramona Radio Club, Grand Chapter 
Morse Telegraph Club, Antique Wireless Asso
ciation, De Forest Pioneers and is a graduate of 
the University of Pittsburgh. Her OM, Bill, 
WB6BBL is now employed at California’s Insti
tute of Technology’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

The new YL Editor’s first column will appear in 
the November issue. May it prove as rewarding 
an experience to her as it has been for me. 
I’m sure all amateurs join me in wishing her the 
greatest success.

Mary Lou Stockstill—WN6SSZ
Impossible? Nothing isi The amazing story of Mary Lou 

Stockstill. WN6SSZ, of Canuga Park, California well bears 
out this theory. With physical handicaps quite similar to 
those of Helen Keller to conquer, Mary Lou, handicapped 
by the loss of both sight and hearing, has recently taken 
and passed the FCC Novice examination. She is the first 
such woman to achieve this distinction.

While attending Earlham College in Richmond, Indiana, 
Mary Lou won the admiration of a young University of 
Indiana engineering student, Charles Stockstill, and they 
were married in November 1954. Born in Marion, Indiana, 
Mary Lou lost her sight at the age of ten as a result of a 
combination of childhood diseases. When she was con
sidered well enough, she entered the Indiana School for the 
Blind where she. studied both piano and organ. While a 
student in high school, she earned the Kiwanis award for 
the best all around student in the senior class.

Charles and Mary Lou now have two pre-teenaged 
daughters, A year after the birth of their second child, 
Mary Lou discovered that she was losing her sense of 
hearing. Doctor after doctor advised her that not much 
could be done about a nerve type loss of hearing. In 1961, 
the Stockstills left Indiana and headed west for a new start 
in California. Charles went to work for the Rocketdyne 
Company in Caaoga Park, and Alary Lou attended the 
Braille Institute of America, Inc. at Los Angeles for weekly 
classes in knitting and mosaic tile.
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in 1921, Flora's interest to also become licensed was quickly
nurtured, and has resulted in another outstanding XYL
amateur.

It isn’t often that an XYL builds her own complete 
station. The equipment shown in Flora’s shack (see photo) 
is the product of her capabilities. In addition, she also built 
her receiver as well as various testing equipment. Her latest 
undertaking is the building of a Heathkit electronic keyer.

Flora is active mostly on 80, 40, and 20 meters, both on 
c.w. and phone. To QSO her would be more than just 
contacting an Arizona XYL, which in itself is a rarity. 
You would also be talking with a “real” ham.

YL Club News
YLRC of Los Angeles recently installed the following 

new officers for the coming year: Pres., WA6ISY; V. Pres., 
WA6LWE; Rec. Sec., WA6ZTW; Cor. Sec., W6JCA; 
Treas., VVA6UBU.
The San Diego YLRC announces their new officers as 

follows: Pres., WA6SKT; V. Pres., K6VRH; Treas., 
WA6CQS; Rec. Sec., WA6ATB; Cor. Sec., K6YIT; Cert. 
Custodian, WA6ATB.

Mary Lou Stockstill, WN6SSZ (Photo courtesy of 
Braille Institute of America)

Mary Lou’s interest in amateur radio came about quite 
by accident. During a demonstration of a device known as 
the ‘‘Tactile Speech Indicator” tested in September 1965 
in a project which was sponsored by the San Fernando 
Valley State College, she learned the value of signals by 
code. In a Leadership Training Program in the Area of the 
Deaf, Dr. Ray L. Jones, Project Director, and Mr. Hugh L. 
Moore« an Electronics Specialist for the Los Angeles City 
Schools tested the device with three highly intelligent deaf- 
blind men. Results indicated that persons handicapped by 
the loss of sight and hearing were able to communicate by 
telephone by use of “yes” and “no” signals. It was also 
discovered that one familiar with the Morse Code was 
able to carry on quite a conversation. Realizing that the 
Braille Institute also sponsored a class in amateur radio, 
Mary Lou decided to enter a third class of instruction.
Although unable to make intelligence out of any type of 

conversation involving the spoken word, mother nature has 
provided Mary Lou with the ability to hear high-pitched 
tones which fall in a narrow region above and below the 
frequency of one thousand cycles. The normal frequency of 
tones emitted by the human voice ranges from just below 
three hundred cycles to the upper limits of around three 
thousand. Therefore, the spoken word is just a jumble of 
sounds, but radio signals from amateur or commercial radio 
stations using the International Code for transmission of 
messages can be picked up by Mary Lou. In turn, she, by 
use of the telegraph key for communication, may now spend 
many happy hour« chatting with friends via the air waves.

In addition to radio code, there are several ways that 
others may communicate with Mary Lou. She reads 
Braille and uses either a standard typewriter or Braille 
to correspond with friends. Another method is to take 
her finger and using it as one would use a pen or pencil, 
print letters across the palm of one’s hand as though printing 
one letter on top of the previous one. Radio operators can 
tap out messages in code on her arm or wrist.
Ray Meyers, W6MLZ, recently featured Mary Lou 

during his weekly radio program, “ Calling CQ,” over station 
KPFK-FM. He also kindly sent the information which has 
made it possible to tell radio amateurs everywhere the 
amazing story of Mary Lou Stockstill. Ray sponsors an 
organization open to sightless amateur radio operators the 
world over called the International Handicapped Net. This 
net provides a common meeting place for the members. 
Further details will gladly be furnished by contacting Ray 
Meyers, W6MLZ.

Arizona's Flora Straud
Happiness is building a piece of ham gear, seeing no 

smoke during the smoke test, and having everything 
work perfectly as per instructions. The end result is not 
only a better informed ham. but a happy one. Flora Straud, 
K7TFA, will attest to that.
Hora’s OAI Ken, K7TEZ, has been active in amateur 

radio for many years. Ken was first licensed as 3BUX

Flora Straud, K7TFA

The Ontario Trilllums, VE3TOT, announce another 
first for their newly formed club in being the first Canadian 
YL group to participate in Held Day activities. Theirs is 
also the only report received from any YL group who may 
have participated. Transmitters were set up in the Caledon 
Hills area where they operated c.w. on 40 and 20 meters; 
phone on 2 meters. This being their first year, they operated 
to gain experience. Jean Evans, VE3DGG, and Doris Cody, 
VE3BBO, were their Field Day Coordinators. IgsT-j

It is with deep regret that QST 
announces the departure of Jean 
Peacor, K1IJV, from the QST staff 
of contributing editors. Fairness to 
the demands of a growing family 
makes it impractical for her to con
tinue as YL Editor. The column has 
grown and prospered under Jean’s 
capable hands and we will miss her 
informative, delightful, humorous, 
column "leads.” Readers and Hq. 
staff say "well done,” Jean. "Good 
luck and 73!”
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When the president of the Satellite ARC calls the meeting 
to order it Isn’t with the customary gavel. That large key 
in the photograph (the knob is three inches in diameter!) 
is connected to an audio oscillator that does the [ob of 
getting everyone’s attention. The key is the creation of 
Ed Cary, W6DYQ, and it measures five-inches wide by 

twelve-inches long. It would be a real 
attention-getter in any shack.

Got the habit of thinking of 28 Me. as a “dead” 
hand, good only for local work? If so, it’s time to 
.•shake off that illusion aud take a look at “10.” 
GRPL predictions for October show that the band 
is expected to be open for long-distance communica
tion for a large part of the daylight hours, much of 
the time with almost ideal ionospheric conditions 
for intercontinental work.

Hams in the St. Louis area, do you know a fellow- 
radio amateur who you think is deserving of the 
“Amateur of the Year Award”? If you do, nomi
nate him for the award which will be presented at 
the St. Louis ARC Fourth Annual Amateur of the 
Year Award Meeting that will be held in St. Louis, 
November 11, at the C.D. Control Center, Route 
340, Chesterfield, Missouri, at ,8:00 p.m. Guest 
speaker will be Sumner Foster, ARRL Midwest 
Director. Mail your nomination to Horace K. 
Hudson, 9431 Crestwood Manor Dr., St. Louis, 
Mo. 63126. All hams in the St. Louis area are in
vited to the meeting and to participate in the nomi
nations.

Stolen Equipment
The following equipment was stolen from my car 

on July 27: Swan 175 Transceiver, serial No. 111212, 
Webster Top-Sider antenna with 75-meter coil, and 
a Clegg microphone. Judith Epstein, K8TWW, 
12908 Talbot Lane, Huntington Woods, Michigan.

I would like to get in touch with . . .
. . . anyone in any country with old ham-call 
license plates. F. Allan Herridge, G3IDG, 96 
George Street, Basingstoke, Hampshire, England. 
. . . Alcoholics Anonymous hams interested in 
schedules on 20 meters. W7FNE, 506 13th Avenue 
East, Seattle, Wash.
. . . any stations in the following states who work 
160 meters, especially c.w.: New Hampshire, Louisi
ana, Delaware, and Idaho. W0DIB, 313 Elm Ave., 
Mitchellville, Iowa 50169.
. . . those interested in forming a chess net. 
W8GGQ, 35668 Fernwood Dr., Wayne, Mich. 48184,

The photos shown above of the modified Handbook 
impedance bridge, described by K4ZZV in ‘‘Technical 
Correspondence” in September QST, unfortunately were 
received after the issue had been buttoned up and so 
could not be run along with the letter. They show how 
the two extra variable capacitors are fitted into the 
assembly in previously-unused space on the panel wall. 
K4ZZV also writes that although the construction of his bridge 
follows the Handbook layout (chapter on measurements) 
the circuit he uses is the one originally given in the August 
1955 article. This uses a balanced signal source, permitting 
one side of the standard resistor to be grounded. In turn, 
this allows both rotors of his added reactance-compensating 
capacitors to be grounded, which simplifies things elec

trically and mechanically.
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F. E. HANDY, W1BDI, Communications Mgt.
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GERALD PINARD, Club Training Aids PETER CHAMALIAN, W1BGD, Communications Asst.

OES Becomes OVS. Effective with the pub
lication of this announcement in QST, the SCM- 
post in the ARRL field organization known as 
Official Experimental Station becomes the 
League’s Official VHF Station (OVS) Appoint
ment. Some 600 dedicated and devoted v.h.f. 
operators, many of them constantly reporting 
items on then- test projects and operating rec
ords for their SOM’s reports in QST and “The 
World Above 50 Me.” will receive (currently) 

New ARRL Certificates for VHF Workers

the handsome blue-bordered certificates, such 
as here shown. Many of this group participate 
in emergency and public service v.h.f. nets, and 
assist SOMs, PAMs, and Emergency Coordi
nators by their preparedness for any call in 
handling important, communications in their 
areas in case disaster strikes. We’re delighted to 
recognize their performance with these new 
certificates.

There’s no substantive change in the several 
appointment objectives that will continue to be 
set forth in ARRL literature and which appear 
on the certificate. There’s just the change in 
designation to OVS. The new name will broaden 
the understanding and appeal of the certification 
to additional numbers of amateurs — which may 
include all, the Technician, General Class, 
Novice, Extra Class, Advanced licensees and 
Canadian counterparts. For appointment the 
big thing to have is the strong consistent v.h.f. 
interest and activity in line with any or all the 
objectives or purposes identified with this 
ARRL-VHF recognition.

Official VHF Station Provisions. The Rules 
and Regulations of the Communications De
partment concerning Station and Observer Ap
pointments have been amended or changed 
only as much as necessary to effectuate the 
name change and clarify the description. The 
following language replaces in its entirety that 
part of par. 17 about the “Official Experimental 
Station.” The new text follows:

Official VHF Station (OVS) appointees shall 
be appointed by SCMs from among those 
members active in developing successful com
munications systems and equipment appli
cations and collecting propagation data in 
any or all amateur frequency bands above 
50 Me. RTTY operators using a.f.s.k., make- 
and-break. etc., are eligible. Participation 
in nets that provide communications facil
ities for the public and fellow amateurs is a 
way to earn and maintain OVS appoint
ment, such to be available only to members 
operating stations above 50 Me.

(a) Applicants shall indicate the opera
tional and experimental projects and groups 
in the field of their v.h.f. interest, (b) Ap
pointees shall report monthly, their contacts, 
observations and progress on the specific

33rd ARRL Sweepstakes—Nov. 12-14 (phone), 19-21 (c.w.) 
All W/VE Amateurs Invited To Participate

The highlight of Fall activity, the 33rd ARRL Sweepstakes, will soon be here. As is our 
usual custom, this early announcement is for the benefit of those amateurs in remote ARRL 
sections who may not receive their November issues in time for the test. The contest period 
will run a full 30 hours from 2100 GMT Saturday night until 0300 GMT Monday morning on 
each of the weekends. Only 2-1 hours of participation will be permitted, however. Time-out 
periods may not be taken in less than half-hour increments. This will permit a maximum of 
twelve off periods of a half hour apiece or six off-periods of one hour, etc. See the rules in 
November 1965 QST concerning the message exchange which will be worth a stock 1000 points. 
Convenient reporting forms are now ready for your request. Write early to the ARRL Com
munications Department, 225 Main St., Newington, Conn. 06111.
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San Francisco OO W6GQA has a record of well over 50 
consecutive FMTs behind him. Al has been active since 1932 
(previously W9KDD) and holds Extra Class as well as 
commercial class tickets. In addition to his OO activity, 

he is an active Intruder Watcher.

problems and communications justifying 
this appointment recognition, (c) Stabilized 
signals, non-radiating receivers and the like, 
shall be used as appropriate to the frequency 
and mode of emission in accord with the gen
eral progress uf development in the desig
nated bands, (d) When handling traffic on 
v.h.f., standard ARRL procedure and mes
sage form will be followed, and contacts with 
the nationally integrated NTS maintained, 
as feasible.

As the publication Operating an Amateur 
Radio Station comes up for reprinting the cor
responding text on page 9 will cover the new 
broader title. Plans to give more forceful por- 
trayai of our objectives by renaming this post 
were mentioned earlier (Mar. ’63 QST) and 
we're glad now to follow through with the new 
certificate issue.

OVS Applications Welcomed. It's of top 
interest that Section Communications Managers 
(address page 6, QST) are now issuing new cer
tificates to these six hundred appointees. With 
the expansion of amateur interest in all phases 
of work in the v.h.f.s, SCMs will welcome appli
cations for Official VHF Station Appointment 
from any truly active v.h.f. member operator, 
not now holding the appointment, who sub
scribes to these objectives. Whether you are a 
Tech., Novice, Extra Class or hold an in-between 
grade amateur ticket you can be part of the 
v.h.f. operating picture! We’ll be proud to add 
your station, if active on v.h.f.’s (in two- or 
six-meter bands or higher frequency bands) to 
the roster of accredited workers. You may spe
cialize in v.h.f. links as part of the Public Service 
Corps (AREC EC-RO groups) or be eligible 
because of your v.h.f. experimentation and prop
agation reporting, or as one who reports his 
v.h.f. netting, under EC, VHF-PAM or other 
auspices.

Look into tliis won’t you, by asking ARRL 
Hq. (or your SCM) for OVS application forms. 
Those appointed will rate this special recogni
tion for their efforts . . . and they will receive 
advance v.h.f. information from time to time, 
in addition to our quarterly CD Bulletins.

“Licensing Classes” and Clubs. This is 
that time of year when almost every club gets 
back into high gear, decides on its program and 
activity scheduling for the next few months and 
struts its stuff. Last month in this space we 
stressed to amateurs in general, and prospec
tive amateurs especially, Join a Club. We repeat 
this. We want to mention some of the things a 
club may do that make joining it worthwhile. 
Most successful clubs have working committees 
that come up with programs , talks, dinners and 
get togethers, auctions, transmitter hunts, etc. 
There’s the Field Day and planning to be 
started. Each club, we think, should suggest to 
SCMs the calls of those in its membership capa

ble of holding down Official Station posts, and 
men suited to any ARRL leadership post in 
which there is inactivity or a vacancy. But most 
of all, as a service to its members, and to bring 
new activities to the club, every club needs to 
schedule, recurrently, some Code and Theory 
Classes.

As one example of what we mean, the Mariana 
Amateur Radio Club (Torrence, Calif.) last sea
son made application for the use of public class
room facilities from the local education author
ity (district offices). The club was given two 
rooms for four nights a week (Mon. thru 
Thurs. 7-to-l(J p.m.) and was able to offer spe
cialized amateur radio study in public quarters 
under the Adult Education Program. Several 
clubs reported using this same approach. We 
hope this AEP pattern will be more widely fol
lowed all around the nation this year. If you can 
report a minimum number to enroll and help 
find an instructor this approach is good. It’s 
worth asking about. A club’s own senior mem
bers can often help instruct or recommend 
knowledgeable instructors for such a course 
where necessary.

Clubs do not have to set up groups in precisely 
tliis way, of course, advantageous as the plan is 
where it can be followed. A great many clubs 
just follow the ARRL outline, and put on Q-A 
and lectures and serious study sessions on their 
own home grounds. But more than a one-time 
class really is needed. We believe clubs need 
recurrent classes best to serve their own interest 
and the desires of their club members. All pros
pective 1 amateurs will please note that wherever 
there’s a club, it is in the best position to help 
Hou as an individual through its planned pro
gram. This is especially true in the field of dis
cussions of technique, guided instruction, oper
ating enterprises and in promoting the fraternal 
aspects.

Use Those SEC Addresses. Our annual 
listing of the addresses of all the ARRL Section 
Emergency Coordinators appears in this issue of 
QST. This is the month ECs and SECs should 

1 Prospective amateurs also are invited to drop a line to 
ARRL for the Reference Guide (CD-7) which summarizes 
a lot of information on getting started. Also we’ll send the 
WlAW over-the-air code practice schedule and a compila
tion of other stations’ practice periods (CD-130) free on 
request.
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make drives to secure new Amateur Radio 
Emergency Corps (AREC) members. All con
tinuing members should ask their EC or SEC 
having jurisdiction to re-register them and update 
their station and personal information. The SEC 
can furnish the address of your EC if needed and 
provide forms for your AREC registration. In 
large communities or counties having no EC yet 
appointed to carry out local-amateur leadership, 
chibs or any amateur should recommend suitable 
candidates to the SCM or SEC, so that such 
leadership appointments can be made.

Wanted: Code Practice Schedules: Periodi
cally we revise our lithographed sheet (CD-139) 
listings of amateur code practice transmissions. 
This provides information on a group of amateur 
CP stations and gives also some press, weather, 
and MARS schedules that cover stated speed 
ranges. We welcome additional listings and solicit 
latest information on the days, times, frequency 
and code speed range and your station call, and 
address. This can be sent us in a letter or on our 

CD-62 form. Such schedules are set up and 
printed for wide distribution, so we feel that a 
schedule should run for a minimum of six months 
or longer to make the listing worthwhile. Our 
Training Aids section will be glad to send any 
information helpful for the conduct of a code 
practice routine (CD-130 and CD-158) on 
request. — F.E.II.

SUGGESTED
OPERATING FREQUENCIES

RTTY 3620, 7010. 14,090, 21,000 kc.
WIDE-BAND F.M. 52.525 140.94 Me.

GMT CONVERSION
To convert to local times subtract the following hours:
ADST -3. AST -4. EDST -4, EST -5. CDST 
CST MDST -6, MST -7, PDST -7, PST -8, 
Hawaiian — 10, Central Alaska —• W.

A convenient GMT conversion card is available, free of 
charge, from the ARRL communications Department, 225 
Main St., Newington, Conn. 06111.

DX CENTURY CLUB AWARDS @
From July 1 through July 31, 1966, DXCC Certificates and Endorsements based on contacts with 100-or- 
more countries have been issued by the ARRL Communications Department to the amateurs listed below.

WB6OOP. - .305 W7TLG. .. .139 khelf. .. .109 YU3DQ... .105 DL3WC. . .102 K6OAA... . .100
W0JRI.... .232 SM4CLU. , . 1.35 ZS6AUX.. .109 OK1PT , .104 K8EHU. . . 102 K7QXG, . .100
.JAICIB...» 231 WA8MCR. , 134 jaiitx., .108 WA2VWI. . 104 OK1IJ... . . 102 OE3HOW. .100WTUZA.... 225 K5SSZ........ .129 VVA8HFN. .108 WA9HBA. .104 OK1JD, .. .102 SM6CKS. .100
DJ5AA.... •z*.vz WA6OHJ. . .125 JA1BYL. , . 107 K7QMK.. .103 W1DYT.. .102 W1AGP. . .100W8DGP. .. 217 W4ZFE .. . .113 JA8AJM. . . 107 K78TK... .103 W4RJL.. . .102 WB2QJI.. .100
K3MVP, . . 1X2 4X4QA. .. . .112 W3IOP. ,. .107 OE3SJW.. .103 WB6EED. . 102 WA4FDC. . 100KÜ6AAY., 16» KIOBT.... .ill PV1FH.. . .10« WA1E.TN. .103 JA6PN. . .

W9OPD. .
.101 YO3UA... . 100

EI8H........ .. 162 K1UTC.... .111 OD5EL... .105 VV6ETR. . .103 . 101 YO8DD. . .100
JA1ZZ..... 160 OZ8JD. .. .105 K1AFC.. . .100

féadioteteftfaHte.
YV5BPJ. . .269 WA2RIB.. .. 161 HI8XMT. 119
W8ARH.. .265 K1BPJ. , . .146 F»1E...... 11X
W2NUT.. .259 ZD6PBD. .136 5A4TQ. . . . . 116
JA3UX......... .186 G3PBD... .134 W8DGP. . . 114
K3MVP. . .182 11JT. . . ..124 ZS6BIN. . . .11 1
W7UZA... 
11RCD....

.165 
.161

W6VJ.... .120 JAICIB... .110

K4GRD, . . .109 HPAI. .. , . . 104 K8YRN. , , .101
WA8HFN.. .108 K7YDO. . . .104 WB2FWE. .101F3SA...... .106 W8WAH... . 104 WB2ma.. . 101
KEI XS,... .106 WB2HZG.. . 103 W6FHM/DUI
WA8OUM. .105 XF1YG....,. 103 .100DJ3GY.... .104 W3GVD... .102 W6ORC. . . . 100

W9UX........ .. 102 W9OFO.... .100

Endorsement listings through the 300 level are given in increments of 20, above the 300 level 
they are given in increments of 10. The totals shown do not necessarily represent the exact 
credits given but show only that the participant has reached the endorsement group indicated.

330 W5VSQ LA5YE W1UDQ W3MSR K4GRD 180 W1HNI 0Z4FF WB2OAE JA2XI
G4MJ

320

G3ADA 
W8PHZ 
W8ZCQ

W8YCP
280

K4TWK
KP4YT
VE7CE

W2FXE 
W5TTVR

IV1WQC W3PVZ K0TVO K5STL WA4FDR PY2B.TH
W2PXR W4JDM OH2VZ K8DTZ W5EGS SM6CAW

W6SUD
WA8JCD

K40A 
KA2RJ

W8ARH W6EUF VE6AAV VE3FKL WA9LZA VE3CZC
ZL3IS

240

220 W7WLL W5DNL M0 140 VP7NA
DJ1QP W8R0M W5UT LA8LG DJ9SB W2GKW
DJ5IM W7MH OH3QC K2YT0 W2TKG

W0NCK

120

WB2,i.n?
WA4TLI 
W6BNK

300

W2GKZ
260

K7CHT
K5G0T
ON5ZO

I.A5Q 200 ZL1AM0 SM6AEK K9WDY WB2JYN
PY2BGL JA1ORR SM7CXH 0K2BCI

HBOL WA8JCD
WA9KQS

280 240 W2FXE 220 200 WIKID 180 140 KE2WH K3RSW
G3HDA K1UDP W2GHK DJ5AA K70HT W1WK0 WA5LOB HP1JC YV3KV OESKI
W8EVZ K5G0T W5JWM VE2ANK K0RDO W3PN YE3DYB PY2BGL

260

LA5YE

8M5CZY 
W1WQC

W6WX WA5KBK SP7HX IV9DNE 160 WA2CGD
W1BFY ZL3OY VF.6AAV WA5IEV

W5EGS

120 

(IGAS 
HKG

W6SÜD
WA6OHJ 
W9PUY
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JULY CD
Highlights? Perhaps the biggest one was the terrible 

state of the bands ou the Sunday of the e.w. weekend! 
Those who waited for a grand-slam appearance on 80 late 
that night experienced a rude shock! Yet, and in spite of 
band conditions, the following list illustrates good pickings 
for the sharp-eared and patient amongst the CD gang. 
I'his month we're adding a new figure to the following fist, 
the time of operation (to the nearest hour). For instance, 
seeing a W4KFC-100-K in 5 horn's, well, you just know 
c.w. conditions were punk. Phone conditions, on the other 
hand, appeared good. K2E1U/5 topped both modes for 
another sterling performance with a phone score of close 
to 82-K, not far from his January 1966 record performance. 
A number of familiar c.w. CD regulars showed up on phone 
this time heralding a great party, perhaps, in October,
The following are high-claimed scores, numbers of QSOs, 

sections and operating times, with final corrected results 
to appear in the October CD Bulletin.

— W1YYM

C.W.

K2EIU/5 224,360-625-71-19
W1BGD 214,540-624-68-15
W9EWC (W9AQW, opr.)

268,440-579-62-15
K4BAI 206,049-599-68-18
K8MFO/8 202.860-581-69-19
WA8CFJ 191,820-550-69-20
Kl WJD 188,430-564-66-13
K9DHN 186,300-535-69-20

K4BVD 177,800-501-70-17
K5OCX 174,720-510-64-19
W8LT (WA8AJZ, opr.)

174,535-514-67-14
W4YGY 165,330-494-66-20
W3EIS 161,840-470-68-19
W0TDR 161,525-450-71-17
K4RIN/5 160,130-474-67-17
K1YKT 155,295-487-63-15
W6TYM 152,950-432-70-20
K4SXD 150,765-431-69-ly

PARTIES
W1ARR/3 144,210-430-66-10
WIAW (WA1FPS, opr.)

143,325-437-65-19
KZ5FX 136,945-442-61-18
W6WX 136,345-400-67-17
W3MSR 133,440-410-64-10
K7RAJ 131,655-393-67-17
W1FJJ 125,440-386-64-12
K4RAD/2 119.680-369-64-19
W8FAW 117,650-356-65-12
W9QQQ 110,825-334-65-10
W4MLE 109,440-336-64-10
K4IXG 108,580-351-61-15
K28SX 108,270-394-54-18
K8HGT/9 107,575-326-65-18
K4ITV 104,725-350-59-16
W1DYE 103,840-347-59-10
WA9EBT 102.480-331-61-17
W1ECH 101,760-311-64- 6
W4KFC 101,760-314-64- 5
W6RW (4 oprs.)

283,645-792-71-19
W9YT (K9s LBQ, ZMS)

183,940-534-68-20
K3HKK (6 oprs.)

107,840-337-64-15

PHONE

K2E1U/5 81,750-285-56-19
WB2KTO 45,770-199-46-19
W9D0B 41,650-170-49-18

WIAW (WA1CYT. opr.) 
39,935-158-49-10

W1FJJ 36,520-160-44- 9
K4BVD 29,400-133-42- 9
W1SWX 29,110-135-41-9
K28SX 23,595-136-33-11
W8LT (WA8AJZ opr.)

21,090-104-38- 4
K0YIP 21,090-104-38-11
W6DGH 21,060-101-39-10
K4TTN 20,085-103-39- 9
K9IVG 19,600- 96-40- 9
W1BGD/1 19.270- 87-41- 3
WB2DXL 18,900-101-3«. 8
W9NPC 18,430- 91-38- 7
KyOHN 17,170-96-34-6
K0GSV 16,720- 83-38- 8
W2ZVW 16,450- 87-35-4
W3E18 14,025- 79-33- 5
WA9AUM 13,050- 81-30- 4
K1DAP 12,705- 77-33- 8
WA5FII 12,070- 67-34- 6
W1YYM 11,315- 66-31- 4
K4IXG 10,725- 60-33- 5
W9EGQ 10,720- 60-32- 3
W3KJJ 10,695- 63-31- 4
W8PVG 10,695- 62-31- 6
K0JPI 10,500- 65-30- 4
WA0JKT 10,220- 73-28-15
KZ5FX 10,200- 61-30- 4
K3QDD 10,125- 69-27- 3
W9YT (K9s LBQ LMS) 
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A.R.R.L. ACTIVITIES CALENDAR
(Dates are shown, in GMT)

Oct. 7: CP Qualifying Rim- W6OWP 
Oct. 8-9: Simulated Emergency Test 
Oct. 15: CP Qualifying Run — WIAW 
Oct. 15-17: CD Party (phone) 
Oct. 22-21: CD Party (c.w.)
Nov. 3: CP Qualifying Run — W6OWP 
Nov. 12-11: Sweepstakes Contest (phone) 
Nov. 15: CP Qualifying Run— WIAW 
Nov. 19-21: Sweepstakes Contest (c.w.)

OTHER ACTIVITIES
The following lists date, name, sponsor, and page 

reference of QST issue in which more details appear.

Oct. 1-2: WADM Contest (p. 93« last 
issue).

Oct. 1-2, 8-9: VK/ZL Test, NZART 
(p. 92, last issue).

Oct. 1-3 s Massachusetts QSO Party, 
M.I.T. Radio Society (p. 120, last issue).

Oct. 15-16: California QSO Party 
(p. 116, this issue).

Oct. 15-16, 29-30: VU2/4S7 DX Contest, 
ARSI (p. 102, this issue).

Oct. 19-20, Nov. 2-3: YL/AP, YLRL 
(p. 88, last issue).

Oct. 22-21: Sixth World-Wide RTTY 
! Sweepstakes, RTTY Inc. (p. 98, this 
| issue).
| Oct. 29-31: Connecticut QSO Party, 
; Candlewood Amateur Radio Assn. (p. 
i 121, this issue).
j Oct. 29-31: Maryland-D.C. QSO Party 
! (p. 118, this issue).
I Oct. 29-31: West Virginia QSO Party, 

Kanawha Radio Club (p. 138, this issue).
Nov. 5—7: Delaware QSO Party, Dela

ware Amateur Radio Club (p. 117, this 
issue).

Nov. 13: International OK DX Con
test, CCRC (next issue).

October 1966

ELECTION NOTICE
To all ARRL members in the Sections listed below:
You are hereby notified that an election for Section Com

munications Manager is about to be held in your respective 
sections. This notice supersedes previous notices.

Nominating petitions are solicited. The signatures of five 
or more ARRL full members of the Section concerned, in 
good standing, are required on each petition. No member 
shall sign more than one petition.

Each candidate for Section Communications Manager 
must have been a licensed amateur for at least two years 
and similarly a full member of the League for at least one 
continuous year immediately prior to his nomination.

Petitions must be received at ARRL on or before 4:30 
p.m. on the dosing dates specified. In cases where no valid 
nominating petitions were received in response to previous 
notices, the dosing dates are set ahead to the dates given 
herewith. The complete name, address, and station call of 
the candidate should be iududed with the petition. It is 
advisable that eight or ten full-member signatures be ob
tained, since on checking names against Headquarters files, 
with no time to return invalid petitions for additions, a 
petition may be found invalid by reason» of expiring mem
berships, individual signers uncertain or ignorant of their 
membership status, etc.

Elections will take place immediately after the dosing 
dates specified for receipt of nominating petitions. Th? 
bfdlots mailed from Headquarters to full members will list 
in alphabetical sequence the names of all eligible candidates

‘The following nominating form is suggested. (Signer*  
will please add city and street addresses to facilitate check
ing membership.)

Communications Manager. ARRL [Place and datel 
225 Main St., Newington, Conn. 06111

We, the undersigned full members of the...........  
.....................-ARRL Section of the..........
Division, hereby nominate............................  
as candidate for Section Communications ¡Manager for 
this Section for the next two-year term of office.

You are urged to take the initiative and file nominating 
petitions immediately. This is your opportunity to put the 
man of your choice in utlice.

—■ F. E. Handy, Communications Manager
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Section Closing bale
Maritime.......... ..Oct. 10,1966 
Santa Barbara....Oct. 10, 1966 
Maryland-D.C... .Oct. 10, 1966 
Southern Texas.. .Oct. 10,1966 
Delaware.............. Oct. 10,1966 
Mississippi.......Oct. 10, 1966 
Alabama....,...... .Oct. 10,1966 
Alaska.................... Nov. 10,1966
Colorado......... .. Dec. 9, 1960 
Sacramento Valley Den. 9, 1966 
Eastern Florida... Dec. 9,1966 
Orange.......... ........Dec. 9, 1966 
North Dakota.... .Jan. 10,1967 
Missouri................Jan. 10,1967 
Maine.....................Jan. 10, 1967
Minnesota.......Jan. 10,1967

Present 
BCM Term Ends

D. E. Weeks........... June 11, 1966 
Cecil D. Hinson... .Aug. 10, 1966 
Bruce Boyd.......Dec. 10,1966 
G. D. Jerry Sears.. .Dec. 10,1966 
Roy A. Belair......... Dec. 10, 1966 
S. H. Hairston,,.. .Dec. 15, 1966 
William 8. Crafts...Dec. 26, 1966 
K. E. Koestler....... Apr. 10,1964 
D. Kay Crumpton. .Feb. 14, 1967 
John F.Minke,HI..Feb. 25.1967 
Albert L. Hamel... .Feb. 25, 1967 
Roy K. Maxson... .Mar. I, 1967 
Harold L. Sheets.. .Mar. 8, 1967 
A. E. Schwaneke.. .Mar. 11,1967 
Herbert A. Davis.. .Mar. 12,1967 
H. R. Kopischke, Jr. Mar. 15,1967

Brass Pounders League Box on page 162

ELECTION RESULTS
Valid petitions nominating a single candidate as Section 

Manager were tiled by members in the following Sections, 
completing their election in accordance with regular League 
policy, each term of office starting on the date given.

Montana Joseph A. D’Arcy, W7TYN Sept. 9,1966
Santa Clara Valley Jean A. Gmelin, W6ZRJ Oct. 15,1966

In the Arizona Section of the Southwestern Division, Mr. 
Floyd C. Colyar, W7FKK, and Mr. Bill L. Young, W7RVY, 
were nominated. Mr. Colyar received 175 votes and Mr. 
Young received 125 votes. Mr. CoIyar’s term of office 
began .Inly 14, 1966.

In the Ontario Section of the Canadian Division, Air. 
Richard W. Roberts, VE3NG, and Air. Bert Titmarsh, 
VE3FPJ, were nominated. Air. Roberts received 447 votes 
and Mr. Titmarch received 252 votes. Air. Roberts’ term of 
office began Aug. 20, 1966.

in the San Joaquin Valley Section of the Pacific Division, 
Mr. Ralph Saroyan, W6JPU, and Air. Stanley R. Babcock, 
WBßHVA, were nominated. Mr. Saroyan received 126 
votes and Air. Babcock received 113 votes. Air. Saroyan’s 
term of office began Aug. 20, 1966.

CODE PROFICIENCY PROGRAM
Twice each month special transmissions are made to 

enable you to qualify for the ARRL Code Proficiency Cer
tificate. The next qualifying run from XVIAW will be made 
Oct. 15 at U130 GAIT. Identical tests will be sent simultane
ously by transmitters on c.w. listed frequencies. The next 
qualifying run from W60WP only will be transmitted 
Oct. 7 at 0400 Greenwich Mean Time on 3590 and 7129 kc. 
C‘-4 UTTONl Note that since the dates are given in Green
wich Mean Time, Code Proficiency Qualifying Runs in tlie 
United States and Canada actually fall on the evening 
previous to the date given. Example: In converting, 0130 
GAIT Oct. 15 becomes 2130 EDST Oct-. 14.
Any person can apply. Neither ARRL membership nor 

an amateur license is required. Send copies of all qualifying 
runs to ARRL for grading, stating the call of the station 
you copied. If you qualify at one of the six speeds trans
mitted, 10 through 35 w.p.m., you will receive a certificate. 
If your initial qualification is for a speed below 35 w.p.m. 
you may try later for endorsement stickers.

Daily tape-sent code practice transmissions are available 
on an expanded basis this season. These start at 2330 and 
0130 GMT and are sent simultaneously on all c.w.-listed 
W1AW frequencies, with about 10 minutes practice given 
at each speed: 5 7^2 10 13 20 and 25 w.p.m. uu Sun. Alon. 
Wed. FrL from 0130 to 0235; 15 20 25 30 35 w.p.m. on Tues. 
Thurs. Sat. from 0130 to 0220; 10 13 and 15 w.p.m. daily 
from 2330 to 2400 GMT. [All days are in GMT.]
To make the practice more beneficial the order of words 

ia each line of the text is sometimes sent reversed. The 
0130 to 0220 GMT runs are omitted four times each year, 
on designated nights when Frequency Measuring Tests are 
made in this period. To permit improving your fist by 
sending in step with IFZAir and to allow checking strict 
accuracy of your copy on certain tapes note the GAIT 
dates and texts to be sent in the 0130 to 0220 GMT prac
tice on those dates.
Date Subject of Practice Text from August QST 
Oct. 3: It Seems to IJx, p. 9
Oct. 11: The TR-3 Transceiver, p. 11
Oct 14: A Simple Two-Tone Test Generator, p. 26
Oct. 20: Emergency Preparedness In Non-Metropolitan 

Areas, p. 49
Date Subject of Practice Text from Understanding 

Amateur Radio, First Edition
Oct. 26: Image Frequencies, p. 53
Oct. 31: Double Conversion, p. 54

W1AW SCHEDULE, OCTOBER 1966
The ARRL Maxim Memorial Station welcomes visitors. Operating-visiting hours are Monday through Friday 

1 p.M.-l a.m. EDST, Saturday 7 p.m.-2:30 a.m. EDST and Sunday 3 p. Ai.-10:30 p.m. EDST. The station address 
is 225 Main Street, Newington, Conn., about 7 miles south of Hartford. A map showing local street detail will be 
sent upon request.

GMT* Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday
0000 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1

0020-0100« 3.555» ILI 14.1 7.08» 14.1
0100 Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS3 Phone-OBS2

0105-01:10« 145.6 3.(145 145.6 50.7 1.82 21.41
0130 Code Practice Daily1 15-35 w.p.m. TThSat., 5-25 w.p m. MWFSun

0230-03004 * 6 
0300 RTTY-OBS3

• • • ...... 3.555
RTTY-OBS3

7.08 
RTTY-OBS3

1.805
RTTY-OBS3

7.08
RTTY-OBS3

3.555
RTTY-OBS3

0310-0330« 3.625 14.095 3.625 14.095 3.625
0330 Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS3 Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS2 Phone-OBS3

0335-0100« 7.255 3.945 7.255 3.945 7.255
0400 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1 CW-OBS1

0120-0500« 3.555« 7.08 3.945 7.08« 3.555
1700-1800 21/28* 21/28® 21/28* 21/28* 21/28»
1900-2000 14.28 7.255 14.28 7.255 14.2$
2000-2100 14.1 14.28 14.095 21/28® 7.08
2200-2300

2330
......... 21/28® 21.075°

Code Practice
14.1 7.255
Daily 10, 13 and 15 w.p.m.

I.4.28 .........

1 CW. OBS (bulletins, 18 w.p.m.) and code practice on 1.805, 3.555, 7.08, 14.1, 21.075, 50.7 and 145.6 Alo.
2 Phone OBS (bulletins) on 1.82, 3.915, 7.255, 14.28, 21.41, 50.7 and 145.6 Me.
K RTTY OBS (bulletins) on 3.625, 7.045 and 14.095 Aic. 170/850 cycle shift optional in RTTY general operation.
4 Starting time approximate. Operating period follows conclusion of bulletin or code practice.
6 Operation will be on one of the following frequencies: 21.075, 21.1, 21.41, 28.08 or 28.7 Ale.
6 W1AW will listen in the Novice segments for Novices on band indicated before looking for other contacts. 

Maintenance Staff: Wls QIS WPR NPG. *Times/days  in GMT. General operating frequencies are approximate.
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• AU operating amateurs are invited to 
report to the SCM on the first of each 
month, covering station activities for 
the preceding month. Radio Chib news 
is also desired by SCMs for inclusion in 
these columns, '(’he addresses of all 
SCMs will he found on page 6.

ATLANTIC DIVISION
DELAWARE—SCM, Rov A. Belair. W3IYE—SEC: 

K3NYG. RM: W3EEB.
Net Frey. Local Time Day
DUPN 3905 kc. 1800 Sat.
D8MN 56,4 Me. 2100 Tue.
Dover H & 2 50.4 Me. 2000 Wed.
KOEN 3905 kc. 1300 Sun.
New appointment : WA3URU us ORS. Renewals: W3-
FEB as BM and ORS. WA3DYG has a new Swan 350.
WA3CRU is on s.N.b. with ‘JO watts atul has jt new 
homebrew 2-meter transmitter. W3EEB vacationed in 
Vermont without a ham rig along I \VA3I)VM’s dad is 
u new Tech. Class licensee with WA30UH us his call. 
K3NYG is preparing tor the Oct. 8 and 9 SET, The 
First State Amateur Radio Club won the K3GKF 
Field J)»iv trophy tor the second straight year. Traffic: 
W3EEB 78. WA3DUM 6. WA3DYG 4. K3NYG 3, W3- 
(YE 1.

DELAWARE QSO PARTY
November 5-7

The Delaware Amateur Radio Club of Wil
mington announces its 11th Delaware QSO Party 
and invites all amateurs to participate. Delaware 
hams are urged to work as many out-of-state 
stations as possible, so that those interested can 
earn credit toward WAS and the W-DEL certifi
cate. Here are the details:
(D Time: 30-hour period from 2300 GMT 

Nov. 5 to 0500 GMT Nov. 7.
(2) No time limit and no power restrictions.
(3) Scoring: Delaware stations  1 point per 

contact and multiply total by the number of 
states, Canadian provinces and foreign countries 
worked during the contest period. Outside sta
tions: 5 points for each Delaware station worked 
and multiply total by the number of counties in 
Delaware worked during the contest period.

*

(4) Credit for contacts with the same station 
on othe band will be given.

(5) A certificate will be awarded to the high
est-scoring station in each state, Canadian Pro
vince and foreign country (with 3 or more con
tacts) and to the highest-scoring station in each 
Delaware county. In addition, a W-DEL certifi
cate will be sent to any station working all 3 
Delaware counties. Party logs showing required 
data will be accepted in lieu of QSLs.

(6) Suggested freqs: A.m. 3825, 7225, 14,225, 
21,325, 29,000 kc. C.w.: 3525, 7025, 14.025 
21,025, 28,025 kc. S.s.b.: 3975, 7275. 14,325 
21,425, 28,650 kc. V.h.f. 50, 50.4 and 144 Me.

(7) General call: “CD DEL.” Delaware c.w. 
stations should identify themselves by signing 
de (call) DEL K. Phones say, “Delaware call
ing.’

(8) Contact information required: Delaware 
stations send number of QSO, RS(T) and county 
(New Castle, Kent or Sussex). All others send 
number of QSO, RS(T) report, and state, pro
vince, or county.

(9) Logs and scores must be postmarked not 
later than Dec. 5, 1966, and should be sent to 
the Delaware Amateur Radio Club, c/o J. E. 
McCarley, K3NMY, P.O. Box 201, Newark, 
Delaware, Applications for the W-DEL certiii- cute should also be addressed there.

EASTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM. Allen R. Brein- 
er. W3ZR0-KEC: WSELI. RMs: K3VVG. K3MVO, 
W3CBH, W3EML. PAMs: W3FGQ, W3SA0. EPA C.W. 
Net meet« nn 3610 kc. at 2330Z nightly. had QNI of 223 
aud QTC 161. The PTTN Training Net meets nightly 
on 3610 kc. at 2230Z. had QNI 284 and QTC 174, E. Pa. 
E.P. & T. Phone Net meets mghtlv on 3917 kc. at 
2200Z, had QNI 651 and QTC 164. We welcome W3CBH 
as a new RAF and manager of the Pennsylvania Train
ing and Traffic Net. K3YVG replaces W3EML as E. Pa. 
net manager aud asks your indulgence and assistance 
in getting EPA back iu shape. K3MHD is stationed at 
Great Lakes Naval Training Center. WN3FSU, a blind 
operator, acquired his ticket via the assistance of K3- 
NOX. Milton ARC, K3FLT, offers a nice certificate for 
working club members. For details contact WA3BBI. 
W3FGQ passes land traffic via 2 and 6 met pts end is 
working on a 220- and 432-Mc. setup, K3YVG was 
QNT because <>f burned antenna coils in the hearing- 
aid. W3CUL was guest speaker at the Philmont ARC, 
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia. Vacationeers: W3- 
MPX and family camping out: WA3CFU had a trip 
through W7- and W0-Land. WA3FWT/8 reports low 
6-meter activity in the Lansing, Mich., area. W3AEQ is 
becoming active again. The Pottstown ARA has been 
activated and club officers are K3NUM, pres.; W3ZVY, 
;-ecy,; K3AOH. treas. The first Novice framed by the 
club is WN3GES. New Gear Dept: WA3BSV a t.r. 
switch for traffic work. K3KCN is on s.s.b. with a 20 A. 
K3LZS added a Valiant. K3PWM added a Model 19 and 
14 RTTY gear. K3FSV erected an 80-meter vertical. 
WA3AJT added an SR-160. W3BIP added a 60-ft. tow
er. WA3DBC added a new ,ir. operator (no call yet). 
Your editor erected a 40-ft. mast painted red. white and 
blue—the tallest barber pole in the state. The Simulated 
Emergency Test is coming off Oct. 8-9. This year wo 
will stress harder on local and county level traffic-han
dling. All ECs are urged to get their nets operating. 
Traffic: W3CUL 3680. W3EML 726. WSVR 627. K3MVO 
331. K3MYS 268. K3PIE 141, K3FSV 140. WA3ATQ 128. 
K3YVG 118. W3FGQ 114. W3ZRQ 108, W3AIZ 103. 
WA3AJT 94. W3FAF 89, K3ZSK 60. W3VAP 56. K3TNL 
54. K3WAJ 52. W3AEQ 47. WAS A FI 39, W3KJJ 39, W3- 
AXA 38, WA3CTP 35. K3MDG 32. WA3BYH 29. W3ELT 
26. W3MPX 25. WA3CKA 22. WA3BLZ 21. W3RV 19. 
W3CRH 18, WA3CCC 17, K3WEU 17. WA3CFH 15, 
K3PTE 12. W30Y 9, WA3BBT 5, W3BUR 5, K3HKW 
5. K3NZD 4, W3BKF 3, K3PWM 3, K3KTH 2, K3NOX

MARYLAND—DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA—SCM, 
Bruce Boyd. W3QA—SEC: W3CVE. RMs: K3JYZ, W3- 
PRC, W3UE. W3ZNW. PAM«: W3JZY, K3LFD.
Net 
MDD 
MEPN 
MEPN
MDDS

Pre<7, Time
3643 0OO0Z
3820 2200Z
3820 1700Z
3643 0130Z

Days Sess.
Daily 31
M-W-F 20

Daily 31

OTO Ave-
260 8.4
25 1.2

33 LI
New Q.THs: W3QCW, Silver Spring, to England; W2- 
NIY to Silver Spring: W3TMZ to an apartment; W3- 
QA to an apartment * WA3BNL to an antenna frrm in 
St. Mary’s County: W3CFK to a new home in Hager
stown in Oct.: WA34OX to Florida. New Gear'. K3LFD 
is on s.s.b. with an HW-12. WN3EOP has a new IIT-40 
and SX-140 combination. K3LLR has his station ready 
for winter operating on all bands. New tickets'. WA3- 
EEQ has a new Extra Class ticket and WN3ELA is 
working on a General. Operating: K3QDD found the 
recent CD Party a new low. K3GZK had receiver and 
antenna troubles nipping at his traffic total. K3OAE 
spent most of July in Ft. Lauderdale on a business trip 
but managed to pass some traffic too. W3WTW is or
ganizing AREC nets. W3MSR is active on 2 meters 
again. Silent Keys: We are saddened to report the 
passing of W3FVK and W30LK. Special: If this report 
seems a little more brief than usual, blame it on mov
ing day at W3QA. Traffic: (July) WA3CKF 147. K3JYZ 
128, WA3BTA 10L W3TN 100. K3LFD 68, K3O4E 68 
K3UXY 61. WA3CVM 35, WA3EEQ 32, W3PRC 30, 
K3OFG 28. K3WUW 24. K3ODD 23, WA3CEK 19, K3- 
GZK 19. W3WTW 17. WA3BNL 16. W3E0V 14, W3MCG 
13, W3ZNW 12. W3CQ8 9. WN3E0P 2. K3NCM 2, 
WA3DWF 1, K3LLR 1. (June) K3JYZ 80. K3LFD 53, 
K3OAE 39, W3PRC 34. WA3CVM 24. W3QCW 18.
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MARYLAND-D.C. QSO PARTY 
October 29-31

All amateurs are invited to participate in the 
first MD-DC QSO Party, information forwarded 
by the MD-DC, SCM, W3QA.

Rules’. 1) The party begins at 2300 GMT 
October 29 and ends at 0100 GMT October 31. 
2) A station may be contacted only once on 
each band and mode (Le. c.w.-phone-RTTY). 
Separate logs must be submitted for each mode. 
3 ) Exchange: MD-D.C. stations send QSO num
ber, RS(T), city and county. (Independent cities 
such as Baltimore and Washington only send 
city, no county) All others send QSO number, 
RS(T), city and ARRL section or country as ap
plicable, 4) Scoring: MD-D.C. stations score 
one point for each number sent and one for each 
received, multiplied by each different city con
tacted, multiplied by each different ARRL sec
tion or country. All others score one point for 
each number sent and one point for each number 
received, multiplied by each different MD-D.C. 
city, multiplied by each different Maryland 
county. 5) Certificates will be awarded the 
highest scoring station in each ARRL section 
and country. 6) A readable copy of the log 
showing contest station call and location, QSO 
numbers sent and received, times, date, stations 
contacted, RS(T) sent and received, city, county 
and/or ARRL section or country should be 
mailed to C. E. Andersen K3JYZ, 14601 Claude 
Lane. Silver Spring, Maryland, 20904 (post
marked before Nov. 21, 1966). Each entry must 
include a signed statement that the operator has 
observed all the regulations of his country and 
that the decisions of the contest committee will 
be accepted as final. No logs will be returned. 
Enclose an s.a.s.e. if the contest summary is de
sired. 7) Suggested frequencies: 3575 3875 7075 
7275 14.075 14,275 21,075 21,325; 50.1 and 145.1 
Novices 3735 7175 and 21,110.

SOUTHERN NEW JERSEY—SCM, Edward G. 
Baser, W2ZI—SEC: W2BZJ. RM: WA2BLV. PAM: W2- 
ZI. SEC W2BZJ reports a total of 13 AREC members in 
uie section. W2LVW is the new EC for Gloucester Co. 
Walt is looking for appointees in Cape May. Atlantic. 
Burlington, Camden and Cumberland Counties. NJN 
reports 31 sessions and 268 traffic total. The N.J. Emer- 
g-*ncy  Phone & Tfc. Net reports 31 sessions, QNI 723. 
250 traffic. WB2MNM is a new NJPN member. W2ZQ 
is now using the 6100 B & W rig on the Sunday net 
skeds. Field Day messages were received from K2AA 
ami W2MBC. WA2K1P and WA2UPC copied the Armed 
Forces Day message correctly. WN2UVB is u new 
>tation in Moorestown. W2ORS resigned from the 
League. WA2UPC made BPL for the 3rd time in suc
cession. fie also received his TCC certificate and is 
NCS on 2RN Thurs. WB2YCI is a new station in Cape 
May and recently joined NJN. W2ZI is having trouble 
with tlie local 10-kw. BC station which just moved 
near him on 1300 kc. (3rd harmonic of 3900, the Jersey 
Phone Net freq'.) OO reports were received from K4- 
RAD, 2 and W2E1F. A v.h.f. activity report was re
ceived from WB2RVE. W2YPZ has a new antenna away 
up in his high trees. W2BZJ is back on NJN with a new 
rig, K2ARY reports transmitting all Official Bulletins, 
as does WB2SBD, both newly appointed. WB2.TFS is a 
new station in Cologne, N.J. (Atl. Co.). W2EWR has 
a new SB-100. WA2K1P is in Navy MARS. NJN’s Jima 
report shows 30 sessions and 239 traffic. WA2BLV’s XYL 
is in the hospital. WA2DVU has a new linear amplifier. 
Traffic: (Julv) WA2UPC 505, WA2KIP 128. W2ZI 42. 
W2EWR 15, W2BZJ 14. WB2SBD 12, W20RS 4. W2YPZ 
4. (June) W2YPZ 24, WA2BLV 13, WA2DVU 11, K2SHE 
10. K2CPR 6. K2JJC 5.

WESTERN NEW YORK—ACM, Charles T. Hansen. 
K2HUK—SEC: W2RUF. PAM: W2PVI. RMs: W2EZB 
and W2FEB. NYS C.W. Net meets on 3670 kc. at 1900. 
ESS on 3590 ke, at 1800, NYSPTEN on 3925 kc. at 
2200 GMT, NYS C.D. on 3510.5 and 3993 kc. (s.s.b.) at 
0900 Sun. and 3510 kc. at 1930 Wed., TCPN 2nd call area 
on 3970 kc. at 0045 and 2345 GMT. NYS County Net on 
3510 kc. Sun. at 1000 anti 2400 GAIT on Alon. WB2KTB 
was appointed OBS. K2KNV was endorsed as OO and 
ORS. The Syracuse V.H.F. Roundup will be held Oct. 8 
at Thee Rivers Tnn. Speakers will be W3SDZ. W2IMU 
and W1HDQ. Don’t miss it. WB2NGH will be maritime 
mobile aboard the USS Trurkce, Gary is in the Navy 
and would like the Buffalo gang tn look out for him.
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New officers of Penn-York Hamfest Assn, are WA2TPS, 
pres,; K2JST, vice-pres.; Arlene Lightfoot, secy.; WA2- 
LWF. treas. The Western New York F.M. Picnic wm 
held at the QTH of K21SO at Eagle, N.Y. All those on 
146.94 were invited. W2RUF is starting a training net 
on c.w. for all interested AREC members. Traffic
handling procedures will be stressed. Watch for further 
announcements. One uf our real old-timers and a fine 
fellow, K2EE. disposed of ail his ham gear and moved 
into un apartment. The RAGS will have a bigger and 
better exhibit at the N.Y. State Exposition including 
Ham TV, traffic, etc. WB2RHJ will go s.s.b. with a 
Globe 300A and SB-10. WB2EPG is an EE Sophomore 
at Worcester Tech. The Chemung County AREC assist
ed the Elmira Soaring Society tor the Eastern Open 
Soaring competition. Stations were set up to take alti
tude sightings. Participants were K2DNN, WA2s FJJ, 
HFL, TCZ, YPY and WB2s ABK and HSR. WB2- 
CFG got married. GRAM speakers for the coming sea
son include W2SAW, W2ZIA, K2HUK, W2PZI, W2ICE. 
W2AKU and K2LCT. Most of the information for tins 
column is gleaned from club bulletins and newsletters. 
It you or your group would like to be represented here 
please send information to K2HUK, Warner Gulf 
Road, Holland, N.Y., 14080. Traffic: W2SEI 276, W2RUF 
163, K2SSX 125, WB2GAL 124, WA2UFI 82, W2GVH 
74, W2FEB 73. K2DNN 72, WB2RHJ 60. K2JBX 48, 
WB2SIA 39, WB2TAG 31. K2IMI 25, K2MQN 21. W2- 
RQF 20, W2MTA 17, WB20MY 17, K2OFV 16, W2FCG 
14, W2UYE 13, K1RFX/2 11. WB2JDM 10, W2HYM 6, 
WB2NZA 4, WB2OYE 4, W2PNW 4, WB2ERK 3, WB2- 
FPG 3, W2PV1 3, WA2GLA 2, WB2NNA 1.

WESTERN PENNSYLVANIA—SCM, John F. Wojt- 
kiewicz. W3GJY—Asst. SCM: Robert E. Guwryla, W3- 
NEM. RMs: W3KUN. W3MFB, K3SOH, W3UHN. 
PAM (V.H.F.): K3VPI. Traffic nets: WPA, 0000 GMT 
aud KSSN, 2330 GMT un 3585 kc. K3SOH, RM und 
KSSN Net Manager, advises that KSSN reactivates 
Oct. 3 at 2330 GMT. This column records with regret the 
passing of K3KLW. The Breezeshooters new slate of 
officers is K3UTG, pres.; K3OTY, treas.; WA3AHP, 
checker; W3WGS, K3EED and W3TZW, wind gaugers. 
K3CFA visited ARRL Hq. and VV1AW while on vaca
tion. WA3DJ1 completed a new v.f.o. for 6 and 2 and a 
new 2-meter portable beam with a built-in s.w.r. bridge. 
K3HJQ is having tun with a new Twoer in bis auto. 
W3QBU has moved to Cleveland. WN3GFJ attends the 
Capitol Institute of Technology in Washington, D.C. 
K3U1K had a "ball” working 2-meter portable while on 
vacation, if you are interested in AREC work contact 
the SEC, K3KMO at State College. WA6PNS/3 returned 
to his California QTH. K3NOU took upon herself a 
husband. WB6BVB visited the Connellsville area. K3- 
PLQ has completed his hitch in the Army, W3TTV 
received a recognition award in communications from 
the Governor ot Rhode Island. W3JW is in Mexico sign
ing XE0JW while un vacation. WA3DGI reports that he 
operated Field Day in June^ but forgot to send in his 
log. K3FFJ installed a new SR-160 in his auto for mo
bile work. WA3FGC is a newcomer to the Cumberland 
Willey area. This is my last section write-up. I again 
want to thank all individual hams and clubs which sup
ported me while I was SCM for the section. It indeed 
was a pleasure to serve one and all. New appointees: 
W3LOD, EC for Venango County; K3HKK, Nittanv 
ARC station as ORS. Endorsements: K3PYS. W3OEO. 
W3SMV, W3KNQ as ORSs; W3KUN as RM; W3RSB 
and W3WFR as OPSs. K3PYS has resumed his schooling 
at Carnegie Tech. W3RTB enjoys sideband activity on 
14 Me. W3RBF has installed a new tower and beam. 
Now’s the time to do it—check the expiration date cm 
your "ticket.” Traffic: (July) W3NEM .1.60, W3KUN 93 
W3BLZ 63. K3PYS 61. W3LOS 49, WA3AKB 27, K3- 
SMB 24. WA3AKH 21. W3GJY 21. W3LOD 16, W3RFL 
13. WA3EPQ 7. W3ELZ 6, K3TEZ 5, W3YA 5, WA3DGI 
2. K2SOH 2. W3UHN 2. (June) K3PYS 62, K3SOH 21 
K2SMB 10. W3KNQ 5.

CENTRAL DIVISION

The Shawnee Area Radio Association held its Annual 
Picnic at DuQuoin Aug. 7. K9PPX has been appointed 
:is OO. W9TOY has a new TX-62. The Ninth Regional

ILLINOIS—SCM, Edmond A. Metzger, W9PRN—
SEC: W9RYU. RM: WA9GUM . PAMs: VV8VWJ. WAS-
CCP and W9KLB (v.h.f.). Cook County EC: 
N et. reports :

W9HPG.

Nd Freq. Timex pays Trame
1EN 39J0 140ÛZ Sun. No Report
ILN 3760 ÛU00Z Daily 217
XCPN 3915 13IX1Z Mon.-Sat. 208
NCPN 3915 1800Z Mon.-Sat. 289
111.PON 3925 1700 Mon.-Fri. 312
111. PON 50.28 Temporarily discontinued
Ill. PON 145.5 20110 M-W-F 118
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Net traffic count for July was 474. K9QPJ recently ac
quired an XYL and his QTH is Elmwood Park. K9- 
MDO, WA9NJB, W9RSV and WA9NIP were elected 
officers of the Worth Township Amateur Radio Club. 
The Midwest Amateur Radio Club, Inc., is now affiliated 
with ARRL. Amateur Radio Clubs are asked to write 
to League Headquarters for information regarding Ham- 
QUEST 67, This program will be initiated soon after 
Labor Day to increase club membership. K9IDQ- has a 
home-brew 4-1000 rig on the air and the first contact 
was UCL. This column’s sympathy is extended to the 
family and friends of W9LKL, who has joined the ranks 
of Silent Keys. WA9EXP worked at WJJD A.M. and 
F.M. during the. summer vacation. K9DEV has built a 
new linear. WA9QXT is now a General Class licensee. 
K9TVN, Donita Price, the daughter of K9PDT and 
K9TRP, and WA0B1R, Dennis Shaw, were married dur
ing the month of July. WA9CCP has a Model 19 RTTY 
on all bands. W9LNQ reports that the winds damaged 
his antenna setup but everything is back in FB shape. 
WA9NFS reports that lightning struck his station and 
the only damage was a burnt-out new Heathkit keyer. 
WA9MRB has''joined the ranks of s.s.b. operators by 
acquiring a SBE SB-34 transceiver. WA9GUM requests 
that all amateurs interested in traffic please check in 
nightly in the ILN at, OOOOZ. WA9MLX has returned 
from vacation operating in the Rocky Mountain and 
Grand Teton National Parks. WA9CCP is the only BPL 
certificate recipient tliis month. WA9NFS was a late 
entry for Mav BPL awards. Traffic: (July) WA9CCP 
729, W9SMD 430, WA9GUM 304. W9ELL 238, K9CYZ 
230. WA9NFS 223. W9JXV 183, W9EVJ 168, K9AVQ 117, 
W9NXG 80, WA9KPW 77, WA9PDI 73, W9AXR 65, 
KORTE 53. K9WMP 49, W9HOT 47. WA9SEO 35. W9- 
SKR 16. W9IDY 15, K9AUD 12, W9LNQ 10, W9PRN 10. 
W9HJM 8. K9HSK 6. WA9RGS 6, WA9AJF 5, WA9F1H 
4, W9UHD 3, K9RAS 2, W9SXL 1. (June) W9UHD 30, 
W9KJ 26, WA9EXP 2.

INDIANA—SCM, Mrs. M. Roberta Kroulik, K9IVG— 
Asst. SCM : Ernest Nichols, W9YYX. SEC: K9WET.
Net
IFN 
TSN
QIN

Freq. Time July tfc. Mgr.
3910 1330Z daily, 2300Z M-F 233 K9IVG
3910 OOOOZ dailv, 2130Z M-S 501 K9CRS
3656 0000Z daily 179 WA9BWY

K9GLL. PAM of Hoosier v.h.f. nets, reports July traffic 
of 87. K9EFY, mgr. of PON, reports July traffic of 74 
and WA9IZR, mgr. of RFN, reports July traffic of 62. 
W9QLW. RM of 9RN, reports Indiana was represented 
100% in July. QIN Honor Roll: K9HYV 29, K9VHY 22, 
W9HRY 19.’ W9QLW 17, K9RLW 17, K9WWJ 16, W9ZYK 
15. WA9ROA, Earlham College ARC, has been quite ac
tive snagging DX with a vertical antenna and 60 watts 
c.w. W9DNQ was awarded the 1966 Outstanding Ama
teur Award for Indiana for his work with the Indiana 
State School for the Blind. Congratulations. Bob. W9- 
HRY, is the new RM for QIN. WA9NDN moved to 
Louisiana Sept. 1. W9LRT is vacationing in W. Va. 
Congratulations to WA9EZP on receiving tiie A-l Oper
ator Award. WA9QAH ami W9AGJ are both enjoying 
m*w  s.s.b. equipment. Congratulations to WA9OVO on 
receiving his Gen. Class license. Good luck to all those 
leaving for school this month. We will miss you. Ama
teur radio exists bemuse of the service it renders. A BPL 
certificate went to K9IVG. Traffic: (July) K9IVG 774, 
W9QLW 332. W9ZYK 185. W9HRY 165, K9HYV 165. 
WA9IZR 145. W9UB 134, WA9BWY 122, W9PIN/9 105. 
W9MM 86. WA9LGQ 72. K9DHN 71. WA9JHH 69, WA9- 
FDQ 60, K9CRS 58, WA90YI 57. K9VHY 53. K9FZX/9 
45, W9DKR 43. W9SNQ 38, K9RWQ 37. WA1DAG/9 32. 
W9FWH 31, K9ZLB 28, K9RLW 27. K9EFY 19. W9CC 
17. WX9KAG 17, W9YYX 17. W9CLF 16, K9EOH 16, 
WA9GJZ 15. K9GBR 13. K9JDK 13, WA9BZI 12. WA9- 
CWF 12. W9D0K 12. K9ILK 11. WA9RBQ/9 11. W9DZC 
10. K9OXA 10, W9BDP 7, WORTH 7, WA9BNX 6. 
WA9NGN 6. WA9AXF 5, K9RSL 5. WA9CHY 4. WA9- 
QAH 4, K9YFT 3. WA9ABI 1. (June) WA9OYI 30, 
K9RLW 15. W9DZC 3. W9AQW 1.

WISCONSIN—SCM, Kenneth A. Ebneter, K9GSC—
SEC; K9ZPP. PAMs: K9IMR. K9HJS 
KM: WA9MI0.
Net Freq. Time Days Sees. QNI
BEN 3985 kc. 1200Z Mon.-Sat. 25 147
BEN 3985 kc. 1700Z Daily 31 541
WSBN 3985 kc. 2215Z Daily 31 889
WIN 3662 kc 0015Z Daily 30 268
SWRN 50.4 Mc. 02U0Z Mon.-Sat.
Net certificates went to K9JMP and

and W9NRP.

Mgr. 
W9NRP 
K9HJS 
K9IMR 
WA9MI0 
W9CIU

WA9QNI for
WSBN. New appointments: WA9LHJ as EC for Adams 
County, K9FHI as EC fur Dodge County, W9BCH as 
EC for Winnehngo County. Renewed appointments: 
W9ZB, K9GSC, W9MWQ, W9SIZ. K9GDF and W9CXY 
as ORSs; K9GSC as OO; WA9LWJ as OPS: K9IMR 
ns PAM; W9FBC as OES; W9LQC and K9KJT as ECs. 
K9OSC led the OOs with 26 notices in July. WA9QMP and
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WA9RYO have received their General Class licenses. 
WA9LWJ is in the service. The Annual WNA Picnic was 
a huge success with everyone enjoying himself. W9KQB 
is active in traffic again. The FLARC assisted with the 
bicycle races in Madison. W9GGN has moved to Stevens 
Point. K9PKQ was interviewed over radio station 
WRDB, VV9DYG reports that CAN has completed 2 
years of 100% representation. W9SUF was NCS for the 
day in the Old Milwaukee Parade. WA9NDV put his 
antenna back up 5 minutes after it blew down. A BPL 
certificate went to WA9GJU for July and WA9MI0 for 
June traffic. Traffic: (July) W9KQB 328, K9IMR 184, 
WA9NPB 176, WA9GJU 160, W9DYG 136, WA9NDV 104, 
W9CXY 76, W9CBE 58, W9NRP 48. VV9SUF 48. W9AYK 
35, K9HJS 31, WA9NVY 28, WA9NFG 26, W9AOW 23, 
W9MWQ 23. W9RTP 22. WA9QKP 20. W9IFS 15, K9FHI 
10, K9GSC 10. W9HQT 4, W9YT 3, K9ZMS 2, WA9EZU 
t. (June) WA9MIO 507, WA9QMP 2.

DAKOTA DIVISION
MINNESOTA—SCM, Herman R. Kopischke Jr., 

W0TCK-SEC: WA0IEF. RMs: W0ISJ, WA0EPX. 
PAMs: K0QBI, WA0JKT, W0HEN, WA0DWM. MSN 
meets daily on 3595 kc. at. 0300Z. MJN meets M-S on 
3595 kc. at 0100Z. Noon MSPN meets M-S on 3820 kc. 
at 1805Z and Sun. at 1500Z. Evening MSPN meets dailv 
on 3820 kc. at 2400Z. MSTN meets M-F on 50.4 Mc. at 
0430Z and Sat. at 0200Z. Co. Hunters WX Net meets 
Sat. on 3820 kc. at 1500Z. PO Net meets Sun. on 3812 kc. 
at 1830Z. During DST the nets meet one hour earlier 
hv GMT. Same local time. New appointments: WA0- 
TEF as SEC and WA0IAW as OO. Renewals: W0LUP 
and WA0IAW as ECs; K0FLT and WA0IEF as OPSs. 
WA0IEF has taken over the SEC duties. ECs: Please 
note that your reports now go to Gary Hanson, 719 N. 
18th Ave. E, Duluth 55812. Let’s flood him with reports! 
Our thanks to WA0BZG, who faithfully served as SEC 
since 1964. Ace has moved to a new home outside Grand 
Rapids. It is with deep regret that we report that 
Richard Power, the son of W0TUS and W0VPO. was 
killed in action in Viet Nam. The picnics at Grand 
Rapids. Lake City, New Prague and Mankato were all 
well attended. Area hams operated from the MSA 1 c.d. 
trailer nt the Dodge and Olmsted Co. Fairs. W0PHD 
visited the Bureau of Standards and several hams while 
vacationing in Colorado. The c.w. nets are considering 
moving to a different frequency. Watch for an an
nouncement after the members vote on this. WA0CEL 
and WA0IEF both had the misfortune of having SB-34s 
taken from their cars, while WA0BJY lost his beam to a 
recent wind storm. WA0KFJ has a new two-element 
quad for 20, 15 and 10 meters on a 40-ft. tower. W0- 
MFW has a new 80-meter antenna. WA0TLX is operat
ing an Eico 753. WA0IDB and XYL WA0IDA are 
moving to a better hamming location in Winnebago. The 
Mankato ARC provided communication for the Indian 
Davs Parade at Titonka. Iowa. BPL awards go to 
WA0TAW and WA0JKT. Traffic: WA0IAW 566. WA0- 
JKT 296, WA0KQU 83, WA0EPX 66. W0IS.T 66. WA0- 
M.TF 60. WA0KFJ 49. K0ZRD 47, WA0DVH 37. W0- 
TCK 33. WA0EDN 30, K0ICG 28. K0QBI 22. K0FLT 
21, WA0MMV 20, W0UMX 19. W0BUO 13, K0HJC 
II. K0IGZ 11. W0ATO 10. W0KYG 10. WA0JPR 9, 
K0SXQ 9, WA0EZQ 7. W0KLG 6, WA0IEF 5, WA0- 
LOH 5, WA0HRM 4, WA0ITTJ 4. K0AQT/0 3. WA0- 
DFT 3, W0SZJ 3.

NORTH DAKOTA—SCM, Harold L. Sheets, W0DM 
■ SEC: WA0AYL. The International Hamfest held at 
the International Peace Garden July 16 and 17 was a, 
decided success with 100 registered hams and their fam
ilies, of which about one-half were from VE-Land. 
W0HUD and VE4EG were elected to co-chair the next 
one to he held in 1967. K0OVE won the hidden trans
mitter hunt and won the clock with the help of K0- 
HXL’s super-duper sniffer. W0BUO, ARRL Director, 
and W0DM were there. Congratulations to W0HUD 
and his many helpers of the Minot Amateur Radio Club 
who put this successful event on. K0LRO had a service 
patrol of Boy Scouts there. W0DM had an eyeball 
QSO with K0GRM, who headquarters in Minot. Murph 
has a new T-4X and an R-4 with a dipole strung up at 
the Motel, The Minot Radio Club has a nice paper, 
the Ham-Bone. It has been running some nice 2-meter 
articles by W0HVA. W5LZU. from down Arkansas way, 
was a visitor during fair week in Grand Forks. He runs a 
concession with Midway Shows. He uses a Swan 350 as a 
portable from the Ford Motor Home. W0KON/0 has 
moved to Finley from Hoople. He is active in TEN, 
CAN and TCC. W0DM has been on with a Ranger 
while getting the SR-150 religned. WA0OAT moved to 
Bismarck. Lyle Beebe, an ex-North Dakotan, now WA4- 
VKE. is Engineer in Charge for the FCC in Norfolk, 
Va. His XYL, Lillian, is WA4VKG and a c.w. operator. 
They work 20, 40, 80 c.w. and s.s.b. W7CLN spent a 
month’s vacation in Grand Forks. Traffic: (July) K0- 
ITP 79. W0DM 5. (June) IV0KON 15. ‘
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LQZ 16, WA5NYY 13, WA5DRP 10. WA5HGX 7,
WASDXA 6. W5EA 6. K5FYI fi, WA5JVL 6, W5KC 6,
WA5KLF 6, WA5EID 2. (June) WA5EID 32.

SOUTH DAKOTA—SCM, Seward P. Holt, K0TXW 
—SEC: W0SCT. New calls from Sioux Falls: WN0PJE 
nnd WN0PJF. New calls from Brookings: WA0OMK, 
WN0OML, WA0OSK, WN0OTZ. K0ZTV has success
fully been working DX since getting a new receiver. 
WA0BWF. Rapid City, heeded the call tor mobile 
assistance at the forest fire near Newcastle. Wyo.. on 
July 11. Installing his Swan in the car and travelling 
75 miles to the scene in 1V> hours, he was able to give the 
needed assistance. With K7MGM ax net, control station 
and relay stations from Wyoming. Colorado, Nebraska 
and Idaho the tire was brought under control. Traffic: 
K0GSY 582, K0VYY 77. W0SCT 63, WA0LLG 20. W0- 
BQS 9, W0IGG 6. K0TNM 3, WA0BZD 2, WA0DNG 
2. W0ZAL 2. WA0BMG 1. K0JGM 1.

DELTA DIVISION
ARKANSAS—SCM, Don W. Whitney, KoGKN— 

Axst. SCM: Lvle F. Shaw, W5GZP. SEC: WA5KTX. 
PCM: WA5GPO. RM: K5TYW. NMs: WA5IIS. K5IPS, 
WA5HNN, W5MJO. It was my pleasure to attend the 
Calico Rock meeting at which, I feel, much progress 
was made in correlating the emergency plan with the 
state civyl defense plan. Tt was nice to visit with state 
C’D Radio Officer K5YTR and Army MARS state di
rector W5IXC. Several have passed along suggestions 
and ideas and 1 am informed that the Fort Smith and 
Boone County dubs have put some of these ideas 
into effect such as listing the officers of the dub with 
the local chamber of commerce, erecting highway signs 
at the city’s entrance calling attention to the local 
amateur dub and what frequencies are normally moni
tored. holding code and instruction classes for novices. 
Net reports for July:

Net Freq. Time Dav Sees. DTC ONI
RN 3815 kc, 0001Z Dailv 31 27 648
AFN 3885 kc. 1200Z Mon.-Sat. 26 29 875
OZK 3790 kc. 0100Z Daily 31 28 138
A PON 3825 kc. 2130Z Mon.-Fri. 20 57 279

Time
526 minutes

1625 minutes
491 minutes
600 minutes

June report for the Arkansas Single Sideband Razorback Net: 
RN 3815 kc. 0001Z Daily 28 75 544 638 minutes
Traffic: W5NND 202, W5MJ0 106, WA5KUD 4, K5AKS1» K5TYW 
I.

LOUISIANA—SCM. J. Allen Swanson, Jr., W5PM— 
SEC: K5KQG. RM: W5CEZ. V.H.F. PAMs: W5CQR. 
WA5DXA.

Nel
LAN
Delta 75 
LAl’ON

Frea. 
3615 
3900 
3870

Days 
Daily 
Sun.
Sun.

Time Seas, QNI QTC
0030 31 M.8 171
1330 5 16.5 3
1300

Please take notice of the change in time of LAN. In 
addition a late session meets nightly at. 0400, Net Mgr. 
ix WA5FNB. The League is putting on a combined 
ARRL-Ulub membership drive. WA5JVL ix working on 
antennas. The CENLAARC had a hang-up two-day 
hnnifest in July. Among those present was DL5GG/K5- 
RGG. from Ramstein. Germany. The Air Command 
Wing from England AF Base put on a very nice exhibi
tion of its latest gear. W5AXU is in Buena Vista, Colo., 
nnd is operating from liix trailer around 7230. WA5KQN 
is back on 80 and 40 with an inverted Vee. W5OAR, 
whose call was used by the gang from the Ozone Radio 
Club, worked slightly over 500 contacts. The Lafayette 
Radio Club now mails its very fine bulletin prior to dub 
meetings. K5UYL is the big DX gun from the Lafayette 
area. W5BSR. up Washington State way for the sum
mer, keeps weekly skeds with his son at home. W5MXQ 
reports he is busy with c.d., RACES and the Jefferson 
Club is planning to hook up with these activities. K5- 
OKR reports a new TB500 beam is up and she is 
looking for DX. WA5HGX reports that K5MWG and 
WA5OXK will be starting in as freshman at LSU this 
fall. W5I0G soon will be running a kw. WA5EID plans 
to modify a 74A-4 and with a 15-meter beam going 
DXing. WA5DXA reports WA50RV. WA5GQT. WA5- 
DRK, WA5NNB. WA5DUX, WA5CYO and WA5ORV 
are active on 6 meters! Elwin, our new V.H.F. PAM. 
would like to know if anybody has 2-meter f.m. going 
in S. La. or the GNO area. W5QEG/5 dosed down opera- 
ntion at BSA Camp Edgewood. W5KC requests that 
associate members for LAPON contact Vince, if inter
ested. W5CEZ is recovering nicely from a mild heart 
attack. WN5PDN, the son of W5CEZ, did a great op
erating job from BSA camp. WA5KLF and WN5PRM 
;ire trying to rebuild the Monroe Radio Club. W5CEW 
and his XYL have been visiting out Seattle way. The 
Baton Rouge Radio Club had a station at Sears Roebuck 
and Co. the week of the Fundora activities in Baton 
Rouge. W5DUS led the drive to put over this public 
attention-getter for ham radio. Traffic: (July) W5- 
QEG/5 121, W5CEZ 119, K5OKR 103, W5KRX 78, W5- 
MXQ 71, W5MBC 67, WA5FNB 61, WN5PDN 49, WA5-

MISSISSIPPI—SCM, S. H. Hairston, WiEMM— 
SEC: W5JDF. Congratulations to the Jackson Club tor a 
fine hamfest, W50FE and his committees did a fine job 
and W5MUG as always was a fine MC. WA5JWD is the 
new net mgr. for the Miss. Sideband Net with K5JCT/ 
W5ODV as assistant. WA5JTB now is mobile for the first 
time with NCX-5 fixed station handling much overseas 
and maritime mobile traffic on 20 and 15 meters. Missis
sippi needs active ECs, WN5PZU is an active Novice in 
Meridian. W5TAB has a fine 75-meter transceiver for an 
inexperienced amateur to build. WA5JWD, W50DV. WA5- 
IXC, K5BWW, K5SSZ and K5RUP are really working to 
make more use of v.h.f., especially 2 meters, and want 
other v.h.f. boys to check with them. Sorry to lose K5- 
VAN. New appointment: WA5OKI ax OBS and OPS. 
The Meridian ARC reactivated the local net Sun. on 3818 
kc. at 1300 CST. The Columbia ARC Net meets Tue. at 
2000 CST on 3835. Traffic: W5WZ 134, W5JDF 88. WA5OKI 
45, W5EMM 19, WA5JWD 15. WA5JTB 7.

TENNESSEE—SCM, William A. Scott, W4UVP-SEC: 
K4RCT. RM : K4UWH. PAMs: WA4EWW. W4PFP.

QTC
14 

221

198

76

Net Freq, Days Time Sees. QNI
ETPN 3980 kc. M-Fri. H40Z 21 434
TN 3635 kc. Daily 0100Z 62 507

0203Z
TPN 3980 kc. M.-Sat, 1245Z 31 1247

Sun. 1400Z
TSSB 3980 kc. Tue.-Sun. 0030Z 23 1015

K4SXD ran his DX to 152/129 before departing for the 
Army. Th? traffic nets will miss Ted. W4DIY is a new 
ORS, W4HHK reports on the July solar noise of 3.8 db. 
high point and June was 4.0 db. New ECs are W4RMJ for 
Henn’ County and K4VZI for Knox. We need others. 
Contact K4RCT or W4UVP for information. The Tenn, 
flam deadline ix the 20th of the preceding month. W4WI1N 
would appreciate news from every club in xtate. New 
officers of the Tenn. Council are W4TYV, chairman; WA4- 
GJW. seev.- treas,: W4PRY', vice-chairman. Traffic: W4- 
OGG 264. K4UWH 135, W4SQE 116. W4PQP 100, WA4TBZ 
79. K4SXD 49. W4RUW 47, W4WBK 45, WA4YDT 44. 
W4TZB 40. WA4CUQ 36. WA4YEM 36. WA4CKP 35. W4- 
UVP 35. WA4DBG 28. W4CXY 26, WA4NUJ 24. W4PFP 
17. W4TZJ 17, W4DIJ 16. W4MXF 14, WA4WYP 13. K4- 
UMW 11. WA4NEC 10. WA4CGK 9, W4TYV 8. WA4EWW 
7. K4MQT 7. WA4ZBC 7, W4FLW 6. W4VTS 6. W4SGI 4.

GREAT LAKES DIVISION
KENTUCKY—SOM. Lawrence F. Jeffrey. WA4KFO 
SEC: W4OYI. Appointments: WB4AFH ax OES. WA4- 

AUR ax EC. K4NHY as OPS and EC. Endorsements: 
W4CSN as EC.

Net Freq.
EMKPN 3960
MKPN 3960
KTN 3960
KYN/KSN 3600
KPON 3945

Days 
M-F 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Sat.

EST 
0630 
0830 
1900 
1000/1700 
1300'

Bess. QNI
21 341
31 510
31 866
49 315

4 1.05

Mar. 
W4BEJ 
WA4KFO 
WA4AGH 
W4BAZ 
WA4AVV

WB4AIN is going to school in Louisville. WN4CRY is 
club president in Danville. W4JUT has the new frequency 
measuring system going. WA4IBG lost all his antennas in 
the storm of July 6. The Northeastern Kentucky Emer- 
senev Net has been formed under the management of 
WA4TJS and meets at 1930 EST Fri. on 3942 kc. The Ken- 
tuckiana Radio Club came up with some fine publicity on 
its Field Day activities. K4KZH is on with a Drake 2B. 
WA4UAZ has a new big signal with an SB-200 amplifier. 
W4WNH was visited by W4AWS after keeping MS skeds 
for two years, W4MWX is buck in business with a new an
tenna. Your SCM attended bot h the Paducah and Hender
son Hamfests during July and both clubs are to be con
gratulated on fine jobs. W4BAZ wants more stations on 
KYN. Traffic: (July WA4UAZ 272, WA4HJM 225, WA4- 
AGH 218, W4BAZ 159. K4MAN 146. WA4 T.TS 146, WA4- 
VUE 127. WB4AIN 71, WA4DYL 64. K4NHY 62. W4RCE 
62. WA4KFO 58. WA4TPB 58. WA4AHR 33. WA4GMA 
33, WA4GH0 32. K4LOA 26, WA4DXA/4 24. WA4WWQ 
22. WA4IBG 20, W4KJP 20. WA4BZS 14. W4CDA 13. W4- 
KKG 8. WB4ACQ 5. W4OYT 5. W4BTA 3. (June) W4BAZ 
269. K4HSB 95, W4NBZ 35.

MICHIGAN—SCM. Ralph P. Thetrean. W8FX— 
Asst. SCM: K. E. Stecker, W8SS. SEC: K8GOU. RMs: 
W8ELW. K8QKY. W8EU. KSKMQ. PAMs: W8CQU. K8- 
LQA, K8JED. V.H.F. PAMs: W8CVQ. W8YAN. Appoint
ments: W8WVL as ORS: K8CKD and WA8MEE ns 
OPSs; K8PVC as EC, WA8KY0 ax OBS, WA8EFK as 
OES. W8CQN as OO, K8LNE BPLs again. Silent Key:
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Anns, May Hall, W8QPT, Ludington. W8CQB had a had 
coronary but is recovering. W80QH, secy, of the U.P. 
Evening Net, advises it meets each evening at 2230 on 
3920 kc. with c.w., s.s.b. and a.m. check-ins welcome. 
B/R Men net mgr. is W8ZBT and asst. mgr. is W8TIJ. 
WN8TYB promises he will not be a Novice for long. The 
FARL Bolt has 6 low-pass filters in its Aug. issue. WA8- 
IFB has moved to Mississippi. WA0EZZ/8 now is at the 
Coast Guard base at the Soo. WA8KZW is teaching at 
N.M.U. WA8CVH is in lower Michigan. WA8MNF mar
ried Cheryl. WA8MEE is in Akron RCA Computer school 
for 6 months. WA8SHF has a new TX-62, and WA8QCV 
bought the SRARS a 75A-3. K8NTI has his new Finco 
6&2 beam up. K8TEI is handling MARS traffic from Viet 
Nam. K8AGO has.a new SB-100 transceiver. The CMARC 
had trouble getting workers for FD. The CMARC 29ers 
Sunday Net, at 1500 GMT on 29 Me., is off to a fresh start. 
Communications for the '66 Michigan State water .skiing 
championship was handled by the CMARC Lansing gang. 
The Van Buren ARC had its usual fine annual V.H.F. 
Picnic at Allegan County Park—same day as the U.P. 
Hamfest. K8CKD is putting time in on RTTY and on 
Navy MARS. K8KMQis on QMN, 8RN and EAN. WA8- 
MCQ worked HK3ASJ. his first DX. The airline strike 
caused difficulty in delivering eyes for the Eye Bank Net. 
W8FGB made the BPL on deliveries/originations. The sec
ond annual N. E. Michigan V.H.F. Hamfest will be held 
ut East Tawas. Oct. 7. 8 and 9. See you at the Muskegon 
Convention, Oct. 21 and 22. Traffic: (July) K8LNE 536, 
K8KMQ 294, WA8PIM 134, W8FGB 132, WA8TAN 132, 
WA8OEE 114, W8EU 108, W8YAN. 105, WA8OGR 94. 
WA8PII 77, K8NJW 75, WA8MCQ 64, WA8LRC 63, W8FX 
41. K8HLR 38. K8VDA 38, WA8GTM 37. W8UM 32, WA8- 
R.TD 28, K8JED 25, W8FWQ 21, W8NOH/8 19. W8TBP 19. 
K8ZJU 19. WA8LXY 17. W8BEZ 16. K8GOU 16, WA8- 
MVH 14, W8SWF 14. WA8PWF 12, WA8IAQ 11, WA8CZ.T 
7, W8DSE 6. W8RTN 6. W8AUD 4. WA8KME 3. (June) 
K8N.TW 290, WA8PIT 143. WA8MQT 46. K8HLR 36, K8- 
GOU 33, W8UM 20. K8LQA 14, W8WVL 1.

OHIO—SCM, Wilson E. Weckel. W8AL—Asst. SCM: 
J C. Erickson, W8DAE. SEC: W8HNP. RMs: W8BZX, 
W8DAE and K8LGB. PAMs: W8VZ and K8UBK. Atten
tion all Ohio Radio Clubs: Don’t forget to mail Sweep
stakes entry blank to Miss Karla Hambel. 81 W. Main St., 
Westerville, Ohio 43081, to be eligible for the Ohio Coun
cil Sweepstakes trophy. Also if you have worked 25 Ohio 
women, send to her for the Ohio Council of Amateur Ra
dio Clubs’ the Worked Ohio Ladies Award. She also issues 
the Worked All Ohio Counties Award. K8BXT sent this 
news: W8PKC has a new SB-160 transceiver, W8HSP is 
operating mobile s.s.b. with a TR-3, K8QUC joined the 
Silent Keys, WA8TZU and WA8TNO are new amateurs in 
Warren, WA4HFR moved to the Warren area, K8YMU 
is on 2- meters. K8BXT vacationed ni New England, W8- 
HCL and WA8PTA were in the hospital, WA8ABE has an 
HRO receiver and W8OEY has a new SB-100. WN8UFV 
is on 2 meters. K8VYO has a new Swan 350. Toledo’s 
Ham Shack Gossip tells us that WA8HWD joined the 
Silent Keys. K8HWJ joined the Silent Keys, WA8EIQ 
moved to Iowa and K8PMI is in Viet Nam. Greater Cin
cinnati ARA’s The Mike A Key informs us the club heard 
W8FLN discuss Microwave Systems and K8CNQ is in the 
\ir Force and stationed on Ascension Island with ZD8CN 
ns the call. Tusco RC’s The Beam says the club held its 
annual banquet, WN8PAD is now WA8TRG, WN8PJI is 
now WA8PJI and WN8TVU is a new Novice. Canton 
ARC’S Feedline relates that W8FSM and W8INU both 
joined the Silent Keys, WA8LRM attended the Northeast 
Ohio V.H.F. Group hamfest. W8FMW and W8GAB took a 
fishing trip. Mr. Horth explained operation and function 
of a cable TV system. WA8LAM drove your SCM to the 
Buckeye Net Picnic meeting at Mt. Vernon with W8BZX. 
D AE CHT. LZE. RYP, K8DDG. LGA, LGB, LVC, YSO. 
WA8CFJ, GYT, LAM. MQE. ORX and PMN attending. 
Thev are’ begging to have stations in Southeastern Ohio 
tn check into either the Ohio Slow Net or Buckeye Net on 
3580 kc. at 6:30 EST for OSN and 7 p.m. EST for BN. I 
hove heard the Ohio Single Side Band Net also is looking 
for these stations on 3972.5 kc. at 1530 and 2345Z. W8BU 
writes that W8BAH is in Cleveland VA Hospital. Lan
caster & Fairfield County ARC’s The Rag C hewer tells us 
that K8KNU gave a review of an article on Understand
ing AVC and WA8HJD was in the hospital for surgery. 
W8QCU was on active training duty at Ft. Knox. From 
K8OEW we learn the Steubenville Aren ARC held a picnic 
with K1MRP as visitor. W8LVW is on crutches. W80YV 
vacationed in Iowa. W8YAB was in the Denver area and 
W8DNC was on a camping trip. Columbus ARA’s Cara- 
scone tells us that Mr. Art Goodman spoke on Communi
cations in the Petroleum Industry. W8DWP leads the state 
in the VE/W Contest and WA8RWU leads the Great Lake 
Division in the Novice Roundup. Parma PC’s P.R.C. Bul
letin informs us that W8EPP had two colored films shown, 
Invitation to Ohio produced bv Ohio Bell and one about 
New York State. The V.H.F. High Banders’ The Loti tells 
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us K8MAG graduated with honors from Clarks Technical 
School and K8DMU graduated from Ohio School for the 
Blind. K8BAX reports WA8s STW, STX, TRL, TRM, 
TRP, TSD and TSE are new Technicians and WN8TYF 
is a new Novice. W8WCW is a new OO. W8UPH and WA8- 
CFJ made the BPL in July. The- writer wants to correct a 
statement he made in Aug. QST, “ex-W8DSX is living in 
Jamaica.” Len writes he still is W8DSX, living in KP4- 
Land and has his first baby girl. A clipping from The 
Blade, uf Toledo, shows a picture of amateurs seated at 
the Lucas County AREC station in rehearsal for another 
disaster. They want to be prepared if any emergency 
should arrive. We need ECs for many Ohio counties. Why 
don’t you select an EC. among you and form an AREC.

Net Freq.
CtöSB 3972.5
BN 3580

Sess. QTC
51 513
31 282

% Time
10. 1530 à 2345Z
9.1 0000Z

Traffic: (July) W8UPII 781, WA8CFJ 621, W8I.TH 481. WA8- 
PMN 288, W8CHT 256, W8DAE 202, WA8FSX 195. W8BZX 
163, K8LGA 118, WA8QES 96, WA8AUZ 86, K8YSO 81, 
WA8MQE 78, W8RYP 75, K8BYR 72. K8UBK 66, WA8- 
OCG 62. WA8LAM 60. K8DDG 55. W8NAL 49. W8QCU 
44, WA8NTA 40, K8DHF 31, WA8BTE 30, W8DQD 29, 
K8BAX 26. WA8JXM 25. WA8NSL 22, W8LZE 21, W80E 
21, W8GOE 20, WA8NYS 17. W80UU 16, W8FGD 15. WA8- 
GYT 14. W8HH 14, K8MZT 14, WA8FKD 13. K8LGB 12, 
W8TV 12. W8LAG 9. K8BNL 8, WA8KPN 7, WA8PLJ 5, 
W8WEG 5. WA8BND 4, W8GIU 3, K8AKN 1. W8AYR 1. 
W8CSD 1, WA8DRL 1. K8VWB 1. (June) W8CHT 260. 
WA8FSK 181. W80E 32, W8FGD 17.

HUDSON DIVISION
EASTERN NEW YORK—SCM, George W. Tracy, 

W2EFU—SEC: W2KGC. RM: WA2VYS. PAM: W2IJG. 
Section nets: NYS on 3670 kc. nightly at 2400 GMT; 
NYSPTEN on 3925 kc. nightly at 2300 GMT; ESS on 
3590 kc. nightly at 2300 GMT. Congrats to WA2UZK on 
making the BPL for June traffic. Welcome to WB2YKX 
and WB2PYZ, who joined the General Class ranks. WB2- 
'MOJ. secy, of the Westchester ARA. reports new officers 
for 1966-67 are K2EEM. pres.; WB2MOI, vice-pres.; 
WB2MOJ, secy.; K2CU, treas. The Westchester Technical 
Net meets the 1st and 3rd Wed. of each month on 28.690 
Me. at 2000 local time. WB2HZY is a new member of the 
A-l Operators Club. Congrats. The ESS Bulletin reports 
that WB2DXL is enlisting in the Navy. WB2UHZ is re
porting into both the ESS and NYS Nets. Approximately 
15 members and guests attended the ESS Net Picnic at 
the QTH of W2JMZ on July 9. K2AVP, the RACES group 
in Westchester Co., operates weekly on four bands with 
both phone and RTTY. W2ODC operated /VE3 for two 
weeks while on vacation. All traffic-handlers should ob
tain Form CD-3 which lists the new ARRL numbered 
messages. Both W2ANV and WA2VYS were honored by 
NYS Mgr. W2RUF for attendance over 250 during the 
year. K2VTW/6 is working for Lockheed in Calif, Dan is 
on 20-meter s.s.b. Traffic.: (July) WB2HZY 169. WA2UZK 
118. WA2VYS 75, W2THE 74. K2AVP 65. K2SJN 50. WrB2- 
UHZ 42. WA2HGB 27. W2PKY 24. WB2DXL 23, W2URP 
20, W2ANV 17, W2BXP 16. WA2WGS 9, WB2QYZ 6 
(June) WA2UZK 639, K2AVP 50.

NEW YORK CITY AND LONG ISLAND—SCM, 
Blaine S, Johnson, K2IDB—Asst. SCM: Fred J. Brunjes. 
K2DGI. SEC : K2OVN. Section nets :

NLI 3630 kc.
VHF Net 145.8 Me.
VHF Net 146.25 Me.
NYCLIPN 3932 kc.
NLS (Slo) 3630 kc.
NYC-LI AREC nets: See Dec.

1915 Nightly 
2000 TWTh 
1900 FSSnM 
1600 Daily 
1845 Nightly

K2UFT-RM 
W2EW-PAM 
W2EW-PAM 
WB2DXM-PAM 
WB2SLI-RM

1965 column for skeds.

The nice new high Zepp has been good to WB2SLI. WB2- 
RBA has a new Drake 2B going like the dickens. WB2- 
DXM is now sporting an Amateur Extra ticket I WB2SRN 
is the new manager of the Eastern Area Sideband Net on 
3815 kc. at 2100 local, W2GKZ is operating a class to up
grade the licenses of members of tin*  Suffolk County RC. 
WB2PYI, 2nd district chairman of the YLRL-type gills, 
received a most pleasant visit from VE2KO. Remember 
lust July when we were all lookin’ around an’ wonderin’ 
where ole K2UBG was at? Well, he was just sashayin’ 
through, the bourbon country and ended up in Morehead, 
Ky., ut a motel owned by WA4TJS’s daddy. WB4APN/2 
picked up a handsome CP-15 last July ’66. WB2RQF 
served as NCS on the V.H.F. Net during W2EW’s vaca
tion. Listen, the section traffic nets listed above are al
ways eager to introduce new operators to the joys and 
pleasures of handling traffic. No prior experience is*  neces
sary so, “C’mon and give it a trv!” WR2TNY, bicycle/ 
mobile in Brooklyn, worked WB2HW in Yonkers for a 
bit of ole DX. Hey. you 10-meter guys in Queens who 
want to join the AREC will he snapped up rather ctuiekly
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good of amateur radio. If you handle traflic, let us know
via the “traffic report." And please get them in by the 6th
of the following month: we have a deadline to make.

by our old reliable-type 10-meter EC. W2IAG. W2BCB 
has returned to the told after taking a long rest in the 
mountains of Westchester. The section is indeed saddened 
by the passing of one of our pioneers, W2LP/W2CLA. 
“Doc,” as he was known to most old-timers, was licensed 
back in 1912 and along with guys like W2PF helped or
ganize our current Hudson Division out of what used to 
be- the old Atlantic Division in the early 20s (1924, 1 
think). He was the first Director of the Hudson Division 
and continued on to many honors, not the least of which 
was the QCWA 50-Year Award. He will be sorely missed 
throughout the section and division. WB2AWX, EC for 
Kings-10. is starting a 15-meter AREC net for those who 
can’t get on 10 meters. It will be on 21.37 Me. Wed. at 
2030 local time. WB2EYS got his draft notice awhile back 
and by now is cavorting through boot camp, etc. WB2IIA 
is on a European jaunt. The Hamster Radio Club says it 
is supporting WA2YQW for Hudson Division Director. The 
Lake Success Radio Club says it is supporting W2TUK, 
W2EW reminds us that it’s time to dust off the rigs and 
get into the swing of things now that the seashore and 
mountain shindigs are over. K2HTX reports that Hunt
ington AREC/RACES is going full blast again Fri. nights. 
Hey everybody, don’t forget the HARC Hudson Division 
Convention Oct. 15 at Tarrytown, N. Y. ! Everybody’s go
ing to be there and we'd like to see you-all. Traffic: 
(Julv) WA2UWA 485, WB2MHT 271. K2AAS 186. WB2- 
DXM 179. W2GKZ 132. WB2SLH 105. K2UBG 93. W2EW 
92, WB2UEH 82, WB2NGZ 81, WB2TCS 47, WB2AEK 34. 
WB4APN/2 30. WB2RQF 27, WB2TNY 20, W2EC 12, 
WB2MBU 8. WA2LJS 6, W2PF 6, WB2NZL 4, WA2QJU 4, 
WB2UIV 3. WA2PJL 1.

NORTHERN NEW JERSEY—SCM, Edward F. 
Erickson. W2CVW—Asst. SCM : Louis j. Amoroso. W2- 
LQP. SEC: K2ZFI.

NJN 3695 kc.
NJ Phone 3900 kc.
N.J Phone 3900 kc.
NJ 6 51,150 kc.
NJ 2 146.700 kc.

7:00 p.m.
6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.

11:00 p.m.
.10:00 p.m.

Daily WB2AEJ-RM
Ex. Sun. W2PEV-PAM
Sun. W2ZT-PAM
M-W-Sat. K2VNL-PAM
Tue.-tíat. K2VNL-PAM

All times shown local prevailing. AREC net data is avail
able from K2ZFI. New appointment: WB2FHW as OBS. 
WA2UDT took Air Police training at Lackland AFB and 
should be back in N.J. by now. WB2TFK is using a home
brew fivc-i’lement 2-meter beam indoors. The Fairlawn 
ARC meets Fri. nights at the Fairlawn Recreation Build
ing and invites home-brewers to participate in its ama
teur construction projects. Contact W2TIW for details. 
The Union County ARA meets at the Washington St. 
School, Roselle, the 2nd and 4th Fri. of the month, 8 p.m. 
when they operate their club station. W2HFP. WB2FUW 
has entered Bucknell U. WA2ASM has completed a cruise 
aboard the USS Wrong el operating MM. The Telephone 
ARC is on the air with W2FWG, its memorial station. 
WB2PXO has been pulling NCS duty on NJ 6 & 2. WB2- 
SJH and WB2SJI aided communications during a forest 
tire in Hampton. WA2CCF has replanted his antenna 
farm consisting of 80-10-meter vertical, tri-band team, 
big wheel and discone. WB2SEZ has a new bug and^ is 
picking up on his net operating. Congratulations tn W2- 
JDH on the receipt of his Extra Class license. Walt is 
working out the bugs from his HQ-129X home-brew mod
ifications. WB2WWH is a new member of the NJN and is 
active in the Maplewood C.D. as well as an NNJ rag- 
chewers net on 15 meters. WB2UFV has 13 new countries 
on 20 and 15. W2NVA is an expert nn indoor antennas 
with three for 10, 20 and 40. Frank’s next project will be a 
shortened 160-meter dipole. W2QMT is moving to N. Y. 
State. WB2FZU has entered military service for four 
years. WB2GKB is back on the air after an operation. 
WB2ERM has a new Ranger. All amateurs are welcome in 
the Bergen Amateur Radio Assn, Net Sun. on 145.8 Me. at 
8 p.m. and 50.4 Me. at 9 p.m. WA2RIN uses a two-channel 
tape recorder for logging, one channel for WWV to estab
lish time, the other channel for received and transmitted 
signals. WB2QMP has 9 states on 2 meters, OO reports for 
Julv: W2TPJ-18. Traffic: (Julv) WB2FUW 502. WB2AE.T 
264“ WB2OHK 210, K2VNL 206. WB2IYO 42. K2USA 38, 
WB2BCS 34. WB2QMP 30. W2CVW 24. W2QNL 20. K2- 
EQP 15. WB2BXK 14. K2JTU 13, WB2KTO 12, WB2QLF 
10. K2ZFI 10. WB2LUT 9. WA2TAF 7. WB2VHG 7. WB2- 
PXO 6, WB2SJH 6. WA2CCF 5, W2DRV 5. W2PEV 5. 
WB2URD 5. WB2SEZ 4, WA2DEW 3, K2MFX 3. W2- 
TFM 2. W2JDH 1. (June) WA2ASM/MM 122, WB2QLF 
22. WB2TFK 17, WB2IYO 9. WB2KT0 3.

MIDWEST DIVISION
IOWA—’Acting SCM, Verlin Rowley, K0BRE—SEC: 

K0BRE. It is good to sec the increase in the number of 
traffic reports this month. Regardless of whether or not 
you are interested in the points, this is the only way that 
ARRL Headquarters has of knowing how much traffic has 
been handled and using such statistics intelligently for the
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75 M
Tailcorn
Tailcorn (June) 
160 M TEN (May) 
160 M IEN (June)

QNI 1360 QTC 169
QNI 74 QTC 17
QNI 81 QTC 3
QN I 620 QTC 7
QNI 514 QTC 5

.Sessions 26
Sessions 21
Sessions 21
Sessions 31
Sessions 30

Traffic: (July) W0LCX 934, W0LGG 730, W0USL 91, 
WA0JEG 56, W0LJW 37, WAODYV 36. WA0KXJ 33. 
K0BRE 29. WA0DAG 23, W0DRE 20, K0KAQ 18, 
WA0IYH 17, WA0JUT 16, W0GQ 13. WA0MIH 11. W0- 
BKR 10, W0GPL 10, W0NGS 9, W0PTL 9, WA0KWH 
7, WN0NVM 4. (June) K0TDO 11. (May) K0TDO 12, 
WA0KXJ 4.

KANSAS—SCM, Robert M. Summers, K0BXF- 
SEC: K0EMB. RM: WA0JH. PAM : K0JHF. V.H.F. 
PAM : W0HAJ.

QNI QTC Mgr.
Kansas EC Net 63 10 WA0CCW
HBN 383 119 WA0BHG
QKS 131 51 WA0JII
KPN 25« 51 K0JMF
KSBN 486 10!) K0JMF
Kans Wx Net 547 -> K0EMB
Kans PI Net 62 WA0HMZ

K0EMB reports 565 AREC members, 35 local Emergency 
iNets. K0MZZ is working on the 2-meter repeater in Sa
lina. WA0CCW and WA0HMZ still are making skeds on 
145.350 Me. Tue. and Fri, at 2145 CST. WA0HMZ says 
several good band openings appeared on 6 during July. Lee 
«ays he still is looking for Kansas 2-meter stations on the 
Kansas PI Net, 145.350 Me, Sat. at 2100 CST. Lee is now 
running a 4xl50A on 2, The Chippawa Ragchewer Net 
meets Sun. at 8 p.m. CST. W0EKZ is about ready to try 
432 Me. WA0DZI reports 6-meter openings average range 
around 650 miles. Zone AREC Nets are functioning 
rather smoothly. Zone 10 QNI 50, Zone 13 QNI 46, Zone 
15 low-band phone net QNI 30, c.w. net QNI 4 and 6- 
meter net QNI 16. The Wheat Belt Radio Club’s new 
officers are W0VDF. pres,; K0MRI, vice-pres,; K0IFI. 
secy,: K0MXU, treas. W0QNI, Topeka, was awarded 
the W0FNS .Amateur of the Year Trophy at the Kansas 
Nebraska Radio Club Ham fest Aug. 7. The Log, the 
printed voice of the Flint Hills Amateur Radio Club, 
celebrated its 12th anniversary. Members of the JARS in 
K.C. helped out in the Powder Puff Derby Julv 2 through 
5. Traffic: (July) W0OHJ 378, WA0JH 121. W0TNH 
110, K0GZP 102. K0GII 84. K0EMB 83. WA0LLC 70. 
K0JMF 61. WA0MLE 57, W0AUX 51. K0BXF 48. K0- 
UVH 45. KOMRT 42. W0VRZ 41. K0MZZ 30, WA0CCW 
26. WA0EMQ 23. K0LPE 12, W0FDJ 5, WA0HMZ 5, 
(June) WA0EMQ 3.

MISSOURI—SCM, Alfred E. Schwaneke, W0TPK 
-•■SEC: W0BUL. New appointments: K0IFL as OO; 
K0TCB as OBS and OPS. Appointments renewed: K0- 
DEQ as ORS. K0YIP as OO, W0BUL as OBS, K0JPL 
ns OO and OPS. I am very sorry to report that W0HVW 
joined the ranks of Silent Keys July 18. Gib was licensed 
m the early ’30s, worked all bands from 6 to 160, was one 
of the original members of MEN when it first started 
and was a member of the Ridge Runners Net K0AXU 
of the N.W. St. Louis ARC, placed first for the SUM 
Field Day Trophy with 329 contacts in 71 sections nn 20 
meters for a «core of 23,359. W0GWX. of the Lees Sum
mit ARC, was second with 432 contacts in 39 sections on 
75 meters for a score of 16,848. The ARC of Jackson 
County is now an ARRL affiliated club. K0LGZ achieved 
membership in CHC. WA0JRP is a new call in Elsberry, 
having moved from Colorado. WN0OSU is publishing 
a St. Louis Teen Ham newspaper. The following have 
qualified for MTTN certificates: WA0HQR, WA0JOA, 
WA0KRL, WA0LCV and K0ONK. WA7AMD/0, edi
tor of Tri-State QRM. has a new Swan 350. OES reports 
wore received from W0JTD und K0JWN. The FCC 
office in K.C. has moved from the 17th to the 31st floor. 
July net reports:

Net Freq, Time Days Se&s.QNI OTC
MEN 3885 2330Z M-W-F 13 172 17
MoSSB 3963 240OZ M-Sat. 26 345 108
MoPON 3810 2100Z M-F 20 210 99
MTTN 3940 2300Z M-F 22 176 70
MON 3580 010OZ Daily 31 164 151
QMO 3580 22Ü0Z Sun. 5 15 6
MSN 3715 0300Z Daily 30 47 —
MNN 7063 1800Z M-Sat. 25 49 10
PHD 50.4 0130Z Tues. (GMT) 3 45 1

Mgr, 
W0BUL 
K0TCB 
W0HVJ 
WA0ELM 
W0WYJ 
WA0FKD 
K0ONK 
W0OUD 
WA0FLL

Traffic: K0ONK 1071, K0AEM 279, WA0FKD 169,
W0WYJ 168, W0HVJ 73, WA0FMD 50, W0OUD 47,

QST for



(Number Two Hundred Ninety-Two of a Series) ————

^htE new National 200 transceiver differs rather substantially from its closest 
* competition in that it incorporates crystal-controlled pre-mixing in the front 

end to allow the use of a single VFO rather than a separate, tunable, VFO for 
each band.

^5he advantages of crystal-controlling the front end of a receiver, transmitter, 
* or transceiver should be well-known by now, and it is somewhat surprising 

to see the old tunable front end technique still in use by at least one manufacturer 
of low-cost transceiving equipment. To briefly review the pros and cons . . . 
brand “X” uses a separate, bandswitched, VFO range for each amateur band, 
removed in frequency from the signal by the IF — approximately 5 MHz. As a 
result, on the 10 meter band the VFO is operating at approximately 33 MHz! 
Stability, of course, greatly suffers because of the difficulty of building a stable 
oscillator at high frequencies, and is further impaired by two important factors — 
the introduction of bandswitch contacts into the oscillator circuit, and the neces
sity of individually temperature compensating each tuning range. In addition, dial 
calibration must necessarily vary from band to band.

7he National 200, on the other hand, incorporates a single, non-bandswitched 
VFO which tunes only the 600 KHz range from 8.7 MHz to 9.3 MHz. This 

VFO is accurately temperature compensated, and is inherently mechanically 
and electrically more stable because it is not affected by bandswitch variation 
or contact cleanliness. Of course, because it is used for each of the five bands, 
the same stability is achieved from band to band and dial calibration is unchanged 
when changing bands. The output of the ’200 VFO is “pre-mixed” with that 
from one of three stable crystal oscillators to produce a tunable mixer output, 
which is in turn mixed with the signal frequency to produce the IF frequency 
of 5.2003 MHz. Crystal oscillators are necessary’ only for 40, 15, and 10 meter 
operation — on 80 and 20 meters the VFO mixes directly with the signal fre
quency to produce the 5.2003 MHz IF. As you can see, this technique permits 
the use of one VFO for all bands, and makes the task of obtaining good stability’ 
much easier from the very’ beginning. One additional advantage of the VFO- 
crystal oscillator pre-mixer is that the mixer itself acts as a VFO buffer— thus 
minimizing extraneous effects on the VFO which might otherwise cause FM 
problems or keying chirp.

only $359, the neyv National 200 is a lot of five-band transceiver for the 
money — offering, as it does, SSB, CW and even /XM operation with 

separate AM detection in that mode. Like the top-of-the-line NCX-5, it incor
porates a solid state balanced modulator for “set aud forget” carrier suppression 
with automatic pre-set carrier insertion for AM or CW operation. Single knob 
band-switching is included, of course, yvith only Exciter and PA Tune-Load controls 
to adjust when changing bands. ALC is included to further increase its 200 watt 
PEP sock on all bands through 10 meters, and an additional operating con
venience is front panel choice of either manual or push-to-talk operation.

^t’s probable that the power supply’ for the single or tri-band transceiver (such 
* as the NCX-3) tliat you trade in on the new ’200 will operate the new rig — 

it was designed to operate from an NCX-A or NCX-D supply without modifi
cation. On the other hand, if you oyvn no supply, the National 200 and its new 
AC-200 117-234 V.A.C. supply’ come to only a few dollars more than the closest 
competitive transceiver without power supply. Why not move up to the five band 
National 200 right noyv?

Frank Roberts, W1JVG

National Radio Company, Inc.

advertisement
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WA0ELM 46. W0EEE 42. W0GBJ .32. W0TPK 26, 
K0JPL 25, KpTCB 2,5. W0RTÖ 17, W0GQR 15, K0- 
LGZ 14. K0ORB 10, W0BUL 9, WA0FLL 8. WA0JLJ 
7, K0DEQ 6, WA0CHH 2.

NEBRASKA—SCM, Frank Allen, W0GGP--SEC: 
K0JXN. Appointments: K0JPP and K0FVB as ECs; 
WA0MOB as CPS, Net reports tor the month: Nebr. 
Storm Net, WAOKGD, 1st session, QNI 919, QTC 26: 
2nd Session, QNI 581, QTC 35. Dead End Net. WA0- 
MCX. QNI 262, QTC 32. Nebr. Morn. Phone Net, K0- 
UWK, QNI 890, QTC 34. Nebr. AREC Net, W0IRZ, 
QNI 164, QTC 1. West. Nebr. Net, W0NIK, QNI 430, 
(JTC 33. Nebr, C.W. Net (NEB) WÄ0GHZ, QNI 94. 
QTC 37. AREC C.W. Net (NACN) WA0EEI. QNI 12. 
QTC O. Nebr. Emergency Phone Net, WA0GHZ. QNI 
1643, QTC 86. A new Novice net has been formed in tiie 
state, according to WA0NUK. It meets at. 02OOZ daily 
on 3747 kc. WOFQB displayed and then donated a ''.joy 
Stock” antenna, tn the Central Nebraska Radio Club at 
Victoria Springs in July. Governor Morrison attended 
to award Centennial Certificates and make several ama
teurs “Admirals” in the Nebraska Naw. Tratfic: WA0- 
GHZ 279, WA0NUK 148, WA0LOY 94, W0LOD 69, 
K0UWK 34. K0IXY 17. WA0BOK 12. W0GGP 12. 
W0BFV 11. WOFQB 11. W0FBY 10. WA0GVJ 10. K0- 
FJT 8. WA0EEI 7, W0AGK.0 6. K0DGW 5, KOHNW 
4, W0LJO 4. W0RAM 4. K0KJP 3, W0WKP 3, WA0- 
I BL 2. WA0IXD 2, K0OAL 2. W0FHF 1.

NEW ENGLAND DIVISION
CONNECTICUT—SCM, John J. McNassor, W1GVT

-SEC: WIPRT. RM: W1ZFM. PAM: W1YBH. Nut re
ports for July :

Net Freq.
i ’N 3640
CPN 3880

Davs Time Sees, ONI
Dailv 1845 ;:i 259
M-S 1800 31 380

OTO 
187 
99

CN high QNI: K1TKS and K1OQG. CPN high QNT: 
WA1BEJ, W1YBH 23; W1GVT 22: K1LFW 20: K1EIC. 
WA1GBA 19; W1HBH. K1YGS 18; K1OQG 16: WA1- 
DX8 15, Appointee reports were received, from W1EBO. 
W1EQV, W1BGD as OOs; K1YON as OES; K1AFC as 
OBS. AH EC« should report to SEC WIPRT each month. 
EC reports were received from K1OQG. K1QPM and 
W1WHR. W1PTR keeps ECs informed via his Pi-Ctynn 
Bulletin (Prepare In Conn.). Clubs should include at 
least one Official Observer among their members. These 
appointments are available to qualified General Class 
(or higher) licensees. See July QST page 99. Application 
blanks will be sent to all who express an interest to be- 
«wp OO. W1EFW, 1RN Net Mgr. (3605 kc.) publishes 
a very good First Regional Net Bulletin for net mem
bers. WiA’DW and K1FEM aie editors of CA/fA News- 
¡ttter for the Candlewood Amateur Radio .Assoc, in 
Danbury—a good example for other clubs tn follow. 
('<>nn, Council Newsletter suggests that club représenta
it ves join in QSO on 3830 kc. at. 6:30 p.m. local time each 
Wed. New officers of the Conn. Wireless Assn, are Wl- 
N.TM. pres.; W1RZJ, vice-pres. : W1TCJ, secy. ; K1HTV, 
treas.; W1BGD, comm. mgr. W1QV, N. E Director, is 
general chairman for the Tri-Citv Hamfest in New Lon
don Oct. 1. W1NTH is now CN8FV with the L’SNAF. 
K1MBA now is in military service, WA1DWF is attend
ing Air Force Electronics School. K1CSY has been 
checking into thp Eye Bank Net daily tor over two years 
and until recently was the only New England outlet! 
K1OQG was incorrectly listed as K1LQG in the Mav 
report. Traffic: ( July) W1EFW 317. W1BGD 144. K1LMS 
138. KITES 136. K1LFW 103. K1OQG 94. K1ETC 92. 
K1ETR 74. W1BDT 40. K1EYY 37. K1STM 35. W1YBH 
26. K1QPN 24, WA1DEM 20. W1QV 18. W1GVT 17. 
K1NTR 15. WA1FN.T 10. K1YGS 10. W1YBT 7. W1CUH 
G. W1OBR 6. W1ZL 4. (July) W1OBR 11, W1BNB 4.

EASTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCAT, Frank Baker. 
Jr,, W1ALP—W1A0G, our SEC. received reports 
from Wis STX. LVK, K1PNB. K1ERO, new EC for 
Rowley, is General Class now. KLFJM is a new OES. 
WIUOP is a new OPS. K1NPS is on his wav to Thai
land for 3 yearn. His dad is K1AFF. W1ZSS/1 is from 
Sr.J. and Westfield. Mass, K1SBX is on 40-meter c.w. 
The EM2MN held 26 sessions with 100 QNIs, 151 traffic, 
W1FSL has his call back. W1YLB won an award for an 
article in QST. W1KS0 visited W1LAZ. K1YGW is on 15. 
WIGA is mobile on 75. K1LZV is nn 160 and 75. The 
EMNN had 49 QNIs. 10 sessions, 16 traffic, reports Kl- 
PNB. Ex-WINXN is waiting for a new call. His brother 
is WA2ABO. New check-ins to our EMCWN on 3660: 
WAls DEK, DGG, DGH. DLT, DOB, ECY, EVD, 
EVY. W1EAE is back on the air. Heard on 75: WAls 
GKZ, EKV. DOB. K1ZJK. Hear.I on 2: W1BVV, KI- 
YZE. WIDAL has a new antenna for all bands. WN1FHJ 
is now General Class and has an HQ-110. WA1FFS is 
moving to Portland, 'Me. W1ZLX visited WIAW. W1MV0
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CONNECTICUT QSO PARTY
October 29-31

The Candlewood Amateur Radio Association 
invites hams throughout the world to take part 
in the 4th Connecticut QSO Party.

Rules: 1) The contest period is from 2100 GMT 
October 29 to 0300 GMT October 31. 2) The 
general call is “CQ Conn” on c.w. and “CQ the 
Connecticut QSO Party” on phone, 3) Exchange 
number, RS(T), ARRL section, Conn, county or 
country. 4) Scoring: 5 points per QSO. Out-of- 
state stations multiply times Conn, counties. 
Conn, stations multiply times ARRL sections, 
countries. A station may be worked once per 
band/mode. 5) Suggested frequencies: 3540 3840 
7040 14,040 14,240 21,100 and 144 Mc. (Slow 
speed operators use 3700 7150 and 21,100 for 
Conn. QSOs) Awards: Certificates will be sent 
to the high scorer in each ARRL section and 
country, also the two highest scorers in each 
Conn. County. 7) Logs must show dates, times, 
band, mode numbers, RS(T) and QTH. Note 
your license class, your address and show your 
score calculations. Send all logs before December 
3rd to Connecticut QSO Party, Candlewood 
Amateur Radio Assn,, Tom O’Hara, W1DDJ, 7 
West Wooster Street. Danbury, Connecticut 
06810.

has ji new antenna. WA1DWP is on 6. W1PGN has a 
new QTH. K10KE is NC for the 6-meter net. The 
Whitman ARC is now incorporated. New officers are 
K1YBS, pres.; WA1DD0. vice-pres.; K.1UMP, treas,; 
Mary Hooker, secy. WA1BOQ is on c.w. on 40. W1QZO 
is a Silent Key. The 6-Meter Crossband Net had 21 ses
sions. 197 QNIs, 6 traffic. W1AQE won in the Ela. QSO 
Party, K1KBO is the daily NCS of the “QTC” Traffic 
Net on 7215 at 18U0Z Mon. through Sat. W1JNV has a 
310.DXCC sticker and is a member of the Nutwork Net 
on 14.282. W1UE is on 15 a lot and works F3DX, his 
brother-in-law. K1KTC is at the U. of Mass, for the 
summer. VV1HKG went to the Calif. Hamfest. W1ALB 
writes from Indiana. W1HIL is getting out well on 2, 
working all N.E., N.Y., N.J., Pa., Va. and Que. W10FY 
has an HW-12 s.s.b. receiver for 75. W1NF uses two tor 
“Intruder Watch.” KTUKT, now General, is on 2 and 6. 
WA1EOT is DXing on 15. He still needs Utah. K1GPH 
is having rig troubles. K1MYF worked out. in Colorado 
for the summer. K1PNB overhauled his v.f.o. Needham 
stations on during the July 4th celebration: Wis STX. 
PEX. Kis VP J, VFY. VHZ. EZX. OQQ. MKV, ZKK. 
OQT, KBB, WAls GHJ. FEP, FRK. WA1ECY has a 
new receiver. WA1DEC/DED have a Twoer. WA1DJC 
is on 20 c.w, WA1DGH is DXing on 20, WIUOP is build
ing a new ground system for the HyTower vert lea I. 
W1OJM was on the Cape for the summer. K1EYM has a 
new QTH. W1ZQM and K1BUF helped out in the July 
4th celebration in Burlington. W1SPW is over in Portu
gal. The Massaswit ARA had a very good Field Day this 
year. W1BVP was chairman. K1VWJ writes from-Greece 
and is on at SV0WV 1500 GMT to 2300 GMT around 
14,250 and 14,300 on s.s.b. New officers of the Chelms
ford Club are K1MGP, pres.; K1RZK, vice-pres.; Kl- 
TEE, secy.-treas. A new net. the Mass. Bay Net is on 
7650 c.w. at < >< )< )O GMT, Mon. through Fri. WA1BYA 
is NCS, WA1EVY Mgr. WlACT/1 is handling traffic from 
the U.S.S. Mass. week. ends. K1FPV is on s.s.b. K9AQP/1 
has a 6146 on 6 and built a converter for 2. K1FJM 
worked W3BSV in Md. on 2. WA1ACD is on 2. K1FWF 
worked his first W2 on 2. W1PEX and WA0GSA/1 made 
the BPL. Appointments endorsed: W1PEX and W1MME 
as OPSs; Wis THT. DFS. JNV, AYG, BGW and Kl- 
CCL as OOs; Wis UE. MME. STX. YYI and KWD 
as ECs; W1ZLX and K1CT7M as ORSs; K1SCJ, W1MME 
and W1ALP as OBSs. Traffic: (Julv) W1PEX 1143. Kl- 
PNB 134. WA0GSA/1 133. W1EMG 124. W1ZSS 58. Kl- 
ESG 56, K1VPJ 53, WA1EAT 46. W1UIR 46. K1CLM 45. 
W1CTR 38. W1D0M 33, W1OFK 30. W1SIV 30, WA1- 
ECY 27. WA1EVY 26, WA1DLT 25, W1AOG 17, K1ETT 
15, WA1DED 14. K1GKA 14, WA1BYA 13, WA1DJC 9. 
K1FJM 8. WA1EYY 7, WA1DGH 5. WA1DEC 4. K1RCD 
4, K1LCQ 3, WIUOP 2. K1YUB 1. (June) W10JM 58. 
W1ZLX 27, K1EYM 6, K1LCQ 5, W1BGW 4, K1BUF 4.

MAINE—SCM. Herbert A. Davis, KIDYG^SEC: 
K1QIG, PAMs; K1WQI, K1ZVN: RM: K1TZH. VJLF. 
PAM: K1OYB. Traffic Nets: Sea. Gull Net, 1700 to 1800 
mid 2000 to 2100 on 3940 kc. Mon. through Sat. Pine Tree 
Net. daily at 1900 on 3596 kc. Earle B. White. W1KNJ, 
<>f Belfast, passed away recently. Although he has not 
been active lately he was active on c.d. and the nets. He 
will he sadly missed by all who knew him along the way.



You Will Pay Over A $100 More For A Com
parable 6-Meter SSB Transceiver And Still 
Not Receive The Quality, Value, High-Per
formance Features, And Protection Against 
Obsolescence Included In the Heath SB-110

• Built-in VOX at no extra cost « Upper & lower side
band or CW operation • Built-in 100 kc crystal calibrator 
at no extra cost • Oscillator Mode switch for VFO 
transceive, xtal control transceive, or xtal control trans
mit — vfo receive (ideal for net operation) • 2.1 kc SSB 
filter with superior 2 to 1 shape factor • Built-in side
tone for CW operation • The famous Heath LMO (Linear 
Master Oscillator) that provides tuning linearity with 
1 kc dial calibration.. . stability, and calibration accuracy 
never before found on six • Sophisticated triple con
version circuitry • Low cost companion AC and DC 
power supplies

Here’s The 180-Watt PEP, 170-Watt CW Input Trans
ceiver That Sets The Pace For All Future VHF SSB 
Transceivers. The Heath SB-110 provides full VOX, PTT, 
& CW operation on six with the same selectivity, stabil
ity, and performance already made famous by the Heath 
SB-Series equipment on 80-10 meters. Choose the ap
propriate power supply and go fixed or mobile. Discover 
for yourself the pleasure of operating the most advanced 
VHF transceiver in amateur radio . .. the satisfaction 
of owning a truly high-performance 6 meter rig you 
have assembled yourself.
Kit SB-110,23 lbs............................................................................. $320.00

FREE 
CATALOG!

and over 250 other 
Heathkite. Save up to 50% by build
ing them yourself.' Use coupon and 

fbr/youf

j HEATH COMPANY, Dept.9-10
• Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

1 □ Enclosed is ______ . ___
| Please send model ($)________
| Pl Please send free Heathkit Catalog.

I Name_________________________

I Address
I City___

L

PARTIAL SB-110 SPECIFICATIONS—RECEIVER SECTION: Sensitivity: 
0.1 uv for 10 db signal-plus-noise to noise ratio. Selectivity: 2.1 kc 
6 db down, 5 kc max. @ 60 db down. Image rejection: 50 db or better. 
IF rejection: 50 db or better. Audio output power: 1 watt. AGC 
characteristics: Audio output level varies less than 12 db for 50 db 
change of input signal level (0.5 uv to 150 uv). TRANSMITTER SECTION: 
DC power input: SSB, 180 wafts PEP; CW, 150 watts. RF power output: 
SSB, 100 watts PEP, CW, 90 watts (50 ohm non-reactive load). Output 
impedance: 50 ohm nominal with not more than 2:1 SWR. Carrier 
suppression: 55 db down from rated output. Unwanted sideband 
suppression: 55 db down from rated output (& 1000 cps & higher. Dis
tortion products: 30 db down from rated PEP output. Hum A noise: 
40 db or better below rated carrier. Keying characteristics: VOX 
operated from keyed tone using grid-block keying. GENERAL: Frequency 
coverage: 49.5 to 54.0 me in 500 kc segments (50.0 to 52.0 me with crystals 
supplied). Frequency selection: Built-in LMO or crystal control. Fre
quency stability: Less than 100 cps drift per hour after 20 minutes warmup 
under normal ambient conditions. Less than 100 cps drift for ±10% supply 
voltage variations. Dial Accuracy: Electrical, within 400 cps on all band 
segments, after calibration at nearest 100 kc point. Visual, within 200 cps. 
Dial backlash: No more than 50 cps. Calibration: Every 100 kc. Power 
requirements: High voltage, -f-700 v. DC 250 ma with 1% max. 
ripple. Low voltage,-f-250 v. DC 100 ma with .05% max. ripple. Bias 
voltage, —115 v. DC @ 10 ma with .5% max. ripple. Filament voltage, 
12.6 v. AC/DC@ 4.355 amps. Dimensions: IW VI x 6SA*  H x 13%' D.

Kit HP-13, Mobile Power Supply, 7 lbs...................................... ...$59.95
Kit HP-23, Fixed Station Power Supply, 19 lbs............................... $39.95
Kit SBA-100-1, Mobile Mounting Bracket, 6 lbs...............................$14.95
Kit SB-600, SB Series Speaker, 5 lbs.............................................. $17.95
Kit HS-24, Mobile Speaker, 4 lbs...... . ..........................  $7.00

plus shipping.

(Please Print)

_____________________ State.
Prices & specifications subject to change without notice. AM-167 I

_____I
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VE1HJ mid family paid a surprise visit to K1DYG. 
Ralph was ohe of the original members of the Satellite 
Data Network. K1DAP has been active in the CD Par
ties and doing verv well. Traffic K1WQI 55, W1GU 43. 
WA1D0W 17, K1DAP 12.

NEW HAMPSHIRE—SCM, Robert C. 'Mitchell, 
W1SWX/K1DSA—SEC: W1ALE/W1TN0. PAM: Kl- 
APQ. RM: W1DYE. The GSPN meets on 3842 kc. Mon. 
through FrL at 2300Z and Sun. at 1330Z. The VTNH Net 
meets on 3685 kc. Mon. through Fri. at 2230Z. Endorse
ment: K1WKP ax < >ES. The .Manchester Radio Club is 
having its Annual Banquet Oct. 22 and WA1DZX will 
supply information for those interested. K1HK made 
DXCC. K1JFQ was Operator of the Month. Congratula
tions to you. Bea. K1AEG has changed jobs. K1PCY 
likes apple pie. K1NMU is now active on 2 meters. Kl- 
RNN is a new GSPN member. K1APQ was active in the 
rhone CD Party. K1GQH is working DX on 10 meters. 
W2KHE also is W1WHP in New Hampshire. WICMV is 
getting married. K1AEG is now on v.h.f.-u.h.f. with his 
new color TV, K1GTZ is on vacation in our state. Traffic: 
W1MHX 12, K1PQV 5. W1SWX 3.

RHODE ISLAND—SCM. John E. Johnson. KI AAV 
■—SEC: W1YNE. PAM: WITXL. RM: W1BTV. V.H.F. 
PAM: K1TPK. RISPN report: 31 sessions. 410 QNI. 78 
traffic. The W1AQ Club of Rumford issued the following 
WRI certificates: No. 82 tn W2LQP. No. 83 to W2NCG. 
No. 84 to W4HYW and No. 85 to K10NU. The club made 
158 contacts during R.I. Amateur Radio Week. Members 
of the club bowling team are W1WAC, W1YUT. K1AMG. 
K1HM0 aud K1PEL. K1VZP has been elected to Nub 
membership. WA1EEJ has been elected asst, net mgr. for 
the New England Teenage Net. The net meets every 
Tue., Wed. and Thurs. nights on 3880 kc. at 1900 local 
time, K1SGX is net mgr. Now that, fall activities are 
about to begin make sure that copy of your special 
events is sent to the SCM for use in this column. 
The University of Rhode Island RC. W1KMU, has set 
up a 6- and 2-meter station. The dub has worked Ohio 
on the 2-meter station and the 6-meter station has an 
effective radius of 150 miles. This should be a. good 
chance for hams to work Washington County for the 
WRT certificate. Traffic: (July) WITXL 298. W1BTV 91. 
K1TPK 60. K1VYC 35. W1YKQ 29. WA1EEJ 25. K1YEV 
17. K1VPK 4. (June) K1VYC 46, K1YVN 15. (May) 
W1BTV 37.

NORTHWESTERN DIVISION
MONTANA—SCM, Joseph A. D'Arcv. W7TYN— 

Asrt. SCM/SEC: Harry Roylancc. W7RZY. V.H.F. 
PAM: K7IOA. New appointments: K7MEA, W7MSB as 
ECs. The Glacier Park Hamfest was held July 23 and 24 
with 236 registered. VE6ASN was the youngest licensed 
ham at the gathering. A new American Director was 
elected. K7VPS, of Columbia Falls, The annual Flathead 
Area Picnic had hams from all over the state in attend
ance. K7DCI is the secy.-treasurer of this group. At tlie 
Montana PON Picnic K7BON was the fish-derby winner, 
beating out last year’s winner K7CON. While on vaca
tion in 0-Land W7NPV stopped to visit the facilities ui 
WWV at Colorado Springs. K7UPH has moved to his 
new QTH in Billings. A recent visitor at the Butte Ama
teur Radio Club meeting was K7PWY. On July 17 the 
Havre group held a fine picnic just outside of Havre. 
K7MYC is on with a new SW-350. K7PWY also Is on 
with a new SW-350. K7TQM is starting a new net on 
3881 kc. at 3:00 MST called the Bitter Root Net. The 
Yellowstone Amateur Radio Club is going to get 51% ot 
the membership members of the ARRL so they can be
come re-affiliated with tlie League. Why not check and 
see if your club is affiliated. If not join the League to help 
your group obtain this 51%. If you are interested in join
ing the Naw MARS program check with K7VSS. in 
Billings. K7LDZ, with the help of K7EGJ. WA7EJQ 
and K0QLM. moved his own station out. to the State 
Fair in Great Falls to help demonstrate amateur radio 
to the fair-goers. Traffic: W7FL 7. K7EGJ 5.

OREGON—SCM, Everett H. France. W7AJN— 
Will be on vacation the first two weeks of August. July 
activities, etc., will be combined with August reports. 
See you next month.—Ev.

VERMONT—SCM. E. Reginald Murray. K1MPN— 
SEC: W1VSA. RM: K1UZG. July net reports.

Nel
Gr. Mt.
Vt. Fone
VTNH
VTCD
VTSB

Freq. 
3855 
3855 
3685 
3990^ 
3909

Time 
2130Z 
1300Z 
2230Z 
U00Z 
2230Z 
1230Z

Daus QNI QTC
DyxS 511 13
Sun. 
M-F 64 29
Sun. 34 12
M-Sat. 590 30
Sun.

NCS
W1VMC
W1UCL 
KtUZG
W1AD
W1CBW

Welcome to new hams WN1GMW, Newport (.’enter, nnd 
WN1GMS, North Hero. Congrats to new Generals WA1- 
ETJ. Burlington, and WA1GOF, Bennington. R1MFP 
moved back to Montpelier. K1HKI transferred to St.. 
Albans. WIUCL moved to Caledonia County. W1WFZ 
graduated and left us. K1FSY has an SB-400. Traffic: 
(July) KTBQB 293. K1MPN 11, W1FRT 9, K1UZG 4. 
(June) W1FRT 6. K1FSY 2,

WESTERN MASSACHUSETTS—SCM. Percy C. 
Noble. W1BVR—SEC: KHJU. C.W. RM: KHJV. Lack
ing the usual club bulletins during the summer months 
we are a hit, stuck for news (since very few of our 
West. Mass, members take the time to mail reports of 
their activities to me.) Sure wish they would! W1E0B 
has a new Heath SB-400 in the works to go along with 
hn? SB-200. WN1GHA. formerly of the East. Mass, sec
tion. is now in ours. Welcome. C.W. RM K1IJV reports 
the following: WMN (3560 kc. nightly at 7 p.m.) han
dled 57 messages during July with the following in 
attendance (in order of activity): K1WZY. WIZPB. W1- 
DVW, K1IJV, W1BVR. WA1FNX. W1DWA. WA2KZV/1. 
W1MNG. This net will gladly welcome any West. Mass, 
c.w. operators any nights they might care to report in. 
Although the net usually operates at a fairly fast dip. 
the Net Control will gladly adjust speed to suit your re- 
uuuvments so don't hesitate to report in at any speed. 
My personal opinion is that every amateur should know 
how to originate traffic. For emergency work definite 
forms can cut time. Operators without the know-how 
usually just gum up the whole works (this applies to 
both c.w. and phone operation). Also, in my opinion, if 
you are without the know-how to operate in either a 
traffic or emergency net. then you are not carrying your 
share of the responsibility of having an amateur ticket! 
Ever hear of PICON? (Amateur radio is authorized in 
the Public Interest Convenience or Necessity). Traffic: 
K1SSH 42. K1WZY 39, KUJV 38. W1BVR 35.‘WIZPB 25.

WASHINGTON—SCM, Everett E. Young, W7HMQ 
-SEC: W7T7WT. RM: W7OEB. PAM: W7LEC. V.H.F.

PAM: W7PGY. NTS nets:

WSN 3535 Daily QNI 362 QTC 481 8^.31
NTN 3970 Drily 1930Z QNI 977 QTC 563 Hess. 31
WARTS 3970 Ex.-Sun. 0100Z QNI 848 QTC 217 Sess.26

The Washington Section Traffic Hamfest held in Yakima 
July 9-10 had over 350 members and families present: for 
WARTS, new Net Mgr. K7YFJ. directors. N.E. K7QNW, 
S.W. WA7BTZ. N.W. secy.-treas, and editor for Parasite 
W7ICW. and recording secy. W7MCW. The Puget Sound 
Council of Amateur Radio Clubs will hold its Fifth An
nual Banquet Oct. 23 at Waller Road Grange Hall, Ta
coma, Your SCM had the pleasure of speaking to mem
bers of the QCWA Northwest chapter annual meeting in 
Portland July 24, Our section mourns the passing of 
W7REZ, Tacoma's most-heard signal. OBS K7CHH/7 
now is on sked with the bulletin service from Richland. 
The Northwest Amateur Radio. Communications System 
held its fourth annual camp-<>ut at Indian Creek July 
16-17 with over 70 hams aud families taking part. EC 
W7AJV is working all his extra time on the new ham- 
shack.. WSN shows an increase in traffic with the same 
membership for the summer months and continues to 
function smoothly with all NCS and liaison jobs fully 
staffed. Worked Five REARS ( Roping Employees Ama
teur Radio Society) awards now are being issued and 
can he won during the Washington Section QSO Party 
W7FNE now is MM on the SS Hudson to Indonesia via 
Suez. The new QCWA chairman is K7CNE. W7BV again 
is on 3950 kc, after surgery. KL7CSR aud W7BTB main- 
tain daily contact on 14i220 Me. W7COG and K7PVF 
now are in Seattle on a Boeing building project. K7CDI 
is in ’Moses Lake on a sub-station job. K7Q.OM now is 
USN, San Diego. ORS W7JEY is active on WSN and 
RN7. OKS W7A1B reports summer DX nil, but the Vic
toria Wireless Club hosted the Clallam County group in 
August at Victoria. PAM W7LEC states his code practice 
net now is under way on 3728, W7MCW and W7AMC took 
in the Okanogan Hamfest. EC/ORS W7GYF visited 
Sheridan. Wyo.. and Portland and picked up QSLs to 
total 39 DX-wIsr. OPS W7EVW hopes for better condi
tions this fall. W7VE is now Bremerton and Kitsap 
County Official RACES station. Our sympathy to W7- 
HWD on the loss of his wife.

NWSSN 3700 Ex. Sun. 2000Z QNI 257 QTC 77 Scsx.26 
NWSSB 3945 Daily No report

Traffic: (July) W7BA 1629. K7TCY HO. W7HMA 765, 
W7DZX 432, K7CTP 182. W7PI 146, W7APS 133. W7OEB 
129. W7BTB 128, WA7DXI 124. W7KZ 61. W7JEY 51. 
W7ATB 43. W7HMQ 42. W7GVC 41. W7LEC 41, W7MCW 
21. K7VNB 20. W7GYF 18. WA7CXD 9, W7AMC R \V7- 
EVW 7. W7AXT 5, WA7EMM 5. (June) WA7DXI 28, 
W7GVC27.
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• Featuring the SB-100 & HA-14 • Full kilowatt P.E.P. 
SSB five band transceiver, 80-10 meters • Fixed or 
mobile operation with appropriate power supplies 
listed below • Built-in antenna change-over relays 
• Built-in SWR meter • Operates PTT & VOX—Upper/ 
Lower sideband • Built-in 100 kc crystal calibrator 
• Transceiver tuning with Heath LMO — 1 kc dial 
calibration

Order The SB-100 & HA-14 For The Best Value In 
High Power Transceiver Operation. We invite com
parison of the complete SB-100 & HA-14 specs. (See 
coupon below.) with those of any other make of SSB 
transceiver or combo. Compare for the ultimate in 
versatilty and value . . . consider circuit design as 
related to inherent stability, the use of quality compo
nents and fine mechanical construction, full five-band

Here’s A SSB Combo That Has It All Over The Com
petition In Power, Performance, And Versatility . . . 
Go “barefoot” with the SB-100 for 180 watts upper or 
lower sideband, or 150 watts CW. If the going gets 
rough, or you need that extra sock for mobile opera
tion, add the HA-14 with just a flip of a switch. Either 
way you’ll enjoy truly linear tuning with the famous 
Heath SB-Series LMO . . . plus all the other many con
venient operating features of the now-famous Heathkit 
SB Series.

coverage, and resale value. You’ll choose the SB-100 
& HA-14.
Kit SB-100..............................................................$360.00
Kit HA-14................................................................$99.95
Kit SBA-100-1, SB-100 Mobile Mtg. Bracket $14.95 
Kit HP-13, SB-100 Mobile Power Supply. .. .$59.95 
Kit HP-14, HA-14 Mobile Power Supply............$89.95 
Kit HP-23, SB-100 AC Power Supply.................$39.95 
Kit HP-24, HA-14 AC Power Supply...................$49.95
HDP-21, Microphone................................................$29.40

I 
I 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I
1

FREE HEATHKIT CATALOG
See the wide array of 
Heathkit Amateur Radio 
Equipment available at 
tremendous do-it-yourself 
savings! Everything you 
need in “mobile” or 
"fixed’’ station gear with 
full descriptions and spec
ifications . . . Send for 
Free copy!

HEATH COMPANY, Dept. 9-10
Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022

□ Enclosed is $, plus shipping. 
Please send model(s)................................ ;....................—__________

□ Please send free Heathkit Catalog.

Name.................................. ................................ ... .............................................................. .......

Address.

City------------------------------------------------------------------ State......... ... ........ Zip
Prices & Specifications Subject to change without notice. AM-163
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PRICE

LOOKING FOR

$95

$105

MATCHING AC SUPPLY 
with speaker, phone jack. 
MODEL 117-XC...............  
MODEL 230-XC 
for 230 volts..................

MARK I LINEAR AMPLIFIER
Five band, 2000 watts PEP input. 
Uses two Eimac 3-400Z or two 
Amperex 8163 triodes. Has built-in 
power supply.

....... $475
TUBES $68

DC MODULE Converts AC supply 
to 12 volts DC for portable or 
emergency operation.
MODEL 14X

12 VOLT DC SUPPLY
For mobile or portable operation. 
Negative ground standard. Positive 
ground available on special order.
MODEL 14-117 . . $130

MAXIMUM PERFORMAN 
PROVEN RELIABILITY 
SUPERIOR CR

SWANTENNA 
5 BAND 
MOBILE 

ANTENNA
500 watt power rat 
ing. 10 15 20-40-75 
meters
MANUAL SWITCHING 
MODEL 45 $65

REMOTE CONTROL 
MODEL 55 . $95

MODEL 400 SSB TRANSCEIVER 
5 BANDS 400 WATTS

Includes many deluxe features. Designed to 
use the highly stable, full coverage Model 
4]0 VFO in fixed station, the miniature 
Model 406 VFO for mobile, or the Model
405 for MARS operation.

PLUG-IN 
VOX UNIT 

for either 
transceiver

MODEL VX-1 $35

$420

CRYSTAL 
CALIBRATOR

KIT $19.50
SIDEBAND 
SELECTOR

KIT $18
Kits for Model 350 
only. Model 400 in
cludes these features.



wan Line a'

MARS OSCILLATOR
Five crystal controlled channels with vernier 
frequency control. May be used directly with 
Model 400 Transceiver or with Model 350 
and Model 22 adaptor.
MODEL 405X, less crystals $45

.TRONIOS
Your Dealers Today:

MOBILE VFO
Miniature size. Covers phone 
bands. Makes it possible to trunk 
mount the transceiver.
MODEL 406B $75

REMOTE CONTROL KIT
For trunk mounting of transceiver.
MODEL RC2 $25

MODEL 350 SSB TRANSCEIVER 
5 BANDS 400 WATTS

Built in full coverage VFO with 5 kc cali
bration. The greatest transceiver value ever 
offered the radio amateur.

$420

DUALVFO 
ADAPTOR
Provides for the addi
tion of second VFO for 
separate control of 
transmit and receive 
frequencies. May be 
plugged into either 350 
or 400 transceiver.
MODEL 22 ... $25

FULL COVERAGE VFO
8 ranges. 500 kc each, 5 kc cali
bration Matches 350 and 400

ö * *

MODEL 250 6 METER SSB TRANSCEIVER
240 watts PEP. $325

I electronics corp.
Oceanside, California



VANGUARD 
MODEL 501

Made in USA.
$279’5 COLLECT

COMPLETE WITH LENS

SUB-MINIATURE SOLID STATE

TV CAMERA
FOR CLOSED CIRCUIT OR AMATEUR TV

Measures only 234" x 4" x 7" (excluding lens and 
connectors).

• Weighs only 3Vi lbs.

Advanced circuitry utilizing 35 semi-conductors most 
of which are silicon.

Resolution guaranteed to exceed best capabilities of 
standard 525 line TV receivers.

• Field-effect input circuit provides noise-free video. 
This is a VANGUARD exclusive.

RF output 30,000 microvolts adjustable for channels 
2-6.

• Video output 1.5 V p*p  composite with standard nega
tive sync.

Viewable pictures obtainable from as low as 1 ft. can
dle of illumination to bright sunlight.

Vidicon controlled automatic light compensation elimi
nates electric eye and provides error-free compensation 
for light level changes of up to 120 to 1.

NEW VANGUARD "HI-FI" vidicon enables use of any 
8 mm movie lens instead of 16 mm lens required by 
other TV cameras.

• Electronically regulated power supply and thermally 
compensated circuits eliminate change in picture qual
ity when line voltage and temperature fluctuate.

All parts guaranteed for 1 year (except for open fila
ment on vidicon or breakage).

Dealer inquiries invited. Exclusive territories available to 
those qualified for CCTV service and installation.

VANGUARD LABS
Hollis, N.Y. 11423

PACIFIC DIVISION
EAST BAY—SCM, Richard Wilson. K6LRN—SEC; 

None. ECs: W6TYM and KeTFT. OESs: K6SPP, 'WA6- 
RRH. W6BYC. W6YKS. WB6SAJ. OPSa: K6TFT, WA6- 
WNG/WB6CRC. WA6QZA. WA6PTU. ORSs: WB6ETY. 
WA6WNG/WB6CRC, WA6FBS. W6TDY. WB6FHH. W6- 
TYM. W6YKS. OOs: K6LRN. WA6KLL, W6TYM. W6- 
OJW. W6CBF. OBSs: WB6NUI, K6TFT, WB6IBU, WAG- 
VAT. W6DUB. W6LGW. W6UB. WA6NEL. WAGRRH. 
WB6ILH. RM: WA6WNG/WB6CRC. V.H.F. PAM: 
WAGRRH. The East Bay section hit. the jackpot in July 
with BPL certificates going to WA6WNG/WB6CRC. W6- 
TDY and W6UZX. W6IDY is planning a trip to Europe. 
W6UZX is working on break-in circuitry. W6TYM was in 
Oregon on his vacation. KOPTV/6 is leaving the Bay 
area and will be /4 soon. W6CBF is mobile with an SB- 
34, W6ZF is building a conical monopole for bulletin 
skeds. Ron transmits news nt the Pacific Division and 
other pertinent data on 3540 and 7080 kc. Drop a card to 
1573 Baywood Lane. Napa, Cu., 94558. for more informa
tion. W6QJW and several others in the section report the 
weather has been too hot for hamming. WB6LFJ and 
K6ONI are new AREC members, WBRN UI is having fun 
trying to get his 4-1000A linear on the air. K6LRN sold 
his rig tn WB6FHH and is now trying to get the bugs 
out of an old Viking IT. The Hayward Radio Club is 
helping to prepare for the Greater Bay Area hamfest to 
be held nt the Edgewater Inn at Oakland Oct. 22 and 23. 
WNGSSU is a new ham in Harvard and is the XYL of 
WB6RPK. WA6JCS accuses WN6SPE of being so busy 
building gear that his Novice license may expire before 
he has a chance to operate. To the best of my knowledge 
I have all AREC records. If it has been over a year 
since you last filled out an AREC form, .you will be get
ting a new one in the mail to fill out anil return to me. T 
would like to have nn up-to-date roster of AREC mem
bers to give our new ^F.G—when and if, AU applicants 
for AREC memberslup residing in Alameda, Contra 
Costa, Napa, Solano or Lake counties should mail their 
AREC forms to 107 Cordova Way, Concord, Ca, 94520. 
Be sure to include your zip code. There also are plenty 
of openings for ECs, ORSs, etc. Drop me a line or a 
radiogram for more information.

NON 0300Z Daily 3.635
BAN 0145Z Tues.-dat. 146.7

Traffic: WA6WNG/WB6CRC 655. W6IDY 572, W6UZX 
401. W6TYM 182. K0PIV/6 126, WA6FBS 26. W6CBF 8. 
K6LRN 8, W6ZF 8.

HAWAII—SCM. Lee R. Wical, KH6BZF—Asst. SCM/- 
SEC: Ernie J. Kurkmskv, KH6CCL. PAM: WOPAN/- 
KH6. RM: 'Vacant. V.HF. PAM: KH6EEM. Join a net 
today.

Nel Freq, Me. Time
Friendly 7.290 2030Z
No Ka Oi 7.290 2230Z
50th State 3.895 0500Z
KH6GG coordinates the following:
RACES 40 7.225 1930Z
RACES 10 28.700 1930Z
RACES fi 50.252 1930Z
RACES 2 147.000 W30Z

2&4 Sun.
2&4 Sun.
2Æ4 Sun.
2à4 Sun.

K3DIO/KH6, his XYL and that harmonic, Michelle 
Elaine, left, the islands for work in Delaware. KH6EXI 
and his gang were nil up on the Mainland for the sum
mer. KH6HP recently was cited by his insurance firm for 
21 years meritorous service. W6EKJ, his pretty XYL and 
their family arrived for a Hawaiian vacation aboard the 
USS Luriine. Marty flew over with the Swan 350. KH6- 
AFS. down Hilo-way. placed 14th in the recent Kona 
Billfish Tourney. KH6FHQ, the daughter of KH6SN, is 
the only licensed harmonic at home this summer and at 
the OM's rig. KH6DJE is working at the USARHAW 
Signal station, KH6USA. KW6DK assumes the Army 
MARS Director job at Schofield. WN2VED/KH6 recently 
moved here from Rome, N.Y. KHGDJ recently spoke at 
the Engineering Association of Hawaii luncheon about 
the more exotic technical aspects nf his two 6-month 
tours in Antartica. KH6ATS, KH6CPW, KH6BQQ and 
KH6ELW are the chief net control stations behind the 
Friendly Net. Traffic: (July) KG6AIG 169. KH6BZF 10, 
W0PAN/KH6 L (June) KH6EOQ 26.

NEVADA—SCM, Leonard M. Norman, W7PBV— 
SEC: WA7BEU. K7SFN, W7SRM. W7YKN and K7WLX 
were the Field Dav operators for the NARA at Gleana 
Creek, A Worked-AU-Nevada-Cotxnties certificate bv the 
NARA is in the making. ON5DS was a guest at W7YKN. 
K7RKH has a new HB-432 s.s.b. rig running 100 watts. 
WA7CFS is the EC for Fallon and reports the 3825 
s.s.b, net check-ins are increasing with all parts of Ne
vada being represented. W7YDX and K7USXJ have new

196-23 Jamaica Ave.
Dept. S
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SOLID STATE

FREQUENCY CONVERTERS
WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF STOCK FREQUENCIES

.6 and 163 me.

Available In the following frequencies from stock:

Model Input me Output me

301-D 144-148 50-54
301-E1 144-145 .6-1.6
301-E2 145-146 .6-1.6

2M 301-F 144-146 28-30
301-Q 144-148 14-18
301-R 144-148 7-11
301-S 143.5-148.5 30-35

301-B1 50-51 .6-1.6
301-B2 51-52 .6-1.6

6M 301-C1 50-54 7-11
301-C2 50-54 14-18

( 301-J 50-52 28-30

20M 301-G 13.6-14.6 .6-1.6
301-Al 26.5-27.5 .6-1.6

CB < . 301-A2 26.8-27.3 3.5-4.0

40M 301-K 7-8 .6-1.6

CHU 301-L 3.35 1.0
WWV . 301-H 5.0 1.0

301-11 9-10 .6-1.6
int'l. 301-12 15-16 .6-1.6
Marine . 301-M 2-3 .6-1.6

301-N1 118-119 .6-1.6
301-N2 119-120 .6-1.6
301-N3 120-121 .6-1.6

Aircraft 301-N4 121-122 .6-1.6
301-N5 122-123 .6-1.6
301-N6 123-124 .6-1.6

Firs 301-P1 154-155 .6-1.6
Police 301-P2 155-156 .6-1.6
VHF Ma 301-P3 154-158 7-11
rine 301-P4 154-158 104-108

etc. . 301-P5 156.3-157.3 .6-1.6
301-W1 162.55 1.0

Weather • 301-W2 162.55 10.7
301-W3 162.55 107.0

CUSTOM 301-X Your choice of any one in
MADE put and output frequency between

(4-6 weeks delivery on custom converters)
For prompt shipment please include postal money 

posit. New York City residents add 5% sales tax. New

ON

VANGUARD;
Rf- CONVERTER

■

ANY CONVERTER $16”
NOW ONLY * PPd-

except 301 X, $18.95 ppd.

The model 301 uses 3 of the very latest type epi
taxial planar UHF transistors for unsurpassed gain 
and low noise at all frequencies. It can operate 
from 6 to 18 volts (positive or negative ground) 
without any significant change in gain or frequency. 
The circuit consists of a tuned R.F. amplifier, crys
tal controlled oscillator and a low noise mixer. More 
than 30 high quality parts carefully assembled and 
tested. Sensitivity is better than micro-volt for a 
6 db signal to noise ratio even at 160 me.

£ Enclosed in a sturdy 16 gauge, 3^" x 2%" x 
1W' aluminum case with mounting ears, transfer 
switch and two SO-239 (UHF) receptacles.

9 100% made in the U.S.A.

S 2 year guarantee on all parts including transis- 
tors!

• Free 24 hr. SPECIAL DELIVERY anywhere in the 
U.S.A, if you send a money order or cashiers 
check. With personal checks allow 2 weeks to 
clear the bank before shipment can be made. 
No shipments made on Saturdays, Sundays, 
holidays, and 2 weeks in August.

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
9 volt battery eliminator with 110 volt cord. 
Only $2.95 ppd.

R.F. cable adapters in 6", 12" or 18" lengths 
with PL-259 plug on one end (mates with con
verter). Other end your choice of Motorola male 
or female, RCA, BNC or PL-259, Price $1,25 each 
postpaid cable with 2 plugs.

order or cashier's check. COD's must include 20% de
York State residents add 2% sales tax.

VANGUARD LABS S-ts.-
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AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
RECONDITIONED HAM EQUIPMENT

* 10 Day Free Trial [Lose only Shipping Charges) ★ 30 Day Guarantee k Full Credit Within 6 Months on Higher Priced 

New Equipment * Pay as Little as $5.00 Down and Take up to 3 Years to Pay the Balance 4- Order Direct from this Ad!

AMPLIDYNE
621 Xmtr SI 49
261 VFO 35
B&W
5100 Xmtr $ 89
5I00B Xmtr 119 
5ISB-BSSBGen 99
L-I000A LIn/Sup [49
CENTRAL ELECT.
IOA Exciter $ 49
I0B Exciter 69
2OA Exciter (table) 89
QT-1 Anti-Trip 9
BC-458 VFO 19
600L Linear 219
CLEGG' 

.SQUIRES-SANDERS
99‘er Xcvr S 99
Thor 6 (RF only) 175
Thor 6 DC Sup. Mod 95
Thor 6 AC Sup. Mod 75
Zeus Xmtr 375
Venus Xmtr 249
Venus AC Supply 75
Apollo Linear 175
SS Booster 49
Interceptor Rec 295
22’er 2m Xcvr (69
SS I R Receiver 475
COLLINS 
75A-I Receiver SI39
75A-2 Receiver 219
75A-3 Receiver 269
75A-4 (0-1000) 349
270G Speaker 19 
75S-1 Receiver 295 
75S-1/Waters Rej. 325 
75S-3 Receiver 399 
75S-3B Receiver 475

■ To: AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
| 4828 West Fond du Lac Avenue
| Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216
I Ship me the following Reconditioned Equipment:

I
FIRST 
CHOICE

SECOND 
CHOICE 
(IF ANY)

THIRD 
CHOICE

11 enclose $. I will pay balance I it any )
■ □ C 0 D 01 year [J 2 years Q 3 years

I Name.

| Address

City

■ State __ ___________________ .Zip__ _______ ____

1 |~~l Send Reconditioned Equipment Bulletin

75S-3C Receiver 525 
32V-3 Xmtr 199
32S-I Xmtr 375
32S-3 Xmtr 495
62S-I VHF Conv 595 
3I2B-4 Console 149 
KWS-1 (500-1000) 675
KWM-1 (0-500) 249
35 ID-[Mount 25
KWM-2 Xcvr 750
KWM-2 Waters rej. 775 
35ID-2 Mount 75
MP-1 Mobile Sup 119 
399 B-1 DX Adaptor 25
R. L. DRAKE 
I A Receiver 
2 A Receiver 
2AC Calibrator 
2B Receiver 
2BQ Combo 
2BS Speaker 
TR-3 Xcvr 
AC-3 Supply 
DC-3 Supply 
R-4 Receiver 
R-4A Receiver 
MS-4 Speaker 
T-4X Transmitter

SI09 
159

12 
189
29 

9 
369
65 
95

279 
299

12 
299

EICO
720 Transmitter
722 VFO
730 Modulator
753 Transceiver
ELMAC
AF-67 (AS-IS)
AF-67 Xmtr
AF-68 Xmtr
PMR-6 (AS-IS)
PMR-6A (AS-IS)

$ 49
34
39

149

$ 20
45
79
20
25

Q

I

I

PMR-7 Receiver
M-1070 AC. DC

39
39

GLOBE GALAXY WRL
Scout 65B Xmtr 5Î 34
Scout 680 Xmtr 35
Scout 680A Xmtr 39
LA-1 Linear 69
Scout Deluxe 49
Hi-Bander 62 99
Chief 90 Xmtr 29
Chief 90A Xmtr 34
Chief Deluxe Xmtr 39
King 500A Xmtr 225
King 500B Xmtr 249
DSB-100 Xmtr 49
HG-303 Xmtr 29
Galaxy 300 Xcvr ¡49
PSA-300C AC Sup 49
G-300DC 65
Galaxy V Xcvr 299
AC Supply 59
Deluxe Console 69
RX-2 VFO 59
755 VFO 24
755A VFO 29
Rejector 15
UM-1 Modulator 29
VOX-10 5
MM-100 Matcher 7
GONSET
Comm III 6m SI49
Comm IV 2m 199
G-28 Xcvr 149
GG105 2m Xcvr 169
900A (2m) Xcvr 249
902A DC Supply 49
90 i A AC Supply 49
G-33 Receiver 44
GR-211 Receiver 49

G-43 Receiver 59
GR-212 Receiver 59
G-66B Receiver 49
3-way Supply 19
Thin-Pak 19
G-76 Xcvr 99
G-76 AC Supply 75
G-76 DC Supply 75
G-77 Transmitter 49
G-77A Transmitter 69
GSB-100 Xmtr 169
GSB-101 Linear 169
Super 6 (AS-IS) 10
Super ¡2 Conv 29
HALLICRAFTERS
Sky Buddy Rec 5; 39
S-38B Receiver 24
S-38E Receiver 34
S-40B Receiver 49
S-53 Receiver 44
S-53A Receiver 49
SX-62 Receiver 125
SX-71 Receiver 89
S-76 Receiver 69
S-77A Rec (AS-IS) 25
S-86 Receiver 59
S-95 ISO Me Rec 39
SX-96 Receiver 119
SX-99 Receiver 75
SX-100 Receiver 139
SX-IOIMk II Rec 125
SX-IOIMk III Rec 139
SX-IOI A Rec 199
5-108 Receiver 69
SX-111 Receiver 134
SX-115 Receiver 325
SX-117 Receiver 225
S-120 Receiver 39
SX-140 Receiver 69
CRX-2 150 Me 69
C?,X-3 Aircraft 69
R-46 Speaker &
R-46B Speaker 9
R-48 Speaker 12
HI-17 (AS-IS) 25
HT-30 Xmtr 119
HT-31 Linear 119
HT-32 Xmtr 249
HT-32B Xmtr 349
HT-33 Linear 169
HT-33A (conv to B) 269
HT-37 Xmtr 225
HT-40 Xmtr 49
HT-44 Xcvr 249
P-26 Supply 49
P-I50AC Supply 75
P-I50DC Supply 75
SR-160 Xcvr 189
HA-5 VFO 45
HA-6 Transverter 89
HA-10 Tuner 15

HAMMARLUND
HQ-I00C Rec SI09 
HO-110 Receiver 119 
HQ-IIOCRec 129 
HQ-110A Rec 159
HQ-120 Receiver 59
HQ-I29X (AS-IS) 25
HQ-M0X Rec 99 
HQ-145XC Rec 169
HQ-160 Receiver 189
HQ-170 Receiver 169
HQ-I70C Rec 179
HQ-170A Rec 239
HQ-I70AC Rec 249
HQ-I70AC with

immunizer 299
HQ-l80CRec 249
SP-600JX-I7 Rec 275
HX-50 Xmtr 199

HEATHKIT
HR-20 Receiver !S 89
MT-I Xmtr 39
MR-I Receiver 49
DX-20 Xmtr 24
DX-35 Xmtr 29
DX-40 Xmtr 34
DX-60 Xmtr 59
DX-100 Xmtr 85
DX-I00B Xmtr 99
TX-I Transmitter ¡19
HX-H Xmtr 29
HW-12 75m Xcvr 99
HW-32 20m Xcvr 89
VF-l VFO 17
HG-10 VFO 29
HW-IO Tenet 29
HW-10 6m Xcvr 169
VHF-I Seneca 159
HP-20 AC Supply 25
MP-I DC Supply 25
UT-I AC Supply 19
HO-13 Hamscan 49
HA-14 Mob. Linear 95
HP-14 DC Supply 75
HP-24 AC Supply 50
HUNTER
2000A Linear $325
JOHNSON
Adventurer $ 25
Challenger 59
Viking 1 49
Viking 11 69
122 VFO 19
Ranger J 89
Ranger U 169
Valiant 1 139
Valiant II 239
500 Xmtr 349
Pacemaker 149
Courier Linear 139
275W M’box/SWR 69
Mobile Xmtr (AS-IS) 25
Mobile VFO (AS-IS) IS
KNIGHT
R-55 Receiver $ 39
R-55A Receiver 44
R-100 Receiver 59
R-I00A Receiver 69
T-50 Transmitter 24
T-60 Transmitter 34
T-150 Transmitter 59
T-I50A Xmtr 69
V-44 VFO 17
X-10 Calibrator 5
LAKESHORE
Phasemaster HB $149
PP-400GG Linear 99
Signal Splitter 29

LAFAYETTE
HE-30 Receiver S 39
HE-45 Xcvr 65
HE-45B Xcvr 75
HE-6IA VFO 15
HA-90 VFO 29
KT-320 Receiver 49
LOUDENBOOMER
Mk II Linear (RF) $125

HELP WANTED!
Shipping Clerks

Electronic Technicians
Counter Salesmen

Send picture, resume, and salary require
ment. ..Would consider helping with moving 
expenses for out-of-town applicant.

NATIONAL
SW-54 Receiver S 24
NC-57 Receiver 49
NC-60 Receiver 39
NC-98 Receiver 69
NC-105 Receiver 75
NC-109 Receiver 79
NC-125 Receiver 69
NC-155 Receiver 99
NC-173 Receiver 69
NC-183 Receiver 89
NC-I83D Receiver 149
NC-188 Receiver 69
NC-270 Receiver 119
NC-300 Receiver |49
NC-303 Receiver 249
VFO-62 34
XCU-300 Calibrator S
HRO-60 Receiver 225
NTS-1 Speaker 9
NTS-3 Speaker 12
NCX-3 Xcvr 189
NCXA Supply 75
NCXD Supply 75
NCX-5 Xcvr 395
NCL-2000 Linear 425
P&H 
LA-400 Linear S 69
LA-400B Linear 79
LA-400C Linear 89
POLYTRONICS
PC-6 6m Xcvr 5175 
62B 6 & 2m Xcvr 225
RME
DB-23 Preselect $ 25 
4300 Receiver 69
4302 Speaker 9
4350 Receiver 89
4350A Receiver 99
6900 Receiver 149
SBE
SB-33 Xcvr $175
SB-34 Xcvr 275
SB l-LA Linear 125
SB2-DCP Supply 35
SB3-DCP Supply 75
SINGER
PR-1 Panadaptor S 99
SONAR 
20m Monobander $ 99
AGIO AC Supply 75
DC-10 DC Supply 75
SWAN
SW-120 Xcvr SI 19
SW-140 Xcvr 119
SW-175 Xcvr ¡19
SW-240 Xcvr 189
SW-117AC (for 240) 65
SW-II7B AC Sup 50
SW-12 DC Supply 75
SW-350 Xcvr ?.99
SW-H7XC AC Sup 75
TMC
GPR-90 Receiver S225
GPR-90 Speaker 19
G5B-I Slicer 75
WATERS
Codax Keyer $ 59
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© SWAN © SWAN

lock at your low Monthly Payment
AFTER JUST s5°-° DOWN

350 IO-8Om Transceiver........................ (14.98)$420.00
400 IO-8Om Transceiver less VFO.... (14.98) 420.00 
250 Transceiver for 6 Meters.............. (11.55) 325.00 
Mark 1 Linear — less tubes.................. (16.97) 475.00
Two 3-400Z Tubes for above................... (2.27) 68.00
405 MARS Oscillator - 5 fixed channels (1.44) 45.00 
406B Miniature Phone Band VFO.......... (2.52) 75.00 
410 Full Coverage VFO........................... (3.25) 95.00
II7XC I I7vAC Supply w/cabinet&spkr(3.25) 95.00 
230XC As above, but for 230 volts .... (3.61) 105.00 
117XB I 17v AC Supply only - less cabinet

& spkr. (normally used with 400)......... (2.52) 75.00
230XB As above, but for 230 volts .... (2.88) 85.00 
14-117 I2v DC Supply w/cable............. (4.51) 130.00 
14-230 As above, but w/230v Basic sup (4.87) 140.00 
II7X Basic AC Supply ONLY................ (2.16) 65.00
230X Basic AC Supply ONLY................. (2.52) 75.00
I4X I2v DC Module & Cable................... (2.16) 65.00
I4XP As above, but Positive Ground ..(2.34) 70.00 
Cabinet, Speaker & AC Line Cord........  30.00
I I7v or 230v Line Cord (specify)..........  5.00
8’ Power Supply Cable w/Jones Plug... 3.00
VX-I Plug-in VOX.................................. 35.00
SSB-2 Selectable Sideband Kit for 350. • 18.00
22 Dual VFO Adaptor for 350 8<400 __ _ 25.00
lOOkc Calibrator Kit for 350 .................. 19.50
500kc Calibrator Kit for 250 .................. 19.50
10m Full Coverage Kit for early 350’s.. 15.00
55 Swantenna - Remote Control............(3.25) 95.00 
45 Swantenna — Manual............................(2.16) 65.00
Deluxe Mobile Mounting Kit.................... 19.50
RC-2 Remote Control Kit........................................25.00

STOP
Look no further !

The Best Deals (Trade or No Trade) on 
New Swan Equipment are being made at 

AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY

The payments shown above are for a 36-month time-payment 
plan with $5.00 down. The minimum total order that may be 
financed for 12 months is $60.00; for 24 months - $120.00; 
for 36 months - $180.00. NOW! Our time-payment plan pffers 
a 105-day pay-off option!

AMATEUR 
ELECTRONIC 

SUPPLY 
4828 West Fond du Lac Avenue 
Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216 

Phone (414) 442-4200
MILWAUKEE STORE HOURS: Mon & Fri-9 am to 9 pm: 
Tues, Wed, Thurs-9 am to 5:30 pm; Sat-9 am to 3 pm

IMPORTANT! — Be sure to send all Mail Orders and 
Inquiries to our Milwaukee store, whose address is 
shown above. VISIT - Please do not write the fol
lowing Branch stores — they are set up to handle 
walk-in trade only-

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 
6450 Milwaukee Avenue 

Phone (312) 763-1030

ORLANDO, FLORIDA 
19 Azalea Pk.Shpg. Ctr. 
Phone (305) 277-8231

CHICAGO & ORLANDO STORE HOURS: Mon. Wed, Thurs - 
12 to 9 pm; Tues & Fri - 12 to 5:30 pm; Sat- 10 am to 4 pm

■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ ■ " " " ■■ ■ I
I To: AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY
| 4828 West Fond du Lac Avenue
| Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53216 q

11 am interested in the following new equipment:

11 have the following to trade: (what’s your deal?)

g Ship me the following New Equipment:

11 enclose $____________ I will pay balance (if any)
J □ COD □ 1 year □ 2 years □ 3 years

1 Name_________ ________ _ ___________________ _  

| Address

g City------------------------------------- -------------- -----------------

■ State______________________ Zip______________

1 Q Send Reconditioned Equipment Bulletin
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ADVERTISERS

wheels for their mobiles. Section net certificates have 
been mailed to K7A0A, WA7BHC. WA7CFS. W6DIX/7. 
WA7ERY, K7QGO and K7SNS. WA7BAV is telephoning 
relaying messages for GIs in Viet Nam. W7BIF and W7- 
PRM vacationed in Utah. K7RBM has taken tip color- 
photo finishing. W7AAF is doing a lot of flying. W7JU is 
missing a. couple of TV sets, and has traded his sail 
boat for a two-wheel cycle. Traffic: WA7CFS 31, K7- 
OHX 11, K7RKH 7.

SACRAMENTO VALLEY—SCM, John F. Minke, III, 
WA6JDT—SEC: WB6BWB. ECs: WB6MXD, K6RHW, 
W6SMU, WA6TQJ. RM: W6LNZ.

Net Freq.
Yolo Co. CD 146.94 Me.
SCEN 146.28 Me.
SVN 146.28 Me,
NCN 3635 kc.
Tri-Co. Emer. Net 3815 kc.

Time Days
0200Z’ Wed.
0400Z Wed.
1J330Z T-8un.
03()l)Z Daily
1700Z ?

Mgr.
WA6TQ.T
WB6BWB
WA6YYK 
WB6HVA

"Advertising is accepted 
only from firms who, in the 

publisher's opinion, are of es
tablished integrity and whose 
products secure the approval 
of the technical staff of the

American Radio Relay 
League."

Quoted from QST'« advertising rote card.

Amateurs and Electronic 
Engineers: Practically 
everything you need can 
be supplied by the ad
vertisers in QST. And you 
will know the product has 
the approval of the 
League’s technical staff

Let’s all support President Denniston’s Hamquest '67 in 
doubling membership in both your club and the ARRL. 
Let Every Amateur Give United Effort. SCEN held a 
“Rabbit” Hunt on July 31 with WB6RVR as the rabbit, 
or better, a “rat.” The ‘Tat” had a t.r. switch on his car 
switching from a J-antenna to an antenna hoisted up a 
flag pole to confuse the boys. W6CIS. former Pacific Div. 
Director, retired from the Cal. Disaster Office with 
over 38 years of State Service. WN6T0Z, the XYL of 
ex-WN6QMT, is a new ham in Carmichael. WA6FWU is 
watching for 6-meter band openings from Soda Springs. 
The RAMS held a barbecue at W6TEE and WB6PHQ. 
WN6T0A, of McClellan AFB, is trying to initiate a 
Novice-Tech. net. WB6MAE moved back to his ranch 
in Orangevale from Fair Oaks. WB6MXD put up a 40- 
meter antenna consisting of #12 AWG wire. W6AF is 
using a 65-watt 7-Me. rig for Official Bulletins. Traffic: 
(July) W6LNZ 116, WB6MAE 36. K6IKV 13. WN6TOA 
9, W6AF 3, WB6MXD 3. (June) WB6MAE 18, WB6BWB 
16.

SAN FRANCISCO—SCM, Hugh Cassidy, WA6AUD 
—W6KZF has completed over a year without missing a 
report but would like to get more- Form 5s from the 
ECs. W6CIS, former Pacific Division Director and Cali
fornia State Disaster official, was a visitor at the Aug. 
meeting of the Humboldt Radio Club. W6HSA finds 
more DX coming through with eight new countries in 
July. W6UDL checks into the Mission Trail Net regu
larly. W6DTV operated portable most of the summer 
from Old Station, north of Mt. Las&en. WA6MGG is n 
new OO in the Eureka area. K6SAA returned from the 
Bastille Day celebration in Papette reporting not much 
doing on 20 meters from FO8AA. WA6QXV has put an 
HW-12 on the air. In the July CD Party W6BIP, W6- 
BYS, W6GQA and W6HSA were heard in the c.w. por
tion and W6CYO and WA6AUD in the phone section. 
WB6GVI is getting antennas up at his new QTH. W6- 
BIP gave a talk on his experiences at Thule in OX-Land 
at the July meeting of the San Francisco Radio Club. 
OO WA6RXM reports clicks and chirps the most fre
quent problem with c.w. signals. The San Francisco 
Section Net meets Mon. and Fri. at 1830 local time on 
3900 kc. WB6JOX is the present N/C with a powerful 
s.s.b. signal, WB6AIS continues to gain on the btaph- 
lococcus infection which has bothered him since his op
eration early this year. However, Doc reports 33 coun
tries worked outside North America since returning 
home from the hospital. WA6ARE is looking for any
one interested in a 2-meter net in Sonoma County. 
W6WLV was the best man at his 80-year-old father’s 
wedding. K6TWJ continues to be the main source for 
traffic on the Golden Bear Net, W6SRZ and XYL W6- 
QOJ recently moved to Marin County. WB6IM0 con
tinues to turn out the QS’.I J paper for the Marin Club, 
doing a fine job with WA6UTE helping with the art 
work. W6CYO is working the DX openings tn Asia al
most every morning and reports the new TH-4 beam 
working well. W6PTS is erecting a tower and beam at 
his new Gorte Madera QTH. W6BCM, W6DXA. WB6- 
IMO and K.6OJO attended the QCWA July picnic in 
Sonoma County. The Sonoma Radio Club had a film 
shown on optical lasers at its Aug. meeting. Traffic: 
(July) W6KVQ 345. W6WLV 72, K6TWJ 55, W6UDL 32. 
W6BWV 22, WB6DMP 18, WA6AUD 15, WB6OGF 7. 
WA6ARE 6, WB6JOX 5. WB6GVI 4. WB6KWL 4, K6- 
TZN 4. WB6IM0 3, K6SAA 3, W6DTV 2, K6MBV 2, 
WA6QXV 1. (June) W6DTV 3,

SAN JOAQUIN VALLEY—SCM, Ralph Saroyan, W6- 
JPU—W6COB has a new Swan 350 and Moseley triband- 
er beam. K6AXV is moving to Manteca. WB6MUY nnd 
XYL WB6SMQ are moving to Berkeley. The Delta Net 
meets on 50.4 Me. every Thursday at 2000 local time. 
The Tulare Co. FD was at Mountain Aire., 6500 feet 
high. All those who participated in FD reported ex- 
eeilent results. WA6RTI is on 75 with an HW-12. W6-



EIMAC
EIMAC’s new 4CX1500B power tetrode Is the most linear 
tube on the market; intermodulation distortion character
istics under typical operating conditions are at least -40db 
at all drive power levels from zero to maximum. The new 
tube is ideal for advanced single sideband transmitters 
demanding high linearity to avoid channel-to-channel in
terference. The 4CX1500B is the product of a four-year 
development study which included optimization of internal 
tube geometry by computer techniques. Rated maximum 
plate dissipation of this radial beam tetrode is 1500 watts, 
and control grid dissipation rating is 1 watt maximum. 
Because the 4CX1500B has very low grid interception 
(typically less than 1.5 mA grid current), it is possible to 
drive the grid positive without adverse effects upon the 
distortion level; the tube is therefore recommended for 
Class AB, linear amplifier service. For further information, 
write Product Manager, Power Grid Tubes, or contact your 
nearest EIMAC distributor.

offers new 1 kW PEP 
tetrode for SSB with 
highest linearity—at least 
-40 db in typical operation

TYPICAL OPERATION (Frequencies Below 30 MHz)

DC Plate Voltage
DC Screen Voltage

2500 -
225

2750
225

2900 volts
225 volts

DC Grid Voltage -34 -34 -34 volts
Zero-Signal DC Plate Current 300 300 300 mA
Single-Tone DC Plate Current 720 755 710 mA
Two-Tone DC Plate Current 530 555 542 mA
Driving Power 1,5 1.5 1.5 watts
Useful Output Power 900 1100 1100 watts
Intermodulation
Distortion Products

3rd Order “38 -40 -40 db
5th Order -47 -48 -48 db

EIMAC
Division of Varian

San Carlos, California 94070 -----*
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K7ASK

TWO CATEGORIES TO CHOOSE FROM
Standard Duty Guyed in 
Heights of 37-54-88-105 
and 122 feet

Heavy Duty Self Supporting 
and Guyed in Heights of 
37 - 54 feet (SS) 
71 —88 feet (guyed)

ROHN has these 6 IMPORTANT POINTS:
Ease of Operation—roller guides between sections assure 
easy, safe, friction-free raising and lowering. Strength- 
welded tubular steel sections overlap 3 feet at maxi
mum height for extra sturdiness and strength. Unique 
ROHN raising procedure raises all sections together—uni
formly with an equal section overlap at all heights! 
Versatility—designed to support the largest antennae 
with complete safety and assurance at any height desired! 
Simple Installation—install it yourself—use either flat 
base or special tilting base (illustrated above) depend
ing on your needs. Rated and Tested—entire line engi
neered so you can get exactly the right size and properly 
rated tower for your antenna. The ROHN line of towers 
is complete. Zinc Galvanized—hot dipped galvanizing a 
standard—not an extra—with all ROHN towers! Prices
start at less than $100.

SEND FOR ROHN TOWER HANDBOOK
—$1.25 Value
-ONLY $100 postpaid (special to readers 

of this magazine). Nearest
source of supply sent on request. Repre
sentatives world-wide to serve you. Write 
today to: -

ROHN Manufacturing Co.
P. O. Box 2000 Peoria, Illinois

“ World's Largest EXCLUSIVE Manufacturer 
of Towers; designers, engineers, and installers 

of complete communication tower systems," 

JUK has a new 71-ft. self-suppurting tower. K6BKZ is 
on 75-40-20 with a KWM-2. WA6HKH is on 75 s.s.b. 
W6TZN is experimenting on 2100 Me. with pulse modula
tion. WB6GIT has modkfied his antenna and is getting 
out much better. WA6TQL is building a linear amplifier 
for bis S/Line. WA6RLW was heard operating portable 
from Lake Taho using an SB-34. WBGL’MB has been 
checking into the S.S.B. Net from Mineral King. W6TRP 
is operating from Camp Nelson with his KWM-2. W6- 
YGZ reports the loss of a mike and key with oscillator 
during FD. W6BWK, the Delta Amateur Club station, 
is operating on 80 meters. WB6HVA has a 75S-3, a 
32S-3 and a Henry 2K. WB60SH is heard operating 
s.s.b. on 40 meters. W6MSU is putting up a repeater sta
tion on 2 meters. WfiADB made the BPL for the first 
time in years. The Tulare County Radio Club meets 
the 4th Fri., the Delta Amateur Radio Club the 3rd 
Fri.. the Fresno Amateur Radio (Tub the 2nd Fri. 1 
want to thank mv friends for their support in the SCM 
election. Traffic: (July) W6ADB 6X9. WB6PCQ 248. WB6- 
HVA 103, WA6SCE 45. WB6NCJ 2.

SANTA CLARA VALLEY—SCM. Jean A. Gmelin., 
W6ZRJ—Asst. SCM: Ed Turner. W6NVO. RM: W6- 
QMO. Both W6R8Y and W6DEF made the BPL for the 
month of July, Hal on originations plus deliveries. WG- 
RSY made tlie BPL with only 19 nights of operation. 
Congratulations to both. W6QM0. our very fine RM, 
was in the hospital for over two weeks. She is now re
covering and will ba back on the air soon if not already. 
The NPEC of South San Francisco held a picnic in 
July with 16 members and families attending. WA6PTF 
was the MC. The club is busy organizing for the fall 
operating season. The West Valley Radio Club held its 
Annual Pancake Breakfast, in Campbell with over 200 
amateurs attending. The usual fine breakfast was served 
up by WA6YDF and his crew. Pacific Division Director 
W6HC. your SCM and SEC all attended the ex ent. 
W6DEF reports that K6MPN and W6JSR are both re
cuperating from recent, heart attacks. Hal now has new 
antennas for 80 and 20 meters. W6VZT was guest speak
er at the SCO ARA meeting, speaking on the subject nf 
antenna design. The PAARA took part in the operation 
of W6OTX at the San Mateo County Fair. The meeting 
of the Santa Cruz Radio Club featured slides and 
films of various hams and ham shacks in the area. 
The club meets the first Fri. of each month at Cabrillo 
College. The SCARS was busy planning for the opera
tion of a station at. the San Mateo County Fair, as was 
SCCARA tor the Santa Clara County Fair to be held 
two weeks later. Both clubs plan on handling traffic as 
well as demonstrating amateur radio operation. W6AIT 
is active on NCN. K6GK reports that there has been 
much QSB on all nets during the summer months. W6- 
AUC is active as OO and on several nets. Russ is now 
secy, of the QCWA area chapter. WB6NXK is oper- 
uting on 40 meters in the early morning hours and 
working DX. W6BVB now sports a new 758-1. Bob 
works NCN. W6VZE is very active as EC for Burlingame 
and is making plans for the SET. W6OII is OPS on the 
Mission Trail. W6ASH is QRL with school work, but 
manage*  to check into nets. WB6IZF is now active on 
WCARS on 40 meters, WA6CVU is now NCS on PAN. 
Traffic: W6RSY 1316, WA6CVU 496. W6YBV 412, W6- 
DEF 199. W6AIT 64. W6HC 38. K6GK 33, W6ZRJ 28. 
W6AUC 18. WB6NXK 18. W6BVB 14. W6VZE 13. VV6- 
OH 11, W6ASH 10, WB61ZF 7.

ROANOKE DIVISION
NORTH CAROLINA—SCM, Barnett S. Dodd, W4- 

BNU—Asst. SCM: Robert B. Corns. W4FDV. SEC: 
W4MFK. RMs: WA4ANH and K4CWZ. PAMs: W4AJT 
and WA4LWE. V.H.F. PAM: W4HJZ. 'The combined 
NCN/SSBN Picnic was held at ‘Morrow Mountain State 
Park. Certificates were presented to WA4ANH, W4EVN. 
K4IEX. W4LWZ, K4TTN and W4UWS for earning the 
N.C. Service Award, and WB4BGL was presented a 
net certificate and named ’’The Rookie of the Year.” 
Albert W. Parker, W4BAW. 1889-1966: North Carolina 
amateurs are saddened by the passing of one its best- 
known amateurs. Licensed in 1919 as 4EA, Al received 
the call W4BAW in 1925 and devoted the next 40 years of 
his amateur life to public srevice and to other ama
teurs. He held many station appointments, was EC for 
Craven County, a charter member of 'THEN, initiated 
NCN, received many awards and citations from the 
Re,d Cross and civil defense for his public service work 
during the N.C. hurricanes. Net Traffic: NCN(E) 194. 
THEN 105. NCN(L) 93, NCSSBN 56. Traffic: W4LEV 
1570. WB4BGL 207, W4EVN 153. W4IRE 136, W4LWZ 
136. K4BUJ 82. WA4UFQ 59. K4CWZ 46. K4EO 42. 
W4BNU 26. WA4FJM 21, WA4VNV 21. K4EOF 20. WA4- 
CFN 19. WA4UQC 14. WA4UVH 12. WA4VTV 12. WA4- 
NUO 11. WA4ANH 10, K4ZKQ 8, WA4GMB 7. K4SHU 4. 
WA4KWC 4. W4ACY 2. (June) W4LWZ 141, W4OTE 128, 
K4GNX 24, (Apr.) W4TRE 172.
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Band-spanner
MM

BIG-K
1000 watt (p.e.p.) mobile antenna 
at a mini-power price! Quick-con
nect high power inductors for 160*-  
80-40-20-15-10 meters have excep
tional figure of merit—"Q”—that 
measures approximately 230 on 80, rises to 350 
on 15 meters. Webster invites comparison of this 
sky power antenna particularly its high efficiency 
space-wound colls, suspended—not molded—in
side a protective all-white tenite housing. Com
pare also the precision machined hinged column 
assembly that releases coil/whip for right-angle 
laydown—forward or to the rear. Lockup into 
operating position is equally fast. Install BIG-K— 
give your mobile signal a real sendoff. Two column 
sizes for bumper and deck mounting with overall 
lengths, respectively, of 93' and 77". And use the 
money you save to buy a fine Webster mount.

Want a fully streamlined car an
tenna that will handle 500W p.e.p.? 
Buy Band-spanner as thousands 
have over the past sixteen years. 
One clean-cut antenna—nowhere 

over U/g" in diameter—that delivers big sky power 
on 80-40-20-15-10 meters plus MARS. Band-change 
in seconds too just by raising or lowering the top 
whip (which contacts a section of any of the inter
nally exposed inductor turns) and exact resonance 
on any in-band frequency. Band-spanner—truly 
streamlined—de-emphasizes the appearance of a 
fair size antenna on a new car. It has a two-tone 
fiberglass column and an attractive, epoxy-sealed 
loading section that blends both with car and 
surroundings. Two column lengths: Model ABB, 
117' overall extended, 63' telescoped and Model 
ABD, 93" overall extended, and 60" telescoped.

*160-meter coil 300W p.e.p.

Model THMD, 
de luxe 3-hole 
mobile mount.

Model BCM, 
bumper chain mount, 
(spring not supplied)

Model SHM, 
single hole de luxe 
mobile mount.

Write today for free BIG-K and Band-spanner brochures

RAYTHEON
RAYTHEON COMPANY

213 East Grand Ave., South San Francisco, Calif. 94080
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ABSOLUTELY

NEW
TRI-EX

W-51
FREE STANDING 
TOWER.
SUPPORTS 9 SQ. FT.
OF ANTENNA.
Shown with internal Ham M rotator and 2" mast.
INCLUDES

• FREE: RIGID BASE 
MOUNT

• PRE-DRILLED TOP 
PLATE - For TB-2 
thrust bearing.

• HIGH STRENGTH STEEL 
TUBING LEGS. Solid 
rod, "W" bracing.

• EASY MAINTENANCE — 
No guys or house 
brackets needed.

• RISES TO 51 FT.— 
Nests down to 
21 ft.

HOT DIPPED 
GALVANIZED AFTER 
FABRICATION!
All welding by 
certified welders.

IMMEDIATE DELIVERY

«36260
CONTINENTAL U.S.A.

ri-Ex TOWER CORPORATION
7182 RASMUSSEN AVE., VISALIA, CALIF.

SOUTH CAROLINA—SCM, Clark M. Hubbard, K4- 
LNJ—SEC: WA4ECJ. Asst. SECs: W4WQM, WA4EFP, 
RM: K4LND. PAM: WA4RUB. Vacations took their 
toll in July. The SC Slow Net is still trying to hold 
together. It needs more use by the SCSBN members. 
The Rock Hill Hamfest is scheduled for the middle of 
October. WA4ECJ hopes to finalize emergency plans 
through AREC, current nets and c.d. into one combined 
effort. W4CE is progressing well from a trip to the hos
pital. The Greenville V.H.F. Society is planning an
other mountain trip after the wonderful experience on 
the mountain-top adventure. WA4LDM received an OKS 
appointment. W4NT0 reports a real need for more OOs. 
Volunteers are wanted for printing the SON News. 
K4HDX and K4LN0 need the help. There is plenty of 
2-meter actviitv over the state but little reporting. 
Traffic: WA4LDM 105. K4LNJ 40, W4NTO 35, WA4QKQ 
28, K4OCU 15, W4JA 11, WA4ICF 10, W4PED 5.

VIRGINIA—SCM, H. J. Hopkins, W4SHJ—PAM: 
W40KN. RMs: K4LJK. VV4SHJ, WA4EUL. We were 
again shocked by news of the death of another of the 
section’s prominent and devoted amateurs. In nud-July, 
Dr. William Grigg, WA4AGB, passed away—suddenly 
and untimely. Dozens of Richmond amateurs paid trib
ute at the final rites. We all mourn his passing. Elections 
for Roanoke Division Director will be held in October. 
Among the candidates is W4KFC. Study your ballot 
carefully. Vote for Vic if you can—but by all means, 
vote. WA4HHH is in New York State studying for a 
new job while W4WDZ, long absent from the nets, hopes 
to become active after graduate work at Harvard. 
W4NLC and WA4DAI, both ECs, are not getting the 
best of response in forming up local AREC units. W4ZM 
finally took on a TCC assignment. W40WE has a fine 
country location with an antenna farm except for 80 
meters where the antenna touches a metal screen door 
and sparks fly. W4QDY reports the best activity in nets 
in several years. W4.TUJ was the highest W4 in the YL- 
OM C.W. Party. It took K4ASU several weeks to work 
150 countries from the new location without a beam. 
Traffic: (July) W4RHA 168, W4SZT 165, WA4EUL 154, 
WA4OHZ 148. W4NLC 98. WA4UMX 98, K4LJK 70, 
W4ZM 66, WA4YSE 62. W4BWF 58, W40WE 54, K4KNP 
46, K4FSS 45. WA4QOC 43. WA4TNS 43. K4MLC 39, 
W4QDY 38, WOKN 35, WA4DAI 28, K4ITV 26, W4DVT 
22. W4BZE 16, K4LMB 16. W4MK 16, W4KFC 13, W4- 
ZAU 10, W4SHJ 9. W4WG 9, K4ASU 6, K4YEE 6, K4- 
PIK 3, W4JUJ 2, W4KZC 2, W4KX 1, W4PTR 1. (June) 
WA4YSE 56. W40KN 16. WA4KVR 12.

WEST VIRGINIA—SCM, Donald B. Morris, W8JM 
—SEC: W8SSA. RMs: K8TPF, W8LMF. PAMs: K8- 
CHW, W8IYD. Nets meet on 3570. 3890. 3903, 3905 kc. 
WA8GRE is moving to Florida. The Monongalia Wire
less Assn, had a fine exhibit at the County Fair. K8BIT 
and K8MQB report “trailer life with a mobile, fine.”

WEST VIRGINIA QSO PARTY

October 29-31

All amateurs are invited to participate in the 
annual West Virginia QSO Party, sponsored by 
the Kanawha Radio Club of Charleston. West 
Virginia. The contest starts 0001 GMT Oct 29 
and ends 0500 GMT Oct. 31. Use all bands, all 
modes. Each station may be worked twice on 
each band, once by phone and once by c. w. 
Complete exchanges consists of QSO number, 
reports and West Virginia County (or ARRL 
Section/Country for non-West Virginians}. Each 
completed exchange counts one point Non-West 
Virginia stations will try to work as many West 
Virginia stations as possible. West Virginia sta
tions are not permitted to work stations in their 
own state for point credit. Suggested frequencies: 
3570 3890 3903 7050 7205 14^050 14,300 21,050 
21,410, 28,050 28,800 and 50,250 kcs. In scoring, 
non-West Virginia stations multiply total points 
by the number of West Virginia counties worked. 
West Virginia stations multiply total points by 
number of ARRL Sections/Countries worked. 
Certificates will go to the highest scoring phone 
and c.w. stations in West Virginia and in each 
ARRL Section/Country. Multioperator stations 
are not eligible. Logs showing usual information 
in GMT, should be mailed to Wavne Moore, 
WA8PWM, 1516 Valley Drive, South'Charleston, 
West Virginia 25303. To be eligible logs must be 
postmarked no later than December 1, 1966.
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A 3-band SSB Transceiver Kit for $189.95 

An Electronic Keyer Kit for $49.95 
A Solid-State AC Power Supply Kit for $79.95

Who gives you 
ham gear so COMPLETE 

at prices so low?

Who else but EICO
Pro all the way, from concept to execution — that’s what ham editors say 

about EICO. Critical customers agree, and like the low price, too.
They've made the 753 kit, for example, the industry’s hottest 

seller. And the new 717 Keyer seems headed for the same fate.
Highlights of both give you some inkling why:

The EICO 753 is a complete 3-band 
transceiver, offering SSB/AM/CW oper
ation with conservatively rated 200 watts 
PEP on all modes (rated for maximum 
efficiency rather than maximum possible 
input power). A new Silicon Solid State 
VFO provides full coverage of the 80, 40, 
and 20 meter bands. Assembly is made 
faster and easier by VFO and IF circuit 
boards, plus pre-assembled crystal lat
tice filter. Rigid construction, compact 
size, and superb styling make this rig 
equally suited for mobile and fixed sta
tion use. The EICO 753 is at your dealer 
now, in kit form and factory-wired.
FEATURES: High level dynamic ALC pre
vents flat-topping even with extreme 
over-modulation. Automatic carrier level 
adjustment on CW & AM. Receiver offset 
tuning (10 kc bandspread) without alter
ing transmit frequency. Front panel se
lected STANDBY, VOX, or P-T-T opera

tion. Unique ball drive provides both 6:1 
rapid band tuning and 30:1 vernier band
spread with single knob. The Model 753 
is an outstanding value factory wired at 
$299.95

EICO Model 751 AC Supply/Speaker 
Console: Provides all necessary operat
ing voltages for Model 753. Incorporates 
PM Speaker, conservatively rated com
ponents and silicon rectifiers for mini
mum heat and extended trouble-free life. 
Includes interconnecting plug-in cables. 
Kit $79.95 Wired $109.95
SPECIFICATIONS: Output Voltages: 750 
volts DC at 300ma, 250 volts DC at 170ma 
— 100 volts DC at 5ma, 12.6 volts AC at 
4 amps. INPUT VOLTAGE: 117VAC.

EICO Model 752 Solid State Mobile 
Power Supply: (Not Shown). For use with 
12 volt positive or negative ground sys

tems. Fully protected against polarity 
reversal or overload. Output voltages 
identical to Model 751. Input voltage 
11-14 volts DC.

Kit $79.95 Wired $109.95

The ideal accessory for the CW ham— 
the fully automatic 717 Electronic 
Keyer. It provides self-completingdean- 
cut dots, dashes, and spaces accurately 
timed and proportioned from 3 to 65 
WPM in four overlapping switch-selected 
ranges with vernier control of all speeds 
within each range. Matches EICO 753 in 
appearance to make it a perfect .table- 
top companion unit.
FEATURES: Output Contacts - 25 volt
ampere dry-reed SPST relay. Built-in ad
justable tone and volume oscillator with
a 3 x 5 inch speaker for monitoring. Can
be used as a code practice oscillator.

Kit $49.95 Wired $69.95

For FREE catalog and Amateur Radio brochure write to EICO 131-01 39th Ave.,
QST-70, Flushing, New York 11352 EICO



Centuries ago the knight in shining armor 

sallied forth on various quests—to find the Holy 
Grail, to rescue a maiden in distress, to slay the 
fiery dragon.

Today, the League and several hundred local 

radio clubs have started out on a quest, too, 
to reach out for the 100,000 or so amateurs 
who are not affiliated with a local club or the 
League. We need the added strength these 
amateurs will bring to our fraternity, and these 
amateurs need the services, fraternalism and 
idea exchange provided by ARRL and club 
membership.

If you're a club member, and your club is not 
already embarked on HamQuest 67, you should 
request a club promotion kit from HamQuest 
67, ARRL, Newington, Conn. 06111. Individual 
members and the club alike can earn prizes as 
they add members to the club and the League 
rosters.

And if you're not a club member, why not 

make it a point to drop in at the next meeting 
and see for yourself what it has to offer?

QST and ARRL membership $5, $5.25 
in Canada, $6 elsewhere. Additional 
family members at the same U.S. or 
Canadian address, $1.

THE AMERICAN RADIO 
RELAY LEAGUE, Inc.

NBWINCTON, CONNECTICUT O«I1I

; W8NTV visited W8RX0, now located in California.
■ The WVN C.W. Net had 21 sessions, 96 stations, 61 

messages; the WVN .Phone Net, 19 sessions, 435 stations, 
107 messages. W8DYJ has added a Heath Linear. WA8- 
ACQ has a new TR-4. K8ZPR is operating on 29.6 f.m. 
WA8KCJ is the new EC for Cabell County. W8CHT. 
8RN Net mgr., congratulates WVA mi the tine showing 
in the 8RN. New officers of the Black Diamond ARC are 
K8ZDY, pres.; K80EN, vice-pres.; W8SSA, secy.- 
treas. Club members from the East River ARC ap
peared on WHIS. Bluefield TV station. WA8RHT is a 
new General. K8UOA is back on the air and W8SSA 
has a new s.s.b. mobile. K8WNZ will be in KP4-Land 
for two years and WA8APZ is moving to Buffalo. W8- 
WHQ, operating 2-kw. p.e.p., creates quite a tew queries 
during contacts. The Thumping Regers held its annual 
meeting at its Ham-Picnic in Bluefield. Traffic: WA8- 
POS 121, WA8GRE 52. W8CKX 43. W8HZA 33, WA8- 
KCO 19, K8BIT 16. WA8NDY 16, W8GUL 5, K8CHW 4. 
K8QEW 3. K8RPB 3, K8WNQ 3. K8WWW 3. K8CFT 
2, W8IRN 2, WA8RHT 2, K8SOR 2, WA8ALI 1. WA8- 
BUM 1. WA8CKN 1. W8CNY 1, WA8GGI 1. W8IMY 1. 
W8JM 1. K8KQX 1, WA8NLI 1, K8OQL 1, WA8PWN 1. 
WA8QND 1, W8QOB 1. WA8RAS 1, WA8RQB 1. W8- 
SSA 1, K8TPF 1, K8ZPR 1.

ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION
COLORADO—-SCM, Donald Ray Crumpton, K0TTB 
—Asst. SCM: A. E. Hankinson, WA0NQL. SEC: W0- 
SIN. We regret to report that W0DDM is a Silent Key. 
Congratulations to Howard and Valerie. K0DCW and 
K0ZSQ, on receiving the 1965 Division PICON Award, 
Colorado YLs were hosted at a picnic by K0EPE, from 
Liberal, Kansas, held at Palmer Lake. The Arapahoe 
Radio Club was formed Aug. 1 composed primarily of 
Englewood and Littleton AREC members. WA0NQL 
is pres.; W0MMI, vice-pres.; W0GIL, secy.-treas.: 
W0FA, activities. The club meets the 1st Mon. of each 
month at Englewood City Hall. W0KAU. ex-K6KDE. 
is at Loveland and looking for 2-meter a.f.s.k. con
tacts. WN0HEP is new in Denver. W0PG reports the 
V.H.F.-U.H.F. Seminar of Boulder held an antenna- 
measuring party at the QTH of W0EYE. W0EYE holds 
regular skeds on 2 with New Mexico and South Dakota 
using 432. W0HEP remains the mainstay of the OBS in 
Denver. Bulletins are sent on the 10-meter net Sun. at 
0855 MST (28.730). ECs awake, prepare for the SET, Be 
a link, send me a card naming your club officers so I can 
run them down. I welcome traffic reports via the traffic 
nets. K0SPR is a new EC in Pueblo. K0WGC is the 
new EC for Delta Conntv. We need volunteers tn work 
in HamQUEST 67. Who’s game? Traffic: K0DCW 63. 
K0SPR 25. W0HEP 12, W0SIN 5. K0ZSQ 2.

NEW MEXICO—SCM, Bill Farlev, WA5FLG- 
SEC: K5HTT. PAM: WA5MCX. We are sorry to see 
Tiny and his family leave this area for Texas. W5R0H 
and his house of hams will be missed. Anyone passing 
through the Los Alamos area should stop by and get a 
look at our SEC’s operating bench. He says it reallv 
helps capture the rare DX. Welcome home to K5ONTL 
back from his portable operation in the big city. W5WZK 
had a very unfortunate auto accident and will have to 
replace the old buggy. If you want to see a real DX 
antenna go by Roswell and see the beam of W5YFN. 
It’s 35 feet high and six elements. The Olympic Bicycle 
Races at Albuquerque will be aided in the communica
tions department by the Caravan Club, Have you heard 
W5ANB with his new s.s.b. gear? WA5FLG has his new 
f.m. gear on the air and reports good happenings in 
the 2-meter band. WA5LFX has some new a.m. gear on 
2. W5ALL, in Cloudcroft, joined the 2-meter bunch and 
can work some rare ones with his 9200-ft. antenna. 
Tourist messages are being handled in Albuquerque by 
WA5DUH and WA5FJK. These are public service mes
sages which really help to advertise amateur radio. K5- 
MWV is back from his Colorado DXpdition. Traffic: 
K5VXJ 56, WA5FLG 32, W5UBW 24. W5DMG 21. K5- 
ONE 15.

UTAH—BCM, Gerald F. Warner, W7VSS—SEC: W7- 
WKF. RM : W70CX. Section nets:

BUN Daily 7272 kc. 193OZ
UARN Sat.-Sun. 3987.5 kc. 150OZ

As your new SCM, 1 would like to thank W7MWR/W7- 
OAD for a job “well done” as Utah SCM. I hope tn 
visit as many Utah clubs as possible in the coming 
months. New appointments: W7GPN as EC for Weber 
Co., K7HEN as OES. Volunteers are needed for OBS 
work, especially on v.h.f. W70CX reports that TWN 
moved to 7060 kc. for the summer months. UARN 
check-ins are picking up after a mid-summer slump. 
There are now AREC-c.d. nets in Davis. Salt Lake. 
Utah and Weber Counties on 2 meters. Check with your
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If it’s used in 
Communication Antenna 

Systems-it’ä in this 
new CPC Handbook!

Call or write for your copy today*
Contains complete specifications 
and technical data on Base Station 
Antennas, Vehicular Antennas, Coaxial 
Cable Systems, Duplexers, Mounting 
Hardware, etc.

The new CPC Antenna Handbook 
contains a wealth of information 
of interest to engineers, specifiers 
and installers of two-way, mobile 
radio communications. The data 
is completely indexed for ready 
reference. All information is 
based on thorough testing in the 
laboratory and in the field.

Typical technical data includes: 
Special Patterns using Standard 
Antennas, Multiple Corner Ar
rays, Patterns of Normally Om
nidirectional Antennas — side- 
mounted at various Distances 
from Several Size Supporting 
Structures, Horizontal Radiation 
Patterns of Vehicular Antennas, 
Additional Attenuation due to 
Load VSWR, Conversion Chart 
showing the Relation between DB 
Loss and Efficiency of Transmis
sion and Reduction of VSWR as 
a Result of Line Attenuation.

*Please address requests 
on company letterhead

PHELPS DODGE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS
CORPORATION

MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY 07746-Telephone (201) 462-1880
LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA 90065-Telephone (213) 245-1143
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local EC for time and frequency if you would like f<>
participate. Traffic: W70CX 107.DOW

KEY COAXIAL
RELAYS DOW-KÍY

~ A

Your No. I sourceOUR SPECIALTY
for standard and special application units.

SERIES, AC or DCDK60
UHF connectors

DK60 SERIES
HEAVY DUTY SPDT 

COAXIAL RELAYS

WYOMING—SCM, Wayne M. Moore, W7CQL—SEC: 
WWE. HM: W7BHH. PAMs: W7TZK, K7SLM. OBSs: 
W7TZK. K7SLM, K7ZHT, WA7DNZ. Nets: Pony Ex
press. Sim. at 0830 on 3920; YO, Mon.. Wed., Fri. at 1830 
on 3610; Jackalope. Mon, through Sat. at 1215 on 3920. 
K7NQX ran into Murphy’s law the first part, of Aug.; 
came upon an accident on the highway aud was calling 
for assistance when the mobile failed. On July 4 the 
Shy Wy Club furnished communications for the Annual 
Powder Puff Derby (women’s trans-continental air race) 
with K7YGV as chairman. K7YGW has been appointed 
deputy base commander of the F. E. Warren Air Base. 
On Aug. 4 the Cheneune Club hosted Carl Smith, our 
Division Director, to an open forum meeting. From the 
comments that have been made it appears that the 
hamfest was one of the best, we have had. Traffic: WA7- 
CLF 30, K7SLM 29. K7ITH 22, W7BHH 14. K7POX 8, 
K7YPT 6, WA7EDC 3.

I "
With UHF COAXIAL 
TORS

DK2-60 SERIES
A DPDT SWITCH 
for SWITCHING 2 
COAXIAL LINES 
SIMULTANEOUSLY

CONNEC-

SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION
ALABAMA—SCM, William S. Crafts, K4KJD—Asst. 

SCM/SEC: William C. Gaim, W41NML. HM: WA4EXA. 
PAM: K4WHW. We deeply regret, to report K4JSL and 
K4WNC as Silent Keys. Remember the SET Oct. 8 and 
9. Let's keep ole number I! K4PFM is the new NM 
AENP. Thanks for a fine job to K4NUW. Nominations 
for SCM close Oct. 10. I will not be a candidate, July 
net reports (times in GMT):

DK2-60B SERIES

all standard AC.

DK77 SERIES

DK 77 relays available with phono.
BÑC coaxial connector»

DK72 SERIES

WITH UHF CONNECTORS

DK78 SERIES

available at your

ÌP3T COAXIAL RELAY FOR 
REMOTE SWITCHING of r.f. 
SOURCES

A DPDT SWITCH 
INTERNALLY CON
NECTED IN DE
ENERGIZED POSITION

MINATURE. LOW COST 
50 ohm SPDT 

COAXIAL RELAYS

Available: 1P2T, SP3T, 1P6T 
and crossover switch -

NEW MANUAL COAXIAL 
SWITCHES 

(Not Wafer Switches,

Available in 
DC voltages

TNC and

distributor or write:

DOW-KEY CO.
Thief River Falls, Minnesota

Will be in our new factory in the Denver area by the end 
of October.
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Na Freq. Time Days Bess. Are. Tfc. .it*?,  QNI
AENB 3575 0100 Dailv 30 4.1 5.6
AEND 3725 2400 Daily 28 2.4 7,25
AENH 50.7 0200 Sun./Tue. 9 1.1 18.67
AENM 3965 0030 Daily 31 .1.96 35,8
AENO 50.55 0115 T/T/Sat. 13 0.21 1.4.0
AENP 3.955 1230 Mon.-Sat. 26 1.08 14.3
AENP 3955 (June) Mon.-Sat. 24 1.5 1U
AENR 50.52 0115 \Ve<L-Fri. 8 .25 14.75
AENT 3970 2230 Daily 30 7 4.8

Sorry that AENP report was omitted last month. K4- 
KJD is home after a second trip tn the hospital. Con
grats to W4WGI for DXCC <5 2XSSB. K4ANB is back 
In the section with an Extra Class license. New BARC 
officers are W4GET, WA4MHG, WN4ATY, K4BSK and 
W4BAI. The HARO is investigating the surplus RTTY 
distribution plan. Traffic: (July) W0HXB/4 234, WB4- 
BMO 214. WB4APL 130, K4HJX 120, WA4EXA «4, K4- 
AOZ 06, WA4UXC 37, K4BSK 33. K4NUW 30, W4NML 
23. WB4ADT 21. K4KJD 15, WÂ4FYO 14, K4WOP 13, 
K3WHW 12, WA4EEC 10. WN4BLX 5, WA4H0N 5. 
K4UUC 4. K4NSU 3, WA4WLD 3. W4YRM 3, W4ANB 2. 
WN4DCR 2. W4DGH 1. (June) K4NUW 80. WA4RES 
57. WA4YDQ 18, K4FZQ 1.

CANAL ZONE—SCM, Airs. Lillian C. Smith. KZ5- 
TT—Asst. SCM: Russell E. Oberholtzer, KZ5OB—SEC: 
KZ5MV. The Canal Zone Amateur Radio Assn, is work
ing on design and rules for a new certificate to be issued 
by the club; details will be announced when the plans 
are finalized. New licenses include General Class for 
KZ5FU and KZ5OP. U.S. Army Security Agency, South
ern Command, produced five new novices: KZ5- 
CBN, KZ5DAN, KZ5JRN. KZ5MON, and KZ5RBN. 
July must have been a restless period on the .Atlantic 
side—KZiRW, KZ5AD and KZ5SW all moved to a new 
QTH during the month, KZ5MV was vacationing in 
Florida, but talking to the gang dailv on 15 meters. 
Traffic: KZ5MV 76/KZ5RW 54. KZ5FN 45, KZ5CD 36. 
KZ5CT24.

EASTERN FLORIDA—SCM, .Albert L. Hamel, K4- 
SJH—SEC: W4IYT. RAF C.W.: W4LUV. RM RTTY: 
W4RWM. PAM S.S.B.: W4OGX. PAMs: W4SDR. W4- 
TUB. V.H.F. PAM: WA4BMC. Cuban c.w. QRM (and 
phone) on our 3.5-Me. band can’t be avoided. It’s legal 
operation but the wrong time in the skip cycle. Wish 
there were more c.w. training nets such as the one meet
ing on 3651 kc, at 7:30 p.m. EST, Mon., Wed, and Fri. 
at speeds of 10 to 15 w.p.m. The Alachua County Train
ing Net (ACTN) is also iti session. Contact WB4CAP 
for information. Please use the Form 1 with little 
bits of information; then it will be no chore at all filling 
this column. Reference traffic reports—average was 65 
per month. This month brings 71. We are at present 
capable of 180 Maximum. Perhaps you can tell me how 
fo get more traffic reports. Traffic: (Julv) WA4SCK 581, 
W4TUB 541, WA4NEV 430. WB4AIW 387, K4EVY 347. 
WA4BMC 255. W4FPC 179, W4DFU 159, WA4PDM 158,



ANTENNA BREAKTHROUGH
IN PERFORMANCE, VALUE, QUALITY, PRICE, AVAILABILITY

ALL-BAND VERTICALS BEAMS
QUALITY MATERIAL

Brand new mill stock aluminum 
alloy tubing with Aluminite finish 
for protection against corrosion. 
Loading coils made by Barker & 
Williamson.

ALL-BAND OPERATION
Loading coil not required on 6, 

10, 15 and 20 meters. For 40, 80, 
and 160 meters, loading coil taps 
are changed manually except if a 
wide-range pi-network output or • ■ 
an antenna tuner is used; in this , 
case band changing can be done * 
from the shack. . .

EASY ASSEMBLY
Less than two minutes is all 

you need to put your vertical '» 
together. No special tools or elec- '■ 
tronic equipment required. Full instruc
tions given.

SIMPLE INSTALLATION
Goes almost anywhere. On the ground, 

on the roof, or outside your window.
AMAZING PERFORMANCE

Hundreds of reports of exceptional DX 
operation on both low and high power. 
You will work wonders with a Gotham 
vertical.

“All band vertical?” asked one skeptic. 
“Twenty meters is murder these days. 
Let’s see you make a contact on twenty 
meter phone with low power!” So K4KXR 
switched to twenty, using a V80 antenna 
and 35 watts AM. Here is a small portion 
of the stations he worked: VE3FAZ, 
TI2FGS, W5KYJ, W1WOZ, W2ODII, 
WA3DJT, WB2FCB, W2YHH, VE3FOB, 
WA8CZE, K1SYB, K2RDJ, K1MVV, 
K8HGY, K3UTL, W8QJC, WA2LVE, 
YS1MAM, WA8ATS, K2PGS, W2QJP, 
W4JWJ, K2PSK, WA8GGA, WB2KWY, 
VV2IWJ, VE3KT. Moral: It’s the antenna 
that counts!
FLASH! Switched to 15 c.w. and worked 
KZ5IKN, KZ5OWN, HC1LC, PY5ASN, 
FG7XT, XE2I, KP4AQL, SM5BGK, 
G2AOB, YV5CLK, OZ4H, and over a thou
sand other stations!
V40 vertical for 40, 20, 15,

10, 6 meters........................ $14.95
V80 vertical for 80, 75, 40,

20,15,10, 6 meters.............$16.95
V160 vertical for 160, 80, 75,

40, 20, 15, 10, 6 meters.. .$18.95
ALSO AVAILABLE AT

AIREX RADIO CORP., NEW YORK CITY 
CANADA —ON REQUEST

Compare the per
formance, value, 
and price of the fol
lowing beams and 
you will see that 
this offer is unprece
dented in radio his
tory! Each beam is 
brand new; full size 
(36' of tubing for 
each 20 meter ele
ment, for instance);
absolutely complete including a boom 
und all hardware; uses a single 52 or 72 
ohm coaxial feedline; the SWR is 1:1; 
easily handles 5 KW; %''and 1"aluminum 
alloy tubing is employed for maximum 
strength and low wind loading; all beams 
are adjustable to any frequency in the 
band.
2 El 20............................ $16 7 El 10..........................$32*
3 El 20 ........................... 22* 8 El 10 36*
4 EI20...........................  32* 4 EI6........................... 15
2 El 15............................ 12 5 El 6 ...........................20*
3 El 15............................ 16 6 El 6 24*
4 El 15..........................25* 7EI6. .. 26*
SEIIS..........................28* 8 EI 6 ..................... ; ; 28*
4 EI 10.......................... 18 9 EI 6......................... 30*
SEI 10..........................24* 10 El 6............................. 32*
6 El 10.......................... 28*  *20' boom

QUADS
NEW! NEW! NEW! 
CUBICAL QUAD 
ANTENNAS — 
these two element 
beams have a full 
wavelength driven 
element and a re
flector; the gain is 
equal to that of 
a three element 
beam and the di
rectivity appears 
to us to be excep
tional! ALL METAL (except the insula
tors) — absolutely no bamboo. Complete 
with boom, aluminum alloy spreaders; 
sturdy, universal-type beam mount; uses 
single 52 ohm coaxial feed; no stubs or 
matching devices needed; full instruction 
for the simple one-man assembly and 
installation are included; this is a fool
proof beam that always works with ex
ceptional results. The cubical quad is the 
antenna used by the DX champs, and it 
will do a wonderful job for you! Now check 
these startling prices — note that they are 
much lower than even the bamboo-type: 
TWENTY METER CUBICAL QUAD .$25.00 
FIFTEEN METER CUBICAL QUAD. 24.00
10-15-20 CUBICAL QUAD.................. 35.00
10-15 CUBICAL QUAD........................ 30.00
15-20 CUBICAL QUAD........................ 32.00
(all use single coax feedline)

HOW TO ORDER: SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. WE SHIP IMMEDIATEY UPON 
RECEIPT OF ORDER BY RAILWAY EXPRESS, SHIPPING CHARGES COLLECT.

GOTHAM, 1805 Purdy Ave, Miami Beach, Fla. 33139
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FINCO 6&2 Meter
Combination Beam Antennas

MODEL A-62 • 300 OHM
On 2 Meters: 
18 Elements 
1-FoWed Dipole Plus Special

Phasing Stub
I 3 Element Colinear Reflector 
4-3 Element Colinear Directors

Amateur Net .
Stacking Kit..,.

On 6 Motors:
Fail 4 Elements 
Molded Dipole 
1- Reflector 
?• Directors

533.00
$2.19

MODEL A-62 GMC • 50 OHM
On 2 Meters: On 6 Meters:
equivalent to 18 Elements 4 Elements
I Gamma Matched Dipole 1-Gamma-Matched Dipole 
1-3Element Colinear Reflector l-Reflector 
4-3 Element Colinear Directors I'Directors ::

Amateur Net.... $34.50
Stacking Kit. . . .. 518.00

MODEL AB-62 GMC
On 2 Meters: On 6 Meters:
Equivalent to 30 Elements Equivalent to 6 Elements

Amateur Net.... $52.50
AISO: t 

a New 6 Meter Beams 
3 New 2 Meter Beams 
I New 1‘6 Meter Hearns

Gold Corodized for Protection Against Corrosion 
See Your Fin co Distributor

or write Dept. QS for Catalog 20-226

The FINNEY Company - Bedford, Ohio

• W4LUV 118. WA4RQR 115. WA4FGH 90, K4BNE 82. 
WB4AJV 79. WA4DEL 71, W4EHW 71. K4BY 70. W4- 
AKB 68, W4SDR 68. W4BKC 66, W4FP 66. W4NVH 60, 
W4AKB 59, WA4PWF 56. WA4CIQ 51. WA4HDH 51. 
W4VDC 51. W40GX 50, WA4YIH 41. K4SJH 39. W4- 
GUJ 37. W4NGR 35. K4DAX 34, WA4NBE 34. WB4CAP 
33. \V41LE 28. K4KDN 27. W4VPQ 27. K4EBE 22. WA4- 
1VE 22, WA40H0 22. WA4BGW 21, K4ILB 21. W4TJM 
18. W4KRC 17. K4C0O 16. K4ENW 16. W4IYT 16. W4- 
8MK 16, W4HFR 14, K4LPS 14. WA4IJH 12. W4MVB 12. 
W4TQL 12. WN4CBM 9. W4DV0 8, W4LDM 8, K4MTP 
8, W4RRB 7, K4IEX/4 6, K4FQP 5, W4LMT 2. WA4WVC 
1. (June) WA4WZD 44, WB4AJV 42. WA4HDH 42. K4- 
LPS 17, VV4QBY 13, WA4WVC 12, WA4IJH 2. (May) 
WA4PDM 68.

GEORGIA—-SCM, Howard L. Schonher, W4RZL— 
Asst. SCM: James W. Parker. Sr., W4KGP. SEC: W4- 
-DDY. RM: W4CZN. PAMs: K4PKK, WA4.TSTL W4KR, 
WA4WDE. WB4APC now is DL5KS. W4CZN is vaca
tioning in N.C. W4LRR is using stacked big wheels for 
2-meter net activity. K4NFP finished the college quar
ter with au academic A average. W4FQX is on 40 with 
a doublet and Swan 350. WB4BDG passes on c.w. since 
he disposed of bis keyer, WA4HYW was active in the 
CT) Party as well as Minn, and Ind. QSO Parties. 
WA4UYT will return to Rome. W1IIK/4 now is W4HBS. 
K4YZE now is all solid state on 2 meters, Jim is air mobile 
in the new-C-182 on a.m. and s.s.b. W4YE has a new 
TR-4 for mobile and operated in the CD Party. WA4GAY 
is QRT with receiver problems. Traific: W4RZL 148. 
W4F0E 140. W4CZN 126. WB4BDG 119, W4PTM 112. 
WA4.TSTT 89. W4HYW 48. K4NFP 46. W4DDY 43. K4FLR 
40. WA4WDE 33. WA4TTYT 22. WA4LL1 20. K4BVD 19. 
K4BAI 18. WA4JES 16, WIHBS 14. WA4OVS 8. K4YZE 
8. W4FQX 7, W4YE 4, WA4FUN 3. WA4GAY 3. W2- 
TPV/4 3, WA4BVD 2.

WEST INDIES—SCM. Albert R. Crumley. Jr.. KP4- 
DV—KP4DJ and.KP4AT moved into their new homes, 
and suddenly found they were only two houses apart! 
KP4WT is actively engaged in telephone relaying for 
South American and Dominican Republic students. 
KP4AXN graduated from college at Mayague«. KP4- 
AAK is Doctor Guillermos Rios, now practicing in Ponce. 
KP4BRT moved from Guayanilla to Ponce. KP4AST, 
the son of KP4ES. obtained his General Class ticket. 
KP4BQC has scheduled moving to Texas. KP4BJM, 
Doctor Ollona. is a c.w. DXer. Arecibo is well repre
sented by KP4RE who finally bought a s.s.b. rig,, along 
with KP4RA, who works c.w. and a.m. KV4AA, Dick 
Spenceley in Saint Thomas. V.I.. recently was heard in 
San Juan at night on 20-meter c.w. “long-skip.” The 
distance is only 75 miles. KP4DV resigned as editor ot 
the PRARC’s (¿round Wave. The bulletin will appear 
monthly in ¡Spanish, put nut by the Board of Directors. 
Traffic: KP4WT 283.

WESTERN FLORIDA—SCM. Frank M. Butler, Jr., 
W4RKH—SEC: W4MLE. PAM: WA4FIJ. RM: W4BVE. 
Tallahassee: The TARC changed Hr meeting date t<> 
the 1st Wed. of each month. Cypress: W4KCA moved 
tn a new home. Blountstown: K4NML is back on the 
air, mostly on c.w. Chipley: WA4ZIM. Tech. Class, is 
active on 2 meters with HW-30 and a sixteen-element 
beam 4(1 feet up, W4TKB has submitted the county 
RACES plan for approval. Panama City: WA4FTJ is 
the first known ILS. ham with permission to operate 
portable in Italy. K4LQE is active on 75 meters from 
St. Joe Beach with an SBE-33. Fort Walton/Eglin 
AFB: The FARS will serve us a QSL bureau tor in
coming cards fnr local hams. QSL to Box 1773, Eglin 
AFB. Fla., 32542. The EARS also is conducting code and 
theory classes Mon, and Thurs. 7-9 p.m. "WA4EVU 
and WA4WAX are on 2-meter RTTY, using a.f.s.k. 
Pensacola: WN4CZG is a new ticket, holder. W4DA0 
had all his ham gear stolen. The Gulf Power Co. honored 
W4FHQ on his retirement. Traffic: (July) K4VFY 154. 
WA4EOQ 101. K4BSS/4 77. W4BVE 52. W4IKB 43. WA4- 
JTM 11. ( June) K4BDF 55. (May) K4BDF 45.

SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION
ARIZONA—SCM. Floyd C. Colvar, W7FKK—SEC: 

K7NIY. PAM: W7CAF. RM: K7NHL. The Scottsdale 
Amateur Radio Club’s officers are W7FXT, pres»; K7- 
YAM. vice-pres.; K7OYE, secy.; K7ZQI, treas. W5- 
EZQ/7. going RTTY. has a new Bell teletypewriter and 
accessory gear. OES K7NTI has worked 20 states on 2 
meters. An Armed Forces Day certificate was earned bv 
W7FKK on c.w-. The 1966 Fort Tuthill Hamfest was 
enjoyed by 200 amateurs, W7CAF won tlie 75-meter 
transmitter hunt and K7GHS located the 6-meter trans
mitter first. Prize winners at the hamfest were W7KOY 
W7WGW, K7PRS, WA7BVU. K7JTT, K7HGZ, K4R0K. 
WA7DSW. K7SUZ and K7LPB. All those holding ap
pointments are reminded to check the expiration date 

। <>u their certificates and return them tn the SCAT fnr
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AMECO Leader in Compact, Quality Ham Gear

NEW VFO FOR TX-62 or any other VHF TRANSMITTER
The NEW TX-62

NEW AMECO VFO FOR 6, 2 & VÁ METERS

a very low price Model VFO-621 $59.95 net.

The new Ameco VFO-621 is a companion unit designed 
to operate with the Ameco TX-62. It can also be used 
with any other commercia I 6, 2, or 1 Vx meter transmitter.

Because It uses a transistorized oscillator circuit, it is ex
tremely stable. An amplifier stage provides high output 
at 24-26 MC. The VFO includes a built-in solid state 
Zener diode regulated AC power supply.

This new VFO is truly an exceptional performer at

In response to the demand for an inex
pensive compact VHF transmitter, Ameco 
has brought out its new 2 and 6 meter 
transmitter. It is easy to tune because all 
circuits up to the final are broadbanded. 
There is no other transmitter like it on 
the market!

SPECIFICATIONS AND FEATURES
Power input to final: 75W. CW, 75W. peak 

on phone.
Tube lineup: 6GK6—osc., tripler, 6GK6 

doubler, 7868 tripler (on 2 meters) 
7984-Final. 12AX7 and 6GK6 modulator.

Crystal-controlled or external VFO. Crystals 
used are inexpensive 8 Mc type.

Meter reads final cathode current, final 
grid current and RF output.

Solid state power supply.
Mike.'key jack and crystal socket on front 

panel. Push-to-talk mike jack.
Potentiometer type drive control. Audio 

gain control.
Additional connections in rear for key and 

relay.
Model TX-62 Wired and Tested only $149.95

NUVISTOR CONVERTERS FOR 50, 
144 AND 220 MC. HIGH GAIN, LOW NOISE

Has 3 Nuvistors (2 RF stages & 
mixer) and 6J6 osc. Available in any 
IF output and do NOT become ob
solete as their IF is easily changed 
to match any receiver. Average gain 
— 45 db. Noise figure — 2.5 db. at 
50 Mo., 3.0 db. at 144 Mo., 4.0 db. 
at 220 Mc. Power required 100-150V. 
at 30 ma., 6.3V, at ,84A. See PS-1 
Power Supply. Model CN-50W, CN- 
144W or CN-220W wired, (specify IF.) 
$49.95. Model CN-50K, CN-144K or 

CN-.220K in kit form, (specify IF.) $34.95

ALL BAND 
NUVISTOR PREAMP 
G THRU 160 METERS

MODEL PCL, Wired, $24.95 
MODEL PCLP, with built-in 
power-supply, wired, $32.95

2 Nuvistors in cascode give noise 
figures of 1.5 to 3.4 db. depending 
on band. Weak signal performance, 
image and spurious rejection on all 
receivers are greatly improved. POL’s 
overall gain In excess of 20 db. 
Panel contains bandswitch, tuning 
capacitor and 3 position switch 
which puts unit into “OFF,” 
“Standby” or "ON," and transfers 
antenna directly to receiver or 
through Preamp. Power required— 
120 V. at 7 ma. and 6.3 V. at .27 A. 
— can be taken from receiver or 
Ameco PS-1 supply. Size: 3"x5"x3".

Î0MPACT 6 THRU 80 METER TRANSMITTER
Handles 90 watts phone and CW on 
6 thru 80 meters. Final 6146 op
erates straight thru on all bands. 
Size — only 5" x 7" 7 7" — ideal mo
bile or fixed. Can take crystal or 
VFO. Model TX-86 Kit $89.95 - Wired 
Model TX-86W $119.95. Model PS-3 
Wired $44.95, Model W612A Mobile 
Supply wired $54.95.

CB-6K - B meter kit, 6ES8-rf Amp., 
6U8-mix./osc........... ...................$19.95
CB 6W — wired & tested ... $27.50 
CB-2K-2 meter kit, 6ES8 1st rf 
amp., BUS — 2nd rf amp/mix. 6J6 
osc...................  $23.95
CB-2W —wired and tested. ...$33.95 
Model PS-1 — Matching Power Sup
ply — plugs directly into CB-6. CE-2 
and CN units. PS-1K-Kit ...$10 50 
PS-1W-Wired ................ $11.50

EASY TO UNDERSTAND AMECO BOOKS
Amateur Radio Theory Course $3.95
Amateur License Guide................. 50 
Radio Operators' Lie.

Guide, EL 1-2 ........... 75
EL 3............ 1.75 EL 4............  1-25
Amateur Log Book _______ .50
Radio Electronics Made Simple 1.95

CODE PRACTICE MATERIAL
Ameco has the most complete line 
of code records, code practice oscil
lators and keys. Code courses range 
from start to 18 W.P.M. and are on 
33, 45, or 78 r.p.m. records. Model 
CPS oscillator has a 4" speaker and 
can be converted to a CW monitor.

Write for details on code courses and other ham gear. Dept. QST-10 Ameco equipment at all leading ham distributors.

AMECO EQUIPMENT CORP,
Div. of Aerotron, Inc.

178 HERRICKS RD., MINEOLA, L. I., N. Y. 11501
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Dry Loads to 100 watts
* operate in any position
* Frequency ranges from DC to 6 6c
* LOW VSWR (Max. 1.2 to 4 60
Five convection-cooled 50-ohm loads in the 
Sierra Model 160 Series dissipate r-f power 
at 1, 5, 20, 50, and 100 watts. Dry construc
tion eliminates problems of leaking coolant.
You can operate them in any position.

Cast-aluminum bodies assure high stability 
at full-rated power. Infrared tests confirm 
the high heat-radiation characteristics of this 
construction. Complete enclosure of r-f fields 
within non-porous housings minimizes r-f 
leakage.

Prices are no more than you used to pay 
for big, damp loads. They range from $20 (1 
watt) to $75 (for the 100 waiter). For full 
information mail coupon below to Sierra/ 
Philco, 3885 Bohannon Drive, Menlo Park, 
California 94025.

SIERRA ELECTRONIC DIV.
OF ___

PHI LCQ
a subsidiary of

---------- ------- CLIP AND MAIL TODAY —----------------

Please send complete information on Sierra Model 
160 Series 50-ohm coaxial loads to:

Name____________________________ ___ ;____________ _

Co.Title............. . ...............  ........... ......... ............

Company._____ ___________ _______ __ _____ _

Address.__ __________________________________ ______ _

City.__________ ________ _____ State... ...........Zip____ _

endorsement if more than a year has elapsed. Your 
SCM is about to dean out the “deadwood” so please 
return those certificates if you wish to retain your ap
pointment. If you do not already hold an appointment 
and are interested, write your SCM. W7SDU has in
creased his DX totals. Keep those Form Is coming in. If 
you need more, contact vour SCM. Traffic: K7NHL 140, 
W7FKK 17.

FIRST CALIFORNIA QSO PARTY
October 15-16

Rules: 1) The contest runs from 2200 GMT 
Saturday, October 15 until 2200 GMT Sunday, 
October 16. 2) Use all bands, c.w. and phone. 
The same stations may be worked and counted 
for a point on each band mode, 31 California 
stations score one point for each contact, includ
ing contacts with other California stations. AU 
others score one point for each California con
tact only. 4) California stations multiply total 
QSO points by the total number of different 
states, Canadian provinces and foreign countries 
worked. AH others use California counties as 
the multiplier. 5) California stations send QSO 
number, RS(T) and county. All others send QSO 
number, RS(T) and state, province or country. 
6) Suggested frequencies are 1910 3550 3725 3900 
7075 7175 7220 14075 14300 21075 21125 21300 
28075 and 28700 kc. 7) The top 25 entries in 
California will be awarded certificates. In addi
tion, a certificate will go to the top three scorers 
from each state and province and the top scorer 
in each country. The top five Novices wiU also 
receive awards. 8) Logs must show dates, times, 
stations worked, exchanges, bands, mode and 
total claimed score. They must be postmarked by 
November 10, 1966 and sent to Mr. Tom Frenaye, 
WB6KIL, 617 Purdue Drive, Claremont, Calif. 
91711. (Enclose an s.a.s.e, for scoring results.)

LOS ANGELES—SCM, H. G. Garman. W6BHG— 
Asst. SCM/SEC: W. R. Calkins. W1KUX/6. RMs: W6- 
BHG, WB6BBO, W6QAE. PAMs: K6MDD. W6MLZ, 
W6ORS. BPLers for .July are K6EPT. W6WPF, WB6- 
BBO, K6MDD. K6IOV, W6MLF and W6TXJ, all con
tributors to a very nice section total of 11.288. W6GYH 
still is on vacation in the eastern part of the U.S. other
wise he would be in the BPL listing. SCS voted to com
bine its net operations with the National Traffic System. 
K6MDD reports EBN handled 714 pieces of traffic in 
July. K6IOV is busy with USO traffic relay. W6TXJ was 
elected asst, net mgr. of EBN. W6QAE put up an 80- 
meter dipole to replace the vertical for better ground- 
wave. WB6QXY is busy with liaison relay of USO 
traffic. WA6TYR is vacationing in Eastern Canada. K6- 
IWV reports her OM K6YDJ still is under the doctor’s 
care. WA6WPX is getting teletype equipment in opera
tion. K6ASK listens to SCN. W6BMZ/6’s 2-meter trans
ceiver is almost finished, WB6GGL reports working on a 
new tower and antenna fur 2 meters, W6CXC reports 
that W6SZU and his XYL sailed June 10 on a 4-montli 
freighter trip around Africa and will be M/M on the 
voyage with a Swan 350. WB6KIL has a new tower. You 
may be hearing W6AM/VE7. K6KUQ is busy helping 
newcomers, scheduling several for Novice and Technician 
Class tests. K6EA, vacationing in Bemidji, 'Minn., reports 
WO'MFW made 2272 points in the Minnesota QSO Party. 
WB6RWF is experimenting with 473-million-Mc. com
munication equipment using amplitude modulation via. 
laser light. WA6WJT reports the West Los Angeles 
AREC Net inactive for the summer. VVA6YKP is put
ting up a 2-meter antenna and soon will have a 100-watt 
rig going. W6BTV/6 just moved from Duarte to Kou- 
land Heights, operating h.f. bunds only. Support your 
section level nets: The Eight Ball Net i.EBN) Mon. 
through Fri. at 1615Z and Tue. through Sat. at 0230Z on 
50.500 kc.: the Southern California Net (SCN) dailv at 
03OOZ on 3600 kc. Traffic: (July) K6EPT 2903. W6WPF 
2681. WB6BBO 1037. K6MDD 820, K61OV 646. W6MLF 
634, W6TXJ 504. W6QAE 425, WB6QXY 381, WA6TYR 
225, W6BTV 155, WA6WKF 112. WA6KZI 99. WB6BBH 
89. W6FD 86. K61WV 72. WA6WPX 60. K6ASK 52. WB6- 
GX1 51. W6BHG 47. K.6LJ 34, W6BMZ/6 28. WB6AEL 
27, WA6TWS 23, WB6GGL 18, WB6KGK 14, W6HUJ 10, 
W6DGH 9. K6CDW 7. W6USY 7. W6CXC 6. WB6KIL 6, 
W6AM 4, WB6DQX 3. W6QJW 3. K6KUQ 2, WB6MQF 
2, W60RS 2. W6PCP 2, WB6TMC 2. (June) W6BTV/6 14.

ORANGE—SCM, Roy R. Maxson, W6DEY— K6MCA
has a new five-element beam for help on Vietnam and
other skeds. WB6JFO reports the SoCalSix Net for July
had 62 sessions. QNI 709, 410 messages, 210 visitors.
The net is now NTS. Leo J. Bennett, pres, of the Mission
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better sent... 
better received

with Belden wire and cable
... easy to use packaged lengths.

Antenna Rotor Cables
Sturdy, flexible, plastic insulated 
cable for rotor applications. Color 
coded. Chrome, vinyl plastic jacket 
resists sun and aging.

Power Supply Cables
Excellent mechanical and electrical 
characteristics for long service life. 
Special jacket offers maximum re
sistance to abrasion and ozone. 
Use as power supply cords and 
interconnecting cables. Ideal for 
remote control circuits, special 
press-to-talk microphone circuits, 
and other applications.

Shielded Hook-Up and Grid Wire 
Provide most effective TVI sup
pression. Vinyl insulated with 
tinned copper braid shield. Avail
able from 24 AWG to 12 AWG.

Coiled Microphone Cable
Provides low impedance for mobile 
microphone applications. Neo
prene jacket remains flexible at low 
temperatures. Available with or 
without shielded conductors.

Ham Transmission Lines—
Parallel Type
Uniform quality control provides 
uniform impedance. Brown poly
ethylene for best weather resis
tance and lowest losses.

Ham Transmission Lines— 
RG/U Type
Designed for lowest losses, longer 
service life, and maximum depend
ability. Cables are essentially flat 
with no peaks in attenuation to re
duce signal on either high or low
frequencies.

FOR FULL INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR BELDEN ELECTRONIC DISTRIBUTOR
The Belden line gives you maximum efficiency with lowest losses under 
all conditions of operation. There’s a Belden wire or cable to meet every 
ham transmitting and receiving need. Shown here is only a small portion

Belden
of this complete line. 8-7-6

BELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY • P.O. BOX 5O7O-A, CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60680
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.........BARRY ELECTRONICS..........
• COLLINS KWS-1. 1 KW CW and SSB Xmtr. 5 
• 10 thru 80 Meters. 4X250B’s in final. Complete, a 
• checked out, good condition. $695.00. •
! COMPACT POWER TRANSFORMER: 117 V. • 
, © 50/60 CPS; 460 VCT un 50 Ma.. 6.3 VAC © • 
• 2.5 Amps. $1.75. ?
• HALLICRAFTER SX-62A. From 540 KCS • 
• thru 108 Mes (continuous). With R-46B Speaker. ♦ 
? Perfect on FM. Good working condition. (Reg. • 
* $445.00). $225.00 with Speaker. •
• HEAVY-DUTY FILAMENT TRANSFORMER. J 
• Pri: 115 VAC dot 60 CPS with taps. Sec. ¿1: 6.3 • 
• VAC (a-. 25 Amps. Sec. £2 and #3: 6.3 VAC @ 8 • 
e Amps. New. Orig. carton. $5.95. •
• JENNINGS VACUUM RELAY TYPE RI. • 
• Peak test voltage: 50 KW 50 RF Amps. Operates a 
• from 115 VAC © 60 CPS. $75.00. (Unused). • 
! GENERAL RADIO TYPE M-103G. 3 Gang • 
; Variac. Input: 115 VAC © 350-1200 CPS. Out- • 
• put: 0-135 VA © 10 Amps per Section. $29.95.
• (Unused). a
• RDO SCOTT RECEIVER. With 1 each TN-1B, • 
? TN-2B, and TN-3B plug in tuning heads. Tunes • 
• from 38 to 1,000 Mes. Built in 115 VAC © 60  
• CPS P.S. $135.00 with book. J*
• BC-221 FREO- METER. Cal. bk. Lab. Certified. a 
• $95.00. AC $25.00 extra •
J BC PANORAMIC ADAPTER. BC-1031C. Op- • 
• erates on 115 or 230 VAC 50/60 CPS. $95.00. J 
• CUSII CRAFT 2 Meter “Big Wheel” Model a 
• ABW-144. $12.95. •
I CUSII CRAFT 1’4 Meter “Big Wheel” Model • i ABW-120. $10.95, J
• CUSH CRAFT A-220-11 1 H Meter, 11 element • 
• Beam. $9.95. •
? CUSII CRAFT CK-164 2 Meter 4 element Stack- • 
a ing Kit. $69.50. a
• CUSH CRAFT CL-116 Collinear 16 element, 2 • 
• meter Beam. $16.00. •
• HI-PAR 2M8. 8 element, 2 meter beam. $14.95. • 
• HI-PAR 2M6. 6 element. 2 meter beam. $6.95. a
• MOSLEY V-3, $25.31, V-3 JR., vertical. $19.79 • 
• MOSLEY TA-31 ROTARY Dipole. $28.49. ? 
a Convert your TA-31 Rotary Dipole to TA-32 a 
a (2 element beam). Mosley TA-31 to TA-32 Con- a 
• version Kit. $44.00. •
• HY-GAIN. . . . Order all Hy-Gain from Barry J 
a for fast delivery, excellent service. a
• We are looking to buy or swap unused electronic • 
• tubes, semiconductors and test equipment. •
• SILICON DIODE RECTIFIERS 800 to 900 2 
a PIV & 750 Ma. 42^ each; 600 PIV © 1 Amp © a 
• 32 i each. •

LARGEST TUBE STOCK IN THE USA. FIRST 
DUALITY, NAME BRANDS. COME TO BARRY 
TOR YOUR TUBE NEEDS. WE also Buy UNUSED 
TUBES, send lists.

WHEN IN NEW YORK DROP IN AND SAY HELLO! 
MON. TO FRI. 9 TO 5:30: SATURDAY 10 A.M. TO 
2 P.M. Parking Lot 501 Broadway. Free parking on 
street Sat.

I--------------------------------------- —
I BARRY ELECTRONICS DEPT. O-10

512 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, N. Y. 10012
j WALKER 5-7000 (Area Gode 212)

ID Enclosed is money order or check and my order. Prices 
FOB, NYC. Shipments over 20 lbs, will be shipped collect for

I shipping charges. Less than 20 lbs. include sufficient postage. 
' Any overage will be refunded. Fragile tubes shipped via Rail-
| way Express. Minimum order $5.00.
I □ Send 10c for current “Greensheet” catalog #18 of 72 pages.
I Write for your copy.
I □ Send information...................................................... . ..............

Trail Net. furnishes a report as follows: QNI 1139, 
messages 214. relay 57, cont 218, QST 16. A nice bulletin 
was received from SON. thanks to Mgr. K6IME. BPL 
was made by K6MCA, W6ZJB, WA60QM and WB6JF0. 
K6HVC runs a KW Johnson to a folded dipole all 
hands and to a three-element tri-band beam. W7SMB/6 
sent 12 OO notices in June. W6BAM is busy looking 
through the junk-box for parts to give younger hams. 
WB6LCO plans higher power. WAGROF’s traffic is down 
as he has been Fast on business, WA6UBP, W6T0N 
and XYLs and W6DEY/W6PJU mobiled in a caravan to 
Washington visiting W7H0, ex-W6PM. Traffic: K6MCA 
2000, W6ZJB 1666. WB6JFO 462, WA60QM 158, K6HVC 
146, WA6ROF 140. K6IME 103. WB6ODU 44. W6WRJ 27, 
WB6LCO 23. WB6NGE 23. K0YVN/6 21. WB6ODW 14. 
WA6TAG 3.

SAN DIEGO—SCM, Don Stansifer, W6LRU/WA6- 
VUI—My special thanks again to Asst. SCM W6EWU. 
who kept mo posted during mv vacation. WA6NYU 
joined the Silent Kevs. WA6TWF is Net Control for 
the 10-meter ARPSC on 29.5 Me. The San Diego V.H.F. 
Club celebrated its fifth anniversary in August. W6- 
EWU and XYL motored through the Midwest. W6- 
VNQ, ORS/OO in Solana Beach, has now replaced WB6- 
JUH, ORS/RM Imperial Beach, as Pacific Area Net 
Manager. WB6JUH has gone overseas. The Palomar 
Radio Club held its Annual Picnic at Live Oak Park in 
Fallbrook in late July. W6GJC is now in Hawaii. K6ROR 
again is active after rig troubles. W6YKF and XYL 
WZ6EVU visited SCM W6LRU/WA6VUI in the High 
Seirra during the summer, as did WB6GMM. Traffic: 
(.Julv) K6BPI 17.590. WB6JUH 798. W6VNQ 616. W6F0T 
446, W6BGF 202. WB6GMM 20. (June) W6IAB 363.

SANTA BARBARA—SCM, Cecil D. Hinson, WA6- 
OKN—SEC: WB6NDP. RM: W7WST/6. An interesting 
TVI problem has been reported in Thousand Oaks. The 
owner of an old TV set is complaining that he can hear 
his next door neighbor (a 6-meter buff) on channel 1. 
W60RW has acquired a model 14 TTY. The Ventura 
Co. ARC has a club project consisting of the conversion 
of a quantity of small 2-meter f.m. units. W6DYQ is nn 
active OBS. Look for him each evening at 8 p.m. on 3695 
kc. The Satellite ARC was ven' much pleased to have Lew 
McCoy, from Hq., address the group. Two new ama
teurs in Thousand Oaks are WN6SVM and WB6MFF. 
A report of success and problems during Field Dav was 
received from the Estero ARC via WB6SBH. W6CVU 
has a new’ KWM-2. The Simi Valley ARC set up a com
munications center during the recent Pioneer Days and 
drew' much attention. New appointment: K6GV, Simi 
Valiev EC. Canceled: W6OXJ and WA6KCM (both ORS 
and OBS). Traffic: W6ORW 7.

WEST GULF DIVISION
NORTHERN TEXAS—SCM. L. L. Harbin. W5BNG 

—Asst. SCM: E. C. Pool. W5NF0. SEC: W5PYI. PAM: 
W5BOO, RM: W5LR. The months of July and August 
seem to be the worst months to get any news on what is 
going on in the ham kingdom. Hot weather and vaca
tions take their toll of activities. Because of time needed 
for editing and printing, this report will not appear un
til the October issue so if the news you have submitted 
does not appear in the next issue don’t give up, it will 
come up soon. I receive reports after every FMT and 
judging from some of the measurements I receive it 
seems that more hams are qualified for appointment 
as Lst-rluss OO than apply for the appointment. Here 
are a few making measurements with an average error 
of 6.9 to 24.8 parts per million: W5ARV. W5BKII, W5- 
CVL, W5DZ, W5MSG, W5NUS, W5OGZ, W5PCW and 
W5RBL. Most of these amateurs do not use professional 
equipment for their measurements unless you call the old 
reliable BC-221 and the 100-kc. oscillator professional. 
We welcome to the Northern Texas section WA5KHE 
and WA5KIV. Ken Sr. and Ken Jr. are from Louisiana 
and will live in Dallas. Ken Sr. holds OPS and V.H.F. 
PAM appointments and Ken Jr. holds ORS appointment 
and they will be appointed in this section as soon as pa
per work is completed. We note from the Telephone 
Timet (sent by K5WZT) that Lew Harbin, W5BNG 
(SCM) has just had 40 vears with SW Bell. Congrats! 
Traffic: WA5AGH 143. R2IEU/5 7, W5MSG2.

Name ,.. 
Company 
Address.. 
City........ State,

Title OKLAHOMA—SCM. Daniel B. Prater, K5CAY— Asst. 
SCM: Sam Whitlev. W5WAX. SEC: K5DLP. RM: W5- 
QMJ. PAM-75: WA5BTQ. Our thanks to W5NML for 
taking on the job as net manager for SSZ. Congratulations 
to K5RJI and his YF on the arrival of a son. David Curtis, 
July 16. K500V has taken over as editor of the Electron
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THE DAVCO 

□R-3O
FEATURES:

• Complete ham-band coverage 80-10 meters 
and portion of 6 meters • Standard-equipment 
9.5-10.5 Mc band provides WWV and 31 meter 
SWL band*Three  position selectivity lor optimum 
fidelity and QRM rejection • Crystal-controlled 
BFO; separate AM and Product detectors; AF 
and RF gain controls * Full AGO with selectable 
decay time; S-Meter; illuminated dial • Fly
wheel tuning drive with high-ratio split gears; 
direct calibration on all bands • Tunable rejec
tion notch filter; extremely effective noise 
limiter * Transmitter type VFO; crystal con
trolled first oscillator; built tn crystal calibrator 
• Low power consumption« permitting 12V 
battery operation when desired: AC supply 
available • Full transistorization, diode selec
tivity switching, plug-in module construction, 
highest quality components • Rugged, stable 
extruded aluminum chassis for extreme sta
bility; textured grey metal cabinet; FULLY 
GUARANTEED,

COMMUNICATIONS RECEIVER
Compact, high performance, all solid-state 
receiver for amateur applications featuring 

FIELD-EFFECT TRANSISTORS
Developed especially for the sophisticated amateur who knows enough to 
demand the finest. The DAVCO DR-30 is amateur-designed and professionally 
engineered to provide exceptional performance under extreme environ
mental conditions and combines advanced design with simplicity of opera
tion. It provides all the latest state-of-the-art techniques in an ultra-compact 
unit (just 4”h x 7-1 /8"w x 6"d). Every DAVCO DR-30 is hand-crafted, 
inspected on the line during production no less than 60 times and put 
through rigorous final testing before serial number and warranty are 
awarded. The DR-30 utilizes Field-Effect Transistors in RF stages to assure 
greater sensitivity, superior image rejection and unbelievable freedom from 
cross-modulation or strong-signal overloading. You'll dig out the weak 
ones with ease, even when the ham down the block is on with his KW. 
Today's crowded bands demand DAVCO DR-30 performance. Ask the ham 
who is using one now, check the many plus features included at no extra 
cost and you'll discover why Davco is the leader in providing amateurs with 
the most advanced in solid-state electronics.

DAVCO DR-30 RECEIVER $38950

For further information and illustrated brochure, write:

DAVCO ELECTRONICS, ine. P.O. Box 2677, 2024 S. Monroe St. • Tallahassee, Fla. 32304
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¡¡MnrsncK’
ALL BAND ANTENNA SYSTEM 
SPANS THE WORLD 
BUT... r

If you think it's better 
than a beam, forget it!

If you think it's better 
than a quad, forget it!

Jf you think it's better 
than a rhombic, forget if!

HOWEVER ...
If you're an apartment dweller . . •
If your landlord frowns on antennas . . .
If your plot is too small for an all band 

antenna . . .
If you seek an ideal portable antenna ...
THEN . . . you should see us. ;
This exclusive and amazing system pos- S 
sesses the unique property of uniform ■ 
performance over all frequencies be- B 
tween 1.5 and 30 mc. B

Thousands of hams and SWLs all over the world have B 
already found that the performance for such a compact I 
unit is surprising. It is ideal for: home; portable; mari- I 
time; CD; MARS; emergency communications-you name 11 

it. All you need do is follow the simple 'load' and 'dip' 
procedure given in the instructions.

There is now a whole new range of Joystick systems— 
made to match your QTH, your rig and your pocket
hook. Made only of the finest materials, the systems are 
reliable and permanent.

Joymatch type 3 antenna tuning unit for receiving 
and powers up to 100 watts.

Joymatch type S antenna tuning unit for powers up 
to approximately 300 watts.

Joymatch units for handling 500 and 1000 wafts will 
be available shortly.

Joystick antenna will handle 1000 watts.

Manufactured By Partridge Electronics, Ltd.
ENGLAND

MULRY SALES
IS THE SOLE U.S. AGENT

*World Patent Applied For

p M M M M M .M w M 0 0 M N H 0 0 w W I
Please send brochures.

Name .............................................  Call .......... ........... ,

Address ............ ....................... ................. .............. .........

City.... ................ ...... State ..... ........... Zip Code .........
MULRY SALES, DEPT. Q 

P.O. BOX 13, WESTWOOD, N.J. 
New Jersey residents add 3% state sales tax.

Benders Club paper. The Bartlesville Amateur Radio 
Club Iihk got live of its members working on 2 meters 
with the mobile f.m. unit. W5BTZ, W5JRK and W5MKW 
are all proud owners of TH-4s, W5OXX has his new 
Galaxy 300 on also, K5OXE has been working 20 and 
15 meters with his new Swan 350. W5WAX receive«! con
firmation from KL7FAV that they made contact on 6 
meters using A-l emission. K5IQL has worked W3RUE 
and W8KAY on 2-meter s.s.b. during Sporadic “E” to 
the northeast. W5PML, Jiet mgr. for OPEN, has been 
getting good reports with his new NCX-3, We are hap
py to announce that WA5KZA has taken on the EC 
job for Pawnee Countv. Traffic; K5TEY 901. W5QMJ 
130. W.5FEC 24. W5FKL 19. W5UZX 16, K5LMG 11, W5- 
EHC 6. WA5MDN 6, W5FFW 2, K50CX 2.

SOUTHERN TEXAS—SCM. G. D, Jerry Sears, WS- 
AIR—SEC: K5QQG. PAM: W5ZPD. RM: K5ANS. 
WA5BUI. aboard the USS Cadmus, sends a nice letter 
advising that WA5OSA/MM, aboard the USS Semmes and 
WA5BVI will be separated from the Navy and have 
great plans to push 2 meters when they return to Bren
ham, K5HZR reports a fine meeting of the Texas V.H.F./ 
F.M. Society was held in Austin July 21. WA5TOO is the 
proud owner of a new TR-4. EC K5HMF reports new 
officers of tho Brazoria Countv ARC are K5VIX, pres,; 
WA5IOO. vice-pres.: WA5MHD. secy.-treas. PAM WS- 
ZPD reports that W5NHB is now s.s.b, with a KWS-1 
and WA5MDB with a Swan 350. W5EKP says a week in 
Kerrville resulted in many pleasant contacts and he was 
amazed at the extremely jaw noise level there. WA5AUA 
and his XYL have been giving the yard a lot of atten
tion which has greatly curtailed .amateur operations, 
as reported in the 11*7.1/»$  Bulletin from Corpus Christi. 
Section »Net certificates went tn tho following stations 
for their excellent work in the 7290 Traffic Net: K5FPJ. 
W51IYG. W5KBP, WA5LNV. K5PNC. WA5NAO. W5- 
VW, W5Z1N, WA5BEU and K5RGT. WA5AUZ reports 
traffic was slow in July. With vacations over and every
one getting back in the swing things should start picking 
up. There are about 175 on 2 meters in the Houston area. 
Traffic; WA5AUZ 288. K5HZR 114, W5BGE 111. W5NRJ 
23, W5ABQ 14. W5HWY 11, K5HMF 6, W5TFW 2.

CANADIAN DIVISION
ALBERTA—-SCM, Harry Harrold, VE6TG—SEC: 

VE6FK; PAM APN: VE6ADS. PAM SSBN: VE6ALQ. 
ECs: VE6SA. VE6SS. VE6AFJ. VE6HB. VE6XO. VE6- 
XC, VE6AFQ. ORS: VE6BR. OPSs; VE6HM, VE6SS. 
VE6BA. VE6ADS. OOs; VE6HM, VE6NX. VE6TY, 
VE6AKV. OBSs: VE6HM, VE6AIF. OES: VË6DB. Our 
SEC reports that the AREC is preparing for the Oct. 
Test and the Boy Scout Jamboree; also that he is im- 
pressed with our new EC for the south. VE6AFQ. The 
south should look forward to some fine mock tests. 
OOs report that infractions are few and far between 
these <lays. VE6FS is a proud grandfather. VE6JI is 
having quite a hard time these days with his XYL in the 
hospital so long. VE6AO is having a good rest after a 
long illness. VE6YZ is improving very slowly. Had a 
short visit from. VE8SL who said that he had to get. 
hack to the north country. He left his XYL in the 
Cardston Hospital and she will follow in a month or 
two. Somebody forgot to send in the traffic count this 
month. Traffic: VE6FK 69, VE6TG 7.

BRITISH COLUMBIA—SCM. H. E. Savage. VE7FB 
--The Okanagan International Hamfest held in the 
State of Washington was well attended bv both sides. 
VE7XW. VE7AQW and VE7AGF found the hidden 
transmitters. The 1967 International Hamfest will be 
hosted by the Penticton ARC and this being Canada’s 
100th birthday it should he a. hamfest to attend. 
VETXW’s XL-500 was stolen and smashed the same 
week end. VE7UF has spent some time in the hospital. 
VE7BLO is in the hospital with a broken leg: fell nut 
of his wheelchair. VE7BGJ has been plagued with 
transmitters blowing up in his face for his July enter
tainment. North and West ARC supplied communica
tion for the community parade and then was invited 
to the president's house for refreshments. VE7AKA had 
a reason, his tnwer is now in a vertical position. VE7BQB 
is busy building gear*  for the winter activity. VE7AOT 
had a .short stay in the hospital. VE8ER, ex-VE7ER. 
was in town; also VE2BYIL VE4XA,. VE7APH, who is 
in Montreal and looking for the day to return tn B.C. 
VE7GR is now s.s.b. and a real DX hound. VE7DH. 
active on 2 and 75, reports nothing exciting happening 
in the Hub Citv. BCEN reports a lack of check-ins. 
Traffic: VE7BHH 250. VE7ASY 84. VE7QQ 22. VE7DH 
13. VE7SE 10. VE7AEG 7. VE7BOQ 4, VE7BQB 1.

MANITOBA—SCM. John Thomas Stacey, VE4JT—
I VE4EP has been transferred to Ottawa and hopes to be
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For MILITARY and COMMERCIAL 
SYSTEMS-the lowest noise silicon 
transistors available thru 2 KMC

• Low noise VHF-UHF 
Silicon Transistors

• Tunnel Diodes thru 50 Gc

• MOS/FET Low-noise UHF 
amplifiers

for further information, write on Company 
letterhead to:

BILL ASHBY, K2TKN

PARKER ROAD, LONG VALLEY, NEW JERSEY (201) 876-3811

semiconductor corporation
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You earn your FCC 
First Class License

or your money back!
THERE'S A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY 
FOR THE MAN WITH AN FCC LICENSE

All It takes is a few spare hours a week and NRl’s FCC License 
Course to open the way to increased opportunities in Commu
nications. With an FCC License, you're ready to operate, serv
ice and install transmitting equipment used in aviation, broad
casting, marine, mobile and Citizens-Band communications.

What does it take? Men with absolutely no training or experi
ence in Electronics complete the course in 10 months. A Tech
nician or man with some background can easily cut that time 
in half. And because NRI has a greater enrollment than any 
other school of its type, training costs you less than compara
ble courses offered by other schools. Further, YOU MUST PASS 
your FCC exams or NR! refunds your tuition in full.

Get full details about NRI FCC License Course plus other 
home-study plans offered by NRI, oldest and largest school 
of Its kind. Mail coupon. No obligation. No salesman will call.
NATIONAL RADIO INSTI
TUTE, Washington, D.C.

MAIL for FREE CATALOG

Available Under NEW 
Gl BILL. If you served since 
January 31, 1955, or are In 
service, check Gl line in coupon.

NATIONAL RADIO INSTITUTE 
Electronics Division 
Washington, D. C. 20016 19-106

Please send me complete information on FCC License Training 
and other NRI courses, as checked below. (No salesman will call.)
EU FCC License
LU Complete Communications
LU Aviation Communications
LU Marine Communications
EU Mobile Communications

LJ Radio-TV Servicing
□ Industrial Electronics
[3 Electronics for Automation
LJ Basic Electronics
□ Math for Electronics

[3 Check for facts on new Gl Bill.

Name.Age
FLEASE MINT

Address___________________ _ ______ .

CIty„.  State ZIp______
ACCREDITED MEMBER NATIONAL HOME STUDY COUNCIL 

signing a VE3 call shortly. VE4HI is back in Winnipeg. 
VE4UJ is sporting an s.s.b. exciter for 6 meters. 
From all reports the hamfest at the International Peace 
Gardens was very well attended. We aie pleased to re
port that VE4QD is out of the hospital and back on his 
favorite band, 75 phone. Your SCM is looking for a 
PAM (v.h.f.) and could also use an additional OO. If 
anyone can fill these positions please drop me a line. 
Station reports are very sparse this month. Each sta
tion is urged to forward a monthly activity report. It 
might be old hat to you but your reports will make this 
column interesting. Holidays and propagation have tak
en their toll on the traffic nets. The phone net held 12 
sessions with QNI 93 and QTC 3. The c.w. net had 31 
sessions with QNI 103 and QTC 68. Both nets solicit 
your support. Traffic: VE4JT 53. VE4QX 43. VE4EI 39. 
VE4NE20. VE4GN 6.

MARITIME—SCM, D. E. Weeks, VE1WB—Asst. 
SCM: A. E. W. Street, VE1EK, and R. P. Thorne. 
VO1EI. SEC: VE1M.T. The section was saddened to 
hear of the recent passing of VE1ACL. All join with 
me in extending deepest sympathy to the family. VE1YU 
reports the handling nf emergency traffic for the ROMP 
VElKK/mobile at the scene of a serious accident in 
northern New Brunswick. New calls for the Bathurst 
area include VE1ABO and VE1ATX (Beresford). VE1- 
AFC is moving to the VE2 district (New Richmond). 
VE3BZB (ex-VElBK) was a recent visitor to the Hali
fax area and asks for more VE1 representation on the 
ECN, 3540 kc. 0040 GMT daily. While on the subject of 
nets. VE1AAX asks for additional participation in the 
APN (Atlantic Province), 3653 kc, 2300 GMT daily. 
VEls VC. ADH and AMC have been on a DXpedition 
to FP8. VOlAL_is moving to Lewisport. Members of the 
SO NR A recently held a successful Ham-an-anny nt 
Nova Park. Newly-elected officers of the NBARA in
clude VÉ1FN. pres. ; VE1BY, vice-pres. ; VE1AGE, 
treas.; VE1IZ. secy.: VE1AYL, asst, secy.: WA4- 
TUH/VO1 and WA1E.JM/VO1 are departing Newfound
land. Traffic: VE1OM 26, VE1ABS 24, VE1AÀX 12.

ONTARIO—SCM, Richard W. Roberts. VE3NG— 
To all of you who gave me your support in my reelec
tion as SCM. I wish to thank you very, very much. 
The satisfaction that one receives in knowing that the 
majority is behind him is very gratifying. I regret to 
announce that VE3BKB and VE3ART are Silent Keys. 
VE3HW is active again after three serious operations. 
VE3NG and Marge, VE3DZA. were in eyeball QSO 
with WtMPN, SCi\I of Vermont, when in walked VE3- 
CDX and VE3ASO. From all reports the S.S.B. Picnic 
near Guelph held by the Chicken Junct. Net was a huge 
success. VE3YC. savs the Trans-Canada Cano? Races will 
be reported via AREC next year. VE3CGP has returned 
from the land of the cod wallopers. VE3FCK was in 
P.Q. with an HW12/c; likewise VE3NG was poitable in 
W2-Wl-VE1-Land. The Sudbury ARC is now in with 
EMO and is working up a fine winter program. The 
Searboro ARC will hav? a hfation at the Exhibition 
Show in Toronto with the call VE3WE. Your SCM re
quests that you check the date of expiration of your 
appointments. Otherwise he will be forced to cancel 
after notification to vou. Send vour certificate to him. 
Traffic: (July VE3BIT 117, VE3NG 105. VE3DPO 98, 
VE3ATT 75.’ VE3CYR 73. VE3DBG 69. VE3GCE 63, 
VE3DGB 58. VE3FHV 46. VE3FGU 36. VE3DVE 28. 
VE3HW 27. VE3NO 22, VE3AUU 18. VE3TT 16. VE3- 
AFA 14. VE3BUR 14, VE3DTT 13. VE3AWE 7. VE3BTV 
7, VE3EBC 5. (June) VE3AVE 40, VE3GCE 40.

QUEBEC—SCM. Jim W. They. VE2OJ—SEC: VE2- 
ABV. RAI: VE2DR. The RA QI Convention at Chicou
timi was a well-managed affair. A preliminary to a 
trans-Canada canoe race, as part of “EXPO 67”. staged 
from Montreal to N.Y.C. in mid-August, had amateur 
radio communications from the press boat. Despite 
vacation time and warm weather OQN and ECN have 
been well attended. VE2ATL is now in Brossard with a 
new rig. You can contact the St, Maurice Valley gang 
on 144.1 Me. at 2330Z. VE2AOL was the key man at St. 
Maurice Valley club station VE2M0 during Field Dav. 
VE2AJG is very active on 80 meters and VE2AGI/MAI 
tests his operating ability from his yacht. VE2BLM is 
now heard from St. Remi du Lac-du-Sabìes. VE2BRT 
and brother VE2BRD/VE2 have done a fine iob translat
ing some operating aids to French. When VÈ2ÙQ, a con
firmed 160-meter DX man. was asked why he was on 80 
his reply was “I’m v.h.f.-ing.” VE2BAI. the new EC for 
Chicoutimi, has a well-equipped v.h.f. setup. VE7APU/ 
VE2. who kept Great Whale on Hudson’s Bay on the map 
for two years, has now departed for VE7-Land with nine 
acres on a mountain top for an antenna farm. We regret 
the passing of VE2AVK on July 9. Trafficr VE2RLL 123. 
VE2DR 104. VE2OJ 70. VE2AGQ 59, VE2EC 35. VE2BRD/ 
2 27. VE3AUU 19. VE2ALE 17. VE2BWI, 14, VE2AJD 12. 
VE2BRT 5, VE2NT 5, VE2BXW 3, VE2AZQ 2, VE2DCJ 1.
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- TWO-WEEK TRIAL
• 90-DAY GUARANTEE
• TRADES ACCEPTED
• FREE PARKING

Tops in value, tops in performance, and tops in 
appearance—that’s what you get with every piece 
of TRIGGER thoroughly reconditioned, clean-as-a 
pin, like-new equipment.

Alignment, calibration, and performance are as 
good as new, and frequently better.

SEND FOR FREE PRICE LIST
Contact TRIGGER for a cash quote on 

iyour present gear or for a tremendous 
allowance on brand new equipment. For 
a real eye-opener visit TRIGGER — conven
iently located in west suburban Chicago on 
Route 64, three blocks west of Route 42A, 
and only 20 minutes from the Chicago Loop 
via the Eisenhower Expressway.

Domestic and foreign inquiries or orders 
processed promptly.

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH FOR OCTOBER

51J4.........................$79$
7SS3................. 429
75S3B........................ 49S
32S3........................... 495
516F2 AC................. 84
30L1........................... 419
312B4........................ 129
SM2 MIKE................. 24
DRAKE 1A................. 117
DRAKE 2B................. 199
2B SPEAKER............  14
DRAKE TR3............... 389
DRAKE TR4............... 519
DRAKE R4................ 289
DRAKE R4A............... 349
SWAN 240................. 199
SWAN 350................. 349
SBE 34 ...................... 339
SB2LA LINEAR.... 209
CLEGG 99ER............. 77

EICO 730..................$ 37
EICO 753F.AC SUP. 149
OLSON 6.................... 79
S«5..............   69
S9S 1S2-174MC... 29
S120........................... 39
SX71..................  117
SX99......................... 79
SXUi........................ 147
SX130................  139
SX140..............  77
SR16D........................ 219
HT40........................... 57
HT44.................. 239
PS150-12OAC.......... 89
PS150-12DC............. 77
B5W LPA1 LINEAR. 99
CHALLENGER............  57
MOBILE VFO...... 17
TR SWITCH............... 19

RANGER II...............$139
KNIGHT VFO............ 32
KG221 152-174MC. 32
MORROW MBRS CONV 27
HQ100C...................... 117
HQU0C...................... 127
HQ180,...................... 259
HC10 CONV............ ..  47
GONSET GR21L.... 47
SUPER 12 CONV... 29
MONITONE................. 19
ELMAC PMR7............ 47
NCX5........................... 399
NC155........................ 119
NC300....................... 139
HRO50T1R 5 COILS 139
HEATH HR10............. 67
GR54........................... 37
SENECA...................... 169
DX60........................... 67

H01O SCOPE............ $ 47
HG10VF0.................... 29
VF1 VFO.......... .. 17
UT1 SUPPLY............ 20
HP10 DC SUPPLY.. 22
DOW TR SWITCH... 6 
SWR BRIDGE 5 MTR 12 
100KX XTAL CALL. 9 
RF Z ANT. BRIDGE 14 
R46B SPEAKER.... 7 
KNIGHT VTVM.........  17
PÇH DD1 SCOPE W/
tone oscillator 47 

TRIPLETT 3414... 37
HICKOK 820 VTVM
tube,trans ckr. 27

HEATH Alli AMP.. 27 
FISHER FM90X TNR 69 
HAMMARLUND SPKRS 7 
24 HOUR CLOCK... 8

7k
ALSO IM STOCK 
FICO 
NATIONAL 
HAMMARLUND 
CDS ROTATORS 
ANO MANY MORE, 
WRITE FOR 
COMPLETE 
LISTINGS 4 
PRICES

101 DOWN WILL 
START A SU0GET 
TIME PAYMENT

A SMALL DEPOSIT WILL HOLD AMY UNIT OM MV-A-WAV
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$0E 
VIBROPLEX

RON »

STORE HOURS
Weekdays 11:00 A.M.-8:00 P.M.
Saturdays 9:00 A.M.-3:00 P.M.

TELEPHONE 

(312)-771-8616
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TRIGGER Attn: W9IVJ Q’066
7361 North Avenue 
River Forest, Illinois Amount
RUSH THE FOLLOWING: Enclosed

NAME.

A D D R ES S______ _ _______ —_______________________

CITY__________________ STATE_______.ZIP___________
ORDER BLANK TO: trade ur present gear, order 
equipment, sell ur gear for cash.

7361 NORTH AVE. • RIVER FOREST, ILLINOIS 60305 
(WEST SUBURBAN CHICAGO)



CRAMPED FOR SPACE?
NOW . . . MINIATURIZED, 

QUALITY ANTENNAS FOR . . .
fectfunng heavy wall 

aluminum and stainlees 
steel construction 

throughout

• APARTMENTS
• SUBURBAN HOMES
• PORTABLE USE

Oper. Freq.
Power Rating 
Turn. Radius

6-10-15-20 Meters 
600 Watts AM
7'................

Total W eight__ 
Single Feed Line 
SWR at Resonance

1 I lbs. __
52 ohm 
1-5 to 1.0 max,

6-10-15-20
METERS

The time proved B-24 
4-Band antenna combines 
maximum efficiency and 
compact design to provide 
an excellent antenna where 
space is a factor. New end 
loading for maximum radi
ation efficiency. No center 
loading.

Model B-24 
Net $59.95

MULTIBAND COAXIAL ANTENNA
FOR 6-10-15-20 METERS

Needs no ground plane radials. Full electrical '/? wave 
on each band. Excellent quality construction. Mount with inexpensive TV Hardware.
Power Rating  600 Watts AM
Total Weight __ 
Height ___  
Single Feed Line
SWR at Resonance

6 lbs. ___
TF...~~
52 ohm 
1.5 to 1.0 max.

Model C4 Net $34.95

:j Open Freq. 
Power Rating 
Single Feed Line
SWR at Resonance | 
Total Weight |

Model B4010 Net $79.50

40 and 10 Meters 
TÖOOWotts AM" 
52 ohm coox.
1.5 to R0 max.
22’ibsT“’-

40 p,us 10»
METERS

New end loading for 
maximum radiation 
efficiency. No center 
loading employed. 
Element length only 
18.5'....boom 10'.

RUGGED 6 METER BEAM
Rugged construction with no holes in elements or boom to weaken 
antenna. Heavy wall seamless 
aluminum and stainless steel throughout.
Power Rating 
SWR at Resonance 
Impedance 
Longest Element 
Boom

1000 Watts AM
1.4 to LÓ max.
52 ohms

12'

Model B6M5 
Net $24.95 each 
Two for $44.50

; Mmiaturfa Antenna Caiaïog.

• LEADERS IN COMPACT ANTENNAS •

97.73 — or Bust
(Continued from page 54) 

power-supply bleeder resistor. If this resistor 
has burned out, the power supply will not be 
sufficiently loaded under key-up conditions, and 
the difference in B+ voltage between key up and 
key down may be sufficient to introduce chirp. 
Unsolder one end of the bleeder and check it 
with an ohmmeter. If the power-supply filter 
uses a resistor instead of a choke, unsolder it and 
check its value.

An additional cause of trouble is crystals that 
just seem to be •‘chirpers.” Some of them gen
uinely are, but most chirp only when the trans
mitter is improperly tuned. Many novice-type 
transmitters contain only the bare minimum 
of components and adjustments to put a reason
ably clean signal on the air (and some not even 
that). Failure to time them properly leads 
promptly to trouble. Listen to your signal.

Many “economy” model ham transmitters 
do not. use voltage regulator tubes to control 
the oscillator plate and screen voltages, and do 
not compensate for this deficiency in other ways. 
The frequency instability deficiency problem 
is enhanced by the lack of buffer stages. Some of 
these transmitters chirp when they are new, and 
will continue to chirp until the oscillator voltages 
are stabilized. Adding a VR tube is a very easy 
job, requires very few parts, takes up less than 
one square inch of chassis space, and makes a 
dandy little project for the hordes of novices 
(and OTs) with chirping transmitters on 40 
meters. Even allowing for the purchase of a 
chassis punch to make a socket hole, the total 
cost of this little project is less than 85. It is 
highly recommended. See the ARRL Handbook 
(under power supplies) or the Editors and En
gineers Handbook for the technical details.

Key Clicks
There are two kinds of key clicks. The first, 

called “r.f. clicks, ” are caused by the small spark 
at the key contacts, and are not radiated via the 
antenna. They are only heard a short distance 
away, and do not ordinarily cause troubles on 
the band. If the transmitter and receiver must 
both operate simultaneously in the same vicinity 
(as when you are monitoring yourself), this click 
is easily eliminated by a simple filter.

The other kind of key clicks (forbidden by 
section 97.73) is caused by improper shaping of 
the c.w. pulse. If the rise and fall times of the 
pulses are too short, clicks are sent ringing up 
and down the band causing interference to other 
stations both in and out of the amateur bands. 
Since the ARRL Handbook contains a complete 
chapter on the symptoms and cures for this 
problem (titled “Keying and Break-In”) you 
are referred directly to it. Nuff said.

(Part, II of this article will appear in a sub
sequent issue.) |n5T-J

The Post Office Department promises faster mail 
service with the new Zip codes. Use yours when you 
write League Headquarters. Use ours, 06111.
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Want a high-pay career in Electronics?

This 
free book 

may change 
your life 

it tells how to go about getting the key 
to job success in the growing electronics 

boom-a Government FCC License

T
here’s a big Boom in electronics. And YOU can.
be part of it. You don’t need a college education or 

any previous experience in electronics. The free book 
shown here tells you how.

In the last 15 years, the electronics manufacturing 
industry alone has grown from $2.7 billion to $ 17 billion, 
and is expected to hit $24 billion by 1970.

Thousands of trained men are urgently needed to help 
design, manufacture, inspect, test, install, operate, and 
service electronics marvels that are making headlines. 
If you qualify, it means a secure, steady high-pay job 
with a real future to it.

Maybe you'd like to become a broadcast engineer . .. 
put famous radio disc jockeys and television entertainers 
“on the air.” Or be your own boss servicing some of the 
more than a million two-way mobile radio systems in 
taxis, trucks, trains, etc. Or work alongside famous sci
entists developing and testing such electronics miracles 
as picture-frame TV, desk-top computers, pea-sized 
hearing aids, rocket guidance and control systems.

Regardless of which you choose, the secret of "getting 
your foot in the door” is getting a Government FCC (Fed
eral Communications Commission) License. It’s govern
ment-certified proof, respected by employers everywhere, 
that you have passed a standard Federal exam on the 
fundamentals of electronics — that you're not just an 
electronics handyman, but a real "pro.” Many jobs 
legally require it.

.Now, because of the importance of getting your FCC 
License, Cleveland Institute of Electronics has prepared 
a valuable 24-page book telling you how to go about it.

NEWS FOR VETERANS:
New G. I. Bill may entitle you to Government-paid 
tuition for CIE courses if you had active duty in the 
Armed Forces after Jan. 31,1955. Check box in cou
pon for complete information.

You will find out why the Commercial FCC License is 
often called the “passport to success.” You'll see how 
and why the Government issues these licenses. You’ll 
learn how you can get your license .. . and qualify for 
top opportunities in Electronics.

With this book, you will receive a second free book, 
“How To Succeed In Electronics.” It’s the catalog of 
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics ... first organiza
tion to offer an FCC License Warranty. (CIE will re
fund all of your tuition if you don’t pass the FCC exam 
... on your first try . . . after completing the course 
designed to prepare you for it.) You will learn why 
better than 9 out of 10 men with CIE training get their 
FCC Licenses, even though 2 out of 3 without this 
training fail.

To receive both books without cost or obligation, 
just mail the coupon below. If coupon has been removed, 
write to: Cleveland Institute of Electronics, 1776 East 
17th Street, Dept. y f-4s, Cleveland, Ohio 44114. Do 
it now—it may change your whole life.

r------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 1
I MAIL COUPON FOR 2 FREE BOOKS I

I Cleveland Institute of Electronics |
I I 1776 East Í7th Street. Cleveland, Ohio 44114 [

Please send me, without cost or obligation, your 24-page book, I 
I “How To Get A Commercial FCC License.” together with your 1 
I school catalog, "How To Succeed In Electronics," of license- I
I preparation courses. |
I I
I Name I
j (please print) |
1 1 
j Address......................................     |
j City_______________ ____ . ..... State Zip-------- - |

| Occupation   _____________™. Age-------- I

j □ Veterans check here for Gl Bill information. ।
I Accredited Member National Home Study Council |
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THIS COULD BE THE BEST 
DX ANTENNA YOU WILL EVER OWN!

COMPLETE KIT PRICE
CONTENTS (P Fft nC

• 8 FIBERGLASS Arms Special-. 
ly reinforced at butt and  
element intercept points

*

• 2 Quad Arm "X" Mounts 
• Boom to Mast Mount 
• 1 Instruction Manual

WRITE FOR BROCHURE TODAY 
U. S. FIBERGLASS CO.

5101 N.W. 36 Ave. MIAMI, FLA. 33142

High Gain Pre-tuned [F Strip 
Model 8902-B pre-tuned 455 kHz IF strip 
provides excellent gain (55 db), and can be fed 
directly from a converter without having to buy 
a matching transformer. No alignment is re
quired. The 2 transistor amplifiers and diode 
detector are capable of driving earphones.
Model 8901-B input IF transformer, when used 
with the IF strip, provides double tuning with 
increased selectivity. Both units are included 
for $5.75 when ordered as kit number 8903-B.

MBM.W. MILLER CO.
PED3ES5917 So. Main St., Los Angeles, Calif. 90003

AVAILABLE NATIONWIDE FROM 
DISTRIBUTORS AND MAIL ORDER HOUSES

Station Design for DX
(Continued from page 50)

Ward's and neighborhood urban hardware stores 
generally go only to inch sizes, and are cheaply 
made. For example, a H inch eyebolt, of the 
kind having a formed, unwelded eye, if used at 
the top of the vertical plank mentioned above, 
could easily unwind and drop the load on the 
ham below at the boat winch. Where does one 
get better hardware? Tty industrial suppliers, 
such as McMaster-Carr Supply Co., 2828 North 
Paulina Street, P.O. Box 4355, Chicago, Illinois 
60681).

An item not as widely known amongst ama
teurs as it should be is the screw anchor. This is 
a long rod with eye at one end and an auger plate 
at the other, by which it is screwed into the 
ground. A common size is the Hubbard 7526 or 
Chance 6346, 66 inches long, inch rod, 6 inch 
blade, which sells for about $5.00. Fully screwed 
into good soil, these withstand 4500-pound pull. 
Many varieties are made: swamp anchors with 
blades 15 inches in diameter: rock anchors, etc. 
A well-stocked supplier is Graybar, with ware
houses in most IT. S. cities. Graybar also has 
excellent ground-rods —■ not as cheap as you see 
in radio stores — but better. Typical sizes are 
Hubbard 9438, % inch in diameter X 8 feet, or 
Hubbard 9450, inch X 10 feet. They even 
make one (No. 9697) 1 inch in diameter X 40 feet 
long. Graybar also stocks clips, clamps, thimbles, 
arming bolts, eyebolts, shackles, etc.

If the terms used above, and others such as: 
“gin pole,” “tag line,’’ and “come-along” are 
unfamiliar, some preliminary reading or talking 
with persons having experience in rigging, is 
desirable prior to undertaking a major antenna 
project. Alternatively, there are people who, 
for a fee, will take the problems off your hands.

Rescue squads or fire departments which accept 
public contributions, can be helpful in raising 
antennas to the top of, say’ 60, foot towers orpoles. 
A local amateur made a $25.00 contribution 
(tax deductible?) and found willing and effective 
cooperation.

Raising a tower with a crane can be dangerous, 
though it is common procedure commercially. 
A 130 foot, 21 inch tower was once being raised 
with a 60-foot crane by wiring the tower base 
to its concrete foundation, and picking up the 
tower by attaching the crane hook below the 
tower center. The base temporary wires failed. 
The tower base whipped sidewise and killed a 
rigger instantly.

Locally, the most experienced ham riggers, 
W3MSK and W3GRF, prefer to assemble towers 
such as t he AB-105 vertically in place by carrying 
up pieces, bolting them on, climbing up to the 
next level, etc., using a light gin pole and ground 
helpers to pull up materials as required.

The reason why’ self-supported high towers are 
rare compared to guyed towers, is that they’ cost 
several times as much. IdET—|

(The next instalment will appear in an early 
issue.)
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The 2-K linear means
HEAVY DUTY

In two short years the 2-K has become synonymous with high quality, heavy duty per
formance in the amateur radio service.
The 2-K breezes effortlessly at the legal limit in any mode . . . SSB, CW, AM, or FSK. It 
is 175 compact pounds of pure communication.
The power supply symbolizes the 2-K’s all around ruggedness. Notice the high reliabil
ity mercury power relay, the brute of a power transformer, the magnificent 20 mfd 
oil-filter condenser, the 800 milliampere cased filter choke. No other amateur service 
linear comes within a country mile of using such high cost, high quality components. 
Is this power supply the reason the big, clean signals you hear on the air are 2-K sig
nals? It's one! We invite you to discover the others yourself. Write today for complete 
information. The 2-K console or desk model $675.00 RF unit only $425.00

6% FINANCE CHARGE • 10% DOWN OR TRADE-IN DOWN • NO FINANCE CHARGE IF 
PAID IN 90 DAYS • GOOD RECONDITIONED APPARATUS • Nearly all makes & models. 
15 day trial. 90 day Warranty. 90 day trade back on NEW apparatus. Write for bulletin.

TED HENRY (W6UOU) BOB HENRY (W0ARA) WALT HENRY (W6NRV)

CALL DIRECT ... USE AREA CODE

Butler 1, Missouri, 64730 816 679-3127
11240 W. Olympic, Los Angeles, Calif, 90064 213.477-6701
931 N. Euclid, Anaheim, Calif, 92801 714 772-9200
6116 N. 27th Ave, Phoenix, Ariz, 85017 602 AM 4-3895

"Worlds Largest Distributors of Short Wave Receivers"
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VERSATILE MINIATURE TRANSFORMER
Same as used in W2EWL SSB Rig- 
March, 1956 QST. Three sets of CT 
windings for a combination of imped
ances: 600 ohms, 5200 ohms, 22000 
ohms. (By using center-taps the .im
pedances are quartered). The ideal trans
former for a SSB transmitter. Other uses: 
interstage, transistor, high impedance 
choke, line to grid or plate, etc. Size 
only 2" h. x %" vr. x %" d. New and 
fully shielded.

$1.49 ea. 3 for $3.95 10 for $12.50

PRECISIONShown approximately actual size

Superb 
Bros, of

PLANETARY-VERNIER 
for exceptionally 

fine tuning
craftsmanship by Jackson 

. .. England. Ball bearing drive, 
!4" dia. Shaft P/s” long: 6:1 ratio. 
Vy FB for fine tuning. Easily adapt
able to any shaft. Comparable value 
$5.95 tAodel 4511/DAF.
$1.50 ea. 10 for $13.50

ARROW^ELECTRONICS INC

900 Rte. 110, Farmingdale, N.Y., 516 ■ MYrtle 4-6822
65 Cortlandt St., N.Y. 7, N.Y. 212-Digby 9 4730
525 Jericho Take., Mineola, N.Y. 516 - Pioneer 2-2290
18 Isaac St., Norwalk. Conn. 203 — 838-4877
225 Rte. 46, Totowa, N. J. 201 - 256-8555_________

LEARN CODE
the right way- with
Code Sound Language! ^NirwacvE

"The specialized language of sound” brings you a complete study 
of the international Morse Code. Satisfied users say—“Complete 
in every detail”—"Easy to learn!”—“CSL is the best!”—Increase 
YOUR receiving speed, master the code now!
CSL NR 1 & NR 2 (1 tape) for the prospective Novice, Technician, 
General or Amateur Extra First. 3 to 25 wpm.
CSL NR 3 Si NR 4 (1 tape) for the advanced operator with a sin
cere desire to copy code sounds at rapid speeds. How to copy 
behind, etc. 25 to 55 wpm. Both tapes, plenty of copy—plain and 
scrambled, numerals and punctuation.
Magnetic tape, 7" reel, dual track, 2 hours, immediate delivery. 
Send check or money order. (Specify which tape.) $6.95 each.

Both tapes on one order, only $13.50.
SOUND HISTORY RECORDING Box 16015, Washington, D. C. 20023

.... TENN A-BAL

BROAD BAND BALUN ilfjnetppd. 
• Flat in the amateur bands * in U.S.A, 
from 3 to 30 Mos. • Full legal power • Fully 
weather sealed • Matches coax to antenna or 
balanced line. • Improves efficiency and radia
tion pattern.
Two models, 1 to 1 or 4 to 1 impedance ratio 

Size VA" OD x 4" long. Wt. 4 oz.

«FUGLE LABS 1335 Watchung Ave., Plainfield, N.J.*

Silent

I
t is with deep regret that we record the 

passing of these amateurs:
W1AEB. Arthur W. Flint, South Yarmouth, Mass. 
W1BBN, Warren W. Anthony, Portsmouth, R. I. 
W1CBB, George L. DuBois, Manchester, N. II.
W1QZO. Harrv H. Warner, Wollaston, Mass. 
W2ATK, Harold L. Van Pelt, Rahway, N. J. 
W2CFR. Lardner R. Kerr, Trenton, N. J. 
W2GIB, Clarence H. Pennington, Madison, N. J. 
W2LP, Lawrence J. Dunn, Garden City, N. Y. 
WA2OWN, Kenneth L. Brunneman, Endicott, 
N. Y.

W2PYS, Frank A. Zugner, Bronx, N. Y.
W2QAV, Wilbur C. Müler, Rochester, N. Y. 
W2RUH, Sherman A. Dennis, Elizabeth, N. J. 
WA2STD, George Breckheimer, Parish, N. Y. 
K3BIB, Robert H. Dunham, New Albany, Pa. 
W.3FVK, Norman P. Stephan, Hampstead, Md. 
W3SGK, Ralph D. Sharp, Glenolden, Pa.
WA4AGB, William F. Grigg, Jr., Richmond, Va. 
W4BTV, Gübert L. Faw, Albemarle, N. C.
W4CVY, Jack Adams, Columbus, Georgia 
K4JSL, Ernest M. Veal, Decatur, Alabama 
K4MYZ, Harry L. Eisen, North Miami Beach, Fla, 
K4PJJ, Walter L. Rives, Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 
W4QD, Louis U. Goldich, Atlanta, Georgia 
K4QDO, John Sawyer, Spring Hope, N. C. 
K4HCL, Sven Hokanson, Tavernier. Fla.
K4WNC, French H. Craddock, Jr,, Sylacauga, Ain., 
W4YLY, Herman J. Johnson, Lynn Haven, Fla, 
K5BAT, John W. Watkins, IXIanchester, Okla. 
W5BZH, Archie L. Compton, Henryetta, Okla. 
K5GLB, John B. Trottmann, Oklahoma City, 

Okla.
W5GYS, Walter D. Baer, Gallup, N. M. 
W58P, William O, Ansley, Abilene, Texas 
W5VB, Hallet E. Worthington, Houston, Texas 
K5ZKJ, Joseph Franz, Austin, Texas
WßCHN, OX-W7HCS, George E. Minich, Clear

lake Highlands, Cat
WB6CPQ, Warren T. Dodge, Napa, Cal.
W6DYX, Frank J. Ostman, Santa Barbara, Cal. 
W6MU, A. Houston Barnett, Beverly Hills, Cal. 
W6MYH, Harry M. Baker, Burbank, California 
WA6NYU, Wildon J. Sober, San Diego. Gal.
K60DY, Foster Suits, Long Beach, CaL 
K6OFS, Raymond Rivers, Duarte, CaL 
K6SWB, Milton S. Futterman. Arcadia, Cal. 
W6ZRI, Donald Schwab, Kentfield, Cal.
W7HDQ, Claud R. Brand, Salt Lake City, Utah 
W7HRU, Walter C. Puryear, Moses i/ake, Wash. 
W7OUT, Norin O. Holman, Salem, Oregon 
W8CQD, Horace C. Dolph, Grand Rapids, Mich. 
W8CSQ, Donald M. Jewell, Sebring, Ohio 
K8DPO, Charles S. Baker, Port Huron, Mich. 
W8FSM, Frank Wagner, Massillon, Ohio 
WA8HWD, Frederick N. Gossman, Weston, Ohio 
K8HWJ, Douglas J. Scheick, Toledo, Ohio 
W8INU, James A. Long, Canton, Ohio 
W8NKH, Robert B. Bolden. Sr., Willowick, Ohio 
W9DCU, Alva B. Van-Ustine, Menomonee Falls, 

Wisconsin
W9FEH, E. J. Gerard, Kokomo, Indiana 
W9LKL, Robert E. Blair, Springfield, Ill. 
K9RLG, Emmett Hall, Shipman. HL 
W9VNW, Rex Maupin Winnetka. Ill.
K0BAT, Edward R. Roser III, Leavenworth, Kan. 
W0DDM, Edgar F. Percival. Hillside. Colorado 
W0HVW, Gilbert A. Burr, Pleasant Hill, Alo, 
WA0IFR, Carl O. Brunsvold, Fargo, N. D.
W0MXC, Charles M. Bove, Minneapolis, Minn. 
W0NDM, Lewis A. Shell, La Junta, Colo.
G2OS, J. M. Ostens, Newcastle-un-Tyne, Northd., 

England
LU4ABZ, Luís AI. Tambussi. Buenos Aires, Ar

gentina
VE1ACL, D. V. Moser, Charlottetown. P.E.I. 
VE3ART, Percy G. Ryerse, Port Dover, Ont. 
VE3EID, Lawrence Dukes, Sudbury, Ont.

(Continued on ntxi vaae)
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QST-101

Name

Address

City. State Zip

WORLD RADIO LABORATORIES
3415 West Broadway 
Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501

RAD10 tABO"ATOmEjiMiWORLD
ASIA COM

lauiw*n««’“OOHO

■ÇSSSST“ïoiîi «*«r

HOUSE the HAMS Win

and mast pertonahmd 
World. 35 »niploytrd • Buy anything n- *ha

Gentlemen:
Please rush me my FREE 1967 WRL Catalog.
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{Continued from page 158)
VK3XD, Richard Dowling, Montmorency, Vic

toria, Australia
Z85AM, Mian G. Matthew, Pietermaritzburg,

Natal, Republic of South Africa
ZS6WS, Tom Creed, Springs, TVL, South Africa
601MT, Mauro Tessieri, Mogadiscio, Somali Rep.

EWŒJ FIRST TIME IN U.S.A.! 
“ONE PRICE” SCRS!

jF Imagine 7-amp, 16-amp and 25-amp at one 
price! Just check the proper amp and PRV blocks.

□Hi-Voltage-Silicon 
6000 PIV-200ma 

$1,99

,□ 7-Amps □ 16-Amps □ 25-Amps
PRV 
n 25 
□ 50 
□ 100

Sale 
.25 
.45 
.65

PRV
□ 150
□ 200
LJ 250

Sale 
.75 

1.00 
1.35

□ 300 
□ 400 
□ 500 
1 1 600

1.50 
1.95 
2.50
2.75

SILICON POWER STUD RECTIFIERS
AMPS 25 PIV 50 PIV 100 PIV 200 PIV

3 □ 5« □ 7, □ 12« n 19«
, U U ’2« 'H 22* O40< ° 65<1 35 □ 39« □ 50« IJ 75« □ 1.19
AMPS 400 PIV 600 PIV 800 PIV 1000 PIV

3 □ 25« □ 35« □ 45« □ 69«
15 [J 90« LJ.1.35 [J 1.59 O 1.79
35 □ 1.90 □ 2.50 0 2.75 0 2.95

750 MIL
PIV Sale 
50 n 5«

100 □ 7«
200 O 9«
400 O 13«

TOP HAT AND
PIV Sale
600 n 19«
800 n 24«

1000 n 51«
1200 Q 69«

EPOXIES
PIV
1400 O
1600 rj
1800 n
2000 ri

Sale 
95« 

1.10 
1.35 
1.50

Because of the need for accuracy in our “Silent 
Key's” listing, please send all notices to the 
ARRL and include both name and call of the 
deceased.

HIGH POWER $1
PNP IOOWatt/15 Amp HIPower A 

□ TO36 Casel 2N44I, 442. 277, 
\ 278, DS50I up to 50' Volts ea.

TRANSISTORS stG^Cs

° 100,or 2i98 power, rf, if, 
AUDIO, SWITCHING 

no test
TERMS: include postOge,D CATALOG IQc-Rated. 30 days

POLY PAKS SO.Pi.YNNFlElO*  »AASS,

THE LEAGUE EMBLEM

À 
▼

With both gold border and lettering, 
and with black enamel background, is 
available in either pin (with safety 
clasp) or screw-back button type. In 
addition, there are special colors, avail
able in the pin style emblem only, for 
Communications Dept, appointees.

Red enameled background for the SCM.

Green enameled background for the RM, 
PAM, SEC or EC.

Blue enameled background for the ORS, 
OES, OBS, OO or OPS.

THE EMBLEM GUT: A mounted printing 
electrotype, high, for use by members on 
amateur printed matter, letterheads, cards, etc.

Pin, Button or Cut: $1.00 Each, Postpaid 

AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE
Newington, Connecticut 06111

Simulated Emergency Test
{Continued from page 88) 

extremes is a good compromise between publicity 
and valid test.

Your cue, if you are an AREC member, is to 
check, with your local EC and find out what’s 
being planned. Check with him even if you aren't 
an AREC member; it’s time you signed up, 
and he’ll be looking for new members.

RACES Role
This will be the first year that RACES will 

be participating officially as a part of ARPSC: 
however, RACES has always been a factor in the 
SET. This first year we are asking all RACES 
radio officers (ROs) t.o use the same reporting 
form as ECs and follow roughly the same pro
cedures. Meanwhile, we are trying to get mailing 
lists of radio officers from c.d. sources, federal 
and state. As of the present writing only- six 
states have responded affirmatively (one has 
“passed” until next year), but we hope to get 
more lists before the deadline for SET Bulletin 
mailing.

If you are an amateur active in. RACES, your 
cue is to contact your RO about the SET. It 
may- be that he has not heard about it, in which 
case we would be glad to mail him a copy of the 
bulletin should he wish to conduct an ARPSC 
SET taking advantage of the option to do so 
after the official weekend mentioned above.

NTS Role
The National Traffic System tliis year is at

tempting to set. up a standard procedure which 
will apply in all emergencies in which NTS goes 
into emergency' operation. Further details tire 
given in the NTS subhead in the ARPSC column 
in this issue. If you are an NTSer, we suggest 
you read it, carefully. Even if you are not an 
NTSer, you may derive some benefit from having 
an idea how NTS will operate Oct. 8-9.

Casual Amateur Role
If you are a casual amateur who has not lung 

against public service but just wants to work 
somebody, you can be of most help by avoiding 
those frequencies on which SET work is being 
conducted. We couldn’t, begin to give you ti 
list of these frequencies (other than the NCEFs 
listed below ) because there will be a lot of them,
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HOW WOULD YOU DESIGN 
A NEW ADVANCED LINEAR?

At least twenty-one 
important and advanced 
features built-in the brand new

(BTll LINEAR AMPLIFIER
V----------- MODEL LK-2000

YOU’RE THE EXPERT-CHECK FOR YOURSELF
■ 1. Designed for maximum legal input all modes. 2000 
watts PEP SSB—1000 watts CW-AM-RTTY. ■ 2. Full 1000 
watts plate dissipation using Eimac 3-1000Z. ■ 3. New 
tank circuit design provides greater output on higher fre- 
uencies including 10 meters. ■ 4. High Reliability Solid 
State Power Supply using Computer Grade capacitors for con
tinuous duty, a 5. Instant transmit—no warm up—accom
plished by BTI Solid State Supply and use of thoriated 
tungsten filament in 3-1000Z. ■ 6. Longer tube life because 
of exclusive after off cooling. ■ 7. A.L.C. output provides 
higher audio level without flat topping. ■ 8. Tuned cathode 
input for minimum distortion and higher efficiency (50 ohm 
inp.). ■ 9. Choice of Line Voltages—220V AC @ 10 amps 
or 115V AC @ 20 amps (Solid State Supply permits efficient

115 VAC operation). ■ 10. Metered relative R. F. watts 
output to antenna. ■ 11. Built in metering and switching 
for Dummy Load accessory which when attached provides dum
my load for linear or exciter. ■ 12. Meter overload protec
tion. ■ 13. Changeover relay feeds exciter direct to an
tenna when linear is off. ■ 14. All relays have D.C. coils 
for hum free operation. ■ 15. Safety switch and shorting 
bars for personal safety and component protection. ■ 16. 
High voltage overload circuit breakers. ■ 17. Fused fila
ment and control supplies using lighted fuse indicators. ■ 
18. Distinguished console (TVI preventive) design (29" H x 
16" W x 14%" D.) ■ 19. No exposed high voltage in lower 
console. ■ 20. Precision console casters for easy mo
bility. ■ 21. Grounded grid, zero-bias linear operation.

BRAD THOMPSON INDUSTRIES, long recognized for innovation in the electronics 
field, realized the need for a quality linear amplifier which would offer more features 
with reliable and rugged construction, at a price within practical limits.
Well-engineered, foolproof, simple operation, reasonably priced, fully guaranteed, the 
B. T. I Linear Amplifier provides the signal impact you’ve been wanting.

s795
COMPLETE READY TO GO!

WRITE, WIRE, PHONE:
MISSION HAM SUPPLIES 
3316 Main Street 
Riverside, California
B. T. I. (Amateur Division)
83-810 Tamarisk Street—P.O. Box CCCC
Indio, California 92201
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HANDBOOKS
• BEAM ANTENNA HANDBOOK by William Orr, W6SAI. 
New edition. Theory, design, construction and the in
stallation of rotary beam antennasl SWR data! Multiband 
beams, 40 meter beams, 20 meter DX beams! How to 
make your beam work! 200 pages. S3.75

• VHF HANDBOOK by Orr, W6SAI and Johnson, W6QKI. 
First complete Handbook covering the VHF spectrum! Many 
VHF construction projects! Design and construction of VHF 
transmitters, receivers and antennasl Make your VHF sta
tion work! $2.95
• ELECTRONIC CONSTRUCTION HANDBOOK by Robert 
Lewis, W8MQU. All about design—construction—layout and 
testing of electronic equipment. Non-technical guide for 
kit-builders and your best key to better performance of 
your equipment! $2.95

• ALL ABOUT CUBICAL QUAD ANTENNAS by W6SAL 
Construction and tuning data. Multi-band Quads. Charts, 
drawings and photos for your Quad. Full complete data 
on home-made Quad antennas. The new X-Q Quad. $2.85

• S-9 SIGNALS by William Orr, W6SAI. Inexpensive 
DX antennas for your stationl Multiband ground plane, $5 
beam antenna, 2 and 6 meter beams, Demi-Quad beam, 
and others! $1.00

• NOVICE & TECHNICIAN HANDBOOK by W6SAI and 
W6TNS. All about amateur radio in nontechnical language! 
How to learn the code. How to assemble your ham station. 
Transmitters! Receivers! DX! How to Get QSL cards. S2.95

• BETTER SHORTWAVE RECEPTION, by Wm. Orr, W6SAI. 
Your introduction to shortwave radio. How to hear DX. 
How to buy a receiver. Amateur radio. How to align your 
receiver. Antennas! QSLs. Getting your ham license. $3.25

At your radio dealer now!

Add 15£ per order to the publisher:

RADIO PUBLICATIONS, Inc., Wilton, Conn.

{ConUuwd from imtie 160} 
and we don't know which ones will be used 
and which won’t.. We suggest, you “play it by 
ear,” and if someone should ask you to move off, 
to do so graciously. This is asking a lot, but we 
all have to make some sacrifices in the interest 
of public service through, amateur radio.

Even better, why not plan to be a part of 
it, instead of an innocent bystander? Contact 
your EC. If you don’t know who he is, contact 
your Section emergency coordinator (SEC), 
listed on page 160. You’ll be glad you did when 
you feel the satisfaction you get. out of public 
service operating. — W1NJM.

BRASS POUNDERS LEAGUE
Winners of BPL Certiücate for July Traffic:

Call Grid.
K6BPI....................... 19»
W3CUL.......................219
K6EPT. ..........................3
W6WPF ..........69
W6ZJB....................  14
W7BA. ................  5
W4LEV......................188
WßRäY......................87
WIPEX.........................91
K7TCY. -..........   .11
K0ONK.........................31
WB6BBO......................39
W0LCX...........................1
KSTEY...................... .4
KHMDD .............  .20
WBfiJUH. .........24
W8UPH......... .............21
K9IVQ.................... .22
W7HMA......... ............. 21
W0LGG. - ..........13
WA9CL-P............288
W3EML. ......................34
W6ADB. ... ...... .5
WA6WNG/WB6CRC.37

VOODOO 
MAGIC TIE CLASP

QSL CARDS REPRODUCED 
IN PERMANENT METAL

GREAT GIFT IDEA 
We also do business cards 

Send Card and $3.50 to
GIFT SHOP - Box 73, Northfield, Ohio 44067

Model 525

NEW HIGH POWER 
DUMMY ANTENNAS

Gentec Dummy Antennas
‘ permit transmitter adjust
ments under electrical con
ditions duplicating actual
¿■inten na conditions, but
converting and dissipating 
electrical power as heat, 
preventing radiation and

eliminating TVI, QRM and associated problems. Trans
mitters readily peaked for top DX operation.

SPECIFICATIONS—DC to 250 MCS. (50 Ohm Units)
Pri ee $1.95$! 1.95 $19.95 $19.95 $19.95 $29.95 $29.95

Model 507 525 525L 525B[ 5I0U SION 5I0B

Term*  Is UHF UHF N BNC UHF N BNC

VSWR (max) 1.05 Id 1.05 1.05 1.1 1.05 1.05

Power 7W I25W (250W ICAS) 500W (IKW ICAS)

Terms: C.O.D. plus postage or ppd in U.S.A, when check 
included with order.

Write for Free literature (50 and 70 Ohm Units)
GENTEC INCORPORATED, P.O. Box 233, Raritan, New Jersey
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KSLNE.................. .9
WA2UPC,..,...........28
W6TXJ. .  ............... 385
WB2EUW................... 39

Late Reports:
K91VG (June)............30
WA2UZK (June).... 15
WA9MIO (June)... .18

Reed. Rei. Del. Total
8696 8411 285 17590
1726 1331 374 3680
1450 1207 243 2903
1306 1268 38 2681
826 809 17 1666
815 721 88 1629
691 584 107 1570
626 498 105 1316
528 474 50 1143
550 510 39 1.110
522 514 4 1071
514 469 15 1037
463 462 5 934
523 372 901
400 300 100 820
387 355 32 798
381 329 50 781
435 316 1 774
372 370 2 765
369 334 14 730
2M 192 729
402 283 i 726
342 303 39 689
319 0’7 655
371 233 40 646
312 303 15 634
299 271 6 627
288 244 14 621
309 298 0 616
332 212 0 582
300 «>57 3 581
273 255 42 572

262 10 566
269 266 3 541
277 246 4 536
216 208 23 505
67 8 44 504

232 208 23 502
392 257 o 682
313 295 16 639
254 219 16 507

Moie-Tlian-One-Opezatoi Station»
K6MCA........................ 88 955 948 8 2ÜÙÜ

BPL for 1U0 or more oritiinaiions-plm deliveries
K4EVY 231 
WA4BMC 226
WA4HJM 202
W6UZX 171
VE7BHH 161
WA4NEV 155

ïdite Report: 
WA2ASM/MM

(June) 110
More-Than-One-Operafor Stations

Late Report:
W61AB (Juno) 271

BPL medallions tsee Aug. 1954. p. 54) have been
awarded to the following amateurs since last month’s
listing: WA3ATQ. WB4AIW, WA4DYL. WA4WWT. 
WA6ÕQM, WA8HVR. K9WMP,

The BPL Is open to ail amateurs In the United States, 
Canada and Possessions who report to their SGM, 
a message total of 500 or a sum of origination and de
livery points ut 100 or more for any calendar month. 
All messages must be handled on amateur frequencies 
Within 48 hours of receipt in standard ARRL form.

HAM’S 
CARIBBEAN RETREAT! 
Go foreign Antigua, W.l. 

Hotel Beachcomber
73, Bill Wyer, VP2AZ, Ex-VE3BP, 

G2ZB-DXCC
Box 10. Antigua, W.l, 

Caribbean DXpedition Headquarters



knight-kit
J & and ^'Meterlransceiver Kits

Knight-Kit 6-Meter Transceiver Kit 
New top-performing Ham rig with many ex
tras. Covers 50-52 me and 49.980 MARS. 
Solid-state universal power supply for 12 
VDC mobile and 110-130 VAC. Noise-cancel
ing push-to-talk mike. 3-stage transmitter has 
doubler, tripler and straight-through final. 
Selective dual-conversion receiver. Illuminated 
"S" Meter/Output Meter. Complete with all 
parts, wire, solder, and easy C1OA0C 
step-by-step instructions. * U / 7 J

Knight-Kit 2-Meter Transceiver Kit
Compact and versatile Ham transceiver for 
General, Technician, or Novice class. Covers 
144-148 me. Built-in solid-state universal pow
er supply. Dual-conversion receiver has spec
tacular 1.0 micro volt sensitivity. Factory- 
aligned crystal-controlled RF and mixer sub
assembly simplifies construction. AVC action 
prevents blasting. Noise-canceling push-to- 
talk mike. Complete with all
parts, wire, solder and step-by- CT A AQC 
step instructions. *

Read the unique money-back guarantee ... 
exclusive in the industry . . . then rush coupon 
below for full details and Special Introductory 
Offer on 6 and 2 Meter Transceivers.

VFO KIT. Calibrated for 6 and 2 meters. 
Features Clapp Oscillator. Takes power from trans
ceiver. B+ switch and indicator light. Complete with 
all parts, wire, solder, instructions for $19.95

f KNIGHT-KIT GUARANTEE
Build a Knight-Kit in accordance with ¡s 
our easy-to-follow instructions. When £ 
you have completely assembled the fe 
kit, you must be satisfied or we will re- 
turn your money, less transportation S 

IS charges, under the Allied guarantee of £ 
g „satisfaction. ALLIED RADIO

ALLIED RADIO, Knight-Kit., Dept. 13-KK
P.O. Box 4398, Chicago, III. 60680
Send me full details and Special Introductory Offer on 
Knight-Kit 6 and 2-Meter Transceiver Kits.

N a me___ _______________ _________ ____ __ .
PLEASE PRINT

Add re ss  _____ _ __ __ __ ______________ -

City__ ___________State____ ...._ ____Zip_________ .
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10 - 15 - 20 METER 
MONOBEAMS

FOR 
MORE 
DX PUNCH

Cush Creift Monobeams combine superior elec
trical and mechanical features with the best 
quality materials and workmanship. They will 
spxayîde reliable :day to day amateur communi
cations and that extra DX punch, when needed, 
for contest work or emergency communications.

A28-3 10 Meter, 3 Element, Boom 10' ¿31.95 ii
A28-4 10 Meter, 4 Element, Boom 18' 42.95^'
A21-3 15 Meter, 3 Element, Boom 12' 39.95^'
A21-4 15 Meter, 4 Element, Boom 22' 59.95 i
A14-2 20 Meter, 2 Element, Boom 10' 49.95
A14-3 20 Meter, 3 Element, Boom 20' 77.50 IK*

SEE YCkUR DEALER OR WRITE FOR CATALOG.

62 1 HAYWARD STREET 
MANCHESTER, N.H. 03103

NEW YORK’S MIDTOWN HEADQUARTERS

"LD hallicrafters

Hurricane ” SR-2fNM Transceiver
Again, from Hallicrafter, the 
ultimate in quality perform
ance! Professional electronic 
engineering and exclusive 
Hallicrafter circuitry assure 
you dependable quality. See P-2000 AC

POWER SUPPLY 
$395

it at Grand Central Radio and 
see why it's the choice experts 
prefer.
ALL HALLICRAFTERS in stock for Immediate Delivery 
Complete Audio Demonstration Dept. Depend on Us'.

GBA
{Continued from, page 55)

WA6XXX/3 happens to bump into a member
of the MDD Net he will never know his buddy
sent him regards.

The saddest of all these GBA messages are 
those to servicemen overseas with the APO 
number missing in the address. MARS will not 
accept messages that, lack tliis very necessary 
number. To omit it is very much the same as 
omitting the city on a letter. It doesn’t matter 
how many numbers, letter groups, rank, Bn, 
Div, Reg, there are in the address; if that APO 
number, or ZIP number is lacking some service 
man won’t get a message from his family.

There isn’t a thing the traffic system can do 
about it. Once a message starts on its way, on 
the section net, it cannot be stopped until it 
reaches the terminal station for delivery. The 
result is, of course, delay. In cases where time 
element is vital in delivery, it means almost 
certain cancellation rather than a refile of a text, 
now stale. But a far graver result is an adverse 
picture of amateur radio’s public service facilities 
by implying, through carelessness on the originat
ing station’s part, an inefficiency that does not 
exist. This carelessness is really too much eager
ness on the part of the originator to be a good 
friend, and to rush the message off even though 
the neighbor doesn’t “quite remember all the 
address, but anyhow their name is Johnson and 
they live in Pasadena, California.” Rather than 
say “Well, call me when you get home, and give 
me the full address,” or, “I can’t send this 
without a complete address any more than the 
post office or Western Mon could,” off it goes — 
and back it comes “GBA. ”

There is a simple formula to remember for 
those who really want to hear their neighbor or 
friend say “The Meyerses got my message, and 
had a real party for us when we arrived,” or 
Carolyn to know tliat the gang back home are 
sharing her big moment, or WA6XXX to enjoy 
his snapper soup more because his friends wish 
him well. It is a familiar statement that is used 
at every club meeting. After the secretary 
finishes reading the minutes of the last meeting, 
before they can be accepted as clubs records, 
the president asks, “ Are there any corrections 
or omissions? If not, the minutes stand approved 
as read.”

Try it as a yardstick on the next origination, 
and make that red circle date of “Utopia” come 
for the traffic fraternity. IbstA

The Post Office Department promises faster mail 
service with the new Zip codes. Use yours when you 
write League Headquarters. Use ours, 06111.

Eventually, 
Everyone comes to

' GRAND CENTRAL
8:30 to 6

1 RADIO inc.

Including 
Saturday
1 DOOR 
east or 
LEXINGTON 
AVENUE

EXCELLENT SELECTION —AT EXTREMELY LOW PRICES —48 HOUR DELIVERY

124 EAST 44th ST., N.Y.C. MU 2-3869 CRYSTALS

Thousands of frequencies in stock. Types in
clude HC6/U, HC18/U, FT-241, FT-243, 
FT-171, etc.

SEND 100 for catalog with oscillator cir
cuits. Refunded on first order.

2400C Crystal Drive, Ft. Myers, Fla. 33901
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this is the new Clegg “66’er 
plenty of power, fixed or mobile 
operation—all the features 
you’d want in a top quality,, 
6-meter transceiver.

Just look at what you get in this compact, 

high-power, ultra-sensitive successor to the famed 99'er.
SUPERSENSITIVE RECEIVER • Dual conversion, design with sharp 8 KC selectivity for freedom from 
birdies, tweets and spurious signals. • S Meter doubles as tuneup meter for transmitter. • Full 
49.9 to 52.1 me coverage for accurate dial readout-excellent band spread. • Sharp cut-off, adjust
able squelch. • Excellent AGC performance. • RF stage provides optimum usable noise figure- 
freedom from cross modulation and overload. 0.5 uv sensitivity captures weakest signals. • 2 watts 
audio output with internal speaker. Provision for external speaker. • Effective automatic noise 
limiter.
POWERFUL TRANSMITTER • High efficiency, 22 watt final amplifier, driven by straight-through am
plifier for low-low harmonic output. • Dual self-contained, solid-state power supply for both 115 
VAC or 12 VDC operation. • Push-to-talk with provisions to automatically switch Apollo Linear 
and external VFO. • Broadband, multi-tuned exciter stages for rapid QSY and freedom from 
spurious outputs—no TVI problems! • High level modulation with speech clipping for top talk 
power. • Transmitter frequency spotting switch. • Operated with 8.3/12.5/25 me crystals.
Ideal for MARS, CAP. Wide variety of accessories for CD application. See the Clegg “66'er" today. 
$249.95. Microphone $10.50. Squires-Sanders, Inc., Martinsville Road, Millington, N. J. 07946.

Squires l|lx Sanders

ELECTRONICS 
TECHNICIAN

Have you an interest in Industrial Elec
tronic Instrumentation? You may be our 
man. Some experience desired but not es
sential. Excellent fringe benefits including 
tuition refund plan.

Call or Write Personnel Director

J. P. STEVENS and CO., INC.
Central Research laboratory

141 Lanza Ave., Garfield, New Jersey 07026 
Tel: (20D-772-7100

An Equal Opportunity Employer

$12.95 W2AU FOUR PURPOSE BALUN $12.95 
BALANCE YOUR ANTENNA • STOP YOUR 

M COAX FROM RADIATING • HELP ELIMI- 
NATE TVI • IMPROVE YOUR RADIATION 
PATTERN PLUS F/B RATIO

• Broad-banded 3-32 me. • Center hang-up 
hook for inverted Vees • Handles full legal 
power, 2KW PEP • Built-in lightning arrester • 
S0239 RF connector for coax transmission feed 
line eliminates center insulator • Withstands 
up to 600 lb antenna pull • For use with all 
type antennas fed with unbalanced coax line • 
Weighs only 6J/2 oz. V/2 diam. 6" long • 2 
Models: 1:1 matches 50 or 75 ohm unbalanced 
coax to 50 or 75 antenna load. 4:1 matches 50 
or 75 ohm unbalanced coax to 200 or 300 ohm. 
• W2AU Super Vinyl jacketed 2 element 

10-15-20 meter quad. Complete quad $64.95
• W2AU Super-Fiberglas 2 element 10-15-20

meter quad. Complete quad $99.95

UNADILLA
UNADILLA RADIATION PRODUCTS

NEW YORK

★★★★★★★★★★★★

SPACE CITY OF

Offers all leading brands of 
New Equipment including 
Collins, Swan, Drake, Halli
crafters, Galaxy, Hy-Gain, 
Mosley, etc. Also Real Bar
gains on Used Equipment. 
Lease Purchase Plan.

BEST TRADES • LONGEST TERMS
See

STEVE WILSON, WA5JTD • BOB DOUGLAS, W5GEL

Amateur Headquarters For 
South Texas

ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 
& ENGINEERING CO.

2606 Westheimer Houston, Tex. 77006

Tel: (713) JA 4-2558
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ALSO—we can handle your antenna require
ments! We stock ANTENNA SPECIALISTS, CUSH- 
CRAFT, HY-GAIN, MOSLEY, NEW-TRONICS, & 
WEBSTER—both fixed station & mobile, plus 
accessories.

"Write for Latest Used Equipment List"

Svmj RADIO
P.O.BOX 312 CONCORD, N.H. 03301

" FONE 603-225-3358

HYE-QUE ANTENNA-FEEDLINE CONNECTOR
New 3-in-l maided plastic-and-metal 
fitting provides: coax feeder connec
tion. heavy copper leads to elements, 
antenna center support. Hye-Que I 
connector fils standard PL259. Rein
forced, weather protected, ultra- 
efficient At your ham store, or $2.95 
ppd. Companion insulators. 2 for 99« 
ppd. includes complete instructions.

BUDWIG MFG. CO. P.O. Box 97A, Ramona, Calif. 92065 

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

: TWENTY-FOUR CLOCKS IN ONE J

NEW
AND

MODERN
AS THE

SATELLITE 

$11-95

Yagi vs. Quad
(Continued from page ¿t)

On t.he other hand, the Yagi is much stronger 
structurally and mechanically. The Yagi was 
comparatively easy to assemble and raise. ('on- 
structing and installing a 4-element quad is like 
trying to handle a crowd of romantic octopuses. 
During periods of high winds the Yagi seems 
much more stable and less inclined to shake 
itself apart, or to tear the telephone pole out by 
the roots.

During the tests 1 had lightning strike. At 
the time of the stroke, both antennas were 
grounded at the station through a Waters Protax 
coaxial switch.2 The Yagi, with its grounded 
boom, suffered no damage. The quad driven 
element was burned and cut in two and a small 
amount of damage was done in the station.

In summary, after three months of playing 
with the two antennas, 1 have found that neither 
is overwhelmingly superior to the other. 1 know 
I have two good antennas since they both per
form well at my location. For the average U.S. 
contact or during QSOs of 2000-6000 miles, my 
antennas seem to run about neck and neck. 
The quad has demonstrated to me an advan
tage on the long-haul contacts that makes a dif
ference in pile ups; however, this was not true 
in every instance. I have also learned that the 
quad must, be carefully timed at the actual site 
of operation to acquire this advantage.

I still have a lot of playing to do. I am now 
trying to figure out some easy way of tying the 
two antennas together and possibly feeding 
them in phase t.o see what happens; to date I 
have come up with no simple system of phasing 
two antennas 150 feet apart and at the same 
height. I would welcome any ideas on this score.

I also have st V beam aimed east and west. 
While I did learn that this antenna outper
formed a tribauder, I haven’t yet gotten around 
to comparing it with my quad or Yagi on 20 
meters. 1 also want, to compare a Yagi “Christ
mas tree” against a triband quad; this I intend 
to do during the next few months.

T’m still not sure which antenna I will finally 
keep. Only when someone notices an ad in the 
back of QST listing an antenna for sale will it 
become obvious which antenna I have selected 
as the best for my particular station. However, 
1'11 probably wind up keeping the antenna that 
succeeds in riding out the Tennessee summer 
thunderstorm season!

” Protax switches are not designed to protect equipment 
from a direct lightning stroke — Editor.

TIME ANYWHERE
AT A GLANCE!

THROW YOUR CONVERSION CHART AWAY

Farmene World Time-Zone Clock
CASE: wall or desk 

22 ga. steel 8" x 8" x 2%" 
MOTOR: G-E 110-volt, <50 cycle

THE FARMERIE CORPORATION

RADIO TELETYPE EQUIPMENT 
TELETYPE MODELS 28 ASR, 28 KSR, 28 LPR. 
28 LARP, 28 LXD, 28 LRXD1, 14, 15, 19, Page 
printers. Perforators, Reperforators, Transmit
ter-distributors, Polar Relays, Collins Receivers 
51J-3, R-388, 51J-4, R-390A. Hammarlund SP- 
600JX. Frequency Shift Converters.

ILLTROmCS-IIOTFARD CO.
Box 19, Boston, Mass 02101 Tel: 617-742-0048
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Model EP-63-JR-1

Kahn Research Laboratories’ patented ECHOPLEX, EP-63-JR-1, pro
vides commercial operators and advanced amateurs with one of the 
major communications system improvements of recent years.

i

• Signal-to-noise gain of 5-to-l makes 
a 1 kw SSB transmitter produce the 
same signal/noise as a 5 kw SSB 
transmitter.

• Reduces the effects of fading by 
transmitting same information 
three times (time diversity).

• Allows you to identify your signal 
from non-echopiex signals thus 
easier to read through QRM.

• Can be used with existing amateur 
or commercial SSB or AM transmit
ters and receivers.

$399-60 TERMS THROUGH 

GENERAL ELECTRIC CREDIT CORP.

For Further Information Write Dept.Q-106

81 SO. BERGEN PL., FREEPORT, L.I. (11520) 
(516) FR 9-8800

#598 FULL VISION DIAL
Ball bearing drive, free from 
backlash. Reduction ratio 
10:1. Dimensions 6” x 
4%". Selected for HBR 
8-/11-/12 Receivers.

Price $9 postpaid.

898 Geared Slow Motion Drive 
110:1 ratio 500 division logging 
scale $21.50 postpaid 843 Slow 
Motion Drive $6.00 Diecast 
Boxes for exceptional R.F. 
Screening $2 to $4.15 Detailed 
catalogue on request.

free: i
BIGGER . . . BETTER I 

THAN EVER, I I

BRITISH RADIO ELECTRONICS, LTD.
1742 Wisconsin Avenue, N.W. WASHINGTON 7, D. C.

I0-IS-20M QUADS
•W Pre-Cut * Pre-Tuned *Tr!band

2, 3 & 4 ELEMENT QUADS
FIBERGLASS OR BAMBOO

from $59.95
• ROTATE WITH TV ROTOR
• HIGH F/B RATIO
* VERY LOW SWR
4 LOW Q BROADLY TUNED
• HIGH GAIN
* EASY TO MATCH
* LOW WIND RESISTANCE
• ONE FEED LINE FROM 

XMTR FOR ALL 3 
BANDS NO SWITCHING

WRITE DEPT. A 
406 Bon Air Dr.

Temple Terrace, Florida

Phono 9884213

• Radio & TV Sets.
• Musical Instruments.

40th ANNIVERSARY 
1967 CATALOG

SEND FOR 
YOURS TODAY!

BURSTEIN-APPLEBEE CO,
I Dept. QST, 1012 McGee, Kansas City, Mo*  64106 
J □ Rush me the FREE 1967 B-A Catalog.

Name—
I ...j Address,

• City___ .State. .Zip Code.,
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antennabook

P' PU&MDBYTHÉ
/ AMAGAN RADÍO RELAY LEAGUE

Field Effect Transistors
(Continued from page 19) 

the calibration resistors.
These two circuits were furnished by Don 

Wollesen atid Walter Birks of the Applications 
Engineering Group at Motorola Semiconductor 
Products Division.

This article has provided a basic look into the 
FET and some of its applications. Ln general, the 
FET offers much improved noise performance, 
stability, and cross-modulation resistance over 
either vacuum tubes or standard transistors 
(p-n-p, n-p-n). Its many features, such as high 
input impedance aud desirable high-frequency 
performance, insure its design into a vast number 
of electronic circuits in the near future. It is 
probably the most recent radical improvement 
in device design, and should prove most interest
ing to amateur radio operators everywhere, 
allowing them greatly improved freedom in cir- 
cuit design.

1^ • LANNING new antennas for the
Sweepstakes and other contests 
coming up soon? Looking for dope 
on transmission lines? From basic 
theory on how to build ’em, hori
zontals, verticals, rotaries, fixed 

ÿ beams, transmission lines, together 
,, with dimensions, photos, drawings, 

radiation patterns, you’ll find the 
information in the Antenna Book.

' ' Better pick up your copy now.

nn C.5./1.
$2.25 Elsewhere

the AmericanRadio Relay League, Inc.^^
NEWINGTON CONNECTICUT 06111

TRANSTENNA 102C 
The Only Perfect Antenna Switch 

(FULLY PATENTED) 3,041,60« & 3,227.954
J No Clunking Relays 559.45 
• No Signal Suck-Out
• 2 KW Input

Plus! A Preselector Second to None
• Continuous Tuning 80 to 10 Mtrs. • Thru Pos.
• Improved Signal to Noise Ratio • 30 DB Gain 

Plus! Break-In Without Clicks
• Perfect RCVR Muting or Audio  Switching*
• Breaks Between Dots and Dashes
• Variable Mute Delay
New Address:
Locust Road# RD 1 
Flemington/ N.J. 08822
FIGHTER ELECTRONICS

AM, SSB, OR CW
*AUDIO SWITCH & CW TONE 

(Add $11.00)
Audio Signal is brought into the 
1020 where it is muted and CW 
tone injected. (No interna! revr 
or xmtr connections.)

«—WRITE FOR FREE DETAILED BROCHURE—"

Coming Conventions
(Continued from page 95)

Amateur Radio Council. An informal get-to
gether is planned Friday at 7 p.m. in the Occi
dental Hotel, to be followed by a tour of the 
nearby Grand Haven Musical Fountain (billed 
as the largest musical electronic fountain in the 
world).

The Saturday program, to begin at 9 a.m., 
will include a v.h.f. talk by ARRL Assistant 
Technical Editor Doug De Maw, W1CER/- 
W8HHS; special XYL activities; MARS meet
ings; technical sessions on solid state, lasers, 
amateur TV, Project Oscar RTTY, mobile 
antennas and operating techniques: ‘‘World 
Travels of the Ham. Operator”; and a swap 
shop. Of special interest will be an address by 
ARRL President Robert W. Denniston, 
W0NWX. Also featured will be the Amateur 
Radio Public Service Corps, with meetings 
involving AREC, NTS, RACES and all phases 
of traffic and net operation. Interested conven
tioneers are encouraged to bring ice skates, as 
the Arena will offer skating facilities.

W8ZIIO/8 will operate on 3995 kc., as well as 
on 6 and 2 meters, to handle last minute requests 
for accommodations or information. Free parking 
permits will be available.

Registration is $2.00 in advance, $2.25 at the 
door. For hotel reservations, tickets or more in
formation, write II. E. ‘‘Hank” Riekels, 
WA8GVK, Chairman, P.O. Box 691, Muskegon 
49443.

can give you personal service on 
helping you select better gear per 
dollar for your operating pleasure. 
Over 30 years' experience. Big trades, 
easy terms. Used bargains
VAN SICKLE RADIO SUPPLY CO.
Gene Van Sickle, W9KJF, Owner

♦131 N. Keystone Ave. 
On the northeast side of 
Indianapolis 5. Indiana
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ECONOMICAL 
AND 

EFFICIENT!
THE NEW " DEMODULA TOR

Available free for the 
asking ... An Intro
duction to Amateur 
Radioteletvpe by Irvin 
M. Hoff. K8DKC. This 
booklet enables the 
licensed amateur to 
assemble the neces
sary equipment to 
both print and trans
mit radioteletype sig
nals. Send for your 
copy today!

20 to 30 db improvement over other commercially available RTTY 
demodulators using only a single receiver and antenna.

The Model 1200 is the most economical way to improve RTTY per
formance because an equivalent increase in performance by other 
means would require 10 to 30 times increase in transmitter power or 
a combination of diversity operation and increased antenna gain.
FEATURES
patented DTC (Decision Threshold Computer) • unique auto-start 
• optimum filtering • Iimiter/1imiterless modes • unique metering 
circuit • plug-in filters to accommodate a variety of tones, shifts and 
keying speeds.
Price $550.00 FOB Frederick, Maryland

FREDERICK ELECTRONICS Corporation
HAYWARD ROAD, P.O. BOX 502, FREDERICK. MD. • PHONE: 301-662-5901 

INTERNATIONAL DIVISION
750 THIRD AVENUE. N.Y. 17, N.Y. CABLE ADDRESS: ARTROCKE

DUMMY ■ 
LOAD

■»2 ohm. non-reactive 
him oxide R.F. unit. All 
band, all power to 1 KW.
SWR 1.2 to 1.

Kit $7.95 postpaid.
Wired, add $2 
HAM KITS — 

Bax 175 Cranford, N. J. ■

ENJOY EASY, RESTFUL KEYING

With VibropleX

Quarter Century Wireless Association, Inc.
Licensed amateurs who held an amateur license 
25 or more years ago are eligible for membership.

Entry Fee $3.00 3 Years Dues $5.00

Applications may be obtained from

A. J. Gironda, W2JE, Executive Secretary
1417 Stonybrook Avenue, Mamaroneck, N.Y.

Sending becomes fun instead of 
work with the SEMI-AUTO
MATIC Vibroplex. It actually 

does all the arm-tiring nerve 
wrecking work for you. Ad- 
justable to any desired 
speed. Standard models have 
polished Chromium top parts 
and gray base. DeLuxe mod
els also include Chromium 
B ase and red finger and 

thumb pieces. Five models to choose from, priced at $19.95 
to the 24K Gold Plated Base “Presentation” at $39.95.

VIBRO-KEYER
Works perfectly with any 
Electronic Transmitting Unit. 
Weighs ¿34 lbs., with a base 
3 by 41^". Has Vibroplex’s 
finely polished parts, red 
knob and finger, and thumb 
pieces. Standard model $18.95;
Luxe model includes Chromium 
Plated Base at only $24.95.

De

Order today at your dealers or direct

THE VIBROPLEX CO., INC.
833 Broadway New York/ N. Y. 10003

FREE 
Folder

3 SIMPLE-TO-INSTALL, HI-PERFORMANCE ANTENNA SYSTEMS:
1 KW P.E.P. Mono-Band Kit... 1KMB1V/81K ... $21.95® 

. 2 KW P.E.P. Mono-Band Kit... 2KMB1V/81K ... $26.95*
*Kit comprises, encapsulated, “Balun,” copperweld, insulators, 
plus installation and adjustment instructions for any Mono
band 80 thru 10 Meters. Also available 2, 3, 4, 5 Band Models.

Mfd. R Write ■< 
J under Pat. ||„ for TELREX \ j 

2,576,929 PL 67 '

TELREX LABORATORIES H
ASBURY PARK, N.J. 07712
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IT HVL IE E
NEW 514-PAGE 

1967Allied catalog

Top savings on the best in 
electronics for the amateur
• Receivers, Transmitters, Transceivers e Station Supplies 
and Accessories • Build-Your-Own Knight-Kits • Citizens 
Band 2-Way Radio o Walkie-talkies and Intercoms • Auto
motive Electronics • Tubes and Semiconductors • Test 
Instruments and Meters • Everything in Stereo Hi-Fi • Tape 
Recorders and Tape • Hardware, Parts, Tools, and Books

ALLIED IS HAM HEADQUARTERS ...
Shop by mail and save at Allied, world's largest elec
tronics supplier. Allied has a staff of over 50 licensed 
hams who know your wants and needs. Your inquiries 
and orders receive prompt, knowledgable attention!

NO MONEY DOWN ... 24 MONTHS TO PAY
Enjoy the things you want now, while you take 24 
months to pay for them on the Allied Credit Fund Plan. 
No Shack is complete without the 
big, new 1967 Allied Catalog ...

FREE!
r----------------- -- ---------------  
} ALLIED RADIO, Dept. 13-K |
I P.O. Box 4398, Chicago, III. «0680 i
J □ Send FREE 1967 Allied Catalog {
I t
J Name_____________   J
! PLEASE PRINT !
I Address  |

| City__ ___ __ State Zip__________ |
L----------- ------------------------------ '------------- -- ------------------------ 1

Gimmicks & Gadgets
(Continued from page X»)

2y, inches in diameter by 2J< inches high), using 
rubber gaskets between the bases of the posts and 
the lid. The resistive load is soldered to the tips 
of the binding posts. A relief Vidve, made from 
a 4-40 holt and nut, 2 washers, and a small 
spring, is installed on the lid to provide a safety 
outlet in case the load becomes too hot.

The completed assembly is pressed into place 
on the main body of the can after the container 
has been filled with transformer oil. Mineral oil 
was found to be a good substitute. Use only 
enough oil to completely cover the resistors and 
the copper disks.

Other values of resistance can be made up for 
working with different antenna impedances. By 
using 6 resistors in the configuration shown, the 
reactance should remain low.... IT/C'iZfi

Building Your Own Arrays
(Continued from page 87)

York area stations, and W8WEN, Alliance, 
Ohio, was worked three tries in a row, without 
a pre-arranged schedule. Such weak-signal tropo 
scatter work is perhaps the ultimate test of 
2-meter antenna effectiveness. You just don’t 
do it with inferior antennas.

The two arrays are mounted as shown in 
Fig. 1, with the 50-Mc. Yagi about 6.5 feet 
above ground and the bottom of the 144-Mc. 
stack about 6 feet above it. The 50-Mc. beam 
is fastened to the main vertical support of “1- 
inch water pipe” running down to the rotator. 
The 144-Mc. array has a center support of TV 
masting, held to the water pipe by three U 
clamps. Either array can be removed without 
disturbing the other. Both are fed from a single 
rim of coax that terminates in a weather-proofed 
coaxial switch remotely controlled from the 
operating position to select the desired array.

The coaxial switch operates on 115 volts 
a.c., but rather than run this up the folding 
tower we decided to operate the control line at 
a lower voltage. A small transformer at the 
operating position feeds 6.3 volts a.c. into the 
main run of 4-conductor rotator cable, with 
pairs of its wires in parallel for low voltage drop. 
A similar transformer in a plastic refrigerator 
box up at the antennas converts back to 115 
volts for the switch. This makes for a safe sys
tem, requiring no special insulating precautions 
for the control line, where it rims through tree 
branches or is within reach of passersby. The 
tower-mounted switch permits maximum return 
on our investment in low-loss coax for the 125- 
foot run from station to antennas. ¡OST—|

PLATE TRANSFORMERS—$39.95
3600-0-3600 VAC @ 1000 Ma., CCS, with (20/240 VAC 60 ep« 
primary. Commercial quality units manufactured by Wagner 
Electric Co. measure 13" high. 12" wide, and 9" deep. Net weight 
is 85#. Price $39.95 F.O.B. Minneapolis. One year unconditional 
money back guarantee. Terms: Check or M.O. with order. Im
mediate delivery. Write or phone:

PETER W. DAHL CO.
3314 Diamond Drive Tel t <9(5)-751-4856 El Paso. Texas 79904
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What’s the best aqtenna heading to hear a 6W8 ?
What time is It in Zanzibar? •
How many IRCs for a letter from a ZP

Put vital world-wide DX data at 
your fingertips with this 10%" 

circular calculator. Shows

Are the Dodecanese in Asia ?
Is a ZE in DX Zone 38 ?
What’s the address of the 

Venezuela QSL Bureau ?

Find all the 
answers fast 
with the

/!*-

msi«p's

v LOCH MM*

r tn lent- MlMtM MA a«C9M>

Stähltet.
w

BRAND-NEW
4TH EDITION
OF W9IOP'S
SECOND OP
$1.00

V

LRL-66 ANTENNA 66' LONG. 80 THRU 1OM

[imvùwiì
4

PRICE 
$30.00 

in Cont. 
usa, ppd.

OPERATES ON 5 BANDS AUTOMATICALLY
2 I. Loading coils for 80 & 40M doublet operation

2. Adjustable ends to set 80 meter resonance
3, 4» Decoupling stubs for 20 Sr 10 meters

5

LATTIN RADIO LABORATORIES Box 44

DX - - DX - - DX - - DX 
SHORT PATH QSl_-ing

/WASTE MONEY /SAVE TIME nnkl’Tj u/ttwr stumps nn J BEAT THE COMPETITION DONTtwaste stamps UU< raise your score (waste coupons (quicker
90% of active bX stations have STATE-SIDE QSL managers. 
Our copywrited “QSL MANAGERS DIRECTORY’’ lists over 
2000 of these managers ami has nuw been up-graded to a 
eomnlete service—von receive:
THE QSL MANAGERS DIRECTORY
QUARTERLY SUPPLEMENTS listing changes—deletions— 
additions.
A COMPLETE LIST OF QTH’s for the above managers.
TOTAL PACKAGE PRICE (U.S. and CANADA) $3.uu per year. 
($4.00 elsewhere—airmail) SENT) ORDER TO:

BOOKBINDER PUBLISHING CO.
DEPT. 0 P.O. Box 54222 TERMINAL ANNEX

Los Angeles, Cal, 90054 (Founder W6GSV) 
European Agent: DX NEWS SHEET—GEOFF WATTS

62 Belmore Road, Norwich, NOR72T ENGLAND

"HOW TO MAKE MONEY ‘N
Mobile Radio Maintenance

AUTHORITATIVE GUIDEBOOK 
ABOUT THE BOOM tN TWO-WAY MOBILE-RADIO.

OWES FACTS. FIGURES. PAX RATES. CDCC
WRITE TODAY!

LAMPKIN LABORATORIES, INC. Mfg.Div. BRADENTON, FLA.

beam headings, time 
differences, postal 

rates, DX zones, 
QSL bureaus, 

many more DX 
facts... at a 

L' glance! The 

fully-revised 4th 
Edition is now at 

t, your nearby E-V 
ham microphone 

headquarters, 
or send $1.00 to:

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., 

Dept. 10630 , 631 Cecil Street, 
Buchanan, Michigan 49107

SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND

Power rating 2 Kw. P.E.P. or over on 80, 40, 1 5
• On 20 and 10 1 Kw. P.E.P. Transmitter input

lulling
4 3 6

5. Center insulator with female coax 2 
connector t > take PL-259 plug

6. Fittings on insulators to tie on rope
• Owensboro, Kentucky

THESE OM’S 
HAVE RECENTLY 
SWITCHED TO A
HlMd-1444 MIC
WA2SEQ W7UMB
WA2YEG K8CTJ
WB2MRA W8HXC
K3QDC W8TPB
K3NII WA8NPV
K3QGZ WA8PKA
WA3AOF WA9JNG
W4WJB WA9PEL
W6NKP W0VBF
W6PQW WA0JYX

. notice their improvement 
in intelligibility 

and added punch?
Shure Brothers, Inc., 

222 Hartrey Avenue, Evanston, III.
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TUNAVERTER
NEW MODELS! NEW PRICES!

— TUNABILITY - USABILITY - QUALITY —

Amateur 
160 M 

to
2 Meters

Marine 
Police
VHF

TUNABLE, CALIBRATED solid state converters to change 
your auto and home radios into excellent, sensitive, 
selective, calibrated Amateur and VHF receivers!

6-1 reduction tuning! 
HF—2 gang tuning! 
VHF 3 gang tuning! 
FREE 24" conn, coax!
2 WEEK MONEY BACK 
GUARANTEE!

• Plug into auto radio!
• BC & ham ant. inputs! 
• 100% American Made!
• 9 volt btry powered!
• Mute terminals!
• Size 2V4" X3W'X4¥2w

• SHIPPED FROM STOCK!!!
BAND MODEL COVERS OUTPUT PRICE
Marine Marine 2.0-3.0 mc 550 kc $19.95 ppd
Shortwave & 1 /SWL 9.3-10 me 800 kc $19.95 ppd

WWV time. J \sw 14-18 mc 1500 kc $19.95 ppd
160 meters 160 1.8-2.0 mc 550 kc $19.95 ppd
75 meters 75 3.8-4.0 mc 800 kc $19.95 ppd
CB & 10 M 273 26.9-30 me 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
6 meters 504 49.5-54.5 me 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
2 meters 1450 144-150 mc 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
Police, ] i .308 30-38 mc 1500 kc $29.95 ppd

fire, & { 375 37-50 mc 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
Marine. J 1. 1564 150-164 mc 1500 kc $29.95 ppd

Aircraft 1828 118-128 mc 1500 kc $29.95 ppd
Models with Tunable BFO for SSB-CW-AM-FM !

160 M 1600 1.8-2.0 mc 550 kc $24.95 ppd
80 M 800 3.4-4.1 mc 550 kc $24.95 ppd
75 M 750 3.8-4.0 mc 550 kc $24.95 ppd
40 M 400 6.97-7.325 mc 830 kc $24.95 ppd
20 M 200 14.0-14.35 mc 830 kc $24.95 ppd
15 M 150 20.975-22 mc 1500 kc $24.95 ppd

Output kits for use with home radios, (state output) $1.25 
Watch For New Models!! Special VHF Model outputs available! 

Lherbert salch & co. Dept Q, Woodsboro, Texas 78393J

TILT THAT PANEL!
Do it with a CAB-PAC
Complete package includes everything 
you need to make a tilted front panel 
on any cabinet or chassis. Four soft 
plastic feet with brass hole-lining in
serts, two rigid front extenders, four 
fi-32 mounting screws and instruc
tions. At your ham dealers, or air mail 
post paid....... .
BUDWIG MFG. CO., P.O. Box 97A, Ramona, Calif. 92065

money back 
$79.50 guarantee. Budget payments

AUTRONIC —the flnest, 10 matched transistors, 10 diodes. 
Rugged, no relays, tubes, heat. More energy & punch in CW 
signal. Minimizes keying clicks. Approved lor FCC exams. 
Perfect self-completing dots, dashes, spaces. Smooths 
erratic fist. Speaker & phone-jack for monitor or practice. 
8 to 60 wpm, semi- or fully-automatic. Use in any position, 
compact, lightweight. Unaffected by vibration or gravity. 
Also try thè companion AUTRONIC KEY —$19.95.

Free brochure. I«?,(1
ELECTROPHYSICS CORP. Since 1929 I Ì

898 W. 18th St., Costa Mesa, California il

Armed Forces Day 1966
(Continued from page 31)

W5THP, K5JCQ, W5JTC, W5JUM, W5KVM, WASLMG, 
W5LNG, K5MBB, K5MCM, W5NBI, K5PIM, W5QFA, 
W5QJD, W5SAW, K5SDM, K5SVC, K5TPU, K5TUP. 
W5UJF, W.5USA, K5UTE, WSUY, K5VHM, W5VJ. 
K5VQU, K5WAC, K5WBN, W5YAJ, W5YCQ, W5YIJ, 
WB6AAL, WßACN, W6AEE, WAßAGA, WAßAHF. 
WßAJJ, KHßAO, KG6APD, WB6AQR, WA6AWD. 
WßAXV, WA6BBG, WA6BBL, KHßBGW, K6BHF, 
WßBHG, WßBIK, K6BPI, WßBTV, WßCBF, WßBCMN, 
W6CW, WB6CWZ, W6DNT, WßDOU, KHßDQW. 
WBßDRY, KßDYX, WAßECE, WB6EGH, WßEGZ, 
KßEPT. WßEV, WßFB. WAßFFW. WßFLW, WB6FRC, 
WA6FRS, WßGC, KGGKX, WßHTO, W6IAB, WßIWE, 
W6IWO, WB6JAL, KßJFP, WB6KCH, WßLDG, 
KßLFM, W6LIP, WßLVQ, WAßLZB, WB6LZX, 
WB0MHO, W'ßMJD, KßMLI, K6NCG, WßNRK, 
WAßNUA, W6OJF, WßPSW, K6PWD, WAßPYE. 
WßRCR, KOROR. K6RTS, WßSAW, WßSCQ, WßSCR. 
WA6SEY, KßSHZ, WN6SIJ, WAßSJM, WAßSJZ, 
WBßTCL, KßTFT, WAßTQJ, W6TZJ, WßTZK, DLßUK. 
WßULX, WAüUSU, WßUUO, WA6VGE, WAßVGJ. 
WAßVGZ, WßVHF, KßVIT, WAßVPG, WA6VVR, 
KßWBC, WßWLI, WßWPF. W6WXX, WßYLH, 
WA6YSE, W6YUH, WAßZCQ, KßZJS, W7AAI, F7AH, 
W7AHW, KL7BAJ, W7BEG. WA7BEU, W7BIF, 
W7CUR, WA7CVI, W7EJD, W7FEN, W7GVG, W7IAN, 
W7IE, W7JMH, W7LI, W7LMZ, W7LPM, W7MC, 
W7MCU, W7MEV, K7MLO, K7NH0, W7PAE, W7PBV, 
W7PHG, K7PHP, K7PLR, W7PQ.T, W7PRG, W7PRM, 
K7PTQ, K7Q0M, W7RQQ, W7TYR. W7UKH, K7UXS, 
K7VJF, W7VK0, K7VTY, W7WHE, K7WQJ, W7YKN, 
K7YQM, W7ZI, KSACC, WA8ADL, K8AIZ, K8AQA, 
W8ARP, KaAVY, W8AYT, W8BEK, WA8BOT. 
W8BTW, W8BXA, W8CJD, W8CLL, K8CTI, W8DFA, 
KSDGV, W8ELU, K8EQN, WA8FCN. W8FEU, 
WA8FYF, K8GJL, W8GKQ. W8GMX, K8GVY, W8HPR, 
W8IIYG, W8UV, K8JDJ, W8JM, K8JZW, WA8KPN, 
W8KPT, W8LEX, W8MBB, W8MGA, K8MUZ, K8MYF, 
WA8NQE, W8OMY, W8ORD, W8PSK, K8RKE, 
WA8RYG, K8SDQ, WN8SLJ. W8UFN, W8VMP,, 
W8WXM, W8ZEP, K8ZPR, VV8ZUA, W8ZYW, W9AFD, 
W9AZW, K9BRL, W9BUF, W9CAV, W9CBE, W9CHD, 
K9CYZ, WA9CZS, W9DVJ, WA9EMK, W9EPT, 
W9EWC, 9EWV, K9GSC, W9GYQ, W9HHX, K9IUG, 
WA9KEJ, W9KJ, K9MNZ, W9O.IY, W9PG. W9QKE. 
K9QNV. W9QVQ, W9RDJ, W9SUF, K9TKW, W9TQ, 
W9WKM, W9W1JH, W9ZBY, W9ZDI, W9ZFA. W9ZGC, 
K0AQO, K0BEC, K0BLH, K0CCV, WA0CXY, W0DHA, 
WA0DYU. WA0EII, W0EUS, K0FAT, K0FLK, W0FWD, 
K8GVY, W0HFP, W0HHS, K0HPQ, K0HZO, K0IEB, 
K0IIE, K0IPC, K0IQR, W0ITX, VV0JAY, W0KIS, 
W0KUJ, WA0LCK, W0LDO, K0LFI, WA0LÜM. 
K0MDS. W0OGC, K0OJQ, K0ORC, W0PHM, W0RSP, 
W0RWH, W0RX, W0TBL, K0THG, K0TLQ, K0TNP, 
W0WHE, W0WWI.
ANDERSON, Robert R.: ARNOLD, Kenneth C.; 
BEAVER, G. S„ RAH, USN; BROTIIERMAN, J. 0., 
RAH, USN; CLIFFORD. J. P„ RAH, USN; COOK, G. R.; 
EVANS, Harry H.; FELLER, Albert. Jr.; FREEAIAN, 
C. P.. RM1, USN; GEISLER, M.; GOODMAN, D. J.; 
GROVER, E. J„ RAICM, USN; HAIDU, F. L.; HAS
KELL, S. IV.; HERSEY, G. G„ RAH, USN: HUGHES, 
P. AI.; HUNTER, J. E„ RM1, USN; IVERSON. Ron
ald K.: LENZ, W. E.; LUSSIER, D. E„ RM3, USN; 
MALME, Glenn, Jr.; MASSEY. Adrian F.; MAYER, 
R. D.; MENADIER, P. T.; MOORE. William M.; 
RADKE, L. W.; RM2, USN; RAIN, C. F., RM2, USN; 
ROBERTS. C. E„ Jr.; SHORTWELL, C. AI.. RM2, 
USN; STEVENS, Ross W.; VOLT, R. V.; BASE MARS 
STATION. England Air Force Base, Alexandria, Louisi
ana. USS CHARLES R. WARE (DD-8ß5); USS FORT 
MANDAN CLSD -21), ______________ ISstH
F CQ de W2KUW ’

5% BONUS!!
Paid over any top offer for any piece of aircraft or 
ground radio units, also test equipments. All types of 
tubes. Particularly looking for 4-250 • 4-400 • 833A 
• 304TL • 4-1000A • 4CX5000A et al. 171 • 51X 
• 390A • ARM • GRM • GRC • UPM • URM • USM 
units.

^TED DAMES CO. • 308 Hickory St., Arlington, NJ.
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$64 Questions?
Q. On what frequencies and under what condi

tions may amateur maritime mobile stations 
operate?

Q. Is a photocopy of an amateur station license 
valid during mobile operation?

Q. How do U.S. amateurs obtain authorization 
to operate in Canada?

0. Under what conditions may applicants for 
amateur licenses take examinations by mail?

Score 100%? If not, better get the 56th Edition of the License 
Manual. Complete FCC and International Rules and Regs gov
erning amateur radio . . . detailed explanations of amateur li
censing . . . separate study guides for all amateur operator exams. 
The up-to-date license and regulations manual for all, newcomer 
and oldtimer alike.

ANSWERS?
You’ll find them all in . ..

LICENSE 
MANUAL

SO ceutd.

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY7 LEACCE
Newington, €onneetient titilli

EASY TO LEARN CODEl
It is easy and pleasant to learn or increase 
speed the modern way — with an Instructo
graph Gode Teacher. Excellent for the 
beginner or advanced student. A quick, 
practical and dependable method. Available 
tapes from beginner’s alphabet to typical 
messages on all subjects. Speed range 5 to 40 
WPM. Always ready. No QRM. Beats 
having someone send to you.

ENDORSED BY THOUSANDS!
The Instructograph Code Teacher liter
ally takes the place of an operator-instructor 
and enables anyone to learn and master code 
without further assistance. Thousands of suc-
eessful operators have “acquired the code” with the instructograph 
System. Write today for full particulars and convenient, rental plans

INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY
5071 -Q NORTH BROADWAY, CHICAGO, ILL. 60640 

4700-Q 8. Crenshaw Blvd., Los Angeles, Calif. 90043

COMPLETE 
KIT ONLY

forward and reflected 
power ... at a glance!

Based on the famous CUBEX MK 
JU mechanical design. Kit includes 
8 — 13 ft. Fiberglas Arms, 2 Cubex 
Quad End Spiders and 1 Cubex Boom- 
Mast Coupler.
WE INVITE CRITICAL COMPARISON! 59'
The CUBEX MK HI and MK IH-FG now available in mulfi-elemenf mod
els. Also single, dual and tri-band models. Write for FREE BROCHURE.

CUBEX COMPANY
P.O. Box 732, Altadena, California

New Reflectometer with unique dial indicator reads 
both forward and reflected power on every trans
mission. Two separately set forward scales of 200 
and 1000 watts (20 and 200 watts reflected) insure 
accurate reading. VSWR determined from reference 
chart. Comes complete with Directional Coupler.

$115.

! aA/ WATERS
¡ MANUFACTURING INC. wayiand. mass,
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- with a MATERIAL DIFFERENCE!
Use, is one of the most dependable 

testimonials of endorsement, and Telrex 
products are in use in 135 Lands

“Beamed-Power” ANTENNAS,“BALU NS” 
I. V. KITS and ROTATOR SYSTEMS!
‘Most Technically-Perfected, Finest Communication 

Arrays in the World! Precision-Tuned-Matched
and “Balun" Fed for “Balanced-Pattern" to assure 
“TOP-MAN-ON-THE-FREQUENCY” Results’

You, too—can enjoy World renown TELREX 
performance and value! Send for PL67 tech 
data and pricing Catalog, describing the 
World’s most popular communication anten
nas, rotator-selsyn-indicator systems and ac
cessories! Expanded data sheets, including 
your favorite band, also available.

ANTENNAS V COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS
’^Ff^l^CXJ^ORATORI^

ASBURY PARK, NEW JERSEY 07712, U. S. A.

Before you buy or trade, wire, write, 
cal! or drop in to see WARD, W2FEU

Be Sure fo Write for Our 
Latest Used List

ADIRONDACK RADIO SUPPLY 
185-191 W. Main, Amsterdam, N.Y. 12011 
Phone: 518-842-8350

Ward J. Hinkle, Owner

—> SURPLUS WANTED ■
We'll pay you the absolutely Highest Prices for almost 
any piece of equipment in any condition. We'll trade 
also. We'll pay in 24 hours too. Just send list, or 
telephone collect for quick quote. Particularly interes
ted in all AN/GRC, PRC, ARC, ARM, UPM, USM, 
APR, APN, URM, RT-66-70, T-195, R-392, etc.

SPACE ELECTRONICS, 4178 Park Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10457 
(212) CY 9-0300

"> SURPLUS WANTED (

LOOK...NO HOLES.'
FITS ANY C.B. OR HAM ANTENNA
THIS RIGID RUSTPROOF ANODIZED ALUMINUM ANTENNA MOUNT 
FASTENS TO YOUR CAR TRUNK LID IN MINUTES ... AND NO 
BODY HOLES ARE NECESSARY!

SEE THESE SUPERIOR MOUNTS AT YOUR DISTRIBUTOR/DEALER 
OR REMIT $8.95 (check or M.O.) TO E-Z MOBILE ANTENNA MOUNT 
INC., P.O. BOX 277, ALGONAC, MICHIGAN (Michigan residents udd 
4% sales tax) PHONE 313 794-7343

SPECIFY ANTENNA MOUNT HOLE DESIRED (3/8'-3/4*-SMALL  
OR MEDIUM BALL)

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

MOBILE ANTENNA MOUNT
PATENT PENDING
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Oti EXCLUSIVE 66 FOOT MOR-GAIN 75 THRU 10 METER DIPOLE 
NO TRAPS —NO COILS-NO STUBS-NO CAPACITORS 

Fully Air Tested — Thousands Already in Use

I

MULTIBAND SECTIONS FULLY GUARANTEED PATENT ALLOWED
40% Copper Clad wire—Under three lbs. Air Weight—Rated for full legal power—AM/CW or SB—Coaxial or Balanced 50-75 
ohm feed—VSWR under 1.5 to 1 at most heights—Rust resistant hardware—Drop-proof insulators. Completely assembled, 
ready to put up. Model 75/40 Amateur Net $25.00. Terrific Performance—No coils or traps to break down or change under 
weather conditions—Fully Guaranteed. MODEL SB20 “SHORTY" 10 & 20 METER TRAP BEAM—$53.95
NEW SUPER HEAVY DUTY DIPOLES 66' LONG. RATED 
4KW PEP-2000 POUND BREAKING STRENGTH—DELRIN 
CENTER & CERAMIC END INSULATORS-OUT PERFORM 
FULL SIZE DIPOLES;
75/40 SHD $30.00; 75-20 SHD S35.00; 75-10 SHD $42.00

MODEL 40/20.................$17.00 • 36 FEET LONG
MODEL 80/40CW................$27.00 • 69 FEET LONG
MODEL 75-10....................... $35.00 • 66 FEET LONG

ORDER DIRECT OR WRITE FOR 
FULL INFORMATION AA D CZ A I KI p-°- Box 6006 OR THRU YOUR FA'I v * Lx ix " LJ LA I IX Alexandria, Virginia 22306 DISTRIBUTOR 

Phone: 703-768-7766; Nights and Holidays 703-780-2171

RUNNING A HOMEBREW RIG? . . . GIVE IT A PROFESSIONAL TOUCH
WITH OMEGA ELECTRONICS COMPANY'S MX-10

A versatile multi-range panel meter kit specifically designed for 
amateur radio transmitters. The MX-10 includes a 1000 Q/V meter, 
two-position range switch, TVI suppression capacitors, shunt resis
tors for plate voltage (0-1000V) and plate current (0-200 Ma. and 
0-500 Ma.) ranges, complete instructions and all necessary hard
ware.

• Two-color custom dial
• 5% accuracy on all ranges
• Instructions for use on other D.C. ranges—grid drive, screen 

voltage, etc.
• 100% made in U.S.A.

Send Check or Money-Order (Calif. Residents Add 4% Sales Tax) to:

UCTR0N1CS OMPANY

10463 Roselle Street, San Diego, California 92121

Yes!
I would like to become a member of ARRL and help support its many 

services to amateurs and amateur radio. Here's my $5.00 ($5.25 from

Canada, $6.00 elsewhere). Sign me up for a year's membership and

twelve big issues of QST!

My name.......................................................................... Cali.....................

Street.............................................................................................................

City............................................................... State................ Zip................
(Please see the other side ot this page for a list of available League publications.)

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., NEWINGTON, CONN. 06111
QS-1066
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^1 DCAMQ” ( 50mc*144mc*220mc*432mcJ r I ■ I MB f On V.H.F., the antenna is half the battle of getting out. Get the story on 
V I^MbIIiIWF I J Beams—number of elements, boom lengths, feea impedance, db gain.

’ These features are what make better beams.
RAY STAIR W9CEJ recently purchased a Skybeam. When asked how 
it worked, he said, "I used to hear THEM, now they hear ME!"

144 MC "Skeleton Slot” 
antennas. Skybeams with 
taper element positioning. 
Hottest Yagi manufactured. 
Moonbouncers. 4 polariza
tions.

220 MC "Skeleton Slot” 
antennas with concentrated 
gain plus guaranteed SWR 
less than 1.5 to one over the 
entire band.

50 MC New 4-6-8-10 ele
ment beams. Add elements 
without discarding old beam. 
Inverted (Pat.) balun assures 
full coverage with very low 
SWR.

432 MC "Skeleton Slots”, 
high gain easily stacked. 10 
element Skybeam. 14 and 24 
element “Long Johns” with 
multiple reflectors. New! . . . 
28 element cross Yagi Moon
bouncer.

We can supply 300 ohm impedances . . . king sized hardware for the big arrays. Matching harness for any band. 
Also Rohn towers, CD rotators, cable, flat line, etc. • Write and ask for pamphlet on "Stacking" . . . free. Let us 
prove why the J Beam is better.
See your distributor CIA IM IMf*  Dept. Q-10, 27 East 112th Ph« T.I. 312-568-1973 

or write us IlMV. CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60628

NOW!
in Easy 
to Build 

Kit Form!

HÔnIÉÊTEE)

ONLY $249.95
Less Tubes Bandit 2000B

(Set of Cetron Tubes available for $58) 
Grounded grid operation, 2000 watts PEP (twice average 
DC), 80, 40. 20, 15, 10 meter operation . . . 115 or 230 
volt operation . . . Relay operated with exciter controls 
. . . Solid state rectifiers . . . Many other features . . . 
size 14%" x 6%" x 14" deep . . . Weight 45 lbs. Avail
able in color to match Drake or Collins. No extra charge.
JHlinfpr Sd/pS Qnc UmveroityXStatlon, 
JLUILLCI tJULCb, criLte. Des Mojnes> |owa 50311

BIG FWor/d’s "BEST BUYS” 
’ in GOV’T. SURPLUS j 
Electronic Equipment A

FULL OF TOP QUALITY ITEMS
Transmitters, Receivers, Power Supplies, Inverters, Microphones, 
Filters, Meters, Cable, Keyers, Phones, Antennas, Chokes, Dyna
motors, Blowers, Switches, Test Equipment, Headsets, Amplifiers, 
Converters, Control Boxes, Indicators, Handsets, etc., etc. SEND 250 
(stamps or coin) for CATALOG and receive 500 CREDIT on your 
order. Address Dept. Q.

FAIR RADIO SALES
P.O. Box 1105 * LIMA, OHIO • 45802

would like the following League publications shipped to me postpaid. I am 
( enclosing payment of $------------------- (These prices apply only to the USA.)

Ship to this address:

NAME..................................................................................... CALL................................

STREET ...............................................................................................................................

CITY..........................................................STATE................................ZIP......................

□
 ARRL HANDBOOK $4.00

The standard comprehensive manual of ama
teur radiocommunication

□
 UNDERSTANDING AMATEUR RADIO $2.00

Written for the beginner—theory and how-to
build it.

VHF MANUAL $2.00
A new and thorough treatment of the amateur 
v.h.f. field

□ A COURSE IN RADIO FUNDAMENTALS $1.00 
Use this in conjunction with the Handbook

□ ANTENNA BOOK $2.00
Theory and construction of antennas

□ SINGLE SIDEBAND FOR THE RADIO AMATEUR
The best s.s.b. articles from QST $2.50

□
 LICENSE MANUAL 50«

Complete text of amateur regs, plus Q&A for 
amateur exams

□
 HOW TO BECOME A RADIO AMATEUR $1.00 

All about amateur radio and how to get 
started

□
 THE MOBILE MANUAL $2.50

The best mobile articles from QST

□
 HINTS AND KINKS $1.00

300 practical ideas for your hamshack

(Please see the other side of this page for an application for membership in ARRL and 72 issues of QST)

THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY LEAGUE, INC., NEWINGTON, CONN. 06111
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HAM-ADS
ll) Advertising shad pertain to products and services 

which are related to amateur radio.
<2> No display ot any character will be accepted, nor 

can any special typographical arrangement, such as all 
or part capital letters be used which would tend to make 
one advertisement stand out,from the others. No Box 
Reply Service can be maintained in these columns nor 
may commercial type copy be signed solely with ama
teur call letters. Ham-ads signed only with a box numoer 
without identifying signature cannot be accepted.

(3) The Ham-Ad rate is 350 per word, except as noted 
in paragraph (6) below.

(4) Remittance in full must accompany copy, since 
Ham-Ads are not carried on our books. No cash or con
tract discount or agency commission will be allowed»

<5) Closing date tor Ham-Ads is the 20th of tne sec
ond month preceding publication date.

<6) A special rate of 100 per word will apply to adver
tising which, in our judgment, is obviously non
commercial in nature. Thus, advertising of bona tide 
surplus equipment owned, used and for sale by an in
dividual or apparatus offered for exchange or advertis
ing inquiring for special equipment, takes the 100 rate. 
Address and signatures are charged for, except there 
no charge for zipcode when you furnish it. An attempt 
to deal in apparatus in quantity for profit, even if by an 
individual, is commercial and all advertising so classi
fied takes the 350 rate. Provisions of paragraphs (U. 
i2) and (5). apply to all advertising in this column re
gardless of which rate may apply.

Because error is more easily avoided, it is re
quested copy, signature and address be printed plainly 
on one side of paper only. Typewritten copy preferred 
hut handwritten signature must accompany all au
thorized insertions. No checking-copies can be supplied.

<8» No advertiser may use more than 100 words in any 
one advertisement, nor more than one ad in one Issue.

Having made no investigation ot the advertisers in the 
classified columns except those obviously commercial in 
character, the publishers of QST are unable to vouch for 
their integrity or for the grade or character of the prod
ucts or services advertised.

LOUISVILLE Ham Kenvention, Oct. 15, 1966. Technical fo
rums, exhibits, banquet. Giant indoor Trade-O-Rama (bring 
vour goodies). Ladies Program (Advance Registration only). 
Details P.O. Box 20094, Louisville, Ky. 40220.______
FREE: New York Radio Club cordially invites New York City 
area hams and SWLs to its regular monthly meetings Second 
Monday of each month at George Washington Hotel, 23rd 
Street and Lexington Avenue, promptly at 8:00 PM. All are 
welcome. W2ATT, New York Radio Club. __ _ ___________ __
TRI-STATE Sideband Dinner, Pittsburgh Area. Will be held 
October 29th at Johnny Garneau’s, smorgasbord. Monroeville 
Penna. 7:00 P.M. C. J. Tirk, W3KTP, Turtle Creek, Penna. 
15145. ....... ...................................................... ......... ...............................
OLD Old Timers Club now over 650 members with veri
fied 2-way contacts before 1926. Life membership $15.00, Bi
monthly “Spark Gap Times” $2.50 annually. Roster free, to 
members. Write Secretary, W5VA. Box 840, Corpus Christi, 
Texas 78403. ........... ........... ...... ..................................... ...  
12TH ANNUAL Syracuse V.H.F. Round-up, Dellemort s Coun
try Manor, North Shore of Oneida Lake, Cleveland, N.Y. Oct. 
8th. Registration, including dinner, $6.00 advance; $7.00 at the 
door. Write James Stewart, K2PKK, 268 Hopper Road, Syra
cuse, N.Y., before Oct. 3rd. Program: see Hamfest Calendar. 
Starts at 10 A.M. ............................................................ .............................
THE MANCHESTER Radio Club announces October 22nd as 
the date of their Annual Banquet. All amateurs arc welcome. 
For further information, write to WA1DZX, P.O Box 661, 
Manchester, N.H. 03105. ________ _________________ _____
MOTOROLA used FM communication equipment bought and 
sold. W5BCO, Ralph Hicks, Box 6097, Tulsa, Okla.__... ............... 
WANT "Callbooks, catalogs, magazines, pre-1920 for historical 
library. W4AA Wayne Nelson, Concord, N.C. 28025.
WANTED: all types of aircraft or ground radios. 17L 6I8F or 
S388, 390, GRC, PRC, 51 JRVX, Collins linear amplifier. Type 
294: Especially any item made by Collins Radio, ham or com
mercial. Also large tyre tubes and test equipment in general. 
For fast cash action contact Ted Dames W2KUW, 308 Hickory, 
Arlington, N.Y._______________________________________________ 
SELL, swap and buy ancient radio set and parts magazines. 
Laverty, 118 N. Wycomb, Landsdowne, Penna. 
WANTED: Military and commercial laboratory test equipment. 
F.lectronicraft, Box 13, Binghamton, N.Y. 13902.
SAVE On all makes of new and used ham equipment. Write or 
call Bob Grimes, 89 Aspen Road, Swampscott, Massachusetts; 
617-598-2530 for the gear u want at the price u want to pay. 
WANTED: 2 to 12 304TL tubes. Callanan, W9AU, 118 S. 
Canton, Chicago 6, ill. ___ __ _____________ ______ __________
TOPPING All offers for any piece of aircraft or ground radios, 
tubes or test equipment. In a hurry? Cash-in-advance arranged. 
Turn those unused units into money. Air Ground Electronics, 64 
Grand Place, Kearny, N.J.  
TUBES Wanted. Alt types, highest prices paid. Write or phone 
Ceco Communications, 120 West 18th St., N.Y. 11, N.Y. Tel: 
242-7359. ____ _____________________________________ _
MANUALS for surplus electronics. List, 100. S. Consalvo, 4905 
Roanne Drive, Washington. D.C. 20021.
WANTED: Collins Parts, BC-610. GRC-2, Antodyne, Beth
page, L.L, N.Y.

OSES? “America’s Finest!”!! Samples 250. DeLuxe, 350 (re
funded) . Sakkcrs, W8DED, Holland, Michigan._________________
QSLS samples 200. QSL Press Box 281, Oak Park, Illinois.
60303._____________ ______ _____________ ________ ___________
QSLS “Brownie” W.3CJI, 3111 Lehigh, Allentown, Penna. Sam
ples 100. Catalog 250.__________________ _____ _______ _
C. FRITZ For better QSLS! Bringing hams greater returns for 
over a quarter-century. Samples 250 deductible. Box 1684, 
Scottsdale, .Arizona 85252 (formerly Joliet, ill.)........ ..... .....
QSLS: Quality with service. Samples free. R. A. Larson Press, 
Box 45, Fairport, N.Y.____ __ _____ _____ ____________ ___
QSLS: Moyers Printing. 846 Rising Sun, Telford, Penna. Sam
ples, stamped envelope.
QSLS-SMS. Samples 100. Malgo Press, Box 373 M.O., Toledo 1, 
Ohio 43601. _____________ _ ______________________
DELUXE QSLS Petty, W2HAZ, P.O.'Box 5237, Trenton, N.J.
08638. Samples, 100, _____ _____________ 
QSLS. See our new “Eye-Binder” cards. Extra high visibility. 
Samples, 50. Dick, W8VXK, 1994 N. M-18, Gladwin, Mich.
100 Brings free samples. Sims Advertising Service, 32227 Mis
souri Ave., St. Louis, Mo. 63118.  
DON’T Buy QSL cards until you see my free samples. Bolles, 
W5OWC, Boxx 9363, Austin/Texas...............  ... .............. ....
QSL Specialists. Distinctive Samples, 150. DRJ Studios, 2114
N. Lavergne Ave., Chicago, Illinois 60639.   .
SUPERIOR QSLS, samples 100. Hamsco, Box773, Hobbs, New 
Mexico. _____________ ______________________ ________
QSLS, finest. YLRL’s, OMs, samples 100. W2DJH Press, War
rensburg, N.Y. 12885.__________________ _________________ _____
HUNDRED QSLS, $1.00. Samples, dime. Holland, R #3, Box

Duluth, Minn. 55803.
QSLS, SWLS, XYL-OMS (sample assortment approximately 90) 
covering designing, planning, printing, arranging, mailing, eye
catching, comic, sedate, fabulous DX-attracting, prototypal, 
snazy, unparagoned cards (Wow!) Rogers K0AAB, 961 Arcade 
St., St. Paul 6, Minn. __ _______________________________
QSLS. ¡8 samples, 100. Filmcrafters, Box 304, Martins Ferry, 
Ohiq._ _____________________________________________________ 
3-D QSL cards add prestige with spectacularly different glitter
ing colors and raised designs. Samples 250 (refundable). 3-D
QSL Co., Monson 2, Mass._________ ___________ ___
QSL, SWLS, WPE. Samples 100 in adv. Nicholas & Son Print- 
ery, P.O. Box 11184, Phoenix 17, Ariz.
QSLS 300 for $4.35. Samples 200. W9SKR. George Vesely, 
Rte. #1, 100 Wilson Road, Ingleside, Ill. 60041.
QSLS 3-color glossy, 100. $4.50. Rutgers Vari-Typing Service. 
Free samples. Thomas St., Riegel Ridge, Milford, N.J.
QSLS Kromekote 2 & 3 colors attractive, distinctive, different. 
Free ball point pen with order. Samples 150. Agent for Call-D- 
Call decals K2VOB Press, 31 Argyle Terrace, Irvington, blX 
QSLS-100 3-color glossy $3.00; silver globe on front, report 
form on back. Free samples. Rusprint, Box 7575, Kansas City, 
Mo, 64116.________________________
QSLS Stamp and call brings samples. Eddie Scott, W3CSX, 
Fairplay, Md.____ _____
FINE EMBOSSED QSlTcards, 21" samples, 250 (deductible)*  
Ace Printing Service, 3298 Fulton Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44109. 
RUBBER Stamps $1.15 includes tax and postage. Clint’s Radio 
W2UDO, 32 Cumberland Ave., Verona, N.J. ~ _
QSLS $2.50 per 100. Free samples and catalog. Garth, Box 51Q, 
Jutland, N. J._____  _____ _________ ____________ _
SMART Ham operators buy their QSL cards from the Ham 
Wholesale Card Club. Special Customer Dpt.. Box 461, Lex
ington, N.C. 27292. ______ ______ _ _____________ ______
QSLS-LFree samples. Attractive designs. Quick Service. W7IIZ, 
Press, Box 183. Springfield, Ore. __
ORIGINAL F.Z-IN double holders display 20 cards each in 
plastic, 3 for $1.00 or 10 for $3.00 prepaid and guaranteed. Free 
sample to dealers or clubs. Tepabco, John K4MNT, Box 198T, 
Gallatin. Tenn. 37066.____________________________ ___________
QSLS. Radio Press, Box 1.7112, San Diego, California 92117. 
HUNDRED QSLS, $1.00." "Samples, dime. Holland, R 3TBox 
649. Duluth 3, Minn._____________________ __ _________________
QSL Cards. Quality printing. Samples 150. Sargent Press, 19 
Glen Ave., Lynn. Mass.
COLORFUL QSLS. Very artistic—very different: Samples 100 
or SASE. Colorful QSLS. M. A. Berliner, 833 Crowden Dr., 
Cincinnati, Ohio 45224. _______ __ ________ _____ _ __
RUBBER Stamps made-to-order. Write: J. P, Maguire~Company, 
448 Proctor Avenue, Revere, Massachusetts 02151.
SINCE 1937. QSLSs by WILMS, Sheehan Press. 23“West'Strcct, 
Stoneham, Mass. 02180. Samples 100. Catalog, 250. __
QSLS, 300 for $5.00, 250 samples. Jansen, K2HVN, 86o”Atiantic 
St., Lindenhurst, N.Y.__________ ________ _______________
QSLS. Glossy coated, 3 and 4 colors, 100- $2.00. Samples dime'" 
Bob Garra, Lehighton. Penna. ___________________
QSL Rubber stamp 3 x , $5.00. Other ham stamps, $1.00 
up. Set sample impressions 50 postage. Wes’s W1FP, RED 
Amesbury, MA 01913._______ ___________________
SPECIAL K2HVN QSL designs for mobileers and many others. 
Samples, 250. K2HVN QSLs, Atlantic Street, Lindenhurst, 
New York 11757.
RUBBER Stamps. Ñame, address, call. 890. Jim, WN0POA, 
S E IL Waseca. Minnesota.
RUBBER Stamps. 4 line address $1.50. J. P. Maguire Company, 
448 Proctor Avenue, Revere. Massachusetts 02151.
CANADIANS. Eico Model 720 xmtr with Model 730 modulator 
with cover, both $125.00. Perfect condition. VE1AN, Rothe- 
sav N.B., RR #1, Kings Co. Canada.
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FOR Sale: 32S-3, 516F-2, $600; 30L-1, $350; 312B-5 $250.00:
516E-1, unused, $100. PM-2. $100. 351D-2 mobile mount
(KWM-2), $75.00. 75A-4, No. 4098, three filters, $425. James
Craig, 172 White Birch Drive, Portsmouth, N.H. 03801.

ATTENTION Canadians! Wanted: Heath Seneca transmitter 
and/or Shawnee and/or Pawnee transceivers. Douglas Wismer, 
VE3EHC, 260 Frederick St., Kitchener, Ont. P.. Canada _ 
CANADIANS! Will sell HW-12C, A.C. P/S, PTT mike, SWR 
Bridge, reasonable. E. Crump, VE3OU. 64 Barrie St.. Galt, 
Ont. P., Canada. ...... ................... ......... ................
BRITISH Racal RA-17C’receiver‘and RA-63 100 Kc. sideband“ 
adaptor-amplifier. Both rack, models. North American stand
ards. Cast aluminum chassis, multiple audio outputs. Eight hun
dred and fifty dollars. U.S. Funds. R. D. Macdonald, VE3ZR, 
Eighteen Margaret, St. Thomas, Ont. P., Canada..... 
MONOMATCH-QSO-LETS Sign your call and “handle”, make 
nice gifts for fellow hams. Box of 50 monogrammed match
books, $2.50 ppd. 5 boxes, only $10.00. Holland House, Box 
924, Severna Park, Maryland 21146._______________________ _
MICHIGAN Hams! Amateur supplies, standard brands. Store 
hours 0830 to 1730 Monday through Saturday. Roy J. Purchase. 
W8RP. Purchase Radio Supply, 37 E. Hoover St., Ann Arbor 
Michigan. Tel. NOrmandy 8-8262.______________________ _____
TOOdOBES: 6146B. $4.00?’ 6CW4. $1.40; 417A, $3.95; '6360, 
$3.^5; 6146. $2.55; 5894, $15,50. All new, boxed guaranteed. 
No pulls, seconds or JAN. Catalog of many other types, free. 
Vanbar Distr., Box 444Z, Stirling, N.J. 07980. 
RTTY Gear for sale. List issued monthly. 88 or 44 mhy toroids, 
five for $1.75 postpaid. Elliott Buchanan, W6VPC. 1067 Man- 
cana Blvd., Oakland, Calif. 94610. ............ ........... ........
FM Equipment Schematic Digest: A comprehensive collection 
of Motorola schematic diagrams covering low-band, high band 
and 450 Me equipment, manufactured between 1949 and 1954. 
Crystal formulas, alignment instructions annd a wealth of tech
nical data included in 92 pages. Price. $3.95 ppd. Two-Way 
Engineers, Inc., llou Tremont St., Roxbury 20, Mass.___________  
WE Buy ail types of tubes for cash, especially Eimac, subject to 
uur test. Maritime International Co.. Box 516, Hempstead. N.Y. __ 
ACT Now!! Barry pays cash for tubes (unused) and equipment. 
Barry Electronics, 512 Broadway, NYC 12. Call 212-Walker- 
5-700.0._______________________________ ______
WANTED: Tubes, all types, write or phone W2ONV? Bill Sa
lerno, 243 Harrison Avenue, Garfield, N.J., Tel: GArfield Area 
code 201-471-2020.________ ___________________________ ____
NOVICE Crystals 80-40M, $1.05 each. Also other freqs. Free 
list Nat Stinnette, W4AYU, Umatilla, Fla. 32784. ________
HAM Discount House. Latest amateur equipment. Factory 
sealed cartons. Send self-addressed stamped envelope for lowest 
quotation on your needs. H D H Sales Co., 170 Lockwood Ave., 
Stamford, Conn. 06902, ___
CERTIFICATE Hunters: Work five members, get free award. 
Tu-Boro Radio Club, Inc. W2BMW, 104-19 127 St., Richmond 
Hill, N.YJ1419._____________________
SELL: Eimac 4X250B tubes. Guaranteed gud condx. $6.50 each, 
$10.00 paid prepaid in U.S.A. Send check or m.o. Everett Stid
ham, Jr., W5JLQ, 722 So. 30th, Muskogee, Okla. 
RTTY Channel Filters, octal mounted, 2125/2975 cps, $5.95 
pair, 88 mhy toroids, uncased. 5 for $2.50. Herman Zachry, 
WA6JGI, 3232 Selby Ave., Los Angeles, Calif. 9UO34.________  
SACRIFICE Heath Warrior Linear and 3 bedroom furnished 
residence on lovely and private 4^ acres near Daytona Beach. 
Tel. HUntsville (Ala.): 205-536-2524.__________ ________
GOLl’lNS:.. 75S-3, $425.00: 32S-3, with 516F2, $575; Hunter 
Bandit 2000A. $375; Heath Monitor ’scope HO-10, $45.00; 
Johnson Matchbox. $25.00. Like new. Dr. PercifuL 3326 Noe 
Way, Louisville, Ky. Tel: 502-452-2116...............................................  
COLLINS 30L-L $330.00. Delivered within 150 miles. K2OGA, 
Robert J, Miller, 245 Scudder Avenue, Northport, L.L, N.Y. 
WANTED: Mode #28 Teletype equipment. R-388, R-390A. 
Cash or trade for new amateur equipment. Alltronics—Howard 
Co. Box 19. Boston, Mass. 02101 (617-742-0048)..... .......................  
WANTED: Drive unit for Boehme Automatic keying-head, 
Type 4-E, Series B. State price and condition. H. R. Stewart, 
Box 57, Point Reyes, Calif. 94956. ......................................... .....
SELL: CQ. QST, Handbooks, old IRE Proceedings, any quan
tity, Buy: Old radio gear and publications. Erv Rasmussen, 164 
LowcIL Redwood City, Calif.___________ _________________
CLEGG “22’er” for sale. 3 xtals, halo, all for $200.00 K.8IFH, 
5334 S. Vassar. Grand Blanc, Michigan. ___________ __
DRAKE TR-3 w/AC-3 P/S and RV-3 remote“^ $525.00. 
Loudcnboomcr linear KW w/P/S, $300. Hallicrafters HA-1 
keyer, bug. 60 ft. E-Z Way tower, rotor, quad. Like new. 
W2GIM, Kessel, 455 Oakridge Dr.» Rochester, N.Y. 14617.
SACRIFICE: KWM-2 mint condition, $659. “Factory installed” 
noise blanker, $69; mobile supply. $49.00. Mobile Mount, $64; 
A.C. supply, $65.00; 30L-1. $319.00: Heath HO-10 monitor scope, 
$54.00: Hy-Gain full size 3-d. 20 M beam, $35.00. Fred Breid- 
bart, 1725 Broadway, Brooklyn, N.Y. TeL GL5-2222.
SELL: Moving to apartment. 75A4 No. 5557 2 filters, $500.00; 
Collins 51S-1, used only 3 hours, $1325.00. Clegg Interceptor B 
with low-band converter, $385.00. 75S-3. 32S-3. 516F2. $890.00. 
WB2HZP, Irving Haimowitz, 153-18- 58th Ave., Flushing 55, 
L, L. N. Y. Tel:JTU 6-1344 between 9 and 11 P.M.  
HEATHKIT SB-300. New, excellent condition. Checked and 
aligned by the factory. $200. Will ship REA collect. Rev. Jo
seph Romano, 43 Shelburne St., Burlington, Vt. Tel: 802-862- 
2845. ...............................................................  _
HALLICRAFTERS SX-101A, Tecraft six meter converter with 
power supply, and Webcor Regent Coronet tape-recorder. Will 
sell together or separately for highest offer. Guaranteed perfect 
condition. Contact Charles Ormsby, K1PCS, 6 Driftwood Lane, 
Weston. Mass. ______________________
DRAKE TR4, like new, with used AC3 speaker and power 
supply. First m.o. or certified check for $485.00. Pemberton, 
W9YJH/4. 2221 Hillside Dr., Henderson. Ky. 42420.
WANTED: For personal collection; QST, May 1916; Learning 
the Radiotelegraph Code, 3rd edition; How to Become a Radio 
Amateur, Edition 10 and 12: The Radio Amateur’s License 
Manual, Edition 7, 10. 11. 12. 15 and 16. W1CUT, 18 Mohawk 
Dr., Unionville, Conn. 06085.

FOR Sale: Drake 2B and 2BQ, $210.00; Eico 720, $35.00; 14AVS 
vertical with roof mounting kit, $25.00. Hallicrafters ITO 
keyer, $25.00. Vibro-Keyer, $10.00. WA8DVX, Brinkman, 619 
N, Sugar St., Celina, Ohio 45822.
HQ-170-C. new condition, $175.00. W5RKR, Wondergem, 1009 
Dalebrook, Alexandria, Va. Tel: 703-765-7036.
HEATH DX-60, $60.00; HG-10 VFO, $25.00. SX-71 revr with 
Q-multiplier, $50. All in gud condx. Cowan, 2 David Rd., Massa
pequa, L.L, N.Y.
DRAKE TR-3 and AC-3 power supply for sale. $47.00. WA1- 
BSE, 66 Osprey Dr., Groton. Conn. 06340.
SALE: HQ-170, perfect condition with manual and original car
ton. $185.00. W6ZJW, 740 East Sycamore, Willows, Calif.
DX-100B; in excellent condx, grid block keying; with coax ant. 
relay and spare 6146’s, 1625s (two each). All for $110.00. Loren 
Lafferty, WA6O1P, 5624 Broadway. Sacramento, Calif. 95820. 
FOR Sale: QSTs 1934-1966, some earlier issues. COs, ¡954-.196 
Radio, 1936-1942. Make o"er. Mrs. James E. Heddcrman, 2423 
Hubbard Rd., Madison, Ohio._________ ________________
TRAVELING Wave tube: PM type; 1000 to 2000 Me., new, 
Microwave Electronics type M2102-F-2; noise figure at 1296 Me 
is 8 db; gain is 36.5 db, with complete specs and drawings. 
Make offer or will consider trade. Finger, KA2RJ/W9VCH, Box 
10, APO San Francisco, Calif. 96343.
WANTED: Johnson 240-305-2 SSB adapter. Good condition. Pay 
top price. Will pay shipping costs, Roy BechtoL 5609 Seminole 
Street, College Park. Maryland. Tel: (301)474-5585._______ 
1MRA, International Mission Radio Association (formerly CM- 
RA), is looking for interested and dedicated members. Our work 
is to provide communications for missionaries with each other 
and their superiors directly, and with their families by necessary 
handling; and also to spread good will and love of God to the 
hearts ot all men by charitable and kindly demeanor over the 
air. rounded by Roman Catholics, it is now open to men and 
women of all faiths. Dues are $2.00 annually. Please contact 
Fr. David L. Reddy. O.F.M., K2BUI. 601 McKinley Pkwy., 
Buffalo, New. York 14220, who is Membership Chairman.
MODEL 14 TD and non-typing reperforator with base, covers 
and sync, motors, Junction box, tape reels and mounts. Like new. 
Package deal: $90.00 or will sell separately, W0DKX, 532 33rd 
St., West Des Moines, Iowa. __________________________
FOR Sale: SX-117 rcvr?’$235?b0; HT-44 xmtr, $260.00; PS-150- 
120 power supply, $55.00, or will sell complete for $525.00. AU 
units in new condx with manuals and original cartons. Richard 
Henms, 3409 Sevier Drive, North Little Rock, Arkansas.
SELL: Collins KWM-1, 516F-? AC power supply, MP-1 12-volt 
power supply, 351D-1 mobile mount and cables, DX adapter, 
noise blanker, microphone, speakers, Hustler with 10 and 20 
meter coils, bumpeer mount. Just aligned by Collins; in excellent 
condition. $425.00. James Puglise, W3CBJ, 2506 Lindell St., 
Silver Spring, Maryland 20902.
GONSET 900A 2 mtr. xcvr $245.00; Parks 432-2P preamp, 
$20,00. 3W 432 Trip-amp $50.00: 1*  ferrite 3C3 Toroids, $1.00. 
Ship at your expense, SASE for ten years’ collection of compo
nents. accessories. Wanted: Panadaptor SA3-T10Q0, 10,7 me. 
i.f.: Gonset 910A xcvr, 3-el. 6m ant. Handbook. Britt, 7701-F 
Hillendale Rd., Baltimore. Md. 21234. 
FOR Sale: SB-iob, SB-200, SB-300. Wanted: Any kit to wire .inti 
repair, preferably Heathkit. Most Heathkits in stock. Business 
ref. on request. Lan Richter, 131 Florence Dr„ Harrisburg, 
Penna. 17112.
FOR Sale: 75A-4/.5 kc—2.1—3.1 filters. $375.00. exclnt condx: 
HI-46/HA-16 VOX adapter (new). $270.00; SX-146/HA-19 100 
Kc. calibrator/ .5 kc filter. $220,00. (new). Hallicrafters equip
ment is new and carries the standard 90-day warranty. Dick 
Bellew, W5CGR. 1005 W. 4th St., El Dorado, Arkansas.
AIWA Tape-recorder, $10.00. NRI signal generator, $10.00; 
Knight R-55A receiver. $45.00; Lafayette 5-watt amplifier, $5.00; 
E-V 727 microphone, $5.00. Grommes 15-watt amplifier, $10.00. 
Send to: Tony Cinquini, 6917 Chester Ave., Philadelphia, Penna. 
19142.
GOING To college! Must sell: DX-100, relay, key, mike, 
$100,00. HR-10 receiver. Navy beam filter, $50.00. 66-56 Saund
ersSt.. Rego Park, N.Y. 11374.
TR-4, $495.00; AC-4. $83.00; DC-3, $123.00: factory-sealed 
boxes. Warranty, naturally. Sell separately. Mel Palmer, K4- 
LGR. P.O, Box 10021. Greensboro, N.C, 27404. ,
FOR Sale or trade for mobile SSB equipment. 1 B&K TV analyst, 
Hickok crystal marker calibrator, heterodyne marker adder, 
sweep generator. James S. Hartzicr, Box 214, Smithville, Ohio 
44677.   
HALLICRAFTERS SX-1I5, HT-32B, mint condx, best offer 
over half. Trade for fiberglass boat, motor-trailer, clean, ready 
to go. John H. Peitler, K4GN, 1731 U.S. #1, Box 12, Juno 
Beach, Fla. 33403
SELL: 4-400A, $20; exclnt condx DX-60. $40.00. WA7-BNM, 
Bruce Horn, Box 402. Coos River, Coos Bay, Ore.
PROP Pitch motor, heavy-duty, selsyns, transformer, 
used! Surplus. Collins 148C-1 NBFM adapter. Best 
W1SPQ. 97 Richmond La., West Hartford. Conn.

never 
offers.

FOR Sale: 2-element Hy-Gain Beam, only $25.00. Sakkers, 
W8DED, Box 218. Holland, Michigan
COLLINS Mobil-Mount 351D-2 mobile 
WA2FBL. tel; Area code 607-MI8-4952.

power supply, MP-1.

FOR Sale: RME 6900 ham band receiver, in mint condx. Will 
ship, $150.00. Louis Ingram, 45 Larry Dr., Decatur, 111.
600 P.I.V. (a) 750 Ma. Tophats, includes bv-pass capacitors and 
resistors, 10 for $3.00. I*  x 1" ceramic coil forms, slug-tuned, 5 
for $1.00. All postpaid U.S.A. Fully guaranteed. East Coast 
Electronics, 123 St. Boniface Rd., Buffalo, N.Y, 14225.
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FOR Sale: House and ham shack of K6GAJ, all very modest. 
3 br. bath home 3 yrs old, fenced patio, etc. With or without 
misc. hum and CB gear including 30 ft. alum tower. Located 
small, near coastal town uf Vista, California. Summers cool 
7U-80 range. Winters, 35-70. Write F. F. Knapp, P.O. Box 126, 
or call a.c. 714-724-5830.________________________
4CX250Bs, pair Eimac originai sealed cartons. $50.00. Will ship. 
WA2WQG. Tel: a.c. (716)342-4503. _________ _____ ___
SELL: SX-lOl Mark ill, and R-4< $165.00; SB-IO plus power 
supply, $55.00: Viking II and VFO, $90; Johnson T-R switch 
250-59, $18.00; Elmac, PMR-7, AF-67 and M-1070. $135.00. 
W8QGP, 7948 Nancy Court, Norfolk, Virginia, 23518.
HT-44/ACPS, used one year. Perfect. Original carton. $295.00. 
Collins 75S-3, perfect. $445.00; Heathkit DX-20, good, $28.00. 
Going to transceive. Certified checks, will ship prepaid conti
nental U.S.A, Larry Kaplan, 56 Carver Terrace, Yonkers, N.Y. 
10710. Tel: (914)SP9-6636. __________________
SELLING Out: Mint HT-41 KW linear," $140.00. RME 6900 
receiver, $135.00; BC-221 frequency meter, orig. book, AC sup
ply, $50.00. SASE for list of equipment. W2KJY/4, 2804 Broad
view Dr., Huntsville, Alabama 35810,......................................................
SELL: 2-Meter Gonset Sidewinder, A.C. power supply, Turner 
mike, in mint condition. D.C. power, never used. Microwave 
bridge 8262 and 8261, $375.00. Al Taylor WB2KTA, 3092 Ave
nue “X”, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11235.____________ 
HE-45B 6 mtr. transceiver with new transistor vibrator, and halo 
antenna with matching transformer, $95.00. complete, W1IDA, 
Clifford Nelson, Flaggy Meadow Rd., Gorham, Maine 04038.
SELL: DX-60A, exclnt condx. WA3CTP, 200 Lamppost Lane, 
Camphill, Penna. ________ ____________________________
COLLINS 75A with SSB mechanicalfilter and C-E Signal Slicer, 
$190.00: 32V-3 150W AM-CW transmitter. $180.00. Both are in 
excellent condition. C. V. Kimball, VVA8UNS, 810 W. Jefferson, 
Ann Arbor, Mich.
PROFESSIONALLY wired SB-100 with ACand DC supplies. 
Available now. W. F. O’Rourke, 102 E. 23rd, Scottsbluff, 
Nebraska. 69361. ________ ....
FIRST Come, first served: Drake R-4A receiver, 2 extra xtals for 
7.5-8 & 14.5-15 Me., 4 mos. old, in original carton, $325.00. 
Mint condition Collins 32V-3, $150.00; Johnson Matchbox, 
$35.00; Eico 425 ’scope, $25.00; Hunter Watt-Meter 200/2000 
watts, $45.00; RTTY equipment: Model 26 printer, dark furni
ture finish table, immaculate! $60.00. H.B. AFS keyer with polar 
und P.S., $20.00; transistorized W2JAV-1U (Essco) with polar 
and p.s.. $30,00. Sony 105 4-track mono recorder, near new, 
$100. Sony 123 Tape-mate recorder, $25.00. All gear in superb 
shape! Mark Holland, K0GXL, 509 Des Moines St., Ankeny, 
Iowa 50021, Tel: (area code) 515-964-4924. , __
432 Me Converter. Convert from 432 Me to 7-30 Me. Removed 
from missile guidance systems. Size 2" x 3" x complete 
with schematic and instructions, less crystal. Unused, $9.95 
each. We pay postage on prepaid orders, c.o.ds, remit $2.00 with 
order. Alpha-Tronics, Dept. B, P.O. Box 31127, Aurora, Colo
rado.
CE-10B, QT1, VFO, $80; two meter gear: Hy-Gain yagi. Model 
28, $10; Tecraft converter, 14 Me. IF, supply, $20; 500 watt 
final amplifier, 4CX350F, Class “C” or linear, $50.00. Wanted: 
HO-13, WA9NKT, Ester, 1235 Hillcrest Lane, Freeport, Illinois 
61032........ .... ............ ............. ......... ...... ........................ ............ ........ ........ .
HQ-140-X revr, ready to use. First $45.00. Will pack for safe 
shipment. If interested, write WA9QXO, 5623 Glendale Rd., 
Ft. Wayne. Ind. .... ......................................... ....... ....... .... ....... ..
DRAKE 2B, 2BQ, 2AC, extra crystals. Exclnt, used little. 
$200.00. WB2AEQ, Tel: 212-721-451.8.
HEATH HW-20: Pawnee 2 mtr. xcvr built-in, pre-amp, xtals 
and mike. $180.00 or your best offer. John, WA8TDY, 3528 
Craig Dr., Flint,.Michigan 7421747.  ...... .... ........... ...........
RANGER II. Hallicrafters SX-110, Johnson 250 w/Matchbox, 
all new condx, $300.00 takes all. WB2PCY, P.O. Box 1077, 
Mattituck, L.I., N.Y. Phone 516-629-4704................................ .............
SX-101 A, match, spkr., latest prod, model. In mint condx, 
including manual: $210.00 Ralph Formica, WA2EBS, 1300 
Greenbriar Lane, N, Bellmore, L.L, N.Y. 11712.......... .....................
DESPERATELY Need WA2Y0W for Hudson Division Direc- 
tor, sponsored, by Hamster Radio Club. ...... ...... .........................
WANT: 75A4. Trade, with cash: Leica 35 mm equipment or 
16 mm Bell-Howell camera, turret head with three lens. Write 
Arnold. 304 Pioneer Bank Bldg., Prescott, Arizona 86301.
32S-L in perfect condition. $350.00. W1ACC,    
SELL: HQ-170 A/C. $220.00; SR-160 and DC supply, $220.00; 
Lettine 242, $40.00: recraft CC50, $20.00; 2-meter cascode 
converter, $10.00; NCXO, $50. All for $525 or swap for Swan 
350 and DC and AC supply. Deliver in Connecticut or Massa
chusetts. W1FBL/1, 47 Nathan Rd., Waltham, Mass.
SELL: Rohn tower, 60 ft. commercial-type galvanized with base 
and house bracket, new condition, $175.00 (NYC area only); 
Hewlett-Packard AF oscillator, Model 201C, prop-pitch motor, 
teletvpe Panalyzer 455kc IF, high power components. Send 
SASE. W2GBS/3, 422 Burnt Mills Ave., Silver Spring, Md. 
20901.
COLLINS KWS-1 Serial 1214, with relay, set spare finals. 
$695.00; KWM-1 with AC transistorized DC supplies and mo
bile tray, $400.00. Gonset II, 2-meter Communicator, $105.00; 
Drake IA reexr $105.00 Polytronics 6 transceiver, $195.00. Heath 
Monitor ’scope HO-10. $45.00. Don Droege, W3CHQ, 523 
Coolidge St., New Cumberland, Penna, 17070.
NCL-2000 Brand new, in original carton, $479.50. Save $205.50. 
Harold Greene, 377 Oldham, Pembroke, Mass.  
COLLINS KWM-1 with 516F-1 AC supply and matching 
speaker, $350.00. 516E-1 12V DC supply (new), $75.00. John 
Hunt, WA6HXE, 4543 Farmdale, North Hollywood, Calif. 
91602..............._.......... ......... ...................................................... ____
QUICK Sale! Hallicrafters SX-101, Heath Marauder, $395.00 
or $200.00 each. K1ZTZ, 4529515, Lowell, Mass. 339 River
side# zip 01850.

FOR Sale: Knight T-60 transmitter; brand-new, unused, as
sembled: $45.00-$50.00. Charles Schwartz, RED 82, Norfolk
Road, Litchfield, Conn. 06759.____________________ __ ____ _____
WANTED: Atwater-Kent and Amrad Variometers and Vario
couplers; Thordarson audio transformers; loose couplers; rheo
stats; slide tuners; Magnavox electrodynamic speakers; switch 
points; switch arms. Variable condensers, others. Harold L. 
Brouse, 2290 Struble Road. Cincinnati, Ohio 45231.
RTTY Gear for sale. Model 19 and 28 parts and service. 
Price list issued monthly. Mazer Enterprises, 17740 Bay Circle, 
Founitan Valley, Calif. 92708. Phone: a.c. (714)962-4970.
SELL: HRO Sixty! Excellent condition! Seven coils, xtal 
calibrator, product detector per April 1966 QST. Make offer. 
W3DFR, Harris, 828 Bethany Drive. Pittsburgh, Penna. 15216 
HEATH HO-10 signal monitor completely wired and in per
fect operating condx. Cabinet in A-l shape. Will ship to first 
offer over $60.00. Send check or money-order to Pete Chama
lian, W1BGD, 111 Buena Vista Road, West Hartford. Conn. 
06107. (Shipping Continental U.S. and Canada only).
FOR Sale: New TR-4, RV-4 and AC power supply. All used 
less than 15 hours. Also 45.4C mike. Quitting ham radio. 
First check for $600 takes all. WA9OYA, Clarence Jenkins, 
P.O. Box 145, Francisco. Indiana.
SELL: TECRAFT 6 M transmitter and power supply, $50.00. 
Tapetone 6 M. converter and power supply, $60.00. ’ames 
Riel, 55 Main Street. Northboro, Mass. 01532, Teh.393-6342. 
APACHE SB-10 in gud condx. Solid-state rectifiers. 6146-B 
tubes. For sale or swap for SB-200. Make offer. Leiper Raed, 
W2IUY. 12 Hyde St., Whitney Point, N.Y.
WANTED: Collins 75S3B or Drake 4-4A Eimac air sockets 
4010 and 4CX25QB. W6YFE, Garaventa, 4520 Davenport 
Aye., Oakland 19. Calif. __________ ___________________
SELLING Out: SX-101. MK III, exclnt condx, reconditioned, 
$100. Also new and unused equipment as follows: Matching 
R48-A Hallicrafters speaker, $10.00; Hallicrafters T-O keyer, 
HA-1, $50.00; Vibroplex key. $10.00; Knight P2/SWR bridge, 
$10.00: Knight VTVM KG-620 (factory checked), $15.00; Dow- 
Key DK-60G2C relay, $8.00; Hy-Gain Lightning arrestor, 
$10.00; Turner SSB mike, $8,00, Cash, F.o.b. Neenah. Wis. 
Dr. o, E. Larson, K9LWG, 449 Edgewood Court, Neenah, 
Wis. Phone 1-414-725-5227.  ..
LAKESHORE Phasemaster II, with matching Central Elec
tronics VFO, 10 thru 160 meters, CW. PM, AM, U/L SSB, 
75 W. P.E.P. and HB GG linear, 800 W P.E.P. w/solid-state 
P/S, built-in, $145.00. Also Drake 2B w/BQ & AC. mint, 
$215.00 or complete package $345.00 (F.o.b.) or your best 
offer. WA8QEY, Joe Meixner, 2401 Morningstar Ct., Ketter
ing, Qh*o  45420. ....  ....... ........... . ........................ ..... ..........
SELL: Apache, $150.00: SX-111 w/speaker, $165.00; Bud lo
pass filter. $12.00; EICO VTVM, $20.00 individually or 
$300.00 for all. You pay the shipping. QST in binders, 1957 
thru 1965, $54)0 per year or $40 total. R. E. Faucett, 2218 
Harden Circle, Hendersonville, N.C.,28739.
SELL: Good, clean Nat’onalCHRO-60) with coils and manu
als. Johnson Viking “500” transmitter. Best offer. K1NEK, 
4 Nnrthboro St.. Worcester. Mass. .................... ............ .........
HT-37: With manual, in mint condx, $225.00. WA2BWT, 
Richard Gross, 141-12 71 Avenue. Flushing, N.Y, 11367.  
TRADE: Collins mechanical filters, 455 Kc. center frequency, 
2.1 or 1.5 kc bandwidth for Collins filter 500 cycle bandwidth. 
Earl Cowden, W8ETA. Rte. 81, Galion, Ohio 44833.
SWAN 240 $150.00. Clegs Venus and 416A simply. $295.00. 
All in very good condition. Philip Schwebler, W9GCG, 4536 
N 50th St. Milwaukee. Wis. 53218.  , ___
WANTED: GSB-100 or similar. \V6PZ, 9155 Skyline Blvd. 
Oakland^_____________ ________________________ ___ _____ ___
WANTED: Johnson Signal Sentry, CA7 No. 250-28. State 
price and condition. J. Howe, 92 Lawlor Terrace, Stratford, 
Conn. 06497. ............................................ ....... ................................
COLLINS 75S3B, like new condx. $448-00. Paul Rockwell, 
5800 Hillburne, Chevy Chase. Md. 20015.
NCL-2000 in sealed carton from National factory. Just serviced 
and updated: $450-00 firm. Too heavy for me to lift. Dr. C. R. 
Crosby, RD 81, Chatham, Mass. W1QP.____________ __ ________
SELL:" Eldico SSB-100F xmtr. $200 and Eldico SSB-1000F 2 
KW. linear amp with 2 new spare 4CX3OOAS, $250.00. Ex
cellent condition. Simpson 260 VOM, $20.00. K6SHA, 274 
Hiram Ave., Newbury Park, Calif. Fone 4986505.
MOSLEY TA-33, like new, $50.00. Will ship in original carton. 
F.o.b. my QTH. W5LGD, Bob Ruffer, 4013 Cleveland Place, 
Metairie, Louisiana. ______ _ _____ _____ ___ __ 
GONSET 2 Meter Sidewinder AC/DC supply, 500 watt linear 
amplifier AM and Sideband, mint condition: $930.00 new; $600 
firm. WB2SAV, Eisenstein, 3820 Laurel Ave., Brooklyn, N.Y. 
11224. ....... _......... .... .......................................................... ........
EICO 753, exceptionally good, $160.00. John R. Radzik, K2- 
RKP, 805 N. Aurora St., Ithaca, N.Y. Phone: AR-34984.
LAFAYETTE HA-350 receiver w/speaker, $115.00: Utica 650A 
six meter transceiver, w/VFO, mike, $145,00. Both mint condx. 
“Squalo”, $7.00. Certified check. Thurber, 103 Fortuna, At
water, Calif. 95301.
SB-34 Perfect, sell to highest bidder, or trade for 2 Kw linear. 
Trade up or down. K9RGH, 9600 S. W. Highway, Oak Lawn, 
Ill, 60453.______ _ _____ .  
30L1, excellent trade for 75A-4 or crank-up tower 60 ft. or 
higher. W21WM, Bob Myers, 1094 Alps Rd,, Wayne, N.J. 
FOR Sale; Nine month old Swan 350 with xtal calibr., XC-117 
A.C. supply. Turner 454-X mike, Heath SWR meter. All 
manuals. Will ship express collect upon receipt of first certi
fied check for $400.00. John P. Meyett, K9JII, U. S. S. Brid
get DE-1024 Fox Division, F.P.O., San Francisco, Calif. 96601.
WRL’s Bluebook saves you money! These prices without trades: 
Thor & AC. $323.10: KWM-1, $224.10: UI/6M. $125.95; 
HT-40, $49.50: SX-99, $85.05: Apache, $116.10; HX-10, $260.10; 
SR-46, $134.10; HQ-170-C, $188.10: King 500C, $233.10: 2A, 
$161.10. Ranger I, $89.95. Hundreds more, free list. WRL, 
Box 919. Council Bluffs, Iowa 51501.
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1 ELETYPES, naris. Fast service. Schmidt, W4NYF.
WANTED: E-Z Way tilt-over ground post mounting kit 
TORBS40-G. Manning 6417 White Sands Terr.. Sarasota, Fla. 
33581...................      _.......................................... ...
INCENTIVE Licensing? You need Posi-Check, Amateur Extra 
and General Class FCC type exams, complete in detail and 
style, even to the IBM type answer sheets. A very good aid to 
learning, and a must in preparation for FCC Amateur Exams. 
General Posi-Check consists of 297 questions and explained an
swers for only $2.98—Extra Class, 115 questions and diagrams 
with explained answers, $2.00. 139 questions of the 297 in the 
General Posi-Check apply directly to Extra Class also. Get 
both for only $4.50 postpaid. Posi-Check, P.O. Box ¿3564, 
Urbandale^ Station, Des Moines, Iowa, 50322.________ _____
HAMMARLUND HO-17Ó-AC: excellent with noise-immuni- 
zer and matching speaker, $275.00. WA3DEY, 1068 George 
Road. Meadowbrook, Penna,
FOR Sale: NCX-3 Plus Heathkit AC P/S. both in very good 
condition: $275.00. New, unused Mosley A-315 15-meter 
beam. $40.00. CDR TR-2 rotator, $15.00. Homebrew kilowatt 
amplifier and p/s. Needs a little work, but all components in 
good shape. (Cost me $125,00 new). $60.00. New DOw-key 
DK-2-60 DPDT coaxial relay. 110 VAC. $16.00. Some prices 
open to discussion. Russel Appleyard. WA2MHY, 16 Coolidge 
St.. Larchmont, N.Y. Tel: 914-TE-4-3470.  
HERE'S The cheapest way to DXCC, WAZ, WTW, Telrex 
TM30D wide spaced Triband Beam, new March 1966, Serial 
35012; yours for $225.00. Bandit 2000A converted t? 2000B. 
Serial 439 has four new 572B’s, $215.00. Heath SB-300 receiver 
with CW filter, mint condition, $175.00. K4ZJF, Milt de Reyna. 
4030 Hallmark Drive, Pensacola, Fla. Phone Area 904-433- 
6552. _ ___ ________ _______________ _______ _ _____
HY-GAIN Thunderbird Tribander, three years old. crated and 
ready for shipment, in excellent condition; only $45.00 plus 
shipping. L, G. DedeL WA2MSY, 61 Summit Ave., Spring 
Valley. N.Y. 10977.__  _ ____  ~ __________
HAMMARLUND Kilowatt "".Station: HX-50A with ALC cir
cuit, HO-170A-VHF, HXL-1. All in excellent condition with 
manuals, original cartons. Need cash. Best offer takes all three. 
Also 14AVQ, Globe Scout 65B, Heath VF-l for any reasonable 
offers. Fred Lehrer. K2RUR» 6Ü1 Lansdowne Way. Norwood, 
Mass._ _____ _______ _____ _ ____ ___ _ __ ______
FOR Sale: National NC-140 communications receiver, $110.00 
(originally $180.00); Lafayette HE-30, $50.00 (originally 
$75.00). Ameco model PCL pream w/power supply, $22.00 
(originally $33.00). All the above are less than one year old. 
and are in excellent condx. but I am forced to sell because oí 
apartment move. Steve Gray, WPE8IOB, 22700 Garisson, Apt. 
804» Dearborn, Mich, 48124.
DRAKE 2-B, perfect, $190'00. DX-20'?"'$20;00. VFl"and "P/S, 
$15.00. Shipping collect. QA8KQX/8, 304 Third St., Mor
gantown, W. Va.  ___________ _
MOVING, Must sell Master Mobile Matcher, and F/S meter; 
Gonset Super Six mobile converter; Johnson Challenger. Heath 
B-1 balun. Best offer per unit. Write: W3CAZ.
SELL Or Trade: Collins 75S-3B, barely used, $500.00: Model 
15 printer, good condition, no cover, $50.00. D. M. Burns, 4410 
Reading Road. Dayton. Ohio 45420.___  __ ________
SELL: 32S-3. 516F2, 75S-3B. TÁ36, Ham-M. C? Buchanan. 
4812 Lehigh Drive, Springfield, Ohio 45503. Tel: 1-513-399- 
0708._ W8RWZ., __  ___ _ ___  _ _____ _ _
FOR SALE:' HT-32, Hallicrafters exciten $200,00; CE 600L 
linear, $100.00. Dwight Temple, W2ATM, 163 Weyman Ave., 
New Rochelle, N.Y. Tel: (914) NE6-2829.
HALLICRAFTERS HT-32A. in excellent condition”" $300.00: 
SX-117, in mint condition. $260.00, Glen Arceneaux, W5GQQ, 
817 Short Street, New Orleans. Louisiana 70118.  
PORTLAND, Oregon, would like contact with amateur for 
weekly QSO. Schneider, K6EY. 576 Spruce. San Francisco, 
CaliL94ll8.
RANGER. DB-23. Matchbox, Signal Sentry, 3-el. 10 mtr. 
beam. All in A-l condx. one owner gear. $200. Pick-up or will 
deliver within 50 mile radius. Bert Holtje, W2TQS, 151 Sunset 
Lane, Tenafly. New Jersey 07670.
FOR Sale: HX-10 Marauder, excellent. No scratches: D-Í04. 
filter, SWR bridge and manuals. Pick up deal only, sry. $200 
cash. W2EPZ, 80-44 259th St., Floral Park. L.L, N.Y.
BARGAINS: Drake R4 with crystals for complete ten and 160 
meters, with matching speaker, $225.00; F.ico 720, $40.00: Eico 
730. $35.00: Marconi VFO, $10,00: Johnson T-R switch. $15.00, 
Sorry, will not ship. Will demonstrate. W2V0D, John Moran. 
782 Stewart Ave., Bethpage, L.L, N.Y. 11714. Tel: WE-8-7661. 
TRANSMITTERS: HW-12. $100.00: Viking H?'$75.00; Knight 
50W. $25.00: Heath Twoer. $25; all working, some snare tubes, 
free VFO with Viking, no junk, all clean. Also Quadruplex 
RC on 11 or 10 meters. W3KNG, 2084 Blair St., Wüliams- 
port. Penna. 17701._____________  _ __ ____ ________ ______
NYC Área: HQ-170A with clock and speaker. Gonset GSB-Í00. 
D-104, T-R switch, Heath SWR bridge, low-pass filter. Mint 
;ondx^ $400.00. Charles SchifrU, 07726. Tel: MU6-2888 between 
9 and 5.   ..................................................................................
THOR 6, like new, Clegg’s best 6 meter AM, Original cartons 
and instruction book. First $195,00 takes. Ed Shuey. W3RTA, 
4913 Keppler Place. Washington. D.C. 20031.
VALIANT Transmitter, D-Í04 mike. $200.00: National NC- 
300 and speaker. $200.00; Eico 5-in. 'scope No, 425, $40 00. 
Accessories, manuals, in excellent condition. Will take best 
offer. W2KZL. Tel: 212-MU5-0O79.
HR-10 Receiver. Mint condition, $65.00. Tom Benewicz, WA2- 
OBT, 11 Montrose, Allendale, N. J. 
WANT Bogen Booster amplifier Model HO-125. Please state 
price and condition. K1DVO. 513 Glenbrook Road. Glenbrook, 
Cann. 06906 _ ............. ..... ........ _ _____
IRANSMITTERS-Receivers serviced by radio engineer with 
lab equipment. Sigma Relays 22RJCC 8000. $8.00 pp. Carter 
Gen-E-Motors 12V inp. 720 V., outp. fa .125M. $15,00 
Plus postage (15 lbs.L J & J Electronics, Box 146 Windham 
Road, Canterbury, Conn. 06881. Tel: a.c. (203)546-9126.
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DX-40 and S-38E reevr. $60.00. M. Gilbreath, WN4B0U, 216
Forman Dr., Attalla. Ala.
SX-140 with added I.F. and sneaker. Best offer. Key Dismukes, 
K4MDF, Box 12, Dahlonega, Georgia 30533.
SELL Or Trade: Stainless G-24 240 inch tower, 5/10/20 foot 
sections available. Good to 350 feet, $3/ft. Need S/Line receiv
er or exciter. W4YHD. 6800 Hampshire Road, McLean, Va. 
22101.
SELL: ARC-5 transmitter. $15.00: wire recorder. $5.00, Wil
liam Tnth. 8102 Richard. Brecksville, Ohio 44141.
EVERYTHING Goes! No lower prices for equipment and 
components. Many free items. Send stamped envelope for lists.

Interceptor VHF receiver, perfect. $235.00: RCA AR- 
88LF Quality receiver, 75kc to 30 me.. $80.00. WA6YZG. 
1 raver, 59A Burroughs. China Lake, Calif. 93555.
WANTED: Collins 390A parts, tuning slug for IF (2-3 Me), 
small bevel gear for tuning counter, chassis covers, knobs for 
Me and Kc. tuning. W3CQ. 7116 Longwood Drive. Bethesda, 
Maryland 20034,
SELL: lelrex 7M30C Tri-band beam. Still in banded shipping 
crate. Will ship. Paid Telrex $378.00. Asking $250.00. W9FJO. 
George L. Sensibar. 985 Forest Ave., Glencoe, Illinois. Tel. 
a.c. (312)835-4138.
MINT Condition: Haiiicrafters SX-100. $150.00. Clegg 22’er, 
$175,00. Jack L. Nichols, P.O. Box 524, Stanton, Nebraska.  
WANTED: Clegg 22'er in good, excellent condition, around 
8185.00. David Austin. 748 Kinderkamack Road, River Edge. 
New Jersey 07661. Tel: a.c.(201)261-0451._____ _____ _____
COLLEGE Bound: Sacrifice, mint condx. SB2-LA linear, 
$150,00; HO-10 Monitor ’scope. $50,00. K1YGS. Baldyga, 142 
lurnngton Heights. Torrington. Conn. 06790.

SELL: Heath Marauder HX-10. $225.00; Heath Shawnee 6M 
transceiver; HW-10, $125.00. Hallicrafters SX-100 receiver, 
$125.00. John. WB6MHL, 873 N. Patterson. Santa Barbara, 
Calif. 93105.
WANTED: NBFM Adaptors for Collins 32V and 75A-2. W7- 
VS. 419 S.W, Market St., Portland, Oregon
KWM-2 with 516F-2 A.C. supply, six months old, never used! 
$800. F. S. Eggert. 11833 Wisconsin Ave.» Detroit. Mich. 482U4.
DX 60. HG-10 VFO. looks, works like brand new. $90.00 In
spection invited. Tel: 516-R06-7097. Mitch, WB2UPB, 3403 
First St.. Oceanside, N.Y.
OSTS. Complete Hie. January 1934 to date. First 12 years in 
Binders, very good condition. Must sell as lot. Make offer. 
W5POG, George, 2252 North 43rd St., Waco, Texas 76710.
SWAN 350. latest series, still In warranty, including 117XC 

14X 12 volt module and cable. Like new.
$475.00. W. Dres, Box 273, Palos Heights^ Illinois 60463.

HQ-129X. $100: T-60. $35.00; HG-10 (VFO), $20.00?
Whelan, 63 West Main St.. Kings Park, N.Y. lei,*  A.6y-uxjo>

FOR Sale; Lampkin 205A dual range modulation meter. Cost 
$295. Will sell for $140.00. J. M. Spade, W9PIL. 8024 Cher- 
inston Dr,. Indianapolis, Indiana. __ _ ______ _
COLLINS KWM-2 serial number 13398, new December 1965 
and used only about 8 hours. Same as brand new condition. 
Manual, Plastic envelope, factory carton, etc. $875.00. Also 
brand new never used Collins DL-1, $45.00 and Collins SM-l 
nuke. $25.00. H, Jack Holt, KIVFO, Woodbury, Conn. Tel: 
a c. (203)263-2341.
SALE: Heath MR-1 with spkr. MTOT and station power supply 
S100. K3OPV. 30 Chanel Hill Road, Huntington Valley. Penna. 
WANTED: Mobile single sideband transceiver. W3AXK, phone 
2I5-RE9-1753. John Bolmarcich, W3AXK, 2524 Salmon St. 
Philadelphia, Penna. 19125. ___ _________ _ ____  _
JOHNSON KW Matchbox, $75.00; small Matchbox, $30.00: 
Hy-Gain TH-4 Tribander $65.00; Hy-Gain 3-element 10-meter 
beam. $15.00: New-Tronics 40-75 rotatable dipole, like new, 
$75 00. Porter Barnes. W9CKF, 2922 Muensterman, Evansville, 
Ind
FOR Sale: Johnson SSB Adaptor for Valiant IT or Ranger IT. 
New condx. $200.00. Curtis L. Chapman. K1GUV. 123 Fog 
Plain Road. Waterford, Conm „ __ _ _ _____
SELL: 32V2. $60.00; Valiant 1, $100.00: 'Automatic CW equip
ment hand perfo, tape transmitter, ink recorder, tape puller, 
prices on request. Jennings VVC, Kilowatt roller inductor. 
Deliver 100 miles or ship your cost K2RM. 1530 Glenwood 
Dr.. Piscataway. N,J. Tel: 968-4003. _ ____ __ ____ ____ _
MINT Condx DX-60A and HG-10. only $75.00. Pete" ZilUox, 
F.o.b, RD #3. Clarks Summit, Penna, 18411.___ ____ _____  __
SIDEBAND” Gear, SX-UI receiver. $150.00: HT-37 transmit
ter. $200.00: Loudcnboomer KW linear. $100.00. Matching 
power supply. $100. Prices F.o.b. Albuquerque, N.Mex., W5- 
LGS, 808 San Pedro Dr,. S.E. Albuquerque. N.Mex. 87108. 
"FOR Sale: HT-37, $245.00. Johnson Navigator? $80.00? Both 
units excellent electrically, mechanically, and in appearance. 
F.o.b, fucson, Arizona, K7ZYK, Parish. 5815 Alexander St, 
Tucson. Artz.

DC-3 supply. like new, $90,00; HT-33B with new 
final, $425.00: RV-3 VFP. $69.00; TA-33 Triband beam, $69.00: 
CDR AR-22 rotor w/100 ft. 4-cond. cable. $25.00; HA-1 T-O 
kever and Vibro-Keyer, $69.00; Lecce-Neville 6026A alter
nator, complete. $29.00. .XII with manuals. Bill Jessee, W4- 
GMN. Box 371, Lebanon, Virginia ,24266
EXCHANGE Student to Argentina must sacrifice recently pur
chased NCX-5/NCX-A, complete, for $529.00. Shipped prenaid, 
or best offer. All inquiries answered. Write: Dave, WA1FEP, 
e^'o George Siddall. Box 44. Hyannis, Mass. 02601.
FOR Sale: Hallicrafters transmitter model HT-40. two vears 
old, factory wired. $55.00; Heathkit transmitter Model DX-40. 
$35,00 and matching model VF-l. VFO $15.00: Vibroplex 
Original (semi-automatic key) $10.00. R. Paul Humberson, 
WA7DKZ. 1612 S. Spruce, Casper. Wyoming 82601,



TWOER with DC supply, $50.00; Heath B-1 balun, $5.00; 
AC-13 stereo headphone control, $5.00. All new. Also two Hy- 
Gain 40/80 traps, $10.00; two URC-4 transceivers, best otter. 
WA5ERC, Crisler, 154 Ronald Boulevard, Lafayette, La. 
505 01._______________ ____ ____________________________
WANTED: Collins filters No. F-455J21 and F-455J08 or F455- 
J05 for 75A-4 receiver. Have Hallicrafters SX-99 for sale. 
$70.00. In excellent condition. Cliff Wyne, 1420 Third St.» 
Spearfish, So. Dak. __ _ _______________________________
CENTRAL Electronics 100-V w/new finals. Used tittle, except 
for SS and FD. Mint condx. $375.00. Want: NCL-2000. Tom 
Bergan, K9DVZ, 1506 Woodmont, South Bend, Ind. Tel: 219- 
291-4528.__________________ _ _____________________________ _ _
SELL: HaUicrafters HT-32, excellent condition, $’200.00; NC- 
125, $60.00; K5UPX. Charles Bautsch, 5650 Sylmar, Houston 36, 
Texas. Tel: 713-771-0824.,_______ ___ ___________________ __
HW-12, HP-13, HD-20, Turner PTT mic. half-year old. Built 
by EE. In exclnt condx. $128.00. Bob Schwartz. B583, Buck
nell University, Lewisburg, Penna.
NO300 with xtal calibrator and speaker; 2nd conversion osc. 
Xtal controlled with switchable xtals for USB/LSB; coil com
partment heater; in excellent condition; $160.00. R. Markel, 
W2TVS, 1435 Lexington Ave., New York 10028. _____
FOR Sale: 75S-i Collins receiver, $285.00; SSB Heath HX-30 
6-meter transmitter, AM, USB, LSB, CW, $150.00. Both units 
in gud condx. WA0EOL, Lintz. 2826 Woodview Ct., Nor
mandy. Mo.
SAVE $500,661 Clegg Zeus, Interceptor B and Allbander, 
bought new in 1956, mint condx, recently updated by SQUires- 
Sanders^ Cost $1375. Prefer one package pick-up deal: $875.00. 
WA4PSU. George R. White, 3520 Galloway Ave., Memphis, 
Tenn. 38122. Tel: 901-323-2372 after 6 PM. 
FOR Sale: HR-10 with calibrator excellent condition. $65.00 
Fo.b. QTH. Art Champagne, Jr., 22 Northview Dr., South 
Windsor. Conn, 06 074................  ___ .......... ........
WILL Buy one each Barker & Williamson 80 HDVL and 49 
HDVL coils. State price and condition. Carl, VV1IG._____ 
CLEANING House! Meters, transformers, crystals, capacitors, 
selsyns, etc. Give-away prices. All must go. Please send SASE to 
R. L. Baldwin, W1IKE, 26 Ridge Road, Simsbury, Conn, 
SWAP Hy-Gain PH-4 Tribander for equivalent value 4-ele- 
ment 20-meter beam. Have two (2) LM frequency meters, and 
will swap one for RF Signal Generator. K1PNS, 24 Rockwood 
Drive. Waterford, Conn. 06385.
WE’RE Trying to complete our collection of Callbooks at 
Headquarters, Anyone have extra copies of Government Call
books 1922-1925 and Radio Amateur Callbooks 1928-1934? 
•\RRL. 225 Main, Newington, Conn. 06111, __
VIKING Invader, KW Matchbox/SWR/RF ammeter T-R 
switch, low-pass. Drake 2B/2BO, HA-1 T-O keyer/Nikey. Heath 
MM-1 VOM, 4 Eimac 4-I000As, Hy-Gain 5-el. Tribander, AU 
m exclnt condx. Make offer, James R. King. Box 502, Cary 
Club, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind.__________  
FREE Copy of totally new ham publication. Send QSL or post
card today. Nothing like it before! Ham’s Market Newspaper, 
Box 13934, Atlanta 9, Ga. _  
SACRIFICE. Must sell: SX-111, excellent; Valiant I, F/W, 
good; Mosley “Fifteen Twenty” 6-element KW beam, excel
lent. No reasonable offer refused. WA3EMX, 929 High St., 
Bethlehem, Penna, 18018. ______ __ ________________ _______
75A-4 serial 4002 with matching speaker and 3 mech. filters. 
Excellent condition, must sell. Will go to highest bidder. Maj 
R. R, Blakslee, A Co, Hq Bn, Hq. Marine Corps, Henderson 
Hall, Arlington, Va, 22204.______ 
WANTED: HRO plug-in coils and clean HRO-S0. W2DYU, 
360 Marlboro Rd., Englewood, N.J. 
GONSET 2'meter Communicator IV. $190.00. Good condition. 
W6QQB,1643 Rotary Dr., Los Angeles. Calif. 90026. __

6146Bs, 240 watts. AC p/s, plate meter, $220.00, local deal. Richard bain, W8WNZ/9, 1328 Union St., Fort Wayne, 
lnd;ana. _______ __________________ _____________ ____ ______ _
SELL Collins 32S-1 noise blanker No, I36A-1. $200. W8YBS. 
WANTED: Jennings Vacuum variable capacitors for my linear. 
5-500 mmfd UCSL 500. 3 Kv. and 20-2000 mmfd. UCSL 2000-2 
kv. Wes Minear. WA9FHK, 703 N. Garfield, Lombard, Ill. 
60148  ̂ . ...
COLLINS KWM-2, 30L-L 516F-2, 312B-3, 189A-2 for sale. 
$1,050.00. Exclnt condx. Will ship in original boxes. W5LNK, 
1205 Cheyenne, Richardson, Texas 75080, _ 
COLLEGE Expenses require sale of complete 80-10M, AM- 
SSB-CW station. HT-32A xmtr. $375,00; Heath Mohawk revr 
and spkr, $175.00; HB kilowatt designed along commercial 
standards, vacuum tuning, less only HVPS. Have $900 in, 
sacrifice for $200. Master control console, LOC-REM- 
PTT-VOX operation on 80-2M, has 13 relays, other deluxe 
components and features including automatic antenna selec
tion, etc, $150.00. AH equipment in excellent condition. Pack
age deal: All above phis 3 brand new Dow-Key relays. D-104, 
cables, Heath FM-3A tuner, preamp., amplifier, $800. First 
certified check or M.O. takes. Will deliver within 300 miles 
of Detroit. Phil Hill, WA8IFB, 6920 Cooley Lake Road, 
Milford, Michigan.__________________ _ _________________ _____
HAMMARLUND HQ-170AC with factory installed noise im- 
munizer, In mint condition. Will ship. $275,00. Robert Zimmer, 
94 Brittle Lane, Hicksville, N.Y. 11801.______________________
CRYSTALS Airmailed: SSB, Nets. MARS, Novice, Commer
cial, etc. Custom finished etch stabilized FT-243. .01%, 3500 
to 8600 kilocycles. $1.90. (Five or more same or mixed, $1.70). 
Ten or more same, $1.35» 1700 to 20.060, $2.56. Overtones 
supplied above 10,000. Add 75tf each for HC-6/u miniatures 
above 2000 kilocycles. Add 50£ each for .005%. ARRL crystal 
groups: “IMP”, “DCS-500”, $9.95. Write for information on 
kits and types not indicated. Add Si each for postage, 10$ 
for airmail. Crystals since 1933. C-W Crystals, Route 2, Box 
22-B, Marshfield, Missouri 65706.
FOR Sale: HT-37, $200.06:..SX-101 Mark III, $200.00; take 
both for $350.00. Each in mint condx. Chicago Area only. 
Jerry, K9RAS, 10728 So Albany, Chicago, 111, 60655, Phone 
445-0315.

GUARANTEED A-l reconditioned equipment on trial approval 
at very attractive prices. Terms. Central 100-V; Collins 75S-1, 
75S-3, 75S-3B, 32S-3, 30L-I; Drake 2-A, 2-B, R-4, TR-4; 
Gonset GSB-101; GSB-201, G-50; Hallicrafters SX-111, SX- 
101A, SX-117, HT-4L HT-32B, HT-37; Hammarlund HQ-110, 
HQ-170, HQ-180; National NC-190, NC-300, NCX-3, NCX-5, 
NCL-2000. Much other equipment. Write for lists. Henry Radio 
Co., Butler. Mo.  
HEATHKIT Kilowatt Kompact plus HQ-24 power supply. Ab- 
sulutely no scratches, works perfectly. Less than 3 weeks old. 
■$135.00 or your be.t offer, TA-33 Jr, $25.00. Lt. John Pala- 
maro. 3C Hay St.. Westover AFB. Mass. 01022. Tel: 593-3844.
75A4-, $369.00; 75A-3, $239.00: 75S-1. $290.00; 75A-L $135.00; 
SW-240, $219.00; SX-111, $119.00; SX-110, $99.00: SX-100, 
$169.00; NC-300. $139.00; 2A, $159.00; 2AQ, $22.50; LSA-3 
w/DC, $150.00; HQ-110. $109.00: HT-37, $249.00; new HT-37, 
$345.00; Viking II. w/VFO, $99.00; Galaxy V, $299.00; AF67’s, 
$35.00. Free list. Howard Radio, Box 1269, Abilene, Texas 
79604.
ATLANTA Area! Little used Galaxy V station: AC power 
supply, vertical antenna, 80 M. coil, GD-104 mike, calibrator, 
accessory console: $3,50.00. WB4BKP. Tel: 404-436-6640.
FOR Sale: Complete 2 M station. BC-312 receiver. Tecraft 
converter, Nuvistor preamplifier, 10 watts phone/c.w. trans
mitter, 8 element Telrex beam. TR-4 rotator, $126.00. No 
shipping, sry. Kaftan, 65 E. 52nd St., Brooklyn, N.Y. Tel: 
HY3-5773.______________________________ ____ _ __________
TWO New 100 mid., 5,000 VDC Pyranol capacitors. Size: 
13 high x 13.5*  long x 5Va*  wide. Two highest offers ac
cepted. K3MNJ. 
NC-240D, BC-348, like new; 40 ft. crank-up mast, beams, 
meters, crystals, transformers, capacitors. Write for list. 
W9OBW, 7508 Lawrence. Chicago, lll. 60656.
WANTED: de Forest tubular audion, Amrad S tube, Margo 
detector. W2EZM, 431 Oakland Ave., Maple Shade, N.J. 
08052.
NCX-3. NCX-A, excellent condition, with instruction books: 
$295.00. K5Q1B. 2408 W. 37th Ave., Pine Bluff, Arkansas 
? 16QL.......................................... ~............ .........................................  
(.¡ENERAL Radio type 1932-A distortion and noise meter. 
Distortion to 0.1% noise to  80 dbm. Perfect condition. 
Originally $725. will sacrifice for $300.00. Tom Benewicz, 
WA2OBT. 11 Montrose, Allendale, N.J.______ 
FOR Sale: SB-34, new, wi:h mike, Hustler antenna 80,40,20 
coils, $295.00. K1UDI. 86 Westgate, Wellesley, Mass.
COLLINS Owners: Tired of out of band operation when 
working DX-split frequency? Avoid bandswitch changing with 
our new kit that installs in 60 seconds. S/Line, $21.95; 
KWM-2, $11.95 postpaid. Front End Conversions and update. 
75A-4, $69.95; 75-S series, $34.95. 72-hour service. VCZ Sales, 
Box 15, Ramsey, New Jersey 07446.
NATIONAL NC-303 guaranteed in perfectly new condition, 
$250.00 or best offer plus shipping. W1KBO, Jowdy, 52 Wash- 
ington, Stoneham, Mass. 02180._____ ________
COLLINS VFO’s, 7ÛE-23 for KWS-1. new, $39.00; 70K-1 
for KWM-1, new, $29.00; 70E8A for 32-V. new, $29.00: 
70H-12 for R390A. new, $49.00; 70E7 for 75A-1, new. $29.00;
70E-I8 for R3921 GRC-19, new, $49.00. Richard E. Mann,
430 Wilmot Rd., Deerfield. III. _ ____________________
SELL: Drake 2-A receiver, Q-multiplier, speaker, crystal cali
brator, like new, $175.00. Joe Kaniuk, 4157 S. Archer, Chi
cago, 111. 60632. _______________________________________ _______
SELL: Heath HX-10 Marauder, checked by Heath, with man
ual. Best offer over $175.00. Hammarlund HQ-180C, w/spkr 
and manual, in mint condx. best offer over $200. WA4PCC, 
Watzman. 2123 Alameda Ave.. Orlando, Fla.
HT-1R Exciter, $28.50; Telrad frequency standard, $22.56, 
crystal oven, $8.50, tubes, components. Write for details. 
K2OYN, 449 Hili St., Boonton, New Jersey. _____
SELL: Hammarlund HQ-IOOAC with matching speaker, 
$110.00: Eico-723, factory-wired, $40.00. All in excellent condi
tion. R. Foster, WA9OUE, 639 S. Main, Naperville, Ill.
HEATHKIT HW-22 transceiver, HP23 AC and HP-13, 12V 
power supplies. Hustler antenna, $240.00. L. Lochner, K9BNP, 
353 Marguerite St., Elgin, III. ................... ....... . .....................................
HEATH SB-300 receiver for sale. Have gone homebrew trans
ceive. Excellent condition. Best reasonable offer. K1RPB.  
“HOSS-TRADER” Ed Moory says “if you can pay cash and 
no trade involved,” you can purchase the following demonstrator 
equipment with factory warranty: NCX-5, $479.00; TR-4, $489.00; 
Swan 350. $349.00; Galaxy V, $339.00; R4-A, $329,95; NCL- 
2000, $529.00; KWM-2, $895.00; 75S-3B, $499.00; 30L-1, $429.00; 
SB-34, $329.00; new Ham-M Rotor and dem. Mosley TA-33 
beam. $179.00; demo Ham-M rotor, $89.95; T4-X. $329.95. 
Package deal: New NCX-5 and dem. NCL-2000, reg. price 
$1370.00. Cash price, $995.00. Package deal: new Swan 350 and 
dem. Swan Mark 1 2000-watt linear, regular price, $963.00. 
cash price $775.00. Reconditioned gear: HT-37, $219.00; 2-B, 
$189.00; SX-ItL $129.00; SX-101, $139.00. Ed Moorv Whole
sale Radio, Box 506. DeWitt. Arks. Phone 946-2820._________  
HW-12 75 meter SSB transceiver, in excellent condition. $80.00; 
GD-125 “Q” multiplier, $9.00: MI-41 fuel vapor detector, 
$15.00; all these Heathkit items like new, with manuals. K8BLL, 
Box 256, Rte. 2. Stevensville, Michigan 49127._______ _
KWS-1, SN238, $695; 75A-4 3 filters vernier knob, SN2917, 
$400; NCX-3 ac/dc supplies, $325.00; Polvcomm 62B, $175.00; 
Eimac 304TL8. new, $15.00: 2KVA G-E line regulator, $75.00; 
Ranger I $65.00: T-60. $35.00: 750 and VFO, $35.00. Jack H. 
Osborne, K6LVD. 5636 Del Monte Ct., Santa Rosa, Calif. 95405. 
SQUIRES-SANDERS SS-1R receiver; ’$995.00; ■SS’TRS’’^ 
$35.00; SS18 noise-silencer, $135.00, brand new. First $575.00 
Mkes all. Drake TR-3 SN 12454, RV-3. AC3 like new condition. 
First $600.00. W8BQH. phone 513-522-6310.
CLEANING House: Brand new Dumont high-band mobile model 
M-330 carrier squelch, $275.00. Motorola low-band model 
T51GGV private line, no accessories, $150.00. New surplus 
1-177B tube tester with adapter. $35.00. Motorola Model T 
51GGV carrier squelch, no accessories, $100. Bob Welch, 
K2BXN, Box 427, Branchville, N. J.
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NO-STRING DIAL
No strings: no pulleys: no back lash: no flimsy 
assembly. The No. 10037 is a sturdy mechanically 
engineered “Designed for Application” dial as
sembly which completely eliminates the annoy
ances of string-driven pointers, eliminates all 
indicator stutter or wobble and provides positive 
pointer travel and resetability. The pointer is 
driven positively by a flexible but non-elastic 
molded gear driven rack which cannot slip, break 
or fall off a pulley. The geared flexible rack 
rides in a multi-slot extruded aluminum channel. 
This girder-like extruded piece provides mechan
ical rigidity to the assembly. Furnished complete 
with panel trim bezel and flexible coupling for 
output shaft.

JAMES MILLEN 
MFG. CO., INC.

MAIN OFFICE AND FACTORY

MALDEN
MASSACHUSETTS

M j <
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“TOOLS °F ™E TRADE”

When you set out to build a piece of gear, all the tools must be at hand- 
soldering iron, long-nose pliers, "dikes," screwdrivers, wrenches and so on.

y^^nother "tool" which has been on amateur—and professional—workbenches 

since 1926 is

THE RADIO AMATEUR'S HANDBOOK
«^^plattered with solder, dog-eared, the binding broken opposite the tube 

tables, the HANDBOOK competes with the hacksaw and an old B.C. chassis for space 
in the work area, never knowing the serenity of a bookshelf.

^^heck your copy; is it overdue for retirement in favor of the 1966 Edition? 

The 1966 Handbook has new information on Zener diodes, Varactors, mesa and planar 
transistors, silicon-controlled rectifiers. Plus two new receivers, two new transmitting 
units, a new mechanical-filter s.s.b. rig, three new RTTY units, a new antenna matcher 
and lots more.

ick up your copy today at your local radio store, or send a check or money 
order direct to League headquarters.

$4.00 USA $4.50 US Possessions and Canada $5.50 Elsewhere 
Clothbound Edition $6.50 USA, Possessions and Canada, $7.00 Elsewhere

The American Radio Relay League, inc
Newington, Conn, osili
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[ EASIEST 

TOWER 
EVER 

TO 
î INSTALL!

NOW! NEW!

• No guy wires needed.
• All models telescope—easily cranked down for 

safety; eliminates high climbing...protects 
against windstorm... simplifies antenna instal
lation. (Motorized crank-up available on heavy 
duty models.)

• Tilt-over mounting can bring beam to ground 
level.

• No concrete necessary! Wonder Ground Post 
(illustrated) ...exclusive with E-Z WAY...can 
be used with most free standing installations . . . 
its stabilizing fins insure a solid setting under 
practically all ground conditions. Or, use build
ing mount bracket kit.

HARRISON has the E-Z WAY that’s right for 
your antenna... right for your pocketbook

GROUND 
POST

HARRÏSON
“HAM HEADQUARTERS, USA’’®

184

There’s no easier tower to erect than the rugged beauties 
built by E-Z WAY. Imagine ... you don’t even need con
crete for most installations! And there’s no better place 
to get the E-Z WAY that’s best for you than from 
HARRISON . . . “Ham Headquarters, USA.” Harrison 
experts give you competent and truly objective advice 
on tower problems. Harrison has the entire E-Z WAY 
line, to meet your needs precisely. Harrison gives you 
easy terms, guarantees full satisfaction. And . . .

HARRISON PAYS SHIPPING CHARGES TO YOUR DOOR!

Choose from 26 different models and sizes. Prices range 
from $54.95 to $1,627.50. One of the best ways to let 
Harrison’s ham specialists help you select the best tower, 
rotator, antenna, etc., to give you maximum performance 
at lowest cost, is to get your FREE “Harrison Better 
Propagation Package.” To get your copy, just fill in coupon 
below and mail today!

Bii Harrison I
22) Greenwich St., N. Y., N. Y. 10007 j
Dear Bii: j
Please rush my FREE “Harrison Better Propagation Pack- | 
age" at no obligation to: i
NAME:___

ADDRESS:
CALL:

W2AVA

Mail orders carefully and promptly filled.
227 Greenwich St, New York, N. Y. 10007

(212) BArclay 7-7922
P Visit Our Long Island Store ~1 
L 139-20 Hillside Avenue, Jamaica J



One for 
the road,

orV-ZA • • • do you need a new rig for fixed-station use? Or a second or even third rig for 
vacation or even portable operation? Or a replacement for a single or tri-band transceiver? 
For that matter, the brand-new National 200 five-band transceiver, at only $359, is a natural 
for anything that demands top-notch SSB, GW, and AM performance on the 80 through 10 
meter bands with minimal investment. Traditional National Workmanship and our one-year 
guarantee are yours, in a five-bander priced even lower than a kit rig!

■ Complete coverage of the 80 through 10 meter bands. «200 Watt PEP input on SSB, plus 
grid-block CW and AM. ■ Separate product and AM detection plus fast-attack slow-release 
AGC in all modes. ■ Crystal-controlled front end and single VFO gives high stability, plus 
identical calibration and tuning rate on all bands. ■ Crystal lattice filter for high sideband 
suppression on transmit, and rejection of adjacent channel QRM on receive . . . plus solid-state 
balanced modulator for “set-and-forget” carrier suppression. ■ Operates from new low-cost 
AC-200 supply ($75.00) or from NCX-A or mobile power supplies. ■ Extra features like: ALC; 
45:1 planetary/split gear tuning drive; automatic carrier insertion in AM and CW modes; 
universal mobile mount included.

Your dealer has the National 200 in stock right now. See him today for a demonstration.

New National 200, of course.
<^> NATIONAL RADIO COMPANY, INC., 37 Washington St., Melrose, Mass. 02176



output in Class AB2
The RCA-8122 has power and reliability that's 
hard to beat—more than 50% greater dissipation 
capability than older tubes of comparable size. 
Used in the latest commercial equipment, 
or in your own project, the RCA-8122 can deliver 
power and efficiency with as little as 5 watts drive.

This low-cost forced-air-cooled beam'power tube 
is designed with the builder in mind.... Use it with 
coaxial, strip-line, or conventional lumped tank 
circuit construction. Get broad-band neutralizatior. 
on upper frequencies with only a series-tuned 
capacitor in one cathode lead. Ceramic-and-metal 
construction and special electrode configuration 
eliminate mechanically-caused noise and provide 
extreme sturdiness even at high operating 
temperatures.

Whether you’re planning to buy or build, make 
sure you take advantage of the latest advances 

in tube technology with the RCA-8122—made 
by the people who gave you the 6146. On the 
amateur bands, it's years ahead!
Full CCS ratings upto 500 MHz. For use as rf power 
amplifiers; oscillator; regulator; distributed 
amplifier or linear rf power amplifier in 
fixed or mobile equipment...
• 380 Watts PEP Output at 
30 MHz Class AB, • 570 
Watts PEP Output at 30 MHz 
Class AB, • 300 Watts CW 
Output at 470 MHz Class C 
For complete technical 
information, write to RCA 
Commercial Engineering, 
Harrison, N. J. for a copy of 
RCA-8122 Data Bulletin 
(Revised 6-66), and 
Application Guide ICE-300.

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR AUTHORIZED RCA INDUSTRIAL TUBE DISTRIBUTOR

RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, NJ.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
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	HMers aMceil technology Hs m a aeiii M al amateur eumamem

	Hy-Gain’s 6-element DX THUNDERBIRD

	Hy-Gam’s 2-element THUNDERBIRD

	NEW from International

	Model SBX-9 : Model SBA-50


	THE AMERICAN nanm rft av

	LEAGUE, INC.,

	“It Seems to Us...”

	BY GEORGE GRAMMER,* W1DF

	October 1966

	BY JIM GEORGE,* W7AWH



	YAGI VS. QUAD

	BY ROBERT E. FITZ,* W4RBZ

	Simple Transistor Unit Covering 16 to 30 Kc.

	BY JOHN M. TIFFANY,* ex-2BQK, 2CGK, W3CQN


	October 1966

	BY GEORGE GRAMMER,** WIDE

	BY EDWARD P. TILTON, W1HDQ*



	A Transmateh For Balanced and Unbalanced Lines

	BY LEWIS G. McCOY,* W1ICP



	^Recent Equipment

	The Knight-Kit TR-106 Transceiver

	The Knight-Kit V-107 V.F.O.

	The Parks 432-3 Converter

	Parks 432-3 U.h.f. Converter

	IMPORTANT NOTICE

	October 1966

	NARROW-BAND TV USING PSEUDORANDOM DOT SCAN


	October 1966



	STATION DESIGN FOR DX

	BY PAUL D. ROCKWELL,* W3AFM

	October 1966

	49

	“QSL ... Solid Copy

	BY JOHN G. TROSTER,* W6ISQ

	BY DAVID A. LIEN,* WA6YMY, ex W4PAI, W0ZSR

	October 1966



	G BÄ

	BY LOUISE RAMSEY MOREAU,* WB6BBO

	NEON LAMPS

	V.H.F.-U.H.F. SIGNAL SOURCE

	ADAPTER FOR MIKES WITHOUT

	P.T.T. SWITCH

	QUICKIE ANTENNA FOR 2 METERS

	IMPROVING OUTPUT FROM DIODE MULTIPLIERS

	MINIATURE TOROID CORES

	ANOTHER METHOD OF FORMING VINYL CABLE LACING

	The Clubs

	SOAPBOX

	QST for

	QST for

	CLUB SCORES’

	C.W. HIGHLIGHTS


	October 1966

	Disqualifications


	October 1966

	Armed Forces Day —1966

	October 1966


	Announcing 21st Annual ARRL Simulated Emergency Test

	NATIONAL CALLING AND EMERGENCY FREQUENCIES (kc.)

	October 1966

	October 1966


	Happeniri^^ the Month

	CANADIAN CENTENNIAL CALLS

	TEMPORARY TRAFFIC WITH 4U1ITU

	FAMILY OPERATING PRIVILEGE DENIED

	MORE AMATEUR RADIO WEEKS

	CB REQUEST ON CALLS DENIED

	FAMILY MEMBERSHIP

	FCC DENIES POWER REDUCTION

	®r. Hatorence 31. ©unit,

	CijarlesS HI. IBobe, M0HIXC

	October 1966

	CHILEAN PRESIDENT THANKS AMATEURS

	LONDON EXHIBITION

	YUGOSLAVIAN ANNIVERSARY AWARD



	Correspondence From Members-

	DX CONTEST QUOTAS

	FREELOADERS — PRO AND CON

	MEMBERSHIP DUES

	October 1966

	A PLEA FOR UNITY

	QZZ

	HERTZ VS. CYCLES

	RUDENESS


	Sixth World-Wide RTTY Sweepstakes

	How:

	October 1966

	Omega Multirange Panel-Meter Kit

	Millen No-String Illuminated Slide-Rule Dial

	33rd ARRL Sweepstakes—Nov. 12-14 (phone), 19-21 (c.w.) All W/VE Amateurs Invited To Participate

	October 1966

	SUGGESTED

	OPERATING FREQUENCIES

	A.R.R.L. ACTIVITIES CALENDAR

	OTHER ACTIVITIES


	October 1966

	115

	W1AW SCHEDULE, OCTOBER 1966

	ATLANTIC DIVISION

	DELAWARE QSO PARTY

	MARYLAND-D.C. QSO PARTY October 29-31

	CENTRAL DIVISION

	DELTA DIVISION

	GREAT LAKES DIVISION

	HUDSON DIVISION

	MIDWEST DIVISION

	NEW ENGLAND DIVISION


	124

	CONNECTICUT QSO PARTY


	FREE CATALOG!

	125

	NORTHWESTERN DIVISION


	126

	127

	MARS OSCILLATOR

	MOBILE VFO

	$75

	REMOTE CONTROL KIT

	$25

	MODEL 350 SSB TRANSCEIVER 5 BANDS 400 WATTS

	$420

	DUALVFO ADAPTOR

	FULL COVERAGE VFO


	MODEL 250 6 METER SSB TRANSCEIVER

	FOR CLOSED CIRCUIT OR AMATEUR TV

	PACIFIC DIVISION

	WORLD'S LARGEST SELECTION OF STOCK FREQUENCIES

	OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:

	131



	AMATEUR ELECTRONIC SUPPLY

	RECONDITIONED HAM EQUIPMENT

	lock at your low Monthly Payment

	133




	ADVERTISERS



	EIMAC

	EIMAC

	135

	ROHN has these 6 IMPORTANT POINTS:


	ROHN Manufacturing Co.

	136

	RAYTHEON



	NEW

	ri-Ex TOWER CORPORATION

	138


	Who gives you ham gear so COMPLETE at prices so low?

	ROCKY MOUNTAIN DIVISION

	Call or write for your copy today*

	141


	COAXIAL

	RELAYS

	I "

	SOUTHEASTERN DIVISION


	DOW-KEY CO.

	142



	ANTENNA BREAKTHROUGH

	ALL-BAND VERTICALS BEAMS

	QUADS

	GOTHAM, 1805 Purdy Ave, Miami Beach, Fla. 33139

	143

	MODEL A-62 • 300 OHM

	MODEL A-62 GMC • 50 OHM

	The FINNEY Company - Bedford, Ohio

	SOUTHWESTERN DIVISION



	144

	NEW VFO FOR TX-62 or any other VHF TRANSMITTER

	ALL BAND NUVISTOR PREAMP G THRU 160 METERS

	AMECO EQUIPMENT CORP,



	Dry Loads to 100 watts

	FIRST CALIFORNIA QSO PARTY

	better sent... better received

	with Belden wire and cable

	... easy to use packaged lengths.

	WEST GULF DIVISION


	148

	DAVCO DR-30 RECEIVER $38950

	CANADIAN DIVISION





	For MILITARY and COMMERCIAL SYSTEMS-the lowest noise silicon transistors available thru 2 KMC

	THERE'S A WORLD OF OPPORTUNITY FOR THE MAN WITH AN FCC LICENSE

	152

	Model B-24 Net $59.95

	MULTIBAND COAXIAL ANTENNA

	Model C4 Net $34.95

	Model B4010 Net $79.50


	40 p,us 10»

	METERS

	RUGGED 6 METER BEAM

	Model B6M5 Net $24.95 each Two for $44.50


	154

	155

	THIS COULD BE THE BEST DX ANTENNA YOU WILL EVER OWN!

	COMPLETE KIT PRICE

	CONTENTS	(P Fft nC


	MBM.W. MILLER CO.

	156

	157


	LEARN CODE

	158

	159

	HIGH POWER $1





	HOW WOULD YOU DESIGN A NEW ADVANCED LINEAR?

	162

	163

	10 - 15 - 20 METER MONOBEAMS

	RADIO inc.

	: TWENTY-FOUR CLOCKS IN ONE J

	NEW

	MODERN

	TIME ANYWHERE


	Farmene World Time-Zone Clock

	BIGGER . . . BETTER I THAN EVER, I I

	BRITISH RADIO ELECTRONICS, LTD.

	2, 3 & 4 ELEMENT QUADS

	FIBERGLASS

	OR BAMBOO

	from $59.95


	40th ANNIVERSARY 1967 CATALOG

	167

	DUMMY ■ LOAD

	ENJOY EASY, RESTFUL KEYING

	THE VIBROPLEX CO., INC.



	169


	FREE!

	PLATE TRANSFORMERS—$39.95

	170



	Find all the answers fast with the

	BRAND-NEW

	4TH EDITION

	OF W9IOP'S

	SECOND OP

	$1.00

	[imvùwiì

	HlMd-1444 MIC

	171


	TUNAVERTER

	TILT THAT PANEL!

	172

	THE AMERICAN RADIO RELAY7 LEACCE

	EASY TO LEARN CODEl

	INSTRUCTOGRAPH COMPANY



	59'

	CUBEX COMPANY


	! aA/ WATERS

	173

	FITS ANY C.B. OR HAM ANTENNA


	MOBILE ANTENNA MOUNT

	174

	175

	^1 DCAMQ” ( 50mc*144mc*220mc*432mc


	BIG

	176

	177

	178

	179
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	HARRISON has the E-Z WAY that’s right for your antenna... right for your pocketbook

	GROUND POST
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